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ABSTRACT
Lost for nearly a millennium, recent manuscript discoveries are bringing back to
light a foundational work of Han period “primary education

”: the Cang Jie pian

This dissertation looks at the study of the Cang Jie pian from two perspectives, that of the
past and of the present. It begins with the latter, addressing fundamental methodological
issues for modern scholarship on the Cang Jie pian. Chapter One and Chapter Two ask how,
despite the fact that the Cang Jie pian failed to be transmitted to the present, we may still
identify manuscript evidence with this title. Textual identity is conceived of as a
(potentially shifting) pattern of constitutive characteristics, that then serve as criteria for
affiliating new text to the Cang Jie pian title with varying degrees of confidence. Chapter
One presents a textual history of the Cang Jie pian via received sources; Chapter Two lists
all prospective Cang Jie pian manuscript pieces. Perhaps the most important Cang Jie pian
manuscript however was not archaeologically excavated, but purchased for Peking
University off the antiquities market. Chapter Three investigates the authenticity of this
artifact, and concludes that it is indeed genuine, by identifying novel features first seen on
the Peking University Cang Jie pian that have since been confirmed in archaeologically
recovered data.
The dissertation next turns to the role the Cang Jie pian played in the spread of
literacy during the Western Han. The nature of the Cang Jie pian as a primer employed in
scribal training is discussed in Chapter Four. A case study of the Cang Jie pian manuscript
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.

fragments at Yumen Huahai watchtower shows that even conscripted soldiers were
copying this text in study. Yet a survey of the Peking University manuscript’s vocabulary, in
Chapter Five, reveals that the Cang Jie pian included sophisticated language that was not
purely oriented toward government administration or military duty. Not only were scribes
equipped with an erudite written vocabulary, through informal education networks like at
Yumen Huahai, a broader range of Han society benefited from “trickle down” literacy.
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PREFACE: Why I Chose to Study the Cang Jie pian

Let me begin by briefly explaining why I chose to study the Cang Jie pian

. In

this way, I hope the reader may better understand the motivations underlying my project.
A survey of Han period manuscript finds from the past century first piqued my interest in
the Cang Jie pian. The title was seemingly ubiquitous in the preliminary reports I checked,
being listed among thirteen different caches of bamboo and wooden strips by my count
(sec.2.2).1 The discovery of early Chinese manuscript evidence for a text known to scholars
via a conventional title is already in itself a noteworthy phenomenon, let alone when
manuscript witnesses appear in such numbers. But not only was the prevalence of the Cang
Jie pian title striking to me, I was also intrigued by the diversity of geographies and
archaeological contexts for these finds, from an aristocratic burial in Anhui, to trash piles
among military fortifications in Gansu, and a Jingjue Kingdom settlement site in Xinjiang.
The Cang Jie pian must have been an important text that enjoyed widespread popularity
during the Han period. Yet it eventually disappeared, failing to be transmitted in our
received corpus. Likewise, the Cang Jie pian has been largely overlooked in modern
scholarship on early China, particularly in work conducted in Western languages.2 Here
was a text ostensibly familiar yet enigmatic in the same stride, and I was eager to learn
more.
The deeper one delves into the Cang Jie pian, the more questions are raised. The title
evokes the legendary figure of Cang Jie

(sometimes written

), whom early myths

credit with the invention of writing, which is also affirmed in the first line of the text: “Cang
Jie created writing

.” The Cang Jie pian however is not an elaboration upon this
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myth, and Cang Jie does not appear again. Instead, a short narrative follows, urging children
to study dutifully, and it transitions to mostly pairs of related terms (synonyms, antonyms,
set phrases, and so forth) in sentences that rhyme, as if to ease memorization. That the
Cang Jie pian was listed in the Hanshu
“primary education

Yiwenzhi

bibliography as a work of

” suggests that it may have indeed been a primer for children. But,

although its vocabulary is at times grouped into thematic categories, the logic behind the
Cang Jie pian’s organization is often disjointed, without the overarching stories or
discernible lessons found in later primers like the Sanzijing

or Qianziwen

.

The vocabulary is moreover quite obscure, and I found myself wondering why a Han child
would learn for instance ten finely nuanced shades of black, all while basically ignoring
other colors (sec.5.2.1 and 5.2.2).
Curiously, the text was supposedly authored by some of the most powerful men in
the Qin dynasty, including Li Si

. It is possible that the Cang Jie pian was involved in his

infamous call for writing reform, accounting for the text’s expansive lexicon. But while our
manuscript witnesses are at times written in older calligraphic styles, none are in the small
seal script affiliated with Li Si’s reform (according to the Shuowen jiezi
Han, intellectuals like Yang Xiong

). In the

came to venerate the Cang Jie pian as well, and it

was even the subject of court convened conferences, where specialists explicated its
“archaic characters

.” As a work then esteemed by the cultural elite, it is not surprising

that a copy of the Cang Jie pian was included in the tomb library of the Lord of Ruyin
at Fuyang (sec.2.2.4), alongside the Shijing

and other classics. The discovery of the

Cang Jie pian at Niya (sec.2.2.9) might also speak to its revered status, even among the
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foreign peoples of Jingjue

along the Silk Road. More surprising however is the

presence of numerous Cang Jie pian fragments among isolated watchtowers along the Han
frontier, manned largely by conscripted soldiers. It is hard to imagine what use a peasant
farmer-cum-soldier would have had for much of the Cang Jie pian’s vocabulary, as it is
mostly unrelated to the duties they performed in the military (or back at home). How do
we reconcile all of the Cang Jie pian’s various historical associations, archaeological
contexts, and content?
Beyond the inherent gratification derived from thinking through such puzzles, I was
also drawn to the Cang Jie pian as an ideal “training ground” for working with Qin and Han
period Chinese manuscripts. On the one hand, if the Cang Jie pian was employed in textual
education and reform in early China, then it feels appropriate that I too should begin my
own education with this work. On the other hand, study of the Cang Jie pian is burdened by
a number of common issues encountered in our field, which one must learn to handle
effectively. A large portion of the Cang Jie pian manuscript evidence discovered to date is
fragmentary or poorly preserved. Early publications offer photographs of varying quality
(such as those for the Fuyang manuscript), and data for some of the most important Cang
Jie pian finds are still unavailable (such as that of the Shuiquanzi manuscript – sec.2.2.12).
It was only in the fall of 2015 that the Peking University Cang Jie pian was formally
published in full (sec.2.2.13).3 Documentation of the archaeological context for certain
discoveries is sparse or missing, and the Peking University Cang Jie pian is also a purchased
manuscript, therefore we must confirm its authenticity. Moreover, the nature of the Cang
Jie pian itself makes it difficult to read, since it often involves arcane language, written in
archaic forms, with only vague contextual clues for relational word meanings. Although
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remarkable progress has been made already in understanding the Cang Jie pian, because of
these formidable challenges, study of the Cang Jie pian is still only it its earliest stages in
many of respects. Yet for precisely these reasons the Cang Jie pian was appealing to me, as a
doctoral student training to contribute to our field.
It is serendipitous that I stumbled across the Cang Jie pian, as this text informs a
number of important topics in the study of early China that have always interested me. The
past century has witnessed the discovery of unprecedented numbers of Pre-Qin to Han
period manuscripts and inscriptions. Through these new primary sources, we may
appreciate the manuscript culture in which Pre-Qin to Han texts were produced, a
necessary first step in their analysis and interpretation, as recently demonstrated by
Matthias Richter (The Embodied Text) for instance. Along similar lines however, increasing
attention is being paid to the role of oral traditions and ritual performance in early Chinese
textual production, as emphasized by Martin Kern (“Early Chinese Poetics in the Light of
Recently Excavated Manuscripts”), Dirk Meyer (Philosophy on Bamboo), and K.E. Brashier
(Public Memory in Early China), among others.4 Anxiety over the consequences of oral
production on textual hermeneutics in particular drew me to study the Cang Jie pian. As
potentially a state-sponsored primer, the Cang Jie pian was uniquely situated between the
realms of the written and the oral – it was, in short, the sanctioned gateway to literacy, both
existing within and in turn defining the parameters for writing in Qin and Han China.
Numerous scholars have already discussed the relationship between text (as
writing) and political authority or social cohesion in early China, including Mark Edward
Lewis (Writing and Authority in Early China), Christopher Leigh Connery (The Empire of
Text), and most recently Wang Haicheng (Writing and the Ancient State), who provides a
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cross-cultural perspective as well.5 The Cang Jie pian was certainly a key political tool in the
construction of early Chinese empire; overt propaganda may be found in one part of the
text, where the unification of the realm is discussed alongside the defeat of barbarian
hordes. If the Qin statesman Li Si did indeed utilize the Cang Jie pian in his campaign to
standardize writing, then this new manuscript data may also prove crucial to determining
the target, content, and success of his reforms.6 Our Cang Jie pian manuscripts moreover
date to the Western Han, a critical period in the canonization of the Confucian classics, and
any norm established by the Cang Jie pian for textual production in the Han would have
inevitably impacted this canon. Yet perhaps even more interesting to me is the impact of
(and access to) writing for individuals outside the political and cultural elite at this time.
Although Evelyn Sakakida Rawski (Education and Popular Literacy in Ch’ing China) has
explored the reach of literacy for later periods, we are only now starting to consider
literacy in early China (Li Feng and David Branner, eds., Writing and Literacy in Early
China).7 As I hope to show, the Cang Jie pian manuscripts may help elaborate upon nonelite literacy in the Han, as pursued by Robin D.S. Yates (“Soldiers, Scribes, and Women”),
Anthony J. Barbieri-Low (“Craftsman’s Literacy”), and Charles Sanft (Literate Community in
Early Imperial China, forthcoming).8
My advisor, Michael Puett, once warned me that “the dissertation is not a completed
project,” and I have come to embrace this mantra. In fact, the pages that follow are best
regarded as a kind of journal, documenting my initial foray into the study of the Cang Jie
pian. It may be roughly divided into two parts. The first part addresses fundamental
methodological issues for research on the Cang Jie pian today. Chapter One and Chapter
Two ask how to identify newly excavated manuscript data with the Cang Jie pian. My
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strategy is to deem textual identity as an (often shifting) constellation of constitutive
characteristics. Labeling a given strip as belonging to the Cang Jie pian therefore becomes a
matter of varying levels of confidence, based on the presence and configuration of these
features. After reviewing the textual history of the Cang Jie pian, and introducing all
suspected manuscript fragments, I compile together criteria useful in identifying the Cang
Jie pian among our new sources. In Chapter Three, I next examine the authenticity of the
Peking University Cang Jie pian manuscript. This is the longest witness of the Cang Jie pian
currently extant, but unfortunately it was not archaeologically excavated. I conclude that
the Peking University Cang Jie pian manuscript is genuine, by showing that a forger could
not have reasonably anticipated its verso marks and content, which have since also been
found on other archaeologically obtained manuscripts.
The second part of the dissertation next offers an historical argument for the role
the Cang Jie pian played in the spread of literacy during the early Han. In Chapter Four, I
assert that the Cang Jie pian was used as a type of primer for scribal training, and in a case
study of the Yumen Huahai watchtower, explore how even peasant soldiers defending the
Han northwest frontier copied it when first learning to write. This archaeological context
however is contrasted with the vocabulary of the Cang Jie pian, reviewed in Chapter Five,
which has a breadth beyond the practical demands of government administration or
military duty. Not only were scribes equipped with a more sophisticated written
vocabulary than perhaps previously imagined, but also informal education networks like
those in the Han military complex came to spread this skillset to other segments of Han
society, through a process of “trickle down” literacy.
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The Origin and Early Development of the Chinese Writing System (New Haven: American
Oriental Society, 1994). If the Shuowen jiezi
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the Chinese writing system (p.177), we must then ask how the Cang Jie pian relates to this
later work. It is clear that Xu Shen
referred to the Cang Jie pian, but the precise
relationship between the two demands further research. On this, an initial comparison may
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University of Michigan Press, 1979); Li Feng and David Prager Branner, eds., Writing and
Literacy in Early China (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2012).
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Studies 78.1 (2017): forthcoming.
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CHAPTER ONE: The Cang Jie pian According to Received Sources

1.1 The Problem of Identifying Cang Jie pian Text
Plutarch, in his Life of Theseus, presents a paradox that challenges our
assumptions about the continuity of identity. He recalls:
The ship wherein Theseus and the youth of Athens returned had
thirty oars, and was preserved by the Athenians down even to the
time of Demetrius Phalereus, for they took away the old planks as
they decayed, putting in new and stronger timber in their place,
insomuch that this ship became a standing example among the
philosophers, for the logical question of things that grow; one side
holding that the ship remained the same, and the other contending
that it was not the same.1
To restate the paradox in an overly simplistic way: May we identify a ship, whose
parts have been gradually changed over time, as the same ship it was before, or has
it transformed into something else entirely? A similar question may be asked about
the identity of a text. How do we define what constitutes a text, when it may be
altered in the course of its continual reproduction and transmission in time and
space?
For the textual critic, authorial intent functions as the eternal soul of a text,
underlying the text’s identity through the corporeal corruption endured via
transmission. The objective is thus to return (as close as possible) to the original
text, as it was intended by the author, namely the autograph penned in a singular
moment of genesis.2 In his review of D.C. Lau’s Tao Te Ching, William Boltz is
dismayed by Lau’s hesitation to acknowledge an “original” version of the Laozi
and asks incredulously: “Where did the texts come from, if not from an original?”3

1

,

Yet in recent years, as newly excavated manuscript evidence has amassed at a
startling rate, scholars in early China have continued to deconstruct notions of “text”
and “authorship,” further undermining the traditional principles of textual
criticism.4 Paul Fischer for instance offers a “polymorphous text” paradigm, where
“the acts of authorship and text production are both multiple.”5 Enno Giele wonders
if we can even speak of a text’s “many origins,” as it may be impossible to determine
“what may count as mere influence upon textual evolution and what may pass as
genuine evolutionary stage[s] of a text.”6 Martin Kern also warns us not to forget the
important role of oral transmission in the formation of text, which is largely
inaccessible to us today.7 The stemma codicum that was once a simple tree has
grown hidden roots, while its vines interweave with the branches of nearby trees,
often tangled in imperceptible ways.8 In staring out at this jungle of early Chinese
text, our gaze my rightfully fall on any particular node. This has immense
significance for our understanding of textual identity in early China.9 Lacking the
eternal soul of authorial intent, we now face the potential for textual anatman.
Research on the Cang Jie pian

inevitably begins by defining what

constitutes this text. To talk about the Cang Jie pian in a meaningful way then, we
must then seek middle ground between these two extremes. Acknowledging the
fuzzy boundaries of text in early China, I approach textual identity as the
conglomerate of many characteristics pertaining to content, format, and manuscript
features. In short, what defines the Cang Jie pian in my study is not an autograph
born of some singular moment of authorship, or even any permanent underlying
core of textual material that passes through editorial change. I rather look for a

2

persistent combination of constitutive – yet distinctive – characteristics. To this end,
the identification of any content as belonging to the Cang Jie pian becomes a matter
of varying degrees of confidence, based primarily on the number of criteria satisfied
which exhibit those characteristics associated with the text. This will allow me to
accommodate a broad range of materials, while still employing the title Cang Jie pian
as a meaningful category.10 The question is therefore no longer: “Is this part of
Theseus’ ship?” It rather becomes: “How Thesus’ ship-like is this part?” Hopefully
my net will be cast broadly enough to accommodate planks both old and new, while
filtering out the other debris.
To establish the criteria for identifying Cang Jie pian text, this chapter will
first review the textual history of the Cang Jie pian found in the received corpus,
looking for descriptive clues. The next chapter then surveys where potential
manuscript evidence has been discovered over the course of the past century, and
compiles together the methods scholars have used to identify those fragments as
Cang Jie pian. From this discussion, I detail and critique criteria of content, format,
and manuscript features which may be used to evaluate whether or not any newly
found manuscript evidence should be associated with this previously lost work.

1.2 Textual History of the Cang Jie pian According to Received Sources
The stories told in the received corpus, while not to be relied upon
uncritically, provide an orienting framework for our conversation about what it
means for any given text to be the Cang Jie pian. In this section, I will begin by
looking at what Han period sources claim for the authorship and initial transmission

3

of the Cang Jie pian. Next I will trace the eventual loss of the text through its
inclusion or omission in later bibliographies. Finally, I will survey efforts to
recompile the Cang Jie pian through quotations that remain among other works still
extant.

1.2.1 Early Development of Character Books
The earliest and most detailed discussion available to us on the initial textual
history of the Cang Jie pian may be found in the Hanshu
, compiled by Ban Gu

bibliography, Yiwenzhi

. Although the Hanshu Yiwenzhi was finalized in the

1st cen. CE, it was largely based on the even older Qilue
who worked with his father, Liu Xiang

catalog by Liu Xin

,

, and others to organize the manuscripts

stored in the imperial library, by order of Emperor Cheng

(r. 32-7 BCE).11 One

section in the Yiwenzhi is dedicated to works of “primary education

.” In

addition to listing entries for individual texts, with occasional notes on their
authorship and formats, the Yiwenzhi also provides a narrative on the early
development of the field.12 This narrative is extremely valuable because it offers a
Han perspective for how the Cang Jie pian first came to be authored, and then
subsequently edited and interpreted, over the course of both the Qin and Han
dynasties.13
First, the Yiwenzhi lists the following works under the primary education
category:14
Scribe Zhou, in fifteen volumes.15
The Grand Scribe for King Xuan of Zhou composed
fifteen volumes of large seal writing, but during the

4

Jianwu reign era six volumes were lost.

Eight Forms and Six Techniques.
Cang Jie, in one volume.
The first seven chapters were composed by
Qin Counselor-in-Chief Li Si; the Yuanli six chapters
were composed by Director of the Livery Office Zhao
Gao; the Boxue seven chapters, were composed by the
Grand Scribe Huwu Jing.

Fanjiang, in one volume.
Composed by Sima Xiangru.

Jijiu, in one volume.
Composed by Director of Eunuch Attendants Shi You
during the reign of Emperor Yuan.

Yuanshang, in one volume.
Composed by Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings Li
Chang during the reign of Emperor Cheng.

Compiled Exegesis, in one volume.
Composed by Yang Xiong.

Alternate Characters, in thirteen volumes.
Cang Jie Commentary, in one volume.
Yang Xiong’s Cang Jie Compiled Exegesis, in
one volume.
Du Lin’s Cang Jie Compiled Exegesis, in one
volume.
Du Lin’s Cang Jie Explanations, in one
volume.
In total, there are ten authors of primary
education works, in forty-five volumes.
I have added in the two authors Yang Xiong and Du Lin,
two volumes [per].

It then continues with a substantial commentary on the origin and nature of writing
in China (omitted in my translation), followed by a more detailed narrative for the
texts just cataloged above:16
。
。

5
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The Shi Zhou pian was the manual used during the Zhou by the official
scribes to teach young students. Its script is of a different type than
the ancient script [used on the manuscripts found] in the wall of the
Kong family home. The Cang Jie, in seven chapters, was composed by
Qin Counselor-in-Chief Li Si. The Yuanli, in six chapters, was
composed by Director of the Livery Office Zhao Gao. The Boxue, in
seven chapters, was composed by Grand Scribe Huwu Jing. The
characters are largely taken from the Shi Zhou pian, but the seal forms
are somewhat different, what is called the Qin seal script. At this time,
clerical script was made. It began with the state prisons being overly
busy, so [the officials] were inattentive and tended to shorten or
simplify [their writing], which was then adopted by the clerks. When
the Han was founded, village teachers combined the three texts of
Cang Jie, Yuanli and Boxue, shortening each chapter to sixty
characters, in fifty-five chapters altogether. This combined text is the
Cang Jie pian. During the reign of Emperor Wu, Sima Xiangru
composed the Fanjiang pian, which did not have duplicate characters.
During the reign of Emperor Yuan, Director of Eunuch Attendants Shi
You composed the Jijiu pian. During the reign of Emperor Cheng,
Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings Li Chang composed the
Yuanshang pian. All are the orthodox characters from the Cang Jie,
though the Fanjiang goes beyond [this work] the most. In the Yuanshi
reign era, hundreds of experts on primary education were summoned
and each was ordered to recall characters in court. Yang Xiong
selected those [characters] that were useful and composed the
Compiled Exegesis, which was a continuation of Cang Jie, and also
edited out the duplicate characters in the Cang Jie, for a work in
eighty-nine chapters altogether. I, your servant [Ban Gu], also
continued Yang Xiong’s work and composed thirteen chapters, for a
total of 102 chapters, without any duplicate characters. It has nearly
all the complete vocabulary found within the Six Classics and myriad
texts. The Cang Jie is mostly archaic characters, and ordinary teachers
forgot their readings. During the reign of Emperor Xuan, men from Qi
able to correctly read it were summoned, and Zhang Chang responded,
transmitting his teachings to his grandson (on his daughter’s side) Du
Lin, who composed explanations. I have listed both of them in [this
catalog].18
Many of the details to the narrative translated above are also corroborated
by the postface of the Shouwen Jiezi

, which was finished by the end of the

6

1st cen. CE, though only later presented to the court in 121 CE.19 Consider for
instance the following related accounts:
。
20

When it came to the reign of [Zhou] King Xuan, Grand Scribe Zhou
composed fifteen volumes of large seal writing, which differed from
the ancient script. As for the six classics written by Confucius, and the
commentary to the Chunqiu related by Zuo Qiuming, they used the
ancient script, thus their meaning could be grasped and explained.21

When the First Emperor of Qin had initially united all under heaven,
Counselor-in-Chief Li Si proposed that [writing too] should be unified,
and that which did not accord with Qin writing should be abolished.
[Li] Si composed the Cang Jie pian, Palace Director of the Livery Office
Zhao Gao composed the Yuanli pian, and Grand Scribe Huwu Jing
composed the Boxue pian. Each takes from the large seal Shi Zhou,
though some [of the character forms] have been rather abbreviated
and altered. This is the so-called small seal script. At this time, the Qin
set fire to the classical texts, cleaning out all the old tomes. Large
numbers of clerks were levied, and conscript laborers were raised.
The state prisons’ duties grew overwhelming, and clerical script first
appear, so as to simplify writing. For this reason ancient script was
eliminated.

During the reign of Emperor Xuan, experts on reading the Cang Jie
were summoned, and Zhang Chang responded. Regional Inspector Du
Ye from Liangzhou, Yuan Li from Pei, and Instructor Grandee Qin Jin
were also able to discuss [this work]. During the reign of Emperor
Ping, [Yuan] Li and more than a hundred other men were ordered to
lecture on characters in Weiyang Court, and [Yuan] Li was made
Senior Serviceman of Primary Education. Gentleman Attendant at the
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Palace Gate Yang Xiong selected [material from the lectures] and
composed the Compiled Exegesis volumes. Altogether there were
fourteen volumes after the Cang Jie, for a total of 5,340 characters. It
contains nearly all the vocabulary found within the many texts.
The Hanshu and Shuowen narratives thus generally agree that (1) previous to
the Qin, there was a character book in fifteen chapters, associated with Scribe Zhou
, which employed large seal script differing from the ancient script; (2) during
the Qin, Li Si
and Huwu Jing

composed the Cang Jie, Zhao Gao
composed the Boxue

composed the Yuanli

,

; (3) these works drew from the

previous character book by Scribe Zhou, but changed the script into small seal; (4)
clerical script then arose during the Qin as a way to keep up with the administrative
burdens of the times; (5) during the reign of Emperor Xuan (74-49 BCE) there was a
summons for experts in primary education, which was answered by Zhang Chang
;22 (6) during the reign of Emperor Ping (1-5 CE), more than a hundred experts
were again summoned, and recalled characters in court; and (7) Yang Xiong
selected material from this later conference and composed his Xunzuan

, to be

appended to the Cang Jie.
The Hanshu Yiwenzhi however offers a few additional points not mentioned
in the Shouwen postface that are crucial to our understanding of the Cang Jie pian’s
early textual history. Perhaps the most important of these is the line that “when the
Han was founded, village teachers combined the three texts of Cang Jie, Yuanli and
Boxue, shortening each chapter to sixty characters, in fifty-five chapters altogether.”
Any attempt to estimate character counts or chapter divisions for the Cang Jie pian
and its later offspring depend upon this statement.23 This moment has also become
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something of a threshold for scholars trying to fit newly excavated Cang Jie pian
manuscripts onto a timeline based on the received textual history, as it is frequently
debated whether or not a given edition fits into the format established by such
village teachers.24
Equally significant is the list of character books that the Yiwenzhi discusses as
following the combined Cang Jie pian. These include the Fanjiang pian
Sima Xiangru

(during the reign of Emperor Wu, 140-87 BCE), the Jijiu pian

by Shi You
Yuanshang pian

by

(during the reign of Emperor Yuan, 48-33 BCE), and the
by Li Chang

(during the reign of Emperor Cheng, 32-7

BCE). All are said to draw on the “orthodox characters

” found in the Cang Jie

pian, showing that there is an integral relationship between these works, though
precisely what this may be still requires further research. Comparison of recently
excavated Cang Jie pian materials against the Jijiu pian offers a glimmer of hope in
this regard, as the Jijiu pian alone survives among the received corpus.25 Moreover,
when it comes to later supplements or commentaries on the Cang Jie pian, the
Hanshu Yiwenzhi not only mentions Yang Xiong’s Compiled Exegesis, but also notes
that Ban Gu himself authored a continuation of this work, and that Zhang Chang’s
teachings were passed on via Du Lin’s

commentary (which will appear in later

bibliographies also). On the other hand, the Shuowen postface does allude to
additional names not included within the Hanshu narrative. For instance, Du Ye
, Yuan Li

and Qin Jin

are all specifically named as experts on the Cang Jie,
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though it is impossible to tell what role they might have played in the text’s early
transmission.
Unfortunately the annotations in the Yiwenzhi do not fully explicate the
affixed catalog, leaving a number of thorny issues for later scholars to unravel.
Beyond the information explicitly stated in the Yiwenzhi, we may derive a few
further clues from the organization of the catalog itself. According to Hur-li Lee’s
study of the Qilue via the extant Yiwenzhi, these catalogs list works chronologically
(by author), group them by genre, and prioritize classics (as the more theoretical
and generally applicable text) over commentaries (as the more practical and
specific).26 Thus the Shi Zhou pian, purportedly authored by Scribe Zhou during the
reign of King Xuan in the Western Zhou period, is listed as the first work in the
primary education field.27 It is chronologically the earliest, and moreover was seen
as the progenitor for the character book genre, of which the Cang Jie pian and Jijiu
pian then follow as part of the same class of text.
How do we handle the entry ‘Bati liuji

’ however? If it was a text,

then the chronology rule suggests that it too was composed before the Cang Jie pian.
I question if this was actually a text however because no volumes are cited after its
entry. This is unusual, as nearly every other entry in the Yiwenzhi gives specific
“volume” ‘pian

’ or “scroll” ‘juan

’ counts.28 One possible solution is that ‘liuji

’ is a mistake for what was once a volume count. Supporting this point is the fact
that the Yiwenzhi concludes the primary education catalog by stating that there
were “ten authors, in forty-five volumes

,” but adding up all the

individual volumes listed after each text brings us only to thirty-seven volumes total,
10

leaving eight volumes unaccounted for.29 This argument would be more convincing
if six volumes were missing, as opposed to eight. More curious still, the Shuowen
postface and Hanshu Yiwenzhi refer to “eight forms

” or “six forms

”

(respectively) as different calligraphic styles, employing these similar terms in an
abstract way, and not designated as a text within their broader narratives.30 It is
possible that the line “eight forms and six techniques” was once further annotation
to the Shi Zhou pian entry, referring back to these enumerations for calligraphic
styles. The Tang period Fashu Yaolu

appears to describe the Shi Zhou

pian’s content as the “way of the six and eight
for “the way of the six techniques (

,” which could be shorthand

) and eight forms (

).”31

More difficult yet is how to understand some of the titles that follow after the
Cang Jie entry in the Yiwenzhi. For example, in both the Hanshu and Shuowen
narratives, Yang Xiong is credited with authoring a work called Xunzuan
(Compiled Exegesis) following the recitation of characters by experts in court during
the reign of Emperor Ping (r. 1-5 CE). The commentary given to the original catalog
also states after the entry for Xunzuan that this was composed by Yang Xiong.
Further down in the catalog though is an entry for Yang Xiong Cang Jie xunzuan
(Yang Xiong’s Cang Jie Compiled Exegesis), which appears to be related, if
not the same text. The entry Biezi

(Alternate Characters) is not mentioned

elsewhere, nor is the very ambiguous Cang Jie zhuan
For the entries Du Lin Cang Jie xunzuan

(Cang Jie Commentary).
(Du Lin’s Cang Jie Compiled

Exegesis) and Du Lin Cang Jie gu

(Du Lin’s Cang Jie Explanations), the
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Hanshu does mention that Zhang Chang’s teachings were passed on to Du Lin, who
authored explanations for the Cang Jie, but neither text is mentioned by their full
title in the narrative.32 Once again, further complicating matters is that the final
count of ‘

’ does not match up with the twelve entries and

thirty-seven volumes actually listed, while we also must interpret what Ban Gu
means when he claims to have ‘

’.33

Various solutions have been offered to help us navigate through these
contradictions and lacunae. Fukuda Tetsuyuki

for instance convincingly

applies the organizing principles behind the Yiwenzhi catalog noted above to discuss
the nature of certain texts based on their positions within the list. He emphasizes in
particular that beyond chronology, the texts are grouped by genre.34 Thus the Cang
Jie is followed by other character books, first those that edited the same content into
new arrangements, then those that added additional content as a supplement.
Commentaries are listed afterward, as signaled by the otherwise enigmatic Cang Jie
zhuan.35
This could explain why the Xunzuan and the Yang Xiong Cang Jie Xunzuan are
not listed together. For Fukuda, the former was a character book consisting of all the
characters Yang Xiong compiled together supplementing content in the Cang Jie pian,
while the latter was more of a commentary to explain the vocabulary.36 In Yang
Xiong’s Hanshu biography, it states that: “As for the classics, none is greater than the
Changes, thus he composed the Taixuan; as for the commentaries, none is greater
than the Lunyu, so he composed the Fayan; as for the scribal treatises, none is better
than the Cang Jie, so he composed the Xunzuan…
12

…” Considering the relationship between the first
two pairs of texts, if the Xunzuan follows suit, then it too would be in imitation of the
Cang Jie, but offering new content.37 Moreover, the Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative
claims that the Xunzuan was a continuation of the Cang Jie, for a total of eighty-nine
chapters. If we subtract the fifty-five chapters for the village teachers’ edition of the
Cang Jie, this leaves us with a hypothetical thirty-four chapter Xunzuan supplement.
In the Shuowen postface, it also writes that Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan ran to a total of
5,340 characters. If we subtract the 3,300 characters from the Cang Jie (fifty-five
chapters, at sixty characters per), we are left with 2,040 additional characters.
Thirty-four chapters at sixty characters per is 2,040 total, proving to Fukuda that the
Xunzuan was a supplement to the Cang Jie pian, and even adopted the same
formatting (for chapter length in particular).38
The Yang Xiong Cang Jie xunzuan on the other hand represents an entirely
different genre, in Fukuda’s opinion.39 This shift in text type is signaled by the fact
that it is listed after the Cang Jie zhuan, whose title alone announces that the
following works are more a “commentarial tradition” than a continuation of the
Cang Jie content. There are quotations of commentary on certain characters by Yang
Xiong in a handful of Shuowen entries, which are clearly exegesis and not base text
for the Cang Jie pian (in the four character per line format that will later become
evident). Moreover, as Fukuda points out, there are at least two instances where
Yang Xiong’s comments (in quotations preserved within the Shuowen) on characters
appearing in the Fuyang

Cang Jie pian (sec.2.2.4), proving that these are not the

supplemental characters compiled in the Xunzuan continuation; one additional
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match is found in the Peking University manuscript.40 The Yang Xiong Cang Jie
xunzuan then must have been a commentary appended to the Cang Jie pian, and
potentially to his other Xunzuan as well. This theory would account for why two
such similar titles were included in the catalog, but placed in different locations:
they were in fact two very different types of works.
With the Du Lin Cang Jie xunzuan and Du Lin Cang Jie gu however, we have a
different scenario. Here there are two works, both clearly labeled as authored by Du
Lin, appearing next to one another at the end of the catalog. According to Fukuda’s
understanding of the Yiwenzhi’s organization (which I do accept), it seems
suspicious to list two works by the same author which would then be of the same
genre.41 Once again, a few Shuowen entries quote comments by Du Lin, and of those
some characters also appear in Cang Jie pian manuscripts.42 Fukuda notes that in the
bibliographic treatises of official histories subsequent to the Hanshu, Du Lin’s works
are listed as a commentary to the Cang Jie, but presented as only a single text in two
scrolls. One interpretation for this is that the two texts by Du Lin, as they were listed
in the Hanshu (as the Du Lin Cang Jie xunzuan and Du Lin Cang Jie gu), were
eventually combined into one text (each scroll ‘juan

’ represent one volume ‘pian

’ as found in the Yiwenzhi). This might also explain why the two Tang histories
change the name of the text to the Du Lin Cang Jie xungu

.43

Fukuda however offers an alternative interpretation. He believes that over
the course of its transmission, the Hanshu Yiwenzhi catalog was mistakenly edited to
list two titles for what was originally only a single work.44 In the Yiwenzhi narrative,
it writes that “Zhang Chang responded to the summons, and transmitted his
14

teachings to his grandson Du Lin, who composed explanations
.” In Fukuda’s opinion, ‘xungu
the Du Lin Cang Jie xungu

’ should be a text title, namely

. That the Tang histories list a single Du Lin

Cang Jie xungu then preserves the original title (with a slight modification between
‘

’ and ‘

’). Yet as Fukuda also acknowledges, an explanation is still needed to

explain why these later bibliographies consistently give “two scrolls” for what was
theoretically only “one volume” in the Yiwenzhi. Along similar lines however,
Fukuda points out that some editions of the Hanshu conclude this section with a
note from Ban Gu that he “added in the two authors Yang Xiong and Du Lin, in three
volumes

.” The Yiwenzhi, as it stands, includes four volumes by

these authors though (Xunzuan, Yang Xiong Cang Jie xunzuan, Du Lin Cang Jie
xunzuan, and Du Lin Cang Jie gu); if we combine the two Du Lin texts into one, then
we are left with three, matching Ban Gu’s note (Xunzuan, Yang Xiong Cang Jie
xunzuan, Du Lin Cang Jie xungu).45 Yet other editions of the Hanshu write that Ban
Gu “added in the two authors Yang Xiong and Du Lin, in two volumes
” instead, frustrating this point.46
Although Fukuda says little about the Biezi

in his study, I would like to

build off his insights to develop my own interpretation for this entry. One possible
understanding for the Biezi is that it is an alternate title for Yang Xiong’s Fangyan
.47 The full title of this work is given as Youxuanshizhe juedai yu shi bieguo fangyan
(or Imperial Commissioner’s [Compilation] of Unique
Words and Interpretation of Other Regions’ Dialects), which is usually abbreviated as
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Fangyan, but is also found as Bieguo fangyan in the two Tang histories.48 It might
have been abbreviated further to Biezi, referencing the fact that these are the
characters ‘zi

’ collected from other ‘bie

’ regions.49 The Fangyan is typically

listed in thirteen volumes in later bibliographies, while this is also the format of the
received edition of the text.50 This matches the thirteen volumes listed for the Biezi
in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi catalog. It is moreover clear that texts by Yang Xiong made it
into the Hanshu Yiwenzhi. Why would Ban Gu add in Yang Xiong’s work on the Cang
Jie pian, but then leave out the Fangyan, which was a word list ostensibly akin to the
primary education character books?51
There is some reason to believe however that the Fangyan was not available
to Ban Gu when he was finalizing the Hanshu Yiwenzhi catalog. Ban Gu is clear about
assigning authorship to Yang Xiong in both the Xunzuan and Yang Xiong Cang Jie
xunzuan entries, yet neglects to add an author for the Biezi entry. Consider again
Ban Gu’s comment that he added in volumes by Yang Xiong and Du Lin to Liu Xin’s
Qilue catalog as well. Regardless of whether the correct number of volumes is two or
three, in either case it would be difficult to fit in an additional work by Yang Xiong.52
In the letters between Yang Xiong and Liu Xin, Yang Xiong denies Liu Xin’s request
to send him a copy of the Fangyan, to include in the imperial library.53 We are thus
assured that the Qilue catalog at least did not have the Fangyan, so if it were to make
its way into the Hanshu Yiwenzhi, Ban Gu should have designated this (as was his
practice elsewhere). The earliest reference we have to Yang Xiong’s work on the
Fangyan, besides these letters, dates to the end of the Eastern Han, with Ying Shao’s
preface to his Fengsu tongyi

.54 Interestingly, the Hanshu biography
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for Yang Xiong does not include the Fangyan when surveying his alternate canon,
but in a parallel anecdote found in his later biography within the Huayang guozhi
, a line is appended that reads: “of the manuals none are more correct than
the Erya, thus [Yang Xiong] composed the Fang Yan

.”55 It

thus appears that the Fangyan did not circulate widely until the end of the Han, after
the Hanshu was composed.
In my opinion, a more likely candidate for the Biezi is Ban Gu’s continuation
of the Cang Jie pian. If we follow Fukuda’s understanding of the Hanshu Yiwenzhi
catalog’s organization, then two assumptions may be made about the nature of the
Biezi. First, as it falls after the Xunzuan, but before the Cang Jie zhuan, it is most
likely also a supplement to the Cang Jie pian, adding in additional content in a format
similar to what we find with the other earlier character books (that is to say, it is not
a commentary). Second, it must also be chronologically later than Yang Xiong’s
Xunzuan. In the Yiwenzhi narrative, Ban Gu writes that “I, your servant [Ban Gu],
also continued Yang Xiong’s work and composed thirteen chapters, for a total of 102
chapters, without any duplicate characters

.”

Coincidentally, Ban Gu’s work here is also in “thirteen chapters” (‘shisanzhang
’), which perhaps correlates to the “thirteen volumes” listed for the Biezi entry.56 I
have also observed that the Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative follows closely to the order
in which texts are listed in the catalog above it. It is for this reason that the
conference of primary education experts held during the reign of Emperor Ping (1-5
CE) is discussed before mentioning the summons during the reign of Emperor Xuan
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(74-49 BCE); this is because Yang Xiong’s titles are added to the catalog before Du
Lin’s two titles, inherited from Zhang Chang’s teachings.57 Ban Gu however
discusses his own continuation of the Cang Jie pian in the narrative in-between his
comment on Yang Xiong and Du Lin’s efforts. The only way to match this sequence
with the catalog is to associate Ban Gu with either the Biezi or Cang Jie zhuan, as
they fall between the Xunzuan and Du Lin’s entries.58 Indeed, following the same
logic, I would also suggest that the Cang Jie zhuan could represent the teachings of
Zhang Chang, who was said to have “transmitted his teaching
where ‘zhuan

” to Du Lin,

’ may in fact be Zhang’s own commentary.59

Despite our best efforts, many details from the Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative
(and its Shouwen postface counterpart) will unfortunately remain opaque to
modern scholars. There is also the very real possibility that these accounts are
simply mistaken. As Derk Bodde warns, both of these sources were composed
centuries after the death of Li Si, Cang Jie’s supposed original author.60 On this point,
the Shuowen postface explicitly indicates that in Xu Shen’s

day some people

believed that the Cang Jie had more ancient origins. He writes:61
…

They regard the Qin clerical script as writing from the age of Cang Jie,
saying: “since father passes it on to son, how could [the script] be
changed?”… then seeing the line “young children, receive this imperial
degree” in the Cang Jie pian, they thereupon claim that “this is the
creation of ancient rulers. Its phrasing has a mystical art about it!” I
will not describe their errors further, is this not just absurd!?
That Xu Shen so vehemently decries the lunacy of this position should also warn us
that these accounts are polemical in nature, and might have an agenda when
18

portraying the development of character books in a certain light.62 Yet even after
acknowledging these shortcomings, the fact remains that the Hanshu and Shuowen
narratives are our best sources for understanding the early development of
character books from the Qin through the Western Han. The timeline they provide
will prove to be the mainstay of any conversation about the history of the Cang Jie
pian in this period.

1.2.2 The Later History of the Cang Jie pian
According to the Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative, during the 1st cen. BCE many
ordinary teachers had already forgotten how to read the increasingly archaic
vocabulary of the Cang Jie pian. It was for this reason that beginning in Emperor
Xuan’s reign conferences of experts were periodically convened to tally together
misremembered terms. In the Fayan

, when Yang Xiong is approached about the

study of the Cang Jie, and the only reply he could muster was to exclaim: “Oh the
scribal [texts], the scribal [texts]! It is better [to study them] than to forget
.”63 This rather uninspiring response – by a scholar who is said to have
held the Cang Jie pian in high esteem no less – bespeaks of the Cang Jie pian’s waning
popularity already by the late Western Han. Indeed, the Jijiu pian and its ilk were
likely authored as attempts to update the Cang Jie pian, giving it a more modern
veneer to appeal to new generations of students. Later, in disavowing cursive script,
Zhao Yi

decries in his Fei caoshu

how “young children who have

entered into study all cast aside the Cang Jie and Shi Zhou, and go so far as to take Du
and Cui[‘s cursive calligraphy] as their model
19

.”64 Ironically, the Jijiu pian survived to the present in part because it was
in fact used as a model text for calligraphers who practiced in cursive scripts.65
This trend continued into the 1st cen. CE, as the Cang Jie pian received a
number of supplements to update its text, yet despite the additional material still
seems to have been neglected by only the most academic scholars. In the Lunheng
chapter Bietong

, Wang Chong

complains about the general disregard

for study in his day. An interesting example he raises inadvertently speaks to the
status of the Cang Jie pian at his time:66

When Emperor Ming was reading the Biography of Su Wu, he saw Wu
held a title called ‘Yizhong jian’ (Directorate of the Yizhong Stables).67
When he asked his many officials about it, none knew [about this title].
Now the Cang Jie chapters, they are a primary education book, and its
vocabulary is complete, yet when it comes to these men who are
unable to answer the questions of our sagely ruler, most are evidently
in office by good fortune [and not due to their learning]. If they can
not even recognize the character with next to (‘yi ’), then how
could they wish to be like Dong Zhongshu who knew the [bird called]
‘chongchang’, or Liu Zizheng who knew the [corpse of the] ‘erfu’!68
Wang Chong sternly censures the unlettered officials who cannot answer Emperor
Ming’s question, as they apparently struggled to read the first character, ‘yi

’.

From the overall tone of the chapter, I suspect that Wang is not suggesting that the
Cang Jie pian and other primary education books were ineffective (in fact we now
know from the Peking University manuscript that the character ‘yi

’ was included

in the text), but rather he blames the officials for failing to learn these foundational
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works.69 Even those who did study it, Xu Shen protests, clearly did not understand it
well, confused by its ancient phrasing which seemed to have a “mystical art” about it.
Do not forget also that, following Ban Gu’s annotation to the Hanshu Yiwenzhi
catalog, by the Jianwu reign era (25-56 CE) over a third of the Shi Zhou pian – the
even older progenitor of the Cang Jie pian – had already gone missing.70
The next major bibliographic catalog available to us is the Suishu
Jingjizhi

, composed during the Tang Dynasty. In the Suishu Jingjizhi, we learn

of significant changes that were made to the Cang Jie pian from the end of the Han
onwards:71
Three Cang, in three scrolls. With
commentary by Guo Pu.
Qin Counselor-in-Chief Li Si composed the Cang Jie pian,
Han scholar Yang Xiong composed the Compiled
Exegesis, and Later Han Gentleman of the Interior Jia
Fang composed the Pangxi pian. Thus this work is
called the Three Cang. During the Liang, there was a
Cang Jie in two scrolls, with commentary by Later Han
Minister of Works Du Lin. It is now lost.

Extended Cang, in three scrolls, authored
By Zhang Yi.
During the Liang period, there was a Expanded Cang in
one scroll, authored by Fan Gong. It is now lost.

The catalog also includes entries for the Jijiu (now called the Jijiu zhang

),

though none of the other character books or commentaries from the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi catalog still remain as individual works.72 Three developments are worth
emphasizing based on these brief entries. First, the Du Lin commentary to the Cang
Jie pian is singled out as an important work that was extant through the Liang
Dynasty (502-57 CE), but apparently lost during the Sui Dynasty (581-618 CE). As
we will see shortly, the catalog may be mistaken on this point. It is listed as being in
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two scrolls, perhaps correlating with the two separate volumes in the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi, though remember also Fukuda’s theory on Du Lin’s work being originally
a single text. Second, in addition to the Du Lin commentary, new works were
composed which, based on their titles, served as continuations to the Cang Jie
character book genre.73 Already one work, the Guang Cang

(or Expanded Cang)

was not available when the Suishu Jingjizhi was complied, though again this is
perhaps a premature assessment. Yet at some level lingering interest remained in
working with the Cang Jie pian, and improving upon it.
Finally, and most significantly, the Cang Jie pian has by this time been
subsumed within a larger work now called the San Cang

(Three Cang). It

includes the supplement by Yang Xiong, the Xunzuan, with which we are already
familiar. It also includes however another work, by Jia Fang, called the Pangxi pian
, composed during the Eastern Han. More information on this process may be
gleaned from the Shuduan
entry for Lishu

(by Tang author Zhang Huaiguan

), in the

(clerical script):74

Cai Yong’s Shenghuang pian states that Cheng Miao excised the
ancient (character forms) and established clerical script. Of Zhen
Feng’s six script [styles], the fourth is called ‘assistant’s script’, this is
it. Clerical script was made in the Qin to speed up [writing], and was
for the use of officials in prisons, while others continued to use small
seal script. In the Han, things also continued in this way, until the
reign of Emperor He, when Jia Fang authored the Pangxi pian. It took
the Cang Jie as the first volume, the Xunzuan as the second volume,
and the Pangxi as the final volume, becoming the so-called Three Cang.
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All were written with clerical script. From this point on clerical forms
were spread.
There is also the following quote from the Nengpin

chapter:75

。

In the past, Li Si composed the Cang Jie pian, Zhao Gao composed the
Yuanli pian, and Huwu jing also composed the Boxue pian. When the
Han arose, village teachers unofficially combined them together into
the [inclusive] Cang Jie pian, shortening each chapter to sixty
characters, with fifty-five chapters altogether. During the Yuanshi
reign era of Emperor Ping, hundreds of primary education experts
were summoned from all-under-heaven, and each was ordered to
recall characters in Weiyang Court. Yang Xiong selected from those
that were useful, and composed the Compiled Exegesis in twenty-four
chapters, so as to edit and continue the Cang Jie. Meng Jian (aka Ban
Gu) thereupon again continued it with thirteen chapters. In the
Yongchu reign era of Emperor He, Jia Fang authored another work of
different characters, taking from [Ban] Gu’s supplement and
expanding upon it, making thirty-four chapters. It took the final
characters of the Compiled Exegesis as its title, thus it was called the
Pangxi pian, [the characters ‘
’] meaning “gushing forth with a
great swelling
.” Altogether there were 123 chapters, its
vocabulary is complete.
Consider also the statement below, found in the Fashu yaolu
author Zhang Yanyuan

(by Tang

):76

During the reign of King Xuan of Zhou, Archivist Shi Zhou first wrote
in the zhou (seal) script. Today, the way of the six [techniques] and
eight [forms] still survives, but the fifteen volumes have been lost.
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When it came to the Qin, Counselor-in-Chief Li Si broke down the
large seal script and formed the small seal, making the Cang Jie in
seven chapters, Palace Director of the Livery Office Zhao Gao made the
Yuanli in six chapters, and Grand Scribe Huwu Jing made the Boxue in
seven chapters. Later figures divided it into fifty-five chapters,
forming the Three Cang, as the first scroll. During the Yuanjia reign era
of Emperor Ai, Yang Ziyun (aka Yang Xiong) composed the Compiled
Exegesis, which recorded [at the end the characters] ‘
’, forming
the middle scroll. In the Yongyuan reign era of Emperor He, Jia
Shenglang (aka Jia Fang?) further continued this work, recording [at
the end the characters] ‘
’, forming the final scroll. All are records
of characters, thus people call it the Three Cang.77
These three excerpts all suggest that sometime during the Eastern Han the
Cang Jie pian (already as the anthology of the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue), was
compiled further with Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan and combined yet again with another
supplement by a figure Jia Fang

. This new compilation called the San Cang,

which took the Cang Jie as the first volume, Xunzuan as the second, and Pangxi as the
third. If the Shuduan passage from the Nengpin chapter is to be trusted, the Pangxi
was likely composed in thirty-four chapters, making for a San Cang that was 123
chapters long. The title of this final text seems to have been taken from the last
characters of the Xunzuan, which meant “gushing forth with a great swelling
,” though Duan Yucai

has to read ‘

’ as {

} to make this interpretation

work.78 According to the Shuduan entry under clerical script, the Pangxi pian also
marked a watershed moment in the history of Chinese calligraphy, as the new
compilation was composed in clerical script, pushing for its more universal adoption
beyond lowly administrative ranks.79
There are however minor contradictions among these accounts that need to
be addressed. For example, the Fashu yaolu places Yang Xiong’s composition of the
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Xunzuan in the Yuanjia

reign era, but no such reign era existed during Emperor

Ai’s rule. It is instead the name of a reign era that was instituted much later in the
Eastern Han (with Emperor Huan

, from 151-3 CE). The character ‘jia

must be a mistake for the similar looking ‘shou

’ here

’, thus referring to the Yuanshou

reign era (2-1 BCE), which still differs from the Hanshu and Shuowen narratives
(being just slightly earlier). The Shuduan chapter Nengpin likewise states that the
Pangxi pian was authored in the Yongchu

reign era (107-113 CE) during

Emperor He’s rule (89-105 CE), but again this obviously cannot be the case, and
must be an error for the Yongyuan

reign era (89-105), which is seen in the

Fashu yaolu account. Such discrepancies, while small and easily corrected, do
caution us against overly relying on particular historical claims.
Trying to unravel the relationship between Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan, Ban Gu’s
supplement (what I believe to be the Biezi), and then Jia Fang’s Pangxi pian is even
more problematic however. First, the Nengpin extract states that Yang Xiong’s
Xunzuan was in twenty-four chapters. Although the Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative
chapter count and Shuowen character count both suggest that the Xunzuan was
actually thirty-four chapters long (at sixty characters per), here we have yet another
clashing version.80 My suspicion is that the Nengpin count is again a mistake for
thirty-four, but the more errors pile up, the harder it is to keep justifying this
correction. Regardless of whether we believe the Xunzuan was in twenty-four
chapters or corrected to thirty-four chapters, the math in the Nengpin account does
not add up. Here we have fifty-five chapters of the Cang Jie, twenty-four/thirty-four
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chapters of the Xunzuan, thirteen chapters from Ban Gu’s supplement (the Biezi),
and now another thirty-four chapters for Jia Fang’s Pangxi pian. All of these chapters
together are either 126 or 136 total (depending on whether we correct the Xunzuan
count), yet the Nengpin claims that the San Cang was in 123 chapters instead.
In order to rectify this count, the easiest solution is to: (1) correct the
Xunzuan count to thirty-four chapters, for a total chapter count of 136 chapters; and
(2) take out the thirteen chapters authored by Ban Gu in the Biezi. This leaves the
fifty-five chapters from the original Cang Jie pian, the (corrected) thirty-four from
the Xunzuan, and the additional thirty-four from the Pangxi pian, for a total of 123
chapters, as is recorded in the Nengpin. But then what happened to Ban Gu’s
supplement? Liang Jing
Zhao

pursues this question, and points to a comment by Wei

appended to the Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative, where he states: “The

pronoun ‘chen

’ here is Ban Gu referring to himself. As for his composition of

thirteen chapters, later scholars did not differentiate it [from the other works] and
thought that it was in the thirty-four chapters in the final volume of the Cang Jie
.”81 Some scholars assume
that Wei Zhao here is referring to Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan (as the Pangxi pian is not
mentioned in the Hanshu).82 Considering that Wei mentions a “final volume

,”

and that in his day the Pangxi pian would have already been attached to the Cang Jie
pian, I agree with Duan Yucai

that he is talking about this later work

instead.83 The Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative already makes clear that Ban Gu’s work
added extra chapters on top of Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan, and the Nengpin moreover
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explicitly states that Jia Fang “took from [Ban] Gu’s supplement and expanded upon
it

.” While Liang Jing

is of course prudent to point out that

Ban Gu’s thirteen chapters might have simply gone missing, I would agree with her
(and Duan Yucai) that Ban Gu’s work was most likely incorporated within the
Pangxi pian.
Two bibliographic catalogs are available for the Tang imperial library
collection, namely the Jiu Tangshu

Jingjizhi

(compiled in the 10th cen.

CE, though drawing mainly from the 8th cen. CE Gujin shulu
Tangshu

Yiwenzhi

); and the Xin

(compiled in the 11th cen. CE, inclusive of works

from the end of the Tang period). Beyond trivial differences, their listings are quite
similar:84
Jiu Tangshu catalog:

Xin Tangshu catalog:

Three Cang in three scrolls.

Li Si, et al., the Three Cang in three
scrolls.

Authored by Li Si, et al.,
with commentary by Guo Pu.

Commentary by Guo Pu.

Cang Jie Exegesis and
Explanations in two scrolls.

Du Lin’s Cang Jie Exegesis and
Explanations in two scrolls.

Authored by Du Lin.

[

…]
[Zhang Yi…] also wrote Extended
Cang in three scrolls.

[

…]
[Zhang Yi’s…] Three Cang Exegesis
and Explanations in three scrolls.

Three Cang Exegesis and
Explanations in two scrolls.
Authored by Zhang Yi.

Extended Cang in three
scrolls.
Authored by Zhang Yi.

Expanded Cang in one scroll.

Fan Gong’s Expanded Cang in one
scroll.

Authored by Fan Gong.
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Both catalogs also have separate entries for the Fanjiang pian and Jijiu pian.85 Once
more we see the San Cang included, with commentary by Guo Pu
the Tang there is now exegesis done by Zhang Yi

, though by

. The only minor difference

between the Jiu Tangshu and the Xin Tangshu listings is that the former has this
work in two scrolls, while the latter claims it is in three. The Pi Cang survives as
well. Interestingly, Du Lin’s explanations are listed as apparently extant, as is the
Guang Cang, despite the Suishu bibliography claiming both had gone missing. These
bibliographies imply that the Cang Jie pian survived through the Tang, at least as
part of the larger San Cang, if not also as the main text to the separate Du Lin
commentary. There is also some evidence that the San Cang was still incorporated
in formal education during the Tang.86
The two Tang histories are the final bibliographies among the official
dynastic histories to contain works from the Cang Jie pian’s immediate textual
lineage (whether Li Si’s Cang Jie, its Western Han compilation into the Cang Jie pian,
its later compilation into the San Cang, or the apparent expansions with Pi Cang or
Guang Cang). From the Songshi

Yiwenzhi

onwards, only the Jijiu pian

remains listed as extant from among the works Ban Gu cataloged in the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi.87 Similarly, the Northern Song period Chongwen zongmu
for the imperial collections already only has the Jijiu zhang
however that Zheng Qiao
Tongzhi

catalog
as well.88 Note

does include the San Cang and other works in his

bibliography Yiwenlue

(compiled in the mid-12th cen. CE),

which was part of his universal history up through the Tang.89 If we look at catalogs
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for private collections during the Song, such as the Junzhai dushuzhi
Suichutang shumu

, and Zhizhai shulu jieti

,
, again only the

Jijiu zhang is readily found.90 Based on these bibliographies, most scholars agree
that the Cang Jie pian, in all its forms, was lost in China sometime during the Song.91
As for why the Cang Jie pian was lost in China, Hu Pingsheng
Ziqiang

and Han

argue that in the early Song, the Cang Jie pian was not circulated

widely, but rather copies were kept in the imperial library. With the fall of the
Northern Song, the imperial library was destroyed, and most traces of the Cang Jie
pian were then lost along with it.92 While war certainly played a role in the eventual
loss of the Cang Jie pian, Zhang Cunliang

argues that we should instead

consider other factors as primarily responsible. He argues that the Cang Jie pian, as a
rhyming character book, was easy to memorize and recite, which meant that it could
have survived even if physical copies were damaged. The question then is why was
the Cang Jie pian not popularly memorized. To this point, Zhang blames its archaic
vocabulary, unwieldy length, and gradual transformation (via extensive
commentary) from a primer to more of an encyclopedic reference work. To this I
would add that the Cang Jie pian’s lack of overt Confucian moralization would have
also limited the text. For these reasons, it is only natural that the Cang Jie pian would
gradually be replaced by more modern primers, such as the Qianziwen

.93

Although the Cang Jie pian was lost in China, there are some tantalizing hints
that the text was transmitted elsewhere. For instance, in the 9th century, Fujiwara
Sukeyo

compiled the Nihonkoku genzaisho mokuroku
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,

which is a catalog of texts extant in Japan at that time. In this bibliography, under the
“primary education” field, we find a San Cang in three scrolls with commentary by
Guo Pu, a Cang Jie pian in one scroll, a Pi Cang in two scrolls by Zhang Yi, and listings
for the Jijiu pian as well.94 It thus appears that the Cang Jie pian, along with its
expansions and associated texts like the Jijiu pian, was brought to Japan and still
extant there during the Tang dynasty. We might suspect that the Cang Jie pian made
its way to Korea as well. According to the Goryeosa

history of the Goryeo

dynasty (10th-14th cen. CE), the Northern Song court did in fact believe that texts
already rare or lost in China might be preserved in Korea. In the catalog included
with their formal request, the Northern Song court specifically asks for the San
Cang.95 This not only confirms the tenuous existence of the Cang Jie pian in China
already by the 11th century CE, but also signals that there was some hope this work
survived in other areas, such as in Korea.

1.2.3 Cang Jie pian Recompilations
Although a complete edition of the Cang Jie pian was not transmitted to the
present, isolated quotations of the text may still be found scattered throughout the
received corpus.96 During the Qing and early Republican period, a number of
scholars attempted to recompile the Cang Jie pian based on these quotations.
Convenient overviews of their efforts may be found in Wang Chongmin’s
article, “Cang Jie pian jiben shuping
following Sun Qizhi

,” as well as in the remarks

and Chen Jianhua’s

catalog in Gu yishu jiben mulu

.97 In certain respects, the challenges we face today in
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identifying newly excavated manuscripts fragments with the Cang Jie pian mirror
the debates held by these earlier scholars when recompiling the Cang Jie pian from
quotations. Take for example the problem of specifying edition. As fortunate as we
are to have such a wealth of information about different editions for the Cang Jie
pian recorded in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi and other works, often there is not enough
detail to definitively source a given quote to a certain stage of the text’s
development.98 We may choose, on the one hand, to preserve this ambiguity and
incorporate as much content as possible under an umbrella title of Cang Jie pian. Sun
Xingyan

thus includes in the same “Cang Jie pian

” recompilation all

quotations labeled either as Cang Jie or San Cang. This however risks muddling
together multiple editions of the text and its annotations, giving us only a vague idea
for what the Cang Jie pian would have looked like at any given point in its textual
history.99 We may therefore prefer, on the other hand, to separate works by how
they are labeled, treating them as unique textual entities. Ren Dachun
therefore takes care to differentiate Cang Jie and San Cang, presenting them as
individual recompilations under different titles.100 This however risks overspecifying quotations, as it is possible that these labels were not applied as
judiciously as we might hope.101
Related to this debate is the fact that the Cang Jie pian quotes appear in
different formats. The most common type is exegesis. A single character is presented
as a head word, followed by a definition, pronunciation, or other information. For
one simple example, with a character appearing in our manuscript evidence:
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‘Cuan’ (“barbecue”): to cook over a fire.102
At times a pair of characters are given as the head words instead:
‘Peng’ (“fellow”) ‘you’ (“friend”): Of the same class, call them ‘fellows’; of the
same aspirations, call them ‘friends’.103
Beginning with the Hanshu Yiwenzhi catalog, we are told that scholars like Yang
Xiong and Du Lin annotated the Cang Jie pian, giving their own interpretations. As
these were helpful guides to the archaic vocabulary in the Cang Jie pian, it is not
surprising that later commentators would quote such exegesis when trying to
understand the same vocabulary in different contexts. Yet here again we encounter
the issue of specifying edition. Because it is unclear how these early annotations
might relate to the Cang Jie pian, most scholars today largely ignore recompiled
exegesis quotes.104 I would emphasize however that this type of quote is still
valuable for identifying Cang Jie pian text among the manuscript fragments. At the
very least, the head words provide isolated “base text,” while we may also be able to
compare unusual readings for characters to their implied readings in the
manuscript evidence.105
Quotes of Cang Jie pian exegesis unfortunately do not provide any clues about
how the text was organized as a whole, as characters are taken out of context. As an
expedient, Sun Xingyan therefore organized his recompilation according to the
order of the Shuowen’s radical headers (‘bushou

’).106 Ma Guohan

however takes Sun’s approach a step further, and argues that the Cang Jie pian itself
was originally organized according to this same system. Ma thus also includes all of
the Shuowen radical headers as content in the Cang Jie pian.107 There is little
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evidence however to support this assumption, and indeed more evidence to the
contrary.108 For instance, in our received sources sometimes text is cited as
belonging to the Cang Jie pian without further exegesis. On three occasions, we find
quotes that involve longer strings of characters:109
(1)
The Han united all under heaven, joining together all within the seas.
[Chen] Xi was branded a criminal, Han [Xin] was deposed, their revolts
were met with military campaigns, vanquishing the brutes!
(Source: Yanshi jiaxun
, Shuzheng
)110
(2)
Young children, receive his instructions.
(Source: Shuowen jiezi postface)111
(3)
Deceased father, deceased mother, if only you were longer in years.
(Source: Erya
, Guo Pu
commentary)112
As we will see shortly, these first two quotes are crucial to the identification of the
Cang Jie pian, as this content has since been found in the newly unearthed
manuscripts. But all three quotes are important for other reasons as well. Unlike the
exegesis discussed before, these longer lines allow us to speculate about the
organization of the text. Each involves four-character sentences. Sun Xingyan early
on guessed that the Cang Jie pian was similar to the Jijiu pian in its formatting, and
could have three-, four-, or up to seven-character sentences.113 Wang Guowei would
later confirm the prevalence of four-character sentences for this text, and moreover
asserts that the Cang Jie pian also rhymed every other sentence.114 On this point,
note that Sun Xingyan and others switch the last two characters of the Yanshi jiaxun
quote (to “

”), which some scholars, like Chen Zhi

preserve a rhyme with ‘

, believe help

’, though this appears to be mistaken.115 These quotes also
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contain sentences that are generally narrative in nature, though characters at times
seem to be paired thematically as well.
Finally, certain assumptions have also been made about the nature of the
Cang Jie pian based on comparisons to the Jijiu pian, which is still extant. Sun
Xingyan, in addition to considering sentence sizes, also wonders if the Cang Jie pian
follows the Jijiu pian in its title conventions. Namely, the opening line of the Jijiu pian
reads: “For swift employ, this special prism is different from the many others
。.” It is called the Jijiu pian because its first two characters are ‘jijiu

’

“for swift employ.” Sun thus argues that the Cang Jie pian also opens with a line that
begins ‘cang jie

.’116 As I will discuss in the next chapter, Wang Guowei likewise

champions this proposal, utilizing manuscript evidence as proof.117 Yet Wang
believes there is an even more intimate connection between the Cang Jie pian and
Jijiu pian. He argues that because the Hanshu Yiwenzhi states that the Fanjiang, Jijiu,
and Yuanshang “all are the orthodox characters from the Cang Jie

,”

every character in the Jijiu pian was also found in the Cang Jie pian. Thus the first
half of his recompilation is predominantly simply an inventory of every character in
the Jijiu pian.118 While a large number of characters found on potential Cang Jie pian
manuscript fragments are also included in the Jijiu pian, the extent of shared content
between these two texts is yet to be determined, and will require further
research.119 But if Wang is correct in his hypothesis, then I would venture to
advance his reasoning even further. According to the Hanshu Yiwenzhi, the Cang Jie
pian’s “characters are largely taken from the Shi Zhou pian, but the seal forms are
somewhat different, what is called the Qin seal script.
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。

.” Although Ban Gu is framing his conversation in terms of calligraphic
styles, and qualifies the statement with ‘duo

’, might this also suggest that the

Cang Jie pian borrowed its content in turn from the Shi Zhou pian? If the so-called
‘zhouwen

’ (or even the ‘shipian

’) entries in the Shuowen jiezi do derive

from this corpus of material, these characters could have been included in the Cang
Jie pian.120

1.3 Conclusion: the Cang Jie pian According to Received Sources
According to our received sources, the Cang Jie pian was a product of Qin
efforts to unify writing. Li Si – an architect and outspoken advocate of this script
reform – personally composed one part of the text. Zhao Gao, another prominent
Qin historical figure, is credited for a second part. Although we know little of Huwu
Jing, the author of the final part, he was important enough to earn the office of Grand
Scribe

. Based on the renown of its authors, it appears that the Cang Jie pian was

a text of great import. That the Cang Jie pian was indeed held in high esteem over
the course of the Western Han is reflected moreover by the fact that it was edited
into new anthologies, and subject to a number of revisions and supplements. Yet
despite its recognition as an important character book in name, beginning in the 1st
cen BCE the Cang Jie pian was increasingly neglected in practice. Experts were
convened in special conferences to interpret its archaic vocabulary, long forgotten
by ordinary teachers, and Wang Chong tells of how officials failed to recognize the
character ‘ ’ in the name of an office title, even though it was listed in the Cang Jie
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pian. Xu Shen himself seems to deride “new text” scholars who misrepresent the
Cang Jie pian’s ancient origins and wonder over the mystical art of its phrasing. My
sense is that over the course of the Han, and into the Tang, the Cang Jie pian retained
prestige as a cultural artifact, but was gradually replaced in practice by other
character books, such as the Jijiu pian and later the Qianziwen. Academics continued
to produce exegesis for it, append supplements, and compose new expanded spinoffs. There are also hints that the Cang Jie pian was still part of an institutionalized
curriculum into the Tang. But ultimately knowledge of the text was not widespread
enough to prevent its loss in the Song.
Akin to Theseus’ ship, the Cang Jie pian was built and rebuilt over the course
of its textual history. In the Qin, it was three separate works: the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and
Boxue. In the early Han, they were combined by village teachers into the Cang Jie
pian. Shortly after, Yang Xiong added his supplement, as did Jia Fang, creating a new
anthology: the San Cang. Meanwhile, its planks were reused in works like the Jijiu
pian; and similar ships like the Pi Cang and Guang Cang came to be fashioned in its
image. From all of these accounts, how do we define what is “Cang Jie pian-like”
when identifying content (and particularly new manuscript evidence) under this
title?
In the next chapter, I will explore the critieria used in this study to identify
Cang Jie pian text (sec.2.3). Already however a few clues have presented themselves
in our received sources for features to which we may want to pay close attention in
surveying the manuscript evidence. First, both the Hanshu and Shuowen associate
with the Cang Jie pian with an archaic calligraphic style known as the Qin seal (or
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small seal) script; this point however is complicated by the Shuduan when it says
that later in the Eastern Han the Cang Jie pian anthology came to popularize clerical
forms. Second, the line from the Hanshu Yiwenzhi that the village teachers’ edition of
the Cang Jie pian was edited into fifty-five chapters of sixty characters per chapter is
of special importance. It also appears that this format was adopted by Yang Xiong in
his supplement, based on character counts given in the Shuowen and other indirect
clues. Although other editions of the text clearly existed, this offers us an initial
baseline for the organization of the text. Moreover, from the recompilations, it
appears that the Cang Jie pian often had four-character sentences, and these lines
could be narrative (of a declarative type) or thematic pairings of characters.
Scholars have likewise debated whether the Yan Zhitui quote rhymed every other
sentence, though Wang Guowei really first mentions rhyming in the Cang Jie pian
after surveying early manuscript sources. Third, and most importantly, the
recompiled Cang Jie pian quotes provide us with “anchors” to the text, off of which
we may bind the manuscript evidence to this received textual history. On this point,
I would again emphasize that in addition to the longer quotes highlighted above, we
should also utilize quotes where a single character or pairs of characters are given
(often with exegesis) to strengthen our identifications.121
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[Jingmen Museum], Guodian Chu mu zhujian
(Beijing:
Wenwu chubanshe, 1998), pp.1-14, 109-26. Ever since their discovery, debate has
swelled around how to identify these texts. At the Dartmouth conference dedicated
to these materials, although the Taiyi sheng shui is presented as a separate text, it is
given the same amount of attention as Laozi jia, yi, and bing (implying a close
identification). Some participants, such as Sarah Allan, read the Taiyi sheng shui as a
coherent part of Laozi bing. See Sarah Allan and Crispin Williams, eds., The Guodian
Laozi: Proceedings of the International Conference, Dartmouth College, May 1998, esp.
pp.162, 168-9 for Allan’s comments. Harold Roth’s chapter in this volume is also
informative, as he presents three different ways of understanding the Guodian
manuscripts’ relationship to our other Laozi recensions (“Some Methodological
Issues in the Study of the Guodian Laozi Parallels,” pp.72-81). Are the Guodian Laozi
“parallels” extracted from an ancestral Laozi (the “original text”), were they sources
for it, or are they unique texts from yet another common ancestor? In the latter two
cases, they should not be properly called the Laozi at all (see: Paul Fischer,
“Polymorphous Text Paradigm,” p.42; William G. Boltz, “The Composition of the
Laotzyy,” pp.594-5). Surveys of opinions on the matter are also available in: Robert
G. Hendricks, Lao Tzu’s Tao Te Ching: A Translation of the Startling New Documents
Found at Guodian (New York: Columbia University Press, 2000), esp. “Conclusion –
What Is the ‘Bamboo Slip Laozi’?”, pp.19-22; Edward L. Shaughnessy, “The Guodian
Manuscripts and Their Place in Twentieth-Century Historiography on the ‘Laozi’,”
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 65.2 (2005): esp. pp.444-52; Scott Cook, The
Bamboo Texts of Guodian, in The Cornell East Asian Series (Ithaca: East Asia Program,
Cornell University, 2012), vol.1, pp.195-205, 335-40.
9

As we will see shortly, multiple different editions of this text purportedly existed
during the early Han (and we have manuscript evidence that confirms this). In the
Hanshu Yiwenzhi, the title Cang Jie pian is reserved for a particular version that was
edited by village teachers into fifty-five chapters. For this dissertation however, I
will use Cang Jie pian to refer to the broader textual system, of which this and other
editions all participate.
10

39

Liu Xiang
is himself said to have composed a catalog providing detailed
descriptions of each text compiled, called the Bielu
for short. Both are now lost,
though fragmentary citations may be found in other transmitted sources. Ban Gu
offers a brief description of Liu Xiang and Liu Xin’s efforts at the beginning of the
Hanshu Yiwenzhi. See: Ban Gu
(Han author), Yan Shigu
(Tang
commentator), Hanshu
, in Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975 [1962]), vol.8, ch.30 (“
”), p.1701.
11

12

Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“

”), pp.1719-23.

Most studies of the Cang Jie pian at this early stage of research include discussions
of the Yiwenzhi narrative and the other materials to be presented below. In English,
the most extensive treatment to date is found in: Roger Greatrex, “An Early Western
Han Synonymicon: The Fuyang copy of the Cang Jie pian,” in Outstretched Leaves on
his Bamboo Staff: Studies in Honour of Göran Malmqvist on his 70th Birthday, ed.
Joakim Enwall (Stockholm: Association of Oriental Studies, 1994), 100-4. In Chinese,
an early overview may be found in: Wang Guowei
の, “Chongji Cang Jie pian
,” in Wang Guowei quanji
の
, edited by Xie Weiyang の and
Fang Xinliang
(Hangzhou: Zhejiang jiaoyu chubanshe, 2009): vol. 6, preface
and introduction, pp.327-333. For one example of a more recent take in Chinese, see:
Liang Jing
, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu
(Postdoc thesis, Wuhan
University, 2014), pp.1-3. (It has since been published under the same name by
Kexue chubanshe
in 2015). In Japanese, consult: Fukuda Tetsuyuki
, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo
(Tokyo: Sobunsha,
2004), pp.5-20, 289-348.
13

14

Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“

”), pp.1719-20.

It is unclear to me if ‘shi ’ should be treated as a surname (“Shi Zhou”), or if it is
an office title (“Scribe Zhou”). I have decided to refer to this work, and its supposed
author, in this latter fashion. The Fashu yaolu
however writes “Archivist
Shi Zhou
,” which seems to imply that the second ‘shi ’ might be a
surname. See n.27 below for Wang Guowei’s hypothesis that this is not an author’s
name at all. Note also that ‘
’ in the Cang Jie listing is sometimes written as ‘
’, while some scholars prefer to read the second character as ‘mou’.
15

For a discussion of the beginning half of this narrative about the origins of writing,
especially in relation to the Shuowen postface to be introduced shortly, see: Imre
Galambos, Orthography of Early Chinese Writing: Evidence from Newly Excavated
Manuscripts (Budapest: Department of East Asian Studies, Eötvös Loránd University,
2006), pp.45-54, with translations of the Hanshu and Shuowen accounts compared
in Appendix 1, pp.151-64. Note however that Galambos rearranges the Hanshu
narrative to fit the Shuowen postface’s organization. A discussion of this portion of
16
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Ban Gu’s narrative, along with a translation, may be found in: Derk Bodde, China’s
First Unifier: a Study of the Ch’in Dynasty as Seen in the Life of Li Ssu (Leiden: Brill,
1938), ch.VIII, “The Unification of Writing,” pp.147-61.
Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“
”), pp.1720-23. In ‘
’ the character ‘shu ’ is emended to be ‘xing ’. In ‘
chapter count is emended to ‘shisan
’. See n.56 below.
17

’, the

My reading of ‘
’ at the end of the narrative is as a reference to the works by
Du Lin being added into the catalog above, which is hinted at by ‘
’. More on this
below.
18

On some confusion over the precise date that the Shuowen was submitted to the
throne (September 19th versus October 19th), see: Timothy O’Neill, “Xu Shen’s
Scholarly Agenda: A New Interpretation of the Postface of the Shuowen jiezi,” Journal
of the American Oriental Society 133.3 (2013): 413, n.1.
19

Xu Shen
(Han author), Duan Yucai
(Qing commentator), Xu Weixian
, Shuowen jiezi zhu
(Nanjing: Fenghuang chubanshe, 2007), vol.2,
pp.1311-2, 1312-3, and 1315, respectively.
20

In addition to Imre Galambos, Orthography of Early Chinese Writing, pp.151-64,
see also: K.L. Thern, Postface of the Shuo-Wen Chieh-Tzu: The First Comprehensive
Chinese Dictionary (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1966); Jan Vihan, “Language,
Likeness, and the Han Phenomenon of Convergence” (PhD diss., Harvard University,
2012), ch.2, “Postscript to Shuowen,” pp.43-50.
21

It is possible that this was the Shiquge
further details.

conference, but we are not given

22

This is a common practice at the moment, though it has obvious pitfalls. Take for
example Li Ling’s
study of the Yiwenzhi catalog primary education listings. In
his appended “Cang Jie wenben kao
,” in addition to calculating character
counts for the later continuations of the Cang Jie, he also suggests that Li Si’s original
Qin Cang Jie in seven chapters had 420 characters, while the three Qin treatises
(with the Yuanli and Boxue) had a combined 1200 characters. This anachronistically
extends the format established by the village teachers back into the Qin. See: Li Ling
, Lantai wanjuan: du Hanshu Yiwenzhi
:
(Beijing,
Shenghuo dushu xinzhi sanlian shudian, 2011), pp.51-71. That we cannot assume
such standardized formats for early editions of the Cang Jie pian is further
demonstrated by the Peking University edition (sec.2.2.13), which has chapters
running as much as 152 characters in length. We are on more solid footing when
trying to estimate the size of later continuations of the Cang Jie, due to additional
23
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details derived from the Hanshu and Shuowen accounts (more on this below, though
of course due caution should still be exercised).
For a recent article analyzing the changes village teachers might have made to the
text, see: Liang Jing
, “Lüli shushi ben Cang Jie pian diwu liu zhang de yanjiu
,” Jianbo
9 (2014): 281-6. This content is also
found in her Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, ch.3, sec.2, pp.87-91.
24

Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, ch.5, sec.1, pp.292-311
offers an initial comparison. See also Lin Suqing
, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu
,” Hanxue yanjiu
5.1 (1987): pp.69-71; Françoise Bottéro, "Les
'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," in Éducation et
Instruction en Chine, ed. Christine Nguyen Tri and Catherine Despeux (Paris and
Louvain: Peeters, 2003-2004), vol.1, pp.112-7. For a thorough overview of the Jijiu
pian’s textual history, see Fukuda’s ch.4, pp.203-88, as well as: Liu Weijie
,
“Jijiu pian yanjiu” (PhD diss., Shandong University, 2007), pp.13-31. Manuscript
fragments of the Jijiu pian have also been discovered. A fairly comprehensive list
may be found in: Cho Narei
, Seiiki shutsudo monjo no kisoteki kenkyu
(Tokyo: Kyuko Shoin, 2006), ch.2, pp.85-132. More wooden
strips have been published since Cho’s work, including the ongoing editing of the
Jianshui jinguan
cache, where additional pieces have been identified. See:
He Shuangquan
, “Dunhuang Juyan Han jian Jijiu zhang canjian jiding
,” in Wenxian yanjiu
, ed. Gao Guoxiang
,
vol.1 (Beijing: Xueyuan chubanshe, 2010), pp.94-100; Zhang Chuanguan
,
“Chutu sanjian Jijiu pian ziliao jilu
,” Zhongguo wenzi
(new series) 42 (2016): 103-22; and his “Jianshui jinguan Han jian wu suojian
Jijiu pian canjian jijiao – chutu sanjian Jijiu pian ziliao jilu (xu)
──
( ),” Fudan Daxue Chutu Wenxian yu
th
Guwenzi Yanjiu Zhongxin, August 26 , 2016
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2884), accessed August 21st, 2017.
25

Lee Hur-Li, Intellectual Activism in Knowledge Organization: A Hermeneutic Study
of the Seven Epitomes (Taipei: National Taiwan University Press, 2016), pp.68-9,
181-3. Lee mentions other principles underlying the ordering as well, but these are
the most relevant for our discussion.
26

Wang Guowei however argues that the Shi Zhou pian was not authored by a Scribe
Zhou in the Western Zhou. He believes that ‘shizhou
’ is not a name; ‘zhou ’
rather means “to read,” so the phrase should be taken as “the scribe reads.” Texts
often take their titles from their first lines, as demonstrated for instance by the Jijiu
pian, which begins: “For swift employ, this special prism is different from the many
others
。.” Wang believes the Shi Zhou pian (or rather the Shizhou
pian) began with a line like: “The Grand Scribes read and write
.” Because
27
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he disassociates the Shi Zhou pian from Scribe Zhou, Wang is then able to also
question the dating of this text, and argues that it was a Qin product between the
Springs and Autumns and Warring States periods. See: Wang Guowei, “Shi Zhou pian
shuzheng
,” in Wang Guowei quanji, vol. 5, pp.1-7. Qiu Xigui reviews this
debate, and acknowledges that some of the zhouwen forms match paleographic
evidence for the Qin script in the Eastern Zhou, but pushes back against this line of
argument by showing that certain zhouwen forms do have more ancient origins too.
See: Qiu Xigui, Chinese Writing, trans. Gilbert L. Mattos and Jerry Norman, Early
China Special Monograph Series No.4 (Berkeley: Society for the Study of Early China,
Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, Berkeley, 2000), pp.72-7. Li
Xueqin
also mentions the discovery of a bronze vessel that includes an
inscription dating to the reign of King Xuan in the Western Zhou with a name which
may be Scribe Zhou. See his: “Shi shuo Zhangjiashan jian Shilü
,”
Wenwu
4 (2002): 71. For an introduction to the vessel, with a transcription and
rubbing, see: Chen Peifen
, “Fan you, Ma ding ji Liangqi zhong mingwen
quanshi
[
]
,” Shanghai bowuguan jikan
2 (1982): 17, 25. The inscription writes ‘shiliu
’. However see also Tang Lan’s
hypothesis that Scribe Zhou was actually Scribe Liu, a later figure who is listed
in the Hanshu Gujinrenbiao
. Tang believes that the Hanshu Yiwenzhi
confused King Xuan with King Yuan
when annotating the catalog, owing to the
close pronunciation of their names. Tang Lan
, Zhongguo wenzixue
,
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2001), pp.134-5; Hanshu, vol.7, ch.20 (“
”), p.937. Interestingly, it does not appear that Scribe Zhou is included in this
table. Wang Xianqian
therefore takes the opposite approach, and argues that
Scribe Liu
was actually a mistake for Scribe Zhou (despite its placement later in
the table). See: Wang Xianqian
, Hanshu buzhu
(Shanghai: Shanghai
guji chubanshe, 2008), vol.1, ch.20 (“
”), p.379. This debate is also
reviewed briefly in: Sun Qizhi
and Chen Jianhua
, Guyishu jiben mulu
jieti
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2009), p.89.
Although the Shi Zhou pian was not transmitted in the received corpus, it is believed
that the Shuowen is drawing from this text when it cites ‘zhouwen
’ forms in
certain character entries, and in the three instances where it cites a ‘shipian
’.
The entry ‘
’ offers another exception, as it does not have a ‘pian
‘juan ’ count. Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“
”), p.1771.
28

’ or

Qian Dazhao
, in Hanshu bianyi
, cites Li Gengyi
as arguing
that ‘liuji
’ was a mistake for ‘
’ or “eight volumes,” which would match the
final volume count by Ban Gu. See: Chen Guoqing
, ed., Hanshu Yiwenzhi
zhushi huibian
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983), p.88. Yet if we
assume that the Bati liuji is not a text, the final count of “ten authors” (‘shijia
’)
is then difficult to understand.
29
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The Yiwenzhi introduces the Shi Zhou pian in its narrative, and then immediately
transitions to the Cang Jie by Li Si, without discussing any other work in between
them. The description of the “six forms
” is found in the narrative before it
begins relating the textual history of various character books proper. As I will argue
below, the Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative follows closely to the order that the texts are
listed in its catalog, so the absence of any additional work between the Shi Zhou pian
and Cang Jie suggests to me that there was no Eight Forms and Six Techniques. For
the Shuowen, the “eight forms
” are enumerated after the Cang Jie pian is
introduced, and once again is treated as a general description of various calligraphic
styles, not as a text itself. Note that both the Hanshu Yiwenzhi and Shuowen postface
also mention the ‘liushu
’, as a basic categorization of different principles for
character construction. The Shuowen moreover writes that Wang Mang reclassified
calligraphic styles into ‘liushu
’, akin to the ‘bati
’. See Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30
(“
”), pp.1720-1; Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1308-11, 1313-4, 1317.
30

Zhang Yanyuan
(Tang author), Fashu yaolu
, in Yingyin
Wenyuange Siku quanshu
(Taipei: Taiwan shangwu
yinshuguan, 1983), vol.812, ch.2 (under “
”), p.126.
31

The Hanshu narrative does say that Du Lin ‘
’, which I have conservatively
translated as “composed explanations.” It is possible that ‘ ’ here might actually
refer to ‘
’, while ‘ ’ then refers to ‘
’, as opposed to taking
the terms together as just a general phrase. If so, then this is a more direct citation of
the two works by Du Lin found in the catalog above. Fukuda offers a slightly
different argument, where the Hanshu catalog mistakenly lists two works for Du Lin,
where only one work with the title ‘
’ was intended. See Setsubun izen
shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.331-2. More on this below.
32
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Note that some editions of the Hanshu have ‘

’ instead.

A similar point is made by Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” esp. pp.56-7. Lin
follows closely the observations by Wang Xianqian in his Hanshu buzhu.
34
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Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.290, 320-1, 328.

Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.289-334. His article on
the Shuiquanzi
manuscript (sec.2.2.12), translated into Chinese, also outlines
the argument in detail: Fukuda Tetsuyuki
, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben
Cang Jie pian kao – zai Shuowen jiezi yiqian xiaoxue shu zhong de weizhi
-,” Jianbo wang
. Wuhan
Daxue Jianbo Yanjiu Zhongxin, November 26th, 2010
(http://www.bsm.org.cn/show_article.php?id=1339), accessed August 21st, 2017.
36
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Hanshu, vol.13, ch.57b (“

”), p.3583.
44

Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, p.314. See also Duan
Yucai’s
explanation in Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1316. We must explain
however why the Shouwen postface also describes the Xunzuan in “fourteen
volumes
,” especially when the Yiwenzhi only gives it in one. Duan Yucai
implies that this refers to the works of Li Si, Zhao Gao, Huwu Jing, Sima Xiangru, Shi
You, Li Chang and Yang Xiong, all compiled together, and then divided into two
volumes per contributor (Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1315-7; Liang Jing, Chutu Cang
Jie pian yanjiu, p.3). Wang Chongming
however follows Wu Chengzhi
in arguing that ‘shisi
’ was actually just ‘si ’, with the four volumes then being
the Cang Jie, Yuanli, Boxue, and Xunzuan. See: Wang Chongmin
, “Cang Jie pian
jiben shuping
,” Furen xuezhi
4.1 (1933): 1. This argument
is based on evidence from the Fengyan wenjian ji
and Shuowen xizhuan
. Another possibility however is that the Shuowen postface is still
discussing Yang Xiong’s supplement alone, and meant to write “thirty-four chapters
” but mistakenly recorded “fourteen volumes
.” This would also
explain why Xu Shen needs to specify ‘ ’ (“in total”) twice. The first time is for the
format of the Xunzuan supplement, the second time is for the character count of the
compiled work (with the Cang Jie included).
38
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Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.321-5.

Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.323-4. Consult the
Shuowen entries for ‘ ’ (which appears on C040, as well as PKU 62, SQZ2_P21), and
‘ ’ (which appears as a partial character on C012). To this I would add that the
character ‘ ’ appears on PKU 41, which also has a Shuowen entry that cites Yang
Xiong’s commentary. Fukuda elaborates on Duan Yucai’s determination on whether
a given Yang Xiong citation in the Shuowen belongs to the Xunzuan or the Yang Xiong
Cang Jie xunzuan. For the moment, I must defer elaborating on this debate, both in
this case and with the Du Lin citations (see below).
40

Fukuda cites Lin Mingbo
(Tang yiqian xiaoxueshu zhi fenlei yu kaozheng
) as making this argument, along with pointing out how
the first Du Lin text (
) has a similar title to that of Yang Xiong’s
continuation of the Cang Jie pian (
), perhaps suggesting a similar text
type. See: Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.326-7. I have not yet had a chance
to consult Lin’s work.
41

Du Lin is cited in the entries for both ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ already mentioned before (see
n.40 above). There is also a match with the character ‘ ’ on PKU 57 and SQZ2_P22,
for which Du Lin offers a comment in its Shuowen entry. See also the character ‘ ’,
which appears on DHHJ 639, which is potentially also related to the Cang Jie pian.
42
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Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.330-1. Under this
interpretation, the generic ‘
’ found in the Yiwenzhi narrative may foreshadow
the combination of these two works, perhaps because they were in fact so similar.
43
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Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.331-2.

Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.332. Another option
for preserving the “two authors, in three volumes” format, is to only assume that
Ban Gu is referring to the last three texts listed in the catalog (Yang Xiong Cang Jie
xunzuan, Du Lin Cang Jie xunzuan, Du Lin Cang Jie gu). These three texts are unique
in that the authors’ names are integrated into the text title (setting aside of course
the debate surrounding the Shi Zhou pian’s title). That the Xunzuan was not included
in the three volumes then might be because this work was already in the earlier
Qilue catalog by Liu Xin.
45

The base text for my translation above offers the “two volume” variant. One
explanation for this variant, should it be correct, is to have the “two volumes” refer
to both Yang Xiong and Du Lin. That is to say, it would then be “two volumes per.”
This would give us the four texts (Xunzuan, Yang Xiong Cang Jie xunzuan, Du Lin
Cang Jie xunzuan, and Du Lin Cang Jie gu), as they are listed, without having to do the
manipulations that Fukuda is advocating here. This usage however does not seem to
be attested elsewhere in the catalog, to the best of my knowledge. Alternatively, if
we follow Fukuda, then the “two volumes” might refer to only the Yang Xiong Cang
Jie xunzuan and the combined Du Lin Cang Jie xungu, relying on the point given in
the note above on how Yang Xiong’s other Xunzuan could have already been
included in Liu Xin’s Qilue. A closer investigation of the textual history for different
Hanshu editions, as well as Ban Gu’s usage of ‘ru ’ in the catalog, is needed before I
can make a definitive statement on this.
46

For the main text, as well as various prefaces and the letters sent between Yang
Xiong and Liu Xin, consult: Zhou Zumo
, and Wu Xiaoling
, ed., Fangyan
jiaojian ji tongjian
(Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1956). A thorough
investigation into the authorship, textual history, and authenticity of the Fangyan
may also be found in: Paul Leo-Mary Serruys, “Prolegomena to the Study of the
Chinese Dialects of Han Time According to Fang yen,” PhD diss., University of
California, Berkeley, 1955, part I, pp.2-142.
47

(Later Jin author), et al., Jiu Tangshu
, in Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975), vol.65, ch.46 (“
”), p.1984; Ouyang Xiu
and Song Qi
(Song authors), Xin Tangshu
, in Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1975), vol.73, ch.57 (“
”), p.1447.
48

Liu Xu

46

Qian Daxin
, in Hanshu kao yi
。, also believes Biezi could have been
an alternative abbreviation for the Fangyan. See Chen Guoqing, Hanshu Yiwenzhi
zhushi huibian, p.89.
49

Wei Zheng
(Tang author), et al., Suishu
, in Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1973), vol.50, ch.32 (“
”), p.937; Jiu Tangshu, vol.65, ch.46 (“
”), p.1984; Xin Tangshu,
vol.73, ch.57 (“
”), p.1447. There are however a few cases where
the Fangyan is said to be in a different number of volumes. For example, in Guo Pu’s
preface to his commentary, he claims the work is in “thirty five volumes”
(‘sanwu zhi pian
’), while the letters sent between Liu Xin and Yang Xiong
also discuss the work in “fifteen scrolls” (‘shiwujuan
’). See Fangyan jiaojian ji
tongjian, pp.91-2. In the Songshi
Yiwenzhi
it is recorded in “fourteen
scrolls” (‘shisijuan
’): Tuotuo
(Yuan author), et al., Songshi
, in
Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1977),
vol.93, ch.202 (“
”), p.5072. In the Nihonkoku genzaisho
mokuroku
another edition in “ten volumes” (‘shijuan
’) with
commentary by Guo Pu apparently made its way to Japan. See: Fujiwara Sukeyo
, Nihonkoku genzaisho mokuroku
, in the Koten Hozonkai
fukuseisho
series, edited by Yamada Yoshio
(Tōkyō:
Koten hozonkai jimusho, 1925), vol.7, the pages are unnumbered, but the entry is
p.16 of the main text.
50

Paul Serruys (citing Tao Fangqi
) entertains the possibility that the
Fangyan is instead (at least in part) the Xunzuan listed in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi
catalog. He emphasizes that the loss of the Xunzuan coincides with the Fangyan’s
appearance, and notes how the title for the Fangyan was largely in flux in earlier
periods, allowing for this type of confusion in mistaken textual identities. Serruys
also believes this might explain why certain passages in the extant Fangyan do not
give geographical information. See: Paul Serruys, “Prolegomena,” pp.91-4. Serruys
however downplays later records (such as in the Suishu
Jingjizhi
, which
I will discuss shortly) that clearly state how Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan did not circulate
independently, but was appended to the Cang Jie pian as part of a larger anthology
called the San Cang
. The Xunzuan is thus present in bibliographies where the
Fangyan is also listed, making this theory untenable. He sees the Cang Jie pian’s
incorporation with the Xunzuan into the San Cang as a sign of textual loss: “this
shows that already at that time the Ts’ang-chieh p’ien, as such, was lost, since it was
only part of a small collection (in 3 ch.) built up from several scattered notes” (p.137,
n.47). That is to say, the Xunzuan materials in the San Cang were just fragments
being scraped together and attached to a dying text, while a more robust corpus of
its content came to crystalize around what we now know as the Fangyan. But this
ignores how both the Hanshu Yiwenzhi and Shuowen postface describe Yang Xiong’s
Xunzuan. It is presented as a supplement to the Cang Jie pian, adding chapters of
51
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new content and producing a larger character count. Later descriptions of the San
Cang, as found in the Shuduan for instance (more on this below), offer similar
assessments. Serruys is mistaking the small volume count in the Suishu Jingjizhi
catalog for diminished content size, when it is instead merely reflecting the
tripartite division of the new anthology. Although by the end of the Han the Cang Jie
pian did not enjoy the same widespread popularity it once held, it was still revered
as a cultural artifact, particularly in academic circles.
I suppose if the Yiwenzhi wrote “three volumes,” we could again assume that this
applied to both Yang Xiong and Du Lin, though this usage does not seem to be
attested elsewhere. This would allow for Yang Xiong to be the author of Biezi,
Xunzuan, and Yang Xiong Cang Jie xunzuan. But this would then also force us to
assign another text to Du Lin. At the same time, if the Biezi is not a separate author
(but counts under the Yang Xiong ‘jia ’), then the final count of “ten authors” is
also problematic.
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His excuse is: “But it is not yet fixed in its final form and cannot yet be seen
.” Fangyan jiaojian ji tongjian, p.94. Translation is by David R. Knechtges,
as found in his “The Liu Hsin / Yang Hsiung Correspondence on the Fang Yen,”
Monumenta Serica 33 (1977-8): 318. Knechtges addresses the authenticity of these
letters in this article. Paul Serruys also translates the letters, and argues for their
authenticity, in “Prolegomena,” pp.70-90. Serruys concludes the letters were
composed only later in Yang Xiong’s life, which makes it even less likely that Liu Xin
included the Fangyan in the Qilue.
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Ying Shao
(Han author), Wang Liqi
, ed., Fengsu tongyi jiaozhu
, in Xinbian zhuzi jicheng xubian
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
2010), vol.1, p.11. Although Ying Shao does not name the text by its title, it is clear
from the context that he is discussing what we know as the Fangyan. Paul Serruys
also lists other instances where early commentators cite the Fangyan, see
“Prolegomena,” pp.23-4. The only Eastern Han figure on his list is Fu Qian
,
whose dates Serruys gives as “fl.168, ob.ca.189,” placing him after the Hanshu’s
composition.
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Hanshu, vol.13, ch.57b (“
”), p.3583; Chang Qu
(Jin author),
Huayang guozhi
in Zhongguo yeshi jicheng xubian
(Chengdu: Bashu shushe, 2000), vol.1, ch.10a (“
”), p.804. Serruys also
notices this addition, see “Prolegomena,” p.94.
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Note that some editions of the Hanshu state that Ban Gu’s continuation was in
twelve chapters, or give the total combined chapter count (for Yang Xiong and Ban
Gu’s supplements) to be 103. The commentary by Wei Zhao
clarifies that the
chapter count should be thirteen.
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The Shuowen postface switches the order these events are presented, giving a
more chronologically appropriate timeline.
57

I have two hesitations with this hypothesis however. First, if the Biezi was by Ban
Gu himself, he must have added it in to the original Qilue catalog as well. Why not
include this fact in his final comment, where he mentions adding in Yang Xiong and
Du Lin’s texts? The omission may be an act of modesty, which is perhaps why he
also does not list himself as the Biezi author outright in the catalog, and likewise
uses the humble ‘chen ’ pronoun when referring to his composition in the
Yiwenzhi narrative. Second, in the Suishu Jingjizhi
bibliography, our next
earliest extant catalog, Ban Gu is credited for authoring two works of the primary
education genre. They are titled Taijia
and Zaixi
respectively, each in one
scroll, but combined together into a larger work (potentially with Sima Xiangru’s
Fanjiang
, among other titles). Suishu, vol.50, ch.32 (“
”), p.942. I wonder
if the Taijia and Zaixi were once individual chapters from Ban Gu’s Biezi, but I do not
have any further evidence to raise to support this speculation. As we will see shortly,
parts of Ban Gu’s supplement were eventually incorporated into the later Pangxi
pian
, which became the final volume of the San Cang
.
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As this was a commentary, it would not be listed with the other character books
proper; yet since Zhang Chang was an earlier author than Yang Xiong, it must fall
before Yang Xiong Cang Jie xunzuan. This accords well with Fukuda’s theory about
the Yiwenzhi catalog’s organization. The lack of an author affiliation in the catalog
for Cang Jie zhuan is problematic however, if Ban Gu knew it to belong to Zhang
Chang. See also ch.2, n.196 for another complication.
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Derk Bodde, China’s First Unifier: a Study of the Ch’in Dynasty as Seen in the Life of
Li Ssu (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1938), pp.150-1.
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Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1319-20.

Both Ban Gu and Xu Shen are traditionally characterized as proponents of the
ancient-script texts (
), as opposed to other figures who were aligned with the
modern-script texts (
). Ban Gu places himself directly within the tradition he
just outlined by claiming to continue Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan, which was itself an
extension of the Cang Jie. Xu Shen’s treatment of the Cang Jie pian however is more
nuanced, and indeed I would argue that he is rather disdainful of this work, giving it
a Qin provenance, and juxtaposing it (via the Shi Zhou pian) with the ancient script
used by Confucius and Zuo Qiuming, whose “meaning could be grasped and
explained.” The relationship between the Cang Jie pian and the Shuowen jiezi is
complicated, and awaits further research. Zhou Fei’s
has conducted a
preliminary study, and I thank him for sharing with me his paper, “Cang Jie pian yu
Shuowen jiezi guanxi tanzheng
,” which may now be
found in: Zhongguo wenzixuehui Fengjia daxue Zhongguo wenxuexi
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, Zhongguo wenzixue guoji xueshu yantaohui lunwenji
, 26th meeting, May 29-30th, 2015 (Xinbei: Shenghuan
tushu gongsi, 2015), pp.129-40.
Yang Xiong
(Han author), Yangzi fayan
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.7, ch.2 (“
”), p.5. See also sec.4.2
on the association of Cang Jie pian with “scribal treatises.”
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Fashu yaolu, ch.1 (“
”), p.105. Vincent Leung first introduced me to
this text, and himself has a forthcoming study that features it: “Bad Writing: Cursive
Calligraphy and the Ethics of Orthography in the Eastern Han,” in Behaving Badly in
Early and Medieval China, N. Harry Rothschild and Leslie Wallace, eds. (Honolulu:
University of Hawai’i Press, 2017), forthcoming. I thank Leung for sharing with me a
draft of his chapter. My interpretation takes ‘cangjie
’ and ‘shizhou
’ here as
references to texts, especially in light of the tradition established by the Hanshu and
Shuowen accounts which associated the Shi Zhou and Cang Jie with older (Zhou and
Qin) seal scripts. In his forthcoming book chapter, Leung reads ‘cangjie
’ and
‘shizhou
’ as the legendary progenitors of ancient scripts themselves instead.
This is also an appealing interpretation, as it places these figures in parallel with Du
Du
and Cui Yuan
, the contemporary champions of the more modern styles
of writing frowned upon by Zhao Yi. Chronologically, the figure of Cang Jie lived
prior to Scribe Zhou, matching the order for how ‘cangjie
’ and ‘shizhou
’
appear here. That said, the texts Cang Jie and Shi Zhou are mentioned in this order in
other Han sources (such as in the Hanquan yi
quotation, see ch.4, n.36). For a
further complication to my reading, see also n.79 below, where a later source
associates the Cang Jie pian with the spread of clerical script later in the Han.
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We cannot simply map over calligraphic styles onto these different character
books however. Although the Cang Jie was said to be written in small seal forms,
most of our manuscript evidence from the Western Han appears in either ancient or
modern clerical. Similarly, the Jijiu pian was not just in cursive calligraphic styles, as
our Han manuscript evidence employs clerical. For calligraphy model editions of the
Jijiu pian, see the overview in: Liu Weijie, “Jijiu pian yanjiu,” pp.13-31.
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Wang Chong
(Han author), Lunheng
, in Zhuzi jicheng, vol.7, ch.38 (“
”), p.134. Alfred Forke has also translated this chapter of the Lunheng, see: Alfred
Forke tr., Lun-hêng (New York: Paragon, 1962), vol. 2, pp.106-7.
66

In the Su Wu’s Hanshu biography, the title is also given as ‘Yizhong jiujian
’. Hanshu, vol.10, ch.54 (“
”), p.2457. Neither title is not found
in Charles O. Hucker’s A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China. An alternative
translation, given by Michael Loewe, is ‘Inspector of Hunting Equipment’. See:
Michael Loewe, A Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods
(221 BC – AD 24) (Leiden: Brill, 2000), p.493.
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Wang Chong is alluding here to an anecdote he raises earlier in the chapter, where
Dong Zhongshu and Liu Zizheng are exalted as paradigms of broad learning because
of their knowledge of the Shanhai jing
.
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It is found on PKU 37.

Though this neglect was probably also the consequence of the Cang Jie pian and
other character books supplanting it. Even so, it reflects shifting attitudes towards
the primary education genre.
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Suishu, vol.50, ch.32 (“

”), p.942.

The Fanjiang is apparently included in a compendium of primary education texts
at this point, not as its own stand alone work. The other character books mentioned
in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi do not appear at all. An annotated narrative follows this
catalog as well, reiterating the nature and origins of writing in China, and different
categories of script. Not much is added about the textual history of the Cang Jie pian,
though it is interesting to note that when it lists out the character book lineage, it
runs from Shi Zhou pian -> Cang Jie pian -> San Cang
(Three Cang) -> Pi Cang
(Extended Cang) -> Guang Cang
(Expanded Cang). The Jijiu pian, while still
extant and listed under three separate entries in the catalog, is curiously not
included this lineage. Suishu, vol.50, ch.32 (“
”), pp.946-7.
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See the note above however, as the Suishu narrative also implies this association
by discussing the Pi Cang and Guang Cang in relation to the Cang Jie pian textual
lineage.
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Zhang Huaiguan
quanshu, vol.812, ch.1 (“
74

(Tang author), Shuduan
”, under “
”), p.43.
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Shuduan, ch.3 (“

”, under “
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Fashu yaolu, ch.2 (under “

, in Yingyin Wenyuange Siku

”), p.66.
”), p.126.

The Fashu Yaolu also continues by saying how the “Cang Ya scholarship
”
– a reference to the Cang Jie and the Erya
– was particularly revered by the
literati, but that they are mistaken to think that the “nine volumes of the Cang Jie
” were authored by Li Si, citing names of Han personages found in the text
that clearly were not from the Qin. This content matches in part what we know from
Yan Zhitui’s
citation of the Cang Jie pian, see n.110 below for a discussion on
this. It is curious that the Cang Jie here is in nine volumes, for which I have no ready
solution. There are a number of minor textual issues with this passage that I do not
touch upon in the conversation that follows. For instance, the phrasing of ‘
’ seems to imply to me that the ‘shi ’ in ‘Shi Zhou
’ is actually a surname, and
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not a title (thus “Shi Zhou” as opposed to “Scribe Zhou”). Jia Fang
is also called
Jia Shenglang
here. Rafe de Crespigny gives a number of other formulations
for Jia Fang’s name (including
, and
) and notes that he also served as a
“gentleman cadet .” It is possible that Jia Fang’s style name and title were
somehow confused here, but I will have to put off pursuing this for the moment. See:
Rafe de Crespigny, A Biographical Dictionary of Later Han to the Three Kingdoms (23220 AD), in the Handbuch der Orientalistik series (Leiden: Brill, 2007), p.364.
Curiously, if the Pangxi concluded with the characters ‘
’, then we would expect
that they were not in earlier editions of the Cang Jie pian, yet in the Fuyang witness,
FY C093 may have ‘ ’. The character is however partial in the photographs, this is
following Hu Pingsheng’s transcriptions. BL 3022 (see sec.2.2.11), could also have
‘ ’, but again the character is partial. The identity of this shaving is also more
suspect than that of FY C093.
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Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1316.

This comment is especially interesting in light of Zhao Yi’s critique in the Fei
caoshu mentioned briefly above, where more modern scripts that abbreviated
character forms for speed (called in that text the ‘licao
’) are juxtaposed against
the Cang Jie and Shi Zhou. Here the Cang Jie is portrayed as popularizing clerical
script.
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Remember also that the Shuowen postface also gives fourteen volumes of text
following the Cang Jie pian, which appears to be an error.
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Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.3.
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See for instance: Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” p.55, n.13.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1316. This is an assumption that Zhang Cunliang
also makes, but does not justify fully. See his: “Cang Jie pian de banben, liuchuan,
wangyi he zai faxian
,” Gansu shehui kexue
1 (2015): 94, n.3.
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Jiu Tangshu, vol.65, ch.46 (“
ch.57 (“
”), p.1447

”), p.1984; Xin Tangshu, vol.73,
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They also still list Ban Gu’s Taijia

and Zaixi

. See n.58 above.

See for instance the curriculum discussed in the Da Tang liudian
, where
it not only states that the classics should be studied, but also explicitly names the
San Cang as a work worth practicing (when not occupied with the classics). The
Shuowen, Erya, Guoyu
and Zilin
are also mentioned in the line. See: Tang
Xuanzong
(Tang author), Li Linfu
(Tang author), Konoe Iehiro (Edo
86
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editor), Da Tang liudian
[alt. Dai Tō rikuten] (Taibei: Wenhai chubanshe,
1962), vol.21 (“
”), p.383. The Wenxian tongkao
gives a similar account, citing the “Tang edicts
.” See: Ma Duanlin
(Song author), Wenxian tongkao
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2011), vol.2,
ch.41 (“
”), p.1208.
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For the Jijiu pian entry in the Songshi Yiwenzhi, see: Songshi, vol.93, ch.202 (“
”), p.5072.

Wang Yaochen
(Song author), Chongwen zongmu
, in Yingyin
Wenyuange Siku quanshu, vol.674, ch.2 (“
” under “
”), p.24
88

Zheng Qiao
(Song author), Tongzhi
, in Yingyin Wenyuange Siku quanshu,
vol.374, ch.64 (“
”), p.333. It is likely that Zheng Qiao was listing works
extant before in the Tang, not necessarily when he was compiling his Tongzhi.
89

Chao Gongwu
(Song author), Junzhai dushuzhi
, in Yingyin
Wenyuange Siku quanshu, vol.674, though the Jijiu zhang is listed only in Zhao
Xibian’s
(Song author) Junzhai dushu houzhi
appendix, ch.1
(“
” under “
”), p.375; You Mao
(Song author), Suichutang shumu
, in Yingyin Wenyuange Siku quanshu, vol.674, under “
,” p.443; Chen
Zhensun
(Song author), Zhizhai shulu jieti
, in Yingyin
Wenyuange Siku quanshu, vol.674, ch.3 (
,
), p.580.
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Wang Guowei
の is often cited as arguing that the Cang Jie pian was missing
by the end of the Tang, and he does imply this in his “Chongji Cang Jie pian.” For
instance, in the preface Wang writes: “the Cang Jie in three volumes, although it was
put together in the Han, and lost in the Tang, however…
[ …]” (p.327). Later on, he gives a more detailed description of the Cang Jie pian’s
gradual loss, and argues: “the Xunzuan was lost first, then in the Sui the Cang Jie gu
was also lost, and by the end of the Tang the works of Zhang and Guo were lost too
” (p.331). Note that Hu
Pingsheng
and Han Ziqiang
misquote this last line, mistaking ‘
’
for ‘
’. Wang is referring specifically to Du Lin’s Cang Jie gu, and is in fact
talking about Du Lin’s Cang Jie xunzuan here as well, comparing it to the survival of
Yang Xiong’s editions. See: Hu Pingsheng
and Han Ziqiang
, “Cang Jie
pian de chubu yanjiu
,” Wenwu
2 (1983): 40, n.2. Cho Narei
discusses this misquotation (Seiiki shutsudo monjo no kisoteki kenkyu, p.52).
Apparently even the editors of Wang Guowei quanji also miss this point, as they do
not underline ‘ ’ as part of a text title in their punctuated edition of the “Chongji
Cang Jie pian”.
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See Hu Pingsheng, et al., “Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu,” p.35. This explanation is
supported also by Zhu Fenghan
, see: Zhu Fenghan
, “Beida Han jian
Cang Jie pian gaishu
,” Wenwu
6 (2011): 57 and 62, n.3.
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Zhang Cunliang, “Cangjie pian de banben,” p.90.

Fujiwara Sukeyo, Nihonkoku genzaisho mokuroku, vol.7, pages unnumbered by
pp.18-9 of the main text. See also: Yajima Genryō
, Nihonkoku genzaisho
mokuroku: shūshō to kenkyū
:
(Tōkyō: Kyūko shoin,
1984), pp.66-7, #241-6.
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The Pi Cang is also requested, as well works like the Fanjiang and Zaixi, discussed
before. Jeong Inji
, et al. (Joseon authors), Goryeosa
, in the Chaoxian
shiliao huibian
series, edited by Jiang Yasha
, Jing Li
, and
Chen Zhanqi
(Beijing: Quanguo tushuguan wenxian suowei fuzhi zhongxin,
2004), vol.3, ch.10 (“
”), p.90 [chapter p.18].
95

Quotations of the Cang Jie pian or San Cang are found in a wide range of texts. The
Shuowen includes in its definitions comments by Yang Xiong and Du Lin (as well as
Ban Gu and Sima Xiangru) which might derive from their Cang Jie pian exegesis. As
we will see below, the Yanshi jiaxun
also cites the Cang Jie in its main text.
Most of our quotes however derive from commentaries. Below I give an examples
taken from commentaries to classics like the Zhouli
, Erya
, and Liji
, as
well as from works like the Yupian
, Shuijingzhu
or even the two
Buddhist Yiqiejing yinyi
texts. In the future, I would like to spend more
time tracing the range of works quoting the Cang Jie pian. This might help us to
refine our chronology for the Cang Jie pian’s textual history, while also showing us
the varied contexts in which the text was utilized.
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Wang Chongmin, “Cang Jie pian jiben shuping,” pp.1-16; Sun Qizhi, et al., Gu yishu
jiben mulu jieti, esp. pp.96-7. My conversation here largely follows the observations
made in these works.
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This is now a popularly addressed question in current scholarship on the newly
excavated manuscript fragments. See for instance: Zhou Fei
, “Chutu Cang Jie
pian banben tantao
,” Chutu wenxian
8 (2016): 190200.
98

Sun does however separate Cang Jie and San Cang within his inventory itself, with
the Cang Jie listed first, and the San Cang given afterward, both for the “base text”
and for exegesis entries (following a given Shuowen radical header). See: Sun
Xingyan
, Cang Jie pian
, in Xuxiu Siku quanshu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995-1999), vol.243, pp.587-615.
99
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Ren Dachun
, Xiaoxue gouchen
, in Xuxiu Siku quanshu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995-1999), vol.201, ch.1-2 (Cang Jie pian
) and ch.3-4 (San Cang
). Ma Guohan
separates the Cang Jie pian
from the San Cang, then also has individual recompilations for the Xunzuan pian and
Cang Jie xungu (which he presents alongside the Fanjiang). See: Ma Guohan
,
Cang Jie pian
, in Yuhan shanfang jiyishu (si)
( ), in Xuxiu
Siku quanshu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995-1999),
vol.1203, “
,” Cang Jie pian, pp.555-86; Fanjiang, Xuzuan pian, and Cang
Jie xungu, pp.587-92; San Cang, pp.593-602.
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Wang Guowei raises this critique in “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” preface, p.332. As the
earlier layers of the Cang Jie pian were combined together with later works on
multiple occasions, it is possible that later titles (like San Cang) referred not only to
the material additionally added, but also the material that existed before the new
anthologies. Similarly, as the Cang Jie remained the first volume and core of such
later anthologies, it is also possible that this title was used as an overarching term,
even for the later material. Sharply dividing between Cang Jie versus San Cang
content might therefore create a false dichotomy. This is further demonstrated
when quotations of the same exegesis are sourced in different works to the Cang Jie
and the San Cang at the same time.
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(Tang author), Yiqiejing yinyi
, in Xuxiu Siku quanshu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995-1999), vol.198, ch.17 (“
”), p.203. Sun Xingyan includes further exegesis that follows after, explaining
how the character represents an oven with wood being placed into it (Cang Jie pian,
ch.2 (“
”), p.595), however this seems to derive from the Shuowen jiezi definition
of ‘ ’ instead. Wang Guowei shortens the quote to only ‘
’ (“Chongji Cang Jie
pian,” ch.2, p.522). The character ‘ ’ is found on PKU 5 and FY C005. I render it as
‘barbecue’ as it can be both as a verb (“to cook over fire”) and as a noun (“stove”).
Though for more on the interpretation of this character, see: Zhang Chuanguan
, “Du Beida Han jian Cang Jie, Jie, Yushu deng pian congzha
,” Chutu wenxian yanjiu
15 (2016): 298-300. Xuan Ying
quotes this definition as coming from the San Cang, and thus is also an example of
using the title for a later anthology to label potentially earlier material. The
character ‘ ’, interestingly enough, also appears in a different spot in the Peking
University Cang Jie pian, on strip PKU 33.
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Xuan Ying

Gongyang Shou
(Han author), He Xiu
(Han commentator), Xu Yan
(Tang commentator), Pu Weizhong
and Yang Xiangkui
, ed.,
Chunqiu Gongyangzhuan zhushu
, in Shisanjing zhushu
(
), ed. Li Xueqin
(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1999), vol.8, ch.25
(“
”), Duke Ding year 4, pp.562-3. The characters ‘
’ are paired together on FY C046. Interestingly, the Baihu tongyi
gives
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the same definitions, but states that they derive from the Liji
instead. Ban Gu
(Han author), Chen Li
(Qing commentator), Baihutong shuzheng
,
in Xinbian zhuzi jicheng
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2007 [1994]), vol.1,
ch.8 (“
”), under “
と,” p.376. If this line was in the Liji, it is
from a part of the text no longer extant.
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Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.3.

For the use of exegesis quotes in identifying Cang Jie pian text among the
manuscript fragments, see sec.2.3. With the Peking University Cang Jie pian
manuscript preserving complete or nearly complete chapters, we may now begin to
conduct a more thorough analysis for how the readings in recompiled exegesis
relates to actual character usage in our manuscripts.
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Sun Xingyan, Cang Jie pian, ch.1 (“
”), p.588. He writes that he uses the
Shuowen radical headers “to aid readers in searching out entries
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.”

Ma Guohan, Cang Jie pian, in Yuhan shanfang jiyishu, pp.558-9.

Ma Guohan (p.558) cites Wu Qiuyan’s
(a Song to Yuan figure) Xuegu pian
, which arguess that: “the Cang Jie in fifteen volumes was only the five
hundred and forty characters of the Shuowen’s catalog [radical headers]
.” This ignores however the character count given in the
Hanshu Yiwenzhi, which records that the Cang Jie pian had 3300 characters, much
more than the five hundred and forty Shuowen radicals. (Wu also says the Cang Jie
was in fifteen volumes, which does not have a precedent in other works, but is
reminiscent of the Shi Zhou pian). Tao Fangqi also points to a quote in Hui Lin’s
Yiqiejing yinyi
that seems to imply the Cang Jie had a nü radical
header when it states “the character xi is written under the nu radical header
.” This might however just be Hui Lin’s way of saying that the Cang Jie included a
certain character which would fall under such a radical header, not that the Cang Jie
actually organized itself this way; alternatively, later exegesis might have
rearranged the Cang Jie pian as well. See: Tao Fangqi
, Cang Jie pian buben
in Xuxiu Siku quanshu, vol.243, pt.1, p.620; Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian
yanjiu,” pp.67, n.52, 71-2. In the new manuscript finds, there are places where
clusters of characters do share the same graphic component. See for instance PKU
49 (which has parallel text with FY C033+C034, SQZ2_P44+41, and DHHJ 1836),
where there are ten characters listed together all from ‘ ’ (and an eleventh shortly
after). Such groupings, though not uncommon, do not seem to be the overarching
organizational principle behind the Cang Jie pian, and are not following the Shuowen
radical headers’ order.
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The San Cang is also quoted as having “
” in the Shuijing zhu
. See: Li
Daoyuan
(Later Wei author), Shuijing zhu
, in Congshu jicheng chubian
(weichu bufen
), (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991), vol.154,
pt.8 (
), ch.31. (“
”), sec. “
,” p.1621. All three characters appear
in the Peking University Cang Jie pian manuscript. The characters ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ are
found close to one another on PKU 46, though they are separated by ‘ ’. The
character ‘ ’ appears on PKU 72 (and potentially FY C065).
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Note that Yan Zhitui raises this line from the Cang Jie pian in order to prove that
texts were often edited by later hands. Thus while the Cang Jie was supposedly
authored by Li Si, a Qin statesman, it nonetheless records how the Han dynasty
united all under heaven, and mentions Chen Xi
and Han Xin
, two Han
heroes turned villains. Yan Zhitui
(Southern and Northern dynasties author),
Yanshi jiaxun
, in Zhuzi jicheng, vol.8, ch.17 (“
”), p.37. In the
Fashu yaolu, this point is also taken up: “[The Cang Jie pian’s] ninth chapter
mentions ‘Xi’, ‘Xin’, and ‘Jing liu’. Guo [Pu] states that ‘Xi’ and ‘Xin’ are Chen Xi and
Han Xin, while ‘Jing liu’ stands for the Great Han [dynasty], and that ‘Western lands’
refers to Chang’an. These are not prophetic statements! How could a Qin minister
talk about Han figures? This is akin to putting a cow’s head on a horse’s belly.
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.” Not only does this confirm that the Cang Jie pian was
commonly known to have these later additions, if we take the Yanshi jiaxun quote as
four consecutive lines of text, it also identifies the “
” section as belonging to
the ninth chapter of the text. The Fashu yaolu previously states that the Cang jie was
in “nine volumes
,” so I wonder if by “ninth chapter” it then is referring to the
final part of the Cang Jie here. Fashu yaolu, ch.2 (under “
”), pp.126-7.
In Wang Yinglin’s
postface to the Jijiu pian, he writes that: “Li Si authored the
Cang Jie pian, and later men added to it, so that the final chapter has ‘Han united all
under heaven’
.” This might offer
supplemental proof. Shi You
(Han author), Yan Shigu
(Tang
commentator), Wang Yinglin
(Song subcommentator), Jijiu pian
, in
Xue jin tao yuan
, ed. Zhang Haipeng
(Qing editor) (Yangzhou:
Jiangsu guangling guji keyinshe, 1990), vol.8, sec.4 (“
”), p.633. Wang
perhaps believed this because the Jijiu pian itself closes with a short narrative on
similar themes, that begins with “The Han territory is vast and large
…,”
see p.629. At the same time, among the new manuscript finds, the gu prism JY 9.1
also carries the lines “
,” but it is labeled as ‘
’ instead,
implying it was part of the “fifth chapter” for the village teachers’ edition. Curiously,
the final two lines of the Yanshi jiaxun quote do not appear on this prism, but are
replaced with different text. On this, Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang also offer a
theory, arguing that while the first two lines “
” may have been in
the “fifth chapter,” the material about Chen Xi, Han Xin, etc., was rather in the “ninth
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chapter,” and only later came to be edited in here. They point to the early Fuyang
manuscript (FY C002) as proof. See: Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian
de chubu yanjiu,” pp.36-7. Qin Hualin follows Hu and Han, but believes that the
Yanshi jiaxun quote is combining what was then still two different parts of the text.
This is demonstrated to Qin, for instance, by the fact that the lines do not rhyme. See:
Qin Hualin
, “Beida cang Xi Han jian Cang Jie pian zhaji (san)
( ),” Jianbo Wang
, Wuhan Daxue Jianbo Yanjiu Zhongxin,
November 20th, 2015 (http://www.bsm.org.cn/show_article.php?id=2363), August
21st, 2017. See also n.115 below. Considerations of chapter counts aside, JY 9.1
includes the “
” lines at the very end of its chapter, whereas the same
section of text is found at the beginning of a new chapter in the Peking University
manuscript. Most narrative type sentences seem to be placed at the beginning of
chapters, but this is an interesting exception.
Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1320. Some scholars recompiling the Cang Jie pian
believe that because the Shuowen jiezi postface writes ‘
…
’,
we should therefore include ‘
’ as Cang Jie pian text. Ma Guohan, Cang Jie
pian, in Yuhan shanfang jiyishu, p.556. This is a mistake, which I believe takes the
line out of context. Note that here I translate ‘ ’ as “instructions,” as opposed to
“imperial decree,” as this better fits the meaning in light of the rest of the Cang Jie
pian opening chapter, to be introduced shortly.
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Guo Pu
(Jin commentator), Xing Bing
(Song commentator), Li
Zhuanshu
and Xu Chaohua
ed., Erya zhushu
, in Shisanjing
zhushu
(
), ed. Li Xueqin
(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe,
2000), vol.24, ch.4 (“
”), “
,” p.128. This citation is also repeated in Kong
Yingda’s
subcommentary to the Liji
chapter Quli
. See: Zheng Xuan
(Han commentator), Kong Yingda
(Tang subcommentator), Gong
Kangyun
and Wang Wenjin
eds., Liji zhengyi
, in Shisanjing
zhushu (1999), vol.6, pt.1 (“ ”), scroll 5, ch.2 (“
”), p.159. The character ‘ ’
appears in our manuscript evidence in a different context, see PKU 4, FY C008, and
N14:1.
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Sun Xingyan, Cang Jie pian, ch.1 (“

”), p.588.

Wang benefited however from comparing the recompiled Cang Jie pian
quotations against the Han wooden strips collected by Aurel Stein. Wang Guowei,
“Chongji Cang Jie pian,” introduction, p.332. His findings are echoed by Luo Zhenyu,
with whom Wang authored Liusha zhuijian
. See sec.2.2.1.
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Sun Xingyan, Cang Jie pian, ch.1 (“
”), p.590; Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie
pian,” ch.1, p.335; Chen Zhi
, “Cang Jie Jijiu pian de canjian
,”
in Juyan Han jian yanjiu
(Tianjin: Tianjin guji chubanshe, 1986), p.146.
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Yu Haoliang
points out however that switching the characters does not
create a rhyme. (This is cited in Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian de
chubu yanjiu,” pp.36-7, and found in Yu Haoliang’s Guji zhengli chuban qingkuang
jianbao
1981.3, though unfortunately I have not been able to
access Yu Haoliang’s article yet). Qin Hualin moreover argues that no matter how
these final lines end, whether it be with ‘ ’ or ‘ ’ (or even ‘ ’, which a Song
commentary to the Yanshi jiaxun argues was a variant in one edition), none of the
options rhyme with ‘ ’. See Qin Hualin, “Beida cang Xi Han jian Cang Jie pian zhaji
(san).” This appears to be correct, as ‘ ’ (tshrəkh > tṣhəc > tṣhɨc [zhi rhyme group])
is distant from ‘ ’ (met > miat > mjiät 4 [yue ji
rhyme group]) and ‘ ’ (dzân >
dzɑn > dzân [yuan rhyme group]) for the OCM to LHan to MC, according to Axel
Schuessler’s reconstructions in: Minimal Old Chinese and Later Han Chinese: A
Companion to Grammata Serica Recensa (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press,
2009). In this study, I will primarily cite Schuessler’s reconstructions for Later Han
Chinese, as potentially closer to the language spoken when the manuscript evidence
for the Cang Jie pian was produced (Western Han to early Eastern Han). If I bring in
his Minimal Old Chinese (OCM) or Middle Chinese (MC) reconstructions, they will be
explicitly noted. The traditional Old Chinese rhyme group is added in [] afterwards.
Sun Xingyan, Cang Jie pian, ch.1 (“
”), p.588; sec.4.2. Sun also discovered what
may be two chapter titles from the Cang Jie pian. He lists a ‘
’ (from Zheng
Zhong’s
commentary to the Zhouli
), and a ‘
’ (from Zheng Yuan’s
commentary to the Zhouli). See p.589. None of these characters have yet to
appear in our manuscript evidence. See: Zheng Xuan
(Han commentator), Jia
Gongyan
(Tang commentator), Zhao Boxiong
and Wang Wenjin
ed., Zhouli zhushu
, in Shisanjing (1999), vol.4, pt.2, ch.40 (“
”),
pp.1110-1; and vol.4, pt.2, ch.42 (“
”), p.1168. The latter quote talks about
how the title of the text was ‘Cang Jie
’, but neither this nor the former quote
explicitly state that ‘‘
’ or ‘
’ were chapter titles. I am uncertain why they
have been deemed as such by Sun and others.
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Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.1, p.334.

Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” preface, p.327, introduction, p.332, ch.1,
pp.335-494.
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See however the discussion in ch.4 on how the opening of the Cang Jie pian
parallels that of the Jijiu pian, both sec.4.2 and esp. n.218.
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In Chapter 4 and 5, I will discuss the relationship between the Shi Zhou pian and
the Cang Jie pian further. A number of the ‘zhouwen
’ do appear in our new Cang
Jie pian manuscripts, though here they never adopt the archaic orthography
preserved in the Shuowen. As we have a complete Jijiu pian, and are trying to
120
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reconstruct backwards to the Cang Jie pian, Wang assumes all of the former’s
content is included in the latter. We cannot use the same logic to move the other
direction between the Shi Zhou pian and the Cang Jie pian, as the former could have
been larger than the latter (see sec.4.2), and therefore some of the zhouwen may not
have made it into the Cang Jie pian.
See sec.2.3 in the next chapter for a more detailed discussion of criteria for
identifying Cang Jie pian text in newly excavated manuscript sources.
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CHAPTER TWO: Newly Discovered Manuscript Evidence of the Cang Jie pian

2.1 Newly Discovered Manuscript Evidence
In the previous chapter, we surveyed what meager information is available in
the received corpus about the early textual history and content of the Cang Jie pian.
The focus of this discussion was on the question of textual identity. As with Theseus’
ship, the Cang Jie pian

was compiled, edited, recompiled, re-edited, and so

forth, seemingly ad nauseam over the course of its life. Yet for scholars interested in
the Cang Jie pian, the problem of textual identity takes on another dimension. Lost
nearly a millennium ago, there are no received editions of the Cang Jie pian still
extant to study. We are thus left to affiliate newly discovered manuscript fragments
with only the information quoted among other transmitted sources. Take our
alleged ship of Theseus, with planks both old and new, and run it aground amidst
the wreckage of other beached vessels. Researching the Cang Jie pian entails sorting
through this wreckage, all while still asking if each piece was once a plank of
Theseus’ ship.
In the following section, I will gather together these “planks,” and introduce
recent manuscript discoveries that potentially include content related to the Cang
Jie pian. The manuscript fragments are listed below in a roughly chronological
order, labeled by site of discovery. While other scholars have already written brief
overviews of Cang Jie pian finds, I hope to supplement their work with the latest
discoveries and most up-to-date data.1 Moreover, my objective is not only to provide
a convenient reference to all suspected Cang Jie pian fragments (see Appendix 1:
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“Pieces Identified as Potential Cang Jie pian Text”), but also continue to narrate how
modern scholars eventually came to affiliate previously unknown text on the
manuscripts with the Cang Jie pian title recorded in our received sources. In other
words, instead of merely listing the basic details of each find, I will review the
various methodologies that have been employed to identify this once lost text. A
critique of these methodologies will be saved until the final section of this chapter.

2.2.1 Stein Collection (Part I)
The first modern discovery of material now identified with the Cang Jie pian
was made by Sir Aurel Stein during his second expedition into the northwest region
of China. Stein departed from Srinagar on April 2nd, 1906, in a race to cross the
Lowarai Pass ahead of melting snows closing the gorges to Mastuj; he would return
two and a half years later, on November 13th, 1908, having paid a substantial price
for his finds – the frostbite he suffered in the Kunlun Mountains necessitated the
amputation of all the toes on his right foot.2 During this expedition, Stein traveled to
the westernmost Chinese limes – frontier military fortifications – in Dunhuang

,

where he recovered hundreds of wooden strips bearing writing, among many other
types of manuscripts and artifacts.3 Although it is difficult to date strips collected in
such surface surveys with any precision, in general the wooden strips of interest to
us here date from the mid- to late Western Han, which is when the frontier was first
militarized.4 Unable to read Chinese himself, Stein could not identify the content of
the strips with any precision, and relied mainly on his assistant, Chiang Ssu-yeh (aka
Jiang Xiaowan

), for translations in the field.5 As he attended to his poor
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health, Stein’s finds were sent ahead into the temporary care of the British Museum,
whose proceeds had partially funded the expedition, and thereby won them a
portion of the spoils.6
Édouard Chavannes, who had already assisted Stein in studying the Chinese
documents recovered during his first expedition, was asked once again to research
Stein’s latest cache of ancient Chinese writings.7 In Les Documents Chinois
Découverts par Aurel Stein dans les Sables du Turkestan Oriental, published in 1913,
Chavannes provides his own translation into French for all those wooden strips he
deemed decipherable.8 Here he points out with interest that ‘vocabularies (Fr.
vocabulaires)’ (that is, “character books” or ‘zishu

’) are present among the Stein

fragments, and in particular identifies eight strips with content related to the Jijiu
pian.9 Of these, Chavannes paid special attention to an intact bamboo strip he
labeled #8.10 Already an oddity by nature of being made from bamboo (with wood
the predominant strip medium in this region), the strip begins with the phrase
Chavannes transcribes as ‘

’, followed by a series of color words. Although

not a direct citation from the Jijiu pian, Chavannes translates the opening four
characters to read: “the zhang color scheme from the time of Zhou, as taught by [Shi]
You.”11 Shi You

, of course, is the supposed author to the Jijiu pian, and thus

Chavannes believes that this strip proves that Shi You “originated a school, and that
he had disciples who continued his work, claiming him as their Master.”12 In
addition to this curious bamboo strip, Chavannes also mentions that three wooden
strips bear content likely from a vocabulary, but he is unable to assign them to any
particular work.13
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Meanwhile word of Stein’s discoveries traveled quickly, and soon made its
way to Luo Zhenyu

. At first he was disheartened by the news, bemoaning

how these precious relics could be carted away to Europe, seemingly lost once more
to Chinese scholars like himself. However, in 1910, an acquaintance returning from
Paris informed Luo that the strips collected by Stein were now being inspected by
Chavannes, and soon readied for publication. The news delighted Luo, an elation
that perhaps sustained him as he fled China amidst the chaos of the Xinhai
Revolution in 1911. It was abroad as a refugee in Japan that Luo began to exchange
letters with Chavannes directly, eventually securing a hand-drawn manuscript copy
of the strips from his French peer, before the formal publication of Les Documents
Chinois.14
Luo was not alone in his exile in Japan, and in analyzing the Stein strips he
found a ready partner in Wang Guowei

. Together they divided the collection

into three broad categories of content: “primary education, divination, and medical
techniques
and tablets

,” “garrison miscellanea

,” and “letters on strips

.” The category containing character books was edited by Luo,

along with the letters on various media, while Wang was responsible for the
assorted scraps of administrative bookkeeping which once managed the frontier
garrisons. The results of their combined efforts were first published two years later,
in 1914, under the title of Liusha zhuijian

.15

In his introduction to the annotated transcriptions for the “primary
education, divination, and medical techniques” section, Luo states that Paul Pelliot
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previously mentioned Stein’s cache of strips included character books, among other
genres.16 Luo however goes a step further, and identifies the three wooden strips
Chavannes was uncertain about in Les Document Chinois as belonging to the Cang Jie
pian. Moreover, Luo also claims that the intact bamboo strip highlighted by
Chavannes is in fact another part of the Cang Jie pian, as opposed to belonging to the
Jijiu pian or its textual offspring.17 He tellingly transcribes the opening four
characters as ‘

’, replacing ‘jiao

near synonym with ‘you

’ (“to teach”) with ‘ao

’ (“to stroll”), a

’ (“to wander”). Thus Luo implies that ‘you

’ here

should not be taken as a proper name (Shi You), but rather as one member of a pair
of words, ‘

’ meaning “to wander about,” which conveniently also allows for a

less forced interpretation of ‘

’ (it too may be used as a phrase meaning “to circle

about,” as found in the Chuci

).18 This then was the first identification of newly

discovered Cang Jie pian manuscript evidence in the modern period.
Although not explicit about his methodology for identifying the Cang Jie pian,
aspects of Luo’s approach may be inferred from his section’s annotations. For
instance, he divides Han period character books into two types, namely versions
that adopt seven-character sentence structures, and those that adopt four-character
sentence structures. The Jijiu pian is cited (along with the now lost Fanjiang) as an
example of the seven-character format, while the Cang Jie pian is then assumed to
belong to the four-character format.19 Bolstering this claim, Luo argues, are a
handful of citations attributed to the Cang Jie pian within our received sources
bearing four characters to a line.20 The four strips he identified in the Stein
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collection also happen to form four-character lines. Wang Guowei agrees with this
analysis, and repeats this conclusion in his recompilation of Cang Jie pian material,
as already introduced in the previous chapter.
Luo delves further into formal aspects of the Cang Jie pian however by
considering the number of characters on the intact bamboo strip.21 He points out
that it carries twenty characters, consisting of five lines of four characters per. Three
such complete strips would then bring the total to sixty characters. This format
accords nicely with the account given in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi that the Cang Jie pian
was edited by village teachers into chapters of sixty characters each. Supposing that
the Cang Jie pian was at times written on three-sided gu prisms (“
written as ‘

,” also

’), a textual carrier associated with the character book genre, then one

gu would also neatly represent a single complete chapter.22 These coincidences, in
Luo’s mind, left little room for doubt that the four Stein strips he identified were in
fact lost text from the Cang Jie pian.
Although not directly reported in Liusha zhuijian, Wang Guowei also made a
tentative identification of a fifth strip bearing Cang Jie pian content among the Stein
collection. While editing the garrison miscellanea, Wang noticed that the verso of
register (
characters ‘

) #17 included casual scribbling, among which were the three
’ or “Cang Jie created….”23 In later publications, Wang posits that

this is in fact the opening line for the Cang Jie pian, and is most likely completed with
the fourth character being ‘

’, to read altogether as “Cang Jie created writing

.”24 He argues that in early China the first two characters of a text were often
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taken as the title for the entire chapter or work.25 A character book titled Cang Jie
pian therefore would likely have an opening line beginning with ‘

’. This is an

argument which Sun Xingyan had also previously made while recompiling the Cang
Jie pian from quotations in the transmitted corpus, but that Wang could now
confirm.26 Moreover, Wang also points out that the phrase “Cang Jie created writing”
was a fairly common saying in the Han, appearing for instance in the Lüshi Chunqiu
.27 It would be only natural therefore for Li Si to borrow this phrase to start
his work.
As further proof that these manuscript fragments were lost text from the
Cang Jie pian, Wang returns to the line from the Hanshu Yiwenzhi claiming that Shi
You’s Jijiu pian (and other works) “all are the orthodox characters from the Cang Jie
.” In his Cang Jie pian canjian ba

, Wang directly poses

the question of how to prove that these fragments are from the Cang Jie pian (by Li
Si, Zhao Gao, and Huwu Jing), as opposed to being part of Yang Xiong or Ban Gu’s
supplements.28 His solution is to compare the content on the strips with what we
see in the Jijiu pian. Of the forty-one characters we can transcribe at this point, Wang
discovers that seventeen are also found in the Jijiu pian:
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

and

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.29 That such a large number of characters were

shared between these texts demonstrates that they are not part of the later
supplements (by Yang Xiong, Ban Gu, etc.), and were likely part of the Cang Jie
pian.30
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Luo and Wang’s treatment of the Cang Jie pian material in the Stein cache
would stand as the authoritative account for nearly a century. As I will discuss
shortly, numerous other discoveries of Cang Jie pian fragments have been made in
the meantime, seemingly confirming many of their early insights. Yet while these
and other new incredible finds enjoyed the academic limelight, Qiu Xigui
wisely warns: “we ought not turn a cold shoulder to those discoveries made in the
past.”31 Such is the case with the Stein collection of Han strips. When Chavannes first
edited the cache, he pored over more than 2000 strips with a magnifying glass, but
ultimately was forced to discard nearly half of them as being too unclear or too
fragmentary to transcribe.32 Although the Stein collection from the second
expedition was included in the 1990 publication of Dunhuang Han jian

– to

which I would refer the reader for photographs and transcriptions – this too was
based off of only partial data.33 Photographs of the remaining pieces were not
published at that time, and the artifacts were boxed up and left in the bowels of the
British Museum. While placed out of sight for the time-being, the leftover strip
fragments were not however completely out of mind, and decades later would come
to see the light of day again, with major consequence for the study of the Cang Jie
pian.
Before turning to other collections with potential Cang Jie pian manuscript
fragments, it should be noted that since Wang and Luo’s initial identification, three
additional strips from the Stein find have also been proposed as lost text from the
Cang Jie pian. First, in He Shuangquan’s

compilation of recently excavated

Cang Jie pian materials, he includes the strip DHHJ 2007. He tentatively affiliates this
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strip with the Cang Jie pian because of the “seven-character rhyming sentences.” The
reference to a seven-character rhyming format goes against what Luo Zhenyu just
posited for differentiating the Cang Jie pian from other character books, but is
perhaps influenced by the Shuiquanzi find (to be introduced below, sec.2.2.12).34 I
have not been able to find any other earlier works discussing this strip. Next, Bai
Junpeng

brings our attention to two other strips in his dissertation: DHHJ

1800 and 2152. For both of these pieces, the rationale for their affiliation seems to
be that they have matching content with strips from other finds already suspected of
belonging to the Cang Jie pian.35

2.2.2 Juyan (First Discovery)
The second modern discovery of Cang Jie pian material was made among the
cache now commonly referred to as the Juyan Han strips

. In 1927,

Swedish explorer Sven Hedin planned to lead a series of major expeditions
throughout northwest China and the surrounding regions.36 At the request of Johan
Gunnar Andersson, he invited another young Swede, Folke Bergman, to participate
as the expert archaeologist.37 Bergman would spend the next seven years as part of
the Sino-Swedish Expedition, and is credited with discovering one of the largest
collections of inscribed wooden strips from this past century.
The strips gathered by Bergman were discovered in 1930 to 1931 while he
was investigating the Han military fortifications around the Ejin River, which runs
between modern day Gansu and Inner Mongolia (he refers to the region as Edsengol, though it is commonly referred to as Juyan in Chinese). On April 26th, 1930, the
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team arrived at a Han period watchtower they called Boro-tsonch. Bergman, eager
to take initial measurements, clumsily dropped his pen in his haste, only to bend
down and accidently discover a well-preserved Han period coin.38 This fortuitous
hint led Bergman to excavate the site “in earnest” the following day, and in turn first
discover strips bearing writing.
Of particular interest to scholars of the Cang Jie pian is Bergman’s comment
about the rats’ nests at this site. He notes that “they consisted of straws, silk rags,
bits of string and whittled fragments of slats. Evidently inscriptions had been erased
by the simple expedient of whittling off the surface of used slats in order to use them
again. And the rats had collected small libraries of such whittlings with
characters.”39 As we will see below, shavings of this sort have been found to contain
content from the Cang Jie pian in particular, as writing exercises perhaps demanded
one to whittle away mistakes and create fresh writing surfaces with greater
frequency.40 Unfortunately, it is unclear however whether Bergman deemed these
shavings from the rats’ nests as worthwhile enough to collect.
Over the course of the next year, Bergman continued to find “inscribed slats”
at a number of sites in this area, amounting to more than 10000 strips in total.
Packed into chests, the strips were sent to Beijing at the conclusion of this part of
the expedition in 1931, and left there to be studied by Chinese scholars. Meanwhile,
Bergman planned to prepare a full report about the circumstances surrounding
their discovery, along with that of the other artifacts he gathered. Sadly however,
Bergman passed away before this report was completed, and although Bo
Sommarström attempted to publish Bergman’s notes on the expedition, the
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documentation for the wooden strips is largely incomplete.41 As such, trying to
reconstruct the original contexts for the Cang Jie pian fragments in this cache is at
times impossible in fine detail.
The Juyan strips themselves would also suffer “strange vicissitudes” – as
Bergman later bemoans – with the recurrent civil war and Japanese invasion that
threw China into chaos throughout the 1930s and 1940s.42 Constantly in peril, the
strips were spirited from city to city in China, always trying to remain a step ahead
of the fighting, and eventually even sent to the United States to find safe haven for a
time. The Juyan Han strips have since been returned to Taiwan, and are kept by
Academia Sinica. That any research was completed on the Juyan strips during this
turbulent period is a testament to the fortitude and profound sense of duty felt by
each scholar involved. In light of these extraordinarily trying circumstances, it is no
surprise however that the Juyan strips were not properly documented at first, and
unfortunately this has generated a number of headaches for later scholars.43
The cache was initially published by Lao Gan

in Juyan Han jian

with his photographs appearing in 1957 editions, and early versions of the
transcriptions available in the 1940s but updated in 1960.44 Around the same time,
the first part of another study based on a separate set of (earlier) photographs done
when the strips were in Beijing, was made available in Juyan Han jian jiabian
.45 This project was later completed in Juyan Han jian jiayibian
, released in 1980.46 A supplement, Juyan Han jian bubian

, was

published in 1998, that includes photographs and transcriptions for a large number
of strips that were not included in these earlier volumes.47 Most recently, Academia
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Sinica has been releasing new infrared photographs and updated transcriptions for
the entire collection, again under the title of Juyan Han jian

.48 Although

two print volumes are already published, photographs and transcriptions of the
entire cache are available online in a (searchable) database hosted by Academia
Sinica called the “Handai jiandu shuwei diancang

[Digital Archive

of the Han Wooden Slips].”49 For the Cang Jie pian fragments among the Juyan Han
strips, beautiful color and infrared photographs may also be found in Xiaoxue zhi
dao: cong Han jian kan Handai shizi jiaoyu

:

.50

Lao Gan was the first to identify fragments of the Cang Jie pian among the
Juyan Han strips, listing twelve pieces in total as part of his initial study.51 As with
Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei before, Lao believed that there were two different
formats for character books in the early period, those with four-character sentences
(of which the Cang Jie pian participates) and seven-character sentences (as found
with recompiled quotes of the Fanjiang pian). The twelve strips he lists in his study
for the Cang Jie pian are all examples of the former type. Moreover, Wang’s
hypothesis that “

…” is completed with the character ‘ ’ is confirmed by this

find. Similarly, he also highlights the wooden gu prism JY 9.1, which demonstrates
precisely the same formatting anticipated by Luo and Wang in Liusha zhuijian,
namely a three-sided gu prism, with twenty characters per side, constituting a sixty
character chapter all on one piece.52 This gu prism is unique as well in that it bears
its own label, “

” or “Fifth,” suggesting that it is indeed conceived to be its own

textual entity. It is interesting to note however that this is not the title convention
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Wang Guowei had assumed when considering the line “

…” as the opening for

the text, nor will it match what we later find in the Peking University manuscript.53
While the points above all follow the previous work of Luo Zhenyu and Wang
Guowei, Lao does offer two methodological innovations for identifying the Cang Jie
pian among new manuscript finds. First, he turns to citations of the Cang Jie pian
that have been quoted in the received corpus. In particular, he only raises examples
of longer citations, as opposed to glosses, or single and paired characters. The two
quotes relevant for material in the Juyan cache are those found in the Shuowen jiezi
postface by Xu Shen (‘
Shuzheng

by Yan Zhitui

’) and in the Yanshi jiaxun
(‘

chapter
ニ

’),

already introduced above in the Qing recompilations.54 Lao argues that the strips in
this collection which accord with these two quotes undoubtedly belong to the Cang
Jie pian, especially when consideration is also given to their formal features. This
reasoning would then apply to the strips JY 9.1, 125.38, 167.4, and 260.18.
The second methodological point to which Lao Gan inadvertently draws our
attention is the role that calligraphic style may play in identifying the Cang Jie pian.
Quoting the textual history for the Cang Jie pian given in the Shuowen postface, he
argues that the Cang Jie pian ought to be written in small seal script. This would also
explain why the Hanshu bibliography claims that the Cang Jie pian included many
archaic forms, whose readings came to be misunderstood later during the Han. We
have surveyed this in the previous chapter. Lao notes however that all of the Cang
Jie pian fragments from Juyan are in clerical forms instead, not small seal,
contradicting these two accounts.55 His solution is to argue that, as with the village
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teachers apparently editing the text early in the Han, the Cang Jie pian was likely
written down in the clerical script by more unrefined instructors by this time.56 For
the moment, what is important for our purposes here is the association that Lao
draws between the Cang Jie pian and more archaic script types, an association that
is sanctioned by the textual histories outlined before.
Following Lao’s initial identification of twelve strips related to Cang Jie pian
material, other scholars would look through the Juyan cache and offer a few
additional pieces that might also belong to this text. Chen Banghuai

for

instance argues that JY 260.9 is from Cang Jie pian’s third chapter, and should not be
listed under the “Correspondences and Summons

” category where Lao Gan has

it in his volume of transcriptions.57 Chen’s main evidence appeals to formal
characteristics of the text, namely that there are four characters to one line here, as
we have seen with the other Cang Jie pian examples. To bolster this reading of the
strip, he notes parallel vocabulary use between this string of characters and a
passage in the Mengzi

, providing a precedent for these pairings of terms. As

such, Chen believes the line should not be read as a narrative whole, but broken
down into such pairings, as befits a character book.58 As for locating this strip in the
third chapter, “

” or “Third” is written on the recto, and Chen points out that this

same method of numbering chapters is found on the gu prism JY 9.1, as we have
discussed above.59
Six other strips from the Juyan cache have also been associated with the Cang
Jie pian in recent scholarship, namely: 63.19; 63.26; 176.33; 233.47; and 283.8. Data
for the first four of these strips was only initially published with the release of Juyan
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Han jian bubian in 1998.60 They are included in Liang Jing’s report, but I have not
been able to ascertain if they were identified by other scholars before her.61 Little
discussion is given to these four strips, as they are quite fragmentary and have only
one to three characters each. I have not found any justification for their inclusion as
Cang Jie pian text, but would assume it is because their content matches in part what
we have seen before from the so-called opening chapter. As for JY 283.8, while data
was available for it before, it entails the scribbles of practice writing and therefore
the nature of the text is uncertain. Fukuda Tetsuyuki

lists it as Cang Jie

pian material, which is the earliest such identification I have been able to find, and it
is also discussed further by Xing Yitian

の

in his research on learning to read

and write by soldiers in the Han northwest frontier.62
I should also note that strip JY 183.11 bears on its verso scribbling, among
which the transcription given on Academia Sinica’s “Digital Archive of Han Wooden
Slips” lists ‘

’. These two characters, and potentially a ‘ ’, may be discerned on

the very bottom of the strip. Strip JY 228.2 likewise seems to have ‘
twice, with potentially a ‘

’ repeated

’ before it, which is also found in the opening chapter and

warrants our further consideration. An even more fragmentary piece, JY 229.12,
also seems to repeat ‘ ’. I raise these as only very tenuous potential matches with
Cang Jie pian material, but their identification as Cang Jie pian text is impossible with
any confidence because of their fragmentary nature.

2.2.3 Juyan (Second Discovery)
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A little over four decades after Bergman’s expeditions, Juyan would once
again witness another major discovery of wooden strips. Beginning in the summer
of 1973 and lasting through the following year, the Gansu Juyan Archaeology Team
excavated three sites along the Ejin River: the Jiaqu Company
Headquarters

(Mu-durbeljin, also known by locals as “Pochengzi

or “the destroyed city”) and Jiaqu Watchtower Four
along with the Jianshui Jin Gate

”

to the north;

to the south.63 Although each of these sites

was previously visited by Folke Bergman, close to 20000 more strips were
discovered in these later excavations. To help differentiate this cache from
Bergman’s previous collection of manuscripts, scholars have come to designate it in
Chinese as the “
strips) or simply “

” (Juyan new strips), as opposed to “

” (Juyan old

” (Juyan Han strips) for the finds from the 1930s.

In the preliminary report released by the Gansu Juyan Archaeology Team, it
is mentioned that fragments of the Cang Jie pian were found in this new collection of
Juyan strips, along with material from the Jijiu pian, as well as the Lunyu
mathematical treatises like the Jiujiu shu

and

. Beyond listing these titles though,

nothing more is provided in the report about what their content might entail. Hints
about the Cang Jie pian fragments’ content however does begin to emerge a few
years later, with vague references to the opening chapter of the text.64 In time,
transcriptions of the cache were eventually released, first a partial selection,65 and
then in full for the first two sites,66 followed finally by their photographs and a
definitive edition in Juyan xin jian: Jiaqu Houguan
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:

in 1994.67 Just

this past year, updated photographs and transcriptions were published for this
second Juyan cache in Juyan xin jian jishi

.68 Although the Cang Jie pian

strips may be found in these latter two works, they are not identified specifically as
such within. Publication of the strips collected from the third site, Jianshui Jin Gate,
did not occur until much later, as I will discuss shortly.
Hu Pingsheng

offers the first full identification of Cang Jie pian

fragments from the new Juyan strips.69 He lists six strips in total from the latest
Juyan cache, with four that he confidently places within the Cang Jie pian, and two
others that are potentially related to the text.70 Hu does not elaborate on the
rationale for his identifications, though the former four strips all involve longer texts
that initially parallel previously discovered content from the opening chapter, while
with the latter two, one is quite fragmentary with new content not seen elsewhere
yet (JYX EPT 56.181) and the other is only two characters in length (JYX EPF 22.741),
and thus they obviously deserve more cautious treatment. The Cang Jie pian
fragments from among the new Juyan strips allow us to reconstruct the opening
chapter of the text almost in its entirety, with only the last few characters of the final
two sentences missing or under dispute.71
As with the first Juyan cache, Liang Jing again identifies in the new Juyan
strips a few additional pieces with text which might have belonged to the Cang Jie
pian.72 First, she lists JYX EPF 19.7, which is a two character fragment reading ‘
’.73 This text does appear in the opening chapter, though the short length of the
fragment frustrates any assured affiliation. The other two strips she mentions, JYX
EPF 22.731 and 22.728, are each fragments that are four characters long, the first
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listing boar names and the second listing negative emotions. The confusion with
these strips however is that they are nearly identical with content found in the Jijiu
pian, as only the first character of each sentence is different. With JYX EPF 22.731,
one of the character pairs (‘
Shuiquanzi

’) seems to match text found on a strip from the

Cang Jie pian manuscript (SQZ1_P:1.8, to be introduced below),

however the other character pair again features slight variants.
Beginning in 2011, the strips found at Jianshui Jin Gate, the third and
southernmost location of the three sites, finally started to be published in the
Jianshui Jin guan Han jian

series.74 After surveying the content of the

five volumes currently available, it appears that there are at least of few fragments
of the Cang Jie pian present at this site as well. They include: (vol.1) JYX EJT 6.111
‘

’ (vol.1); JYX EJT 24.485 ‘

EJT 37.1098 ‘[ ]
EJD 385 ‘

’ (vol.2); JYX EJT 31.172 ‘

’ (vol.3); JYX

’ (vol.4); JYX EJC 634 ‘

’ and

’ (vol.5).75 All of these strips have text that matches what we have

previously seen in the opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian. JYX EJT 24.485 and EJT
31.172 are only a couple characters long however. Idiosyncrasies such as repetition
or additional text are also present, challenging affiliation with the Cang Jie pian. Note
that while these were the only strips I found among the newly published Jianshui Jin
Gate collection with obvious textual similarities with previous Cang Jie pian finds,
other fragments in the cache may include content from character books, perhaps
even parts of the Cang Jie pian we have not yet seen before.76
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2.2.4 Fuyang Shuanggudui
Shortly after the discovery of the new Juyan cache of Han period strips, a find
of an entirely different nature was made that would prove to have major
implications for the study of the Cang Jie pian. In 1977, two tombs were excavated
from a site appropriately called Shuanggudui
tumuli”), just outside the city center of Fuyang

(literally “a pair of ancient
, in Anhui Province.77 A library of

predominantly bamboo-strip manuscripts was recovered from the first tomb (M1) –
that of Xiahou Zao

(d. 165 BCE) – including materials from the Cang Jie pian.

Unlike the fragmentary scraps of the text previously found littered among the Han
frontier fortifications in northwest China, the Fuyang strips contained a much longer
edition of the Cang Jie pian, written on around 130 pieces and with more than 500
legible characters. Transcriptions with select photographs and hand drawings were
initially published in Wenwu

, while complete photographs (of varying quality)

may be found in the Zhongguo jiandu jicheng

series, though there are

some issues with the data.78 Recovery of this manuscript ushered in a new stage of
research on the Cang Jie pian, providing scholars with a better understanding of the
nature of the text, particularly its formal features.79
As a tomb library, the Fuyang strips offer a relatively closed corpus of texts.
The editors of this collection thus sought to recompile the Cang Jie pian as one
manuscript among many others now all jumbled together in the disheveled state of
the burial. To this end, they were able to rely on material features of the strips in
ways that were not possible before with the scraps collected from the surface of the
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desert in Dunhuang and Juyan. Namely, the Fuyang editors could initially focus on
establishing individual manuscripts from within the corpus, without necessarily
worrying themselves with the specific textual identity of a given manuscript (i.e., as
being the Cang Jie pian). Once some strips are found to carry text from the Cang Jie
pian, then we may expect other strips from the same manuscript to potentially also
belong to the Cang Jie pian.80 In grouping strips together into unique manuscripts
then, the Fuyang editors utilized criteria such as the physical constitution of the
strips (bamboo versus wood), their shape and color, and the handwriting size and
calligraphic style, in addition to the content. The Fuyang Cang Jie pian was found to
be on bamboo strips, with marks suggesting they were bound together with three
strings.81 Likewise, the handwriting on these strips has been described as “stressing
the vertical and horizontal strokes

,” with character forms somewhere

between seal and clerical script.82
Hu Pingsheng

and Han Ziqiang

“Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu

, in their important article
,” conduct a thorough analysis of

the Cang Jie pian based on the Fuyang edition and previous finds.83 For the purposes
of our present discussion, they advance two topics of methodological relevance:
rhyming patterns, and the internal structure of the Cang Jie pian. While previous
studies, beginning with the Cang Jie pian recompilations but mostly on the newly
discovered Dunhuang and Juyan fragments, showed that the text rhymed every
other sentence, Hu and Han notice that in the Fuyang edition this is perhaps not
always strictly the case.84 They claim, for example, that FY C010 bears four complete
sentences, each ending with characters belonging to the traditional yu
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rhyme

group.85 There are also more complex rhyme schemes present, such as cross rhymes
(

) in the alternating sentences between the typical rhyming positions, as with

FY C003, C025, and C035.86 Indeed, if we assume the Cang Jie pian was edited by
village teachers into chapters of fifteen sentences, then inevitably the final three
sentences cannot accommodate a rhyme every other sentence. Hu and Han suggest
that the last three sentences would then form one rhyme, reflecting earlier Qin
practices as demonstrated on the First Emperor’s stone stele inscriptions.87 When
appealing to rhyming as a formal criteria for identifying Cang Jie pian text, we must
be weary of potential irregularities, though a criterion of at least rhyming every
other sentence is maintained.
Having studied the rhyming present in the Fuyang strips, and considering the
previous discoveries of the Cang Jie pian’s opening chapter and what is possibly the
fifth chapter of the village teachers’ edition in the Juyan cache, Hu and Han further
assert that each chapter of the Cang Jie pian was based on one primary rhyme group
(or sometimes with cross rhymes).88 For instance, the opening chapter and village
teachers’ fifth chapter of the Cang Jie pian are built around the zhi

/zhi

cross

rhyme. In comparison to this, FY C010 mentioned above is extremely interesting, as
it appears to be the beginning of the Yuanli treatise (‘

…’),

assuming a similar title convention was used to name this section of text. (That is, it
draws from the first two characters ‘yuanli

’ for a title; no explicit title is found

on FY C010 however). This observation leads Hu and Han to wonder if each of the
three treatises by Li Si et al., the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue, had their own primary
rhyme group.89 The Cang Jie would then emphasize the zhi
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rhyme group, while

Yuanli was built around yu

rhymes. As the yang

rhyme group is also prevalent

among the Fuyang Cang Jie pian strips, they also tentatively speculate that this may
reflect the rhyming in Boxue.90
Hu and Han also scrutinize the internal structure of the Cang Jie pian based
on the Fuyang manuscript.91 They argue that the text employs two different
sentence types, which they coin as “declarative

” and “listing

.” The

former sentence type offers grammatically correct (or at least grammatically
interpretable) narrative lines, such as with the opening “Cang Jie created writing,
and taught it to later generations…

” or “[the Han] united all

under heaven, joining together all within the seas…

.”92 The latter

sentence type groups together related terms, either as synonyms or antonyms, as
seen with FY C003: “Bent over and crooked, to aid and assist; bold and fierce,
formidable and overbearing

.”93 Fukuda Tetsuyuki later adds

further nuance to Hu and Han’s sentence type classification, divvying up the “listing
” type into four subcategories (related synonym pairs; unrelated synonym
pairs; antonym pairs; and larger semantic groupings), while also introducing the
concept of a “linking

” type, which transitions between the other two basic

sentence types, allowing the reader to navigate meaningfully through the text as a
whole.94
Turning next to chapter divisions, Hu and Han also notice that three strips in
the Fuyang cache have significant space following the writing, suggesting that they
are the final strips of chapters: FY C038, C056, and C061.95 As FY C038 ends with a
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character in the yang

rhyme group (‘

’), they raise the possibility that it might

be the conclusion of the Boxue, building off of their theory just introduced above. Lin
Suqing

extends their observation, to argue that these strips represent breaks

between the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue.96 Lin believes the Fuyang manuscript has
kept these texts separated, and is therefore a different (earlier) version of the Cang
Jie pian than what we see with the village teachers’ edition. Lin also points out that
there may be a small circular dot before ‘

’ on FY C010, designating a new

textual division, and moreover we do not have any evidence of chapter titles like
“Fifth

,” which was found on the Juyan gu prism (and supposedly representative

of the village teachers’ format).97
As further proof that the Fuyang Cang Jie pian was not organized in the same
fashion as the previous finds, Lin also attempts to reconstruct the number of
characters that were likely written per stip. Following the Fuyang editors’ estimate
that an intact strip was twenty-five centimeters in length, Lin calculates the size of a
written character on this manuscript, and finds that a single strip would have held
more than twenty characters. In other words, the Fuyang strips do not fit the format
we have seen on the Stein collection bamboo strip (DHHJ 1836) and Juyan gu prism
(JY 9.1), where one strip or side bears precisely twenty characters, with three strips
or sides together constituting a single chapter.98 These observations open up the
possibility that there are alternate versions of the Cang Jie pian among the newly
excavated manuscript fragments, and as such we cannot blindly rely on the formal
features outlined in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi to then reject pieces which do not follow
the same format.
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Lin Suqing also draws our attention to the calligraphic style found on the
Fuyang manuscript. As Lao Gan noted previously, Li Si was reported to have used
small seal script in his Cang Jie, yet curiously the Dunhuang and Juyan Cang Jie pian
fragments are all in clerical. With the Fuyang edition however we begin to see
writing that, while still not fully small seal, retains a more archaic style reminiscent
of seal script. Lin offers twenty-five examples of characters that retain seal forms in
part, with three additional examples of characters that blend seal and clerical
forms.99 The calligraphic style is thus a hybrid form somewhere between small seal
and clerical, what we could call ancient clerical. That such transitional forms were
tolerated, Lin argues, suggests that the Cang Jie pian was less concerned with
retaining orthodox calligraphic styles, and more concerned with teaching students
how to read and write.
Finally, the initial Wenwu report on the Fuyang manuscripts, when giving a
brief introduction to the Cang Jie pian, argues that this is an early edition of the text
unedited by anyone in the Han, because it avoids the First Emperor’s name, Zheng
. FY C002 writes: “Rectify governance and reform the law
character ‘duan

’ is loaning for ‘zheng

’. Yet the character ‘

.”100 Here the
’ does appear in a

later context (on FY C003), so the editors eventually contradict themselves, and
admit in a note that indeed the text on this manuscript was edited during the Han to
some degree.101 Lin Suqing pries into this contradiction further, by arguing that this
was not just a failure to observe taboo regulations in one spot while still upholding
them in another, but rather that all the text from “

” to where ‘

’ appears

was a later addition to the Cang Jie pian. Lin therefore takes this line on FY C003 to
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mean (because of all these bad qualities listed beforehand) “[Ying] Zheng and [Chen]
Sheng thus [sank the realm] into confusion and chaos

.”102 This is an

especially interesting theory, as “declarative” sentences like these tend to be found
at the beginning of chapters.103 The issue of whether the First Emperor’s name was
tabooed in early editions of the Cang Jie pian is complicated further by the
Shuiquanzi and Peking University finds, where ‘ ’ no longer appears but is rather
replaced by ‘ ’.104 Zhu Fenghan
University editions, ‘

believes that, in the Shuiquanzi and Peking

’ is tabooed twice, the first time with ‘

Fuyang witness), but then again here with ‘ ’, a loan for ‘

’ (as seen in the

’. The reason a new

character is used is because whoever composed this edition did not want to repeat
‘

’ twice in such a short span of text, especially since this was a character book

meant for reference or study.105
I mention this research only to point out how (what I will call) “temporal
markers” in these manuscripts may signal the relative antiquity of a given edition of
the text. In this case, the temporal marker is a taboo avoidance. Beyond taboos, they
may also involve period-specific terminology, names, or themes. Such temporal
markers were already noticed with the Cang Jie pian recompilations, as scholars
documented the anachronisms in the Yanshi jiaxun quote in particular, which not
only stated that the Han dynasty unified all under heaven (as opposed to the Qin),
but also seemed to include Han period figures like Chen Xi
If we follow Lin Suqing’s reading of ‘

and Han Xin

’ as “[Ying] Zheng and [Chen] Sheng

thus [sank the realm] into confusion and chaos,” the Fuyang Cang Jie pian also
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.106

utilizes post-Qin themes.107 Temporal markers such as taboo avoidances or periodspecific terminology, names, and themes can play a key role in determining when
certain content came to be incorporated into the Cang Jie pian. This sort of
information could thus aid us in the identification of particular editions, should we
eventually have enough data to do so.

2.2.5 Yumen Huahai
In the same year as the Fuyang excavation, more Cang Jie pian material was
recovered in northwest China, this time from a Han period watchtower near Huahai
, Yumen city

, in Gansu. A steel company reported to local authorities that

in the course of their work they uncovered wooden strips, including one with
writing. After surveying the site, archaeologists collected a total of ninety-three
strips bearing writing, among which the site report (written by Yang Huifu

)

identifies three strips as belonging to the Cang Jie pian, with three others as being
from either the Cang Jie pian or a similar character book.108 In Chapter 4, I will
conduct a closer analysis of the potential Cang Jie pian material from the Yumen
Huahai site, to which I would refer the reader for a more thorough introduction of
the circumstances of this find, its site, and the content therein.
As detailed in the site report, the first three strips (DHHJ 1459, 1460, and
1461) all contain text we have seen before from the opening chapter of the Cang Jie
pian, with some minor variants. Like the Fuyang witness introduced above, the
calligraphic style on the Yumen Huahai specimens seems to be transitional between
small seal and clerical forms. Yang argues that these strips represent a student
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practicing from a model textbook originally written in seal script or something close
to it.109 Perhaps even more notable however is the unique formatting of these three
strips. Each strip repeats the beginning of the opening chapter, with text written
from the recto to the verso of the strip, only to cut off each time after the phrase ‘
’, despite having ample space remaining. Yang believes that the Yumen Huahai
strips reflect another important format for character books, one which records a
whole chapter on a single unbound strip, with thirty characters to a side.110 This is
once again strikingly different from the Juyan gu prism JY 9.1 and our previous
assumptions about the Cang Jie pian’s formatting.
In addition to the three strips with content from the opening of the Cang Jie
pian, the site report also highlights three other strips (DHHJ 1451, 1462, and 1463)
which may belong to this text or a similar character book, as part of “proper names
chapters.”111 As with the other Cang Jie pian materials discovered before, these
strips bear four-character sentences that rhyme, though Yang does wonder if the
rhyming is per every sentence, not every second sentence. He also suggests that
these three strips were done by the same hand as the scribe responsible for DHHJ
1459, 1460, and 1461, which would provide a material connection between the
“proper names” strips and the Cang Jie pian “opening chapter” strips. Finally, Yang
also argues that this sort of material is reminiscent to the first chapters of the Jijiu
pian. Since it is in four-character sentences however (and not the three- or sevencharacter lines of the Jijiu pian), and moreover is found in an earlier archaeological
context than when the Jijiu pian was popularized (suggested also by the absence of
Jijiu pian text here), then it could only be the Cang Jie pian.112
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Hu Pingsheng largely agrees with these observations.113 Yet he does
emphasize that these proper names strips defy many of features that scholars now
have come to associate with the Cang Jie pian. The rhyming is more complicated
than in the Cang Jie pian’s opening chapter or what may be the fifth chapter (from
the JY 9.1 prism), with rhymes not only every sentence, but also between pairs of
characters within a sentence at times. He implies that there is also shifting between
rhyme groups in a single chapter.114 Hu moreover questions whether the Cang Jie
pian so strictly restricts itself to four-character sentences. The Jijiu pian actually
includes sentences of varying length (three-, four- and seven-characters long). If it
copied the Cang Jie pian in listing out proper names, as the Yumen Huahai strips
suggest, then this variability in sentence length might also be a form of imitation.115
With DHHJ 1462 and 1463, the first line is in fact five characters long: “State and
write people’s given names and surnames

.”116

Hu Pingsheng also advances another argument that pertains to the
identification of this text with the Cang Jie pian. On DHHJ 1462, the first surname
following the initial authorial command is ‘zhao

’. Hu wonders if this was

purposeful. As introduced before, Hu and Han had speculated that each of the Cang
Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue had their own dominant rhyme group. In their opinion, with
the proper names strips, the rhyming seems to most closely fit into the Yuanli’s use
of ‘yu

’ words. Curiously, this volume was said to have been authored by Zhao Gao

, which might account for the prominent placement of the Zhao surname.117 We
might regard this as a type of temporal marker as well, though the argument is very
tentative, relying on a coincidental relationship (between Zhao Gao and the ‘
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surname), an assumption about the prominence of placing this surname first, and
Hu and Han’s theory about which rhymes would have been dominant in the Yuanli
(which they have since stepped away from).
Beyond these six strips, in Hu Pingsheng’s “Han jian Cang Jie pian xin ziliao de
yanjiu” article he also discusses a number of other strips which may be identified
with the Cang Jie pian as well. He lists DHHJ 1484 and 1485 under “Pieces
Potentially in the Cang Jie pian from Majuanwan

,”

though they actually belong in the Yumen Huahai cache.118 Both pieces are shavings,
likely cut from a gu prism when a student was practicing writing. Hu claims that the
content is related to the proper names strips. They are done in a similar hand as
DHHJ 1462 and 1463, and the character ‘ ’ (dzyan [yuan

rhyme group]) on DHHJ

1485 could be a cross rhyme with what is found on these and on the Majuanwan
prism (to be introduced below).119 The fragmentary nature of these shavings
however demands caution in their treatment.

2.2.6 Majuanwan
In October 1979 excavations were conducted of another military installation
along the Dunhuang Han military frontier, now known as the Majuanwan
site, taking its name from a nearby lake.120 Over a thousand wood strips were
recovered during the excavation, along with a silk document. The preliminary
report briefly states that Cang Jie pian materials were included in the cache, along
with the Jijiu pian, mathematical treatises and other texts.121 The full report
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appended to Dunhuang Han jian goes into additional details, listing DHHJ 562, 639,
744, 844 and 845 as all belonging to the Cang Jie pian.122 No justification is provided
however for the identification of these strips. Recently, updated photographs and
transcriptions have been published in Dunhuang Majuanwan Han jian jishi
.123
The first direct conversation about the Cang Jie pian materials in the
Majuanwan cache is found in Hu Pingsheng’s “Han jian Cang Jie pian xin ziliao de
yanjiu.”124 As DHHJ 844 is the first three or so sentences of the opening chapter, Hu
confirms that it is Cang Jie pian text. He likewise adds a new strip to the list, DHHJ
249, which includes the three characters ‘

’. We know from the new Juyan

strips (second discovery) that this is also found in Cang Jie pian’s opening chapter
(JYX EPT 50.1). Because the text for these strips matches other discoveries already
assumed to belong to the Cang Jie pian, Hu does not go into detail about why they
were recorded in his article.
The other strips are introduced by Hu as material potentially related to the
Cang Jie pian.125 Included in this category is an additional strip, DHHJ 661, which Hu
points out is written in the same hand as DHHJ 562 and 845, which the Majuanwan
excavators had placed in their report as examples of the Cang Jie pian. The affiliation
of these two latter strips however is questioned by Hu. On DHHJ 562, there is the
phrase ‘

’ (meaning “a salary of cash”), which Hu argues was a practice that

began later in the Western Han, not in the Qin or beginning of the Han when the
Cang Jie pian was supposedly composed and edited. He is also confused by the
punctuation and numbering we see on this strip. The triangle punctuation midway
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through the strip is interpreted by Hu as signaling the beginning of a chapter. This
however would demand an entirely different formatting for the text, if compared to
the earlier examples from Dunhuang and Juyan that have one chapter of sixty
characters across three strips.126 Moreover, the strip is also numbered ‘

’ or “Ninth”

on its verso. Hu believes that this indicates DHHJ 562 was the ninth strip in a scroll,
which he then calculates (based on a new format of thirty characters per strip)
might work out to be in the fifth chapter of the Cang Jie pian. Yet we already have
evidence – from JY 9.1 and then confirmed by the Fuyang edition – that the content
found here does not belong in that chapter for those editions. Hu therefore
concludes that DHHJ 562 represents a character book inspired by the Cang Jie pian,
but which updated this earlier text to meet the needs of a later Han audience.127
DHHJ 845 is even more problematic in Hu’s opinion. If we attempt to force a
four-character sentence structure onto the text, there is no cogent rhyming pattern.
If instead we try to force rhyming into the text, then sentence structure turns out
bizarre, with some of the lines missing characters, and then cutting off abruptly at
the very end. Instead, parsing the text into seven-character lines leaves us with a
simple narrative of: “When brothers visit their in-laws, it is good to extend greetings
” + “Meeting with ones neighbors, you are with family and friends
” + “Sitting together, although there is no music, we are all pleased
with the company

（

.” For this reason, Hu concludes that the

Majuanwan excavators were mistaken to identify this strip as Cang Jie pian material.
Moreover, while Hu includes DHHJ 661 in his list (because of the similar
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handwriting), he believes it likely has a seven-character sentence structure as well,
and is best not considered as the Cang Jie pian.128
Of the potential Cang Jie pian finds among the Majuanwan cache, one of the
more exciting pieces is DHHJ 639, which is a well-preserved four-sided gu prism.129
The prism bears fifteen four-character sentences, and seems to be one complete
chapter (it too has triangle punctuation at the beginning of the text). Hu speculates
that these were the reasons the Majuanwan excavators claim DHHJ 639 is the Cang
Jie pian – the format it what we would anticipate for the village teachers’ edition. He
further points out that the content is similar to (though not the same as) the proper
names strips we have already seen in Yumen Huahai. The rhyme scheme however is
again quite different from the earlier finds at Dunhuang and Juyan. The rhyming is
every sentence, and at times even occurring within sentences. Hu notices that the
rhymes switch after the first three sentences from geng

to yuan

as well,

meaning that there is no stable main rhyme group throughout the entirety of the
chapter. Although different from the Cang Jie pian’s opening chapter and so-called
“fifth” chapter, it is reminiscent of the Yumen Huahai proper names examples.130 Hu
therefore sees DHHJ 639 as related to the Cang Jie pian, though he urges some
caution. It might be later edited material, both because of the Majuanwan site’s
dating (late-Western Han to the end of Wang Mang period), and since some of the
rhymes present possibly reflect later Han developments.
With the advantage of hindsight and more recent discoveries of Cang Jie pian
materials however, Hu will later come to accept DHHJ 639 as part of the Cang Jie
pian proper. This is particularly true following his study of Stein Collection (II)
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shavings, to be introduced below (sec.2.2.11).131 In short, Hu discovers among the
shavings content which matches not only with the opening chapter and other
materials which we may confidently ascribe to the Cang Jie pian, but also with DHHJ
639, as well as with the proper names strips from Yumen Huahai.132 In particular,
Hu connects YT 1867, 2877 and 3268 with DHHJ 639 (from Majuanwan), and YT
1841, 1898, 2409, 2565, 2569, 2867 and 2771 with DHHJ 1451, 1462 and 1463
(from Yumen Huahai). The handwriting, calligraphic style, and format of these
shavings also match the other material securely affiliated with the Cang Jie pian.
Following Hu’s lead, Liang Jing also returns to the Majuanwan and Yumen
Huahai strips looking for parallels in the British Library shavings.133 She discovers,
in addition to the shavings just listed, that YT 1792 matches with Yumen Huahai’s
DHHJ 1462 and 1463. Moreover, she transcribes FY C083 in the Fuyang edition as
‘

’, which is found on DHHJ 639 as well.

2.2.7 Houfang and Yanchiwan
From 1986 to 1988, a nationwide archaeological survey was conducted that
once again searched through the Han period fortifications in northwest China.
During this survey, wooden strips were discovered at a number of sites, including
those of Houfang

and Yanchiwan

, both very near the Majuanwan site

just discussed above.134 The survey’s results have not been comprehensively
detailed, and some confusion remains about the specific circumstances surrounding
the collection of these strips.135 Hu Pingsheng first introduced one strip from each of
these sites which he believes to be Cang Jie pian material: DHHJ 1222 from Houfang;
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and 1260 from Yanchiwan.136 Matching material was also found in the Yumen
Huahai cache, seemingly part of the proper names chapters. If the former strips
belong to the Cang Jie pian, then these should as well.

2.2.8 Xuanquan
At the site of Xuanquan

, east of Dunhuang, yet another massive

collection of strips was unearthed in the early 1990s.137 This Han period postal relay
station was first noted by members of the Dunhuang Museum

in August

1987 as part of the nationwide survey mentioned before, and around sixty strips
were recovered the following year when workers returned for more thorough
investigations. Although close to a public road, the topography of the area hid the
site from casual view, and as it was in the heart of desert away from any habitation,
it seems to have been overlooked by previous expeditions in the region. Sadly
however, in just a year or two since the station’s rediscovery, looters had already
begun to pillage the site, and increasingly severe wind erosion was also beginning to
take its toll. For these reasons, beginning in October 1990, formal excavations were
conducted, lasting until 1992.
During this time, over 23000 strips bearing writing were discovered from
just this one small station, with thousands more blank pieces also recovered, one of
the largest finds from the past century. In the initial reports for both the excavation
of the site and on the editing of the strips, it is mentioned that material related to the
Cang Jie pian and Jijiu pian is found among the texts.138 No further information is
provided however about what this content might be, nor do any of the photographs
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or transcriptions published in the same journal issue contain texts which might
belong to the Cang Jie pian.139 Subsequent scholarship on the Xuanquan collection
has also been silent about the inclusion of character books among these strips,
which at first led me to question the accuracy of the initial reports.140
In May 2015, I visited the Museum of Strips and Tablets
Gansu Provincial Institute of Archaeology
clarifying the statements from the initial reports. Zhang Defang

at the
, in the hopes of
, the director

of the museum, was kind enough to allow me to view the Xuanquan strips, and he
further showed me the transcriptions for seven pieces they have already identified
as Cang Jie pian material in this cache, all coming from the opening of the text. Of
these seven pieces, I was able to personally inspect six of them. They included not
only strips, but also a tablet, gu prism, and shaving. It seems that publication of this
material is imminent, however since it is not yet ready, I unfortunately cannot
supply more details at this time. Although the Xuanquan strips have only a limited
value for the present methodological discussion, I can confirm that there are at least
six pieces belonging to the Cang Jie pian, likely seven, and it is possible that a full
survey of the cache may reveal even more.

2.2.9 Niya
In 1993 a single wooden strip bearing content from the Cang Jie pian was
discovered at Niya

, a site in the south of the Tarim Basin and Taklamakan

Desert, in Xinjiang Province.141 The remains here were so well preserved by the
desert sands that Aurel Stein once dubbed it his “own little Pompeii.”142 During the
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Han dynasty, the ancient kingdom of Jingjue

was located here, one of a number

of kingdoms that flourished along the Silk Road at this time. While only the one Cang
Jie pian fragment has been found in Niya to date, the implications of this discovery
are fascinating to consider. What was a Chinese primer doing so far out into the
Taklamakan Desert, among the ostensibly foreign peoples of Jingjue?143
Stein first visited Niya over the course of his multiple expeditions in the early
1900s, and he unearthed dozens of Chinese wooden strips here, in addition to
numerous more Kharosthi texts. The Cang Jie pian fragment however was
discovered as part of a joint Sino-Japanese endeavor that took place from 1988 to
1997.144 Earlier, Kojima Yasutaka

, a Japanese businessman who dealt in

precious stones, visited Xinjiang under the auspices of his trade. As a Pure Land
devotee, Yasutaka was moved by the Buddhist murals he saw in the Kizil Caves, and
donated a significant sum for their preservation. This act of piety also won him a
close relationship with the authorities in Xinjiang, and in 1988 an exemption was
made to allow him and other colleagues from Japan to visit Niya. Subsequent
exploratory trips were organized by Yasutaka over the next few years, and
eventually these proceedings formalized into a joint Sino-Japanese archaeological
project, which then surveyed and excavated Niya throughout the 1990s.145 During
the 1993 season, Wang Binghua reports that one of the workers accompanying the
archaeologists picked up the Cang Jie pian strip at the site Stein previously labeled
N14.146 Unfortunately, Wang states that they could not recall the precise location
where the artifact was collected on site.147 Lin Meicun
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however provides

further details, via Lin Yongjian

, who claims to have discovered the strip in a

horse trough.148
Wang Yue

was the first to draw attention to the Cang Jie pian strip

discovered at Niya.149 Because this piece lacked an original serial number from the
excavation, Wang labels it N14:1. On the identification of the fragment as belonging
to the Cang Jie pian, he argues that:
The writing on the recto of the wooden strip has calligraphy done in a
fine hand, betraying the skill of a scribe beyond that of any layman,
and the text is in four-character sentences, set to rhymes, the same
format for the primary education character book Cang Jie pian. As
demonstrated by the fragments of the Cang Jie pian found among the
watchtowers of Juyan and Dunhuang, as well as in the Fuyang Han
strips from the 1970s, not only does this piece have the same style as
them, but some of the text is also identical, and may be compared.150
Thus, in order to prove that this strip is indeed part of the Cang Jie pian, Wang
appeals to the criteria of (1) the skill of the scribal hand, (2) formatting – both with
the four-character sentence structure and the presence of rhyming, and (3) textual
content that matches that found in previously identified Cang Jie pian collections.
Although these latter two criteria are now new, we should perhaps note Wang’s
association of “calligraphy done in a fine hand, betraying the skill of a scribe beyond
that of any layman” with a character book such as the Cang Jie pian. Yet Cang Jie pian
content has also been found scribbled as part of practice writing, done by the
decidedly cruder hand of a beginner. It seems that the calligraphy employed on the
Cang Jie pian examples we currently possess involves interesting contradictions,
which might in part reflect different manuscript types and the varied uses of this
text.
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2.2.10 Ejin Banner
As already introduced above, expeditions into Juyan on two previous
occasions witnessed significant finds of Cang Jie pian material from among the
desert frontier fortifications in this region (sec.2.2.2 and 2.2.3). In 1998, a new
survey was conducted of these remains within the Ejin Banner

region,

Inner Mongolia, and further excavations were carried out between 1999-2002.
Photographs and transcriptions of the more than 500 Chinese wooden strips they
collected through these excavations have since been published in Ejina Han jian
.151 Among this new cache, one more additional Cang Jie pian strip (a
combination of two pieces) was discovered. Although it is featured in the abstract of
Ejina Han jian, little discussion is dedicated to this Cang Jie pian strip in the formal
site report, with Xie Guihua

offering only a simple notice of its existence,

along with a transcription, in his introductory article.152 Although this find does not
offer much for the present methodology review, I did however want to highlight it
here, as it seems previous studies of the Cang Jie pian have neglected this strip.153
The label for the Cang Jie pian strip is 2000ES7SF1:123/4, which tells us a
fair amount about the circumstances surrounding this artifact’s discovery.154 It was
found during the 2000 season, which lasted from September 8th to October 24th.155
The specific site was watchtower #7 in the Ejin Banner region, which is from the
Jiaqu Limes

(see 2.2.3 above). Two other watchtowers were subjected to

“emergency excavations” that season, #9 and #14, and moreover off to the east of
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the limes was a refuse heap where a large number of strip fragments were
recovered. The Cang Jie pian strip however was discovered in a room feature within
watchtower #7, in a section designated as the first area, though further details are
not available in the Ejina Han jian site report for this feature and its other content.
The fact that the label has two final numbers, ‘123/4’, also suggests that this Cang Jie
pian strip was actually found in two pieces, and later combined into one whole
strip.156 The reconstituted strip is now kept in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region Institute of Archaeology

. It bears twelve

characters, from the apparent opening of the Cang Jie pian, reading “
.” Hereafter I will refer to the strip by the abbreviated label of EJN
123/4.

2.2.11 Stein Collection (Part II)
Over a century ago, Aurel Stein first brought back his important collection of
wooden strips, taken from the remains of Han period military fortifications around
Dunhuang. His colleague, Édouard Chavannes, assumed responsibility for studying
the Chinese texts collected by Stein on his second expedition, and published those
strips he found legible in Les Documents Chinois. This editorial decision left
thousands of fragments unpublished, the majority of which being ‘xiaoyi

’ or

“shavings,” the surface layer of a strip carved away with a knife in order to correct
text or clear off writing surface. Although these shavings remained stored in the
British Museum (now British Library), scholars never forgot about their
existence.157
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It was only however after Qiu Xigui’s

visit to England in 1992 that

plans began to come together to publish the rest of Stein’s collection.158 Qiu
surveyed the remaining fragments stored in the British Library with Frances Wood
and Wang Tao

, and realizing their immense value, later introduced Hu

Pingsheng to Wang Tao, so that arrangements could be made for the cache’s
publication. Through this collaboration, in 2007 the volume Yingguo guojia
tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo weikan Han wen jiandu
was released.159 This volume provides high-quality photographs
and transcriptions for hundreds of previously unpublished manuscript fragments,
and also includes a number of specialist articles studying the strips.
Yet once again, a certain number of shavings had inadvertently been left out
of the Yingguo volume. Hu Pingsheng discovered this mistake early on, but was
unable to supplement the Yingguo volume before it went to press. Hu subsequently
prepared transcriptions for the missing shavings, which were just published this
past year, together with photographs.160 At around the same time, Zhang Cunliang
also realized this lacunae in the Yingguo volume, and himself began
transcribing the missing shavings, relying on the photographs that have been
published on the International Dunhuang Project website.161 Zhang’s own
transcriptions have now been published separately in a recent edition of Wenwu
.162 Altogether 121 new transcriptions are introduced by Hu and Zhang.163
The repeated rediscovery of Cang Jie pian materials in the Stein Collection
emphasizes one further point about working on this text: the need to revisit
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previous finds and to continually survey the manuscript data available for us.
Beyond just issues surrounding the publication of data, with each new discovery of
Cang Jie pian material we learn more about the text, through which we are then able
to reconsider many pieces which might have been overlooked before. As an example
of this, in the next chapter I will show that one shaving from the British Library
collection (YT 3559), which was previously overlooked as Cang Jie pian material by
most scholars, matches content found in the Peking University manuscript, thereby
also helping to prove the authenticity of this purchased artifact.
For the purposes of our present inquiry, Hu Pingsheng’s article in the
Yingguo volume deserves special mention.164 In part one, “Cang Jie pian canpian de
rending

,” Hu outlines the methodology they adopted when

attempting to compile together Cang Jie pian specimens.165 The foundation for their
research was matching content in the shavings against previous discoveries of the
Cang Jie pian. Once a corpus of shavings with parallel content was identified, they
next considered the handwriting, calligraphic style, and other aspects of the writing,
to indirectly associate never before seen text with the Cang Jie pian. This indirect
association leads Hu to confirm that the “proper names” chapters belong in the Cang
Jie pian, as mentioned before.166 It also suggests that a ganzhi

sexagenary

“heavenly stems and earthly branches” table was part of this text.167 While these
criteria have been used before, Hu’s article however makes explicit another
methodology for identification of new Cang Jie pian material. Hu points out that we
can use overlapping content to “snake together

” longer sequences of

characters, thereby combining previously isolated fragments and extending the
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boundaries of the text.168 I call think “linking” below. He then lists twenty-two
shavings from the Stein collection which might be especially helpful in this
pursuit.169
Over the course of Hu Pingsheng’s article in the Yingguo volume, he ends up
citing more than 160 different pieces that might relate to the Cang Jie pian, as
identified by the methodology outlined above. This is by my count, as unfortunately
Hu never compiles together all the shavings he suspects belong to the Cang Jie pian
into one convenient table. Liang Jing has also studied this collection, and introduces
101 labels, though she does not claim that this list is exhaustive.170 Most recently,
Zhu Fenghan appends to his publication of the Peking University Cang Jie pian two
charts, one enumerating other manuscripts with overlapping material with the
Peking University edition, and another for other manuscripts with material not seen
in the Peking University edition. The British Library shavings are included, and he
cites 135 different pieces. Although not solely concerned with the Cang Jie pian, Bai
Junpeng

also orders the British Library shavings, offering a number of new

identifications for material already associated with the Cang Jie pian by others.171 In
Appendix 1, I list all the IDs for shavings discussed in these four works, and
occasional IDs for other articles.172 In addition to this, I have done my own survey of
the Yingguo volume and the additional shavings separately published by Hu
Pingsheng and Zhang Cunliang, to find any other additional pieces which may have
overlapping content, for a total of 434 shavings.173

2.2.12 Shuiquanzi
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From August to October 2008, archaeologists from the Gansu Provincial
Institute of Archaeology Institute conducted salvage excavations of a Han period
cemetery at Shuiquanzi

, Yongchang County

, Gansu, ahead of the large-

scale construction of two natural gas pipelines.174 Fifteen Han tombs were
excavated, revealing over 1400 strip fragments in burial M5, which likely dates to
the late-Western Han.175 The strips were broken from the coffin collapsing inward
and pressing down on them, and further deteriorated due to the wet conditions of
the burial chamber. Despite their poor preservation however, the Shuiquanzi
wooden strips offer exciting new evidence for the study of the Cang Jie pian. Nearly
140 pieces bear close to 1000 characters from what appears to be a completely
unique version of the Cang Jie pian.176
Unfortunately, the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian has not been published in full. In
a preliminary report on the Shuiquanzi strips, Wu Hong

and Zhang Cunliang

provide photographs for ten strips, along with their transcriptions and the
transcription of twelve additional fragments.177 Zhang Cunliang later published
photographs for forty-three strips in his “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie
pian li’ce

,” of which thirty-six are not found in the

previous report.178 The article proper also gives transcriptions for sixty-six strips,
many of them not seen before.179 The Fudan University Center for Research on
Chinese Excavated Classics and Paleography
reading group prepared their own transcriptions after the initial report was
released, and Hu Pingsheng used the photographs in Zhang’s latest article to present
his own readings as well, to which I would also refer the reader.180 Zhang’s
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dissertation, “Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian zhengli yu yanjiu

,”

will hopefully include data for the entire Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian. Sadly, the strips
seem to have deteriorated further since their discovery, and it is now largely
impossible to work with the actual artifacts.181
The Shuiquanzi discovery is remarkable for a few reasons. Although the
strips were severely damaged, the excavators were still able to estimate that an
intact strip would run approximately nineteen to twenty centimeters long. This
length matches Zheng Xuan’s
Lunyu

statement about the orthodox format for the

.182 Zhang and Wu argue in their preliminary report that as primary

education works are associated with the Lunyu in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi, there is
reason to expect that character books like the Cang Jie pian were mandated to be
written on strips of a certain length.183 The character book fragments found at
Shuiquanzi might serve as evidence of this point, though our other discoveries have
also demonstrated that this standard was not observed universally.
In regard to identifying these strips as Cang Jie pian text, a few other features
are especially noteworthy. Parallel text may be found between the Shuiquanzi strips
and previous finds from Dunhuang, Juyan, and Fuyang. The calligraphy is also at
times influenced by more archaic forms (differing sharply from the daybook also
discovered in the tomb), and in the opinion of the Shuiquanzi excavators is quite
similar to the Majuanwan examples.184 Where the Shuiquanzi strips differ
dramatically from our other finds of Cang Jie pian materials is in its format. Instead
of four-character sentences, the lines are seven-characters long, rhyming every
sentence now instead of every other sentence. It appears that three character
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“commentaries” (or rather extensions of meaning) are appended onto the base text,
which then remains the four-character sentences from the Cang Jie pian with which
we are already familiar. For example, on PKU 47 we have the following two lines of
base text ‘

’, which may be translated as “(The states of) Chen, Cai,

Song, and Wei; (the clans of) Wu, Han, Xu, and Zhuang.” On SQZ2_P:27 + SQZ2_P:42
we find ‘

□

’, or “(The states of) [Chen,] Cai, Song, and

Wei, who in the past had kings; (the clans of) [Wu,] Han, Xu, and Zhuang, surnames
not to be forgotten.” I have italicized the additional “commentaries” added to the
Shuiquanzi edition. This new format is further secured by character counts at the
ends of a few strips reading ‘

’ or “one hundred and five characters.” If

chapters are still fifteen sentences long, then seven-character long lines would add
up to exactly 105 characters.185 The Shuiquanzi find thus overturns the fundamental
distinctions scholars had drawn between four- and seven-character formats relating
to the Cang Jie pian lineage versus the Fanjiang pian lineage, respectively (see for
instance Lao Gan’s view in sec.2.2.2 above).
Considering this unusual format for the Cang Jie pian, Zhang Cunliang offers a
further hypothesis about the identity of the Shuiquanzi character book. In his article,
“Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,” Zhang notices that one
Shuiquanzi strip bears the name Wandan Jun
thousand Piculs,” Dan Fen

(aka “The Lord of Ten-

), famous for raising four sons to the rank of 2000

piculs.186 Wandan Jun lived during the reigns of Emperor Wen

and Emperor Jing

, and Zhang reasons that it would have taken some time for this legend to make its
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way into the text of a character book, so he suspects that this particular edition of
the Cang Jie pian was composed sometime after the reign of Emperor Wu

.187

Turning back to the Hanshu Yiwenzhi, Zhang rules out the Fanjiang pian, as it was
said to not have repeated characters (which are frequent in this edition) and the
Yuanshang pian, assuming that it only rearranged the Cang Jie pian’s content, much
like the Jijiu pian.188 As such, he suspects that the Shuiquanzi edition is actually
either the work of Yang Xiong or Du Lin, and in particular the Cang Jie xunzuan by
either of their hands (as opposed to the Cang Jie gu), turning to various readings of
‘xun

’ as ‘shun

’, in the sense of an extension of meaning (“

”),

which is what we find in the three character “commentaries.”189
Hu Pingsheng however casts doubt on Zhang’s specific identification of the
Shuiquanzi edition as the Cang Jie xunzuan.190 He cautions that while some of the
Shuiquanzi strips have content paralleling parts of the Cang Jie pian, we should not
assume all pieces bearing seven-character lines here belong to this one edition.
Other texts might be mixed into this cache.191 Hu also gives a number of reasons for
why the Shuiquanzi edition cannot be the Cang Jie xunzuan by either Yang Xiong or
Du Lin. The Hanshu Yiwenzhi clearly states that Yang Xiong eliminated repeated
characters (which are still present in the Shuiquanzi witness), then added additional
content after the Cang Jie in the Xunzuan, making for eighty-nine chapters altogether.
This suggests that the Xunzuan was a separate text from the Cang Jie, not a
reworking as Zhang Cunliang imagines it. Seven-character sentences do not fit into
the character count given by the Shuowen for the Xunzuan either.192 As for Du Lin’s
Cang Jie xunzuan, it appears to be a text similar in format to Yang Xiong’s work of the
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same title, which may be confirmed when we consider the citations of these figures
in the Shuowen’s entries, gathered in the Qing recompilations. Finally, Hu notes that
the language in the Shuiquanzi edition is not refined, but rather quite colloquial, and
would fit a cruder author than Yang Xiong or Du Lin, someone who could esteem a
figure like Wandan Jun, known mostly for his wealth more so than his education. In
light of these reasons, and dating the tomb to the late-Western Han, Hu concludes
that the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian was compiled by “village teachers” as well, who
were influenced by the new seven-character format works like the Jijiu pian that
now circulated at this time.
Joining this debate is Fukuda Tetsuyuki, who agrees with Hu that the
Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian was neither Yang nor Du’s composition.193 He situates this
edition into his trifold framework for the character book genres: Cang Jie pian
rearrangements (such as Jijiu pian); continuations adding content after the Cang Jie
pian (such as Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan); and commentaries explaining the Cang Jie pian
(such as Yang Xiong’s Cang Jie xunzuan, and both of Du Lin’s texts). This division is
based on Fukuda’s understanding of the Hanshu Yiwenzhi catalog organization, as
well as the citations of Yang and Du’s works in Shuowen entries.194 Although Fukuda
places the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian in the third “commentary” category, he notes it
is different from Yang and Du’s works. These two texts were compiled by experts in
the context of philological conferences; the Shuiquanzi however utilizes colloquial
language of little lexicographic interest, as Hu argues, and the simple commentary is
clearly geared toward teaching beginning students.195 Fukuda wonders however
what sort of relationship the Shuiquanzi edition might have to the listing of Cang Jie
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zhuan in the Hanshu catalog. According Fukuda’s interpretation of this catalog, the
Cang Jie zhuan was also a “commentary”-type text. Unfortunately we have no further
information about this entry, so Fukuda admits this hypothesis is highly
speculative.196

2.2.13 Peking University Acquisition
In early January 2009, Peking University acquired a large collection of
Western Han bamboo strips.197 Among this collection is the most complete edition
of the Cang Jie pian discovered to date. Photographs and transcriptions, along with
supplemental charts and articles, were published in Beijing daxue cang Xi Han
zhushu [yi]

[

] in 2015.198 The manuscript bears over 1300

characters, running over eighty-seven pieces of bamboo, of which sixty-three
complete strips are formed, with eighteen fragments remaining.199 There has not
been much debate over the textual identification of this manuscript. Zhu Fenghan’s
preliminary report assumes an affiliation with the Cang Jie pian, likely since
there is significant parallel content between this new edition and previously
discovered content which scholars agree belong to the text, such as the “

”

chapter.200 Relevant for our purposes however is Zhu’s description of how his team
first compiled the manuscript.201 For instance, the strips were slightly wider than
others in the cache, at close to one centimeter. The calligraphy was also unique, with
some of the writing displaying seal-script influenced character forms, making these
strips stand out from the others. Of particular importance though are a series of
verso marks found on the Peking University manuscript. First appreciated with this
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collection, but then quickly discovered on other purchased and excavated specimens,
these verso marks are an essential clue to the production of bamboo-strip
manuscripts.202 In this case, they also suggest how strips might have been ordered
within the Peking University Cang Jie pian, even across chapter divisions.
What makes this discovery particularly exciting is the fact that we may begin
to capture a glimpse of the overall organization to one edition of the Cang Jie pian.203
It includes complete or nearly complete chapters, along with titles offset from the
text, and character counts on the final strip of each chapter. The writing on the
strips is also strictly formatted, with five lines per strip for twenty characters total,
not including title characters or the character counts. Zhu Fenghan notes that
although the text was inevitably edited at some point in the Han (for instance
switching a theoretical ‘ ’ to ‘ ’ in the line ‘

’ on PKU 8), it again differs

from the village teachers’ edition cited in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi (and found on JY 9.1,
etc.).204 This is most obviously signaled by the length of the chapters, which are all
over a hundred characters long, with the longest amounting to 152 characters.205
Zhu argues that the Peking University witness retains earlier Qin features,
comparing it to the Fuyang Cang Jie pian in this regard, and gives “temporal markers”
such as formatting conventions (for instance how the titles repeat the first two
characters of the text, written across the top of the first two strips in the chapter),
the preservation of what he interprets as Qin-centric themes after ‘

’, how

the orthography of certain characters seems to be influenced by small seal or Qin
clerical forms (even if the calligraphic style itself is “clericized”), and of course the
taboo of ‘

’ mentioned before.206
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The Peking University Cang Jie pian confirms previous insights about
sentence-level formatting for this text, as the lines are all four-characters in length,
rhyming every other sentence, and either declarative or (more often) listing in
nature. Chapters are also still based on a single dominant rhyme group. Yet more
nuanced observations are now possible for the overall organization of this Cang Jie
pian.207 There are more than just three rhyme groups, complicating Hu and Han’s
hypothesis that the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue were each composed around one
primary rhyme scheme.208 In addition to the cross rhyme of zhi

with zhi

seen

before, Zhu points out that the Peking University manuscript also has cross rhymes
between you

and xiao

, and zhi

with zhi

.209 Moreover, rhyme groups do

not necessarily stop at a chapter divide, but may continue on for longer sections of
text, over multiple chapters.210 When listing out terms, the Peking University Cang
Jie pian will at times string together longer chains of synonyms or like terms, not
limiting itself to just one character pair or sentence.211 Zhu notes that this is
especially prevalent in chapters built off of the yu

and yang

rhyme groups.212

Eventually we may be able to distinguish a larger narrative in the Cang Jie pian,
based off of these themes and how they may relate to one another. Although not
common, occasionally a character is repeated in the Peking University Cang Jie pian,
though this repetition usually occurs between chapters in different rhyme groups.213
Finally, the Peking University manuscript clarifies that loan words were integrated
into the text. Zhu gives as one example the character ‘lu
group]) on PKU 46, which he reads as ‘lu

’ (lok [wu
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’ (liok [wu

rhyme

rhyme group]) “a vast forest

(in the foothills),” in order to fit into a line of words meaning “large” in some
sense.214 To this, I would add that here the loaning is stable across different
witnesses. YT 3098, 3447, and 3554 also write ‘

’ in the same character position;

none of our other manuscript evidence has a different character here.

2.2.14 A Late Mirror Inscription
For the sake of completeness, note that a bronze mirror has been discovered
bearing an inscription which incorporates the first two sentences of the Cang Jie
pian’s opening chapter. It was apparently excavated in 1973 in the Weiyang
district of Xi’an
Jingfen

, though a later study reports that it is held by a Ms. Zhuang

.215 The mirror is a later design, dating to the Eastern Han or after,

featuring immortals in three registers (“

》

” decoration). The lines “Cang Jie

created writing, and taught it to later generations

” are quoted

within other text. This is the only instance among the excavated manuscript
evidence related to the Cang Jie pian currently extant where ‘cang’ is written as ‘
without the ‘

’ component (though there may be another example in the Xuanquan

find). The final character ‘sheng

’ (ṣeŋ [geng

rhyme group]) is also a variant,

changed to better fit the rhyme scheme of the bronze mirror that features ‘rong
(joŋ [dong

’,

rhyme group]) and ‘gang

’ (kↄŋ [dong

2.3 Criteria for Identifying the Cang Jie pian
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rhyme group]).

’

Having surveyed mentions of the Cang Jie pian in our received sources in
Chapter 1, and how scholars have identified newly excavated manuscript data with
this text above, it will be useful now to list out all criteria to which we may appeal in
answer to the question: “Is this strip Cang Jie pian-like?” To this end, three broad
categories of criteria emerge: content; format; and manuscript features.

I. Content
The first type of criteria we may appeal to in order to identify new
manuscript materials with the Cang Jie pian is based on textual content. These
criteria constitute our most direct evidence of an affiliation, and as such should take
priority over more indirect lines of evidence. They include:

(1) Parallel text between citations of the Cang Jie pian in the received corpus
and new manuscript material

Barring the unearthing of a manuscript explicitly titled ‘

’, the only way

to connect newly discovered strips with this title is to rely on citations of the text
still found in the received corpus. If we can established that there is parallel text
between a line in the received corpus quoted from the Cang Jie pian and wording
found on these strips, then we may offer a positive affiliation. The more parallels we
draw (and the longer the text), the more confident the affiliation. It is for this reason
the recompilations of the Cang Jie pian begun in the Qing are so crucial for our study
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of this text, as they provide the only true bridge between the textual history passed
on to us in the received corpus and the manuscript finds from the last century.
That said, the Cang Jie pian citations in the received corpus are problematic
for a number reasons. In early texts there were no standard conventions in place for
how to properly cite a source. When material is attributed to a ‘Cang Jie pian

’,

it is uncertain precisely to which edition this refers, and it is possible that the author
was intending exegesis appended to the main text instead, or any of the numerous
anthologies that were compiled since the supposed Qin composition (by Li Si, Zhao
Gao, and Huwu Jing). Even when a citation is explicit about it being exegesis (‘xungu
’), we often do not know whose this may be. More fraught still are lines taken
from the ‘San Cang

’, as they may also derive from Yang Xiong’s Xunzuan or Jia

Fang’s Pangxi.
It is now obvious that many of the citations of the Cang Jie pian included in
the Qing recompilations are in fact exegesis meant to explain certain characters
from a base text. As discussed previously, we are left with only three longer lines of
base text. With the first Juyan discovery, Lao Gan noticed parallel text between
newly discovered strips and the lines ‘
ニ

’ and ‘

’, both attributed to the Cang Jie pian (by the Shuowen postface and Yanshi

jiaxun respectively). These are the only two sentence-long parallels available to us,
and they anchor all of our efforts to identify new manuscript materials with the
Cang Jie pian. However even here uncertainty still persists, as later edits have clearly
been inserted following the first two lines of the latter citation. Interestingly, neither
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the Fuyang nor the Peking University manuscripts include material from the
opening chapter (with ‘

’), and it is only with the fragments collected in

northwest China, including most especially the Shuiquanzi witness, that we find
parallel text with both of these quotes in the same caches.
Beyond these three sentence-long quotations, the Qing recompilations are
often ignored in current research, but I would urge scholars to reconsider their
value. A number of paired vocabulary terms are preserved, and parallels in grouping
terms together in this way may offer some evidence of an affiliation. Take for
instance the phrase ‘

’, which is the subject of exegesis attributed to the Cang Jie

pian quoted in Hui Yuan’s

Xinyi Dafangguang Fo Huayan jing

の, and also appears as a character pair on PKU 32.216 Even when a citation
provides us with only a single character as base text, this too may be an important
clue, especially if it is a rare character or offers an unfamiliar form. Nor should we
discard lines of exegesis because they do not represent the base text of the Cang Jie
pian. Parallels may be established between an unusual reading given in such
exegesis and the usage of a character in our manuscript finds. While these sorts of
correspondences are more tenuous than matching complete sentences, and
therefore do not provide a positive identification with the Cang Jie pian, however
they may be raised as supplemental proof when arguing for a manuscript’s
affiliation.
Along similar lines, Wang Guowei considers the Jijiu pian to contain only text
from the Cang Jie pian. This assumption is drawn from the statement in the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi that the Jijiu pian, along with the Fanjiang pian and Yuanshang pian, “all
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are the orthodox characters from the Cang Jie
what exactly ‘

.” It is unclear however

’ or “orthodox characters” entail, or even if all of these texts’

content is drawn solely from the Cang Jie (for the Fanjiang at least we may suspect
there was additional material). Wang’s inclusion of every character in the Jijiu pian
in his recompilation Chongji Cang Jie pian

suggests that he believes this

to be so, though he concedes that the text was rearranged (which is why he lists
them only as individual entries).217 Fukuda’s interpretation of the trifold
arrangement to the Hanshu Yiwenzhi catalog seems to agree with this assessment.218
Unless a full edition of the Cang Jie pian is one day unearthed, it will be impossible to
tell if this is truly the case, though my inclination is to follow these scholars’ opinion.
Thus, I consider it supplemental proof – though weak on its own – when a strip
includes vocabulary also found in the Jijiu pian, yet in a different order than that text.
Recall for instance the confusion surrounding JYX EPF 22.731 and 22.728 that is
discussed by Liang Jing.219 In fact, both ‘pin
pian, though they are now paired as ‘

’ and ‘ju

’ are also present in the Jijiu

’, in the opposite order than PKU 32.220

Building off of Wang’s insight, I would also propose that if the new manuscript
evidence includes the Shi Zhou pian characters cited in the Shuowen jiezi as
‘zhouwen

’, then this strengthens an identification for the Cang Jie pian (though

a confident identification would require satisfying other criteria as well).

(2) Parallel text between different collections of manuscript materials
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Similarly, once manuscript data have been identified with the Cang Jie pian,
we may then in turn use the new content from these unearthed sources to serve as
anchors for affiliating the most recent discoveries. Wang Yue’s identification of the
Niya strip serves as an apt example. N14:1 reads ‘

’, a

little over three lines of text not found among our longer Cang Jie pian quotes from
the received corpus.221 Yet we may confidently place these lines within the Cang Jie
pian, because they match content already found from the Fuyang witness, namely FY
C008, which reads ‘

’. Since the Fuyang manuscript

had previously been affiliated with the Cang Jie pian by other means, by inference it
holds that the Niya strip is also Cang Jie pian material. As with the parallels to
citations in the received corpus, the more text that is matched the more confident
the affiliation. Caution will need to be exercised if only a handful of characters seem
to match, and if variants in the text start to pile up beyond our reasonable
expectation. Thus when Liang Jing identifies JYX EPF 19.7 ‘

’ in the second Juyan

find, even though these two characters overlap with text we see in the opening
chapter, this piece’s affiliation with the Cang Jie pian has to be questioned (it could
be part of a different text altogether).222 The same goes for my identification of JYX
EJT 24.485 ‘

’ or JYX EJT 31.172 ‘

’ from the same cache. Even in short

fragments however, if the vocabulary or character forms are rare, then we might
consider them a positive match.

(3) Linking overlapping content as a means of extension
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Beyond immediate parallels between citations of the Cang Jie pian in the
received corpus and across different manuscript editions, we may link together
strips whose textual content overlaps, but then also includes new material besides.
This methodology was first explicitly raised by Hu Pingsheng in his study of the
Stein shavings held by the British Library.223 In that study, Hu directs us to twentytwo pieces which may be of use in this process, and I will draw an example from one
of them: YT 3430, reading ‘

’. Prior to the publication of the Stein

shavings, in the Fuyang edition there was FY C054, which was transcribed in the
initial report as ‘

(?)

’.224 Although the Fuyang strip is quite fragmentary,

with YT 3430 we now have what appears to be overlapping content, with ‘
comparable to ‘

’.225 If this is indeed the case, Hu’s methodology can extend

the boundaries of the text then in both directions, with YT 3430 supplying four
additional characters beforehand, namely ‘
more character afterward, the ‘

’ likely read as ‘

’, and FY C054 hinting at one
’.226 In this way, Zhang Cunliang

has been able to connect this lines to the beginning of PKU 1, completing that
chapter.227
Caution needs to be exercised however when linking together text in this
fashion. As a general rule, the longer the initial overlap of matching text, the more
confident we may be in the extension of text that follows. Conversely, links that
hinge upon a single character are much more tenuous.228 Thus ‘1234567’ +
‘4567890’ -> ‘1234567890’ is a stronger link than ‘123456’ + ‘67890’ ->
‘1234567890’. This is especially true as characters are known to repeat at times in
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’

the Cang Jie pian. Some concern may be alleviated if the extension of text satisfies
other formal criteria, such as pairing the vocabulary well, or particularly if it
continues the established rhyme scheme. Moreover, more uncertainty is introduced
into a linked series that relies upon larger numbers of junctions. That is to say, the
series ‘123456’ + ‘67890’ -> ‘1234567890’, is stronger evidence than the series ‘12’
+ ‘23’ + ‘34’ + ‘45’ + ‘56’ + ‘67’ + ‘78’ + ‘89’ + ‘90’ -> ‘1234567890’. Although both rely
on tenuous junctions of a single digit, with the former series the numbers #1-5 and
#6-0 are already secure, while with the later series it is still possible that variation
may take place between any of the numbers (including between #1-5 or #6-0). In
short, at each junction there exists a possibility of variance across Cang Jie pian
editions. Indeed, proof of different Cang Jie pian editions is already present in our
manuscript data, such as between Peking University PKU 8-9 and Fuyang FY C002
(the “

” section discussed before), where four lines are present in the

former strips that cannot have been included originally in the latter, or with the
chapter divisions given on JY 9.1 versus those of PKU 1-7 and PKU 8-11. There is
also the possibility that the Cang Jie pian, used for practice writing, was embedded
within alternate text on “scrap paper,” as demonstrated for instance by JYX EPT
50.134. Linking may hide or confuse these differences if not employed judiciously.
As one example, consider the so-called opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian,
which scholars have focused intently on reconstructing. Sun Xingyan

first

proposed that the title Cang Jie came from the initial line of the text, and Wang
Guowei confirmed this with Stein’s cache.229 With subsequent manuscript
discoveries, scholars have since come to piece together nearly the entire chapter,
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aided especially by JYX EPT 50.1, which carries at least thirteen sentences.230
Moreover, this chapter also includes the line ‘

’ quoted in the Shuowen jiezi,

further proving its affiliation. In light of this rather secure reconstruction, how
should we handle a strip like JYX EPT 56.40, which the Juyan xin jian: Jiaqu Houguan
editors transcribe as: ‘
that ‘zi

’?231 (See Figure 2.1). It is possible

’ was substituted for ‘si

not match up with ‘

’, a near synonym. Yet the text following ‘

’ does

’, as we would assume based off of our other witnesses.

The writing here is not especially clear, but it is clear enough to suggest that it
cannot be this line. If we want to maintain the original reconstruction of the opening
chapter, then our only explanation is that this was practice writing and the student
drifted off into unstructured gibberish.
In the newly published British Library shavings left out of the original
Yingguo volume however, another possibility presents itself. See YT 1855, Figure 2.2,
which Hu Pingsheng transcribes as: ‘

…’.232 He is uncertain about the

last character, which Zhang Cunliang gives as ‘ ’.233 Hu does guess however that
“this sentence is perhaps an alteration of the Cang Jie pian’s phrasing.”234 In my
opinion, YT 1855 may be compared to JYX EPT 56.40. On this latter strip, the
character following ‘ ’ appears to be ‘

’.235 Although there is an extra character in

JYX EPT 56.40 (the ‘ ’), the lines ‘

’ parallel that of ‘‘

’

from YT 1855. Using the linking method above, we then have a potential alternative
opening of: ‘

{

}

{

?}…’. This is significant, as it suggests

that JYX EPT 56.40 was not just unstructured scribbling, but could be an entirely
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separate text, one that also utilizes the ‘
pian strip fragments. If the ‘

...” opening found on other Cang Jie

’ is in fact superfluous, then this may even be another

seven-character edition of the Cang Jie pian, different from the Shuiquanzi edition.
Hopefully with the publication of clearer photographs in Juyan xin jian jishi
, progress may be made on this potential “link” and alternate edition.236
Yet here again the limitations of the linking method are also on display. How
do we know this is another edition of the Cang Jie pian, if we cannot yet connect
these lines to the quote ‘
long ago, the phrase ‘

’ in the Shuowen postface? As Wang pointed out
’ appears in other early texts (and we see even the

first two lines of the Cang Jie pian incorporated and manipulated within other text
on the late Han bronze mirror in 2.2.14). Moreover, the final two characters on both
JYX EPT 56.40 and YT 1855 are blurry, but the last characters do not seem to match.
It is possible that we are still “linking” together two unrelated lines, and that neither
or them relate to the Cang Jie pian. Further research and more data is thus necessary
before drawing any definite conclusions.

(4) Temporal markers

While content criteria #1-3 offer the most fundamental mechanisms we have to
identify Cang Jie pian material in new manuscript data, scholars at times have also
used what I call “temporal markers” to defend affiliating (or rejecting the affiliation
of) new text with a certain edition of the Cang Jie pian. By “temporal marker” I am
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referring to content that is date dependent or historically contextualized. The taboo
avoidance of ‘

’ from the First Emperor’s name is one such temporal marker that

scholars have debated, its presence indicating Qin or early Han content remains in
the Cang Jie pian text. Another obvious example is the presence of ‘

’, which

must have been edited or inserted in the Han for political reasons. The theme of
unification is prevalent in Qin texts, and if this line were in a Qin Cang Jie pian, we
must assume it wrote ‘

’ instead. (It is very unfortunate that the Fuyang

witness is missing the character before ‘

’ on FY C002). Consider also Hu

Pingsheng’s suspicion of DHHJ 562 from Majuanwan, as it carries the phrase ‘

’,

a “salary of cash,” which was a late-Western Han practice.237 While Hu uses this
temporal marker to make a negative claim against a strip’s early dating, Zhang
Cunliang points to the name Wandun Jun

in the Shuiquanzi commentary to

try to positively identify this edition with either Yang Xiong or Du Lin’s Cang Jie
xunzuan.238

II. Format
After considering criteria of content, a more indirect approach is to appeal to
criteria of format. The list below offers an idealized format for the Cang Jie pian, one
that seems to correlate with its textual history in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi and Shuowen
postface, as well as with those snippets of text remaining in quotations from the
received corpus or securely identified from the manuscript fragments. Satisfying
these formal criteria offers supplemental proof that a strip belongs to the Cang Jie
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Figure 2.1: JYX EPT 56.40

Figure 2.2: YT 1855

Juyan xin jian: Jiaqu Houguan, vol.2, p.287

International Dunhuang Project (idp.bl.uk)
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pian; however failing to satisfy these formal criteria does not necessarily preclude
its inclusions in the text.

(1) Four-character sentences of a ‘declarative’ or ‘listing’ type

In Luo Zhenyu’s initial identification of Cang Jie pian material from among the
Stein find, he relied solely on the indirect evidence of formal features. Following
arguments already made in the Qing recompilations, he contends that the Cang Jie
pian belongs to a genre of character books with four-character sentences (as
opposed to those, like the Jijiu pian, which may have sentences up to seven
characters long).239 Studying the Fuyang edition of the Cang Jie pian, the first longer
manuscript witness discovered in recent times, Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang were
able to clarify further the types of sentences found in this text. They coined the
terms “declarative

” and “listing

” as the primary sentences types in

the Cang Jie pian, the former being grammatically intelligible narrative (e.g., ‘
’), while the latter mechanically catalogs related vocabulary terms (e.g., ‘
’).240
Little skepticism has been raised about the Cang Jie pian having a fourcharacter sentence structure. Hu points out at the Jijiu pian borrows from the Cang
Jie pian, and wonders if the varying sentence length this text exhibits was also a
feature of the Cang Jie pian.241 The first line in a proper names chapter, ‘
seen in the Yumen Huahai cache, runs five characters long and might hint at this
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phenomenon. There is also, of course, the Shuiquanzi edition of the Cang Jie pian,
which is written in seven-character lines. It appears however that this unusual
sentence length is due to the addition of three-character commentaries (or
extensions of meaning) built off of a more typical base text with four-character lines
seen before in other Cang Jie pian materials.

(2) Chapters sixty characters in length

The Hanshu Yiwenzhi states that “village teachers combined the three texts of
Cang Jie, Yuanli and Boxue, shortening each chapter to sixty characters, in fifty-five
chapters altogether. This combined text is the Cang Jie pian.
.” This is the most detailed
description available to scholars for the format of a given edition of the Cang Jie pian
from the received corpus. Luo Zhenyu anticipates a sixty-character chapter when he
discusses the bamboo strip DHHJ 1836 in the Stein collection.242 He speculates that
the Cang Jie pian was likely written on a three-sided gu prism with twenty
characters a side, the character count we see on this bamboo strip. In his study of
the first Juyan cache, Lao Gan notes that this is precisely what we find with the
wooden gu prism 9.1, confirming Luo’s hypothesis.243
There is however evidence that different editions of the Cang Jie pian did not
follow the sixty-character chapter divisions the Hanshu claims village teachers
established at the beginning of the Han. In fact, all three of our longer manuscript
versions to the Cang Jie pian seem to derive from a different organization. With the
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Fuyang witness, Lin Suqing’s analysis of strip length and character spacing finds that
more than twenty characters were likely written on an intact strip here.244 The
Shuiquanzi edition also offers an obvious variation, as it has seven-character
sentences, and includes chapter character counts of 105 per.245 Note however that
this count implies fifteen seven-character sentences, so if we disregard the
appended three-character commentaries, we are still left with the expected sixtycharacter chapter format. Perhaps the strongest evidence for a variant Cang Jie pian
edition with different chapter divisions is the Peking University manuscript. This
manuscript has clearly marked chapters bearing their own titles, and include
character counts that range from 104 to 152.246 Interestingly, each bamboo strip
still carries exactly twenty characters of writing, casting doubt on previous
specimens in other caches, like DHHJ 1836, as exemplifying the village teachers’
format based on this coincidence alone.

(3) Rhyming every other sentence

Early studies of the Cang Jie pian by scholars like Luo Zhenyu and Wang
Guowei touch upon rhyming in the Cang Jie pian.247 The finds from Juyan helped to
confirm that every other sentence rhymed, especially EPT50.1 in the new Juyan
cache, which is a nearly complete version of the opening chapter. Hu and Han’s
study of the Fuyang edition however is the first to extensively analyze the Cang Jie
pian rhyme schemes, and they offer a few elaborations to this pattern.248 Assuming
an ideal chapter format (sixty-characters), there would be fifteen sentences,
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meaning that the last three sentences would either have to rhyme amongst
themselves (a Qin fashion) or the rhyming would need to continue onto the next
chapter or simply stop (as some of the British Library shavings now suggest).
Moreover, some of the Fuyang strips have potentially denser rhyme schemes, with
rhyming occurring every sentence, or cross rhymes on off-sentences. While DHHJ
639 from Majuanwan seems to fit other criteria for a Cang Jie pian affiliation, it too
exhibits unusual rhyme patterns, with the rhyme switching early on in the chapter,
and even pairs of names rhyming within sentences.249 Similarly, the Shuiquanzi
seven-character edition also modifies this rule, with rhyming every seventh
character, to accommodate the longer sentence size.250 It appears however that, at a
minimum, rhyming every other four-character sentence is preserved throughout
these variations.

(4) Chapters with a single rhyme group throughout

Another observation that Hu and Han make is that generally speaking the
rhyme scheme for each chapter of the Cang Jie pian is based off of a single rhyme
group (or a close cross rhyme).251 Both the opening chapter, as found on JYX EPT
50.1, and the supposed fifth chapter, seen on the gu prism JY 9.1, follow zhi

/zhi

cross rhymes. In their study of the Fuyang witness, Hu and Han also posited that
each treatise of the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue may have their own dominant rhyme
group (zhi

, yu

, and yang

respectively), however Hu has since stepped back

from this claim.252 That a single rhyme group remains through the entirety of a
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chapter is proven once again with the Peking University witness, for which we have
complete and nearly complete chapters. This manuscript however also proves that
rhymes may run for multiple chapters, and that there are more than just zhi
, yu

, and yang

/zhi

rhymes present, and further cross rhymes as well.253

(5) Titles drawn from the opening two characters of each chapter

One final formatting feature we may consider is the specific title convention
found in the Cang Jie pian. Again, Sun Xingyan hypothesized that the title of the Cang
Jie pian came from its first lines, while Wang Guowei argued that the practice
writing on DHHJ 1975 reading ‘

’ was thus the opening line of the text.254 The

Peking University edition contains titles for a number of chapters, written apart
from the text, and clearly derived from the first two characters of each chapter,
confirming Wang’s hypothesis for this particular witness. However, this title
convention is common to other early Chinese texts as well; Zhu Fenghan notes how
this practice is found on the Qin Shuihudi Rishu manuscript when arguing for an
early composition date for the Peking University Cang Jie pian’s edition.255 Yet both
the gu prism JY 9.1 and DHHJ 562 from Majuanwan carry numeric titles, offering an
alternative title convention among potential Cang Jie pian materials.256 This is
therefore an extremely weak criterion to which one may appeal.

III. Manuscript Features
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The final category of criteria used for affiliating newly discovered strips with
the Cang Jie pian relies on features of the manuscripts themselves. Although more
potent with a closed corpus (for example, as is found in tomb libraries), this is
perhaps the most indirect means for identifying Cang Jie pian text, and needs to be
used in conjunction with content and formal criteria, as outlined above.

(1) Text found on gu prisms or shavings

The Jijiu pian begins by exclaiming: “For swift employ, this special prism is
different from the many others

.” It appears that this particular type

of textual carrier was often used for primary education texts, of which the Cang Jie
pian character book is an exemplar.257 In the Juyan cache, we have a model
specimen of what a chapter of the Cang Jie pian would look like written out on a gu
prism (JY 9.1), and in Majuanwan there is another example which carries potential
Cang Jie pian text (DHHJ 562). While other texts were certainly written on gu prisms,
there seems to be a close relationship between this type of textual carrier and the
character book genre.
Similarly, ‘

’ or “shavings” also deserve closer scrutiny when surveying

collections for Cang Jie pian material. These shavings are the product of a scribe
peeling away the top layer of a strip, in order to correct a mistake or to reuse the
writing surface. Should we agree that the Cang Jie pian was used to practice writing
(as I will discuss in Chapter 4), it stands to reason then that this repetitive activity
would produce proportionately more shavings then other activities involving
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writing. The pieces from Stein’s collection long neglected in the British Library
attest to the value shavings may have for the study of the Cang Jie pian. Again, while
strips were pared down when writing other texts as well, shavings seem to contain a
high proportion of text from the character book genre.

(2) Calligraphy exhibiting archaic character forms and calligraphic styles

Both the Hanshu Yiwenzhi and the Shuowen Jiezi postface mention that when
the Cang Jie pian was originally composed it borrowed large seal forms from the Shi
Zhou pian, and altered them slightly into the so-called small seal ‘
‘

’ or Qin seal

’ forms.258 Based on these comments from the received textual history, it

should not surprise us then if Cang Jie pian manuscripts utilize more archaic
character forms and calligraphic styles. And indeed, a number of finds listed above
affiliated with the Cang Jie pian do seem to have text written in a calligraphy
influenced by seal script, even if they have been “clericized” in part. Interestingly
however, many of the Cang Jie pian fragments discovered over the past century are
written in a more mature clerical script instead, such as with the Juyan specimens.
Lao Gan explains this away as being the remnant of Han editors, but the role of
calligraphy and script type in the Cang Jie pian is far from certain, which I will also
touch upon again in Chapter 4.259 Remember as well that the Shuduan

records

how, beginning in the Eastern Han, the Cang Jie pian was associated primarily with
clerical forms instead.260
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(3) Practice writing that exhibits obvious mistakes

In his studies on the Stein collection of Han strips, Wang Guowei identifies
text scribbled on the verso of DHHJ 1975 as belonging to the Cang Jie pian. He
argues that the character book was used to practice writing, and thus it makes sense
that we would find the opening of the Cang Jie pian scribbled on the back of other
documents – essentially “scrap paper.”261 Other examples of Cang Jie pian text
intermixed within demonstrably different content has since been found, for instance
with JYX EPT 50.134 from the second Juyan cache. The Yumen Huahai strips are also
interesting in this regard, and are the subject of a case study on this point in Chapter
4. As this criterion makes an assumption about the function of the Cang Jie pian, I
will for the moment defer my evaluation of its relevance.

(4) Physical dimensions, binding marks, and handwriting similarities matching
other pieces within a closed corpus containing known Cang Jie pian text

A tenuous claim may be made for strips belonging to the same manuscript as
pieces already confirmed to have Cang Jie pian text. While strips bound together into
a single manuscript may not necessarily belong to the same text, indirectly tying
unknown material to previously affiliated Cang Jie pian text in this way offers
supplemental evidence, especially when other criteria are met at the same time.
Under certain conditions then, the issue shifts from how to relate texts, to how to
relate strips together. With the Fuyang, Shuiquanzi, and especially the Peking
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University strips, this methodology was employed to compile together editions of
the Cang Jie pian. The length and width of strips, matching up marks left from the
binding strings, lining up verso incisions, and analyzing handwriting similarities
were all methods employed with these caches to compile together strips, and
thereby assemble texts. Note that all three of these caches were excavated (or in the
case of the Peking University strips thought to have been looted) from tombs, which
makes them what I consider to be a “closed corpus.” This methodology becomes
more difficult to follow with the strips found during surface survey in the northwest
fortifications, though research on the Yumen Huahai strips shows that it is relevant.

* * *
The only way to prove newly discovered manuscript materials belong to the
Cang Jie pian is through criterion I.1, matching parallel text between it and a
quotation in the received corpus, preferably one whose source is clearly titled, and
whose content runs over multiple characters. Since there are only a handful of
longer quotes of Cang Jie pian remaining in the received corpus, and only one more
than a single sentence long (bearing obvious later edits), we are often left to appeal
to other criteria to make a case for affiliation. In this regard, a combination of
criteria I.2 and I.3 helps to expand the amount of text we can affiliate with the Cang
Jie pian. These are the more fundamental mechanisms we have for bridging between
the received textual history of the Cang Jie pian and the manuscript data. The other
criteria listed above, particularly the formal criteria, are indirect means of
identifying Cang Jie pian material in new text. They may be offered as supplemental
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proof, raising our confidence in a positive identification, especially as more of the
criteria are satisfied simultaneously. On their own however, they do not definitively
place text as belonging to the Cang Jie pian, and thus must be treated cautiously.
Following this methodology for identifying Cang Jie pian text, one interesting
phenomenon is immediately apparent: our most confident identification of Cang Jie
pian text is anchored by two longer citations preserved in the received corpus, the
so-called opening chapter building off of the line ‘

’ cited in the Shuowen

jiezi postface, and another potentially in the fifth chapter building off of the line ‘
’ found in the Yanshi jiaxun quote. Two larger sections of text have been
reconstructed off of these two quotes utilizing the new manuscript evidence, to the
point where they are now nearly complete chapters, and in the case of the latter
multiple chapters. Yet these two sections cannot currently be connected with one
another via linking or more direct methods; they are only joined together by
indirect, supplemental evidence. Namely, they share formal features (such as being
four-character lines, rhyming, in certain sentence structures, etc.), or found
physically present in the same cache of materials – most notably in the Shuiquanzi
witness, but also among the British Library shavings picked up by Aurel Stein.
Curiously, this division is also reflected in the geographical and chronological
distribution of the text, as the opening chapter (from ‘

’ onwards) is only

found from mid- to late-Western Han sites in northwest China, and not from either
of our two longer (and earlier) manuscripts unearthed in Anhui and presumably
somewhere in central China. Moreover, these two latter witnesses (the Fuyang and
Peking University manuscripts), differ in their formatting from the village teachers’
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edition seen in the Juyan strips (and for the base text of the Shuiquanzi manuscript).
This may not be accidental. It is possible that the ‘

’ opening chapter might

be a later preface appended at some point in the mid-Western Han to a newly edited
version of the Cang Jie pian, differing from the earlier editions we now have access
to through Fuyang and the Peking University purchase.262

2.5 Conclusion
We are fortunate to have a relatively detailed received textual history for the
Cang Jie pian that is collaborated by two early sources, the Hanshu Yiwenzhi and the
Shuowen jiezi postface. These sources reveal that there were a number of early
character books related to the title Cang Jie, each “taking from” one another, editing
chapter sizes, excising duplication, or adding in new content and commentaries.
How should we handle this multiplicity of texts? Hints arise in the received textual
histories, and some quotes remain as well in other sources from the received
corpus. They are not enough however, in my opinion, to affiliate new manuscript
data to specific editions with much confidence at this time.263 Scholars are thus left
with the troubling question: what do we really mean when we call text the Cang Jie
pian? To what, precisely, are we referring? How do we associate newly discovered
manuscript fragments with information derived from received sources about a
previously lost text?
Sensitive to this dilemma, my study prefers to think of the Cang Jie pian as an
entity situated between a text and a genre. It is, in short, a textual system.264 The
received textual histories, while not to be used uncritically, do establish a clear line
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of development for primary education character books, one which gives priority to
the title Cang Jie. While ambiguity surrounds this title, loose connections may be
drawn between it and the quotations recompiled by Qing scholars. The manuscript
data has since allowed us to further differentiate criteria for what makes a text
“Cang Jie pian-like.” In my study, when I discuss the Cang Jie pian, I am referring to
these qualities, and the textual system writ large. My goal therefore is not to attempt
to reconstruct an original or “best edition” for the Cang Jie pian. Rather I will treat
the manuscript data as satisfying varying levels of certainty about their relationship
to the textual history (of this system). In doing so, I hope to accommodate variance
at the level of edition, while also filtering out unrelated textual content. This is also
in full recognition that the title Cang Jie pian is derived in our received corpus from
Eastern Han sources, while our manuscript data dates to before this threshold. As I
have already hinted at here, and will ruminate upon further over the course of this
study, it is possible that this textual system did not come to be known as the Cang Jie
pian until the end of the Western Han, and circulated before under another title, or
simply as a corpus of scribal training material.
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NOTES to CHAPTER TWO:
Liang Jing’s
postdoctoral report (now published in book form) is the most
current overview of Cang Jie pian manuscript finds to date, see: Liang Jing
,
Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu
(Postdoc thesis, Wuhan University,
2014), pp.13-82. An index appended to the publication of the Peking University
Cang Jie pian manuscript also provides a convenient and thorough listing of newly
excavated Cang Jie pian strips: Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo
[Peking University Excavated Manuscript Research Center], ed, Beijing
daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [yi]
[ ] (Shanghai: Shanghai guji
chubanshe, 2015), “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian yu qita chutu jianben
duizhaobiao
,” pp.153-63; “Weijian yu
Beida jianben zhi Cang Jie pian jianwen jilu
,”
pp.164-9. Another notable, though now slightly outdated, list is: He Shuangquan
, “Cang Jie pian canjian jishi
,” Wenxian yanjiu
3
(2011): 56-74, online at: (http://www.ch5000.cn/wxyj/wxyjxq.aspx?id=40),
accessed August 21st, 2017. Sun Shuxia
－ has also compiled many recent
annotations to these transcriptions in: Sun Shuxia
－, “Han jian Cang Jie pian
jijiao
” (MA thesis, Xinan University, 2014).
1

Stein’s report for this second expedition was eventually published as: Aurel Stein,
Serindia: Detailed Report of Explorations in Central Asia and Westernmost China
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1921), in 5 volumes. Meant to accompany this formal
report (and published prior to it) is Stein’s more informal journal of his travels:
Aurel Stein, Ruins of Desert Cathay: Personal Narrative of Explorations in Central Asia
and Westernmost China (London: Macmillan and Co., 1912), in 2 volumes. For Stein’s
departure from Srinagar, and then ill-fated exploration of the Kunlun Mountains, see
Ruins of Desert Cathay, vol.1, p.4 and vol.2, pp.487-8 respectively.
2

While most of the strips were on wood, some of them were made from bamboo,
including one fragment of the Cang Jie pian, as will be discussed shortly. Stein’s
expedition is of course (in-)famous for his purchase of an extensive library of mainly
Buddhist medieval scrolls at Dunhuang. More strips were recovered during his third
expedition, though none of these likely pertain to the Cang Jie pian. See: Henri
Maspero, Les Documents Chinois de la Troisième Expédition de Sir Aurel Stein en Asie
Centrale (London: Trustees of the British Museum, 1953).
3

Scientific dating methods (like radiocarbon dating) could help for individual
pieces, but would not be feasible to conduct on every strip. In Chapter 4 (sec.4.3.1), I
discuss the issue of dating the Yumen Huahai Cang Jie pian strips (introduced here
in sec.2.2.5), which were also collected during a surface survey. It is safe to say all of
these strips date no earlier than the mid-Western Han, which is when Emperor Wu
began to mobilize troops to the northwest and establish commanderies such as
Dunhuang. Yet the frontier was occupied into the Eastern Han and beyond. There is
4
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a large range of dates written on the strips found in the Stein collection, as well as
those from Juyan and other caches discovered in this region. Yet Fukuda Tetsuyuki
shows that the majority of our Cang Jie pian finds are in deposits where
strips tend to carry dates from the mid- to late-Western Han. See: Fukuda Tetsuyuki
, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo
(Tokyo:
Sobunsha, 2004), pp.136-54.
Upon discovering the Chinese wood strips, Stein was mostly concerned with
digging up clues about dating the wall remains. Thus he writes: “It would be
supererogation and, indeed, of little practical utility if, on the basis of his [Jiang
Xiaowan] exhaustive labours, I should attempt to review the records from the
ancient Chinese Limes separately as they were found at each of the many sites along
its far-flung line. I shall instead restrict myself, here and elsewhere, to a brief
mention of such points attested by the documents as have a direct bearing on the
date, locality, purpose, and similar features of each individual ruined structure.” The
official reports are consequently fairly silent when it comes to details about the
strips Stein recovered, as is the “List of Antiques from Ruins of Tun-Huang Limes” he
catalogs at the end. See Aurel Stein, Serindia, vol.2, p.595 and 767-90 respectively.
5

It should be noted that Stein has left a mixed legacy. Stein goes to great pains to
differentiate himself from the common treasure hunter, whom he despised. In fact,
he even helped to unmask a forger, whose fake texts had previously duped a
number of scholars. Stein saw himself as conducting archaeological field work, and
his reports, while perhaps not entirely up to modern standards, are impressively
detailed and thorough. We also should not forget that Stein’s work was only possible
because of the collaboration he received from local governments and workers. On
the other hand, his work is at times depicted in a much more negative light as well,
especially in China, where the loss of cultural heritage at Stein’s hand is still keenly
felt today. There, Stein’s expeditions are often seen as nothing more than politically
motivated state-sponsored looting.
6

For the results of Chavannes’ work on the first collection of Chinese documents,
see: Aurel Stein, Ancient Khotan: Detailed Report of Archaeological Explorations in
Chinese Turkestan (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1907), Appendix A, “Chinese
Documents from the Sites of Dandān-Uiliq, Niya and Endere,” pp.521-47.
7

As will become apparent shortly, this was an important act of editorial oversight.
Note that Chavannes relied at first on the transcriptions initially prepared by Stein’s
assistant, Jiang Xiaowan
, and was further aided by two Chinese scholars in
Paris, Wu Qinxun
and Wei Huai
. See Édouard Chavannes, Les
Documents Chinois Découverts par Aurel Stein dans les Sables du Turkestan Oriental
(Oxford: Imprimerie de l’Université, 1913), pp.i-ii. For an English translation of
Chavannes’ introduction in Les Documents Chinois, apparently by H. Wilfred House,
see: E. Chavannes and A. Stein, Notes on Ancient Chinese Documents Discovered Along
the Han Frontier Wall in the Desert of Tun-Huang / A Chinese Expedition Across the
8
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Pamirs and Hindukush A.D. 747 / Introduction to the Documents Chinois Decouverts
Par Aurel Stein (Reprint from New China Review (1921-2) 1940), pp.12-46. The
publisher of this compilation is not identified.
Édouard Chavannes, Les Documents Chinois, p.xvii, 1-10. See also Chapter 1, n.25,
for surveys of the Jijiu pian manuscript fragments.
9

10

Édouard Chavannes, Les Documents Chinois, p.10; DHHJ 1836.

“Couleurs du groupe tchang à l'époque des Tcheou d'après l'enseignement de
(Che) Yeou.” His interpretation rests on the use of ‘ ’ as a description for a blend of
colors (specifically red and white ), as found in one line from the Zhouli
chapter Kaogongji
. See Édouard Chavannes, Les Document Chinois, p.10. See
also Chapter 5, nn.108-10.
11

The citation is taken from H. Wilfred House’s translation, in Édouard Chavannes,
Notes on Ancient Chinese Documents Discovered Along the Han Frontier Wall in the
Desert of Tun-Huang, p.38.
12

Édouard Chavannes, Les Documents Chinois, p.xvii, n.2 lists the strips as being
#397, 603 (?), and 671. The ‘?’ is found in the original citation. These refer to DHHJ
1850, 2098 and 2129.
13

See Luo Zhenyu
and Wang Guowei
, Liusha zhuijian
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1993 [reprint]), esp. the preface by Luo, p.1.
14

Liusha zhuijian is organized via this threefold division, with each section
beginning by way of a short introduction signed by either Luo or Wang. See also the
brief explanatory note in the “Publisher’s Introduction” to the 1993 reprint. Luo
Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhuijian, p.1.
15

Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhuijian, p.75. Since Chavannes had already
noticed fragments of the Jijiu pian, it is possible Pelliot was only referring to this text,
without further connecting any of the material to the Cang Jie pian. I have not been
able to confirm this however.
16

Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhujian, p.13, includes photographs for
these strips. They are unlabeled, but include the first four strips from the right. The
strip furthest to the left belongs to the Jijiu pian. See DHHJ 1836, 1850, 2098, and
2129. The bamboo strip is DHHJ 1836.
17

Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhuijian, p.75; Wang Yi
(Han
commentator), Hong Xingzu
《 (Song commentator), Bai Huawen
et al.
(editor), Chuci buzhu
, in the Zhongguo gudian wenxue jiben congshu
18
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”), sec.“

series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983), ch.2 (“
,” p.58.

,

Though of course the Jijiu pian is not limited to seven-character sentences, and
includes other varieties, primarily three-character sentences, though even some
four-character sentences are found as well. The extant quotations we still have of
the Fanjiang appear as seven-character lines.
19

Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhuijian, p.77. This division of character
books into two broad types follows the research already begun by Qing scholars
recompiling the text. I have mentioned that Sun Xingyan
early on compared
the Cang Jie pian to the Jijiu pian and Fanjiang. Luo here explicitly credits Duan Yucai
also. With the manuscript fragments however, Luo was also in a better
position to confirm that the lines of exegesis (AB , and so forth) were later
commentaries on the base text of the Cang Jie pian.
20

21

Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhuijian, pp.77-8.

The opening of the Jijiu pian confirms the close relationship between gu prisms
and the character book genre when it writes “for swift employ, this special prism is
different from the many others
.” Shi You
(Han author), Yan
Shigu
(Tang commentator), Wang Yinglin
(Song subcommentator),
Jijiu pian
, in Xue jin tao yuan
ニ , ed. Zhang Haipeng
(Qing
editor) (Yangzhou: Jiangsu guangling guji keyinshe, 1990), vol.8, ch.1 (“
”), p.557. For more on the relationship between the Cang Jie pian, gu prisms, and
education, see sec.4.2.
22

Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhuijian, pp.110-1, with photograph on
p.25. See DHHJ 1975.
23

Wang first discusses this theory in: “Cang Jie pian canjian ba
,” in
Wang Guowei yishu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji shudian, 1983), vol.1, in
Guantang jilin
, ch.5 (“
”), p.21. He also lists this strip in his
recompilation: “Chongji Cang Jie pian
,” in Wang Guowei quanji
, edited by Xie Weiyang
and Fang Xinliang
(Hangzhou: Zhejiang
jiaoyu chubanshe, 2009): vol. 6, ch.1, p.334.
24

This practice seems to be confirmed by the Peking University edition (2.2.13),
though note the alternate title convention found in the Juyan strips (2.2.2).
25

26

See sec.1.2.3.

Lü Buwei
Lüshi chunqiu
27

(Warring States author), Gao You
(Han commentator),
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju,
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1978), vol.6, ch.17 (“
,
”), sec. “
,” p.203. Wang also mentions
how this line is found in the remaining fragments of the Shiben
. Hu Pingsheng
will return to this point later when discussing the British Library shavings
(sec.2.2.11). In this cache, Hu find a number of pieces which may be in the same
formula as this sentence (namely “legendary figure” + + “useful invention”). See
his: “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo jiandu zhong de Cang Jie Pian
canpian yanjiu
,” in Yingguo
guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo weikan Han wen jiandu
, ed. Wang Tao
, Hu Pingsheng
and Wu Fangsi
(Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 2007), p.68. That this was a common
formula however also complicates its role in identifying specifically Cang Jie pian
text, as I will elaborate upon at the end of this chapter with what may be an
alternate opening (or text) found on two strips that likewise begins ‘
’ but
then deviates into alternative content.
28

Wang Guowei, “Cang Jie pian canjian ba,” p.21.

29

The character ‘ ’ is given as from

and

.

Lin Suqing shows that while there is significant parallels in both texts’ vocabulary,
they do not always match up perfectly, and gives examples of characters not
adopted by the Jijiu pian that are found in the Cang Jie pian. Lin suggests we cannot
rule out coincidental overlap. See: Lin Suqing
, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu
,” Hanxue yanjiu
5.1 (1987): 70. Yet the Cang Jie pian was apparently
larger than the Jijiu pian, so inevitably certain characters were not selected – just
because the Jijiu pian does not include a term from the Cang Jie pian, we likewise
cannot rule out a direct relationship between the two. Françoise Bottéro also shows
that while the Jijiu pian excises a lot of the specialist vocabulary from the Cang Jie
pian, it curiously neglects other very common terms. See her: "Les 'Manuels De
Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," in Éducation et Instruction en Chine,
ed. Christine Nguyen Tri and Catherine Despeux (Paris and Louvain: Peeters, 20032004), vol.1, p.117.
30

Qiu Xigui
jian
31

, “Tantan Yingguo guojia tushuguan suo cangde Dunhuang Han
,” in the Yingguo volume, p.57.

It is unclear if he was working with the strips themselves or from photographs.
See Chavannes, Les Documents Chinois, preface p.b3.
32

Although first published in 1990 by Lanzhou guji shudian
, the
version I am using is: Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo
[Gansu Provincial Institute of Archaeology], Dunhuang Han jian
, 2 vols.
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991). Besides Chavannes, Zhang Feng
also
published a number of photographs and transcriptions for Stein’s collection of strips
33
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taken from the second expedition. See: Zhang Feng
, Han Jin xichui mujian
huibian
(Shanghai: Youzheng shuju, 1931). Dunhuang Han jian
was based off of this volume and Luo and Wang’s Liusha zhuijian (p.2). For a useful
study of the Dunhuang Han jian transcriptions, see: Bai Junpeng
, “Dunhuang
Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu
” (PhD diss., Jilin University, 2014).
The collection (with these missing pieces) is now available online on the
International Dunhuang Project website: idp.bl.uk (accessed: August 21st, 2017).
The full citation of this argument is “ 7
.” See: He
Shuangquan, “Cang Jie pian canjian jishi,” p.70. While He is correct that the DHHJ
volume does not contain a photograph for the verso of this strip, an image may be
found via its Stein ID (T.XV.a.ii.33, not Txvqii:33 as reported) on the International
Dunhuang Project website (http://idp.bl.uk/).
34

Bai Junpeng, “Dunhuang Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu,” pp.87, 155, and the section
“Cang Jie pian de liangzhong Handai banben ji xiangguan wenti yanjiu
,” pp.745-54. DHHJ 1800 seems to have parallel content
with YT 3451, though personally I highly doubt either are Cang Jie pian material. For
DHHJ 2152, Bai changes that transcription of ‘ ’ to ‘ ’, and claims that this
matches the ‘
’ fragments we find elsewhere (namely in Yumen Huahai).
35

The formal reports for Hedin’s expeditions may be found in his Sino-Swedish
Expedition series: Sven Anders Hedin, History of the Expedition in Asia, 1927-1935, 4
vols. (Stockholm and Göteborg: Elanders Boktryckeri Aktiebolag, 1943-5).
36

Details on Bergman’s expedition may be found in Part IV of Hedin’s History of the
Expedition in Asia series, under the title: “Travels and Archaeological Field-work in
Mongolia and Sinkiang – A Diary of the Years 1927-34,” pp.1-192. For Andersson’s
role in recruiting Bergman, see the preface to: Folke Bergman, Archaeological
Researches in Sinkiang, especially the Lopnor Region (Stockholm, Bokförlags
Aktiebolaget Thule, 1939).
37

Folke Bergman, “Travels and Archaeological Field-work in Mongolia and
Sinkiang,” p.114.
38

Folke Bergman, “Travels and Archaeological Field-work in Mongolia and
Sinkiang,” p.114.
39

40

Sec.2.2.11; sec.4.2. See also: Momiyama Akira
” in the Yingguo volume, pp.93-98.

, “Xiaoyi, gu, shishu

,

Bo Sommarström, Archaeological Research in the Edsen-gol Region, Inner
Mongolia. Together with the Catalogue Prepared by Folke Bergman (Stockholm,
Statens Etnografiska Museum, 1956-8). Sommarström states that he worked off of
detailed notes left by Bergman, though I have yet to locate these originals.
41
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,

An overview of the history of the Juyan Han strips study may be found in Michael
Loewe, Records of Han Administration (London: Cambridge University Press, 1967),
vol.1, esp. pp.1, 4-6. He includes a brief discussion on the Cang Jie pian material at
Juyan in vol.2, appendix 7 (“Literary fragments and exercises in writing”), pp.41920.
42

For example, strips have been lost from the cache, mislabeled, or never
photographed. Many of the photographs that were originally taken moreover are of
poor quality, and have since needed to be redone.
43

Lao Gan
ed., Juyan Han jian
, in the Zhongyang yanjiuyuan lishi
yuyan yanjiusuo zhuankan
series, nos.21 & 40, 4
vols. (Taibei: Zhongyang yanjiuyuan lishi yuyan yanjiusuo, 1957-60).
44

Zhongguo kexue yuan kaogu yanjiusuo
[Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences, Institute of Archaeology] ed., Juyan Han jian jiabian
,
in the Kaoguxue zhuankan
series, pt.2, no.8 (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe,
1959).
45

Zhongguo shehui kexue yuan kaogu yanjiusuo
[Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Institute of Archaeology] ed., Juyan Han jian
jiayibian
, in the Kaoguxue zhuankan
series, no.16, 2
vols. (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1980).
46

Jiandu zhengli xiaozu
[Working Group on Wooden Slips], ed. Juyan
Han jian: bubian
, in the Zhongyang yanjiuyuan lishi yuyan yanjiusuo
zhuankan
series, no.99 (Taipei: Zhongying
yanjiuyuan lishi yanjiusuo, 1998).
47

Jiandu zhengli xiaozu
[Working Group on Wooden Slips], ed., Juyan
Han jian
, in the Zhongyang yanjiuyuan lishi yuyan yanjiusuo zhuankan
series, no.109, 2 vols. to date (Taipei: Zhongying
yanjiuyuan lishi yanjiusuo, 2014-16).
48

The database is available at:
(http://ndweb.iis.sinica.edu.tw/woodslip_public/System/Main.htm), accessed
August 21st, 2017).
49

Lishi wenwu chenlieguan congshu zhizuo xiaozu
[Working Group on Historical Artifacts’ Exhibition Publications], ed., Xiaoxue zhi dao:
cong Han jian kan Handai shizi jiaoyu
:
(Taibei:
Zhongyang yanjiuyuan lishi yuyan yanjiusuo, 2013).
50
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Lao Gan, “Cang Jie pian yu Jijiu pian wen
,” in Juyan Han jian
(1960), vol.4, ch. Kaozheng
, p.75. The strips he lists are (reordered from
smallest number to largest): 9.1; 9.2; 31.6/31.9; 59.38 (Lao mistakenly labels this
39.38); 85.21; 97.8; 125.38 (Lao mistakenly labels this 125.39); 167.4; 185.20;
260.18; 282.1; and 307.3.
51

Note however that Lao mistakenly writes that it is the gu prism JY 9.2 when citing
the text for that of 9.1, as they are labeled previously in the article. See p.76.
52

53

See also Chapter 1, n.110.

Sec.1.2.3; Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1320; Yan Zhitui
(Southern and
Northern dynasties author), Yanshi jiaxun
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.8, ch.17 (“
”), p.37.
54

Though this interestingly aligns with the Shuduan citation on how the Cang Jie
pian eventually came to popularize clerical script, even if this was not until the
Eastern Han. See sec.1.2.2.
55

56

Lao Gan, “Cang Jie pian yu Jijiu pian wen,” p.76.

Chen Banghuai
(1963): 566.
57

, “Juyan Han jian outan

,” Kaogu

10

Chen’s comparison against the Mengzi is however quite tenuous. The
transcription for JY 260.9 reads:
(recto) …
… (verso). In the
Liang Hui wang
chapter, passage 1A5, Mencius urges the ruler to “lessen
punishments and fines, lighten taxes and levies
.” To draw a parallel
between this statement and the Juyan strip, Chen posits that the character ‘ ’ is
missing before ‘ ’ in JY 260.9, while ‘ ’ is a loan for ‘ ’ (p.566). See: Meng Ke
(Warring States author), Jiao Xun
(Qing commentator), Mengzi zhengyi
の, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.1, ch.1 (“
,
”), p.40. Although I include this strip in Appendix 1, I am dubious of its
identification with the Cang Jie pian. The characters ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, and ‘ ’ all appear
in other contexts among different manuscript evidence, some of which is more
confidently identified with the Cang Jie pian. For instance, ‘ ’ is on DHHJ 1850; ‘ ’
is on PKU 14; ‘ ’ is on PKU 1; and ‘ ’ is on PKU 54, FY C028, and SQZ2_P:33. Some
repetition of vocabulary is to be expected, as the textual histories for the Cang Jie
pian discuss later editions excising repeated characters. We have evidence for
character repetition in the Peking University manuscript as well, for instance with
‘ ’, which appears on PKU 8 and 57 (though one is in the line ‘
’, which
could have been changed from ‘ ’ or added in later). To have such a high
concentration of characters repeated elsewhere in such a short fragment of text
however is questionable.
58
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Lao Gan’s transcription places ‘
’ on the verso, but Chen argues that it should
be the recto. Chen Banghuai, “Juyan Han jian outan,” p.566.
59

Curiously a transcription for JY 233.47 appears earlier (but without identification
as the Cang Jie pian) in: Xie Guihua
, Li Junming
, and Zhu Guozhao
, eds., Juyan Han jian shiwen hejiao
(Beijing: Wenwu
chubanshe, 1987), p.384.
60

Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.28-31. There is one exception, as JY 63.19
is listed in: Cho Narei
, Seiiki shutsudo monjo no kisoteki kenkyu
(Tokyo: Kyuko Shoin, 2006), p.43. It is placed at the end of his catalog
however (out of order) and is not discussed further. Cho claims to have used the
transcriptions given in Juyan Han jian shiwen hejiao, but this particular strip does
not appear there.
61

Fukuda Tetsuyuki
, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo
(Tokyo: Sobunsha, 2004), pp.105 and 111; Xing Yitian の , “Handai Cang
Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti – zai lun Qin Han guanli ruhe xuexi wenzi
,” Guwenzi yu gudaishi
2 (2009): 429-68.
62

Gansu Juyan kaogudui
[Gansu Juyan Archaeology Team], “Juyan
Handai yizhi de fajue he xin chutu de jiance wenwu
,” Wenwu
1 (1978): 1. Michael Loewe also gives an early overview of
this new find (and others like that at Majuanwan
to be introduced shortly)
in: “Han Administrative Documents Recent Finds from the North-West,” T’oung Pao,
72.4/5 (1986): 291-314.
63

The earliest such reference is in an article by Zhang Zhenglang
on Yijing
type divination numerals found in bronze inscriptions, in the context of how scribes
will often copy the opening lines of texts, such as the Cang Jie pian, while learning
their art. See: Zhang Zhenglang
, “Shishi Zhouchu qingtongqi mingwen zhong
de Yi gua
,” Kaogu xuebao
4 (1980): 409,
and n.3 that same page. This is cited by Hu Pingsheng
and Han Ziqiang
in their article introducing the Fuyang manuscript, where they further elaborate
that the new Juyan cache contains “a basically complete first chapter to the Cang Jie
pian (only missing the last four characters)
).” See: Hu Pingsheng
and Han Ziqiang
, “Cang Jie pian
de chubu yanjiu
,” Wenwu
2 (1983): 36, and 40 n.4. Another
brief mention may be found in: Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” p.60.
64

Xue Yingqun
xin jian shicui
65

, He Shuangquan
, and Li Yongliang
, eds. Juyan
(Lanzhou: Lanzhou Daxue chubanshe, 1988). Included
143

among the selected transcriptions is a strip from the Jijiu pian with content from
chapter 19. See p.46, #9.
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo
[Gansu Provincial
Institute of Archaeology], et al., eds., Juyan xin jian: Jiaqu Houguan yu Disi Sui
:
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1990).
66

Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo
[Gansu Provincial
Institute of Archaeology], et al., eds., Juyan xin jian: Jiaqu Houguan
:
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1994). Just this past year, new photographs and
transcriptions were published for this second Juyan cache, though unfortunately I
have not yet been able to see the books in person: Zhang Defang
, et al., Juyan
xin jian jishi
, in the Gansu Qin Han jiandu jishi
series, 7 vols. (Lanzhou: Gansu wenhua chubanshe, 2016).
67
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I have unfortunately not yet been able to see the books in person: Zhang Defang
, et al., Juyan xin jian jishi
, in the Gansu Qin Han jiandu jishi
series, 7 vols. (Lanzhou: Gansu wenhua chubanshe, 2016).

69

Hu Pingsheng
, “Han jian Cang Jie pian xin ziliao de yanjiu
” [hereafter “Xin ziliao”], Jianbo yanjiu
2 (1996): 332-49.

For the definite Cang Jie pian strips, he lists JYX EPT 50.1, 50.134, 56.27, and 56.40;
for the potential Cang Jie pian strips he has JYX EPT 56.181 and EPF 22.741.
70

This assumes of course that a chapter will be sixty characters long, which as we
will see below is a very tenuous assumption. With the near entirety of the opening
chapter purportedly at our disposal, Hu offers up a number of interesting points
about the nature of the text in part 2, “Research on the Opening Chapter of the Cang
Jie pian
” of his article. Many of these points however are a
reiteration of his previous study of the Fuyang manuscript. I have therefore saved
my discussion of those relevant to our methodological investigation for that section.
For more about the reconstruction of the opening chapter, see: Liang Jing, Chutu
Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.83-7. This section of her report was published also under:
Liang Jing
, “Chutu Cang Jie pian xingming jian yanjiu
,”
Jianbo
8 (2013): 409-16.
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Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.32-4.

Fukuda Tetsuyuki includes this strip, as well as JYX EPF 22.741, as Jijiu pian
content in his Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.125, 128-9.
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Gansu jiandu baohu yanjiu zhongxin
[Gansu Wooden
Strips Preservation and Research Center] ed., Jianshui Jin guan Han jian
, 5 vols. to date, (Shanghai: Zhongxi shuju, 2011-6).
74

JYX EJC 200 (from vol.5) also entails practice writing with characters found in the
Cang Jie pian opening chapter, but I am not including this piece in Appendix 1.
75

Jijiu pian strips have also been discovered among these new publications: Zhang
Chuanguan
, “Chutu sanjian Jijiu pian ziliao jilu
,”
Zhongguo wenzi
(new series) 42 (2016): 103-22; and his “Jianshui jinguan
Han jian wu suojian Jijiu pian canjian jijiao – chutu sanjian Jijiu pian ziliao jilu (xu)
──
( ),” Fudan daxue
th
chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, August 26 , 2016,
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2884), accessed August 21st, 2017. As
more volumes are published, further finds are possible.
76

A preliminary report of the excavation may be found in: Anhuisheng wenwu
gongzuodui
[Anhui Provincial Cultural Relics Working Group], et
al., “Fuyang Shuanggudui Xi Han Ruyin Hou mu fajue jianbao
,” Wenwu
8 (1978): 12-31. More details on the strips are provided
in the 1983.2 volume of Wenwu, including: Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu
[Fuyang Han Strips Editing Group], “Fuyang Han jian jianjie
,”
Wenwu
2 (1983): 21-23. For an English introduction to the Fuyang excavation,
including additional information not found in these reports, see: Edward
Shaughnessy, Unearthing the Changes: Recently Discovered Manuscripts of the Yijing
(I Ching) and Related Texts (New York: Columbia University Press, 2014), pp.189212.
77

Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu, “Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian
,”
Wenwu
2 (1983): 24-34; Zhongguo jiandu jicheng bianji weiyuanhui
ed., Zhongguo jiandu jicheng
(Lanzhou: Dunhuang
wenyi chubanshe, 2001+), “
,” vol.14, pp.295-313 (for photographs); “
( ) ,” vol.18, pp.1655-1674 (for transcriptions). In “Fuyang Han jian
jianjie”, it states that there are 541 legible characters (p.21). The “Fuyang Han jian
Cang Jie pian,” initial report (abbreviated to WW here) then lists transcriptions for
124 different pieces (C001-C124), with one additional piece that the editors state
could not be transcribed. A few photographs and hand drawings are also provided
in WW. The Zhongguo jiandu jicheng volume (abbreviated to ZG here) however gives
photographs with labels that run to C132, while using the same transcriptions
provided in WW. There are some problems though. ZG is does not have photographs
for the labels C29, C33, C59, or C88. After comparing the photographs in ZG against
the photographs, hand drawings, and transcriptions in WW, this is what I believe is
happening:
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(1) ZG C28 is what WW lists as C27+C28, which is to say there are actually two
pieces here falling under the one label. ZG C27 is actually the photograph of WW
C29. (Liang Jing catches this as well, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.50). ZG therefore
skips C29 in its labels, and then is back on track until C33.
(2) ZG C32 is what WW lists as C32+C33, which is to say there are again two pieces
here falling under the one label. To accommodate this, ZG skips C33, but is back on
track beginning with C34 until C53.
(3) Above ZG C53 is a photograph of a piece that is unlabeled. ZG C53 does however
matches the transcriptions (and photograph) found in WW for C53, and everything
is in accord until we get to ZG C57. ZG C57 seems to be what WW lists as C59. ZG
then also does not have a photograph labeled C59. It is possible that the unlabeled
strip above ZG C53 is what WW lists as C57, but I am not certain.
(4) The pieces from this point onward are increasingly fragmentary, making it
difficult to match ZG photographs to WW transcriptions. So far as I can tell, from ZG
C60 onwards, the photographs match the WW transcriptions until ZG C85. ZG C85 is
what WW lists as C86; ZG C86 is what WW lists as C87; and ZG C87 is what WW lists
as C88. No photograph is labeled C88 in ZG, while we are missing what WW lists as
C85.
(5) From ZG C89 onwards, the photographs seem to match the respective
counterpart in WW, though again the images are blurry and the photographs of poor
quality, making it difficult to tell for certain. WW only gives transcriptions up until
C124, but ZG then continues to C132.
Taking into account all of this, it thus appears that ZG has photographs for 131
different pieces, meaning there are images for seven additional pieces not
transcribed in either ZG or WW. All citations to Fuyang Cang Jie pian strips will go by
the transcriptions found in “Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian,” which are replicated in
the Zhongguo jiandu jicheng volume (and thus sometimes at odds with the
photographs there). Finally, also see Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no
kenkyo, p.39, for a few additional publications that have photographs of the Fuyang
strips, though these pictures are limited in number and largely replicate what is
already available in the WW article.
For an introduction to the Fuyang Cang Jie pian in English, see: Roger Greatrex,
“An Early Western Han Synonymicon: The Fuyang copy of the Cang Jie pian,” in
Outstretched Leaves on his Bamboo Staff: Studies in Honour of Göran Malmqvist on his
70th Birthday, ed. Joakim Enwall (Stockholm: Association of Oriental Studies, 1994),
97-113. Hu Pingsheng’s groundbreaking work on the Fuyang manuscript will also
be discussed below. Fukuda’s study in Japanese, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo,
also focuses in large part on the Fuyang witness, and I would also point readers to:
Fukuda Tetsuyuki
, Zhongguo chutu guwenxian yu Zhanguo wenzi zhi yanjiu
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Xiuwen

, trans. by Sato Masayuki
, and Wang
(Taibei: Wanjuanlou tushu gufen youxian gongsi, 2005).

Though this is of course not always necessarily the case, as a single manuscript
might bear multiple unrelated texts.
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Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu, “Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian,” p.24.

Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu, “Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian,” p.23; Lin Suqing,
“Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” p.65-6.
82
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Hu Pingsheng

and Han Ziqiang
, “Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu
,” Wenwu
2 (1983): 35-40.

84

Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu,” pp.37-8.

These four lines are the beginning of the Yuanli, which I will elaborate upon
shortly. In the expected rhyming positions (at the end of sentence two and four) are
‘tu ’ (dɑ [yu rhyme group]) and ‘tu ’ (dɑ [yu rhyme group]), which do not
present an issue. At the end of the first sentence is ‘yi ’, which Schuessler does not
reconstruct. It is traditionally placed in the ge rhyme group instead (*-ai) for Old
Chinese, but the manuscript evidence is for a later language, and the text is said to
have been compiled in the Qin at the earliest. The character at the conclusion of the
third sentence is only partial, but appears to be from ‘ ’, which is itself in the yu
rhyme group for Old Chinese. The evidence is thus not ideal, but present.
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FY C025 would need to be supplemented with DHHJ 2098 from the Stein
collection.
86

Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu,” p.37. Chen Zhi
reiterates this hypothesis, though also posits that the rhymes might simply
continue on into the next chapter, without breaking the every other sentence
pattern already established. See: Chen Zhi
, “Cang Jie Jijiu pian de canjian
,” in Juyan Han jian yanjiu
(Tianjin: Tianjin guji chubanshe,
1986), p.146. Hu Pingsheng will eventually back away from the hypothesis that the
Cang Jie pian followed Qin literary fashions. Instead, he acknowledges that this
pattern is possibly the product of village teachers editing the text in the Han to fit a
certain chapter length. Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.338. For a study of these Qin
stone stele inscriptions, see: Martin Kern, The Stele Inscriptions of Ch’in Shih-Huang:
Text and Ritual in Early Chinese Imperial Representation, in the American Oriental
Series, vol.85 (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 2000) and esp. 126-30 for
rhyming patterns. The British Library shavings (sec.2.2.11) however show that a
complete chapter from the village teachers’ edition of the Cang Jie pian simply
concluded on a non-rhyming word. See for instance YT 3248 or 3675, which end the
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chapter found on JY 9.1, which is based off of the zhi /zhi cross rhyme, with the
character ‘ ’ (puɑp [he rhyme group]). See also YT 3382 for another example,
and n.107 below.
88

Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian chubu yanjiu,” p.37.

89

Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian chubu yanjiu,” p.38.

Hu has since come to retract this broader hypothesis, returning to the more
conservative “one rhyme per chapter” approach, however I felt his bolder theory
should be highlighted here under the Fuyang Cang Jie pian introduction. See Hu
Pingsheng
, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo jiandu zhong de
Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu,” in the Yingguo volume, pp.68-9. The Peking University
manuscript confirms Hu’s reservations, though I would not be surprised if each of
these three treatises had their own sets of rhymes, and did not replicate rhymes
found in the other works.
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Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian chubu yanjiu,” pp.38-9.

These declarative type sentences also tend to be found at the beginning of
chapters. Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, p.66.
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These lines are also found on PKU 10 and SQZ2_T:33.

Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, esp. pp.60-73; Zhongguo
chutu guwenxian yu Zhanguo wenzi zhi yanjiu, pp.29-60. Linking sentences are pairs
of related terms (often verbs or adjectives), that may elaborate upon a theme, while
connecting together declarative sentences or larger semantic groups in listing
sentences (often nouns). Jan Vihan also surveys Fukuda’s analysis, see: Jan Vihan,
“Language, Likeness, and the Han Phenomenon of Convergence” (PhD diss., Harvard
University, 2012), pp.128-38. Françoise Bottéro continues with Fukuda’s
reconstruction of the Fuyang Cang Jie pian, commenting on these three sentence
types, in "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," in
Éducation et Instruction en Chine, ed. Christine Nguyen Tri and Catherine Despeux
(Paris and Louvain: Peeters, 2003-2004), vol.1, esp pp.102-9.
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Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian chubu yanjiu,” p.38.

Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” p.63. Lin’s point is couched within a larger
argument for identifying the Fuyang text as preserving earlier Qin features, which I
will not outline here in detail. Zhou Fei
however notices that space is
remaining on FY C041 as well, which would complicate a simple tripartite division
in the Fuyang Cang Jie pian. Yet Zhou also shows that the breaks at FY C041, C056,
and C061 match the conclusion of chapters, as found in the Peking University
manuscript (sec.2.2.13), where final character counts are given proving breaks in
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the text. See: Zhou Fei
, “Chutu Cang Jie pian banben tantao
ニ,” Chutu wenxian
8 (2016): 196. The text on FY C038, on the other hand,
is found at the end of a piece in the Shuiquanzi manuscript (sec.2.2.12), namely
SQZ2_P:18. The parallel text falls at the end of this piece, and it is hard to tell if the
strip is whole. Shuiquanzi also gives character counts for its chapters, though there
is no space on this piece for it. Zhou Fei however would argue that the Shuiquanzi
manuscript is built off of the village teacher’s edition of the Cang Jie pian, and thus
may have different chapter breaks than what we see in the Fuyang manuscript,
which is closer to the Qin compilation.
FY C010, like most of the strips in this manuscript, is poorly preserved, and the
photographs provided are of a low quality. It is unclear if there is a black dot at the
top of the strip, if it is a brushstroke from another character, or nothing at all.
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Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” pp.63-4. Lin also looks at strips at gaps in the
text between strip fragments bearing content that likely ran together to find
supplement proof of this point.
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Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” pp.65-6.

Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu, “Fuyang Han jian jianjie,” p.21; “Fuyang Han jian Cang
Jie pian,” p.28, n.2.
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Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu, “Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian,” p.28, n.3.

102

Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” pp.61-2.

For more on the debate about what material was added in at this point of the text,
see also: Liang Jing
, “Lüli shushi ben Cang Jie pian diwu liu zhang de yanjiu
,” Jianbo
9 (2014): 281-6; Chutu Cang Jie pian
yanjiu, pp.87-94: Fukuda Tetsuyuki also responds to Lin Suqing in Zhongguo chutu
guwenxian yu Zhanguo wenzi zhi yanjiu, pp.8-14. Though see also ch.1, n.110 for how
these lines may have been appended to the end of the chapter in the village teachers’
edition of the Cang Jie pian. Regardless, we do not really find such declarative lines
in the middle of chapters, where they would be more difficult to edit into the text.
103

SQZ2_P:20 and PKU 10. See sec.2.2.12 and 2.2.13 below for these two
manuscripts.
104

, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi
,” in Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [yi]
[ ],
edited by Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo
[Peking
University Excavated Manuscript Research Center] (Shanghai: Shanghai guji
chubanshe, 2015), p.177. This repeats the argument he already made in: “Beida Han
jian Cang Jie pian gaishu
,” Wenwu
6 (2011): 60-1. See
105

Zhu Fenghan
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also Hu Pingsheng’s early discussion on the transcription of this character and its
potential use as a taboo avoidance in: “Du Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie
pian ヤ
,” Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu
zhongxin, January 21st, 2010, (http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/1064),
accessed August 21st, 2017.
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See ch.1, n.110.

Lin however also notices features of the Fuyang Cang Jie pian that reflect earlier
Qin temporal markers. For instance, this edition includes ‘mei ’, which the
Shuowen claims was the Qin character for “lintel.” Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.449.
Other examples of characters defined by the Shuowen or Fangyan as being
distinctively Qin are raised by Lin as well. Moreover, certain character forms are
written in ways that we find in other Qin manuscripts, such as ‘fa ’, where the ‘ ’
component is written under ‘ ’ on the left side. (This is also how it appears in PKU
9). See Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” pp.61-2. By documenting these early
temporal markers, we may then be able to track when they are transitioned out of
the text in later editions. For instance, YT 3248 and 3675 have parallel text with the
line where we find ‘ ’ on FY C002 and PKU 9. They however write ‘ ’ instead.
Interestingly, they also follow ‘ ’ with a punctuation mark, that seems to signal a
chapter break (likely where JY 9.1 also would have ended), suggesting that there is
also a different chapter division in these editions (probably the village teachers’
format) than what is found in the Fuyang and Peking University editions. See n.87
above.
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A report for the Yumen Huahai cache may be found in: Jiayuguanshi wenwu
baoguansuo
[Jiayuguan Cultural Resources Management Unit],
“Yumen Huahai Handai fengsui yizhi chutu de jiandu
,” [hereafter “Yumen Huahai jiandu”] in Han jian yanjiu wenji
, ed.
Gansusheng wenwu gongzuodui
[Gansu Provincial Cultural
Relics Working Group], et al., (Lanzhou: Gansu renmin chubanshe, 1984): 15-33.
Transcriptions are provided for only ninety-one of the ninety-three strips in this
article. For the strips in question, see: DHHJ 1459, 1460, and 1461 as the definite
Cang Jie pian text, with DHHJ 1451, 1462, and 1463 as possible inclusions. See also
Fukuda’s conversation of these and the Majuanwan pieces, in Setsubun izen
shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.155-80.
108

Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai Handai fengsui yizhi chutu de
jiandu,” p.24. Hu Pingsheng shows however that certain Yumen Huahai characters
reflect clerical forms instead, and thus questions if the model textbook would have
been in seal forms. See: Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” pp.338-9.
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Jiayuguanshi Wenwu Baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai Handai fengsui yizhi chutu de
jiandu,” p.24. Yang implies that these practice strips are mirroring the format of the
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model textbook off of which they are based. He moreover points out that being
unbound (with the text running from the recto to verso) would have made study
more convenient, as the “scrap paper” strips could be placed immediately next the
model for checking and correction.
Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai Handai fengsui yizhi chutu de
jiandu,” pp.24-5. See also Liang Jing’s review of the “proper names chapters” in
Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.95-9; “Chutu Cang Jie pian xingming jian yanjiu
,” Jianbo
8 (2013): 409-16. For the notion that proper names
were listed on multiple chapters, see: Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan
cang Sitanyin suohuo jiandu zhong de Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu,” in the Yingguo
volume, pp.66-7; and also ch.4, n.207.
111

Jiayuguanshi Wenwu Baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai Handai fengsui yizhi chutu de
jiandu,” pp.24-5. See ch.4, sec.4.3.1 and 4.3.3 for more details on these arguments,
and complications to them.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.342.

Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” pp.341-2. See also Hu Pingsheng
, "Yumen
Wuwei xin huo jiandu wenzi jiaoshi
,” Kaogu yu wenwu
6 (1986): 95. This observation is also based in large part on the
Majuanwan discovery, see sec.2.2.6 below.
114

Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” pp.342 and 348. Many of the names found on these
strips also appear in the Jijiu pian. Though, as Hu points out, the Jijiu pian lists twocharacter given names (to form three-character sentences), while the Cang Jie pian
lists single-character given names (then paired together with another name to form
four-character sentences). This might reflect shifting norms for naming conventions
in the Western Han.
115

Whatever concerns these complications may have raised for Hu about the
identity of these strips would be relieved after his study of the Stein Collection (II)
shavings (sec. 2.2.11). In this cache, Hu will discover text that matches many
previous finds of the Cang Jie pian, together with content from these three strips.
116

Hu Pingsheng, "Yumen Wuwei xin huo jiandu wenzi jiaoshi,” p.91. He also points
out the close association of Zhao and Qin lineages. Upon further analysis however,
Hu questions if ‘ ’ is an appropriate transcription for this character. The left
component is possibly from ‘ ’ (with an extra horizontal stroke), while the right
component could be from ‘ ’, with a ‘ ’ placed over only the right portion of the
character by accident. If so, then the character may best be transcribed as ‘ ’. Hu
conducts similar manipulations to the character following this one, to then argue
that if this is not a reference to Zhao Gao
, it may instead by a reference to
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Huwu Jing
. See: Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” pp. 334-5 and 343. I am
personally inclined to translate the first character as ‘ ’. For comparison purposes,
see YT 1792 and 2409 in the British Library collection for the character ‘ ’.
Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” pp.335-6, 346. In Dunhuang Han jian, “Jianguo hou xin
huo Han jian bianhao suoyin biao
,” these strips are
documented for the Yumen Huahai site.
118
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.346.

The preliminary report was first published in: Gansusheng bowuguan
[Gansu Provincial Museum] and Dunhuangxian wenhuaguan
[Dunhuang County Museum] ed., “Dunhuang Majuanwan Handai fengsui yizhi fajue
jianbao
,” Wenwu
10 (1981): 1-7. It was
later republished in Han jian yanjiu wenji
, pp.449-512.
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Gansusheng bowuguan et al., “Dunhuang Majuanwan Handai fengsui yizhi fajue
jianbao,” p.7.
121

“Dunhuang Majuanwan Handai fengsui yizhi fajue baogao
,” in Dunhuang Han jian, vol.2, appendix 2, pp.51-97, with more
specialized reports following afterwards.
122

Zhang Defang
ed., Dunhuang Majuanwan Han jian jishi in the Gansu Qin
Han jiandu jishi series (Lanzhou: Gansu wenhua chubanshe, 2013).
123
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.335

Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.337. His classification of strips under certain sites
however is at times misleading, and I have moved two strips to my introduction of
another cache. Note also that Hu labels DHHJ 562 as 652 by mistake.
125

DHHJ 562 appears to have had around thirty characters on a side when intact.
Compare this to the Yumen Huahai Cang Jie pian examples (2.2.5), which the editors
believed also may have been intended to carry thirty characters per side. The
chapter heading punctuation however would still throw off this formatting. In the
British Library shavings though we do see chapter punctuation midway through a
strip, and it appears the scribe then began over writing from the beginning of the
chapter (likely practicing his writing). See for instance YT 3248, 3382, and 3675 as
examples, along with ch.4, n.20.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.346. There is no confirmation that what JY 9.1 labels
as the fifth chapter is also the fifth chapter of the Fuyang edition however.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” pp.346-7. Hu will also relate these strips to the British
Library shavings. See YT 1851, and his annotations in: Wang Tao
, Hu
Pingsheng
, Wu Fangsi
, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin
suohuo weikan Han wen jiandu buyi shiwen
,” Chutu wenxian yanjiu 15 (2016): 324.
128

See Hu’s analysis of the transcription on “Xin ziliao,” p.336, as well as his longer
discussion on pp.343-5.
129

Alternate rhyme schemes were also discussed by Hu in his study of the Fuyang
edition (sec.2.2.4).
130

Sec.2.2.11. His new understanding is also pertinent to the Yumen Huahai finds,
sec.2.2.5, however I have decided to only discuss it under the Majuanwan heading so
as to not unduly burden the reader.
131

Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo jiandu zhong de
Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu,” pp.62-75; Wang Tao et al., “Yingguo guojia tushuguan
cang Sitanyin suohuo weikan Han wen jiandu buyi shiwen,” pp.320-9.
132

133

Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.95-9.

It is for this reason that Hu Pingsheng discusses them together with the
Majuanwan strips, although again both the Dunhuang Han jian and Zhongguo jiandu
jicheng volumes clearly differentiate the sites. See Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.335.
134

Zhongguo jiandu jicheng offers introductions for each site at the beginning its
transcriptions (see: “
,” vol.3, pp.158 and 186), and the sites are also
confirmed by the Dunhuang Han jian volume (see the “Jianguo hou xin huo Han jian
bianhao suoyin biao
”). A brief report and transcription
may also be found at: Dunhuangshi bowuguan
[Dunhuang Museum],
“Dunhuang Handai fengsui yizhi diaocha suo huo jiandu shiwen
,” Wenwu
8 (1991): 36-40, with photographs on plate 6-7.
He Shuangquan however updates Dunhuang Han jian, and states that the Yanchiwan
and Houfang strips were found in 1979 instead. His transcriptions do not include
either of the potential Cang Jie pian strips though, so He might be referring to a
different discovery. See: He Shuangquan
, “Dunhuang xinchu jiandu jilu
,” Jianbo yanjiu
1 (1993): 221-35.
135

136

Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.335.

This cache of strips has not yet been published in full. The information listed here
is derived from the following preliminary reports: He Shuangquan
, “Gansu
Dunhuang Handai Xuanquanzhi yizhi fajue jianbao
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,” Wenwu

5 (2000): 4-20; and “Dunhuang Xuanquan Han jian neirong gaishu
,” Wenwu
5 (2000): 21-6. Charles Sanft has published a
study and translation on the “monthly ordinances” inscription also found at this
Xuanquan station, and gives a more thorough introduction to the site and its
excavation in English. See: Charles Sanft, “Edict of Monthly Ordinances for the Four
Seasons in Fifty Articles from 5 C.E.: Introduction to the Wall Inscription Discovered
at Xuanquanzhi, with Annotated Translation,” Early China 32 (2009): 125-208.
He Shuangquan, “Gansu Dunhuang Handai Xuanquanzhi yizhi fajue jianbao,” p.13
and “Dunhuang Xuanquan Han jian neirong gaishu,” p.24 respectively. In the article
surveying the Xuanquan strips’ content, He lists the Cang Jie pian under the category
of “cultural classics
.” Of note is that he also includes here the Lunyu
,
fragments of which are often found at these sites alongside the Cang Jie pian, as we
have seen before in the Juyan strips.
138

Selected transcriptions for a number of strips were published alongside the two
aforementioned articles in: Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo
[Gansu Provincial Institute of Archaeology], “Dunhuang Xuanquan Han jian
shiwen xuan
,” Wenwu
5 (2000): 27-45.
139

For example, Hu Pingsheng and Zhang Defang later published a volume of more
extensive transcriptions, including again a section “cultural classics
.”
Snippets of the Lunyu, along with various daybook rishu materials and personal
letters, are included here, but nothing on the Cang Jie pian. See: Hu Pingsheng
and Zhang Defang
, Dunhuang Xuanquan Han jian shi cui
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2001). I have not been able to find any
further discussion on the Xuanquan Cang Jie pian or Jijiu pian fragments since the
initial reports.
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For possibly a second Cang Jie pian fragment from this site, see n.149 below.

This is quoted from a letter he wrote to Percy Stafford Allen (nicknamed
Publius) on December 8th, 1913, as cited in Jeannette Mirsky, Sir Aurel Stein:
Archaeological Explorer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), p.363. Stein’s
report on his first expedition, when he initially visited Niya, is found in Ancient
Khotan, vol.1, esp. pp.316-416. As with his other expeditions, he also authored a
personal narrative to accompany the formal report: Aurel Stein, Sand-Buried Ruins
of Khotan: Personal Narrative of a Journey of Archaeological and Geographical
Exploration in Chinese Turkestan (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1904). Stein returned
to Niya on each of his subsequent expeditions, see also n.146 below.
142

This is the main question preoccupying research on this strip. Most scholars
assume that Jingjue royalty studied Chinese writing as a sort of lingua franca script
for the Silk Road in the Han, before it was eventually replaced by Kharosthi. See:
143
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Wang Yue
yanjiu
da faxian
pp. 91-2.

, “Lueshuo Niya faxian de Cang Jie pian
,” Xiyu
4 (1998): 57-8; Wang Binghua
, Jingjue chunqiu: Niya kaogu
:
(Hangzhou: Zhejiang wenyi chubanshe, 2003),

For a thorough overview of the Sino-Japanese collaboration, see Wang Binghua,
Jingjue chunqiu, esp. pp. 54-66. The first publication on their project that I have
found however is: Li Xiguang
, Menghuan Niya
[Niya: Paradise
Regained] (Beijing: Minzu chubanshe, 1995). It is more of a popular publication,
filled with pictures and short journal entries concerning the expedition in 1993,
which is when the Chinese strips were discovered. A very small image of the Cang Jie
pian strip may be seen on p.99, though it is not addressed in detail in this work. A
clearer image of the strip is included in Cho Narei, Seiiki shutsudo monjo no kisoteki
kenkyu, p.57.
144

A formal report for these surveys may be found in: Chū-Nichi Nitchū Kyōdō Niya
Iseki Gakujutsu Chōsatai
[Sino-Japanese Joint
Niya Academic Survey Team], Zhong-Ri Ri-Zhong gongtong Niya yiji xueshu diaocha
baogaoshu / Chū-Nichi Nitchū kyōdō Niya Iseki gakujutsu chōsa hōkokusho
(Xinjiang: Weiwuer zizhiqu wenwuju / Kyōto:
Bukkyō daigaku Niya iseki gakujutsu kenkyū kikō, 1996-99), see esp. vol.1 for the
1993 season, though the site 93A9 (N14) was visited during the later seasons as
well. Curiously, the discovery of the Cang Jie pian strip is not introduced in any of
these volumes, so far as I can tell. In fact, the only mention of it I have found at all in
the report is by Wang Binghua et al. on p.123 of vol.2, where they cite Menghuan
Niya for the circumstances of its discovery, and never explicitly state that it was
found as part of their survey. It seems to have been picked up and not recorded in
detail at the time. See n.148 below.
145

Although in Ancient Khotan Stein uses the label N.xiv for a room in N.IV (vol.1,
p.336), however the N14 label is more likely referring to the site N.XIV, which was
first visited by Stein during his second expedition. See Serindia, vol.1, pp.217-21. (I
preserve Stein’s use of Roman numerals here to help demonstrate the potential
confusion between using lowercase and uppercase lettering.)
146

147

Wang Binghua, Jingjue chunqiu, p.91.

Lin Meicun
, “Niya Han jian yu Han wenhua zai xiyu de chuchuan – jian lun
Xuanquan Han jian zhong de xiangguan shiliao
,” Zhongguo xueshu
2 (2001): 243-4, and n.15.
Lin Yongjian is not listed as a survey participant for any of the years. Lin is found
however as a collaborator, and affiliated with Beijing dasanxia guanggao youxian
gongsi
. See Chū-Nichi Nitchū Kyōdō Niya Iseki Gakujutsu
Chōsatai, Zhong-Ri Ri-Zhong gongtong Niya yiji xueshu diaocha baogaoshu, vol.2,
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155

p.23. Lin Yongjian was an editor for Menghuan Niya, and there is said to have guided
the survey team to Niya (see p.14)
Wang in fact discusses two strips that might bear Cang Jie pian material. The
writing on the second piece of wood (N14:2) however is too faint to make out
clearly. He attempts a transcription of two characters, ‘
’, which thus far is not
found in other Cang Jie pian discoveries. Although Wang seems to associate this
piece together with N14:1 as belonging to the Cang Jie pian, I have decided not to list
it in Appendix 1. See Wang Yue, “Lueshuo Niya faxian de Cang Jie pian,” pp. 55-6 for
his introduction of this second strip.
149

150

Wang Yue, “Lueshuo Niya faxian de Cang Jie pian,” p. 56.

Wei Jian
, ed., Ejina Han jian
chubanshe, 2005).

(Guilin: Guangxi Shifan Daxue

Xie Guihua
p.50.

ヤ
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, “Chu du Ejina Han jian

,” in Ejina Han jian,

It is not included, for instance, either in Liang Jing’s Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, or
the list compiled in the appendix of Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu (yi).
153

Photographs (both regular sized and enlarged) of the Cang Jie pian strip, with
transcription, may be found in Wei Jian, Ejina Han jian, p.174. For an explanation of
the labeling system they adopted, see p.1 (under the
section).
154

For a brief description of the expedition, and some details of their excavations,
see: Wei Jian
, “Ejinaqi Handai Juyan yizhi diaocha yu fajue shuyao
,” in Ejina Han jian, esp. p.4 of the report.
155

For confirmation of this suspicion, see: Sun Jiazhou
, ed., Ejina Han jian
shiwen jiaoben
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), p.53-4, the
editorial note.
156

Lao Gan, in his preface to Juyan Han jian
, notes how only the clearest
strips were published from Stein’s collection. See his preface to the first volume,
Juyan Han jian tuban zhi bu
(1957), p.4. Shortly after, Michael
Loewe also comments about Chavannes’ exclusion of nearly half of the Stein
collection in Records of Han Administration, vol.1, p.7. Japanese scholar Oba Osamu
later bemoans how these fragments remain unpublished, and hints that they
are poorly preserved, in Daiei Toshokan zo Tonko Kan kan
(Kyoto: Dohosha, 1990), preface, pp.ii-iii. The editors of the Yingguo volume
respond directly to Oba’s critique in the preface, p.2.
157

156

For details concerning how these fragments eventually came to be published
again, see especially the introduction in Wang Tao
, Hu Pingsheng
and
Wu Fangsi
, eds., Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo weikan Han
wen jiandu
(Shanghai: Shanghai cishu
chubanshe, 2007), pp.1-4. Beyond the fragmentary nature of the shavings, one of the
reasons that the Yingguo editors cite for why this cache was so problematic to
publish is that there were issues with how the cache was labelled. This has led to
some confusion about where exactly the unpublished pieces were gathered, beyond
them belonging to the Stein Collection. Most evidence suggests that were found
during the second expedition at site T.6.b. See the Yingguo volume, p.2, as well as:
Zhang Defang
and Hao Shusheng
, “Sitanyin dierci Zhongya tanxian
suohuo Dunhuang Han jian weikan bufen ji qi xiangguan wenti
,” in the Yingguo volume, pp.76-80; Aurel Stein,
Serindia, vol.2, p.646; and sec.4.2.
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159

Abbreviated to Yingguo or YT (in labels) throughout my study.

Wang Tao, et al., “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo weikan Han
wen jiandu buyi shiwen.” See also Hu’s discussion in: “Du Cang zhaji er ヤ
,”
nd
Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, December 22 , 2015,
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2692), accessed August 21st, 2017).
160

Zhang publicly announced his findings, and discussed implications the missing
shavings had for the study of the Cang Jie pian in particular, in a conference paper:
“Cang Jie pian yanjiu de xin jinzhan
” (paper presented at the
“Qin jiandu yanjiu guoji xueshu yantaohui,” Changsha, Hunan, December 5-7, 2014).
The article as since been published: Zhang Cunliang
and Ju Hong
, “Cang
Jie pian yanjiu de xin jinzhan
,” Chutu wenxian yanjiu
14 (2015): 232-58, see esp. pp.233 and 235. The address for the International
Dunhuang Project database again is: (http://idp.bl.uk/)
161

Zhang Cunliang
and Ju Hong
, “Yinguo guojia tushuguan cang
Sitanyin suohuo Han wen jiandu weikan bufen
,” Wenwu 6 (2016): 75-9.
162

Hu Pingsheng lists 122 labels, though he mistakenly includes YT 1808, which was
already published in the Yingguo volume. Zhang Cunliang on the other hand gives
119 transcriptions. He leaves out YT 1811 sides C and D, most likely because YT
1811 side A was already published in the Yingguo volume. Zhang also does not
include YT 1867.
163

Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo jiandu zhong de
Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu
,” in the Yingguo volume, pp.62-75.
164
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Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo jiandu zhong de
Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu,” pp.63-5.
165

166

See sec.2.2.5 and the end of sec.2.2.6.

Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo jiandu zhong de
Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu,” pp.67-8. Hu points out that the sixty characters in the
ganzhi chart match with the format of the village teachers’ edition to the Cang Jie
pian, and suspects it might be the reason they decided to make a chapter sixty
characters long to begin with. I have not however included ganzhi tables or scraps of
strips with ganzhi dates on them in my compilation of Cang Jie pian material, for
reasons of practicality. The Cang Jie pian very well may have had such a table, but at
the moment it would be impossible to untangle whether ganzhi on a given
manuscript fragment were from a character book, a reference table for a calendar,
dates found on other documents, and so forth. See also the discussion in sec.4.3.3 for
Xing Yitian’s の suspicion that the ganzhi were not in the Cang Jie pian,
primarily because they did not rhyme. Xing believes such charts may have formed a
different character book.
167

Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo jiandu zhong de
Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu,”p.69.
168

Hu lists: YT 2907+2908; 2469; 2876; 2882; 2983; 2985; 3022; 3067; 3171;
2475; 2916; 3063; 3422; 2505; 3628; 3428; 3441; 3430; 3572; 3480 (similar to
3572 and 3480); 3087; and 2855.
169

170

Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.19-27.

I have only added in the strips he identifies where the content matches or links to
materials others have explicitly discussed as potentially belonging to the Cang Jie
pian. See: Bai Junpeng
, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo
weikan Han wen jiandu de chubu zhengli yu yanjiu
,” Zhongguo wenzi
, new series 39 (2013):
187-216.
171

I have also added in four additional pieces discussed by Zhou Fei (“Chutu Cang Jie
pian banben tantao,” p.198): YT 2263; 2472; 2925; and 3517; and nineteen from
Zhang Cunliang (“Cang Jie pian yanjiu de xin jinzhan,” pp.234-7): YT 1791; 1820;
1880; 2048; 2135; 2182; 2195; 2347; 2626; 2683; 2938; 2972; 3039; 3070; 3228;
3244; 3271; 3416; 3501.
172

Note that Hu Pingsheng and Zhang Cunliang often disagree in their transcription
of the newest British Library shavings. Hu is much more conservative, while Zhang
adopts a liberal approach. Even if I may disagree at times with the transcription
given by either scholar, should they record material that overlaps with other text
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identified as potentially from the Cang Jie pian, I incorporate it in my list regardless.
Similarly, Zhou Fei, Bai Junpeng and others will discuss shavings with only one
legible character, which I include in my table as well, though it is impossible to
confirm that they are in fact from the Cang Jie pian (and not some other text). I want
to stress that we can not work off of these transcriptions alone, and in many cases
the photographs (despite their high quality) still do not provide us with enough
clarity to discern the writing.
An early brief on the Shuiquanzi excavation may be found in: Wu Hong
, Wei
Meili
, and Zhang Cunliang
, “Gansu Yongchang Shuiquanzi Han
muqun
,” Zhongguo wenwu bao
, April 24th, 2009,
p.4. See also Wu Hong’s article, “Gansu Yongchang Shuiquanzi Han mu
,” in Zhongguo zhongyao kaogu faxian
, edited by Guojia
wenwuju
[National Cultural Relics Bureau] (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe,
2009), pp.121-4. For the preliminary report see: Gansusheng Wenwu Kaogu
Yanjiusuo
[Gansu Provincial Institute of Archaeology],
“Gansu Yongchang Shuiquanzi Han mu fajue jianbao
,” Wenwu
10 (2009): 52-61. The specific construction project is identified as
the “Transporting East Western Natural Gas
” initiative in Zhang Cunliang
and Wu Hong
, “Shuiquanzi Han jian chushi
,” Wenwu
10 (2009): 88.
174

According to the initial report, M5 was a vertical shaft tomb with wooden coffin,
typical for late-Western Han to mid-Eastern Han burials in this area. In the daybook
material from the same tomb as the Cang Jie pian, one of the strips also bears the
date “the second year of the Benshi reign era
,” which is 72 BCE.
Gansusheng Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiusuo, “Gansu Yongchang Shuiquanzi Han mu fajue
jianbao,” p.61. As I will mention shortly, the Cang Jie pian manuscript bears the
name Wandan Jun
, meaning it could not have been composed before the
mid-Western Han. Taking this all into account, it appears that M5 and its
manuscripts are of a late-Western Han date. Note however that Zhang Cunliang and
Wu Hong caution that the daybook date may not be a contemporaneous record,
undermining its use in dating the manuscript. Zhang Cunliang and Wu Hong,
“Shuiquanzi Han jian chushi,” p.91. If this is the case, then it is possible the
Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian dates into the Eastern Han. We must await further data to
decide on this.
175

The latest count given by Zhang Cunliang is 137 pieces, with 970 characters. See
Zhang Cunliang et al., “Cang Jie pian yanjiu de xin jinzhan,” p.241.
176

They also offer a transcription of what the opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian
looks like according to this edition’s new seven-character sentence format, though it
is hard to tell where to place divisions for individual strips. Photographs from the
Shuiquanzi preliminary report are labeled in my study as SQZ1_P:#. The # following
177
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‘P’ is for the first or second plate, with ‘.’ next, then the tag ID given on the plate.
Thus SQZ1_P:1.7 is the strip labeled #7 on the first plate. The transcriptions in the
article are labeled SQZ1_T:#, with the # being the order by which they appear over
the course of the article. See: Zhang Cunliang and Wu Hong, “Shuiquanzi Han jian
chushi,” pp.88-91, with photographs on the inside front cover. One strip is
transcribed and published (though not identified as Cang Jie pian) in the earlier
brief: Wu Hong et al., “Gansu Yongchang Shuiquanzi Han muqun,” p.4; a Cang Jie
pian strip is also included in the six photographs given in: Wu Hong, “Gansu
Yongchang Shuiquanzi Han mu,” p.124. These photographs are also found in Zhang’s
later publication, which is why I have not highlighted them in the main text.
, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce
,” Chutu wenxian yanjiu
9 (2010): plates 8-11.
In this study, these photographs will go by the label SQZ2_P:#, with the # following
the temporary tag given in this article. Although Zhang provides forty-five
photographs (with different labels) in this journal, note that he skips a label (what
would be SQZ2_P:26), and moreover confounds SQZ2_P:31 and 40, which are two
pictures of the same strip, seemingly taken at slightly different angles.
178

Zhang Cunliang

Zhang Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,” pp.60-75. I
will refer to these transcriptions as SQZ2_T:#, with the # being the order in which
they appear in the article. Note that this may entail some repetition of transcriptions
that are found under multiple examples (for instance, SQZ2_T:1 is presumably the
same as SQZ2_T:51). Zhang also offers one additional transcription not found in
these other articles in “Cang Jie pian yanjiu de xin jinzhan,” p.243. The line is ‘
’, which he labels as C015. If necessary, in this dissertation it will be rendered as
SQZ3_T:1.
179

Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin dushuhui
ヤ
[Fudan University Center for Research on Chinese
Excavated Classics and Paleography Reading Group], “Du Shuiquanzi jian Cang Jie
pian zhaji ヤ
,” Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu
th
zhongxin, November 11 , 2009 (http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/973),
accessed August 21st, 2017; Hu Pingsheng
, “Du Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben
Cang Jie pian ヤ
,” Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi
yanjiu zhongxin, January 21st, 2010
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/1064), accessed August 21st, 2017.
180

Zhang Cunliang writes how they could not guarantee the proper preservation of
these artifacts under their current working conditions (“
…”). Therefore instead of rushing to finish arranging the strips, they
instead placed them into sealed bags, to let other specialists later carry out the
necessary treatment. Zhang Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian
li’ce,” p.61. During my visit to the Museum of Strips and Tablets
at the
181
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Gansu Provincial Institute of Archaeology
in May 2015, I
was given an opportunity to look at the Shuiquanzi strips, which remain in these
bags. They have darkened and in most cases are largely illegible at this point.
Zheng Xuan
(Han commentator), Jia Gongyan
(Tang commentator),
Peng Lin
and Wang Wenjin
, eds., Yili zhushu
, in Shisanjing
zhushu
(
), ed. Li Xueqin
(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe,
1999), vol.5, pt.1, ch.24 (“
”), sec. “
,” p.450
182

Zhang Cunliang and Wu Hong, “Shuiquanzi Han jian chushi,” p.88. This point is
again brought up by Zhang in “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,”
p.61. In regard to the Yiwenzhi, the association must be that “primary education” is
placed immediately following the Lunyu and then Xiaojing catalogs.
183
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Zhang Cunliang and Wu Hong, “Shuiquanzi Han jian chushi,” p.88-9.

Zhang Cunliang and Wu Hong, “Shuiquanzi Han jian chushi,” p.89; Zhang
Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,” pp.63-71.
185

Sima Qian
(Han author), Sima Zhen
(Tang commentator), Zhang
Shoujie
(Tang commentator), Pei Yin
(Song commentator), Shiji
, in
Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975
[1959]), vol.5, ch.113 (“
”), p.2764
186

187

Zhang Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,” p.70.

Remember the Yiwenzhi states that only the content of the Fanjiang reached
beyond what was found in the Cang Jie pian.
188

This move also helps Zhang explain away why the quotes from Yang or Du’s
exegesis found by the Qing scholars recompiling the text do not match the sevencharacter “extension of meaning” format. Zhang Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian
qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,” pp.72-3. Hu Pingsheng however does not give credence
to this, as we will see shortly.
189

190

Hu Pingsheng, “Du Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian.”

He points out that DHHJ 845 and 2007, which we have already run into, are also
character books in a seven-character line format, but their relationship with the
Cang Jie pian is uncertain.
191

Though Hu does not address how there are two listings for a Xunzuan by Yang
Xiong, which allows for the possibility that his other text was of a different nature.
192

161

Fukuda Tetsuyuki
, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian kao –
zai Shuowen jiezi yiqian xiaoxue shu zhong de weizhi
-,” Jianbo Wang
, Wuhan Daxue Jianbo Yanjiu
Zhongxin, November 26th, 2010
(http://www.bsm.org.cn/show_article.php?id=1339), accessed August 21st, 2017.
193

194

See sec.1.2 above.

On this latter point, Fukuda notices that each three-character commentary
focuses only on the sentence immediately preceding it, and often is clumsy or
clashes with the text following it. Where Fukuda disagrees with Hu however is the
dating of the Shuiquanzi text, as he allows that it might have been composed earlier
in the mid-Western Han. He again relies on his understanding of how character
books evolved throughout the Han to better appreciate where this type of sevencharacter version of the Cang Jie pian would fit into the larger system. He believes
that it is more likely to have been composed while the Cang Jie pian was still at the
peak of its popularity, which is during the mid-Western Han.
195

Remember also my very tentative suggestion that the Cang Jie zhuan was by the
hand of Zhang Chang
. Hu and Fukuda’s argument about the introductory
nature of the commentary not fitting the expertise of the author may perhaps also
be raised against this association.
196

A preliminary report on the strips may be found in: Beijing daxue chutu wenxian
yanjiusuo
[Peking University Excavated Manuscript
Research Center], “Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu gaishuo
,” Wenwu
6 (2011): 49-56. More details about the Peking University
purchase may be found in sec.3.3. As these manuscripts were looted and bought off
the antiquities market, they lack an archaeological context, and thus are difficult to
date. The editors mostly rely on a comparison of the calligraphy against other
caches of excavated Han strips to get a general sense of their relative dating. The
calendar employed on some manuscripts follows changes made after the calendar
reform in 104 BCE. The only full date present in the cache is to the “first year of
[Emperor] Xiao Jing
.” Thus the editors place the collection as a whole in
the mid-Western Han, probably towards the end of Emperor Wu’s reign, but no later
than that of Emperor Xuan
. Taboo avoidances are also considered. See: Beijing
daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu gaishuo,” p.53,
55 n.4 and n.5. For the Cang Jie pian manuscript, it is more difficult to rely on
calligraphic style alone, as this genre of text may purposefully archaized its writing.
Zhu Fenghan however notes similarities between the Peking University Cang Jie
pian and the early Fuyang witness, and gives other temporal markers. See my
conversation below. Most of the temporal markers pertain to edition, not to the
manuscript itself, but perhaps the title convention might speak to an early
composition date for the Peking University manuscript.
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162

Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo
[Peking
University Excavated Manuscript Research Center], ed., Beijing daxue cang Xi Han
zhushu [yi]
[ ], (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2015).
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Three fragmentary pieces are included under a single label (PKU 1), which leads
to seventy-nine unique labels for the photographs and transcriptions. I will include
this as the count for Appendix 1.
199

Zhu Fenghan
, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian gaishu
.”
Wenwu
6 (2011): 57-63. Zhu updates this report in the final appendix of the
Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [yi] volume: “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de
xin qishi,” pp.170-80.
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201

Zhu Fenghan, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian gaishu,” p.57.

202

For more on this, see sec.3.4.

Zhu Fenghan, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian gaishu,” pp.57-8; “Beida cang Han jian
Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” pp.175-7.
203

Zhu also suggests that, like the Fuyang edition, the Peking University Cang Jie
pian already combines the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue. He does not give an explicit
argument for why he believes the Yuanli and Boxue are included within the Peking
University manuscript however. It does not bear the opening line of the Yuanli, as
found for instance on FY C010 or SQZ2_P:30.
204

Comparison to other materials, such as the organization of JY 9.1, or the shavings
YT 3248 and 3675 which carry punctuation, suggests chapter breaks at different
points in the text as well. See n.103 above. Zhou Fei believes that the Peking
University manuscript was copied directly from a Qin edition based on the texts by
Li Si, Zhao Gao, Huwu Jing. One of his arguments for this concerns the character
counts. If we assume that the “Qin” edition had around 3300 characters as well, but
was divided into twenty chapters (the Hanshu Yinwezhi states the Cang Jie was in
seven chapters, the Yuanli in six, and the Boxue in seven), then each chapter should
have around 165 characters. Zhou believes that the Peking University Cang Jie pian
chapter character counts are not too far off this. Zhou Fei, “Chutu Cang Jie pian
banben tantao,” pp.192-3. Yet we should not anachronistically project the 3300
character count backwards to earlier editions of the Cang Jie pian. See ch.1, n.23. The
average chapter character count for the Peking University edition is 131 characters
(104, 112, 128, 128, 128, 136, 140, 152, 152), and none of the listed totals are larger
than 152, making 165 characters somewhat unrealistic. Should we project the 131
average over twenty chapters, as Zhou Fei suggests, then the total text length would
be around 2620 characters instead.
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Zhu Fenghan, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” pp.173, 175-7. For
the title convention, Zhu cites the Shuihudi
Rishu
daybook (I) , where
the title ‘
’ is written on the verso of strips #129 and 130. See: Shuihudi Qin mu
zhujian zhengli xiaozu
[Shuihudi Qin Strips Editing
Group]. Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian
. Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1990,
photographs p.113. On PKU 8 and 9, following ‘
’, the Peking University has
text not found in the Fuyang edition (but seen on JY 9.1 and SQZ2_P:15), that reads:
“None of the Hu barbarians were left alive, they were minced up and scattered
abroad. The Rong and Di savages now provide levies of cong textiles.
.” Liang Jing argues that this may be a later reference to
Emperor Wu’s campaigns in the Han, which Zhu acknowledges (but pushes back
against, p.176, n.1). See: Liang Jing
, “You Beida Han jian chakao Cang Jie pian
liuchuanzhong de yichu yiwen
,” Jianbo
th
Wang
, Wuhan Daxue Jianbo Yanjiu Zhongxin, July 19 , 2011
(http://www.bsm.org.cn/show_article.php?id=1513), accessed August 21st, 2017.
For specific examples of where the Beida characters reflect Qin orthography, see:
Zhou Fei, “Chutu Cang Jie pian banben tantao,” p.193.
206

Zhu Fenghan, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian gaishu,” pp.58-9; “Beida cang Han jian
Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” pp.172-5.
207

See sec.2.2.4, though Hu did later reject this proposal (n.87 above). See also Zhu
Fenghan, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” p.177, n.2. It is still
possible that each of these volumes featured different rhyme groups, but they must
have included a broader variety of rhymes.
208

Zhu also suggests that the use of a zhi / zhi cross rhyme may reflect Qin or
early Han practices, and thus serve as a temporal marker as well. See his “Beida cang
Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” p.172.
209

See for instance how the “
are built off of the zhi / zhi
order as well.
210

” chapter connects with the “
” chapter. Both
cross rhyme. The verso marks confirm the strip

Earlier finds did hint at this phenomenon as well, such as with the “black” words
listed on DHHJ 1836.
211

Zhu Fenghan, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” pp.174-5. See PKU
24 (yu rhymes) and PKU 63-4 (yang rhymes) are examples Zhu raises of
longer lists of plant terms. I cannot help but wonder at how this may relate to Hu
and Han’s earlier theory about the composition of the Yuanli and Boxue centering
around these two rhyme groups, even if the Peking University Cang Jie pian rhyme
schemes complicate this hypothesis.
212
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Zhu suspects that this was also the consequence of three separate texts being
compiled together, see: “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” pp.177-8,
esp.177, n.3. Interestingly, most of the examples he raises in n.3 are clustered
around the “Han united all under heaven
” lines, which suggests to me that
this could have been a later edition to the text, one that did not heed whether or not
it was repeating content already found elsewhere.
213

The presence of loan words was noticed by scholars previously, particularly with
the Fuyang manuscript, though it was really with the Peking University manuscript
that we may confirm the extent of this phenomenon. See: Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian
yanjiu,” p.67; Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian chubu yanjiu,” p.39; Zhu
Fenghan, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” p.178; Hu Pingsheng
, “Du Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian zhaji ヤ
,” Chutu wenixan
yanjiu
15 (2016): 280-1. Note that some scholars have challenged this
interpretation for ‘lu ’, and do not take it as a loan, but rather read it as “to record.”
See ch.5, n.41.
214

Sun Fuxi
, ed., Xi’an wenwu jinghua tongjing
(Xi’an:
Shijie tushu chuban Xi’an gongsi, 2007), pp.70-1; Qinghua daxue Han jing wenhua
yanjiu ketizu
[Tsinghua University Han Mirror
Culture Research Group], ed., Han jing wenhua yanjiu
(Beijing: Beijing
daxue chubanshe, 2014), vol.1, pp.430-3; vol.2, pp.412-3. See also: Peng Yu
,
“‘Cang Jie zuo shu’ ming sanduanshi tongjing jianshi ‘
’
,”
Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, August 26th, 2016,
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2351), accessed August 21st, 2017.
215

Hui Yuan
(Tang author), Xinyi Dafangguang Fo Huayanjing yinyi
の in Yueyatang congshu
(Taibei: Hualian chubanshe, 1965),
vol. 12, ch.2 (“
の
”), sec. “
,
,” p.5560.
216

It is also quoted in other works, though the affiliation switches to the San Cang from
the Cang Jie, see: Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.1, p.406.
Wang, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.1, pp.335-496. The entire first part of his
recompilation (
) consists of mainly the Jijiu pian vocabulary.
217

218

Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, p.290.

219

Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.34.

220

Jijiu pian, ch.2 (“

221

Wang Yue, “Lueshuo Niya faxian de Cang Jie pian p.55.

”), p.587.
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222

Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.32.

Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo jiandu zhong de
Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu,” p.69.
223

224

Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu, “Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian,” pp.27.

225

Wang et. al, eds., Yingguo, p.43.

226

Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu, “Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian,” p.30, n.39.

Zhang Cunliang
, “Cang Jie pian yandu xianqin (yi) – Beida jian Shanglu
zhang zhuibu
ヤ
( ) ————
,” Jianbo Wang
th
, Wuhan Daxue Jianbo Yanjiu Zhongxin, November 24 , 2015
(http://www.bsm.org.cn/show_article.php?id=2371), accessed August 21st, 2017.
227

Furthermore, the limitations of our data must also be factored into decisions
about the quality of the link. The poor clarity of the Fuyang photographs, or the
absence of photographs for many of the Shuiquanzi strips, render these caches less
trustworthy for this methodology. More of this below.
228

Sun Xingyan
, Cang Jie pian
, in Xuxiu Siku quanshu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995-1999), vol.243, ch.1 (“
Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.1, p.334.
229

”), p.588;

For the latest on the reconstruction of the opening chapter, see: Liang Jing, Chutu
Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.83-7; published as a separate article in “Cang Jie pian
shouzhang de faxian yu yanjiu
,” Jianbo yanjiu
(2013): 201-6.
230

Juyan xin jian: Jiaqu Houguan, vol.1, p.135. The strip is broken after ‘ ’, but there
is little reason to doubt that these two pieces are not connected. How the pieces fit
together, the hand responsible for the writing, the fading for the ink, and so forth, all
secure this re-piecing.
231

Wang Tao, et al., “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo weikan Han
wen jiandu buyi shiwen,” p.325.
232

Zhang Cunliang, et al., “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo Han wen
jiandu weikan bufen,” p.77.
233

Wang Tao, et al., “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo weikan Han
wen jiandu buyi shiwen,” p.325.
234

Note also how the ‘ ’ seems to have been inserted later after ‘ ’, leaving little
space between it and either ‘ ’ or ‘ ’, as if a correction to the text.
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236

See n.68 above.

237

Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.346.

238

Zhang Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,” pp.70-3.

239

Luo and Wang, Liusha Zhuijian, p.77.

Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqian, “Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu,” pp.38-9. Fukuda
Tetsuyuki and Zhu Fenghan have since added nuance to this general division, as
noted in the conversation above.
240

241

Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.348.

242

Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhuijian, pp.77-8.

Lao Gan, “Cang Jie pian yu Jijiu pian wen,” in Juyan Han jian (1960), vol.4, ch.
Kaozheng
, p.76.
243

244

Lin Suqing, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” pp.63-4.

245

Zhang Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,” pp.63-5, 71.

Zhu Fenghan, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian gaishuo,” p.58; “Beida cang Han jian
Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” pp.173-4.
246

Luo Zhenyu and Wang Guowei, Liusha zhuijian, p.77; Wang Guowei, “Chongji
Cang Jie pian,” introduction, p.332.
247

248

Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu,” pp.37-8.

249

Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.343-5.

250

Zhang Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce,” pp.65-70.

251

Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu,” p.37.

Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, “Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu,” p.38; Hu
Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo jiandu zhong de Cang
Jie pian canpian yanjiu,” pp.68-9.
252

Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu (yi), pp.67-8; Zhu Fenghan, “Beida cang Han
jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” p.173.
253

Sun Xingyan, Cang Jie pian, ch.1 (“
pian,” ch.1, p.334.
254

”), p.588; Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie
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Zhu Fenghan, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” pp.173 and 176;
Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian, photographs p.113.
255

Note however that Hu interprets the DHHJ 562 numeral ‘ ’ as not referring to a
chapter title, but rather numbering the strip within the manuscript. Chen Banghuai
also believes that JY 260.9 is titled the “third chapter
” in “Juyan Han jian outan,”
p.566.
256

257

For an elaboration on this point, please refer to sec.4.2.

258

This is outlined in more detail in sec.1.2.

Lao Gan, “Cang Jie pian yu Jijiu pian wen,” in Juyan Han jian (1960), vol.4, ch.
Kaozheng
, p.76.
259

Zhang Huaiguan
(Tang author), Shuduan
, in Yingyin Wenyuange Siku
quanshu, vol.812, ch.1 (“
”, under “
”), p.43. This is later than our current
manuscript evidence however, but should be noted regardless.
260

261

Wang Guowei, “Cang Jie pian canjian ba,” p.20.

I find it coincidental as well that “declarative” type sentences such as this tend to
be found in the beginning of chapters, where editorial changes may have been
easier. Zhang Cunliang notices how similar the Cang Jie pian opening is to the Jijiu
pian, and he treats it as a preface of sorts up until the character ‘ ’, where the Jijiu
pian likewise ends (on ‘ ’), even though this does not amount to a full chapter
according to the ideal village teachers’ format. See: Zhang Cunliang, et al., “Cang Jie
pian yanjiu de xin jinzhan,” pp.246-7. One consequence of this understanding is that
if the title, Cang Jie, did derive from this opening line, then this was only a later
convention adopted well into the Han. Although the Hanshu and Shuowen speak of a
Cang Jie in the Qin, these are both Eastern Han sources. This is not to deny the
possibility of an early edition of the Cang Jie pian, perhaps one that even dates back
to the Qin, but if so it may be that this text was not known specifically as the Cang Jie
pian at that time. In sec.4.2 I speculate further about the relationship of the Shi Zhou
pian and Cang Jie pian to scribal training, and offer the possibility that they derive
from the same corpus of material.
262

Progress has been made differentiating between the village teachers’ edition, and
“other” editions, but we have not been able to move much further past this divide.
For the latest on this work, see: Zhou Fei, “Chutu Cang Jie pian banben tantao,”
pp.190-200. His forthcoming dissertation should also grapple with this issue.
263

Hu Pingsheng implies a similar approach when he talks about fitting uncertain
strips into the “larger Cang Jie pian system
” (in “Xin ziliao,” p.346).
Lin Suqing likewise refers to these texts as “one continuous tradition
,”
264
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which is also appropriate (“Cang Jie pian yanjiu,” p.54). Christopher Connery has
used the notion of a “text-system” before as well, see his: The Empire of the Text:
Writing and Authority in Early Imperial China (London: Rowman and Littlefield,
1998), p.46. He includes the text and its exegesis, therefore allowing for a broader
range of content as I wish to do with the Cang Jie pian, but also extends this concept
to the text’s materiality, transmission, teachers, and students, which is perhaps
beyond the scope of my usage.
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CHAPTER THREE: On the Authenticity of the Peking University Cang Jie pian*

3.1 The Problem of Purchased Manuscripts
In January 2009, Peking University acquired a large cache of bamboo-strip
manuscripts dated to the Western Han, whose contents promise to significantly
advance our understanding of early China.1 The collection contains over 3300 pieces
of bamboo in total, of which 1600 strips are still intact.2 These strips are generally
well-preserved, and the writing on them is clear, making the Peking University Han
manuscripts extremely convenient sources to study. Highlights from this cache
include one of the most complete early editions of the Laozi
the lost Daoist work Zhou xun
Yiwen zhi

– listed as Zhou xun

in the Han shu

; an historical treatise on the passing of the First Emperor of Qin

and its immediate aftermath titled Zhao Zheng shu
Fan yin

discovered to date;

that echoes the received Qi fa

rhapsody (or su fu

; a fu

rhapsody called

; and an amusing vernacular

) on the domestic strife between a scorned wife and lovely

concubine, titled Wang Ji

と; in addition to medical recipes, divination materials,

and fragments of masters’ works.3 Of course, within this collection is also an

The following chapter is adapted from: Christopher J. Foster, “Introduction to the
Peking University Han Bamboo Strips: On the Authentication and Study of
Purchased Manuscripts,” Early China 40 (2017): 1-73, published online April 12th,
2017. © Cambirdge University Press, reprinted with permission. Because the focus
of this study is on the Cang Jie pian, my full response to Xing Wen’s
critique of
the Peking University Laozi’s authenticity has been excised here, please refer the
Early China article for more details. Minor corrections and updates have made to the
discussion on the Cang Jie pian material in this chapter, superseding what was
published earlier in the Early China article.
*
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extremely important edition of the Cang Jie pian

, which I have already

introduced before (sec.2.2.13).4
Despite the immense importance of these new manuscripts, research on the
Peking University Han bamboo strips is hampered by the fact that the collection was
not archaeologically unearthed, but rather purchased from an antiquities dealer.5
While the last century has witnessed the discovery of unprecedented numbers of
early Chinese manuscripts written on wood, bamboo, and silk, unfortunately not all
of these artifacts were collected through controlled scientific excavation. The Peking
University strips are the latest example of a recent trend in which major academic
institutions within China have acquired caches of manuscripts from the antiquities
market.6 In lacking any detailed provenance or scientifically documented
archaeological context, the Peking University manuscripts are robbed of crucial data
that could have significantly furthered scholarship.7 The uncertainty of their origins
moreover opens the door to speculation that these texts are in fact only modern
forgeries, and thus of little academic value.8 There are also scholars who oppose the
study of artifacts purchased on the antiquities market – authentic or otherwise – on
the grounds that this is academically irresponsible (by knowingly “validating”
dubious materials), and moreover fosters a trade for pilfered artifacts, thereby
indirectly supporting the destruction of archaeological remains.
It is therefore necessary to establish the authenticity of the Peking University
Han strips, and for our purposes here the Cang Jie pian manuscript in specific, while
also addressing concerns over the impact scholarship on purchased caches of
bamboo strips may have on preserving China’s cultural heritage. In this chapter, I
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will offer an argument both for why I am convinced that the Peking University Cang
Jie pian is genuine, and why we should not feel constrained in researching the
Peking University corpus. After a review of current debates over the authentication
of purchased collections of bamboo strips, I discuss the methods employed to
authenticate the Peking University Han manuscripts in particular. Next I will
present a method for positively authenticating purchased manuscripts of unknown
provenance, focusing on the Cang Jie pian and demonstrating its antiquity. I
conclude by addressing the professional ethics of working with these collections,
responding to concerns most publicly raised by Paul Goldin and giving voice to the
“rescue archaeology” orientation largely adopted in Chinese scholarship.9

3.2 Recent Debates on the Authenticity of Purchased Collections of Bamboo Strips
Purchased collections of bamboo-strip manuscripts offer exciting new
evidence for the study of early China. They also however present a great risk to our
field, as we begin to develop new narratives informed by these texts which may
ultimately be misguided if the manuscripts are proven to be forgeries. It is thus
surprising – and unfortunate – that currently there is no transparent process by
which we may authenticate purchased collections of bamboo strips. A handful of
experts are often called upon to render initial judgment behind closed doors,
following which other researchers are usually left to rely on their connoisseurship.
Scientific methods of authentication, such as radiocarbon dating, are at times
employed, but without any regularity.10 Indeed, the question of forgery has been a
topic conspicuously avoided in formal Chinese publications dedicated to these
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paleographic sources, perhaps to escape criticism of respected peers who would
then be held responsible for potentially very costly mistakes in judgment.11 Silence
is therefore the loudest condemnation in China at the moment, as an absence of
research on such collections most strongly signals scholarly unease on their
authenticity.12
One of the few Chinese scholars to broach the topic of authenticating these
newly purchased bamboo-strip manuscript collections early on is Hu Pingsheng
, who has currently authored three articles on this subject.13 Hu warns that
forged strips have already flooded the antiquities market, not only in Hong Kong but
also in other regions of China as well. While no systematic survey exists to aid
scholars in tracking when and where potential forgeries came on the market, or who
might have bought them, Hu does list a number of instances that he can recall or
with which he was personally involved (having been asked to provide
authentication).14 For example, in 1995 a large cache of strips was sold in Japan,
which radiocarbon dating later proved to be made of wood from the 1970s. The
same year fake strips were also offered to the National Palace Museum
and Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica
in Taiwan. A university in Hong Kong at that time did buy some strips, in which
a few genuine specimens were mixed within many fake ones, revealing just how
complicated authenticating an entire cache may be.15 Hu also reminds us of the Sun
Wu bingfa

manuscript discovered in Xi’an in 1996, a forgery that at first

received much media attention. More recently, Hu discusses multiple occasions
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when individual collectors had either contacted him directly, or posted in online
forums, to evaluate their private holdings, which inevitably turned out to be fakes. A
silk manuscript was even purchased from Beijing’s “Ghost Market” – Panjiayuan
– in 2007, as forgers continue to diversify their media.16 These are just a few of
the examples raised by Hu that speak to the immense problem at hand.
Of course, the forgery of bamboo-strip manuscripts is not purely a modern
phenomenon. In the Han shu chapter Rulin zhuan
102 chapter edition of the Shangshu

, Ban Gu

recalls how a

was dismissed as counterfeit, its content

deemed too unsophisticated to be the actual classic.17 It is instructive that this
alleged imitation was presented to the throne during Emperor Cheng’s reign (32-7
BCE), in response to a call by the court for ancient-script manuscripts to be brought
in from among the masses. This was a time marked by classical polemics, when the
words of the ancient sages were both sacred and contested. In this intellectual
climate, forging a work like the Shangshu was one means of garnering political
influence. Indeed, as Yoav Ariel shows in his study of the Kong congzi

, the

authenticity of the classics was a topic of great concern by the end of the Han. For
the compilers of the Kong congzi however, the criteria for “authenticity” vis-à-vis
textual identity were more liberally defined.18 Thus, in an anecdote from the chapter
Zhijie

of this work, when the Warring States figure Yu Qing

authoring a text with the title of Chun qiu

is censured for

, borrowing Confucius’ name for his

classic, Yu retorts: “A classic draws from the constancy of affairs. If a work speaks to
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these constant principles, then it is a classic. If it is not by Confucius, does this then
mean it is not a classic?

□

.”19

Today textual forgery has once again become a topic of great concern. More
than a century ago, Aurel Stein had already uncovered a rather sophisticated forgery
racket headed by Islam Akhun, which had previously deceived the eminent scholar
A. F. Rudolf Hoernle and other Western explorers.20 In the case of bamboo-strip
manuscript forgeries however, it appears that the industry was spurred on by the
remarkable finds of the 1970s, such as those from Yinqueshan －
, Shuihudi

, and the latest Juyan

, Mawangdui

cache. As Hu argues, most of the

fake manuscripts he has inspected are modeled after discoveries from the 1970s
onward.21 He writes that “starting from the beginning of the last century, but
especially since the 1970s, the excavation of wood and bamboo-strip manuscripts
and silk documents has been a bright spot for the field of [Chinese] archaeology,
while the forgery of these manuscripts has also gradually increased, and thus
naturally the authentication of bamboo and silk manuscripts has become a new field
of research [in its own right].”22
When he penned “Gudai jiandu de zuowei yu shibie” in 1999, Hu seemed
confident that the forgeries currently on the market were of low enough quality that
they may be easily detected by experts in the field. Hu recalls for instance how,
during a visit to the Gansu Provincial Institute of Archaeology in 1996, he first saw a
news report claiming that a Sun Wu bingfa bamboo-strip manuscript was discovered
in Xi’an. Hu and his colleagues, “long-time experts in wooden and bamboo-strip
manuscripts, all exclaimed that the strips must be fakes as soon as they saw the
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report.”23 In this instance, the bizarre binding method and use of black paint for
writing immediately signaled problems regarding the authenticity of this
manuscript to the eyes of scholars like Hu who have personally handled numerous
collections of genuine strips.24 Considering the complexity of such texts, Hu argues
that only highly skilled paleographers would be able to convincingly forge a
bamboo-strip manuscript, and any dedicated scholar with this skill set would have
no motivation to do so.25
With his updated article in 2010, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu
qiangjiu,” Hu still firmly holds that fakes today have yet to reach a level of
sophistication where they could confuse a connoisseur.26 He does admit however
that forgers have grown craftier in their trade and seem to have made
advancements since 2008, both in aging techniques (that is, falsely weathering the
bamboo or wood) and in imitating archaic calligraphic styles and orthography.27
Indeed, Hu writes that he was motivated to expand upon his previous article when,
on being called to authenticate a batch of bamboo strips he quickly deemed fake, he
learnt that, just the previous day, another expert had issued a report rendering the
same collection authentic. It seems that confusion abounds. As Hu wondered over
how museums today are still purchasing these forgeries – even putting them on
brazen display – he “felt with great sorrow that ‘the authentication of bamboo and
silk manuscripts’ has truly become an issue to which we must pay more and more
urgent attention.”28
Elaborating upon how to detect a fake manuscript, Hu outlines four basic
areas where the forgeries often come up short: textual errors; physical constitution
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of the manuscript; calligraphy; and provenance.29 For example, regarding the
physical constitution of strips, forgers will often utilize wood or bamboo that is too
fresh in appearance, or if they have tried aging the strips, the coloring will be too
even, as genuine pieces will often have varying shades of color, despite coming from
the same location. It is likewise difficult to mimic the precise calligraphy of a given
period, and forgers copying from a model may miswrite graphs, producing forms
that do not exist (this is particularly true with the less familiar Chu script). Content
errors also abound, from misunderstanding dating conventions, to the inclusion of
anachronistic anecdotes, and more nuanced gaps in vocabulary usage. Finally, Hu
cautions that most forged strips are coming from either Hubei or Lanzhou.30 These
are regions where authentic manuscripts have been discovered and are on display
in museums, museums that often also happen to sell facsimile models that a forger
may easily use for copying.31
While initial concerns over the first high-profile purchase of bamboo-strip
manuscripts by the Shanghai Museum in 1994 may have been expressed in private,
criticism was not published in formal scholarly venues. It seems that the concerns of
most scholars were alleviated by the assumption Hu advocates: that these
manuscripts were far too complex for anyone other than an expert paleographer to
counterfeit, and such an expert would have little motivation to do so in the first
place. After the Tsinghua University acquisition in 2008 however, various scholars
have begun to raise doubts more publicly. Jiang Guanghui

for example has

released a series of articles questioning whether the Tsinghua strips are authentic.32
He warns that although it would be difficult to fake manuscripts like these, we
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should remain vigilant: it is always possible that there are technically skilled,
educated, and well-funded forgers out there who have the means to deceive us.33
Jiang calls for a return to more traditional forms of textual criticism to catch subtle
content-based mistakes an otherwise sophisticated forger may still make.34 He thus
attempts to find instances where, for example, vocabulary is misused, the grammar
is incorrect, there are logical inconsistencies in the text, and anachronistic ideas are
advanced or taken from later commentaries. Although I do not find the specific
evidence Jiang raises against the Tsinghua strips to be convincing, his approach is
largely representative of the type of critiques which have begun to gradually appear
in published literature.35
More recently, a very public debate was initiated by Xing Wen

when he

declared the Zhejiang University Zuozhuan manuscript to be fake in a series of
Guangming ribao

articles,36 to which Cao Jinyan

, the main editor of

this collection, likewise published his own refutations.37 Xing Wen’s suspicions are
grouped around three areas, which accord with Hu’s earlier categorization: the
unusual physical constitution of the strips, errors in textual content, and mistakes in
the calligraphy. I will not list all his criticisms here, but allow me to offer one
example.38 Xing notices that the writing on the Zhejiang University edition of the
Zuozhuan

is across a series of broken strips, with the text accommodating the

breaks to run continuously, when we would expect gaps in content instead.39 That is
to say, sections of text will often end coincidently right where the breaks occur, and
even the writing of individual characters or the spacing between them is unaffected
by splits in the bamboo. Xing claims that this curious feature, along with the fact that
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the strips are uneven in length and width, and lack any notches or binding marks,
varies significantly from other excavated examples of bamboo-strip manuscripts.
Cao Jinyan, for his part, appeals to the radiocarbon dating and ink tests which
were conducted on the Zhejiang strips as undeniable proof of their authenticity, and
asserts that there are in fact examples of excavated bamboo strips of uneven
dimensions, and without notches or binding marks.40 However, on this former point,
Xing had already questioned the representativeness of the samples.41 Was a forger
able to trick these scientific tests, perhaps by obtaining blank ancient strips and
writing new text on them? Or are we seeing a different form of manuscript
production here, where an ancient scribe employed already broken strips as a
textual carrier (perhaps as practice writing, which might also explain many of the
calligraphy and content errors Xing Wen also proposes)?
The debate between Xing Wen and Cao Jinyan is instructive, because it aptly
reflects the sorts of anxieties keenly felt in the study of early China today as we
address how best to handle these new sources with unknown provenances. No
longer are scholars satisfied with the excuse that these purchased collections of
manuscripts are too sophisticated to be forgeries. Scientific tests like radiocarbon
dating are increasingly being adopted, but they are not infallible; we must consider,
for instance, the representativeness of the samples, margins of error, and the
possibility of contamination. Connoisseurship then must continue to play a role in
authenticating bamboo-strip manuscripts, yet here too scholars are now demanding
more transparency. Hopefully, inspiration will be drawn from other fields of study
that have faced similar issues with authentication as well.42 For the moment
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however, early China scholars are unfortunately left to their own devices when
attempting to determine the authenticity of bamboo-strip manuscripts.

3.3 Authentication of the Peking University Cang Jie pian
The Cang Jie Pian manuscript featured in this study was included among a
large cache of bamboo strips donated to Peking University early in 2009. The strips
are said to have arrived at the Arthur M. Sackler Museum of Arts and Archaeology at
Peking University on January 11th of that year, though the donation was inevitably
the result of a longer process of investigation and negotiation.43 Few details have
been published about the circumstances surrounding the actual purchase of this
cache. Tsinghua University’s acquisition of a similar collection from the Hong Kong
antiquities market however might provide a comparable scenario, for which we
fortunately have more documentation.44
Tsinghua University formally received their collection of bamboo strips on
campus on July 15th, 2008. Just over a month prior, in June 2008, Tsinghua
University officials had already begun to discuss acquiring the collection. Li Xueqin
and other scholars were likewise asked to ascertain the academic value of
the artifacts beforehand. Moreover, there is reason to believe that the Warring
States manuscripts eventually donated to Tsinghua University were already for sale
as early as the winter of 2006, at least two and half years before their final purchase,
having been seen by Zhang Guangyu

on the market at that time.45

If we may assume that a similar time frame was required for Peking
University to adjudicate the strips and arrange of their procurement, then it is likely
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that there was knowledge of this cache by the end of 2008 at the latest, while the
actual artifacts were unearthed from their original archaeological site and above
ground for an indefinite amount of time beforehand. Hu Pingsheng also offers
indirect confirmation of this timeline. He states that “at the end of 2008, Li Jiahao
and I participated in the authentication of a cache of looted Han strips, led by
Professor Zhu Fenghan

of Peking University’s History Department. After we

confirmed that the strips were genuine, Peking University acquired them for their
preservation.”46
Following the initial cleaning, preservation and photography of the Peking
University bamboo strips, a conference was convened on November 5th, 2009,
where many of the foremost experts on this class of artifact were invited to discuss
the nature of the manuscripts. Minutes from this conference, along with abbreviated
comments by the experts who attended, are available in the second brief issued by
Peking University’s Excavated Manuscripts Research Center, part of the series
reporting on their continuing study of the manuscripts.47 Judging from the
comments provided, the consensus of these experts was that the Peking University
bamboo strips are in fact Han period artifacts.
There were however a few scholars who mention they originally questioned
the authenticity of the Peking University cache. Hu Pingsheng for instance confesses
that he at first doubted the strips were genuine, because when he initially viewed
pictures of them he did not see any traces of binding marks or notches. His concerns
were alleviated however when he was shown clearer photographs, which revealed
the existence of not only binding marks and string remnants, but also how the strips
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were splintering, in a way that is typical for artifacts of this type and commonly
encountered by those who clean and prepare such strips.48 Song Shaohua
also agrees with this point, emphasizing how these particular features cannot be
faked. Although Song first believed the Peking University strips were a forgery, he
was now convinced at the authenticity of the collection.
According to the minutes from the November conference, it appears that the
invited experts were not only provided with photographs of the strips, but they also
had an opportunity to view the artifacts in person.49 Peng Hao

however

requests that the Peking University editors eventually publish a report on the
methods they used to authenticate the strips, reminding them how questions still
linger about the Shanghai Museum collection because they neglected to publish
sufficient data on their AMS radiocarbon testing.50 He goes on to wonder about how
the red pigment coloring the Peking University daybook (Rishu

) was made to

stick to the strips so remarkably well, especially considering the primitive
technology available in those times – perhaps raising a subtle critique at the strips’
authenticity.51 Peng Hao’s request, also echoed by Zhao Guifang

, suggests

that scientific data of this sort was not made available to the experts at the
conference.
Two years later, a report was issued by Peking University’s School of
Archaeology and Museology

offering the results of their

scientific analysis of the Han strips.52 They observed the cellular structure of three
samples of bamboo, and identified them as Phyllostachys or gangzhu
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, which

accords with expectations. Two of the samples however were taken from strips
without writing, with the third cut from the end of an unlabeled suanchou
divining rod, which might lead one to question how representative these pieces
truly are. Fragments of the binding string were also analyzed, and shown to be
structurally consistent with ma

hemp, and the authors offer a preliminary

identification of Boehmeria or zhuma

. This is a form of hemp that again was

available in the Han period. Crusted onto the surface of the hemp were yellow
contaminants, while grains of soil and bacteria were lodged within the fibers. Finally,
the red pigment that Peng Hao wonders over was also subjected to laser induced
Raman spectroscopy, and found to be zhusha

cinnabar.

Notably absent from the scientific analysis conducted by Peking University’s
School of Archaeology and Museology however is any discussion of radiocarbon
dating for these strips. In the fifth brief issued by Peking University’s Excavated
Manuscripts Research Center, announcing the overviews published in Wenwu
2011.6, they call these scientific results “partial

,” perhaps hinting at additional

tests.53 Moreover, in the same brief, an update is given for the Peking University
team’s work on editing the other recently acquired cache of Qin strips, where it is
reported that radiocarbon dating was planned for the Qin strips.54 And indeed, the
following year the results for these tests were given in Wenwu 2012.6.55 Nothing
however has been mentioned in these or later briefs about radiocarbon dating for
the Han strips. The lack of scientific dating for this cache of Han bamboo strips is a
serious concern when evaluating their authenticity.
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In the general overview to the Peking University Han manuscripts in the
same issue of Wenwu, the editors date the majority of manuscripts to the midWestern Han, most likely to the end of Emperor Wu’s
no later than that of Emperor Xuan

reign (140-87 BCE), and

(73-49 BCE).56 This conclusion seems to

have been reached primarily based on a comparison of the manuscripts’ calligraphic
style and character forms against other excavated caches.57 The clerical script of
most Peking University manuscripts is distinctly later than that found on the
Zhangjiashan

, Mawangdui, and Yinqueshan manuscripts, which is close to

Qin clerical or early Han clerical script, while being not quite as mature as the
writing found on the Dingzhou Bajiaolang

strips.

With the Peking University Cang Jie pian however we cannot so easily rely on
an analysis of calligraphic style or orthography to date the text. Zhu Fenghan
describes the calligraphy in the Cang Jie pian as at times closer to Qin clerical script
(as seen with the Shuihudi cache), while many characters even preserve seal script
forms, contrasting sharply with the other strips from this collection.58 Zhu attributes
these features to the close relationship between the Cang Jie pian and the earlier Shi
Zhou pian

, as stated by the Hanshu Yiwenzhi (and corroborated by the

Shuowen jiezi postface). In short, the Cang Jie pian might incorporate deliberately
archaic calligraphic styles and character forms as a result of its function as a
character book. This purposeful archaizing of writing would complicate any attempt
to date the text based on calligraphy alone. Zhu does notice other “temporal
markers” however, as introduced in sec.2.2.13, such as the taboo avoidance of the
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First Emperor’s name, Qin-themed content, comparing this edition to that of the
early Fuyang witness, and title conventions.59 Most of these however pertain to the
composition of the text, and not necessarily the date of the manuscript itself.60
To summarize the conversation above, we are confronted with the following
facts pertinent to authenticating the Peking University manuscripts: (1) There is no
detailed provenance for this cache. Besides the date that the strips were donated to
the university, additional information is not available about its purchase or time on
the market beforehand, though we may surmise that by the end of 2008 certain
scholars were aware of the cache. (2) Although a few scholars were at first
suspicious, the consensus from experts invited to examine the cache is that the
strips are authentic. How the bamboo strips splintered, the remnants of binding, and
similar physical features are mentioned by connoisseurs as telling characteristics
for genuine strips. (3) The type of bamboo used is consistent with other excavated
Han strips, and we know the hemp and cinnabar on the strips was also available in
early China. (4) The calligraphy on the majority of the Peking University
manuscripts is comparable to other Han examples. With the Cang Jie pian however
this type of comparison is perhaps frustrated by its at times purposefully archaic
nature. (5) Results from scientific dating methods, such as radiocarbon dating, are
not available for this collection of strips. Considering these points, it would appear
that we are left to rely mainly on the connoisseurship of the editors and other
experts who have personally handled the Peking University Han manuscripts.
In a series of recent Guangming ribao articles, Xing Wen warns that this
places other scholars in a very precarious position. Xing believes that the Peking
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University Laozi

manuscript is in fact a forgery, and suggests that the editors of

the collection have been intentionally misleading in their presentation of the data,
so as to quiet criticism about the text’s genuineness.61 His critique is based primarily
on observations that the writing seems to accommodate or morph around breaks in
the strips, and that there are irregularities in the manuscript’s verso marks and
material presentation. For instance, he argues that the character ‘□’ on PKU Laozi 2
is written as if to avoid a break in the strip, while the character ‘ ’ straddling the
break on PKU Laozi 52 is misshapen. For the verso marks, Xing notices that the lines
which seemed to be formed do not match up precisely, and that adjusting them for a
better alignment means that the heights of the strips will be uneven in the bound
manuscript. Moreover, PKU Laozi 84 and 187 are missing verso marks, despite
falling in a group of strips where a consistent line is otherwise present, and that half
of the verso mark for PKU Laozi 52 is also not present. These features all suggest to
Xing that the Peking University Laozi is not a genuine Han period artifact.
Even if we agree with Xing’s assessment of the Laozi manuscript, we must
keep in mind that this does not necessarily prove that the entirety of the Peking
University collection – including the Cang Jie pian – is fake. The authenticity of each
discrete manuscript, and indeed every single strip in the collection, ought to be
considered individually, to whatever extent possible. This is particularly true as
there is no guarantee that all the strips in this cache come from the same tomb,
although it does seem likely.
That said, I do not find Xing’s arguments convincing, for a couple of
reasons.62 I was able to inspect the Peking University Laozi manuscript on two
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occasions, and discovered that a number of his critiques were based on unclear or
incomplete data.63 PKU Laozi 52 does in fact have a complete verso mark, and it
helps to realign the two strip pieces, precluding how Xing reconstructs ‘

’ in his

complaint that this character is misshapen. Another verso mark was found on PKU
Laozi 32 as well, helping to clarify that the strip heights were not uneven in the
bound manuscript for that section. Some of the verso lines also appeared more
aligned than how they are depicted in the hand drawings in Beijing daxue cang Xi
Han zhushu (er)

( ); it appears that these hand drawings are

not always precise and have missed certain verso marks by accident. There may also
be damage to the surface of PKU Laozi 2, impacting how the ‘□’ appears, though it is
difficult to tell for certain because of glare on the wet strip.64
Even without personally inspecting the Peking University Laozi manuscript
however, Xing Wen’s arguments are flawed in other respects. Take for instance his
critiques about the verso marks. Whatever procedure Xing imagines a modern-day
forger to have attempted (and failed) in creating proper verso lines (however he
chooses to define “proper” – we still know too little to say for certain what
standards existed), it is equally possible for an ancient scribe to have acted in the
same manner. Xing moreover fails to appreciate the Peking University editors’
theory about how these verso marks were carved onto bamboo culms (in “spiraling
lines”), which also helps explain many of the phenomena troubling him.65 His
methodology lacks an appreciation for the complexities of the material condition of
the Peking University Laozi’s textual carrier. This is demonstrated particularly by
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his refusal to acknowledge that damage around breaks might impact a “technical
calligraphy” analysis to writing on or nearby fissures.

3.4 A Method for Positively Authenticating Purchased Bamboo-strip Manuscripts
Although I disagree with Xing Wen’s assessment of the Peking University
Laozi, I do agree that we require a more robust methodology for authenticating
purchased collections of bamboo-strip manuscripts, one that appeals to more
objective criteria accessible to all future scholars interested in working with these
artifacts. To this end, I would like to propose here one methodology for positively
authenticating this class of artifact. Ironically enough, it begins at precisely the point
from which Xing Wen launches his critique. We must identify within the newly
purchased manuscripts completely novel features, ideally irregularities that are
unanticipated by the current state of knowledge in the field. Such features may
include aspects of the manuscript’s physical constitution (from the raw materials
used, to how the strips are fashioned and bound), calligraphy (the type or style of
brushwork, unusual character forms), and content (vocabulary usage, odd grammar,
surprising facts that go against accepted history, etc.) – in short, the same areas Hu
Pingsheng also questions in his own appraisals. If these novel features can then be
confirmed by archaeologically excavated data first available or fully appreciated
only after the purchased artifact was secured, then we may be convinced of its
authenticity.66
Of course, applying this methodology to the Peking University Han
manuscripts faces some obvious challenges. The collection was secured just a few
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years ago, and there is only a limited amount of newly excavated materials now
available with which to conduct a comparison.67 Over time, as new data is
accumulated, we will be in a better position to check novel features found in the
Peking University manuscripts against later finds, but at the moment we are left
wanting. Moreover, the Han period orthography found on these manuscripts is more
familiar to paleographers than that of the Chu script on their Pre-Qin counterparts.
Consequently, surprising anomalies in the calligraphy are more rarely encountered.
Similarly, manuscripts like the Peking University Laozi are also especially
encumbered by the fact that, with regard to content, textual counterparts are
available in our received corpus, making it difficult to find truly unattested and
unanticipated content.68 Paradoxically, the lack of a complete transmitted
counterpart to the Peking University Cang Jie pian manuscript may actually be a
boon for its authentication.
Proceeding from the methodology proposed above, allow me to offer two
lines of evidence that, in my view, convincingly demonstrate the authenticity of the
Peking University Cang Jie pian. In both cases, I introduce novel features noticed on
the Peking University manuscripts (one for the cache generally, the other in the
Cang Jie pian specifically), which were then found on other manuscripts taken from
controlled archaeological excavations. The timing for when the novel features of the
Peking University manuscripts were first appreciated, compared to when these foil
manuscripts were excavated and found to bear the same features, precludes the
excavated examples from being used by a potential forger as models for the Peking
University cache. First, I will discuss the verso marks found on many of the Peking
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University manuscripts. Next, I will catalog textual matches between the Peking
University Cang Jie pian and other excavated witnesses.

(1) Verso Marks as Proof of Authenticity
Whereas Xing Wen considers irregularities in the Peking University Laozi’s
verso marks to be a sign of forgery, the very existence of such marks in this
collection is in fact evidence for its authenticity. When editing work on the newly
acquired Peking University Qin strips was underway, Sun Peiyang

, an

undergraduate student invited to participate, noticed that there were often incised
marks on the versos of the strips. Sun’s article was the first to systematically study
this phenomenon.69 He pointed out that these marks form slanting lines, which
when pieced together appear to correlate roughly with the order of the strips
suggested by the text on the recto. The Cang Jie pian and most of the other Peking
University Han manuscripts have these inscribed lines on their versos.
It should be noted that Sun was not the first to recognize marks on the versos
of bamboo strips. Similar marks were also observed by the scholars editing the
Baoshan

collection of Chu strips. In their 1991 publication of that cache, they

write that “on the verso of a small number of strips there are slanted lines either
inscribed by knife or inked on by brush, which at times may be used to connect
adjacent strips, though at other times they are not correlated. These two types of
lines are perhaps some sort of record made before the strips were bound
together.”70 One might argue therefore that the verso marks are not unattested, as
my methodology demands. Despite the Baoshan editors’ brief notice however, the
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full import of these marks was never fully examined, nor have they been mentioned
since as a criterion in reconstructing strip order. It was only with Sun’s observation
twenty years later that the verso marks began to be appreciated in full by scholars
in our field, which is why I consider it a novel feature revealed on the Peking
University manuscripts.
In his article, Sun investigates published collections of bamboo-strip
manuscripts in which photographs of the versos of strips are available, generally
because they bear a title or the continuation of text from the recto. He discovered
that line-like marks may be found on the Baoshan, Guodian
Zhangjiashan

, and Yinqueshan －

, Shuihudi

,

strips, all obtained through controlled

archaeological excavations. Subsequently, other excavated caches of bamboo strips,
including those found at Laohekou Angang

and Jingmen Yancang

, have also been shown to bear this feature.71 In addition to the Peking University
strips, among purchased collections the Shanghai Museum, Tsinghua University and
Yuelu Academy strips also have verso marks. The publication of these latter two
collections at the end of 2010 was particularly important, as they included complete
verso photographs for multiple manuscripts, allowing for a thorough analysis of the
marks.72
Most of the collections listed above were excavated or acquired before the
Peking University manuscripts. That being said, only a limited number of
photographs documenting the versos of strips were publicly available before the
Peking University manuscripts were secured, and most of these usually involved
only a single strip from any given manuscript.73 The sole exception I have located is
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in Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian, published in 1990, where photographs of the versos of
each strip in the Shuihudi Rishu

daybook

(I) manuscript are provided, as

mentioned briefly before.74 Nevertheless, even here only occasional marks are
discernible among the extensive writing on the strips’ versos, with most lines
running just one or two strips in length, and the longest running across six strips in
total.75 It is only with the publication of the Tsinghua University and Yuelu Academy
collections that we have clear photographs showing an entire manuscript’s verso,
where there are obvious marks that can be linked into longer lines across numerous
strips.
Peking University acquired their Han strips in 2009, before photographs of
the Tsinghua University strips’ versos were formally published at the end of 2010. It
would have been nearly impossible therefore for a forger to fabricate these marks
based solely on publicly available information.76 While scholars might have
examined the artifacts themselves or unofficial photographs of the versos, my
suspicion is that this sort of access was very limited.77 The absence of discussion
among the academic community of these verso marks prior to Sun Peiyang’s article
further confirms this point, as does the fact that previous publications of bamboostrip manuscripts largely ignore these artifacts’ versos. I say “nearly impossible”
however because of the brief comments in the Baoshan report and the fact that the
Shuihudi Rishu (I) manuscript verso shows short series of line-like marks. Might a
clever forger have read this sentence in the Baoshan report, seen the Shuihudi Rishu
(I) photographs, and then conjured up the verso marks we have now discovered?
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Consider however that the verso marks on the Peking University strips have
unusual characteristics that are also present in the two published collections of
Tsinghua University and Yuelu Academy, and which are also not anticipated by the
Baoshan report comment or seen in the Shuihudi material. For example, the
discovery of regular “sets” of verso lines derived from the same tube of bamboo
culm is one such phenomenon that has now been demonstrated in all three of these
collections.78 Unfortunately, while phenomena like the verso “sets” are both
unattested and unanticipated by data published before the Peking University Han
manuscripts’ acquisition, the Tsinghua University and Yuelu Academy strips are also
purchased artifacts. One might therefore disregard these coincidences by suggesting
that the same forger (or team) was responsible for making all of these caches.
Complete photographs are not yet available for the verso marks on other
archaeologically excavated manuscripts, against which we could possibly confirm
features like the bamboo culm sets as a characteristic of genuine artifacts. With the
discovery and publication of more bamboo-strip manuscripts in the future, and the
newfound awareness of the importance of verso marks, my hope is that these novel
features will eventually prove beyond doubt the authenticity of the three purchased
collections mentioned above. What this observation does reveal however is that the
authenticity of the Peking University manuscripts is irrevocably wed to that of the
Tsinghua and Yuelu caches. On this point, radiocarbon dating and water saturation
tests were conducted on the Tsinghua University strips, while the Yuelu Academy
strips were subjected to comparative chemical analysis, differential thermal analysis,
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and similar tests, offering further scientific support that these two caches were
made from ancient bamboo.79
Proceeding from the conversation above, it is still possible that a modern
forger faked the Peking University Han strips’ verso marks. Let me enumerate all the
other conditions that must be satisfied however for this to have occurred. First, the
potential forger must have read the Baoshan report comment about the existence of
such lines, and/or seen the photographs of strips’ versos infrequently published,
most fully documented for the Shuihudi Rishu (I) manuscript. Then, despite
apparent scholarly neglect of the importance of this phenomenon, the shrewd forger
chose to invent similar marks across multiple manuscripts in the Peking University
collection. Second, as the verso marks were first publicly acknowledged in full
during the editing of the Peking University collection, any correlation of unusual
characteristics (such as the bamboo culm sets) between these manuscripts and
those in other caches discovered beforehand could only be because either a) the
forger had privileged access to data from previously excavated or purchased caches
most scholars did not; or b) because the forger himself fashioned the strips in the
other previously purchased caches as well. Since there are surprising similarities,
beyond any question of mere coincidence, between the Peking University collection
verso marks and those from the Tsinghua and Yuelu caches, then these too must be
regarded as modern forgeries, despite the scientific authentication to which they
were separately subjected.80
In short, to believe that the verso marks on the Peking University
manuscripts are fake, is also to subscribe to a conspiracy of massive proportions. A
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forger or team of forgers must have grasped the significance of a minute point in an
old report, and then invented an elaborate system of marks (along with regular
unexpected anomalies like spiraling verso-line “sets”), potentially simulating
privileged data such as the unpublished full versos of the Baoshan or Guodian strips.
The forgers then fashioned on a grand scale hundreds of strips that we now see
across these multiple purchased collections (Peking University, Tsinghua University,
Yuelu Academy, etc.). Furthermore, they created them with such mastery that the
fakes trick both the connoisseurship of experts, as well as scientific methods of
dating. In this case, the only conclusion to be reached is that the forgers are then in
some compacity “insiders” in our field. While this explanation is in the realm of
possibility – with terrifying implications if true – Occam’s razor suggests that we
seriously question its likelihood.

(2) Matching Textual Content as Proof of Authenticity
Although the verso marks provide circumstantial evidence that most of the
Peking University Han manuscripts are authentic, lingering doubts may remain. I
will therefore offer more positive evidence for the authenticity of the Peking
University Cang Jie pian manuscript in particular. My focus in this discussion will be
on novel features in the writing of the Cang Jie pian, as this undeniably confirms the
antiquity of the text itself (as opposed to only the textual carrier – the bamboo
strips). Such features might include unattested character forms, unique language
usage, unusual rhyming relationships, or longer lines of new content. The proof I
give below relies on this last feature, and compiles matching textual content
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between the Peking University Cang Jie pian and other editions, most importantly
that of the Shuiquanzi version, whose data was only available or fully acknowledged
after the Peking University collection was secured.
In Chapter 1, I introduced the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian manuscript
(sec.2.2.12), which was discovered during archaeological excavations of fifteen Han
tombs from August to October 2008. The Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian has not yet been
published in full. Photographs of ten strips, with a few additional transcriptions,
were published in a preliminary report late in 2009 (hereafter SQZ1), while
photographs for forty-three strips and transcriptions for sixty-six strips were then
made available in Zhang Cunliang’s article, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie
pian lice”

,” in 2010 (hereafter SQZ2).81 Many strips

from the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian manuscript have still not been published, either in
photographs or transcriptions, but will hopefully be included in Zhang’s
forthcoming dissertation.
The Peking University Han strips arrived on campus on January 11th, 2009,
just over two months after the Shuiquanzi excavations were completed. This date is
also the terminus ante quem for when the Peking University strips could have been
forged. As was demonstrated before however, it is likely that representatives from
Peking University knew of the strips as early as December 2008, and the cache was
possibily available for sale before that. Considering that some time would have been
needed by the Shuiquanzi excavators to clean and transcribe the strips, it is
reasonable to assume that any hypothetical forger could not have based their work
on this artifact before its publication.82 Regardless, the data cited below was first
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known to the public only late in 2009, with information about certain strips
available as late as 2010, long after Peking University had acquired their cache. For
these reasons, content from the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian fragments could not have
been used to forge the Peking University Cang Jie pian.
Text found on twelve strips from the Shuiquanzi manuscript (SQZ) matches
text written on eleven strips from the Peking University manuscript (PKU). These
matches are found only between these two editions, and not in other Cang Jie pian
witnesses discovered earlier. Characters underlined represent the “novel” overlap.
Take for example the match between PKU 57+58 (top row) and SQZ2_ T:52 +
SQZ2_T:53 [SQZ2_P:22] (bottom row):83
PKU:
SQZ:

[

]

Disregarding the three-character commentaries included in the Shuiquanzi edition,
as well as the additional (tentative) ‘

’ at the end of SQZ2_T:53 where PKU 58

concludes the chapter with a character count, there are then four sentences with
overlap between these two series of strips. Only a few slight variants need to be
noted. Strip SQZ2_P:22 is broken and lacks the first character ‘ ’ extant in PKU 57,
which does not impact our evaluation. While the character ‘ ’ on PKU 58 is given as
‘

’ by Hu Pingsheng for the Shuiquanzi strip, the writing is unclear on the strip here,

so I cannot tell if there is significant graphic variance; regardless they are in any
case allographs (yiwen
PKU 57 has ‘

).84 Finally, besides including the first character of ‘ ’,

’ where SQZ2_ T:52 has been transcribed by Zhang Cunliang as ‘ ’.

Unfortunately, no photographs are currently available of this particular Shuiquanzi
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strip that would allow us to evaluate Zhang’s transcription. Assuming his
transcription is correct, the visual similarity between these two characters is
striking. The data for both of these two Shuiquanzi strips was first published only in
2010, more than a year after the Peking University Cang Jie pian was secured.
The following is a list of all the matching textual content between the Peking
University and Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian manuscripts. As before, the characters
underlined are “novel” matches that have not been seen before in any previous
discoveries. I have also repeated the overlap just analyzed for the sake of
completeness. Note that parallel text not underlined is extant on other witnesses:

PKU 9 vs. SQZ2_T:46 (SQZ2_P:12)
PKU:
ジ
SQZ:
( ?)

( ?)

PKU 10 vs. SQZ2_T:3385
PKU:
SQZ:

ア
PKU 47 vs. SQZ2_T:20 (SQZ2_P:27)86

PKU:
SQZ:
PKU 51 vs. SQZ1_T:1 (SQZ1_P:1)87
PKU:
SQZ:
PKU 54 vs. SQZ2_T:49 (SQZ2_P:33)88
PKU:
SQZ:
PKU 57+58 vs. SQZ2_ T:52 + SQZ2_T:53 (SQZ2_P:22)
PKU:
SQZ:

[
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]

PKU 61 vs. SQZ2_T:26 (SQZ2_P:28)89
PKU:
SQZ:
PKU 62 vs. SQZ1_T:4 (SQZ1_P:4)90
PKU:
SQZ:
PKU 63 vs. SQZ2_T:1 (SQZ2_P:16)91
PKU:
SQZ:
PKU 64 vs. SQZ2_T:64 + SQZ2_P:3492
PKU:
SQZ:
Note that in my previously published Early China article, I also include an overlap
between PKU 65 vs. SQZ2_T:63 (SQZ2_P:45). Among the newly published British
Library shavings (those that had been left out of the initial Yingguo volume), there is
however one strip that also has parallel text at this point, namely YT 1852. I
therefore have decided to not list this match here, though it offers supplementary
proof, as I will elaborate upon shortly.93
In summary, novel matches between the Peking University and Shuiquanzi
Cang Jie pian manuscripts thus consist of a total of fifty characters, with the longest
string of consecutive characters reaching up to seven, nearly two full lines
(excluding the Shuiquanzi commentary). With only about half of the Shuiquanzi
Cang Jie pian published to date, additional novel matches may be discovered once
the entire manuscript is available for scrutiny.
The Shuiquanzi material offers the best data for us to confirm the
authenticity of novel text in the Peking University Cang Jie pian. A similar argument
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may also be made however using the British Library collection of wood shavings.
Aurel Stein first collected these shavings from the remains of Han period
fortifications around Dunhuang, likely during his second expedition over a century
ago.94 Due to an editorial decision by Édouard Chavannes, they were not
immediately published in full.95 Although scholars were always aware of the
shavings’ existence, it was not until 2007 that a formal volume was finally published
with transcriptions and photographs, entitled Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang
Sitanyin suo huo weikan Han wen jiandu
(abbreviated here to the Yingguo volume).96 Photographs for these pieces have
also been available freely online, as part of the International Dunhuang Project
database.97 Consequently, the data from these shavings were technically available to
a potential forger now for many decades – if they were granted access to the original
artifacts. Images have been easily accessible since as early as 2007, when it was
publicized that the cache contained numerous pieces relevant to the Cang Jie pian.
This is all before Peking University acquired their collection of manuscripts.
There are however certain fragments which may still satisfy the conditions of
my methodology, and help authenticate the Peking University Cang Jie pian. Among
the strips published initially in the Yingguo volume, there is at least one piece which
was not identified as belonging to the Cang Jie pian before the Peking University
purchase, but which we may now confirm does belong to the text: YT 3559. Neither
the Yingguo volume itself, nor the articles by Hu Pingsheng et al. therein, mention
this piece at Cang Jie pian text. Most later scholars have also missed it, including
Liang Jing

in her recent compilation of Cang Jie pian materials, as well as Zhu
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Fenghan, in the charts he appends to Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu (yi).98 The
only exception I have belatedly noticed is Bai Junpeng

, who includes YT 3559

in his 2013 article organizing the British Library shavings. Bai focuses on potential
Cang Jie pian materials, though he does not explicitly identify this piece as such in
this article. Just recently (in Jianbo yanjiu

2016, Spring-Summer edition),

Bai has published another article with his notes on reading the Peking University
Cang Jie pian, in which YT 3559 is unequivocally raised as matching text with PKU
3.99 Both articles were again published after the Peking University purchase
occurred, and the latter only after the Peking University Cang Jie pian was published.
Thus while the data for the strip was publicly available for a long time, its identity as
belonging to the Cang Jie pian was never appreciated in full, and only hinted at after
the Peking University Cang Jie pian was secured. We may now show that it does
belong to the Cang Jie pian, with content that overlaps with the Peking University
edition. Again underlined text represents a “novel” match not seen before in other
witnesses:
PKU 3 vs. YT 3559100
PKU:
（
YT:

の
[

]

The variants here are for the most part unremarkable, and generally involve a slight
alteration to one character component. Therefore, I will not deal with each
individually. In the case of ‘

’, the left component is also located on a tear,

obscuring how it was written, but the right component is clear. The relationship
between ‘の’ and ‘

’ is more difficult to discern. Since the meaning of ‘jie の’ (“to lift
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up”) and ‘hen

’ (“to drag”) fit the context of this sentence, which lists verbs of

carrying or pulling, it is possible that they are lexical variants. The right component
for both characters is also visually similar, particularly towards the top. The Stein
shaving does include an obvious stroke off to the right here however, while the
character in the Peking University manuscript loops back to the left and underneath
the component. Nevertheless, there is enough of an affinity to these two characters
to suggest some textual association, especially in light of the additional matches
found in the same line of text.
Once again, despite the availability of the raw data long before the Peking
University Cang Jie pian’s publication, YT 3559 was never fully appreciated as Cang
Jie pian text by the academic community until after the Peking University witness
was published. It is not identified as Cang Jie pian material in the Yingguo volume or
by the articles included therein, while most later scholars have also overlooked this
piece, the only exception being Bai Junpeng in articles in 2013 and then 2016, after
the Peking University purchase was made. The novel match provided here thus
offers supplementary proof for the authenticity of this manuscript.
One final observation on the topic of parallel text: It is curious that the Peking
University Cang Jie pian does not include any content related to the so-called
opening chapter of the text, namely the lines beginning with ‘

’,

from which the title of the text itself was likely derived.101 This is by far the most
prevalent content that we see among the fragments collected in northwest China.
The opening chapter has long been the focus of Chinese scholars who engage in
textual reconstruction, especially since it is one of only two chapters that has been
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nearly completely restored before the publication of the Peking University Cang Jie
pian.102 If the Peking University Cang Jie pian is authentic, then the absence of this
chapter may of course be purely coincidental, as it is hard for us to estimate how
much content was lost from this particular edition.103 With a purposeful counterfeit
however, it is harder to rely on this explanation.104 If forgers were to compose a
Cang Jie pian manuscript based solely on materials extant before the Peking
University collection came to light, why would they choose to ignore some of the
richest content available? Although the limitations of this argumentum ex silentio are
obvious, I feel compelled none-the-less to raise the issue for the reader’s further
contemplation.
* * *
In summary, experts familiar with handling bamboo-strip manuscript
artifacts have concluded, based on their connoisseurship, that the Peking University
Han strips are authentic. Features such as the remnants of binding strings, how the
strips splintered, and the calligraphic style are a few factors these scholars
considered when rendering their judgment. Xing Wen offers the only dissenting
opinion, questioning the authenticity of the Laozi manuscript, but I have shown his
critiques to be unfounded. The scientific analysis conducted by the Peking
University School of Archaeology and Museology, while not providing radiocarbon
dating data, did prove that the bamboo and other materials used for these strips are
consistent with what we would expect from Han period manuscripts. In addition to
these considerations, I have further argued that the verso marks, first fully
appreciated with the Peking University cache, were a novel feature not recognized
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in previous caches, but have now been shown to be a material aspect of many
genuine bamboo-strip manuscripts. In the case of the Cang Jie pian, I have also
demonstrated that there is content from the Peking University manuscript that
matches text from the Shuiquanzi version, only recently excavated, and the British
Library shavings, only recently identified. The timing of these discoveries (or
awareness of the existence of these materials) reasonably precludes a forger
incorporating such features in the Peking University Cang Jie pian, thereby
establishing its authenticity.

3.5 In Brief Defense of the Study of Looted Manuscripts
Having addressed questions regarding the authenticity of the Peking
University Han bamboo strips, let me now offer a few words on the dilemma of
professional ethics raised by working with pilfered materials. Recently, Paul Goldin
has argued that scholars should not research looted bamboo-strip manuscripts. In
his article “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artifacts,” Goldin
introduces the Heng Xian manuscript from the Shanghai Museum collection, and
shows how the ordering of the strips is still under debate.105 In fact, the manuscript
might not even constitute a single text, but may be two discrete texts instead, with
numerous strips missing. The emphasis of Goldin’s review however is that we do
not know the archaeological context from which the Heng Xian manuscript was
taken. Important data that could have aided scholars in arranging the strips is now
lost forever due to the looting. He asks whether “[our] work indirectly abets this
destruction of knowledge,” and deems institutions and individuals who have
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purchased and edited collections like the Peking University Han strips to be
complicit in the growing tomb robbery epidemic.106 While acknowledging that not
all scholars are involved with handling purchased artifacts at the institutional level,
Goldin warns that we all inevitably have an impact on this trade. For his own
research, he states: “I have come to subscribe to the view that scholars must not
contribute to the sale of looted antiquities by providing authentication and expertise,
and that by referring to such objects in print, we inescapably provide authentication
and expertise.”107
Goldin is to be commended for taking a public stand on this controversial
issue, and for his concern with protecting China’s cultural heritage. We all would
like to see tomb robbery eliminated in China. In light of Goldin’s call to action, I feel
compelled to explain my decision to continue working with the Peking University
Cang Jie pian, and to give voice to the other side of this debate. I will concern myself
here only with the question of whether or not individual scholars have an obligation
to avoid studying looted manuscripts.108
In my opinion, when deciding how best to protect China’s cultural heritage,
we are forced to weigh between, on the one hand, the material and intellectual
losses that may be suffered in the future by further incentivizing looting and, on the
other hand, the material and intellectual losses we will suffer imminently by
neglecting looted artifacts already on the market, as well as the future loss of
neglecting those that may surface later. There are good reasons to favor either side
of this balance. I would however argue, contra Goldin, that ignoring the Peking
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University manuscripts and other looted bamboo strips may ultimately prove to be
the more detrimental course of action.
In Chinese scholarship, the purchase and study of looted manuscripts is often
described as an act of “qiangjiu
“salvage archaeology

,” or “rescuing,” and treated like an extension of
.”109 With salvage archaeology, a site facing

destruction (as is often the case with new construction projects encroaching upon
ancient remains, for instance) is excavated in an attempt to study and preserve
whatever data may still be collected before it is lost permanently. In China, more
and more salvage archaeology has been needed to study the remains of tombs
compromised by looters. This is how the Guodian bamboo-strips manuscripts came
to be discovered, as Goldin himself points out.110 For many scholars, the acquisition
and study of looted manuscripts is thus a continued effort to this same end. Whether
tomb robbers displaced burial goods within the grave itself, or took them even
further afield from their original context, does not detract from our mandate to
learn as much as we can from them; it only makes their study that much more
challenging.
Ancient bamboo strips are also particularly difficult to preserve.111 Caches
like those donated to Peking University are completely waterlogged after being
submerged in a tomb for over 2000 years. Hydrolysis compromises the bamboo’s
cellular structure, and molds may form, further damaging the strips. Crusted grime
that has accumulated on the strips must be removed with the utmost caution, as
even the softest of touches might break them apart. Moreover, dewatering
treatment will warp the strips if not done correctly; and if the strips are kept in
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distilled water instead, the water must be constantly checked and refreshed. These
artifacts must also be kept in an environment that minimizes light exposure and
maintains an ideal temperature and humidity range. Considering the cost and care
required to successfully preserve ancient bamboo strips, Hu urges individuals
against collecting these artifacts.112 At times it proves too much for museums, even
when treating strips that were scientifically excavated and stored.113 One can
therefore only imagine the sort of loss that occurs when ancient bamboo strips are
left on the antiquities market, without the supervision of experts trained to preserve
them.114
In attempting to protect China’s cultural heritage however, it is not the
material artifact alone that requires rescuing. Equally important to consider are the
intellectual losses suffered when scholars are not given an opportunity to research
these artifacts. This is true both when looters destroy archaeological materials on
site, and also if we were to forbid research on authentic artifacts purchased on the
antiquities market. Goldin argues that “if one wants to study excavated artifacts,
there are plenty of properly excavated materials still awaiting thorough
investigation.”115 That the study of early China has been blessed with rich new
discoveries (via scientific excavation alone) however does not mean we should
ignore the historical import of bamboo-strip manuscripts lacking a full provenance,
so long as we are able to positively authenticate them. If all scholars were to neglect
purchased collections, as Goldin envisions, then we sacrifice some of the most
fascinating sources in our field. In the case of the Cang Jie pian, overlooking the
Peking University edition would render further research on the text largely
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impotent. In this sense, by failing to subject manuscripts to study or to integrate
them into the new narratives we tell about China’s past, are we not then also
harming China’s cultural heritage?
Of course, the difference between working with looted manuscripts
purchased on the antiquities market, and “salvage archaeology” proper, is that the
former involves an economic transaction that benefits the looters and vendors who
deal with the artifacts illicitly. The main concern of scholars like Paul Goldin
therefore is that we are incentivizing this industry, and in doing so exacerbate the
looting problem. This leads to the destruction of other archaeological sites in the
future, with the material and intellectual loss that that may entail. In specific, Goldin
points out that even by simply referring to purchased collections of bamboo strips
in our research, scholars – by the nature of their position of authority and expertise
in the field – lend credence to these looted artifacts, publicize their existence and
value, and thereby generate demand for illicitly obtained goods.
We cannot ignore Goldin’s warning that scholarly attention to purchased
collections of bamboo strips inevitably impacts the demand for looted goods. It is
difficult however to estimate the extent of the impact we have over this market. We
must ask ourselves therefore whether or not it is worth forfeiting authentic sources
that we could have otherwise saved and studied.116 When deliberating upon this
question, it is important to bear in mind that tomb robbery is not just a modern
phenomenon, but also existed in antiquity. Oftentimes archaeologists will excavate a
tomb only to discover that it was pilfered already, perhaps even on multiple
occasions in the distant past.117 I raise the enduring nature of tomb robbery here not
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as an excuse for us to ignore the problem, but rather to emphasize how complex and
engrossing the demand for looted goods may be.
The fact that scholars study purchased collections of bamboo-strip
manuscripts may well lend them a measure of historical value, thus stimulating a
market for particular collectors.118 Other factors however are also driving demand.
For instance, a Zhou bronze vessel, while important as an historical artifact, might
be appreciated aesthetically regardless of its antiquity, or may be valued simply
because of the material out of which it is made – the bronze itself. Unless we address
these other factors at the same time, whatever impact our scholarly sacrifice could
have over the market for looted goods would be muted. It is possible that we might
try to gauge this impact by investigating if certain regions known for preserving
bamboo-strip manuscripts have experienced a disproportional increase in tomb
robbery since the publication of research on looted collections beginning in the
1990s. No comprehensive report with current data on looting in China has been
published however, frustrating any attempt to discover such patterns.119
What we do know is that tomb robbery has occurred in these regions in the
past, and that in those instances bamboo strips have been intentionally destroyed or
left behind. That is to say, until recently tomb robbers have targeted other artifacts,
placing little or no value on bamboo strips. Recall the infamous case of the 3rd
century CE Ji zhong

cache, when a robber was caught breaking into the tomb of

a Wei king. According to one account, upon entering the tomb he gathered a large
bundle of bamboo strips, but then burned them as a torch in order to seek out the
more precious treasures, thereby destroying many strips.120 Might Dingzhou Han
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tomb #40, excavated in 1973, offer a parallel to this anecdote? It too was robbed,
and a fire apparently started, searing many of the discarded bamboo strips.121 At the
very least the Dingzhou robbery reveals that this class of artifact was in some sense
disregarded, and thus left damaged or destroyed.122 Hu Pingsheng reminds
collectors that bamboo – unlike bronze – is not an inherently valuable material.123
While previous looters might have overlooked bamboo strips for this reason, Goldin
bemoans the fact that, after the Shanghai Museum purchase signaled the true value
of these artifacts, they “will never make the same mistake again.”124
But is this necessarily a bad thing? That is to say, should our goal be to
completely devalue bamboo-strip manuscripts on the antiquities market, as Goldin
implies when he argues for us to ignore collections like the Peking University strips
in our research? On the one hand, it would be impractical to hide the import of this
class of artifact, particularly if we continue to research properly excavated bamboostrip manuscript collections at the same time. On the other hand, if looters are
already planning to rob a tomb to look for other artifacts, such as bronze vessels for
instance, it would be preferable in my opinion for them not to disregard the bamboo
strips in the process. Even if they do not destroy the strips while trampling on the
site, there is a good chance these fragile artifacts would not survive long if left
behind. My fear is that fortunate discoveries like that at Guodian are the exception,
not the rule.125 At least by advertising the historical import of bamboo-strip
manuscripts, looters may take some care in preserving the strips along with their
other pilfered artifacts, which could give the manuscripts a chance to survive for
future generations. Instead of trying to devalue bamboo-strip manuscripts by hiding
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their historical import, might it not be better to embrace the value of these artifacts,
and educate the public about why the loss of their archaeological context is
therefore so tragic? If this is the correct approach to adopt, then the study of
purchased collections of bamboo-strip manuscripts is all the more significant, as we
can highlight the shortcomings of their unfortunate circumstances.
In summary, while Goldin’s call to abstain from studying looted bamboo-strip
manuscripts is praiseworthy in its intentions, I personally believe that it would be a
detrimental course of action. We are presented with a choice: to recover what
information we can from looted artifacts, at the risk of inspiring further acts of
pilfering archaeological sites; or to sacrifice already looted artifacts we could have
saved and studied, risking that our actions ultimately have little impact on the
antiquities market, and might lead to the destruction of bamboo strips by looters
regardless. In both cases, the risks are uncertain and difficult to weigh objectively.
For my own research, I would rather act upon the known quantity (the artifacts
already looted) then the unknown (those additional artifacts which will be looted
because of the incentive we provide). While I would not deny that our scholarship
incentivizes tomb robbery to a certain extent, it is questionable how significant an
impact it has, especially in light of the complex mechanisms driving demand for
illicit artifacts. Instead of devaluing the historical import of looted bamboo strips,
we should embrace their value and aim to educate the public instead about the
disastrous consequences of tomb robbery.
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NOTES to CHAPTER THREE:
One year later, in 2010, another large cache of manuscripts was again acquired by
Peking University, these dated earlier to the Qin period. Included in this collection is
a text akin to the Wei li zhi dao
genre (from Shuihudi
and in the
Yuelu Academy
cache), an etiquette manual for women, mathematical
treatises, a geographical work charting out distances and travel routes in the Jiang
Han
region, a drinking song and game, a resurrection tale, and other materials.
For a brief introduction, see: Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo [Peking
University Excavated Manuscript Research Center], “Beijing daxue cang Qin jiandu
gaishu
,” Wenwu
6 (2012): 65-73. Six other articles on
the Peking University Qin strips were also published in the same Wenwu issue.
1

The editors estimate that the collection consists of what was originally around
2300 intact strips. See Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Beijing daxue cang
Xi Han zhushu gaishuo
, ” Wenwu
6 (2011): 49.
2

After an initial flurry of press releases, in 2011 the Chinese journal Wenwu
printed a series of articles introducing the contents of the Peking University Han
manuscripts, as well as a report analyzing certain physical characteristics of the
artifacts. For one such early press release: “Beijing daxue shoucang zhengui Xi Han
zhushu
,” Guangming ribao
, November 6th,
2009 (http://www.gmw.cn/01gmrb/2009-11/06/content_1004281.htm), accessed
August 21st, 2017. The overview in Wenwu 2011.6 is cited in n.2 above. The next
year, the Laozi manuscript was published in full: Beijing daxue chutu wenxian
yanjiusuo, Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [er]
[ ]
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji, 2012). Although this was the first book to be printed, it
still – somewhat confusingly – retains the designation of Volume Two ( ), as the
original publication schedule intended for it to follow the Cang Jie pian volume. Four
additional books from the Beijing Daxue cang Xihan zhushu series have recently seen
print, including Volume One ( ) with the Cang Jie pian, Volume Three ( ) with
Zhou xun, Zhao Zheng shu, Ru jia shuo cong
, and Yinyang jia shuo
,
Volume Four ( ) with Wang Ji and Fan yin, and Volume Five ( ) containing the
divination texts Jie , Yu shu
, Zhen yu
, Jing jue
, and Liu bo
. Each
of these books includes photographs of the bamboo strips (rectos) in their original
size and magnified, along with infrared photographs for areas that are unclear, hand
drawings of the strips’ versos, tables of measurements for physical aspects of the
artifacts, charts comparing textual parallels with other works when appropriate,
and often thematic research essays. Two more books are forthcoming, namely
Volume Six ( ) covering the daybook materials Ri shu
, Ri ji
, and Ri yue
, and Volume Seven ( ) with the medical recipes. Meanwhile, in order to keep
scholars apprised of their on-going work, the Peking University Excavated
3
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Manuscript Research Center has been releasing online newsletters, which are
available in PDF format through the Peking University Ancient History Research
Center’s website. The briefs are titled “Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo
gongzuo jianbao
、
.” An index for the briefs where
they are available for download may be found at the following URL:
(http://www.zggds.pku.edu.cn/005/index7.htm), accessed August 21st, 2017. These
briefs provide insights into the reception and early treatment of both the Han and
Qin caches, minutes for conferences held on these collections, notices on the
publication of the edited volumes, bibliographies for research conducted by
members of the center, and other pertinent information. Nine briefs have been
written to date. They are an invaluable resource for any scholar looking to
familiarize themselves with the Peking University strips.
4

Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [yi]
[ ] (Shanghai: Shanghai guji, 2015).

“Purchased” manuscripts in this study refers to those artifacts which were
obtained from the antiquities market. Details about the financial transactions
however are often unclear. In a number of cases, an alum or other entity first bought
the artifacts, and then donated them to the university. This was the case with both of
Peking University’s caches. Describing the artifacts as “looted” makes an assumption
both about their origins and authenticity.
5

Aurel Stein might have purchased strips during his expeditions in northwest China,
and the Chu silk manuscript from Zidanku
, Changsha
, is another
infamous early case. It is only over the past couple decades however that major
academic institutions in China began to acquire caches of such manuscripts. The
Shanghai Museum’s purchase of Chu bamboo strips in 1994 initiated this trend, and
subsequently manuscripts have since been obtained from the antiquities market by
the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Yuelu Academy, Tsinghua University, Peking
University, Zhejiang University, and Wuhan University. Just this past spring, Anhui
University announced the acquisition of yet another amazing collection: Li Chenxu
, and Cai Lili
, “An da jian: Xian Qin wenxian you yi zhongda faxian
:
、
,” Guangming ribao
, May 16th, 2016
(http://news.gmw.cn/2016-05/16/content_20111600.htm), accessed August 21st,
2017.
6

Paul Goldin makes a distinction between ‘provenance’ (history of ownership) and
‘provenience’ (original location) when discussing purchased manuscripts. Out of
convenience, my study employs ‘provenance’ in a broader sense that accommodates
both these terms. See: Paul R. Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying
Looted Artifacts,” Dao 12 (2013): 156, n.6.
7

Even if proven to be modern forgeries, these manuscripts might still be of interest,
if only to help calibrate methods of authentication. I do however find modern fakes
8
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of supposedly ancient bamboo-strip manuscripts a fascinating subject for study in
their own right, as they are a valuable lens on the cultural values (real or perceived)
invested in Chinese history today.
Paul R. Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artifacts,” pp.15360.
9

For example, the Shanghai Museum conducted radiocarbon testing, possibly on
two occasions, for their collection of Warring States strips. Although in the first
volume of strips they cite a report, “Shanghai bowuguan zhujian yangpin de celiang
zhengming
,” and state that the lab results would be
published, to the best of my knowledge neither is publicly available. See: Ma
Chengyuan
, “Qianyan: Zhanguo Chu zhushu de faxian baohu he zhengli
:
,” in Shanghai bowuguan cang Zhanguo Chu zhushu [yi]
[ ], ed. Ma Chengyuan, 1-4 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji,
2001), 2. The only data I have been able to locate is found in an interview with Ma,
where he gives a date of 2257 +/- 65 BP, but provides no other data (including
whether the date is calibrated) for us to evaluate whether the tests are
representative or the findings significant. See: “Ma Chengyuan xiansheng tan
Shangbo jian
,” in Shangboguan cang Zhanguo Chu zhushu
yanjiu
, ed. Zhu Yuanqing
and Liao Mingchun
, 1-8 (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian chubanshe, 2002), esp. p.3.
10

The risks involved in discussing authenticity are felt by collector and appraiser
alike. Hu Pingsheng
recalls how one scholar, suspicious of the fake Xi’an Sun
Wu bingfa
manuscript, was even reported to the police, for what I can only
imagine was defamation. See: Hu Pingsheng
, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi
jiandu qiangjiu
,” Chutu wenxian yanjiu 9 (2010): 78.
Jiang Guanghui
likewise alleges that an article co-authored with Fu Zan
questioning the authenticity of the Tsinghua strips was previously accepted by a
“prestigious Beijing journal,” but later unduly pulled. This complaint is reported by
Yuri Pines in: “Zhou History and Historiography: Introducing the Bamboo
manuscript Xinian,” T’oung Pao 100-4-5 (2014): 296-7, n.15, though unfortunately
the blog post he cites is no longer available. Jiang and Fu’s article was subsequently
published in Hunan daxue xuebao. See n.32 below.
11

For a similar observation, see: Sarah Allan, Buried Ideas: Legends of Abdication and
Ideal Government in Early Chinese Bamboo-slip Manuscripts (Albany: State University
of New York Press, 2015), p.69, n.75. Allan succintly defends the Shanghai Museum
and Tsinghua collections on pp.68-70.
12

Hu Pingsheng
, “Xianggang Zhongwen Daxue wenwuguan cang Wang zhang
jian de zhenwei wenti”
, Zhongguo wenwu
th
bao
, March 15 , 1998; “Gudai jiandu de zuowei yu shibie”
13
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, Shoucangjia
2 (1999):46-9; “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu
qiangjiu,” Chutu wenxian yanjiu, 76-108 (cited in n.11 above). Hu’s 2010 article
updates and expands upon his 1999 piece. For another article that draws largely
from Hu’s, but also focuses primarily on one example of a forged manuscript, see:
Wei Hongwei
, “Jiandu de jianshi yu bianwei”
, Wenwu
jianding yu jianshang
7 (2011): 48-51.
Hu Pingsheng, “Gudai jiandu de zuowei yu shibie,” p.46; “Lun jianbo bianwei yu
liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” pp.76-84. Slightly different accounts are given in both,
though the latter is more thorough. Collectors are understandably reluctant to admit
having mistakenly purchased strips that have later been deemed forgeries. There
are also potential legal repercussions that may need to be considered. Such factors
lead to an unwillingness to discuss past transactions involving counterfeit
manuscripts, making it difficult to obtain information about these caches.
14

This problem is later reiterated by Jiang Guanghui, who wonders how experts
called on to authenticate these caches can, over the course of a half-day or day-long
conference, sort through thousands of strips that they claim may take a decade to
publish properly. Inevitably, they must only be able to investigate a limited number
of samples. See: Jiang Guanghui
, “Qinghua jian jianding keneng yao jingli yige
changqi guocheng – Zai tan dui Baoxun pian de yiwen”
——
, Guangming ribao
, June 8th, 2009
(http://www.gmw.cn/01gmrb/2009-06/08/content_931257.htm), accessed
August 21st, 2017.
15

Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.81 has a brief
account of this forgery, though Hu mistakenly lists it as ‘1997’. Context suggests that
he meant ‘2007’ instead.
16

Ban Gu
(Han author), Yan Shigu
(Tang commentator), Hanshu
,
in Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975
[1962]), vol.13, ch.88 (“
”), p.3607. Hu mentions this also, as well as
giving an example of forgery during the Ming dynasty: “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi
jiandu qiangjiu,” pp.85-6.
17

Ariel believes that the Kong congzi was actually compiled by the Three Kingdoms
scholar Wang Su
. See: Yoav Ariel, K’ung-ts’ung-tzu: The K’ung Family Master’s
Anthology: A Study and Translation of Chapters 1-10, 12-14 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1989); K’ung-ts’ung-tzu: A Study and Translation of Chapters 15-23
with a Reconstruction of the Hsiao Erh-ya Dictionary (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1996).
18

, Kong congzi jiaoshi
）, in Xinbian zhuzi jicheng xubian
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2011), vol.5, ch.17 (“
”),
p.373. As Ariel summarizes this passage: "The sages do not have a monopoly over
19

Fu Yashu
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their books' titles, nor should they be considered the only ones capable of producing
everlasting masterpieces.” See: K’ung-ts’ung-tzu: A Study and Translation of Chapters
15-23, p.18 for this quotation, and p.56 for his own translation. Ariel also discusses
this passage and the motivations for forgery in antiquity in: “The K’ung-FamilyMasters’ Anthology and Third-Century Confucianism,” in Confucianism: The
Dynamics of Tradition, Irene Eber ed., 39-60 (New York: Macmillan, 1986), pp.52-6.
Aurel Stein, Sand-Buried Ruins of Khotan: Personal Narrative of a Journey of
Archaeological and Geographical Exploration in Chinese Turkestan (London: Hurst
and Blackett, 1904), “Chapter XXXI,” pp.447-59. See also Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo
bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” pp.86-7.
20

21

Hu Pingsheng, “Gudai jiandu de zuowei yu shibie,” p.47.

22

Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.84.

Hu Pingsheng, “Gudai jiandu de zuowei yu shibie,” p.47. This anecdote is repeated
in Hu’s 2010 article, though he has changed the wording of this sentence slightly.
See Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” pp.89-90.
23

Once further data on the manuscript was published and subjected to closer
examination, Hu claims that many other features give away the forgery as well.
24

“If a forger were able to grasp the rules governing the evolution of characters as
seen on Han strips, then he is truly a scholar, and I do not think he would then need
to forge texts to sell.” Hu Pingsheng, “Gudai jiandu de zuowei yu shibie,” p.48.
Though as Rowan Flad has discussed with me, certain motives may still be imagined.
An individual may of course profit from the sale of a forgery. Academic politics may
be involved, such as the desire to provide a cache for a certain institution. Hu’s logic
however seems to be that any person passionate enough to master this specialty
would also feel personally invested in the welfare of our field.
25

The line cited in n.25 above is repeated, with slight alterations in his later article.
See: “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” pp.97-8.
26

27

Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.101.

28

Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.76.

Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” pp.98-101. In his
updated article, Hu models these four principles on Fu Zhai’s
discussion of
authenticating bronze inscriptions. Fu gives a trifold division of “
,” “
,” and “
.” The first two categories are subsumed under Hu’s principle of
“
,” while the last category is given by Hu as “
.” Note
that Hu’s four principles are already given in his 1999 article, in the order of:
29
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physical constitution; calligraphy; textual errors; provenance. See Hu Pingsheng,
“Gudai jiandu de zuowei yu shibie,” p.48.
In his 1999 article, Hu also mentions Xi’an as a city known for manuscript
forgeries; in the 2010 article however, a number of different locales are listed,
including Shanxi, Henan, Jiangsu and Hunan. “It seems that in the last decade there
has been a trend of continuous expansion [of locations where manuscripts are
forged]…” Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.100.
30

Hu tells the story of how one museum in Hubei even made replicas out of wood
taken from coffin planks in an actual burial. My assumption is that these replicas
were originally for display purposes. Someone later came to sell the replicas on the
market, presenting a huge problem, as the wood would be able to pass radiocarbon
dating tests. Hu claims that coffin planks of this sort are not numerous, and that the
practice of making replicas out of actual ancient wood was soon stopped. We must
however note the possibility of forging texts on ancient blank strips. See “Lun jianbo
bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.100. A similar hypothesis is raised by Wei
Hongwei to explain why the fake manuscript he appraised uses phoebe zhennan
. It was likely taken from an existing coffin, then made into strips for forging a text.
See Wei Hongwei, “Jiandu de jianshi yu bianwei,” p.48.
31

Jiang Guanghui, “Baoxun shi yi
,” Guangming ribao
, May 4th,
2009 (http://www.gmw.cn/01gmrb/2009-05/04/content_916459.htm), accessed
August 21st, 2017; “Qinghua jian jianding keneng yao jingli yige changqi guocheng”
(see n.22); “Baoxun yiwei xinzheng wuze
,” Zhongguo zhexueshi
3 (2010): 30-4; with Fu Zan
, and Qiu Mengyan
, “Qinghua
jian Qiye wei weizuo kao
,” Gugong bowuyuan yuankan
4.168 (2013): 86-94; with Fu Zan, “Qinghua jian Yingao xian yi
、 ,” Hunan daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban)
28.3
(2014): 109-14. On this last article, see also n.11 above.
32

This refers to his “
” criteria, namely that a forger would need to possess the
technical wherewithal to trick scientific tests like radiocarbon dating, the specialist
historical or paleographic training to throw off expert connoisseurship, and the
wealth to be able to invest considerable capital into creating the forgery. See Jiang
Guanghui, “Qinghua jian jianding keneng yao jingli yige changqi guocheng,” p.1.
33

Jiang Guanghui, “Qinghua jian jianding keneng yao jingli yige changqi guocheng,”
p.2.
34

To raise one minor example, he questions how in Baoxun
from the Tsinghua
strips the sage Shun is said to have “personally tilled the fields
” when he
was a “commoner
.” Jiang argues that using ‘qin ’ here would be inaccurate,
since it is a technical term for when a ruler goes out to the fields (for ritual
35
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purposes), and moreover superfluous, as at this point in the anecdote farming
would have been Shun’s expected duty (as but a commoner). I am skeptical of this
reading however, particularly considering Shun’s hallowed status in the Warring
States, when the manuscript itself was produced. To this end, Paul Fischer’s
discussion on the shortcomings of traditional “authentication studies
” in
light of new understandings of textual production in early China may also equally
apply to Jiang’s methodology. See: Paul Fischer, “Authentication Studies (
)
Methodology and the Polymorphous Text Paradigm,” Early China 32 (2008-9): 1-43.
Xing Wen
, “Zheda cang jian bianwei shang –– Chu jian Zuozhuan”
——
,” Guangming ribao
, May 28th, 2012
(http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/2012-05/28/nw.D110000gmrb_20120528_115.htm), accessed August 21st, 2017; “Zheda cang jian bianwei xia –– Zhanguo shufa
——
,” Guangming ribao
, June 4th, 2012
(http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/2012-06/04/nw.D110000gmrb_20120604_115.htm?div=-1), accessed August 21st, 2017; “Zheda cang jian zai bianwei –– wenben
fuyuan de guanlianxing yu Zheda weijian zai pipan
——
th
,” Guangming ribao
, June 25 , 2012
(http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/2012-06/25/nw.D110000gmrb_20120625_215.htm?div=-1), accessed August 21st, 2017. Although not related to the Zhejiang
University strips debate, see also Xing Wen’s discussion on Qin calligraphy, where
he outlines his method for detecting forgeries: “Qin jiandu shufa de bifa –– Qin
jiandu shuxie jishu zhenshixing fuyuan
————
,” Jianbo
8 (2013): 439-50. Xing has also questioned the
authenticity of manuscripts in other collections. See for instance: “New Light on the
Li Ji
: the Li Ji and the Related Warring States Period Guodian Bamboo
Manuscripts,” Early China 37 (2014): 522, and esp. n.7. I will address his critique of
the Peking University Laozi in more detail below.
36

Cao Jinyan
, “Zheda Chu jian wuyong zhiyi –– cong wenben jiaodu lun
Zheda Chu jian de zhenshixing
——
th
,” Guangming ribao
, June 18 , 2012
(http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/2012-06/18/nw.D110000gmrb_20120618_115.htm?div=-1), accessed August 21st, 2017; “Zai lun Zheda jian de zhenwei –– da
Xing Wen xiansheng
——
,” Nanfang zhoumo
, July 22nd, 2012 (the link previously given is now broken). Other scholars have
joined in on the debate, for instance: Liu Shaogang
, “Cong wenzi xingti he
shufa kan Zheda jian”
, Guangming ribao
, July
2nd, 2012 (http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/201207/02/nw.D110000gmrb_20120702_1-15.htm?div=-1), accessed August 21st, 2017;
Wu Jiabi
, “Lun Zheda Chu jian Sirizhi de tianwen lifa neihan ji qi yiyi shang
,” Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu
37
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guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, September 11, 2012
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/1928), accessed August 21st, 2017.
I highlight this specific point as he uses a similar logic to cast doubt upon one
piece of the Peking University Laozi, as will be discussed shortly.
38

39

Xing Wen, “Zheda cang jian bianwei shang.”

Cao Jinyan, “Zheda Chu jian wuyong zhiyi.” The scientific reports for the Zhejiang
University Zuozhuan
are available in: “Tan-14 ceshi baogao
14
,”
and “Zhujian jiance fenxi baogao
,” in Zhejiang daxue cang
Zhanguo Chu jian
, Cao Jinyan
ed. (Hangzhou: Zhejiang
Daxue, 2011), pp.191-7.
40

Xing Wen, “Zheda cang jian bianwei shang.” The institutions preserving these
manuscripts are hesitant to subject the artifacts to destructive testing procedures,
and generally only a few strip pieces are tested, usually those that do not bear any
writing.
41

Biblical studies is one such field that has faced comparable issues. A recent
example is the controversy surrounding the so-called “Gospel of Jesus’s Wife”
papyrus fragment. It is introduced in: Karen L. King, “‘Jesus said to them, ‘My
wife…’’: A New Coptic Papyrus Fragment,” Harvard Theological Review 107.2 (2014),
131-59. Harvard Divinity School hosts a website documenting research on this piece
(http://gospelofjesusswife.hds.harvard.edu/), which also makes available reports
on the scientific testing conducted to authenticate it. Following an investigative
report by The Atlantic into the provenance of the piece (Ariel Sabar, “The
Unbelievable Tale of Jesus’s Wife,” the Atlantic Monthly, Jul/Aug 2016 [318.1], 6478), King is now also suspicious of the papyrus’ authenticity. In addition to turning
to fields further afar, we may also look to debates raised over the authenticity of
other media in early China, specifically that of bronze vessel inscriptions. A useful
overview of this debate in Western scholarship, placing the work of Henri Maspero,
Bernhard Karlgren, Noel Barnard, and Herrlee Creel into proper historical context,
may be found in Edward Shaughnessy, Sources of Western Zhou History (Berkeley
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1991), 30-4; see also ch.2 “The
Casting of an Inscribed Bronze Vessel, with Remarks on the Question of
Authenticity.” See also: Ondřej Škrabal, “The Chen Ni fu Tray and the Problem of
Forgery in Collections of Early Chinese Bronzes Revisited,” paper presented at the
First Conference of European Association for East Asian Art and Archaeology,
Palacký University in Olomouc, Czech Republic, September 25-7th, 2014.
42

For the specific date the Western Han strips arrived at Peking University, see:
Beijing Daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Gongzuo jianbao
,” Beijing daxue
Zhongguo gudaishi yanjiu zhongxin, 1 (2009), p.1
(http://www.zggds.pku.edu.cn/005/007/001.pdf), accessed August 21st, 2017.
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Liu Guozhong
offers one of the only behind-the-scenes look into the
decision making process that went into the purchase of this sort of collection off the
black market. See his: Zoujin Qinghua jian
(Beijing: Gaodeng jiaoyu,
2011), esp. ch. 4-6, 35-64. William French and I have recently completed a
translation of this work into English: Introduction to the Tsinghua University
Bamboo-Strip Manuscripts (Leiden: Brill, 2015).
44

Later, in April 2007, Hu Pingsheng
also heard rumors about an important
collection of Warring States texts floating on the market in Hong Kong. See Liu
Guozhong, Zoujin Qinghua jian, pp.35-6; Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi
jiandu qiangjiu,” p.102; Zhang Guangyu
, “You jian Jing Chu yizhen”
,” Qinghua daxue xuebao
5 (2009): inside front cover.
45
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Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.105.

Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Gongzuo jianbao,” Beijing daxue
Zhongguo gudaishi yanjiu zhongxin, 2 (2009), pp.4-12
(http://www.zggds.pku.edu.cn/005/007/002.pdf), accessed August 21st, 2017.
47
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Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Gongzuo jianbao,” 2009.2, p.8.
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Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Gongzuo jianbao,” 2009.2, p.5.
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See n.10 above.
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Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Gongzuo jianbao,” 2009.2, p.9.

Hu Dongbo
de keji fenxi
52

, Zhang Qiong

, and Wang Kai
, “Beida Xi Han zhujian
,” Wenwu
6 (2011):90-3.
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Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Gongzuo jianbao,” 2012.5, p.2.
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Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Gongzuo jianbao,” 2012.5, p.6.

Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Beijing Daxue cang Qin jiandu shinei
fajue qingli jianbao
,” Wenwu
6 (2012):
41-2.
55

Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu
gaishuo,” p.53.
56

The editors also point out that no dates in Emperor Wu’s reign were found on the
strips, with only one strip writing “first year of [Emperor] Xiao Jing
,” using
the posthumous title here. The calendar employed in the daybook and divination
manuscripts (Rishu
and Yushu
) also reflects changes that only occur after
57
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the calendar reform (in 104 BCE), which gives us an upper limit for their date.
Taboo avoidances are considered, though the editors note that this practice is not
necessarily consistent in the early Han. See Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo,
“Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu gaishuo,” pp.53, 55-6, n.4 and 5.
58

Zhu Fenghan, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian gaishu,” p.57.
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See ch.2, n.197.

The only exception may be the title convention, as a material feature of the
manuscript itself.
60

Xing Wen
, “Beida jian Laozi bianwei
,” Guangming ribao
, August 8th, 2016 (http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/201608/08/nw.D110000gmrb_20160808_1-16.htm?div=-1), accessed August 21st, 2017;
“Bianzheng zhi mei yu sandian toushi -- Beida jian Laozi zai bianwei
ア
th
—
,” Guangming ribao
, September 12 , 2016
(http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/2016-09/12/nw.D110000gmrb_20160912_216.htm?div=-1), accessed August 21st, 2017; “Jishu shufaxue yu jiandu bianwei – da
Yao Xiaoou xiansheng
──
,” Guangming ribao
, December 19th, 2016 (http://news.gmw.cn/201612/19/content_23286332.htm), accessed August 21st, 2017.
61

For my more detailed reply to Xing Wen’s critiques, see: Christopher J. Foster,
“Introduction to the Peking University Han Bamboo Strips: On the Authentication
and Study of Purchased Manuscripts,” Early China 40 (2017): 19-49. Nor am I alone
in this judgment, as other scholars have come to the defense of the Peking
University Laozi’s authenticity. See for instance: Li Kai
, “Guanyu Beida jian
Laozi de bianwei
,” Guangming ribao
, September
12th, 2016 (http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/201609/12/nw.D110000gmrb_20160912_1-16.htm?div=-1), accessed August 21st, 2017;
Yao Xiaoou
, “You pinjie yu shufa kan zhenwei – yu Xing Wen xiansheng
shangque
──
,” Guangming ribao
,
December 12, 2016 (http://epaper.gmw.cn/gmrb/html/201612/12/nw.D110000gmrb_20161212_1-16.htm), accessed August 21st, 2017. Thies
Staack also prepared a response to Xing Wen in his: “Could the Peking University
Laozi
really be a forgery? Some skeptical remarks.” Staack offers many of the
same responses to Xing Wen’s critiques that I give in my article. Our articles were
drafted independently, and we agreed to maintain that independence by not
elaborating upon each other’s work within them. Staack has made the paper
available online (at www.academia.edu). I would encourage readers to consult
Staack’s article for a complementary perspective to my own.
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After requesting permission from the Peking University Excavated Manuscript
Research Center, I was allowed to inspect the Laozi artifact twice, first on September
5th, then again on October 26th, 2016. Under the direction of center personnel,
photographs were taken of the versos to a number of the strips currently under
question. Han Wei has also prepared an introduction of our findings on these two
dates, along with a more detailed introduction to their discovery and treatment of
the verso marks. This was delivered as a talk in the Beijing Forum in November
2016, and a handout was also provided with photographs. See: Han Wei
, “Zai
lun Beida Han jian Laozi de jianbei huahen – jian shi dui Han jian Laozi zhenwei de
‘zhiyi’
── ）
‘
’,” delivered at
th
the Beijing Forum
, Peking University, November 6 , 2016, pp.1-2.
63
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It was also left protected in glass plates when I viewed it, adding to the glare.

On the “spiral line theory,” see especially: Han Wei
, “Xi Han zhushu Laozi
jianbei huahen de chubu fenxi
,” in Beijing daxue
cang Xi Han zhushu [er], 227-35; Jia Lianxiang
, Zhanguo zhushu xingzhi ji
xiangguan wenti yanjiu – yi Qinghua Daxue cang Zhanguo zhujian wei zhongxin
——
, in the Qinghua jian
Xinian yu gushi xintan yanjiu congshu
series, edited
by Li Shoukui
(Shanghai: Zhongxi shuju, 2015), pp.82–102; Thies Staack,
“Identifying Codicological Sub-units in Bamboo Manuscripts: Verso Lines Revisited,”
in Manuscript Cultures 8 (2015): 161-6, available online (https://www.manuscriptcultures.uni-hamburg.de/MC/manuscript_cultures_no_8.pdf), accessed August 21st,
2017.
65

Sarah Allan adopts a similar approach in her defense of the Shanghai Museum
manuscripts. She mentions for instance that the Shanghai Museum writings
revealed to us for the first time the consistent style of the Chu script, and included
unknown forms that matched characters in the Guodian manuscripts, which were
published only after the Shanghai Museum purchase. See Sarah Allan, Buried Ideas,
p.69. Other arguments that Allan raises for the authenticity of the Shanghai Museum
include: the level of water saturation to the strips, requiring careful conservation;
the fact that fakes tend to mimic known material, while many of the Shanghai
Museum texts have no parallels in the received corpus; how variants in these
manuscripts have helped with the decipherment of unknown characters in
archaeologically excavated sources; how there is a large number of scribal hands
responsible for these manuscripts, making their forgery impracticable; and the
complexity of the relationships between these texts and our understanding of early
China writ large, from our interpretation of the intricacies of paleographic data
across other media, up to considerations of intellectual history. See Buried Ideas,
pp.68-70.
66
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One exciting discovery was recently made, when thousands of bamboo strips and
other inscriptions were archaeologically excavated from the tomb of Liu He
,
the Marquis of Haihun
. For the preliminary report, see: Jiangxisheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo
[Jiangxi Provincial Institute of
Archaeology], et al., “Nanchang shi Xi Han Haihun Hou mu
,”
Kaogu
7 (2016): 45-62.
67

Han Wei does suggest a few differences between the Peking University Laozi and
other editions, including variations in wording and unique chapter divisions. See
his: “Xi Han zhushu Laozi de wenben tezheng he xueshu jiazhi
,” in Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [er], pp.207-25.
68

Sun Peiyang
, “Jiance bei hua xian chutan
,” Chutu wenxian
yu guwenzi yanjiu
、
4 (2011): 449-62. One account has the
discovery being made in January 2010. See: Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo,
“Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu gaishuo,” p.55, n.1; Han Wei’s lastest report
however places it slightly later, during photography in April of that year. See:
“Zailun Beida Han jian Laozi de jianbei huahen,” p.1. As Thies Staack points out,
other scholars began to take note of the verso marks at around this same time,
including: Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiusheng dushuhui
、
[Fudan University Excavated Manuscript and
Paleography Center Reading Group], “Qinghua jian Chengwu jianxu tiaozheng yize”
, Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin,
January 5, 2011 (http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/1343), accessed
August 21st, 2017. Li Tianhong
did early work on this phenomenon as well,
see her: “Hubei chutu Chu jian (wuzhong) geshi chuxi
(
)
,” esp. pp.103-4. For Staack’s comment on the early publication on verso marks,
see: “The Wei li zhi guan ji qianshou Manuscript from the Yuelu Academy Collection:
a new reconstruction based on verso lines and verso imprints of writing,” in
Higashiajia no shahon to shosha zairyo
Documents and
Writing Materials in East Asia, ed. Tomoyuki Nagata
(Kyoto: Kyoto
Daigaku Jinbun Kagaku Kenkyujo, 2014), p.3, n.18.
69

Hubeisheng Jing Sha tielu kaogudui
[Jingmen-Shashi
Railway archaeological Team, Hubei Province], Baoshan Chu jian
(Beijing:
Wenwu chubanshe, 1991), p.4. This line is also repeated in the official excavation
report: Hubeisheng Jing Sha tielu kaogudui, Baoshan Chu mu
(Beijing:
Wenwu chubanshe, 1991), vol.1, p.267. Sun acknowledges the Baoshan editors in
his article, see: Sun Peiyang, “Jiance bei hua xian chutan,” p.455.
70

71

Li Tianhong, “Hubei chutu Chu jian (wuzhong) geshi chuxi,” pp.102-6.
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Qinghua daxue chutu wenxian yanjiu yu baohu zhongxin, Qinghua daxue cang
Zhanguo zhujian (yi)
( ) (Shanghai: Zhongxi, 2010); Zhu
Hanmin
and Chen Songchang
eds., Yuelu shuyuan cang Qin jian (yi)
( ) (Shanghai: Shanghai cishu, 2010).
72

Take for example the publication of the Guodian cache. In the initial Guodian Chu
mu zhujian
volume, there are photographs of just two versos out of
the entire collection, and each from a different manuscript: Ziyi
strip #40, and
Yucong si
strip #27 (which bears a line-like mark). See: Jingmenshi
bowuguan
[Jingmen Museum], Guodian Chu mu zhujian
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1998), pp.20 and 107 respectively. A few additional
verso photographs were later released in the Guodian volume of Chu di chutu
Zhanguo jiance heji
, see: Wuhan daxue jianbo yanjiu
zhongxin
[Wuhan University Center of Bamboo and Silk
Manuscripts], Jingmen bowuguan
[Jingmen Museum], ed., Chu di chutu
Zhanguo jiance heji
(Beijing: Wenwu, 2011), vol.1. The new
verso photographs include: Wu xing
strip #36; Cheng zhi wen zhi
strip #13; and Zun deyi
strips #11, 12, 15 and 28 (which has a very unusual
series of line-like marks).
73

Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian zhengli xiaozu
Strips Editing Group], Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian
1990), photographs pp.103-16.
74

[Shuihudi Qin
(Beijing: Wenwu,

The longest series I have noticed is from strip #161-166, which appears to be
drawn in with ink. See Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian, p.116. I suspect that the anticipated
use of the verso for such widespread writing might have dictated that the scribe
select strips without running line-like marks for the manuscript. Alternatively, the
strips could have also been polished or otherwise specially prepared to eliminate
most of the marks, leaving a clean space for writing. The artifact itself would need to
be investigated before confidently asserting this point.
75

There is the possibility that the strips’ versos were displayed in a museum exhibit,
though I have found no evidence of any museum arranging their manuscript
displays in this manner, nor have I seen such displays in the exhibits I have
personally visited.
76

For instance, Liu Guozhong notes that the Tsinghua editors relied mainly on
photographs to compile manuscripts and finish transcriptions. Assuming that the
photographs were of the writing, and thus of the rectos, exposure to the versos
would have been limited. See Liu Guozhong, Zoujin Qinghua jian, pp.55-6.
77

See n.65 above. Thies Staack provides a thorough discussion of the “spiral line
theory” and such verso “sets,” including a more in-depth look at the reconstruction
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for the Yuelu Academy Zhiri verso lines, to which I would refer the reader:
“Identifying Codicological Sub-units in Bamboo Manuscripts: Verso Lines Revisited,”
pp.161-74, and esp. p.178 for an image of the manuscript’s verso. For verso sets in
the Tsinghua strips, see also: Xiao Yunxiao
, “Qinghua jian jiance zhidu
kaocha
” (MA thesis, Wuhan University, 2015), pp.78-80; Jia
Lianxiang, Zhanguo zhushu xingzhi ji xiangguan wenti yanjiu, pp.82-102.
While this does not disprove the text or the verso marks as modern additions to
ancient bamboo strips, it does make forgery less tenuous, especially on such a large
scale. See: Li Xueqin
, “Qinghua jian zhengli gongzuo de diyi nian
,” Qinghua daxue xuebao
(Philosophy and Social Sciences
Edition
) 2009.5, also appended to Liu Guozhong, Zoujin Qinghua jian, pp.1813; “Jiance baogao
” in Yuelu Shuyuan cang Qin jian (yi), pp.197-201.
79

Moreover, should newly excavated manuscripts also retain verso marks with
these same unusual characteristics, then the first condition would be necessary
regardless: that the forger had privileged access to data on previously excavated
manuscripts (for instance from Baoshan, Guodian, etc.) which also had these same
features.
80

Zhang Cunliang
and Wu Hong
, “Shuiquanzi Han jian chushi
,” Wenwu
10 (2009): 88-91, inside front cover; Zhang Cunliang
,
“Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian li’ce
,”
Chutu wenxian yanjiu
、
9 (2010): 60-75, plates 8-11. See also ch.2,
nn.177-9.
81

According to Zhang Cunliang, they completed an initial set of transcriptions for
the Shuiquanzi strips on the eve of the National Day
holiday in October.
Zhang and Wu Hong had also taken photographs of the strips on their own. There is
no mention that this data was shared with others, until the preliminary report was
released in 2009. See: Zhang Cunliang, “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian
li’ce,” p.61.
82

Transcriptions for the Peking University Cang Jie pian are taken from: Beijing
Daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [yi], pp.67-141. For strips PKU 57 and 58, see p.124 and
126, n.9+10. In general, the Shuiquanzi transcriptions follow
83

Hu Pingsheng

, “Du Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian
,” Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, January 21,
2010 (http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/1064), accessed August 21st,
2017. For strips where photographs are not yet available, I rely on Zhang’s
transcriptions. In this case, see: “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie Pian lice,”
p.68. Note that while Zhu Fenghan uses direct transcriptions in the Peking
University Cang Jie pian publication, Hu’s transcriptions are more interpretative. For
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the reader’s convenience, I will provide the more familiar interpretative character
forms when there is no significant variance at the site of the novel match (and also
for all peripheral text). For example, while Zhu’s transcription of ‘ ’ seems to differ
from Hu’s transcription of ‘ ’ in the line ‘
’, an examination of both
manuscripts reveals that the variance is only at the level of our modern
transcription, and not with how the character was written by the ancient scribe.
Both the Peking University and Shuiquanzi characters have a direct transcription of
‘ ’, an alternative for ‘ ’. For more on the necessity of disambiguating
transcription practices, see: Crispin Williams, “A Methodological Procedure for the
Analysis of the Wenxian Covenant Texts,” Asiatische Studien/Études Asiatiques 59.1
(2005): 61-114.
See the listing for ‘ ’ in Zong Fubang
, Chen Shinao
, and Xiao Haibo
, Guxun Huizuan
(Beijing: Shangwuyin, 2003), p.1901. In his
annotations, Zhu also cites the Guangyun entry identifying ‘ ’ and ‘ ’, see Beijing
daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [yi], p.126, n.11.
84

In the Fuyang Cang Jie pian witness, the strips FY C089 + FY C003 may overlap
with this section; however the characters are too illegible to be considered as a
match, particularly for the ‘ ’ position. With FY C089, following ‘ ’ there seems to
be a ‘ ’ component to the next character. Thus this match between the Peking
University and Shuiquanzi versions is not the strongest evidence. As there is no
photograph for the Shuiquanzi strip, again the transcription is based off of Zhang
Cunliang’s rendition.
85

I did not include the overlap that occurs at ‘
’ with SQZ2_T:21
(SQZ2_P:42), as there is also a strip in the British Library collection of shavings
(labels marked with “YT”) which matches this content, namely YT 3445.
86

87

FY C105 + FY C041 overlap with this section in part.

FY C028 overlaps up to the character ‘ ’. See also SQZ2_T:48. Hu’s transcription
also seems to mistakenly switch ‘ ’ with ‘ ’, I have corrected for that here.
88

89

FY C026 and potentially FY C098 overlap with other parts of this text.

90

FY C036 + FY C040 overlap before the character ‘ ’.

The transcription is repeated at SQZ2_T:51. A photograph is also available in the
earliest (April 2009) publication: Wu Hong
, Wei Meili ア , and Zhang
Cunliang
, “Gansu Yongchang Shuiquanzi Han muqun
,”
Zhongguo wenwu bao
, April 24th, 2009, p.4. This section of overlapping
text is particularly interesting, as it shows a chapter division in the Shuiquanzi
manuscript that is different from the Peking University edition. (PKU 57+58 vs.
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SQZ2_ T:52 + SQZ2_T:53 (SQZ2_P:22) is another such spot potentially). Note that the
right component for the character ‘ ’ on PKU 63 is simplified, with horizontal
strokes on the bottom.
As there is no photograph for first Shuiquanzi piece available yet, I am using the
transcription Zhang provides. Note that one shaving from the British Library
collection might overlap with a couple characters from this pair. YT 2275 has the
characters ‘
’, and before ‘ ’ there seems to also be the bottom component of ‘ ’
in ‘ ’. The shaving is too fragmentary however to confidently call it matching text.
92

This has also impacted my count of the number of strip pieces with matching text,
and the total number of overlapping characters. Note however that in my previous
article I mistakenly stated that there were fourteen Shuiquanzi strips with
overlapping content, when in fact I only list thirteen. The total character count in
that article of fifty-two characters did not include ‘ ’. This is because most of the
right side of the character is missing, and Zhu Fenghan states that he turned to the
Shuiquanzi evidence in order to supplement the component his transcription would
have otherwise lacked. Although the ‘ ’ is also partial, and Zhu again cites the
Shuiquanzi witness to support his reading, enough of the character is extant in my
opinion to allow for the transcription to stand on its own. Since I have taken this
overlap off of my list, these issues are now moot, but I wanted to document them
regardless.
93

Again most evidence suggests that were found during the second expedition at
site T.6.b. See the Yingguo volume, p.2, as well as: Zhang Defang
and Hao
Shusheng
, “Sitanyin dierci Zhongya tanxian suohuo Dunhuang Han jian
weikan bufen ji qi xiangguan wenti
,” in the Yingguo volume, pp.76-80; Aurel Stein, Serindia, vol.2, p.646;
and sec.4.2. For an introduction to this cache, see sec.2.2.11.
94

Only those strips he deemed decipherable and worthwhile received treatment in
his translation: Édouard Çhavannes, Les Documents Chinois Découverts par Aurel
Stein dans les Sables du Turkestan Oriental (Oxford: Imprimerie de l’Université,
1913).
95

Wang Tao
, Hu Pingsheng
and Wu Fangsi
eds., Yingguo guojia
tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo weikan Han wen jiandu
(Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 2007).
96

The International Dunhuang Project homepage may be found at:
(http://idp.bl.uk/), last accessed August 21st, 2017. I am not sure of exactly when
the images for the Cang Jie pian pieces were first made publicly available in this
database.
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Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.19-27; Zhu Fenghan, “Beida cang Han
jian Cang Jie pian yu qita chutu jianben duizhaobiao
,” p.155.
98

For the first article, see: Bai Junpeng
, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang
Sitanyin suohuo weikan Han wen jiandu de chubu zhengli yu yanjiu
,” Zhongguo wenzi
, new
series 39 (2013): 212, 215. In sec.17, he connects YT 3559 with YT 3311 and 3551.
He does not however mention a potential link to FY C037 (see below), or talk about
how it might connect to any other previous Cang Jie pian find, but rather focuses on
how to read the text (bringing in citations from the Suwen
). Bai begins his
article by pointing out the prevalence of Cang Jie pian text in the British Library
shavings, but later warns that not all of the content he discusses necessarily belongs
in the Cang Jie pian. Note that content for this article is also found in his dissertation:
Bai Junpeng
, “Dunhuang Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu
,”
PhD diss., Jilin University, 2014. Following the publication of the Peking University
Cang Jie pian, Bai has also recently associated YT 3559 with PKU 3. See: Bai Junpeng
, “Du Beida jian Cang Jie pian zhaji
,” Jianbo yanjiu
Chun xia juan
(2016): 252-3.
99

Transcriptions for the British Library shavings are based off of those provided in
the Yingguo volume, with reference to the photographs also included, see esp. p.46
and pl.111. What makes this specific example even more convincing is the fact that
both PKU 3 and YT 3559 overlap in their initial text with the conclusion of strip FY
C037. We thus know that YT 3559, regardless of its relationship to the Peking
University manuscript, may be linked to Cang Jie pian content from another cache
that was archaeologically excavated.
100

Wang Guowei
, “Cang Jie pian canjian ba”
in Guantang Jilin
(wai er zhong)
(
), Ershi shiji Zhongguo shixue mingzhu
series (Shijiazhuang: Hebei jiaoyu 2001), vol. 5, 126. Wang turns to a strip
from Aurel Stein’s collection where “
” is scribbled on the verso, see: Gansu
sheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Han jian
(Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju chuban, 1991), strip #1975. Sun Xingyan
had earlier guessed that the
title derived from an opening line beginning with “
,” though at the time his only
proof was the parallel convention in the Jijiu pian
, as that text starts with “
.” See: Sun Xingyan, Cang Jie pian
in Congshu jicheng chubian
(Beijing: Zhonghua, 1985-1991), vol. 105, foreword, 1-2.
101

For a recent overview of debates surrounding reconstruction of the opening
chapter, see Liang Jing, “Cang Jie pian shou zhang de faxian yu yanjiu
,” in Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.83-7. She also published this essay in:
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“Cang Jie pian shou zhang de faxian yu yanjiu
yanjiu
(2013): 201-6.

,” Jianbo

The Hanshu Yiwenzhi notes that in the early Han there was a Cang Jie
edited
by “village teachers” into fifty-five chapters, each bearing sixty characters. The
Peking University Cang Jie pian however must have been a different edition, judging
from how the chapter titles relate to the recorded character counts, ranging from
104 to 152 characters total. This frustrates any attempts to estimate how much
content is actually missing from the Peking University manuscript, if much at all.
Interestingly, the Fuyang Shuanggudui Cang Jie pian does not have content from the
opening chapter either. It might not be coincidental that two of our longer and
potentially older versions of the text, both likely taken from aristocratic tombs in
central or eastern China, happen to lack this opening chapter. My suspicion is that it
was appended to the text at some point in the Western Han, and therefore only later
established the identity of the Cang Jie pian as such. See also ch.4, n.60.
103

As both Hu Pingsheng and Sarah Allan have emphasized, forgers tend to base
their work on previously unearthed examples. See n.21 and 66 above. As one
example, Enno Giele briefly documents the forgery of strips mimicking a text from
Wuwei
Mozuizi
granting dove-headed staffs to the elderly, see: Enno
Giele, “Excavated texts: contexts and methodology,” in China’s Early Empires: A Reappraisal (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), pp.114-6. Of course, if the
Peking University Cang Jie pian was part of a cache of fake manuscripts, it might
have been split up on the market, with pieces related to the Cang Jie pian still for
sale or purchased previously and in unknown private collections. It would be
extremely coincidental however if all content from a potential opening chapter
happened to be separated from the rest of the manuscript on the market, with no
traces remaining in the Peking University collection.
104

Paul Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artifacts,” pp.153-60.
See n.7 above for full citation.
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See esp. Paul Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artifacts,”
pp.156-7.
106
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Paul Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artifacts,” p.158.

In his article, Goldin highlights two specific practices which he deems to be
detrimental: the purchase of looted manuscripts from the antiquities market; and
the study of looted manuscripts by scholars. For the former concern, Goldin argues
that “every time a cultural or academic institution such as the Shanghai Museum
makes a large (and highly publicized) purchase of looted artifacts, it only
encourages the next cycle of looting” (p.156). To this he adds the issue of
repatriation, especially if it involves purchasing artifacts for exorbitant amounts,
justified in the name of patriotic duty. Undoubtedly, knowledge that a well-endowed
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institution is willing to spend money on looted bamboo strips (or find a donor who
will) incentivizes tomb robbery to some degree – a market cannot exist without
customers, and here we have customers with deep pockets. As I will discuss shortly,
the growth of the market for Chinese antiquities, and for bamboo-strip manuscripts
in particular, is far more complex than this simple equation however. I do not
believe we ought to lay exceptional blame for this unfortunate phenomenon on the
willingness of Peking University or like institutions to acquire these caches. While I
will excuse myself from delving further into this aspect of the debate for now, my
sympathies will become apparent in the conversation that follows, and many of my
arguments will hold true at both the individual and institutional levels.
Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.101; Liu
Guozhong, Zoujin Qinghua jian, pp.35-46. On this, please consult the Chinese edition,
as the English translation purposefully excises ‘rescue’ from the descriptions of their
work, sensitive to this debate.
109

Paul Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artifacts,” p.157;
Hubeisheng Jingmenshi bowuguan
[Hubei Jingmen Museum],
“Jingmen Guodian yihao Chu mu
,” Wenwu
7 (1997): 35;
Jingmenshi bowuguan, Guodian Chu mu zhujian, p.1.
110

For an in-depth discussion of all the measures Tsinghua University took to
ensure the preservation of their cache, see: Liu Guozhong, Zoujin Qinghua jian,
pp.35-46.
111
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Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” pp.105-6

As one example, it appears that mold has developed on the Wangjiatai bamboo
strips, perhaps explaining why this collection has yet to be published in full. See:
Edward Shaughnessy, Unearthing the Changes: Recently Discovered Manuscripts of
the Yi Jing (I Ching) and Related Texts (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013),
p.148.
113

Liu Guozhong describes how the strips acquired by Tsinghua University were
sealed in plastic wrap and, for a few of the bundles, placed on a pallet of fresh
bamboo slats as well. While this method prevented the strips from drying out, the
stale water and untreated bamboo accelerated microorganism growth and led to
molding. See Liu Guozhong, Zoujin Qinghua jian, p.38. If left on the market longer
under these conditions the ancient strips would have deteriorated to an even
greater extent, and might have been lost forever.
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Paul Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artifacts,” p.158.

This is of course taking Goldin’s call to action seriously and universally: we
cannot fall back on the assumption that there will always be other scholars who still
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study these looted manuscripts. If the goal is to not work on looted materials, then
the goal is have no scholars work on them.
Wang Zijin
documents the persistent problem of tomb robbery
throughout Chinese history in: Zhongguo daomu shi: yi zhong shehui xianxiang de
wenhua kaocha
:
(Beijing: Zhongguo guangbo
dianshi, 2000). Legal statutes dictating harsh penalties for tomb robbery have been
discovered among recently unearthed Qin and Han period caches of bamboo strips,
highlighting how prevalent (and distressing) this crime was in antiquity. See for
instance the Ernian lüling
statute on robbery Dao lü
in the
Zhangjiashan Han strips: Zhangjiashan ersiqihao Han mu zhujian zhengli xiaozu,
Zhangjiashan Han mu zhujian
(Beijing: Wenwu, 2001), 143, strip
#65-6; Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early
Imperial China: A Study with Critical Edition and Translation of the Legal Texts from
Zhangjiashan Tomb no.247 (Leiden: Brill, 2015), vol. 2, p.467, and esp. p.482, n.50.
Sima Qian records how mechanized weapons were even built into the First
Emperor’s tomb to protect the treasures buried alongside him, while all the workers
familiar with the tomb were likewise executed after its construction, to ensure that
knowledge of the tomb’s layout was not disseminated. Trees were then also planted
to hide the tomb and make it seem like a hill. Sima Qian
(Han author), Sima
Zhen
(Tang commentator), Zhang Shoujie
(Tang commentator), Pei
Yin
(Song commentator), Shiji
, in the Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975 [1959]), vol.1, ch.6 (“
”),
p.265. This apparently did not stop Xiang Yu
however from razing the tomb.
Multiple citations from the Shiji and Hanshu on this are raised in the discussion in
Wang Zijin, Zhongguo daomu shi, pp.54-8.
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My impression is that these collectors are largely based out of Asia, and China in
particular now. As a Western sinologist writing primarily in English, I would
question what sort of sway my work will have over the broader Chinese public.
Then again, as foreigners we might also lend international prestige to these
collections, particularly when we attend conferences on them, or do publish in
Chinese.
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One possible approach could be to compile transcripts of court cases trying
individuals for tomb robbery. Sarah Allan’s discussion on the provenance of the
Shanghai Museum strips utilizes trial records to argue that the collection might have
been taken from Guojiagang
, showing the potential of such data. See Buried
Ideas, p.53. Beyond a very general statement given by the State Administration of
Cultural Heritage
comparing the number of trials in 2009 against those
in 2010, (“Gongan bu Guojia wenwu ju bu shu 2011 daji wenwu fanzui zhuanxiang
xingdong”
2011
, May 13th, 2015
(http://www.sach.gov.cn/art/2011/5/13/art_722_109187.html), accessed August
21st, 2017; I am indebted to Robert Murowchick for pointing me to this brief), I have
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not been able to locate comprehensive statistics, and systematically compiling all
relevant cases is beyond the scope of this article. Trials are also inevitably only a
partial glimpse into this phenemonon.
Traditional accounts name the robber as Bu Zhun
. See: Fang Xuanling
(Tang author), et al., Jin shu
, in the Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974), vol.26, ch.51 (“
”),
pp.1432-3. Edward Shaughnessy however argues that ‘buzhun
’ is not a name,
but rather an adverb, meaning “illicitly.” See his overview of the find in: Edward L.
Shaughnessy, Rewriting Early Chinese Texts (Albany: State University of New York
Press, 2006), esp. p.134.
120

Dingxian Han mu zhujian zhenglizu
[Ding County Han
Tomb Bamboo-strip Manuscript Editing Group], “Dingxian 40 hao Han mu chutu
zhujian jianjie
40
,” Wenwu
8 (1981): 11; Van Els,
Paul, “Dingzhou: The Story of an Unfortunate Tomb,” Asiatische Studien / Études
asiatiques 63 (2009): 909-41.
121

The discovery of the Chu silk manuscript is another case in point, though much
earlier. Noel Barnard interviewed one of the boys supposedly involved in the
robbery, who states that they thought the leather-like material was goat-skin, and
only retrieved a few pieces for later examination, as they noticed some characters
and pictures drawn on it. “At least three individual pieces were observed but as no
one was really interested, no one assisted the boys to lift the remaining planks [and
retrieve more]. … there may well still remain other brush-written Manuscripts
between the planks…” See: Noel Barnard, The Ch’u Silk Manuscript – Translation and
Commentary (Canberra: Department of Far Eastern History, Australian National
University, 1973), part 2, pp.1-18, citation from p.3. The Guodian cache may serve as
another more recent example, as Goldin implies in his article, however Scott Cook
suggests (following Peng Hao’s account in the preliminary report) that the looters
might have had difficulty accessing the strips instead, once water and mud seeped
into the head comparatment. See: Scott Cook, The Bamboo Texts of Guodian: A Study
and Complete Translation (Ithaca: Cornell University East Asia Program, 2012) vol.1,
4, n.7; “Jingmen Guodian yihao Chu mu,” p.35; Sarah Allan and Crispin Williams, ed.,
The Guodian Laozi: Proceedings of the International Conference, Dartmouth College,
May 1998 (Berkeley: Society for the Study of Early China, Institute of East Asian
Studies, University of California Berkeley, 2000), pp.117-8.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Lun jianbo bianwei yu liushi jiandu qiangjiu,” p.105.
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Paul Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artifacts,” p.157.

Once a formerly sealed and self-contained tomb environment is opened, oxygen
is introduced allowing microorganisms to grow, threatening this class of artifact.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Learning with the Cang Jie pian

4.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, I examined methodological issues pertinent to research
on the Cang Jie pian, including: (1) how to delineate textual identity, especially when
associating newly excavated manuscript data with information derived from
received sources about a previously lost text; and (2) how to authenticate
manuscripts which were purchased off of the antiquities market and therefore lack
a secure provenance. The remainder of this dissertation will now shift away from
this overt methodological orientation, and instead seek to develop a historical
argument concerning the role of the Cang Jie pian in the spread of literacy in early
China. I begin here with the most basic question: was the Cang Jie pian actually
utilized as a primer? Finding reason to believe that it was, I next turn to ask who
was studying with this primer, how they trained with it, and what sort of technical
skillsets it was fostering. To this end, the Yumen Huahai た

site is raised as a

case study, offering one concrete example for how the Cang Jie pian was employed
in a student’s education.

4.2 The Cang Jie pian as a Primer
Before discussing how the Cang Jie pian contributed to the acquisition and
spread of literacy, it is important to present evidence for the fact that it was indeed a
primer. The Cang Jie pian’s status as a primer is a key assumption for this study.
Questions about literacy and standards for textual production during the Western
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Han may be asked fruitfully of any manuscript artifacts dating to this period. What
makes the Cang Jie pian a particularly efficacious test subject however lies in the fact
that it was potentially the site where Han students themselves were formally taught
to interact with text. Through the Cang Jie pian – as a (perhaps idealized) textbook –
we may therefore better appreciate the expectations informing the burgeoning
manuscript culture of the Western Han, even if these expectations might not have
always been met in practice.1 With strip fragments bearing Cang Jie pian content, we
are moreover offered a direct glimpse into how students actually went about their
training “on the ground.”
There is, in my opinion, ample evidence to suggest that the Cang Jie pian was
used in some capacity as a primer during the Western Han. Consider for instance the
assumed audience addressed in the opening lines of the text itself:
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )2

( )

Cang Jie created writing, and taught it to later generations. Young
children, receive his instructions, and heed them with utmost care!
Exert your energy to reading and chanting, doing so day and night
without being excused. If you work to become a scribe, then you will
tally records and govern. You will raise in the ranks and surpass the
rest, differentiating yourself as extraordinary. Even if at first the labor
is toilsome, in the end you will inevitably have what you wish! 3
The Cang Jie pian thus begins by crediting Cang Jie, the legendary scribe of the
Yellow Emperor, with the invention of writing.4 This new technology is then
immediately associated with education in the next line, as it was taught to later
generations. After this initial narrative, the Cang Jie pian’s introduction shifts to offer
words of encouragement to its assumed student: the ‘youzi
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’ or “young children.”

These children are urged to practice day and night, through reading and chanting.5
Moreover, the Cang Jie pian also hints at their ultimate aspiration, namely to one day
become a ‘shi

’ or “scribe” in the government.

This opening is echoed in the Jijiu pian
Cang Jie pian purportedly composed by Shi You

, which was an offspring of the
in the late 1st cen. BCE:6

7

For swift employ, this special prism is different from the many others.
It lists out the characters for the names of various things, and divides
them into categories that are not mixed together. After using it for
only a few days, you will indeed quickly get your way. Exert your
energy to work on this, and you will inevitably have what you desire!8
While the audience for the Jijiu pian is never directly defined, as it is in the Cang Jie
pian, again the implication is that whoever was using this text saw it as a tool for
gaining employment. Once more the audience is urged to exert all of their efforts in
working on the Jijiu pian, with the promise being that they will inevitably attain
what they desire (that is, to become employed, potentially as a scribe).9 I would like
to emphasize, moreover, that the first line of the Jijiu pian goes a step further than
the Cang Jie pian, in that it explicitly references itself – ‘qi gu

’ or “this special

prism” – as the intended object of study. This confirms that it is the Jijiu pian text
itself which the students were practicing, while in the Cang Jie pian this is merely
implied.
Momiyama Akira

has argued that, as a specific type of textual carrier,

the gu prism referred to at the beginning of the Jijiu pian was intimately linked to
learning from character books.10 Cang Jie pian content has indeed been found
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written on gu prisms, as is the case for instance with JY 9.1.11 To support his
position, Momiyama cites Yan Shigu’s

commentary to the first line of the Jijiu

pian (on “this special prism”), where Yan states: “A gu prism is the board used for
textbooks… nowadays children’s textbooks are still called informally ‘wooden gu
prism chapters’ for short, which is a phrase that has survived since ancient times.
…

.”12 To supplement this

citation, in the Xijing zaji
Han figure Fu Jiezi

there is also an anecdote about how the Western
“enjoyed his textbooks, but discarded his gu prisms

,” in order to pursue fame in the frontier.13 Momiyama believes that the gu
prism was especially well-suited for study, as it had more writing surface to practice
on, while also being easier to erase.14 It is possible that gu prisms were also easier to
fashion physically, and perhaps were created out of discarded branches or parts of
the tree that were otherwise unworkable for more closely regulated strip forms, to
use as a type of “scrap paper” in informal study.15
We also find numerous examples of Cang Jie pian content written on socalled “shavings” (or ‘xiaoyi

’). These shavings consist of thin layers that were

cut off from the surface of a strip – or a gu prism more likely – to erase text and
allow for new writing. Momiyama points to the presence of shavings with Cang Jie
pian content as direct evidence for students practicing characters (‘xi zi
fact, Aurel Stein’s assistant, Jiang Xiaowan

’). In

, had long before made the same

observation upon first discovering a large batch of such shavings.16 Jiang “noticed
that the writing was obviously by the same hand and the phrases constantly
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recurring. He was, no doubt, right in concluding that these were chips from
improvised tablets which some officer or clerk, eager to improve his penmanship
after the wont of the present-day literatus, had used again and again for writing
exercises, planning them down with a knife each time to obtain a fresh surface.”17
Indeed, a survey of the Stein shavings bearing Cang Jie pian content recently
published by the British Library does reveal that they tend to cluster around certain
sections of the text, with multiple shavings overlapping in content at those points.18
While the calligraphic style and character construction is also largely consistent on
these pieces, it is not always “obvious” however that different shavings with
overlapping content were necessarily written by the same hand.19 Regardless, these
pieces appear to be the product of some form of repeated practice, as one could
easily imagine took place if the Cang Jie pian was being employed as a primer.20
Further evidence that the Cang Jie pian was used as a primer is supplied by
the Hanshu Yiwenzhi bibliography, when it places this text within the “primary
education” or ‘xiaoxue

’ genre.21 The Shuowen jiezi postface likewise mentions

the Cang Jie pian within a broader narrative that touches upon primary education.22
The identification of the Cang Jie pian with this genre is then also confirmed by the
Lunheng

, which writes: “the Cang Jie chapters are a work of primary education,

and its wordlist is complete.

.”23 The Hanshu Yiwenzhi

and Shuowen postface first introduce the notion of ‘xiaoxue

’ by looking back to

a supposed Zhou period institution, where children of the nobility began their
education with the Palace Protector (or ‘baoshi
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’) at the age of eight.24 That the

opening lines of the Cang Jie pian are addressed to the ‘youzi

’, “young children,”

may harken back to this early institution. By the Eastern Han period however, when
these three received texts (the Hanshu, Shuowen, and Lunheng) were all composed,
‘xiaoxue

’ had evolved beyond a curriculum for children’s education, to become

a more specialist field of study. Recall how ordinary teachers in the Han forgot how
to read the archaic vocabulary of the Cang Jie pian, and already in the late Western
Han “primary education experts

” were summoned to court to record rare

characters, some of which came to be included in Yang Xiong’s
the Cang Jie pian, the Xunzuan

continuation to

(Compiled Exegesis).25 Imre Galambos therefore

translates the term as “grammatology” instead, while Michael Nylan gives
“philological studies” alongside “elementary learning,” as alternative renderings into
English.26 Despite this changing status for ‘xiaoxue

’ however, when our

received documents discuss the Cang Jie pian in the context of this genre, they
connect it firmly to the study of texts, whether done initially by children at an
introductory level, or later by experts with a more specialist focus.
In addition to the points raised above, I would also like to explore in more
detail one further line of evidence that hints at a relationship between the Cang Jie
pian, education, and the scribal profession specifically. In both the Hanshu Yiwenzhi
and the Shuowen postface, brief mention is made of statutes governing the selection
of scribes. The Hanshu Yiwenzhi writes: “The Grand Scribe tests the students, and
those able to read and write 9000 or more characters are then made into a scribe.
Also test them on the six forms.
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.”27 The Shuowen offers a very similar account: “[Students] who read and write (or
alt. the [Shi] Zhou Treatise) 9000 characters are made into scribes. Also test them on
the eight forms.

( )

.”28 Recently, portions of

these laws were newly discovered in the Zhangjiashan

Han strips, which

may be confidently dated to the early Western Han.29 In the Zhangjiashan Shilü
[Statutes on Scribes], specific descriptions are given for the content on which scribe,
diviner, and invocator students were to be tested for official employment. For the
aspiring scribe, it stipulates: “[Test] the student scribes on the fifteen volumes.
Those able to read and write 5000 or more characters are then made into a scribe.
Also test them on the eight forms. [
( )

( )

]

( )

.”30 For the diviner students, it states instead: “[Test the

diviner] students. Those able to read and write 3000 characters of the scribal
treatises, chant 3000 characters of the diviner treatises, and divine accurately one
out of six times, are then made into a diviner. [

][

][

]

( )

.”31 Finally, for the invocator students: “Test
the invocator students on the fourteen chapters of the invocators. Those able to
chant 7000 phrases or more are then made into an invocator.
.”32
While these are all clearly versions of the same basic statutes, there are slight
variations between each of these citations that are important to consider. Most
intriguing for our purposes is the mention in the Zhangjiashan Han Shilü that the
scribal students are tested on fifteen volumes.33 The phrase ‘shiwu pian
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’ here

may just be a generic reference to fifteen volumes of text, but there is reason to
believe that it is actually an alternative title or shorthand for the Shi Zhou pian
, the older character book from which the Cang Jie pian purportedly borrowed
material.34 As we have already seen before in section 1.2.1, in both the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi catalog and the Shuowen postface, Scribe Zhou
composed (‘zuo

’) a “dazhuan shiwu pian

is said to have

,” which may be either

descriptive, or taken as a title: Fifteen Volumes of Large Seal Writing.35 As
supplemental proof, scholars have also pointed to a line from Ying Shao’s
Hanguan yi

, cited in the Tongdian

, which specifically claims both the Shi

Zhou pian and the Cang Jie pian had to be studied by scribe directors working in the
palace archives: “Those who master the Cang Jie and Shi Zhou volumes are to be
appointed as Scribe Directors of the Orchid Pavilion

.”36

Even if this line refers only to an elite scribal position, as Martin Kern warns, it still
establishes that knowledge of the Cang Jie pian and Shi Zhou pian was either
mandatory or encouraged, and thus likely tested in some fashion.37
Although the Hanshu citation of this statute does not specify the content on
which the students were tested, the Shuowen version may help to corroborate an
identification of the “fifteen volumes” with the Shi Zhou pian. Whereas both the
Zhangjiashan excavated Shilü and the Hanshu citation assert that students were
tested on ‘feng

’ (“reading”) and ‘shu

’ (“writing”), in the Shuowen an additional

character is inserted between these verbs: ‘zhou
appears in the name Shi Zhou pian

’. This is the same character that

and its eponymous compiler, Scribe Zhou
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. Scholars like Li Xueqin

have therefore interpreted this line in the

Shuowen as a reference to the Shi Zhou pian.38 Taken in this way, ‘shu

’ is not

acting as a verb, “to write,” but is rather part of the proper noun ‘Zhou shu

’ or

the “[Shi] Zhou Treatise,” with students then supposedly tested on reading 9000
characters from the Shi Zhou pian.
Of course, it is possible that ‘zhou

’ is also acting as a verb here, meaning

“to read.” This is in fact the interpretation preferred by Duan Yucai
Shuowen jiezi zhu －

.39 Yet Li points out that ‘zhou

in his

た

’ does not appear as a

verb in the Zhangjiashan Shilü. In my opinion, in this excavated witness the verbs
that do appear – namely ‘feng

’, ‘shu

’, and ‘song

’ (which I translate as “to

chant”) – are employed with a certain precision. This is revealed through a
comparison of the three different testing procedures for scribe, diviner, and
invocator students. The scribe students are tested via “reading and writing
the diviner students need to both “read and write
‘shishu

” the scribal treatises (the

’, which I will elaborate upon shortly), but then also “chant

diviner treatises (the ‘bushu

”;

” the

’); and invocator students only have to “chant

”.40

Different skills are thus being tested, as represented by two sets of verbs (‘fengshu
’ on the one hand, vs. ‘song

’ on the other), based on the assorted functions of

these distinctive offices (scribes vs. diviners vs. invocators). If the Shuowen is indeed
quoting from this or a similar statute, it seems unlikely to me that Xu Shen would
insert the verb ‘zhou

’ within a phrase signifying a legally sanctioned format for

testing, leading instead to a rather awkward series of three verbs, ‘feng zhou shu
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(“to read, recite, and write” or something similar).’41 If the “fifteen volumes”
listed in the Zhangjiashan statute were indeed shorthand for the Shi Zhou pian
however, then it would make sense that Xu Shen chose to explicate the test’s content
in his citation, taking ‘zhou shu

’ as the object of the verb ‘feng

’, meaning “to

read the [Shi] Zhou Treatise.42
Closely connected to this debate is the interpretation of the phrase ‘shishu
’ or “scribal treatises.” In the Zhangjiashan Shilü, diviner students are tested on
reading and writing the scribal treatises. Li Xueqin argues that ‘shishu

’ here is

referring back to the “fifteen volumes” of the Shi Zhou pian mentioned in the
Zhangjiashan scribes’ test. To support this association, Li cites Zhang Huaiguan’s
と Shu duan

, which states that the Shi Zhou pian “was made for scribal

officials and used in teaching, so it was called the ‘scribal treatises’.
.”43 The term ‘shishu

’ also appears on occasion in our received

histories, beginning with the Hanshu, where figures are sometimes introduced as
being “good at the scribal treatises

” or “capable in the scribal treatises

.” Early commentaries on these lines likewise interpret ‘shishu
to the Shi Zhou pian, including Ying Shao

’ as a reference

from the Eastern Han, and Li Xian

in the Tang.44 One of the assumptions built into this reading is that the Shi Zhou
pian and like “scribal treatises” would have been written in an archaic large seal
script, and thus a mark of erudition that the Han histories would brag about in royal
biographies.45 Scholars in the Qing however began to push back against this
assumption, arguing that scribes in the Han would have written in the more popular
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clerical script, as our manuscript evidence now confirms.46 Katsuya Ōnishi
has offered a more nuanced take recently, allowing that the meaning of ‘shishu

’,

while always referring to the vernacular calligraphic style of “clerkly writing
,” would have also evolved over time, from large seal in the Western Zhou to more
mature clerical forms by the end of the Western Han.47
In surveying these rivaling schools of thought, Zang Zhifei

concludes

that we need to turn away from calligraphic style as the lynchpin of ‘shishu

’

interpretations. Instead, he proposes that we focus on content, and understand the
“scribal treatises” as a genre of text.48 On this, I am in full agreement.49 As I will
elaborate upon shortly, we must emancipate ourselves from the close association of
the Shi Zhou pian or Cang Jie pian to their supposed ideal calligraphic styles, as
reported in the Hanshu and Shuowen accounts, as the manuscript evidence for this
latter text at least suggests that calligraphic styles varied and were not the primary
focus of students practicing with it. Zang believes that the “scribal treatises”
included a variety of works, such as registers, annals, and laws, however even if so it
is clear that the Shi Zhou pian and like primers occupied a central position in this
genre.50
Most of the discussion thus far has focused on whether or not the Shilü refers
to the Shi Zhou pian as the text which students were tested on in order to become
scribes or diviners. But how does the Cang Jie pian fit into this conversation? As
discussed in sec.1.2.1, the Hanshu Yiwenzhi narrative directly ties the Cang Jie pian
to the Shi Zhou pian when it states that “[the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue’s] characters
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are largely taken from the Shi Zhou pian, but the seal forms are somewhat different,
what is called the Qin seal script.

.”51

The Shuowen postface offers a parallel account: “Each [of the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and
Boxue] takes from the large seal script in the Shizhou, though some of the forms have
been rather abbreviated and altered, this is the so-called small seal script.
.”52 Although Ban Gu and Xu Shen’s emphasis is on the
imagined script type or calligraphic style for each respective work, the exact nature
of the Cang Jie pian and Shi Zhou pian’s relationship is unclear, particularly in regard
to shared content. It is obvious however that these two texts are intimately
connected, as they are often mentioned together, as demonstrated already when the
Hanguan yi lists them both as the texts with which scribe directors needed to master
should they wish to work in the Orchid Pavilion.
Interestingly, Yang Xiong also associates the Cang Jie pian with ‘shipian
or “scribal volumes,” a term akin to the ‘shishu
chapter of his Fayan

’

’, “scribal treatises.” In the Wu zi

, it is recorded that: “Someone wished to study the

Cang Jie scribal volumes. He replied: ‘Oh the scribal [texts], the scribal [texts]! It is
better [to study them] than to forget
conceivable that ‘shipian

.”53 It is

’ here is again a reference to the Shi Zhou pian

(“someone wished to study the Cang Jie and Shi Zhou”). Even if this is the case, then
not only is the Cang Jie pian once more mentioned alongside its predecessor, they
are both also labeled by Yang Xiong as the ‘shi

’, which I translate as “scribal texts”

and take as an abbreviated reference to either the ‘shishu
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’ or ‘shipian

’.54

The classification of the Cang Jie pian as one of the scribal volumes is made
unambiguous however in Yang Xiong’s Hanshu biography. In comparing his corpus
of works to earlier exemplars, it writes: “Of the scribal volumes, none are better
than the Cang Jie; thus [Yang] composed his Compiled Exegesis [to it].
.” Here the Cang Jie pian is extolled unequivocally as the epitome of the
“scribal volumes

” genre, in the same way that Yi

of the classics (‘jing

’) genre, or the Lunyu

is claimed to be the greatest

that of the biographies (‘zhuan

’),

and so forth.55
It is also tempting to draw connections between the character counts given in
the Shilü for the size of the texts being tested, and those provided in the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi for various editions of the Cang Jie pian. Although the Hanshu and
Shuowen versions of the statutes claim that scribe candidates were tested on 9000
characters, the Zhangjiashan version of the Shilü only records that they must read
and write 5000 characters (or more) from the “fifteen volumes.”56 As Robin Yates
has pointed out, there was eventually one edition of the Cang Jie pian that we know
was roughly this size as well, the Xunzuan by Yang Xiong just mentioned, in 5340
characters.57 Of course, Yates is careful to qualify his observation with “eventually,”
as the Zhangjiashan statutes were composed long before Yang Xiong’s time, and thus
could not be referring to this specific edition. The only other character count
explicitly given for an early Cang Jie pian is that of the village teachers’ edition,
which Ban Gu claims was in fifty-five chapters of sixty characters per, for 3300
characters in total. Interestingly, this is closer to the character count for the scribal
treaties (‘shishu

’) listed in the diviners’ test. Diviners were only required to
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read and write 3000 characters or more, as opposed to the full 5000 criterion, for
their initial appointment.
In Katsuya Ōnishi’s opinion, the ‘shishu

’ mentioned for the diviners test

in the Zhangjiashan Shilü is referring to the vernacular “clerkly writing” of ancient
clerical, and should be kept separate from the formal requirement for scribes to
study the large seal of the Shi Zhou pian’s ‘shiwupian

’. At the same time

however, Katsuya does imagine the Fuyang edition of the Cang Jie pian (which dates
to the early Western Han, similar to the Zhangjiashan statutes) to be representative
of a textbook for ‘shishu

’, as it was in ancient clerical (and not Li Si’s Qin

original in small seal forms). As vernacular calligraphic styles for “clerkly writing”
shifted later in the Han, the Shi Zhou pian was dropped as the standard for scribal
testing (for ‘shi

’ status), and replaced by the Cang Jie pian, whose ancient clerical

or “pseudo seal” forms were no longer deemed to be ‘shishu

’, but more

antiquated and thus formal.58
Katsuya’s position of the Cang Jie pian replacing the Shi Zhou pian is
compelling, but I would offer an alternative interpretation. I wish to (1) retain the
reading of ‘shishu
‘shipian

’ not as a calligraphic style, but as a genre (akin to how

’ is also at times employed); (2) maintain the close association between

the ‘shiwupian

’ and ‘shishu

’ in the Zhangjiashan statutes; (3) appreciate

the connection between the Shi Zhou pian (i.e. the ‘shiwupian

’ in the Shilü)

and the Cang Jie pian, as expressed in the Hanshu and Shuowen accounts, along with
the Hanguan yi citation; and (4) recognize the coincidental character count of 3000
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offered for the diviners’ students. In light of these commitments, I wonder if ‘shishu
’ or ‘shipian

’ refer to a respected genre of scribal documents, on which one

traditionally must test to attain ‘shi

’ status. The ‘shishu

’ included content

from what we know as the Shi Zhou pian, and this text perhaps initially really
defined the genre (in its “fifteen volumes”).59 The Cang Jie pian however then
borrowed and reworked the larger corpus represented by the Shi Zhou pian, as an
abbreviated curriculum, if not actually still identified as part of the “fifteen volumes”
itself. Thus on the Zhangjiashan statutes, the scribes are tested on the full “fifteen
volumes” of the Shi Zhou pian, while diviners only need to read and write an
abbreviated corpus from the “scribal treatises,” quite possibly Cang Jie pian
material. As the laws and regulations for scribal testing fell into disuse over the
course of the Han, the full corpus (which came to be known as the Shi Zhou pian)
was gradually lost, and only the more popular abbreviated corpus was retained
(which later came to be identified as the Cang Jie pian).60 Further proof is needed to
support this claim, but I offer the possibility here for deliberation.61
In summary, there are multiple lines of evidence that suggest the Cang Jie
pian was utilized as a primer. The opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian addresses
young students as its intended audience, and confirms its pedagogical orientation.
The Cang Jie pian was at times written on gu prisms, which was a textual carrier
associated with studying. It is moreover found on shavings carved from such prisms,
being the detritus of some repeated practice in writing. The Hanshu bibliography
and other Eastern Han works moreover categorize the Cang Jie pian under the
“primary education” genre, which concerns textual study, whether at an
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introductory or specialist level. There are also suggestive links between the Cang Jie
pian and the scribal volumes that were potentially used as textbooks for scribal
testing, as revealed in the newly discovered Zhangjiashan statutes. For all these
reasons, we may confidently assert that the Cang Jie pian functioned as a primer in
some capacity.62

4.3 A Case Study of the Yumen Huahai Cang Jie pian
With the discovery of massive quantities of wooden strips from military
installations along Han China’s northwest frontier, we are offered an unique
purview into how text was produced, circulated, and consumed “on the ground” in
early China. In recent years, Xing Yitian

has utilized this corpus of material to

discuss literacy education among the Han military complex.63 Surveying practice
writing scattered among these caches, Xing documents a progression from learning
brush control through drilling individual strokes, to the repetition of individual
characters, and eventually working with primers like the Cang Jie pian, or copying
sentences from a broader array of more utilitarian texts.64 In a forthcoming book,
Charles Sanft also addresses how and why learning to read and write may have
taken place among this textual community.65 Sanft urges us to focus on other
echelons of Han society besides the literary elite, and considers alternative
motivations for wanting to learn to read and write beyond career advancement,
while also highlighting how the institution of conscription both enabled and spread
familiarity with text.66
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The following section seeks to complement and extend upon such research,
by focusing specifically on the role of the Cang Jie pian primer in these larger
processes. Instead of conducting a broad survey of the types of practice writing
found among the Dunhuang and Juyan strips, or turning to the military complex as a
textual community as a whole, I narrow in on one concrete example of where the
Cang Jie pian was used in study. Fragments of the Cang Jie pian have been found at a
number of sites throughout China’s northwest Han military frontier.67 Yet the
circumstances of the Yumen Huahai discovery make it particularly well-suited for
the study at hand. It is for instance one of only two sites where we have multiple
pieces of the Cang Jie pian with repeated content, allowing for a comparison of the
handwriting and speculation into modes of study.68 Through a close analysis of the
Yumen Huahai Cang Jie pian strips and their archaeological context, I will focus on
who was likely to be studying from the Cang Jie pian here, how they went about
their study, and what sort of technical skillsets were being trained in that process.

4.3.1 The Site and its Occupants
In August of 1977, a steel company working by Huahai, Yumen city,
discovered a wooden strip bearing writing and several other blank strips near a Han
period watchtower.69 They reported the find to the local archaeological institute, the
Jiayuguan Cultural Relics Conservation Institute (
dispatched two representatives, Song Zihua

), which
and Si Youwei

, to survey

the site. During this survey, a larger cache of wooden strips was unearthed,
amounting to ninety-three pieces with writing and twelve more blank strips.70 An
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initial study of these strips, “Yumen Huahai Han dai fengsui yizhi chutu de jiandu た
,” was drafted by Yang Huifu
within the Han jian yanjiu wenji

and published

volume in 1984.71 Transcriptions for

ninety-one of the Yumen Huahai strips are included in Yang’s article, while a handful
of photographs are also available in the front of the Han jian yanjiu wenji volume.72
A few years later, forty-three photographs of this cache’s strips were published in
Dunhuang Han jian, as well as a few helpful hand drawings, covering most of the
pieces I will be discussing below.73 To the best of my knowledge, no further official
reports on the site have been released following Yang Huifu’s study.74 The Jiayuguan
Silk Road (Great Wall) Culture Research Institute
the Yumen Museum た

(

)

and

have however recently published articles with

some additional data on the Yumen Huahai site on their websites, which I will refer
to judiciously.75
According to Yang Huifu’s initial report, the Yumen Huahai site is located at
40° 15’ N and 98° 08’ E, which is around seventy kilometers to the northwest of
modern day Jiuquan

city.76 During the Western Han, this area was under the

jurisdiction of the Commandant of the Northern Region
Commandery

in Jiuquan

. The Yumen Huahai strips therefore should technically be

classified as the “Jiuquan Han strips,” though they are often grouped together with
the “Dunhuang Han strips” for the sake of convenience.77 In April of 1914, Aurel
Stein surveyed a number of watchtowers here during his third expedition, collecting
numerous Han strips in the process.78 It is unclear if he visited the Yumen Huahai
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site where the Cang Jie pian strips were discovered in 1977. Yang Huifu mentions
Stein’s expedition, but does not associate the watchtower he surveyed in 1977 with
any of those detailed in Stein’s Innermost Asia.79 In a later article, Yang also states
that the Yumen Huahai watchtower was an extension off of the line that Stein
explored, implying that it was not one of the four nearby watchtowers Stein
documents to the north.80 Li Junming
jiandu heji

and He Shuangquan

in Sanjian

therefore claim that the Yumen Huahai site “was never

surveyed before, [the 1977 investigation] was its initial discovery.”81
Confusion arises however with the introduction found in the Zhongguo
jiandu jicheng

series. They identify the Yumen Huahai site as the same

watchtower as Stein’s T.44.b, and give a Gansu Provincial Archaeological Institute
label of Y29, but do not provide further citations for where
this information was derived.82 The Y29 label is perhaps a reference to the ongoing
surveys conducted by the Gansu Provincial Archaeological Institute since 1979, for
which a report is available in Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu

.83

In the Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu volume, the Yumen Huahai site is again
identified as Stein’s T.44.b, though the new label is now Y33 (and not Y29).84 The
identification of Yumen Huahai as T.44.b is then also continued in the online article
published by Wang Pu

for the Yumen Museum.85

The GPS coordinates given in Yang Huifu’s initial report help to place the
Yumen Huahai site in the same general vicinity as Aurel Stein’s T.44.b, but neither
the GPS data nor Aurel Stein’s maps are precise enough to identify the two as the
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same installation.86 Yang however writes that “Chaidunzi

is approximately

5.5 km to the northwest” of Yumen Huahai, and Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu
declares that Chaidunzi is the local name for Stein’s T.44.a.87 Stein gives a similar
distance between T.44.a and T.44.b, stating that the latter was “less than three miles
to the south-east,” which is just under five kilometers.88 Regardless, if Yang is
referring to T.44.a as Chaidunzi, then it would difficult to propose that Yumen
Huahai was not one of the four watchtowers Stein visited on his third expedition.
T.44.c is “about a mile and a half” (~2.5km) further from T.44.b, and T.44.d is “at a
distance of about three miles” (~5km) after that.89 This means that any additional
site beyond Stein’s four watchtowers must be positioned over 12.5km to the
southeast of T.44.a, way beyond Yang’s description. The crucial point then is
whether or not T.44.a was known as Chaidunzi locally in 1977, which I have not yet
been able to confirm independently.90
At the same time, Stein’s description of T.44.b differs dramatically from
Yang’s description of the Yumen Huahai site. Stein writes that T.44.b could be seen
“rising in very fair preservation to a height of 21 feet” (~6.4m), and that “its base,
correctly orientated, measured 27 feet square” (8.2m2). He also notes that a small
breach had been made to the western corner of the structure, and that a hurdle
revetment was built off the northeastern side. Moreover, “the top of the tower was
covered with a good deal of straw and refuse.”91 The picture taken by Stein (pic.222,
see Figure 4.1) of T.44.b confirms the breach in the western corner (though it hides
the hurdle revetment), and shows a man standing on top of the structure, giving a
sense of its general size.
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Figure 4.1:

Aurel Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.1, pic.222.

Describing the Yumen Huahai site however, Yang writes that “the
watchtower is found on an eroded plateau 1.7 meters above ground, and is about 2
meters tall, with a base 2.4 x 2.6 meters. There is a small room on top, though only
the eastern corner is now partially preserved. It was built from layered sun-dried
bricks, with more than sixteen layers remaining in part. The walls are 0.9 meters
thick, and the bricks measure 0.37 x 0.17 x 0.12 meters (in length, width, and
thickness).” Noticing a layer of straw and grass on the floor, Yang guesses that a roof
had collapsed inwards. Yang also points out that about ten meters to the east is a
room feature, with lots of Han period pottery sherds.92 The installation described
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by Yang is thus much smaller than the one described by Stein, and in poorer
condition. While they may have shared a straw roof feature, Stein makes no mention
of another room nearby in his survey of T.44.b. Sadly Yang does not offer a picture of
Yumen Huahai in his initial report, but the photograph given Hexi Han sai diaocha yu
yanjiu shows a very different watchtower than the one documented in Innermost
Asia (see Figure 4.2).93 It is possible that T.44.b eroded to such a dilapidated state
over the course of the past century, but I do not believe that this was the case. A
photograph of T.44.b appears in Xu Haijun’s

review of the Yumen Huahai site

on the Jiayuguan Silk Road (Great Wall) Culture Research Institute website (see
Figure 4.3), showing very minimal loss to the basic structure in what is likely a more
recent picture.94
Figure 4.2:

Figure 4.3:

Wu Rengxiang, Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu, pic.120; Xu Haijun, “Yumen Han jian jiazhi chutan.”

Let me also address one other thorny issue complicating research on the
Yumen Huahai strips. Dating the wooden strips discovered in surface surveys
among the military installations along the Han northwest frontier is difficult to do
with any close precision. It is safe to say however that the Yumen Huahai site was
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active from at least the mid-Western Han. After Gaozu’s
the hands of the Xiongnu

near Pingcheng

disastrous defeat at

(in 200 BCE), and facing internal

strife such as the Rebellion of the Seven Kingdoms (in 154 BCE), the early Western
Han initially used gifts and marriage alliances in order to appease foes in the
northwest frontier. With the reign of Emperor Wu

(141-87 BCE), the Han once

more pursued a military solution to pacifying this region.95 As part of Emperor Wu’s
“colonization” effort, Jiuquan Commandery was founded before the turn of the 1st
cen. BCE (between 121-104 BCE), at which point “the limes reached from Jiuquan to
the Jade Gate (Yumen)

た

.”96 This helps us to establish a rough

terminus post quem for when the Yumen Huahai site could have been active.
The problem however is that this region continued to be occupied from the
mid-Western Han, through the Eastern Han and beyond. Dated strips have been
found among the Dunhuang and Juyan collections that range from the sixth year of
Emperor Wu’s Yuanding
Emperor Huan’s

reign era (111 BCE, DHHJ 1298) to the second year of

Yuanjia

even into his Yongkang

reign era (152 CE, DHHJ 1447), and perhaps

reign era as well (162 CE, JY 551.32).97 As Yang Huifu

points out, the Jiuquan strips collected by Aurel Stein also record a similarly wide
range of dates from the fifth year of the Yongguang
(39 BCE) to the sixth year of the Yongchu

reign era of Emperor Yuan
reign era of Emperor An

(112 CE).98 In the cache of wooden strips discovered at the Yumen Huahai site in
1977, a sales contract (DHHJ 1449) is dated to “the gengzi day of the seventh month,
in the first year of Yuanping

,” which was during Emperor Zhao’s
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reign in 74 BCE, pushing back the earliest limit for dated strips found in Jiuquan
Commandery. The name given on this strip is “Feng Shi, a soldier of Qinkou
watchtower

.” Interestingly, the name Shi

also happens to appear in a

personal letter on DHHJ 1448, a gu prism which is generally regarded to be practice
writing. The same prism bears the testamentary edict of a Han emperor, which has
variously been identified as belonging to either Emperor Gaozu or Emperor Wu.99
We thus have circumstantial evidence that some of the detritus related to study
found at Yumen Huahai was produced around 74 BCE.
The sales contract DHHJ 1449 is the only dated strip that was found in this
deposit at the Yumen Huahai in 1977. Most scholars working on the Yumen Huahai
strips therefore point to this piece to argue that the cache should be dated relatively
early (from the mid- to late Western Han). Yet during Aurel Stein’s survey of T.44.b,
two dozen Han strips were also discovered.100 Among them, two strips bear dates,
one with “the fifth [year] of Yongping

” (DHHJ 2406) and the other with “the

third month, of the sixth year of Yongchu

” (DHHJ 2408). The first

should fall in 61 CE, and the other is in 112 CE, both well into the Eastern Han. Of
course, even if T.44.b is the same site as Yumen Huahai, the strips were inevitably
from different deposits.101 Unfortunately we lack more specific details about where
each cache was discovered, and how these two discoveries might have related to
one another.102
Despite the late date of the Stein strips, I still believe that the Cang Jie pian
materials at Yumen Huahai reflect mid- to late Western Han activity. Lin Jinzhong
points to the antiquated calligraphic style of the Cang Jie pian strips here to support
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this assessment, but I do not find this to be a viable dating method with primers. It is
possible that this genre purposefully archaized its writing.103 Another approach
however is to consider the textual history of the Cang Jie pian. Yang Huifu points out
that the Jijiu pian

is also often found among the Dunhuang and Juyan strips.

From the Hanshu, we know that the Jijiu pian was composed by Shi You during the
reign of Emperor Yuan (48-33 BCE), as an update and replacement for the earlier
Cang Jie pian. At the Yumen Huahai site, only the Cang Jie pian, and not the later Jijiu
pian, was found. Yang therefore argues that this could be because the Jijiu pian had
yet to be composed or circulated widely.104
Of course, this is another argumentum ex silentio, and the absence of Jijiu pian
strips could be purely an accident.105 Fukuda Tetsuyuki’s

study on the

dating of the Cang Jie pian and Jijiu pian strips from northwest China however does
presents a pattern where Cang Jie pian witnesses are found in earlier contexts than
those of Jijiu pian witnesses.106 Compiling together dated strips taken from the same
sites as the Cang Jie pian and Jijiu pian fragments, Fukuda has shown that the Cang
Jie pian strips, with only one exception, all date from the mid- to late Western Han
(74 BCE – 7 CE); the Jijiu pian strips are then found in contexts that date only from
the late Western Han to well into the Eastern Han (30 BCE – 137 CE). The sole
exception to this rule, DHHJ 1975, has ‘

’ scribbled amongst other gibberish, at

a site where there were also two late Eastern Han dates present.107 Moreover, it is
rare to find Cang Jie pian fragments alongside Jijiu pian material. This occurs at only
two sites. The first is at Stein’s T.15.a.i, where the anomalous DHHJ 1975 was found;
the second is at Stein’s T.20.ii with DHHJ 2129, where there were no dated strips.108
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Fukuda cautions that the presence of dated strips at a site only provides a general
context for the other strips there – we cannot necessarily expect all strips in a
deposit were produced under precisely the same circumstances.109 Yet there is a
clear pattern in the distribution of these dates, vis-à-vis the Cang Jie pian and Jijiu
pian witnesses.
The Yumen Huahai site is a watchtower, which was the most basic military
structure built along Han China’s northwest frontier. The principal role of such a
watchtower was to guard against enemy intrusions, and to signal with smoke or fire
to neighboring towers in the case of an emergency.110 In fact, we even know that the
name of the Yumen Huahai watchtower was, at one point, “Seizing Bandits” (‘qinkou
’), which clearly announces its martial orientation.111 The military function of
the Yumen Huahai watchtower is demonstrated by the discovery of a crossbow
mount (“zhuanshe
sights, ‘shenmu

”) here, along with labels for multiple scopes (or aiming
’) that were installed on such towers (see for instance DHHJ

1471, 1472, 1473, 1475, and 1476).112 Additional military equipment, such as
bronze arrowheads, has also been found among T.44.a-d, with which Yumen Huahai
joined to form a complete line (if this site is not in fact T.44.b itself).113 This line of
watchtowers is somewhat unusual, in that they are not connected to one another by
a wall, but are found significantly to the south of it, running roughly perpendicular
to wall’s course.114 As the wall to the north lacks any similar fortifications, Aurel
Stein suggests that the Yumen Huahai line might have been responsible for
patrolling this section of the wall.115
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Beyond guarding against attack, the Yumen Huahai watchtower could have
served other functions as well. One suggestion is that this site was also a post station,
operating as one small node in a larger network of installations responsible for
sending documents along the frontier.116 This may help to explain why the Yumen
Huahai line of watchtowers juts off at an odd angle away from the main defensive
position of wall.117 The large number of strips (both with writing and still blank) and
the writing implements (a bamboo brush handle and sheath) found at the site
likewise make sense in the context of a post station, though nearly all watchtowers
would have received written communications. The soldiers stationed at Yumen
Huahai also engaged in other activities, including economic transactions such as the
one documented by the sales contract DHHJ 1449.118 These men lived at the site,
and were likely housed in the room feature nearby the tower itself, as reported by
Yang, where numerous pottery sherds were also discovered.119
Typically, only a handful soldiers (‘shuzu

’) were stationed in a

watchtower like the one at Yumen Huahai, with three soldiers the most common
configuration.120 Although some of these soldiers were recruited from local
populations, many were conscripted from other regions of Han China to come serve
on the frontier. Such conscription service generally lasted for two years, and was
imposed on all adult males.121 Holders of a certain degree of aristocratic rank were
exempt, and it was possible to hire a substitute to go in one’s stead, which means
that compulsory service mainly ensnared poor peasants of the Han empire. And
indeed, conscript soldiers were drawn from all over China. According to He
Shuangquan’s survey of registers for military personnel unearthed among the Juyan
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and Dunhuang Han caches, beyond the local Zhangye
commanderies, soldiers primarily hailed from Wei
, Runan

, Jiyang

well as the Changyi

, Henan

and Dunhuang
, Huaiyang

, and Hanzhong

, Dong

, Dahe

commanderies, as

kingdom, though many others are also mentioned.122

All watchtowers were run by a commanding officer (‘suizhang

’) who

was placed in charge of the conscript soldiers. In Yang Huifu’s opinion, the Yumen
Huahai watchtower was possibly also the seat of a platoon leader (‘houzhang
running a larger section (‘bu

’)

’) of like watchtowers.123 Yang points out that there

are documents in the Yumen Huahai cache, such as DHHJ 1464 concerning economic
transactions with other named watchtowers, which would be found at the seat of a
platoon leader. Certain persons in the Yumen Huahai Han strips are also called ‘qing
’, a respectful term of address applied to superiors ranked above the typical
watchtower commanding officer.124 He also believes the scope labels marked
“Eastern Section

” (DHHJ 1475) and “Western Section

” (DHHJ 1476) hint

that Yumen Huahai was the seat of its own section, with these two other sections off
to the east and west respectively. If Yumen Huahai was the seat of a platoon leader
at one point in time, and was responsible for managing this line of watchtowers,
then it is also likely that other officials, scribes, and assistants visited the site, such
as a platoon scribe (‘houshi

’) for instance.125 Yang’s theory awaits further

confirmation, but whether Yumen Huahai was led by a typical commanding officer,
or managed by a platoon leader, these superiors were inevitably literate. Orders via
written communications needed to be processed and relayed to the illiterate
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peasant soldiers manning the site.126 This is an important point because, as Charles
Sanft also argues, each watchtower then had at least one literate individual who
could serve as a teacher.127 Unlike the conscript soldiers, superiors tended to be
drawn from a local population.128
Finally, we must also wonder if other persons were present at Yumen Huahai
watchtower – uninvolved in the military administrative system of which it was a
part – who could have been responsible for the Cang Jie pian strips analyzed below.
In particular, did the soldiers’ families accompany them to this site, including
perhaps children (to whom the opening lines of the Cang Jie pian are addressed)?
Registers for grain distribution found among the Dunhuang and Juyan caches
indicate that soldiers from distant locales did occasionally bring their families to the
frontier.129 Opinions differ however on where exactly the soldiers’ families resided.
On the registers for grain distribution, wives, children, parents, and siblings are
often said to ‘jianshu

’, ‘zaishu

’ or ‘jushu

’, namely that they “are

present or live at his office.”130 Some scholars believe this ‘shu

’ (“office”) refers to

the installation where the soldier in question was stationed, including a watchtower
like Yumen Huahai.131 Zhao Chongliang also notes that at Majuanwan

,a

military fort along the limes in Dunhuang, archaeologists discovered items which
might belong to women and children.132
I find it unlikely however that children or ailing parents would have been
brought to the Yumen Huahai watchtower, which was both small in size and also
under the imminent threat of attack.133 As Bi Yingqun

argues, ‘shu

’ may be

used in a more expansive sense on such registers, as a general term for being
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stationed within the military complex; that families of soldiers are also “present at
his office” then only suggests that they have come to the frontier (and are to be
counted for administrative purposes).134 This broader interpretation is captured in
Michael Loewe’s translation of ‘zaishu

’ as “present on the register,” which is

perhaps a better rendering.135 Among the newly excavated strips are requests from
soldiers and other functionaries to take leave to tend to sick and dying family
members (presumably not with them), as well as reports of soldiers departing their
posts to visit ‘yi

’, or ‘bi

( )’ and ‘tianshe

’ facilities.136 Wang Hai

argues these latter two terms refer to self-sufficient farming communities, that were
affiliated with (and supported) the nearby watchtowers, but were located in safer
areas.137 That soldiers’ families resided in these locales, as opposed to living with
them on the front lines, is a more reasonable proposal in my opinion.

4.3.2 The Cang Jie pian Opening Chapter Strips at Yumen Huahai
At the Yumen Huahai site, three strips were discovered that may be
confidently identified with the opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian:138
DHHJ 1459: {a}
{b}
DHHJ 1460: {a}
{b}
DHHJ 1461: {a}
{b}
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The writing on these strips is clear from the photographs found in the Dunhuang
Han jian

volume, and moreover hand drawings are also provided (see

Figures 4.4 and 4.5).139
Figure 4.4:

Dunhuang Han jian, vol.1, pl.133.
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Figure 4.5

Dunhuang Han jian, vol.1, pl.209.
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Despite the excellent preservation of these strips however, minor
disagreements have arisen over how best to transcribe certain sections of the text,
mainly due to ambiguous or unusual character forms.140 Take for example the
character position of DHHJ 1459.12, 1460.12, and 1461.12, where other witnesses
to the Cang Jie pian opening chapter have either ‘

’ or ‘

’.141 Yang Huifu

,

who was responsible for authoring the initial report, argues that this character is
‘

’. Yang believes that ‘ ’ (deu [you

pronunciation to ‘ ’ (tśɑu [xiao

rhyme group]) was similar enough in

rhyme group]), to be mistakenly produced in

this edition.142 Hu Pingsheng concurs, and offers additional evidence for the close
phonetic relationship between ‘

’ and ‘

’ (tśɑuC [xiao

rhyme group]), another

variant seen in our manuscript evidence.143 At the same time however, the character
at DHHJ 1459.12, 1460.12, and 1461.12 is also nearly identical in its graphic form to
DHHJ 1461.19, and quite similar to DHHJ 1459.19 and 1460.19 as well. From the
context of this later line (and confirmed by our other opening chapter witnesses),
DHHJ 1461.19 should be ‘ ’, from the phrase ‘
(puəmC [tan

’. The pronunciation of ‘

rhyme group]) is very different from that of ‘

however where, having recently written ‘
primed to mistakenly replicate ‘

’

’. This may be a case

’ at DHHJ 1459.12 (etc.), the student was

’ again at DHHJ 1459.19 (etc.), as the form was

retained in his working memory.144 This has led Liang Jing

to transcribe the

later character position of DHHJ 1459.19, 1460.19, and 1461.19 as ‘

’ instead of ‘ ’,

even though this contradicts the context of that line and our other manuscript
evidence. Acknowledging the uniformity between these two characters’ appearance
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however, it is also possible to make the opposite adjustment: to change the earlier
DHHJ 1459.12, 1460.12, and 1461.12 to ‘ ’ instead. This is precisely what the DHHJ
editors propose in their transcriptions.145 Because ‘

’ and ‘

’ were written in such

a graphically similar manner in our paleographic corpus, the uniformity of these two
characters’ appearance on the Yumen Huahai strips – despite falling in conflicting
contexts – complicates our transcription.
Nearly identical forms in differing contexts are found in other character
positions on the Yumen Huahai strips as well.146 Yang Huifu gives ‘

’ in the initial

report for DHHJ 1459.24, 1460.26, and 1461.26, which is how this line tends to be
read in other potential Cang Jie pian witnesses.147 On the three Yumen Huahai strips
however, this character is akin to ‘ ’ at DHHJ 1459.17, 1460.17, and 1461.17, part
of the phrase ‘

’, which again establishes this reading contextually.148 Moreover,

DHHJ 1460.26 and 1461.26 also include an additional written feature off to the
bottom right, which is again comparable to how ‘ ’ appears at DHHJ 1459.18,
1460.18, and 1461.18. These parallels have led the Dunhuang Han jian editors to
transcribe DHHJ 1459.24 as ‘
characters ‘

’, and take DHHJ 1460.26 and 1461.26 as the two

’ instead.149 Hu Pingsheng however argues that only a single

character was intended at this position, making this mechanical substitution
unfeasible.150 The question thus boils down to whether or not we should regard ‘
as an integral part of ‘

’, or as a separate character altogether, read with ‘

’

’. For

my transcription, I prefer the former interpretation. The spacing between
characters on these strips is stable enough to preclude that this was a failed attempt
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to write two characters on DHHJ 1460 and 1461.151 Furthermore, of these three
strips, DHHJ 1459 exhibits the most obvious mistakes, and in particular is missing
characters in two other positions (namely ‘ ’ after 1459.19, and ‘

’ after 1459.23).

This leads me to believe it could have been the initial attempt by this student at
writing these lines.152 Instead of then forcing a ligature here, in my opinion it is
more likely that the student was unfamiliar with how to write ‘

’ and on DHHJ

1459 forgot the final component of the character, writing only ‘

’. On DHHJ 1460

and 1461 this mistake was rectified.153
Another contentious character is found at DHHJ 1459.16, 1460.16, and
1461.16. In the initial report, Yang Huifu argues that the character here is ‘
opposed to the ‘
‘

’, as

’ found in other witnesses. Not only is the right component from

’ (and not ‘ ’), but Yang also believes that ‘

’ (śɨk [zhi

rhyme group]) is a

better fit for the rhyme scheme of the opening chapter. He thus interprets ‘

’ here

in the sense of “a model,” referring to the writing invented by Cang Jie.154 Following
this argument, K.E. Brashier also adopts ‘

’ in his translation of the Cang Jie pian

opening chapter, giving the line as: “Conscientiously and carefully respecting the
[character] forms.”155 Hu Pingsheng however shows that ‘ ’ (kɛC [zhi

rhyme

group]) does in fact match the rhyme scheme of the opening chapter, as it is based
on the zhi

/zhi

cross rhyme. Hu also points out that the Yumen Huahai

character is not from ‘
how ‘

’ (as ‘

’ should be), but is more akin in this component to

’ appears on Han and Wei period stele inscriptions. Moreover, ‘ ’ is also

rather freely substituted for ‘ ’ amongst our paleographic sources. Finally Hu also
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notes that the phrase ‘
match to ‘

’ appears in early texts, and is an especially appropriate

’, as all for of these terms have overlapping meaning, in the sense of

“to take care, be cautious.”156
What this discussion has hopefully revealed, and even a cursory glance at the
strips’ photographs will likewise confirm, is the poor quality of the penmanship
exhibited on these three Yumen Huahai strips. This is not a complaint about the
transparency of an overly cluttered manuscript that was hastily copied without
care.157 Rather, the impression given by DHHJ 1459, 1460, and 1461 is that they
were produced by someone without much experience writing. Lin Jinzhong
thus opines that the construction of certain character forms on these three Yumen
Huahai strips is frequently peculiar, if not downright mistaken, while the brushwork
is also childlike, betraying the novice status of the student.158 As an example of a
mistaken form, Lin raises ‘
from ‘

’ over ‘ ’, for ‘

’ at DHHJ 1460.25 and 1461.25, which appears to be

’.159 Often the writing seems to only visually approximate a

character’s form, such as with the ‘

’ component of ‘

’ (see especially DHHJ

1459.26), demonstrating a lack of understanding for its actual orthography.160
Character sizes also often vary considerably, as is demonstrated for instance by
comparing this ‘

’ with the ‘

’ that follows right after it at 1459.27. Fluctuating

character size leads to each strip’s recto carrying a different number of total
characters (19, 20, and 22 respectively), with more or less space remaining after the
text is completed on the versos, despite the fact that the content is (nearly)
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identical.161 It is thus clear that these Cang Jie pian strips were not written by a
seasoned scribe, but rather are the product of a still largely illiterate student.162
In his initial report on this cache, Yang Huifu already hypothesized that these
three Cang Jie pian strips at Yumen Huahai were produced by the same student, who
was copying off of a written model textbook.163 This is why, Yang points out, the
content, total number of characters, and formatting for these three strips are all the
same, including ending on the same phrase of ‘

’.164 He also emphasizes how the

text is written from the recto to the verso on each of the student’s strip, which is not
conducive for binding individual strips into longer manuscripts. Yang imagines that
the ideal model textbook used here would have had a similar format. A single
unbound strip may bear an entire chapter, with thirty characters a side, assuming
the sixty-character per chapter standard of the village teachers’ edition (see
sec.1.2.1). Having an isolated strip hold an entire chapter in this fashion, in Yang’s
opinion, would be convenient for checking one’s work, since a student may easily
pick it up and place it next to their own copies.
I am in agreement with Yang on nearly all of these points. There is no
question that each of these strips was produced by the same hand.165 Unusual
character construction and mistaken or ambiguous forms are repeated nearly
identically across DHHJ 1459, 1460, and 1461. The consistent variant of ‘
or ‘

’ for ‘ ’

’ at DHHJ 1459.12, 1460.12, and 1461.12 is one clear parallel noted from the

discussion above. At the component level, consider for instance the composition of
‘

’ at DHHJ 1459.2, 1460.2, and 1461.2, which a more direct transcription could

render as from ‘

’ and ‘

’ in all three cases.166 Likewise, the vertical stroke is
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missing in the upper component of both ‘
and ‘

’ at DHHJ 1459.4, 1460.4, and 1461.4,

’ at DHHJ 1459.20, 1460.21, and 1461.21. These are only a few of the more

obvious quirks supporting this theory. The fact that there is a clear resemblance
across these strips in the general sizing of characters (including how individual
characters at times will vary in their size), their spacing, the calligraphic style, and
the nature of the brushstrokes (such as the intensity of the ink), further confirms
that these three Cang Jie pian strips were all written by a single student.
How can we be certain however that this student was copying from a written
model textbook, as opposed to having a teacher dictate the text to him orally, or
writing from memory? Based on the poor penmanship and obvious mistakes
exhibited on these three Cang Jie pian strips, this was a beginning student still
largely inexperienced when it comes to writing. A certain degree of literacy is
necessary in order to successfully recall a character which could represent a word
(heard or remembered), and then produce that character in written form, without
external guidance. Such a lack of experience challenges both dictation and writing
from memory (without a visual model nearby) as the mode for study for this Yumen
Huahai student. Moreover, as Yang points out, all three strips conclude with the
phrase ‘

’, which cannot be coincidental. This is significant, because eight

complete lines precede this point in the text, establishing a regular rhyme pattern,
only to have the text rather abruptly end after the first half of the ninth line, which is
not in a rhyming position. With ample space left on each strip for additional
characters, the student could have decided to keep writing. Ending on ‘
purposeful decision, not an accident. It would be odd however for a teacher
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’ was a

dictating the text, or a student working from memory, to not finish the ninth line
(with ‘

’), or continue on to the tenth line (‘

’), where the rhyme pattern

provides a natural break in the text.167 If we posit that the student was copying from
a written model textbook instead, then we may explain the abrupt break at ‘

’ as

a limitation of the textual carrier of the model (as opposed to the student’s three
wooden strips). That is to say, the model could have been a single unbound strip
carrying a whole chapter, with the text running from its recto to verso, as Yang
surmises. Assuming a sixty-character per chapter organization, this hypothetical
textbook would carry approximately thirty characters on either side of the strip. The
phrase ‘

’ makes for a total of thirty-two characters, and thus might represent

one side of such a model textbook.168 An example of this format is potentially
available with JYX EPT 50.1, where nearly the whole opening chapter of the Cang Jie
pian is written from the recto to verso of a single bamboo strip.169
As further proof that this student was copying from a written model textbook,
I believe that an eye skip led to the omission of ‘

’ in DHHJ 1459.170 When copying

off of a model textbook, the student would be forced to shift his gaze from that
model to his copy and back again repeatedly. Each time the student’s eyes shifted
back to his model, he would have to find the place where he left off in his work. In
these moments, the student may mistakenly skip over content to continue copying
at a later point in the text (or alternatively unwittingly return to repeat previous
material). The missing character ‘

’ should appear after ‘

’, which falls at the very

end of DHHJ 1459’s recto. According to Yang, all three of these strips are structurally
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intact, and no damage is evident from the photographs.171 The absence of ‘

’

therefore cannot be explained by a break in the textual carrier’s extremity. Instead, I
propose that the student ran out of space on the recto of DHHJ 1459 and was forced
to flip over the wooden strip on which he was copying. Upon returning to look at his
model, the student quickly scanned the text and found ‘ ’, but mistook it for the
very similar looking ‘

’ he had just written moments ago.172 When he began to copy

again, the student therefore erroneously skipped over ‘
the phrase ‘

’, and began the verso with

’ from the next line.

Among the Cang Jie pian finds collected in the arid northwest of China, the
opening chapter is by far the most prevalent content currently extant. By my count,
already eighty-seven different pieces have been identified as potentially related to
this section of the text:
Stein Collection (Part I):
Juyan (First Discovery):

DHHJ 1975;
JY 63.19; 63.26; 85.21; 97.8; 125.38; 167.4;
176.33; 183.11; 185.20; 228.2; 229.12; 233.47;
260.18; 283.8;
Juyan (Second Discovery): EPT 50.1; 50.134; 56.27; 56.40?; EPF 19.7;
22.741; EJT 6.111; 24.485; 31.172; 37.1098; EJC
634; EJD 385;
Yumen Huahai:
DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461;
Majuanwan:
DHHJ 249; 844;
Ejin Banner:
EJN 123/4;
Stein Collection (Part II):
YT 1835; 1855?; 1873; 1879; 1919; 1935; 2004;
2017; 2306; 2372; 2464; 2467; 2501; 2633;
2740; 2762; 2802; 2880; 2883; 2893; 2910;
3016; 3018; 3025; 3029; 3041; 3092; 3124;
3126; 3143; 3154; 3175; 3177; 3212; 3359;
3367; 3371; 3378; 3380; 3564; 3587; 3650;
3659; 3674; 3701; 3704;
Shuiquanzi:
SQZ1_P:1.7; SQZ2_P:2; P:8; P:31/40; P:32; P:39;
P:43; T:13
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At least six – and likely seven – other pieces related to the opening chapter are in the
Xuanquan cache, but they have yet to be published.173 Besides having robust
manuscript evidence for parallel text from the opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian,
all of these pieces also derive from roughly the same time period, geography, and
archaeological context, making for a relatively localized corpus of material.174
In learning with the Cang Jie pian, students were bound to make mistakes.
Comparing how the Yumen Huahai strips conform to or vary from other opening
chapter witnesses from this same basic context may help to reveal the technical
skillsets being developed in their training.175 The very fact that we have manuscript
fragments bearing Cang Jie pian text proves that, to some degree, the act of writing
itself was involved in the production of this primer during study. But what was the
relative importance of writing as a skill in a student’s training? Just how stable was
the wording of the text, speaking to the significance of memorizing vocabulary? Do
we see ubiquitous and unambiguous aural-based variants as well, as one might
expect for students who are focusing more intently on oral recitation? In the writing,
is there general agreement in the calligraphic style adopted across these strips?
Before turning to this comparison, it should be noted that the data are
sometimes compromised in a variety of ways. Certain shavings only contain a couple
characters, and thus their identity as Cang Jie pian text is uncertain. The writing on
longer pieces is also occasionally obscured, either in part or in whole, because of
poor preservation or the low quality of their photographs. Moreover, Cang Jie pian
material was often written among scribbling or following other text, as might be
expected with a student practicing with a primer on “scrap paper.”176 At times it is
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easy enough to extract coherent lines, but other times it is questionable if the
writing is recording Cang Jie pian text, or just repeating characters at random that
happen to also be found in the opening chapter. I am also hesitant to use such strips
when considering larger edition- or sentence-level variation.177 Taking into
consideration these limitations, Appendix 2, “Analysis of Character Variants in the
Cang Jie pian Opening Chapter,” documents which strips I have included and
excluded in my analysis for each character position, through the first twelve lines of
the opening chapter (from “

” to “

”).178

There are two clear edition-level variants among these strips. The first, with
JYX EPT 56.40 and YT 1855, has already been introduced in some detail in sec.2.3,
and I will not pursue it further here. The second is found in the Shuiquanzi
manuscript, where three-character “commentaries” are added to the four-character
“base text” of the opening chapter, making for seven-character sentences
throughout. On a number of strips, a single character is also either missing or
repeated, as demonstrated for instance on DHHJ 1459 from Yumen Huahai with the
absence of ‘

’ and ‘

’.179 Taken as a whole however, the wording of the Cang Jie

pian opening chapter is remarkably stable in our manuscript evidence. For example,
there are no instances where we find synonyms substituting for one another
without also bearing some phonetic or (in the case of the characters written to
represent them) graphic relationship.180 Nor do we find lines invented or
transposed from elsewhere into this section of text.
One problematic case is presented by JY 260.18, where ‘
other witnesses all have ‘

’ [at 2.7], while ‘
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’ is found where

’ is where we would expect ‘

’ [at

10.40]. Since JY 260.18 is cluttered with other unstructured scribbling, it is possible
that ‘

’ and ‘

’ (which do appear elsewhere in the opening chapter) might not

properly belong in these particular character positions.181 While I cannot discern
any connection between

rhyme group]) “to calculate” :

(ɣoB [hou

rhyme group]) “posterity”, there is a phonetic relationship between

(jaC [duo

rhyme group]) :

(keiC [zhi

(jəC [zhi

rhyme group]). This problematic case aside, my

survey suggests that the Cang Jie pian employs its wording with precision, and its
vocabulary mattered to the students studying the text.
There are no unambiguous aural-based variants between the Cang Jie pian
opening chapter strips as well, with

:

as the closest we encounter.182 Of the

fifty-six character positions, clear character-level variants are found in only five
places (3.12; 5.19; 5.20; 8.31; 12.48).183 Cases like
rhyme group]) :

(JYX EPT 50.1; bɨanB [yuan

EPT 50.1; (ɁɨəC [zhi

rhyme group]) :

(DHHJ 1459+; bɨanB [yuan

rhyme group]) [at 8.31] or

(YT 3380; hɨəB [zhi

(JYX

rhyme group]) [at

12.48] are variant pairs closely related in meaning, pronunciation, and graphic
form.184 On the JYX EPT 50.1 bamboo strip, the ‘ ’ component of ‘

’ and ‘

’ is

missing; both aural and visual ties therefore remain in the resultant variant pairs of
(SQZ 2_P:43; puəmC [tan
5.19], and

rhyme group]) :

(SQZ 2_P:43; zioŋC [dong

group]) [at 5.20].185 Only
50.1; tśɑu [xiao

(puəmC [tan

rhyme group]) :

(DHHJ 844; tśɑuC [xiao

rhyme group]) :

3.12] presents a scenario where

(joŋB [dong

rhyme group]) :

(DHHJ 1459+; deu [you
:

rhyme group]) [at
rhyme
(JYX EPT

rhyme group]) [at

is possibly primarily aural-based. This
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relationship however could be mediated through ‘
similarities with ‘

’, which shares graphic

’ (through the ‘ ’ phonetic component) and ‘

semantic component, if not the ‘

’ (through the ‘ ’

’ in the right component also).186 It is also perhaps

not a coincidence that all of these examples involve the JYX EPT 50.1 bamboo strip,
which I suspect was composed by a more advanced scribe, familiar enough with
writing to take certain liberties in his work.187 In short, I have not found a pattern of
ubiquitous and unambiguous aural-based variants across the majority of the Cang
Jie pian opening chapter strips.
Not included among the five clear character-level variants listed before are a
number of other more indeterminate cases. For instance,
rhyme group]) :

(JY 125.38; dzinB or tsinB [zhen

(YT 3177; ṭuC [jue

rhyme group]) [at 6.21] could

offer evidence of a purely visual-based variant, however the ‘

’ is found among

scribbling on JY 125.38 and therefore must be treated with caution.188 And if we
follow the DHHJ editors in transcribing ‘ ’ (puəmC [tan

rhyme group]) in DHHJ

1459+ at 3.12 instead of ‘ ’, then this would also force a non aural-based variant.
The Yumen Huahai witnesses are the most clumsily written of the corpus, leading to
numerous ambiguities in their transcription. It is thus sometimes difficult to discern
the intended character, for example with ‘
4.16] or ‘

’ (DHHJ 1459+) as potentially ‘

’ (DHHJ 1459) and ‘ ’ (DHHJ 1460+) as potentially ‘

not to mention ‘

’ versus ‘

’, or ‘

’ [at 7.26],

’ (DHHJ 1459+) just discussed. The significance of

additional or missing strokes impacts our evaluation of ‘
being from ‘

’ or ‘

’ [at

’ (DHHJ 1459+) [at 1.2] being from ‘
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’ (DHHJ 1460+) [at 7.25]
’ and ‘

’. Although most

of these examples are found on the three Yumen Huahai strips, other witnesses are
also similarly burdened. JY 185.20 drops the ‘ ’ component from ‘
EPT 50.134 excises the top of ‘
condense the ‘

’ component of ‘

’ [at 2.7], JYX

’ in ‘ ’ [at 1.4], and JY 185.20 also appears to
’ [at 1.1].189 Single strokes may also be added or

missing from a component without compromising its identity, as is the case for
instance with the ‘ ’ in DHHJ 1459+ and JY 85.21 respectively, compared with
DHHJ 844 [at 1.1]. Despite the ambiguity that sometimes surrounds these characteror component-level variations, they all entail close visual affinities or potentially
scribal mistakes. In other words, there is a large degree of graphic stability across
our witnesses.190 This leads me to believe that students practicing with the Cang Jie
pian opening chapter were paying attention not only to memorizing its vocabulary,
but also specifically on how those words were to be properly written.
What about the calligraphic style of the writing on these strips? In both the
Hanshu Yiwenzhi and Shuowen jiezi postface, the Cang Jie pian is explicitly connected
to “Qin seal

” or “small seal

of Shi Zhou’s “large seal

” script, which is described as a derivative form

” script. In the Shuowen, the Cang Jie authored by Li Si

is also introduced – together with the Yuanli and Boxue – immediately after his
proposal to unify writing, implying that these works used small seal to standardize
the script.191 Do our witnesses corroborate these accounts, or likewise reflect a
similar concern with calligraphic style?192 When these works mention calligraphic
styles, they are in some ways conflating orthography (the basic constitutive
structure of a character) and aesthetic presentation (the types of brushstrokes, the
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overall orientation of the character, and so forth). In regard to orthography,
specified “Zhou style

” forms made from alternative components are given in

the Shuowen for the characters ‘

’ and ‘

’, but neither are found among our

witnesses here. Likewise, the “ancient script
‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’, and ‘

” forms listed for ‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’,

’ are not adopted. In general, the characters found in the Cang

Jie pian opening chapter witnesses do conform to the basic orthography established
in the Shuowen with its small seal forms.
Turning to aesthetic presentation however, Yang Huifu remarks that, in the
case of the Yumen Huahai strips, the writing carries a “heavy seal-script flavor” to it.
The characters are often elongated, with curving strokes. He thus speculates that the
model textbook on which the three opening chapter strips were based could have
even been written in seal forms.193 Take for example how ‘
retains ‘ ’ without simplifying to ‘

’, or how the ‘

’ in DHHJ 1959+ [at 1.1]

’ component is consistently

rounded (with raised “sides”) and not squared off, as Hu Pingsheng points out.194
Yet Hu also cautions that certain features of the writing on the Yumen Huahai strips
are already clerical forms. The ‘
simplified; the ‘
‘

’ component of ‘

’ in DHHJ 1460+ [at 7.25] is from ‘

’ in DHHJ 1459+ [at 1.4] is
’; and the ‘

’ component in

’ in DHHJ 1459+ [at 8.32] is only three dots (as opposed to the more elaborate

curving vertical line with dots off to either side). It thus seems that the Yumen
Huahai strips were based on a model textbook that adopted writing still transitional
between seal and clerical forms, which may be classified as “ancient clerical
.”195
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How does the calligraphic style on the Yumen Huahai strips compare to our
other witnesses? In Lin Jinzhong’s opinion, the Yumen Huahai witnesses exhibit the
earliest calligraphy among strips bearing the Cang Jie pian opening chapter
discovered to date.196 This is not to say that early forms cannot be found on other
pieces. The ‘

’ in JY 85.21 [at 1.1] still retains the ‘

simplifying to ‘

’; and the ‘

’ component of ‘

’ component without

’ in DHHJ 844 and JYX EJC 634 [at

1.4] has crossing diagonal strokes, which is transitional between the seal and
clerical forms. Yet most of the other Cang Jie pian opening chapter strips are written
in a more mature clerical calligraphic style, as is the case for instance with JYX
EPT50.1 and the rest of DHHJ 844.197
It is possible that, as the Hanshu and Shuowen accounts suggest, Qin period
Cang Jie model textbooks once existed and were composed in a more traditional
small seal script, with curving strokes and elongated forms, closer to how it was
imagined in the Shuowen itself. Yet surveying the extant witnesses, it is clear that by
the mid-Western Han, text from the Cang Jie pian opening chapter was being written
in ancient clerical or often mature clerical forms. If the original intent of Li Si’s Cang
Jie was to teach small seal script as a calligraphic style, his basic orthography may
have persisted, but the aesthetic presentation was abandoned for this textbook.198 It
is more likely that early editions of the Cang Jie never did adopt small seal forms
completely, but originally were authored primarily in ancient clerical script.199
Regardless, there is little reason to believe that – beyond basic orthography –
calligraphic style as an aesthetic presentation was a major concern for students
learning with the Cang Jie pian, based on this survey of the manuscript artifacts
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themselves.200 There is no extant Cang Jie pian written solely in small seal forms, as
imagined in the Hanshu and Shuowen accounts; and in the opening chapter
witnesses we do have, the use of ancient clerical versus more mature clerical forms
varies from piece to piece, without obvious regulation.
Although clerical forms were thus used to write the Cang Jie pian opening
chapter in the northwest frontier, Xing Yitian does note that “among the strips and
shavings currently extant that bear practice writing based on character books… in
general only content from the Cang Jie is written in a calligraphic style influenced by
seal forms, whereas all Jijiu examples use clerical script.”201 And as the Yumen
Huahai strips demonstrate, the calligraphy employed for the Cang Jie pian witnesses
here is more archaic than the writing on the administrative documents from the
same site, where we find both mature clerical and the beginnings of cursive.202 The
dissonance between the more archaic writing on the Peking University Cang Jie pian
manuscript and that of the other manuscripts in this collection offers another
example of this phenomenon.203
In Xing Yitian’s view, as the nature of everyday writing evolved, so too did the
primers used in literacy acquisition. They “changed with the times.” Yet the
evolution of primers and writing itself are two separate processes, and while they
go hand in hand, they did not always proceed at the same pace. Primers like the
Cang Jie pian were conservative as a genre (they “revered antiquity

”), and thus

in both their vocabulary and calligraphy, model textbooks for this genre “lagged
behind” the writing we find employed in the daily administration of the frontier.204
Katsuya Ōnishi offers a similar perspective on how there was dissonance between
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the calligraphic styles required for ‘shi

’ status and the ‘shishu

’ “clerkly

writing,” while both of these standards evolved over time.205 The fact that more
archaic script types are at times preserved in Cang Jie pian witnesses, especially
when compared to the writing in the administrative documents found alongside
them, is a curious phenomenon.
Does this mean that scribes were purposefully archaizing Cang Jie pian model
textbooks, out of this “reverence for antiquity”? If the hypothetical Yumen Huahai
model textbook was produced locally and contemporaneous to the actual act of
studying evidenced at this site, then this might have been the case. Yet this sort of
purposeful archaizing obviously did not always occur, since we find numerous other
Cang Jie pian witnesses written in mature clerical forms, including JYX EPT 50.1,
which some scholars take to be a model textbook itself. Alternatively, the
hypothetical Yumen Huahai model textbook could have been originally composed
earlier in the Western Han (when ancient clerical was more in vogue), preserved
over time, and eventually circulated to the Yumen Huahai site.206 Further research is
needed before concluding either way.

4.3.3 Other Cang Jie pian Strips and Practice Writing at Yumen Huahai
In addition to the three strips with content from the Cang Jie pian’s opening
chapter, a few other pieces discovered at the Yumen Huahai site also potentially
belong to the Cang Jie pian. Consider for instance DHHJ 1462 and 1463, which may
relate to what is now being called the “proper names chapter” of the Cang Jie pian.207
They read:208
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DHHJ 1462:
DHHJ 1463:
One further piece could also be affiliated to this material as well:209
DHHJ 1451:

210

Once again, providing an accurate transcription for these strips is problematic, not
because of their preservation or the actual clarity of the writing, but rather due to
ambiguous or unusual character construction (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The
transcription of these strips is even more contentious then that of DHHJ 1459, 1460,
and 1461 however, since we do not have an abundance of other witnesses with
parallel text against which to compare.211 Unfortunately, the parallels we do have
are also too few and too fragmentary to allow for the same type of character
variation analysis conducted above with the opening chapter witnesses.212 For the
moment, I will not elaborate on the issues still afflicting the transcription of these
three strips, but defer to Liang Jing’s recent analysis.213
Certain similarities are immediately obvious between the three opening
chapter strips introduced before, and these additional pieces potentially from a
proper names chapter. Much like with DHHJ 1459, 1460, and 1461, we again have
DHHJ 1462 and 1463 copying nearly identical content. This content, moreover, is
drawn from the beginning of a chapter. This is demonstrated by the unusual fivecharacter preface of “state and write people’s given names and surnames
” that proceeds the list of surname/given name pairs grouped together into fourcharacter lines. Moreover, on DHHJ 1222 – a strip fragment found in Houfang (see
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sec.2.2.7) – a black triangular punctuation mark is drawn before the phrase ‘

’.

The transcription given for YT 1792 in the Yingguo volume likewise gives a
punctuation mark before ‘

’, however the mark is unclear from

photographs of the shaving itself.214
Unlike the pieces from the opening chapter however, DHHJ 1462 and 1463
do not both end in the same spot in their parallel text. DHHJ 1462 includes an extra
six characters after where DHHJ 1463 ends. The writing on DHHJ 1462 takes up the
entire recto of the strip (for a total character count of twenty-three), and no damage
is reported to the strip. There is no mention of additional writing continuing on to
the verso either, but we cannot be certain if writing continued on another strip
instead. DHHJ 1462 does end with a complete surname/given name pair, but only
halfway through a full four-character line. On DHHJ 1463, the character ‘
missing, and is replaced by what appears to be ‘

’ (likely a parallel with ‘

’ is
’). The

writing then immediately ceases, with space still remaining on the recto, signaling a
purposeful stop. While ‘
with ‘

’ should represent the end of a full four-character line,

’ missing the patterned surname/given name pairings are disrupted. If the

two strips are in fact intimately related, as they seem to be, the reasons for such
discrepancies in formatting between DHHJ 1462 and 1463 are unclear.215 They
cannot be explained by the limitations of a hypothetical model textbook’s textual
carrier alone, as is the case for DHHJ 1459, 1460, and 1461 all ending abruptly on
‘

’.216
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In his study of the Yumen Huahai strips, Hu Pingsheng emphasizes how DHHJ
1462 and 1463 echo the Jijiu pian in listing out proper names.217 They also mirror
the Jijiu pian by initiating this section with instructions in an authorial voice (the
“state and write people’s given names and surnames

”) as a short

preface.218 François Bottéro notes that in the Jijiu pian, the name list is introduced
with a four-character line, ‘

’ or “please speak its chapters,” and she believes

this shows that a teacher was actively involved in studying the Jijiu pian.219 This is
the first of two instances in the Jijiu pian when the audience is invited (via ‘qing
“to ask, invite, request”) to recite (here ‘dao

’, “to speak, guide”; later ‘yan

talk, say”) content by an authorial voice.220 If lines like ‘

’,

’, “to

’ are guideposts for

a teacher in how to instruct with the text, then we would expect these commands to
appear in model textbooks. DHHJ 1972 offers us an excellent example of just such a
model textbook for the Jijiu pian, and it does in fact include ‘

’ as a transition

between its opening chapter and the proper names list.221
I doubt that the two Yumen Huahai specimens were themselves Cang Jie pian
model textbooks, as DHHJ 1972 undoubtedly was for the Jijiu pian. The text is
incomplete on DHHJ 1463, there is no writing on the verso of the complete DHHJ
1462 to finish the full chapter, there are no notches or spaces left on either strip in
anticipation of binding, and moreover the quality of the penmanship is quite poor
(as I will comment on shortly). Should we expect ‘

’ then to be

transcribed onto the scrap paper of students working on the Cang Jie pian (or
similarly ‘

’ for those working on the Jijiu pian)? If this was meant as a
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guidepost for a teacher, to give as an oral command to the student, then of course it
is possible that the student simply transcribed this down when he was listening as
part of his practice. Yet transcribing down such oral commands also seems
unnecessary.222 With a student copying by eye from a model textbook though, they
might have mechanically transcribed over a command such as this (even if it was
not intended as content per se), especially if the student in question was still largely
illiterate and could not interpret what the first few characters were actually saying.
The same holds true for chapter titles, or the black triangular punctuation mark we
sometimes find in the British Library shavings (both potentially before ‘
’ and in other contexts) and on the fragmentary DHHJ 1222 (before ‘

’ as

well).223
Although there is no direct evidence that the Cang Jie pian proper names
strips from Yumen Huahai were copied by a student off of a written model textbook
like with the opening chapter strips, I believe that the penmanship provides indirect
confirmation of this mode of study. The writing on these strips is, for the most part,
clear; yet the text is difficult to read and at times only seems to visually approximate
character forms. This is the same clumsy approximation found on DHHJ 1459, 1460,
and 1461, which leads me to believe that the student(s) responsible for DHHJ 1451,
1462, and 1463 was likewise largely illiterate and still unfamiliar with the
orthography of certain characters. It would be difficult for such a student to
transcribe content dictated to him or to copy out text from memory.
Is the student responsible for DHHJ 1459, 1460, and 1461 (the opening
chapter strips) then also the same person who produced DHHJ 1451, 1462, and
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1463 (the proper names chapter strips)? Opinions vary. He Shuangquan
believes that all six strips were produced by a single person practicing writing, and
Hu Pingsheng also points out how similar the character forms and calligraphic style
are between DHHJ 1462 and the opening chapter strips.224 Thus the ‘
1462.7 retains the more archaic ‘
‘

’ as its top component, which is similar to how

’ is written on DHHJ 1459.1+; and note that the ‘

archaic ‘

’ at DHHJ

’ at DHHJ 1451.11 adopts the

’ as well. Lin Jinzhong however argues that while DHHJ 1462 and 1451

are perhaps by the same hand, they differ from both DHHJ 1463 and also from DHHJ
1459, 1460, and 1461. Lin thus concludes that multiple students were responsible
for these pieces.225 Take for example the way ‘

’ is written on DHHJ 1462.2 in

comparison to DHHJ 1459.4+. There is now a vertical stroke through the top
component, and the horizontal strokes are all closely regulated to start and end at
the same points, giving the character a more linear or boxy appearance. Yet, both
pieces write a ‘ ’ for the bottom component, confusing the orthography of ‘ ’ in
the same manner. With such limited data, it is hard to tell for certain if this
represents two different hands, or falls within a range of reasonable deviation for
one hand.226 But if two or more students were responsible for producing these
strips, the parallels in mistaken orthography and similar calligraphic style suggest
they relied on the same idiosyncratic model textbook, one that then must have
included both the Cang Jie pian opening chapter and these lists of proper names.
One other piece deserves mention, as it too may relate to the Cang Jie pian.
This is DHHJ 1458, which carries two lines of the ganzhi
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sexagenary “heavenly

stems and earthly branches” cycle: ‘の

…

の…’. Lin Jinzhong argues

that the calligraphic style of this piece is reminiscent of ancient clerical, and akin to
the six strips previously mentioned. Lin describes the brushwork as “shaky,” which
is why he believes it is practice writing, though he complements the character forms
as standard.227 This latter point might then suggest that DHHJ 1458 was produced
by the hand of a different student than the other six Cang Jie pian strips, but I
hesitate to render a judgment on this.
Was the ganzhi sexagenary cycle included in the Cang Jie pian? After
surveying the British Library shavings, Hu Pingsheng speculated this may be so. He
noticed that among the shavings, the calligraphy for many of the ganzhi pieces
“retains a seal-script flavor” much like pieces from the Cang Jie pian proper names
chapter in the same cache. Moreover, there is also a punctuation mark before ‘の’ on
YT 2432, which could signal the beginning of the chapter, as we have also discussed
before. Hu even goes so far as to suggest that one reason the village teachers may
have edited the Cang Jie pian into a sixty-character per chapter format was to
maintain the integrity of the sexagenary cycle, which is itself sixty characters in
length.228
Xing Yitian is more suspicious however.229 He reminds us that one criterion
for identifying the Cang Jie pian is that its content is rhyming, yet the sexagenary
cycle does not lend itself to patterned rhyming, which Hu has later conceded.230 As
an alternative, Xing proposes that the sexagenary cycle was actually practiced as
part of a different primary education textbook, dedicated to the “liu jia

の” or “six

jia cycle charts.” He finds support for this in the Hanshu treatise Shihuozhi
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,

where it claims that “at eight years in age children enter into primary education,
where they study the six jia, the five directions, writing, and calculating
の

”; the Nan Qi shu

biography for Gu Huan

likewise

records that “Huan at age six or seven wrote the jiazi sexagenary cycle, which was in
three volumes on bamboo strips. Huan analyzed and counted them, and thereupon
mastered the six jia cycle charts.

の

の.”231

Hopefully future discoveries may help us to resolve this question.
Finally, a few other pieces found at the Yumen Huahai site may entail
practice writing that is not related to the Cang Jie pian or similar primers. DHHJ
1455 for instance repeats ‘ ’ or ‘

’ five or six times on the verso, in no semblance

of an order and clearly not meant to be coherent text. DHHJ 1457 is likewise
cluttered with writing. Lin Jinzhong believes this strip was written upon on multiple
occasions, as the characters vary in content, size, brushwork, strength of the ink, and
so forth. There is even evidence of scraping in the middle of the recto, suggesting
that text had been shaved off to make space for more practice writing. Lin moreover
argues that the main body of text on the recto of DHHJ 1457 is written in the same
fashion as DHHJ 1451 and 1462.232 It is thus possible that the student(s) responsible
for the Cang Jie pian content above were also turning to copy other materials in their
study.
On this point, we must then also consider the gu prism, DHHJ 1448 (see
Figure 4.6). Most scholars agree that this prism was used for study as well, mainly
due to the fact that the content awkwardly mixes together part of a royal
testamentary edict with an unrelated personal letter, while the writing is moreover
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riddled with mistakes.233 There are also shavings in this cache that were cut off from
this same prism, including DHHJ 1481, 1492, 1502, and 1516, providing
confirmation that it was being reused in some fashion at the Yumen Huahai site.234
The width of the prism tapers off dramatically towards its bottom, indicating
significant wear from having been scraped clean often, and the cut marks are
themselves visible in places.235 A photograph is available for DHHJ 1481, which
reads ‘

’, matching the line from the testamentary edict: “I will not have

much longer to gaze upon the azure sky

.” Interestingly, it

retains the duplication mark (chongwen

) found on the prism to abbreviate ‘

’. This means that the punctuation was incorporated into the student’s training.236
Unfortunately, photographs are not available for DHHJ 1492, 1502, or 1516, which
is a shame because comparing these shavings to the prism might inform us about
potential mistakes made by the student, if they were cut off not just to clear writing
surface. For instance, the shaving DHHJ 1502 may have inserted an extra character
before ‘

み ’ found in the testamentary edict.237 Could the accidental addition of

an extra character here have caused the student to shave off his work and start
again? Without a photograph of the shaving, we cannot tell if these variations
appear in the actual writing, or are a difference in interpretation on behalf of the
modern transcribers.238
The implications of this gu prism for dating the Yumen Huahai site have
already been touched upon above, but I would like to emphasize here again the
correlation between the name Shi

in the personal letter on this prism and the
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Figure 4.6:

Dunhuang Han jian, vol.1, pl.137.
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name Feng Shi

that appears on a sales contract DHHJ 1449 from the same site.

In this sales contract, Feng Shi is described as a conscripted soldier attached to
Qinkou watchtower (the formula is ‘

’), which was the name given to the

Yumen Huahai site at that time. If the Shi in the letter is the same Feng Shi as
described in the contract, which I am inclined to believe, then a lowly soldier was
involved in some facet with the training that took place with this prism. It might be
only that his letter was used as a model for the student(s) at Yumen Huahai to
copy.239 Yet as the letter was one of Feng Shi’s own personal effects, I believe it is
possible that Shi himself was the student working with this prism, as Lin Jinzhong
has also advocated.240
Could Feng Shi also be the student responsible for the Cang Jie pian opening
chapter strips, and potentially the other practice writing found at the Yumen Huahai
site as well? Yang Huifu, in his initial report, states that the prism, the Cang Jie pian
opening chapter strips, the proper names strips, and the ganzhi sexagenary chart
were all done by the hand of the same novice student. The writing seems to only
visually approximate certain character forms, “as if drawing a tiger from a picture of
a cat,” and there is also pervasive loaning.241 He Shuangquan follows him in the
assumption that all these pieces were written in the same hand as well.242 Hu
Pingsheng describes the writing on the prism as “immature,” with strokes at times
missing or added.243 Like the Cang Jie pian strips, Hu believes that the calligraphic
style of the prism has an ancient feel to it, displaying characteristics of ancient
clerical script, with a “relatively strong seal-script flavor to it.”244 These
observations suggest that the prism may be in the same hand as the Cang Jie pian
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strips. And there are indeed certain parallels. Looking at characters on the prism
that are also found among the Cang Jie pian strips: the ‘
more archaic ‘
component in ‘

’ at DHHJ 1448c.3 has the

’ for its top component as found on DHHJ 1459.1+; the ‘
’ at DHHJ 1448a.2, ‘

’ left

’ at DHHJ 1448b.10, and the character ‘

’ at

DHHJ 1448b.31 match how this component is written on DHHJ 1459+; and the ‘

’

[at 1448e.1] appears to be the same as ‘ ’ on DHHJ 1463.16.245
Unfortunately, a closer look at the handwriting on the prism offers a more
complicated picture. Although not always the case, there is, in my opinion, a
confidence in the penmanship on the prism that is not displayed on the Cang Jie pian
opening chapter or proper names strips. The way of writing certain characters is at
times clearly different as well. See for instance ‘ ’ at DHHJ 1448d.27 in comparison
to DHHJ 1459.14+; ‘

’ at DHHJ 1448b.25 in comparison to DHHJ 1462.4+; or ‘

’

throughout DHHJ 1448 in comparison to DHHJ 1459.8+. Perhaps the largest
discrepancy is that the left component of ‘

’ in ‘

’ at DHHJ 1448a.22 and 1448e.4 is

simplified and nearly cursive in its appearance, contrasting sharply with how it is
written on DHHJ 1459.13+.246 Lin Jinzhong moreover argues that, while there are
some more archaic character forms on the prism, the calligraphic style is
predominantly in mature clerical, with at times a cursive feel to it, as demonstrated
with ‘

’.247 His conclusion, after comparing the handwriting on the prism against

that on Cang Jie pian strips, is that they were the work of different students.248 Again,
we must acknowledge the limitations of our data, and that an individual’s hand may
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vary or improve over time. That said, it seems likely that Lin is correct in his
evaluation.

4.3.4 Conclusions
Yumen Huahai was a small watchtower, manned by a handful of soldiers, and
led by at least a commanding officer. Other government personnel, such as a platoon
scribe, could have been present at the site as well, especially if it was the seat of the
platoon leader. Civilians, including the soldiers’ families, may have visited Yumen
Huahai, but were likely housed in safer locales. The novice hand responsible for the
pieces surveyed above reveals that the student working on the Cang Jie pian here
was in certain respects still familiarizing himself with writing. The commanding
officer and scribe personnel at Yumen Huahai would have needed to be literate to
carry out their jobs, and therefore were not the ones who copied out the Cang Jie
pian. It is possible that it was one of their children studying this text. Yet this seems
unlikely to me if the families resided off site and would only come to Yumen Huahai
on rare occasions. The fact that Yumen Huahai is not an isolated example, but that
Cang Jie pian fragments have been recovered among other military installations,
also suggests that personnel stationed at these watchtowers were the students. I
therefore believe that it was one of the peasant soldiers who was studying the Cang
Jie pian at Yumen Huahai. Feng Shi

, whose title specifies that he was a soldier

stationed here, practiced copying from one of his own personal letters on the gu
prism (likely drafted for him by a professional scribe), providing support to this
theory. Certain scholars believe that the Cang Jie pian strips, the ganzhi sexagenary
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cycle, the repeated characters and copied administrative documents, and the prism
with the practice testamentary edict and personal letter, were all produced by the
same hand, potentially then that of Feng Shi. As convenient as this explanation may
be, I am less certain about the uniformity of the hands across all these pieces, and it
is possible there may have been more than one student.
The majority of documents found in Dunhuang, Juyan, and other areas of the
northwest frontier were locally produced from wood harvested in nearby areas.
This seems to also be the case for the Cang Jie pian and other pieces used for study
discovered at Yumen Huahai, though a number of our Cang Jie pian strips from other
sites are written on bamboo, which deserves our attention.249 As Enno Giele has
discussed, soldiers like those found at Yumen Huahai would have felled trees (‘famu
’) and worked wood (‘xiaogong

’) as part of their daily duties, meaning they

had access to timber as raw material, and likely made strips themselves for writing.
Giele also believes that writing supplies were provided by the central authorities to
each military installation, which is demonstrated by his reading of a “receipt” for
various stationary found in the Ejin Banner cache.250 Although we may expect that
practice writing was done primarily on administrative or other documents that
were discarded and no longer needed for official use, with the Cang Jie pian pieces at
Yumen Huahai (and generally elsewhere also), this is not the case.251 For DHHJ 1459,
1460, and 1461, with writing on the recto and verso, it is clear that the entire strip
was dedicated solely to copying out Cang Jie pian text, and thus the strip was either
made by the student for this purpose, or the student was able to utilize government
issued stationary at the site. I have also speculated that gu prisms like DHHJ 1448
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might have been fashioned from branches or others pieces of wood with
imperfections that precluded their use in strip making for official government
purposes, though this requires further research.
How was the Cang Jie pian studied, and what sort of skillets were being
cultivated? Memorization and oral recitation were inevitably involved in training
with the Cang Jie pian. The opening lines of the text itself explicitly call for the
student to “exert your energy to reading and chanting.” Wang Haicheng thus
concludes that “there was a significant oral component in scribal teaching” with the
Cang Jie pian, pointing to the pervasive rhyming as an aid for memorization and
recitation.252 I do not doubt that the opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian was
committed to memory and recited aloud; in fact, I believe this helps to explain its
prevalence among the Cang Jie pian finds in northwest China. The opening chapter –
unlike most other parts of the Cang Jie pian – is mostly narrative in structure
(declarative sentence types), while the vocabulary is also relatively simple
compared to other chapters.253 That many of the Cang Jie pian opening chapter
witnesses were written in the more vernacular modern clerical script also suggests
that they were being produced locally and contemporaneous to their deposit in
these military facilities, as would be expected for texts scribbled down from
memory without a visual aid. It might be that most of the opening chapter witnesses
were written out from memory, or dictated to a pupil by a teacher who had
memorized this section, and not copied from a formal model textbook.254
At the Yumen Huahai site however, there is strong evidence that the opening
chapter of the Cang Jie pian was not being studied in this fashion. Instead, the same
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student on at least three occasions looked to the opening chapter of a Cang Jie pian
model textbook in a more archaic ancient clerical script and mechanically copied
over what he was seeing. This is most apparent in the formatting of the three
identical strips, that abruptly end with space to spare at an awkward point in the
text, as well as the eye skip that occurred on DHHJ 1459. The rather clumsy writing
and ambiguous or mistaken character forms betray the novice status of this student,
showing him to still be largely illiterate, though there is reason to believe that he
comprehended some basic aspects of character construction.255 Although the
evidence is not as strong, it is also likely that the Cang Jie pian proper names strips
were part of the same model textbook.256 Studying in this way, the student’s primary
focus was on how the characters looked, placed in relation to what the words meant
and how they were pronounced (as important but ancillary information).
In surveying patterns of character variation across all of our Cang Jie pian
opening chapter witnesses among the northwest frontier, there was a large degree
of stability in the wording of the text. This suggests that vocabulary mattered. The
witnesses were also remarkably stable in their graphic appearance. By this, I mean
their basic orthography, which for the most part does not deviate from the character
construction established by Li Si’s small seal script (as imagined in the Shuowen). As
for the aesthetic presentation of the writing however, there is a range in the
calligraphic styles from ancient clerical to modern clerical. If the Cang Jie of Li Si’s
time was written in the elongated and circular strokes of small seal script, this
standard was abandoned early on, and continued to gradually morph over the
course of the Western Han into modern clerical. Furthermore, I did not find any
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unambiguous aural-based variants in the opening chapter, that is, phonetic loans
which did not share at least one graphic character component.257 Again, this is not to
dismiss oral recitation as a mode of practicing this part of the Cang Jie pian; it
undoubtedly played a role in the student’s training. But what this tells me is that
visual information was integral in the formation of the text, and in how it was
studied.258 In short, the graphic stability of the Cang Jie pian across these multiple
witnesses for the opening chapter corresponds well, in my opinion, to what we
should expect for a primer used to learn how to read and write, and that the text
was – in regards to vocabulary and character orthography – standardized to a large
degree.
In the conversation above, I have often conflated “reading” and “writing,” but
as Charles Sanft warns, these are ultimately two different skillsets.259 Evelyn
Rawski’s study of popular literacy in the Qing period has likewise shown that in
more formal primary education schooling, reading lessons and writing lessons were
conducted separately, with different sets of characters practices, according to
different pedagogies.260 With the opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian among the
northwest military complex generally, my impression is that students were
practicing how to write in specific. This was also the case with the proper names
chapters at Yumen Huahai. Further research is required however to determine if
other chapters from the Cang Jie pian were instead employed for reading
recognition alone. Might the opening chapter, with its narrative lines and relatively
simple vocabulary and character forms, have been utilized specifically for first
learning to write, while other chapters in a listing style with more complex
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vocabulary and character forms were employed in reading practice?261 A wide
variety of brushstrokes and common character components are found in the first
lines of the Cang Jie pian opening chapter, but there is repetition and it does not
seem to have been purposefully streamlined as an introduction to character
construction. For the reading practice Rawski documents, one common method of
study was to switch around the order of individual characters (via the fangzi square
block method), which the listing-type sentences of the Cang Jie pian’s later chapters
could more easily accommodate. Among our manuscript evidence, I have not found
any clear examples where the wording of the text has been switched around, say
within or between character pairs, or in the order of sentences.262 The Majuanwan
pieces, especially DHHJ 639, might however offer some proof, as many of the
individual characters on this gu-prism appear in other positions in the Cang Jie pian,
though never in the same order or sentences. Yet at the same time, the British
Library shavings do often overlap with content found in later chapters of the Cang
Jie pian (on the Peking University and Fuyang manuscripts, for instance), and show
that students were repetitively writing out these complete chapters as well. More
research is thus required.
Beyond working with the Cang Jie pian, the soldier(s) at Yumen Huahai also
practiced writing other materials. This includes the repetition of individual
characters, copying phrases or names found on other administrative documents,
and practicing writing out longer texts that were on site as well, including the
personal letter and a testamentary edict. This range of materials coincides well with
the various types of practice writing that Xing Yitian finds across other Han
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manuscript caches also.263 In short, the student(s) at Yumen Huahai did not follow a
strict curriculum, but turned to whatever materials were at hand, in a more informal
matter. While it is conceivable that the administrative documents, a personal letter
drafted for a soldier on site, or the testamentary edict formally promulgated by the
central government could have been readily available to use as models, from where
did the Cang Jie pian textbook then come however?
The commanding officer of a watchtower like Yumen Huahai would have
been literate. There is also evidence that some commanding officers had attained a
‘shi
Xuan

’ “scribe” status. See for instance JY 129.22+190.30, which states that Zhang
, the commanding officer of Watchtower Twelve

, is listed as

having scribe status.264 Another example is DHHJ 1186, where Lü Anhan

, the

commanding officer of Qianqiu Watchtower, “previously did not have scribe status,
but is now a scribe

.”265 Moreover, professional scribes and other

government personnel could have also been present at the Yumen Huahai site.
Although the soldiers might have studied in relative isolation, inevitably they would
have had to turn to one of their literate peers for guidance.266 As discussed before, in
the early Western Han Zhangjiashan statutes, a person earned scribe status through
mastering the Shi Zhou pian, and I believe the Cang Jie pian was also involved in this
process, if it was not in actuality the same body of “scribal volumes.” That is to say,
the Cang Jie pian was an integral part of elite education through formal schooling.
Those who benefited from this training went on in some cases to serve as
commanding officers, scribes, and superiors in the Han military complex. Through
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them, non-elite peasant soldiers, like those at Yumen Huahai, could have been
introduced to the Cang Jie pian.267

4.4 Learning with the Cang Jie pian
At the beginning of this chapter, various reasons were offered for why we
should treat the Cang Jie pian as a primer. In the course of that conversation, we saw
that the Cang Jie pian was prominently included in narratives about primary
education in the Hanshu and Shuowen. These works introduce primary education in
light of an early Zhou institution for the formal education of aristocratic youths. The
opening of the Cang Jie pian itself echoes these associations when it specifically
addresses “young children

” as its audience. At the same time, there are also ties

between the Cang Jie pian and the “scribal volumes” incorporated in the training of
government scribes. This is the profession which the Cang Jie pian also explicitly
urges children to aspire. According to the Zhangjiashan Shilü, this education was
restricted to the “sons of scribes and diviners

,” who “at the age of

seventeen… study for three years

” under the direction of a “study

mentor
room

…

.”268 These students were educated in an official school, called a “study
.” Admission to such schools was strictly regulated, as the Shuihudi

Qin Neishiza

ordinance (in the Qin lü shibazhong

manuscript)

states: “Those who are not the sons of scribes shall not dare to study in a study room.
Violators of this ordinance are deemed guilty of a crime.
.”269 The curriculum was also guarded, since the Zhangjiashan Shilü goes on
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to claim that only scribes with guarantors were allowed “to study outside [the
school]

.”270 The career of Xi

, documented in the Qin Biannianji

annals from Shuihudi, shows that certain scribes actually did follow this training
program. Xi began his training with a tutor at age seventeen, and then three years
later was advanced to a scribe, which matches the stipulations found on the
Zhangjiashan Shilü.271 This was the education of the elite.272
At the Yumen Huahai site, we have evidence that the Cang Jie pian was also
involved in an education of an entirely different sort. Instead of the children of
aristocratic elites and professional government scribes, the student(s) here was
likely a poor peasant conscripted to serve as a solider in the military. He studied at a
watchtower, not in a selective “study room,” practicing on his own when not
occupied with his other duties in protecting the Han frontier. This was not part of a
formally instituted curriculum. Students practicing writing at such military
installations scribble on the equivalent of “scrap paper” and used whatever texts
were on hand to serve as their models. At Yumen Huahai, the student(s) must have
benefited from the informal guidance of a commanding officer or professionally
trained scribe, who could have introduced him to the Cang Jie pian, drawing from
their own educational background.273 This was the realization of Li Si’s
infamous maxim “to take officials as one’s teacher

.”274

This begs the question: why were these soldiers actually studying how to
read and write the Cang Jie pian? What was their underlying motivation? Most
scholars interested in the Cang Jie pian believe that working with this primer was in
order to acquire the skills necessary to attain a “scribe” status and advance to higher
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offices.275 Again, strips claiming a commanding officer was a ‘shi

’ or ‘bushi

’

show that this was a status with career implications. There are also a series of strips
where commanding officers are evaluated in some detail, and one of the formulaic
descriptions used is that they “are able to write, tally records, administer their office
and civilians, and are familiar with the text of the laws and ordinances
.”276 It is unlikely however that these peasant soldiers were
preparing to participate in formal testing, as mandated by the Zhangjiashan Shilü.277
If the ability to write was being leveraged to advance to a higher office, it was done
through a more circuitous route. Anthony Barbieri-Low and Robin Yates, in their
study of the Zhangjiashan Shilü, point out that beyond official scribes, there were
other minor functionaries – such as judiciary scribes (‘yushi
scribes (‘zuoshi

’) or assistant

’) – who were not rigorously tested, yet were employed at times

in scribal positions were literacy was valued.278 They raise the example of Lu
Wenshu

a herder who lived at about the same time as our Yumen Huahai

soldiers. Wenshu “took reeds from the marshes and cut them into strips, to bundle
them together in order to write out text. Through his practice he became proficient
at writing, and sought work as a minor judiciary functionary. Because he had
studied the laws and ordinances, he was promoted to judiciary scribe.
.”279 This perhaps reflects the
same aspirations as our student at Yumen Huahai watchtower.
If the soldier(s) at Yumen Huahai were learning to read and write solely for
their career prospects, and would not have participated in formal testing, studying
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the Cang Jie pian seems to be an unusual choice. As we will explore in the next
chapter, the vocabulary of the Cang Jie pian was unnecessarily sophisticated for
their purposes. The use of more archaic calligraphic styles at times also demands
further explanation in this light.280 Should the soldier(s) desire to become proficient
in writing out the names of items, offices, localities, and so forth encountered in
their daily lives, they would have been better served sticking to copying out the
administrative documents that circulated already at the watchtower. As Xing Yitian
has argued, circulating among the military complex were also “model forms (shi

)”

that allowed soldiers to learn not only the vocabulary pertinent to their jobs, but
also the appropriate formatting for different document types and the basic
sentences they employ.281 Xing likewise highlights that soldiers were already
required to read out lists of items employed for signaling and other tasks at the
watchtower, as proven for instance with strips like JYX EPT 52.33 “… soldiers read
out the list of items for signaling fires…

[

/

]

…” and “… soldier, one

man, reading out items for signaling fires, [status:] not yet fluent

[

/

]

.”282
It is possible that the soldiers learning to write at Yumen Huahai did not have
much of a say in their curriculum. Asking for guidance from a superior, it was at
their superior’s discretion whether or not to introduce them to the Cang Jie pian. If
this material was familiar to the teacher, drawing from their own educational
background, then they may have been inclined to do so. But if the soldiers at Yumen
Huahai themselves sought out the Cang Jie pian as a textbook (and kept with it even
upon realizing its limited application to their daily lives), other motivations should
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be considered beyond the purely functional for why the Cang Jie pian was also
studied. The close association of the technology of writing and the authority of the
state would have cultivated a prestige around literacy, particularly to the exploited
peasants who were subjugated by its power.283 Knowledge of the Cang Jie pian then
would have been particularly attractive, if it was known as a symbolic mark of ‘shi
’ identity through the central role it played in formal examinations, even if it held
no immediate career advantage for these soldiers.
Studying with the Cang Jie pian might have also been a welcome distraction.
Charles Sanft explores how a natural human curiosity and drive to learn, alongside
the “the power of boredom,” may have pushed soldiers to seek out stimulation
through learning to read and write.284 To this end, the strange vocabulary and
rhyming format of the Cang Jie pian could have been uniquely entertaining for the
Yumen Huahai students to learn. If Aurel Stein is correct in his speculation,
conditions in the area by Yumen Huahai were particularly barren.285 In his personal
letter, Feng Shi bemoans how toilsome it is standing guard, and Stein also collected
pieces from a game at T.44.b, showing that these soldiers did indeed seek an escape
from their drudgery.286
That the Cang Jie pian was being studied informally by soldier(s) at the
Yumen Huahai watchtower has important implications for our understanding of the
spread of literacy during the Western Han. With the more traditional models for
formal education raised before, the Cang Jie pian was part of a curriculum tightly
controlled by the state, for the benefit of only the aristocratic elite and professional
scribal families. At Yumen Huahai however, we have “one context in which we can
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see members of the common classes in proximity with written poetry, letters,
classics, and discursive texts,” as Charles Sanft describes the Han frontier military
complex.287 The previous hereditary monopoly over knowledge of scribal volumes
like the Cang Jie pian was undermined by the informal education witnessed at
Yumen Huahai, where literate superiors – drawing on their formal education –
helped to train their charges hailing from more diverse backgrounds.288 Through the
institution of conscription, this knowledge of the Cang Jie pian then not only
transcended its previous hereditary constraints, but also passed through geographic
boundaries as well, as peasant soldiers returned to their original communities all
across China.289
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NOTES to CHAPTER FOUR:
Talking about a “manuscript culture of the Western Han” is perhaps problematic in
its lack of specificity. In my case study below, I will attempt to localize my corpus
further. Yet if we are to tackle these issues at such a broad level of discourse, then
the Cang Jie pian offers an appropriate starting point. As demonstrated in sec.2.2,
manuscript fragments from the Cang Jie pian have been found in numerous caches,
among many archaeological contexts, and across a broad geography of China,
attesting to its popularity and wide dissemination.
1

This transcription is based on the nearly complete version of the so-called opening
chapter to the Cang Jie pian found on JYX EPT 50.1. As I will discuss below, JYX EPT
50.1 offers a number of unique variants in comparison to other witnesses of the
Cang Jie pian opening chapter, which would impact our translation if we were to
adopt them. The overarching message that students should dedicate themselves to
learning however remains unaffected. The identity of this content as belonging to
the Cang Jie pian is fairly secure, primarily since the Shuowen jiezi postface explicitly
quotes one of its lines and associates it with this title. The title of the text – as listed
in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi and other received sources – is also potentially drawn from
the first two characters of this chapter, ‘Cang Jie
’. Here I follow Zhang Cunliang
and Ju Hong
in treating the first twelve lines as a coherent unit of text.
See: Zhang Cunliang
and Ju Hong
, “Cang Jie Pian yanjiu de xin jinzhan
,” Chutu wenxian yanjiu
14 (2015): 246-7.
2

Other English translations of the Cang Jie pian’s opening chapter may be found in:
K.E. Brashier, Public Memory in Early China, Harvard-Yenching Institute Monograph
Series (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2014), 44; Wang Haicheng,
Writing and the Ancient State: Early China in Comparative Perspective (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2014), p.282 (partial); Françoise Bottéro, “Cāng Jié and
the Invention of Writing: Reflections on the Elaboration of a Legend,” in Studies in
Chinese Language and Culture: Festschrift in Honour of Christoph Harbsmeier on the
Occasion of His 60th Birthday, ed. Christoph Anderl and Halvor Eifring (Oslo: Hermes
Academic Publishing, 2006) p.139. For a translation in French, see also her: "Les
'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," in Éducation et
Instruction en Chine, ed. Christine Nguyen Tri and Catherine Despeux (Paris and
Louvain: Peeters, 2003-2004), vol.1, pp.104-5. And into Japanese, see: Fukuda
Tetsuyuki
, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo －
(Tokyo: Sobunsha, 2004), pp.302-3.
3

Françoise Bottéro traces the evolving nature of the Cang Jie myth in: “Cāng Jié and
the Invention of Writing: Reflections on the Elaboration of a Legend,” pp.135-56. See
also William G. Boltz, The Origin and Early Development of the Chinese Writing
System (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1994), pp.129-38. I am also looking
forward to an article being prepared by Anthony Terekhov that explores this myth
further.
4
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On the interpretation of ‘feng ’ as potentially silent read, see: Robin D.S. Yates,
“Soldiers, Scribes, and Women: Literacy among the Lower Orders in Early China,” in
Writing and Literacy in Early China, ed. Feng Li and David Prager Branner (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 2012), p.353; Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin
D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China: A Study with Critical
Edition and Translation of the Legal Texts from Zhangjiashan Tomb no.247 (Leiden:
Brill, 2015), vol.2, pp.1102-3, n.12.
5

Recall how the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi
argues that the Jijiu pian (together
with a few other later character books) “all use the orthodox characters from the
Cang Jie
,” providing a direct connection between these two works.
Bottéro also turns to the Jijiu pian opening to understand the purpose of the Cang Jie
pian, see: "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," pp.11120. Hu Pingsheng
likewise notes the resemblance of the language in the Cang
Jie pian and Jijiu pian openings, especially the concluding lines. See his: “Han jian
Cang Jie pian xin ziliao de yanjiu
,” [hereafter “Xin ziliao”]
Jianbo yanjiu
2 (1996),” p.339.
6

Shi You
(Han author), Yan Shigu
(Tang commentator), Wang Yinglin
(Song subcommentator), Jijiu pian
, in Xue jin tao yuan
, ed.
Zhang Haipeng
(Qing editor) (Yangzhou: Jiangsu guangling guji keyinshe,
1990), vol.8, sec.1 (“
”), pp.555-7.
7

For a translation of the Jijiu pian opening into English, see: Wang Haicheng, Writing
and the Ancient State, p.284. Françoise Bottéro translates it into French in "Les
'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," p.114. Fukuda Tetsuyuki
also gives a Japanese translation in Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, p.303.
8

In Fukuda’s opinion, the fact that the Jijiu pian does not explicitly state here that
one’s objective should be to become an official, is due to the different historical
context in which it was composed, as compared to the Cang Jie pian (which was
more directly oriented towards scribal training). See Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun
izen shogakusho no kenkyo, p.304. Later on in the text however, the Jijiu pian does
however emphasize attaining office, and moreover places itself at the beginning of a
curriculum of textual study leading up to such a career. See pp.621-3.
9

See: Momiyama Akira
, “Xiaoyi, gu, shishu
, ,
” in Yingguo guojia
tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo weikan Han wen jiandu
, ed. Wang Tao
, Hu Pingsheng
and Wu Fangsi
(Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 2007), 93-8. This is not to say however that
all text found written on gu prisms were primers or related to studying in some
manner; nor have all examples of the Cang Jie pian or Jijiu pian likewise been
written solely of gu prisms.
10
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Majuanwan also has a beautiful gu with content that might be related to the Cang
Jie pian, though the textual identity of this specimen is less certain. See DHHJ 639.
There is another gu with some Cang Jie pian text in the Xuanquan cache, though this
is still unpublished.
11

12

Jijiu pian, sec.1 (“

”), p.557.

Liu Xin
(Han author), Wu Guan
Zhongguo yeshi jicheng xubian
vol.2, ch.3 (“
”), vol.2, pp.568-9.
13

(Ming editor), Xijing zaji
, in
(Chengdu: Bashu shushe, 2000),

On this point, Momiyama also cites the Shuowen jiezi entry for ‘ ’, which is
defined as a cloth used to erase gu prisms. Duan Yucai た associates this with
how students and merchants might use ‘
’ or “blackboard” to take notes.
Momiyama likewise raises a Xijing zaji
account of how Yang Xiong
compiled his Fangyan
with a ‘ ’ or “pencil” of sorts, a less permanent form of
writing than ink that appears to have been erasable. For ink, erasing entailed
shaving off surface layers with a knife.
14

Yang Huifu
offers similar speculation, see: Jiayuguanshi wenwu
baoguansuo
[Jiayuguan Cultural Resources Management Unit],
“Yumen Huahai Handai fengsui yizhi chutu de jiandu た
,” [hereafter “Yumen Huahai jiandu”] in Han jian yanjiu wenji
, ed.
Gansusheng wenwu gongzuodui
[Gansu Provincial Cultural
Relics Working Group], et al., (Lanzhou: Gansu renmin chubanshe, 1984), p.17. The
Majuanwan prism with potential Cang Jie pian content (DHHJ 639) for instance
bends in an extreme manner (see sides A and C in particular). It is difficult to tell if
this is due to later morphing or the natural curvature of the wood. Similarly, the
prism discovered at Yumen Huahai (DHHJ 1448), which some scholars believe may
entail practice writing, appears to have a large distortion at the top of side D that
impacts the writing surface. This is likely a deep knife cut, but there may have been
a knot or another issue with the wood there as well, and there are knots present in
other locations also. If these are natural features, they could have precluded the use
of these pieces of wood for the production of other strip formats. Further research is
needed to survey all examples of gu prisms that were possibly used in study, to see
if this hypothesis has merit. For the production and standardization of wooden and
bamboo strips, see: Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Written on Bamboo & Silk: The Beginnings of
Chinese Books & Inscriptions, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004),
pp.113-8.
15

This batch is introduced under Stein Collection (Part II), in sec.2.2.11. Most of the
shavings were published in the Yingguo volume, and images are available for all of
them on the International Dunhuang Project website (www.idp.bl.uk).
16
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Aurel Stein, Serindia: Detailed Report of Explorations in Central Asia and
Westernmost China (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1921), vol.2, p.646.
17

Take for example (in the order of how the text is read): YT 3040; 3043; 3683;
3681; 3010; and 3225. These all overlap with content from PKU 4; FY C008; and NY
1; namely the lines ‘
’. There is also: YT 1821; 3706; 3248; 3159;
and 3675 (with potentially 3607), which match PKU 9 and FY C002 at ‘
’. Another series is: YT 2567; 2875; 2469; and 2566. These correspond to PKU 48,
which writes ‘
’. All of these YT pieces appear to be shavings,
though measurements for their thickness are not currently published. The so-called
opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian is also extensively covered in the YT materials.
Comparing the British Library shavings with Cang Jie pian content (YT) against the
Peking University manuscript (our longest exemplar), it appears that pieces tend to
cluster mostly in the following “chapters” or groupings of strips: PKU 1-7; PKU 8-11;
46-52; and 65. Occasionally an isolated YT shaving may match another part of the
PKU manuscript, though a number of the PKU “chapters” are without a YT
counterpart.
18

For example, the uppermost component to the character ‘ ’ is written in a
triangular fashion on YT 3040 and 3683, while it is squared off in YT 3043. The left
component to the character ‘ ’ is written with a ‘ ’-like running stroke in its upper
right corner in YT 3248 and 3159, while on YT 1821 and 3159 it is merely a dot
instead.
19

Proposing that a single student repeatedly copied the same text on a gu prism,
and then shaved off his writing to start anew, would help to explain this unusual
distribution pattern (of clusters of shavings bearing overlapping content with one
another surviving in an unusually high proportion when compared to shavings with
isolated content). On this point, Zhou Fei
notices an extremely curious
phenomenon that may be relevant. He shows that with YT 3248, 3382, and 3675, a
black punctuation mark is found signaling a chapter break. Interestingly, on all three
occasions that next character following the break is the first character(s) from the
same chapter (according to the latest reconstructions for what the village teachers’
edition may look like). It thus seems that content from a single chapter was being
purposely repeated in study. See: Zhou Fei
, “Chutu Cang Jie pian banben tantao
,” Chutu wenxian
8 (2016): 198-9. The presence of
potentially multiple different hands among the overlapping shavings complicates
this picture, though it may be that there were two students copying text at the same
time from a single teacher, or using the same model textbook together. The timing
here seems relevant to me, as otherwise it is unlikely that the shavings would have
been deposited in the same detritus together. Another possibility is that these
shavings were the result of an examination, with multiple students tested on the
same part of the Cang Jie pian, potentially using the same gu prism, erased after each
20
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iteration. The presence of punctuation marks seems problematic however for this
scenario.
Ban Gu
(Han author), Yan Shigu
(Tang commentator), Hanshu
,
in Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975
[1962]), vol.8, ch.30 (“
”), pp.1719-24. For an overview of educational
practices during the Han, see: Jan L. Hagman, “Private and Government Schools in
the Han Dynasty,” in Outstretched Leaves on His Bamboo Staff: Studies in Honour of
Göran Malmqvist on His 70th Birthday, ed. Joakim Enwall (Stockholm: Association of
Oriental Studies, 1994), pp.114-30. K.E. Brashier also provides a thorough survey,
particularly in regard to the question of writing versus oral recitation in study, in
Public Memory in Early China, esp. “Introduction: Han Memorial Culture,” pp.1-57.
Wang Haicheng offers a broad review as well in Writing and the Ancient State,
pp.275-300. For lexicography as a field in China, a summary in English may be found
in: Yong Heming and Jing Peng, Chinese Lexicography: A History from 1046 BC to AD
1911 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), see esp. pt.II, pp.15-152 for early
China; however this study contains errors, omissions, and is often frustrating to use,
as Françoise Bottéro documents in her review: “Heming YONG & Jing PENG (2008).
Chinese Lexicography: A History from 1046 BC to AD 1911. New York: Oxford
University Press, 458p. [Comptes rendus],” Cahiers de Linguistique Asie Orientale
39.1 (2010): 81-94. For a Chinese survey of “primary education,” focusing mostly on
later develpments: Zhang Zhigong
, Chuantong yuwen jiaoyu chutan
(fu mengxue shumu gao
)(Shanghai: Shanghai jiaoyu
chubanshe, 1962);
21

Xu Shen
(Han author), Duan Yucai た (Qing commentator), Xu Weixian
, Shuowen jiezi zhu －
(Nanjing: Fenghuang chubanshe, 2007), vol.2,
pp.1306-23.
22

Wang Chong
(Han author), Lunheng
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.7, ch.38 (“
”), p.134.
23

Various other texts also refer to ‘xiaoxue
’ as a school built by the palace. See
for instance the Liji
chapter Wangzhi
, where it writes: “The son of heaven
ordered them to teach, and they built schools. The primary school was to the south
and left of the duke’s palace…
…” Zheng
Xuan
(Han commentator), Kong Yingda
(Tang subcommentator), Gong
Kangyun
and Wang Wenjin
eds., Liji zhengyi
, in Shisanjing
zhushu
(
), ed. Li Xueqin
(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe,
1999), vol.6, pt.1 (“ ”), scroll 12, ch.5 (“
”), p.370.
24

Again, the Jijiu pian does not explicitly reference “young children” as necessarily
its target audience, as the Cang Jie pian still does, which might reflect this shifting
understanding for “primary education” as a whole. Though if my suspicions are
25
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correct, then the Cang Jie pian opening chapter is also a later addition to the text,
while still maintaining this language.
Imre Galambos, Orthography of Early Chinese Writing: Evidence from Newly
Excavated Manuscripts, Budapest Monographs in East Asian Studies (Budapest:
Department of East Asian Studies, Eötvös Loránd University, 2006); Michael Nylan,
Yang Xiong and the Pleasures of Reading and Classical Learning in China, American
Oriental Society vol.94 (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 2011).
26

27

Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“

”), p.1721.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1313-4. Other editions of the Shuowen have ‘
though this version has corrected it to ‘ ’.
28

’,

The Zhangjiashan Han strips from tomb 247 have been published in:
Zhangjiashan ersiqihao Han mu zhujian zhengli xiaozu
[Zhangjiashan Han Tomb 247 Bamboo Strips Editing Team], Zhangjiashan
Han mu zhujian [ersiqihao mu]
[
] (Beijing: Wenwu
chubanshe, 2001); and Zhangjiashan ersiqihao Han mu zhujian zhengli xiaozu,
Zhangjiashan Han mu zhujian [ersiqihao mu] (shiwen xiuding ben)
[
](
) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2006). A study, critical
edition, and translation of the Zhangjiashan statutes is available in Anthony J.
Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China.
My transcriptions and translations are adapted from this work. See vol.1, pp.62-4
for a brief discussion on the dating of these strips. They also provide an excellent
discussion on scribal training according to recently excavated statutes, bringing in
the parallel laws found in the Hanshu and Shuowen. See vol.2, pp.1084-91.
29

Zhangjiashan Shilü #2. My numbering for the Zhangjiashan Shilü follows the
presentation in: Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and
Society in Early Imperial China. For #2, see vol.2, pp.1092-3.
30

Zhangjiashan Shilü #3. Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State,
and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.2, pp.1094-5.
31

Zhangjiashan Shilü #4. Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State,
and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.2, pp.1094-5.
32

Another interesting divergence is with whether an additional test for scribal
students should involve ‘liuti
’ or ‘bati
’, which are likely enumerations of
calligraphic styles, but I cannot pursue this point further here. For one recent
analysis, see: Xing Yitian
, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti – zai lun
Qin Han guanli ruhe xuexi wenzi
——
,” Guwenzi yu gudaishi
2 (2009): 430-2, 434-9.
33
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Huang Rener
reads ‘shiwupian
’ as the Cang Jie pian, but does not
provide a detailed defense for this identification. See: Huang Rener
, “Du
Zhangjiashan Han jian Shilü shu hou
,” in Kangle ji: Zeng
Xiantong jiaoshou qishi shou qing lunwenji
:
, ed.
Zhongshan daxue guwenzi yanjiusuo
[Sun Yat-sen
University Palaeography Research Center] (Guangzhou: Zhongshan daxue
chubanshe, 2006), p.185. Katsuya Ōnishi
however counters that it cannot
be the Cang Jie pian, as we know from the Hanshu Yiwenzhi that the early Han
edition of this text was in 3300 characters, while the “fifteen volumes” here are said
to be at least 5000 characters. See: Katsuya Ōnishi
, “Qin Han Chudi lishu ji
guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha
‘
’
,” Jianbo
6 (2011):
443, n.2. Note that the Hanshu Yiwenzhi only records the Cang Jie pian in one
volume, with twenty chapters total, though notions of ‘volume ’ and ‘chapter ’
were perhaps not standardized at this point in time. Below I will develop an
argument that the Cang Jie pian was reworked from material drawn from a larger
corpus of “scribal volumes,” of which the Shi Zhou pian was the standard, in its more
expansive “fifteen volumes.”
34

Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“
”), p.1719; Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1311. See also
the discussion in Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and
Society in Early Imperial China, vol.2, pp. 1087, and 1101-2, n.11, where they list
numerous other scholars who accept this interpretation. As an example, see: Zhao
Ping’an
, “Xin chu Shilü yu Shi Zhou pian de xingzhi
,”
Huaxue
8 (2006): 184-9; also available online: Wuhan daxue jianbo yanjiu
zhongxin, March 12th, 2006 (http://www.bsm.org.cn/show_article.php?id=283),
accessed August 21st, 2017. Barbieri-Low and Yates also point to Hou Hanshu
commentary where the Shi Zhou pian is said to be the ‘shishu
’ or “scribal
treatises,” more on this below.
35

Du You
(Tang author), Wang Wenjin
ed., Tongdian
(jiaodian ben
)(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1996 [1988]), vol.1, ch.22 (“
”), p.609. This
citation is raised by A.F.P. Hulsewé in: “The Shuo-wen Dictionary as a Source for
Ancient Chinese Law,” in Studia Serica Bernhard Karlgren Dedicata: Sinological
Studies Dedicated to Bernhard Karlgren on His Seventieth Birthday, ed. Søren Egerod
and Else Glahn (Copenhagen: Ejnar Munksgaard, 1959), pp.247-8. Barbieri-Low and
Yates likewise mention this Hanguan yi passage (Law, State, and Society in Early
Imperial China, vol.2, p.1102), for which they cite Hirose Kunio
, Shinkan
ritsuryō kenkyū
(Tokyo: Kyūko shoin, 2010), pp.275-6, n.1.
36

Martin Kern rightfully warns that this does not apply to any ordinary scribe, but
only to those working in the specialist position of scribe directors attached to the
palace archives. See: Martin Kern, “Offices of Writing and Reading in the Rituals of
Zhou,” in Statecraft and Classical Learning: The Rituals of Zhou in East Asian History,
37
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ed. Benjamin A. Elman and Martin Kern, Studies in the History of Chinese Texts 1
(Leiden: Brill, 2010), pp.74-5.
38

Li Xueqin
, “Shi shuo Zhangjiashan jian Shilü
4 (2002): 70-1.

－

,” Wenwu

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1313-4. It is also the reasoning behind Wang Guowei’s
alternative understanding to the title Shi Zhou pian as not referring to a
name (Scribe Zhou), but as meaning “the scribe reads” (making the title then Shi
zhou pian). See ch.1, n.27.
39

Note however that there is some disagreement on how best to transcribe and
read the ‘ ’ for the diviners’ students working with the ‘
’. See Anthony J.
Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China,
vol.2, p.1094. n.6.
40

A.F.P. Hulsewé also reviews early studies on this statute in the Shuowen, and
points out that it might be an erroneous addition, as it is not found in a quotation of
this line given in the Tang period Fengshi wenjian ji
. See: “The Shuo-wen
Dictionary as a Source for Ancient Chinese Law,” p.245, n.3. While a mistake is of
course possible, the coincidental inclusion of ‘shiwupian
’ – and its ties to the
Shi Zhou pian – suggest that the Shuowen was based off of the same statute and that
‘zhou ’ here was not a mistake.
41

The character ‘feng ’ then is an abbreviation for what was originally “to read
and write
,” as found in the Zhangjiashan witness. Note also that in the
Zhangjiashan statute stipulating the format of the diviners’ test, a description of the
test’s content likewise comes after the verbs defining test types. Thus it writes ‘
’ and ‘
’ respectively. This provides a precedent for the wording seen in
the Shuowen version. It runs counter however to the Zhangjiashan format for the
scribe and invocator tests, where the content is signified with the particle ‘yi ’ at
the beginning of the statute. I believe the statute for the diviners’ test is worded this
way because the content for two separate tests needed to be clarified further; listing
the scribal treatises and diviner treatises at the beginning of the statute would have
risked their conflation for two different testing formats.
42

Zhang Huaiguan
と (Tang author), Shuduan
, in Yingyin Wenyuange Siku
quanshu
(Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1983), vol.812
(“
,
”), ch.1 (“
”, under “
”), p.41. Li Xueqin, “Shi shuo
Zhangjiashan jian Shilü,” p.71. Katsuya Ōnishi however argues that we should not
conflate the ‘shishu
’ in the Zhangjiashan statutes with the ‘shiwupian
’ of
the Shi Zhou pian. The former was only required for diviners, and written in a more
vernacular script; the latter was the only true standard for attaining a scribe status,
and included the more ornate seal forms of the Shi Zhou pian (“Qin Han Chudi lishu
43
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ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” pp.441-2). I wonder however how Katsuya would then
treat the ‘bushu
’ found in the same statute, which seems to be more specifically
designed for diviners.
See for example: Hanshu, vol.6, ch.9 (“
”), pp.298-9; Fan Ye
(Song
author), Li Xian
, et al. (Tang commentators), Hou Hanshu
, in Ershisi shi
jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1973 [1965]), vol.15,
ch.5 (“
”), p.203.
44

Momiyama Akira is one scholar who champions this point, see “Xiaoyi, gu, shishu,”
p.96.
45

Thus in the Zhangjiashan editors’ annotation of the Shilü, they state that “‘scribal
treaties’ refer to writing in clerical
’” (Zhangjiashan Han mu zhujian
[ersiqihao mu] [2001], p.204). They quote Duan Yucai’s reading, where he claims:
“Sometimes a figure is said to be capable in the scribal treatises, other times they are
said to be good at the scribal treatises, in both cases this refers to being skilled in
clerical script, which was the appropriate script to use at that time, as we today
write in regular script.
” (Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1311). This is supported also by Qiu Xigui
for
instance, in his Chinese Writing
. See: Qiu Xigui, Chinese Writing, trans.
Gilbert L. Mattos and Jerry Norman, Early China Special Monograph Series No.4
(Berkeley: Society for the Study of Early China, Institute of East Asian Studies,
University of California, Berkeley, 2000), p.125. See also: Yu Haoliang
, “Juyan
Han jian congshi
,” in Yu Haoliang xueshu wencun
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985), esp. sec.21 “Shi bushi
,” p.202
46

In short, Katsuya believes that the ‘shi ’ status we see in the Zhangjiashan
statutes, and among the Dunhuang and Juyan strips as a description of an officers’
ability, is unrelated to descriptions of ‘shishu
’. See n.43 above. In the early Han,
scribe status was won through testing on the Shi Zhou pian in large seal forms.
Towards the end of the Western Han however, as this calligraphic style became
unwieldy, the Shi Zhou pian was replaced by the Cang Jie pian as the standard for
scribal testing, using a “pseudo seal
” calligraphic style reminiscent of the
writing found on actual seals or ancient clerical. At the same time, the ‘shishu
’
vernacular writing also evolved. It was the “clerkly writing” of the day, a functional
script. In the Western Zhou, it may have originally referred to the same type of
writing found in the Shi Zhou pian (the large seal), but by the early Han (as
represented by the Zhangjiashan statutes) it had transformed into ancient clerical,
and by the end of the Western Han it referred to more mature clerical forms. See:
Katsuya Ōnishi, “Qin Han Chudi lishu ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” pp.449-50.
Katsuya also gives an excellent summary of other scholars positions regarding the
calligraphic style represented by ‘shishu
’ on pp.437-40.
47
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Zang Zhifei
provides a useful list of ‘shishu
’ citations in the Han
histories, along with a discussion of these and later scholar’s commentary. See
Zang’s “Shilü xinzheng
：,” Shixue yuekan
11 (2008): 23-6. Wang
Guihai
also provides a survey of the field, and concludes that while mentions
of ‘shishu
’ at times must be interpreted as the (changing) vernacular writing of
scribes, it also refers to content, namely “official documents
.” See: Wang
Guihai
, “Handai de ‘shishu’
‘
’,” Wenxian
2 (2004, April): esp.
pp.23-6. Xing Yitian also briefly raises the possibility that ‘shishu
’ might refer to
more than just character forms, but also the vocabulary of the profession (“Handai
Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” p.467). Finally, Yu Zhenbo
likewise
argues that being capable or good at ‘shishu
’ refers to being able to express
oneself well in writing, and is unrelated to any particular calligraphic style. See: Yu
Zhenbo
, “‘Shishu’ beiyi kao ‘
’
,” Beida shixue
6 (1999):
226-8.
48

See below for a discussion of how the similar phrase ‘shipian
’ or “scribal
volumes” seems to be raised as a genre when introducing Yang Xiong’s
authorship of an alternative canon.
49

Anthony Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates wonder if some of the legal texts
found at Zhangjiashan were actually school exercises, due to mistakes in the writing,
the reusing of strips from other texts, and similar phenomena. vol.1, pp.106-7; vol.2,
pp.459-60. They offer other possibilities to explain these mistakes as well, such as
that the text was specifically produced for funerary purposes.
50

51

Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“

”), p.1721.

52

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1312.

(Han author), Yangzi fayan
, in Zhuzi jicheng, vol.7, ch.2
(“
”), p.5. Wang Guowei also compiles a number of these citations to show
that ‘shipian
’ was a reference for the character book genre, of which the Shi
Zhou pian and Cang Jie pian participated. See his: “Shi Zhou pian shuzheng
：,” in Wang Guowei quanji
, ed. Xie Weiyang
and Fang Xinliang
(Hangzhou: Zhejiang jiaoyu chubanshe, 2009), vol. 5, p.4.
53

Yang Xiong

Duan Yucai in fact does refer to the Cang Jie pian directly as ‘shishu
’ “scribal
treatises,” when he writes that “from the Cang Jie to the Panjun… they were what the
village teachers taught, and are referred to as scribal treatises.
…
.” Duan gives the pronunciation for ‘yan ’ as ‘pan ’ earlier;
the Panjun was supposedly the final section of the later San Cang
. See Shuowen
jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1316-7. This line is also mentioned by Ning He
in a
discussion on calligraphic style, see: “Cang Jie pian yanjiu
” (MA thesis,
54
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Dongbei Normal University, 2005), p.33. In the Shuowen jiezi proper, a ‘shipian
’
is cited on three occasions (for the entries on the characters ‘shi ’, ‘fou ’ [with
this pronunciation], and ‘yao ’). Duan identifies this as an abbreviation for the Shi
Zhou pian in the entry for ‘shi ’ (Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.245), while referring to
Meng Kang’s
commentary to the Hanshu biography Wang Mang zhuan
where ‘shipian
’ is also identified with the Shi Zhou pian. In Xu Kai’s
own
commentary on the Shuowen however, he remarks that “the ‘scribal volumes’ refers
to the Cang Jie in fifteen volumes composed by Scribe Zhou
” and “the ‘scribal volumes’ were the Cang Jie pian composed by Scribe Zhou
.” Here the Cang Jie pian is the “scribal volumes,” and it is
conflated with Scribe Zhou, the supposed author of the Shi Zhou pian in other
sources. See: Xu Kai
(Song author), Shuowen jiezi xizhuan －
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1987), ch.7 (“－
”), p.67 (entry for ‘shi
’) and ch.10 (“－
”), p.100 (entry for ‘fou ’), respectively. None
of our extant Cang Jie pian manuscripts carry these three characters. Zhang
Zhenglang
argues that Xu Shen is careful to distinguish between ‘zhouwen
’ and ‘shipian
’, so the “scribal volumes” cited in the Shuowen must not be in
the Shi Zhou pian. He believes the Shi Zhou pian was largely replaced by Li Si during
the Qin bibliocasm and script reform with the Cang Jie pian. See: Zhang Zhenglang
, “Shuowen Yan Shao Gong Shipian ming Chou jie －
,” in
Zhang Zhenglang wenshi lunji
, ed. Li Jiemin
(Beijing:
Zhonghua shuju, 2004), pp.194-7. Zhang also briefly raises the “scribal volumes”
citations I discuss here in support of an identification of them with the Cang Jie pian,
together with the Hanguan yi recompiled quote mentioned before.
Hanshu, vol.13, ch.57b (“
”), p.3583. Momiyama Akira also
brings in this citation to prove the Cang Jie pian’s status as a “scribal treatise”
(“Xiaoyi, gu, shishu,” p.96); as does Zhang Zhenglang (“Shuowen Yan Shao Gong
Shipian ming Chou jie,” p.196). A more radical reading of this line would still take
‘shipian
’ as an abbreviation for the Shi Zhou pian, thereby implying that the
Cang Jie was in fact part of this earlier text. Yet the other parallel lines clearly offer
up exemplars from broader genres, so I have restrained my interpretation here,
even though my impression is that the Cang Jie pian and Shi Zhou pian shared a
common origin (and content). Note also the following line from the Pingdi ji basic
annals in the Hanshu: “Teachers who had mastered the miscellaneous classics,
ancient records, astronomical works, calendars, bells and pitchpipes, primary
education primers, scribal volumes, divination methods, and pharmacopeia, as well
as the five classics, Lunyu, Xiaojing, and Erya, were summoned from all under
heaven, and dispatched to the capital by light carriage. Several thousand teachers
arrived.
.” Hanshu, vol.6, ch.12 (“
”), p.359. This is a record of the summons to the same conference at which Yang
55
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Xiong authored his Xunzuan supplement to the Cang Jie pian (see sec.1.2.1). The
phrase “scribal volumes” again appears as a genre, and one closely related to
“primary education” (as it is listed immediately afterward). But at these then to be
taken as separate categories, or are they defining one another? It is hard to tell from
this quote alone. My impression is that broader categories of texts are being
grouped together here, namely: “miscellaneous classics, ancient records” +
“astronomical works, calendars, bells and pitchpipes” + “primary education primers,
scribal volumes” + “divination methods, pharmacopeia” + “five classics, Lunyu,
Xiaojing, and Erya.”
The leap from 5000 to 9000 characters between the Zhangjiashan Shilü and both
the Hanshu and Shuowen accounts has also drawn scholarly attention. Li Xueqin
(“Shi shuo Zhangjiashan jian Shilü,” p.71) speculates that this might have been due
to the accumulation of extra content and commentaries over time. Ikeda Yūichi
however is more skeptical, as he believes functionaries at this time would only
need to have mastered around 3000 to 5000 or so different characters, similar to
the range we find in character books. See: Ikeda Yūichi
, Chūgoku kodai no
shūraku to chihō gyōsei
(Tōkyō: Kyūko shoin, 2002),
pp.680-1. Xing Yitian shares in his skepticism (“Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu
wenti,” p.431). A.F.P. Hulsewé reviews early attempts to manipulate the character
count of ‘jiuqianzi
’ into ‘jiuzhang
’, though the discovery at Zhangjiashan
frustrates these arguments. He however points out that 9000 here might not
necessarily imply 9000 different (unique) characters, but could entail repetition,
over multiple texts. This could include the different primers listed in the Hanshu
(which would include the Shi Zhou pian and Cang Jie pian), as well as works such as
the Lunyu
and Xiaojing
(“The Shuo-wen Dictionary as a Source for Ancient
Chinese Law,” pp.243-8). The Zhangjiashan statutes do include 7000 characters for
the invocator students to recite (which is why Li finds the 9000 count to be
reasonable), while the top diviners could even recite more than 30000 characters.
As there were not 30000 unique characters in existence, Martin Kern believes this
proves that the counts refer to text length alone. He also emphasizes another point
Hulsewé makes, that this seemingly onerous number of 9000 characters might only
pertain to advanced scribes (“Offices of Writing and Reading in the Rituals of Zhou,”
pp.74-5). For my purposes here, I am not as concerned about why the Eastern Han
sources switch the character count from 5000 to 9000. I would point out that, by the
Shuowen’s own admission, the statues were no longer tested in his day (Shuowen
jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1314-5). Despite Xu Shen’s complaint that primary education was
disarray, there was also a newfound interest in this period in early scripts and
strange orthography, which might have also influenced these figures to assume a
more expanded character count.
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Robin D.S. Yates, “Soldiers, Scribes, and Women: Literacy among the Lower
Orders in Early China,” p.351; repeated in Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S.
Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.2, p.1103, n.13.
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See Katsuya Ōnishi, “Qin Han Chudi lishu ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” esp.
pp.449-50. Zhang Zhenglang pursues a similar argument, but points to the Qin
bibliocasm and script reform as the moment when the Cang Jie pian replaced the Shi
Zhou pian (“Shuowen Yan Shao Gong Shipian ming Chou jie,” p.195).
58

In some scholars’ opinion, the fact that the Shi Zhou pian was referred to by only
“shiwupian
” demonstrates its fame and authority. See for instance: Wang
Guihai, “Handai de ‘shishu’,” p.28; Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu
wenti,” p.435. It may however be that the distinct title of Shi Zhou pian was not
adopted yet for such scribal treatises, even if the corpus came to be known as such.
59

This interpretation appreciates that much of our information about the Shi Zhou
pian and Cang Jie pian derive from later sources, and as such, the textual identity of
these materials in the Qin and early Han may have been more ambiguous than Ban
Gu or Xu Shen claim. Consider for instance that neither the Fuyang or Peking
University Cang Jie pian manuscripts, our two earliest witnesses, include any
content from the opening chapter of the text. It appears to me that this was a preface
added on later, helping to define the text as a whole. This is also, ironically, likely
where the title Cang Jie pian derives (for our Eastern Han sources), as the opening
line is ‘
’, meaning its textual identity did not stabilize around this title until
the mid-Western Han, when we begin to see opening chapter witnesses. There are
some complications to my theory however. In the Peking University Cang Jie pian,
there is the line “Han united all under heaven
” (PKU 8). (In the Fuyang
witness there is “… united all under heaven …
” (FY C002), with the dynasty
name unfortunately obscured). This could not be material quoted from a larger
corpus of traditional scribal treatises handed down from an earlier period (known
now as the Shi Zhou pian), but must have been edited in the Han. Yet editing should
not surprise us. It is interesting that this – like the opening chapter potentially
appended later – is also a narrative line at the beginning of a chapter (in the Peking
University edition at least), whereas most of the Cang Jie pian entails listing
synonyms and antonyms. Moreover, it is clearly a site that is politically charged and
ripe for editorial manipulation. Additional lines following ‘
’ about
subjugating barbarians are added on the Peking University manuscript that do not
appear in the Fuyang manuscript, while yet another edition is presented by Yan
Zhitui
among the recompiled quotations available us. Yan Zhitui
(Southern and Northern dynasties author), Yanshi jiaxun
, in Zhuzi jicheng,
vol.8, ch.17 (“ ：”), p.37. Another complication is that, according to our Eastern
Han sources, the Shi Zhou pian was in “fifteen volumes
”, while the Cang Jie
pian is listed in the Hanshu Yiwenzhi as originally being in “twenty chapters
”
forming “one volume
”. On this, see Katsuya Ōnishi, “Qin Han Chudi lishu ji
guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” p.442. Once again however, we are relying on a later
source, and the situation in the early Western Han could have been more fluid,
particularly on whether there was a consistent understanding for what entails a
“chapter ” versus a “volume ” proper.
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Note that my reading here disagrees with Xing Yitian and Lin Jinzhong
, for
instance, who only see the Shi Zhou pian as the formal training material for scribes,
while the Cang Jie pian was not tested, but represents a more popular primer edited
and circulated by village teachers. See: Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he
shishu wenti,” p.436; Lin Jinzhong
, “Yumen Huahai chutu Han jian de shufa
kaocha た
,” [hereafter “Shufa kaocha”] Yishu xuebao
73 (2003): 11 and 14. Crucial to this question, I believe, is the possibility of
shared content believe the Shi Zhou pian and the Cang Jie pian.
61

Moreover, as we will see shortly with the Yumen Huahai witnesses, the
handwriting in which Cang Jie pian material appears often is unpolished, suggesting
a novice learner.
62

Xing Yitian, “Handai biansai lizu de junzhong jiaoyu – du Juyan xin jian zhaji zhi
san
,” Jianbo yanjiu
2
(1996): 273-8; “Cong jiandu kan Handai de xingzeng wenshu fanben – ‘shi’
– ‘ ’,” Jianbo yanjiu
3 (1998): 295-311; “Handai
Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti.” For a similar study on this topic in Japanese:
Miyake Kiyoshi
, “Shin Kan jidai no moji to shikiji – chikukan mokkan kara
mita
──
,” in Kanji no Chūgoku bunka
, ed. Tomiya Itaru
(Kyōto: Shōwadō, 2009), pp.191-223.
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See especially Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” pp.439-62.

Charles Sanft, Literate Community in Early Imperial China, forthcoming. I am very
grateful to him for allowing me to read drafts of the first two chapters, “Interacting
with Text in Early Imperial China and Beyond” and “Contexts and Sources.”
65

Robin D.S. Yates and Anthony J. Barbieri-Low also explore non-elite literacy in
their chapters to the Writing and Literacy in Early China volume. See: Robin D.S.
Yates, “Soldiers, Scribes, and Women: Literacy among the Lower Orders in Early
China,” pp.339-69; Anthony J. Barbieri-Low, “Craftsman’s Literacy: Uses of Writing
by Male and Female Artisans in Qin and Han China,” pp.370-99. See also his Artisans
in Early Imperial China (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2007), esp. pp.63-6.
Xing Yitian also touches on how the military complex was a mechanism for
spreading literacy, see his “Handai biansai lizu de junzhong jiaoyu,” p.274, 278.
66

Cang Jie pian or potentially related material has been found at: D3; D20; D21; D22;
D23; D27; D30; D34; D41; A8; A21; A28; A32; A33; and Y33. The labels here refer to
the listing found in: Wu Rengxiang
, Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2005). The Ejin Banner strip is said to be
from watchtower #7, which may refer to A7, but further details are not available in
either reports. Cang Jie pian manuscript fragments were also found at Niya and in
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the Shuiquanzi burial. Unpublished Cang Jie pian strips have been discovered in the
Xuanquan site as well (see sec.2.2.8).
The only other potential cache that could lend itself to this type of study would be
the British Library shavings, yet their discovery and archaeological context is less
secure than that of the Yumen Huahai cache, due to ambiguous labeling. On this, see
the introduction in the Yingguo volume, p.2; Zhang Defang
and Hao
Shusheng
, “Sitanyin dierci Zhongya tanxian suohuo Dunhuang Han jian
weikan bufen ji qi xiangguan wenti
,” in Yingguo, esp. pp.76-80; Aurel Stein, Serindia, vol.2, p.646.
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My introduction to the Yumen Huahai site follows: Jiayuguanshi wenwu
baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.15-6, 25-8.
69

Transcriptions are only given for ninety-one strips in the initial report however,
so there is some question as to whether this count is mistaken.
70
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.15-33.

Credit for the photographs is given to Yue Banghu
. These photographs
include the gu prism (DHHJ 1448), the recto of one of the three Cang Jie pian
opening chapter strips (DHHJ 1461), the longest of the proper names strips (DHHJ
1462), the ganzhi sexagenary cycle piece (DHHJ 1458), and the recto of a strip with
other practice writing scribbled on it (DHHJ 1457). They are found on the third plate
of pictures in the front of the volume.
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See DHHJ, vol.1, pl.132-7 for the photographs; pl.209 and 211 for the hand
drawings. Higher quality photographs of DHHJ 1448 (the gu prism), 1462 (the
longest proper names strip), and 1459 (the first Cang Jie pian strip) may be found in:
Nishibayashi Shōichi
, ed., Tensui Shin kan, Bakenwan Zenkan kan, Echina
kyoen Zenkan kan, Kensui kinkan Zenkan kan, Gyokumon kakai Zenkan kan
,
,
,
,た
, Kantoku meiseki
sen
series 6, Gansu vol.1
(Qin, Han I – New
I )
[hereafter: Kantoku 6] (Tōkyō: Nigensha, 2009), pp.60-7.
73

I have at times stumbled across information in later articles that is not available in
this initial report, and for which further citations are not provided. One example is
in He Shuangquan’s compilation of Cang Jie pian strips, where he gives specific data
on the size of the Yumen Huahai pieces and states that they are made from tamarisk.
See: He Shuangquan
, “Cang Jie pian canjian jishi
,” Wenxian
yanjiu
3 (2011): 71-2, online at:
(http://www.ch5000.cn/wxyj/wxyjxq.aspx?id=40), accessed August 21st, 2017. See
also n.171 below. The Zhongguo jiandu jicheng volume also identified Yumen
Huahai with Aurel Stein’s T.44.b, as I will discuss shortly. The photographs of the
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Yumen Huahai strips in the front of the Han jian yanjiu wenji volume are also
curious, as they seem to have been prepared ahead of time with numbering already
integrated into the images (and not related to the Han jian yanjiu wenji labeling), as
if for another publication.
The more extensive of the two is: Xu Haijun
, “Yumen Han jian jiazhi chutan
た
,” Jiayuguan Silk Road (Great Wall) Culture Research Institute,
th
published March 9 , 2017, (http://www.gs.xinhuanet.com/zhuanti/201703/09/c_1120599936.htm), accessed August 21st, 2017. This article may have also
been published in Qingnian shidai
, 2015.13, however I not been able to
access this volume. For the Yumen Museum article, see: Wang Pu
, “Yumen
jiandu ji muzhi wenshu た
,” Yumen Museum,
(http://ymsbwg.com/nd.jsp?id=200&_np=2_438#module12) accessed August 21st,
2017.
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Yang also describes the site as thirty kilometers to the northeast of Huahai
Commune in Yumen City. See Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai
jiandu,” p.15.
76

On distinguishing between the Dunhuang strips and Jiuquan strips, see: Chen
Mengjia
, Han jian zhuishu
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1980), pp.195204. This misnomer stems also from the fact that the Yumen Huahai and other
Jiuquan strips were all published in the Dunhuang Han jian volume.
77

Aurel Stein, Innermost Asia: Detailed Report of Explorations in Central Asia, Kan-su,
and Eastern Iran Carried Out and Described Under the Orders of H.M. Indian
Government [hereafter: Innermost Asia] (Oxford, The Clarendon Press, 1928), vol.1,
pp.xii, and 397-403.
78
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.27.

Yang Huifu
, “Handai Jiuquanjun beibu saifang kaoshu
,” in Jianduxue yanjiu
, ed. Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo
et al., vol.4 (Lanzhou: Gansu renmin chubanshe, 2004), p.208.
Note that the ‘Hui’ in Yang Huifu’s name here is different (‘ ’ vs. ‘ ’), though he
states that he was involved in editing the Yumen Huahai strips, citing the initial
report (see p.207), so I assume this is the same author.
80

81

Li Junming
and He Shuangquan
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1990), p.9.

eds., Sanjian jiandu heji

Zhongguo jiandu jicheng bianji weiyuanhui
ed.,
Zhongguo jiandu jicheng (Lanzhou: Dunhuang wenyi chubanshe, 2001+), “
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,” vol.4, p.30. They state that the Dunhuang Han jian volume is their base source
(“
,” vol.3, p.4), but this information is not included in Dunhuang Han jian.
An earlier, but less extensive, report is also available at: Yue Banghu
and
Zhong Shengzu
, Shulehe liuyu Handai changcheng kaocha baogao
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2001). There does not seem to be
any information on the Yumen Huahai watchtower however.
83
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Wu Rengxiang, Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu, p.122.
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Wang Pu, “Yumen jiandu ji muzhi wenshu.”

See Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.4, map 42. Yang’s GPS coordinates would fall off to
the west and slightly to the south of T.44.b on Stein’s map 42, close to camp xxxvi
(with Afrāz Gul in 1913-15).
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.15; Wu Rengxiang,
Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu, p.122. In Zhongguo jiandu jicheng the Yumen Huahai
site is referred to as the “mound south of Chaidunzi
” (“
,”
vol.4, p.30).
87
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Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.400.
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Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.401.

In “Handai Jiuquanjun beibu saifang kaoshu” (p.208), Yang does explicitly state
that T.44.a is known locally as Chaidunzi, giving some confirmation to this point.
This article was first published in 2004 however. Yet in Xu Haijun’s recent report
(“Yumen Han jian jiazhi chutan”) he states that the Yumen Huahai watchtower was
known as “Beidunzi
.”
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Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.400.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.15-6.

See Wu Rengxiang, Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu, pic.120. I believe that the
photograph in Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu does depict the Yumen Huahai
watchtower visited in 1977. Note for instance how there are precisely sixteen layers
of bricks at the tallest point of the partial room on top of the mound, matching
Yang’s description.
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Xu Haijun, “Yumen Han jian jiazhi chutan.” There is no documentation provided
for this photograph, so we must treat it with some skepticism.
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Sima Qian
Shoujie
95

(Han author), Sima Zhen
(Tang commentator), Pei Yin
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(Tang commentator), Zhang
(Song commentator), Shiji
, in

Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975
[1959]), vol.5, ch.110 (“
”), p.2894; vol.1, ch.11 (“
”),
p.440. A general overview of early Han foreign relations with peoples native to the
northwest region may be found in: Yü Ying-Shih, “Han Foreign Relations,” in
Cambridge History of China, Volume 1: The Ch’in and Han Empires, 221 BC-AD 220, ed.
Denis Twitchett and Michael Loewe (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1986), esp. pp.383-91.
Chang Chun-shu prefers to think of Han expansion into this region as colonization.
For his study of this process, utilizing the newly excavated wood and bamboo-strip
manuscripts, see: Chang Chun-shu, The Rise of the Chinese Empire, 2 vols. (Ann
Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2006-7). Michael Loewe also discusses
non-military motives for settling the Juyan region in his study of the Juyan Han
strips, see: Records of Han Administration, 2 vols. (London: Cambridge University
Press, 1967), esp. vol.1, pp.56-7. For the timing on the establishment of Jiuquan
Commandery, see: Chen Mengjia
, Han jian zhuishu
, in the Kaoguxue
zhuankan
series (jiazhong dishiwuhao の
)(Beijing:
Zhonghua shuju, 1980), pp.179-90, 210-2; and Liu Guanghua
, “Xi Han xibei
biansai
,” in Jianduxue yanjiu, vol.4, pp.184-6. Conflicting dates are
given for the establishment of Jiuquan Commandery in the Han histories, from 121104 BCE. Liu argues that military installations, such as the Yumen Huahai
watchtower, were probably built before the official founding of Jiuquan.
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A useful overview of dated strips among the northwest discoveries may be found
in: Hu Yongpeng
, “Xibei biansai Han jian biannian ji xiangguan wenti yanjiu
” (PhD diss., Jilin University, 2016). See
especially Table 2 (pp.22-3), where the earliest and latest dated strips are given for
each of the major finds. Hu believes that the 111 BCE date is potentially a ‘zhuiji
’, meaning it is not a contemporaneous record; the next earliest secure date is
then the fifth year of Emperor Wu’s Taichu
reign era (100 BCE), on JYX EJT
4.107. Note that even later materials have been found, including from the Eastern Jin
and Sixteen Kingdoms (early 5th cen. CE). See: Zhongguo jiandu jicheng (“
,” vol.3, p.3.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.27. For the early
date, see DHHJ 2328; for the later date, see DHHJ 2408.
98

The identification of which particular emperor issued this edict is under debate.
For scholarship on the Yumen Huahai gu prism, see: Jiayuguanshi wenwu
baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.16-21, 28; Hu Pingsheng
, "Yumen
Wuwei xin huo jiandu wenzi jiaoshi た
,” [hereafter “Wenzi
jiaoshi”] Kaogu yu wenwu
6 (1986): 92-4; Hu Pingsheng
, “Xie zai
mugu shang de Xi Han yizhao
,” Wenwu tiandi
6
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(1987): 30-3; Fang Shiming
, “Xi Han Wudi wanqi de ‘wugu zhi huo’ ji qi
qianhou – jian lun Yumen Han jian ‘Han Wudi yizhao’
‘
’
た
‘
’,” Shanghai bowuguan jikan
4
(1987): esp. 367-9; Zhang Xiaofeng
, “Yumen Huahai suo chu Handai qileng
gu xintan た
,” Dunhuang yanjiu
1 (2001): 11520; Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.4-6; Tomiya Itaru
, Wenshu xingzheng de
Han diguo
, trans. Liu Hengwu
and Kong Libo
(Japanese to Chinese) (Nanjing: Jiangsu renmin chubanshe, 2013), pp.82-5; Bai
Junpeng
, “Dunhuang Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu
” (PhD
diss., Jilin University, 2014), esp. pp.604-7. A transcription and Japanese translation
for the testamentary edict is available in: Oba Osamu
, Daiei Toshokan zō
Tonkō Kankan
(Kyōto: Dōhōsha, 1990), pp.145-6, with
images on pl. 69. For a brief introduction to and translation of the private letter, see:
Enno Giele, “Private Letter Manuscripts from Early Imperial China,” in A History of
Chinese Letters and Epistolary Culture, ed. Antje Richter (Leiden: Brill, 2015),
pp.445-7.
According to the description in Stein’s Innermost Asia (p.400), two strips were
recovered right on the surface on top of the tower, then nearly another two dozen
were collected among the refuse. In the Dunhuang Han jian volume, transcriptions
are given for eighteen strips (DHHJ 2395-2412), of which there are photographs for
thirteen pieces. Although only twelve strips are discussed in Henri Maspero’s study,
the highest label given is T.44.b.031. See his Les Documents Chinois de la Troisième
Expédition de Sir Aurel Stein en Asie Centrale (London: Trustees of the British
Museum, 1953), esp. pp.45-8.
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Another line of evidence suggesting that later strips were mixed in with the
Yumen Huahai cache collected in 1977 (and not just Aurel Stein’s deposit) is the
presence of ‘hu ’ as a measure word for volume on DHHJ 1469. This vocabulary
seems to have begun in the Wang Mang
period. The strip unfortunately is
damaged where ‘hu ’ is written, raising some question as to its proper
transcription. Michael Loewe early on raises ‘hu ’ as a Wang Mang term, see
Records of Han Administration, vol.2, “Appendix (4): Indications for Dating Strips,
and Scribal Habits and Errors,” p.377.
101

Aurel Stein writes that with T.44.b, “the top of the tower was covered with a good
deal of straw and refuse. Amidst this, two inscribed Chinese tablets were picked up
practically on the surface and yet with their writing intact… from the refuse below
were recovered nearly two dozen Chinese records in the form of wooden slips, as
well as an unfinished and uninscribed wooden tablet…” (Innermost Asia, vol.1,
p.400). I cannot tell if the “refuse below” refers to what was under the straw on top
of the tower (where he picked up the two initial tablets), or to the ground
underneath and around the tower itself. The Zhongguo jiandu jicheng introduction
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(“
,” vol.4, p.30) to Yumen Huahai – which it identifies as Stein’s T.44.b –
states that Stein’s cache was taken from the top of the tower and in refuse nearby
(“
”), supporting this latter interpretation. No details are given for
the location of the Yumen Huahai 1977 cache in the initial report, but the Zhongguo
jiandu jicheng volume suggests that these strips were taken from among the straw
atop the tower. Xu Haijun repeats this claim, adding that it was found in a room
feature on top of the tower (“Yumen Han jian jiazhi chutan”).
Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.3. Lin argues that by Emperor Wu’s reign mature
clerical forms (bafen
) had already developed. That the Cang Jie pian strips are
in ancient clerical (guli
), vogue during the early Western Han, suggests they
were based on a model textbook from this period. That such a model was not
already outdated, but still being practiced with these strips, convinces Lin that the
act of studying occurred fairly early on at the site (closer to the 74 BCE date found
on the sales contract). Yet as I will discuss further below, Xing Yitian believes that
primers were a more conservative genre, whose calligraphic style lagged behind the
more popular vernacular scripts. Studying earlier character forms would also have
some utility, as it was still employed on other media, such as bronzes, seals, banners,
and so forth. But it was also a means for acquiring a higher office, as alternative
calligraphic styles were additionally tested, according to the Shilü. See his, “Handai
Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” pp.429-39, 456-62, 467. Momiyama Akira also
believes that mastering archaic scripts was also seen something of a status symbol,
see “Xiaoyi, gu, shishu,” p.96. Katsuya Ōnishi argues that the British Library shavings
show how the Cang Jie pian was used to study “pseudo seal” forms, as found on
actual seals, and believes that the Cang Jie pian thus became a standard for scribal
testing, where one had to demonstrate knowledge of more antiquated calligraphic
styles. See “Qin Han Chudi lishu ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” esp. pp.445-50.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.24.

A prism bearing chapter ten of the Jijiu pian, DHHJ 2356, was collected by Stein at
a nearby watchtower (T.43.j), though this is not the same line of watchtowers where
we find Yumen Huahai.
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Fukuda Tetsuyuki
, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo －
(Tokyo: Sobunsha, 2004), esp.136-54. Fukuda believes that the Cang Jie
pian fell into disuse shortly after the composition of the Jijiu pian.
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DHHJ 1977 with 67CE and DHHJ 1974 with 137CE.
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Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.149-50.
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Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, p.137.
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For a study on the lives of soldiers along the Han northwest frontier, see: Zhao
Chongliang
, Xingyi shubei: Hexi Han sai lizu de tunshu shenghuo
:
(Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2012). English surveys are also
found in: Michael Loewe, Records of Han Administration; Chang Chun-shu, The Rise
of the Chinese Empire; and Charles Sanft, Literate Community in Early Imperial China,
esp. “Contexts and Sources.”
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Yang Huifu surveys the names of watchtowers found on strips from the 1977
Yumen Huahai cache, and argues that this site must be the Qinkou watchtower. This
is because the name Feng Shi – who is identified as a soldier of Qinkou watchtower –
found on the sale contract (DHHJ 1449) also appears in a personal letter on the
prism here (DHHJ 1448, though given name only). It seems the prism was used for
practice writing, as we have multiple shavings from it at the site (see more on this
below). Such shavings and “scrap paper” would not have been transported, which
means that this practice writing – associated with Qinkou soldier Feng Shi – had to
have occurred at the Yumen Huahai watchtower. In addition to this, DHHJ 1450 is a
document specifically addressed to Qinkou watchtower, and since it was found here,
presumably Yumen Huahai was its final destination. See Jiayuguanshi wenwu
baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.26. While I believe that Yang is correct, this
identification hinges on whether ‘
’ and ‘ ’ are the same person, if Feng Shi was
the hand responsible for the practice writing, and the assumption that the document
addressed to Qinkou was delivered and not in transit.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.16, 26.
Unfortunately photographs of the crossbow support and the other non-strip
artifacts are not yet published. For a description of such equipment, see also: Chu
Shibin
, “Han biansai shouyu qibei kaolue
,” in Han jian
yanjiu wenji, pp.190-4. Tian Zhaolin
offers healthy skepticism on the
identification of certain artifacts as the “zhuanshe
” mentioned in our literary
sources, see “Zhuanshe ‘zhiyi’
‘
’,” Wenwu
6 (1993): 82.
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Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.1, pp.400-1. Judging by the mention of numbered
watchtowers in the Yumen Huahai cache, Yang Huifu believes that there were at
least eight watchtowers on this line. Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen
Huahai jiandu,” pp.25-6.
113
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Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.398.
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Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.399.

Zhongguo jiandu jicheng (“
,” vol.4, p.30) depicts the Yumen Huahai
site in this fashion, and Xu Haijun (“Yumen Han jian jiazhi chutan”) emphasizes this
point. For a summary of the nature of the post network in Han times, see: Y. Edmund
Lien, “Reconstructing the Postal Relay System of the Han Period,” in A History of
Chinese Letters and Epistolary Culture, pp.17-52.
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Aurel Stein wonders if the area by the wall to the north lacked easy access to
water and was therefore too inhospitable to build proper watchtowers. The line
T.44.a-d then was shifted to more habitable ground, while still protecting the
eastern flank. See Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.402. It is interesting that the room feature
reported by Yang Huifu is off to the east of the Yumen Huahai watchtower however,
if this was the direction the soldiers felt most vulnerable. The positioning of the
watchtowers perpendicular to the wall in the north could also be due to nonmilitary considerations however, such as providing a more direct route for mail and
supplies to and from farming areas or population centers.
117

Xu Haijun (“Yumen Han jian jiazhi chutan”) imagines Yumen Huhai as similar to a
‘xiangting
’, overseeing not only the security of a region, but also providing
other services that were more community oriented. I am hesitant to adopt this
proposal however. Moreover, even this sales contract does not prove that the
purchase actually occurred on site.
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The presence of housing nearby a watchtower is not unusual, and in fact a similar
feature was noted by Aurel Stein for T.44.c (Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.401).
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Liu Guanghua, “Xi Han xibei biansai,” p.192.

There are however some indications that conscripts (not to mention superior
officers) spent longer periods of time here. Michael Loewe for instance points to
records of grain distribution to conscripts’ families, and argues that soldiers from
central or eastern China would not have brought along their families for only a one
year deployment (Records of Han Administration, vol.1, pp.82-3). Chang Chun-shu
likewise emphasizes how, as part of a colonization effort, people were relocated
from more densely populated regions in China’s interior – the “old world” as he puts
it (The Rise of the Chinese Empire, vol.2, pp.53-9, p.175).
121

He Shuangquan
, “Handai shubian shibing jiguan kaoshu
,” Xibei shidi
2 (1989): 31-6. According to He Shuangquan’s survey
of registers and other documentation among the Juyan and Dunhuang strips,
soldiers hailed from twenty-five different commanderies and more than 140
different counties and over 350 villages (p.36). These statistics however encompass
both Western Han and Eastern Han activity, and are based only on the partial
glimpse afforded to us through excavated registers, as Zhao Chongliang warns
(Xingyi shubei, pp.36-42, esp. p.42).
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.26-7.

See for instance the sales contract DHHJ 1449, which involves a Master Yang
, and is overseen by a Master Gai
. Chen Mengjia confirms the use of ‘qing ’
as a respectful form of address for certain superiors (Han jian zhuishu, pp.119-20).
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As an example, see JY 285.12 and 5.1, where platoon leaders are explicitly addressed
as ‘qing ’.
Zheng Youguo
guesses that the testamentary edict on DHHJ 1448 was
written by a court official who was exiled to the frontier. See: Zheng Youguo
,
Zhongguo jianduxue zonglun
(Shanghai: Huadong shifan daxue
chubanshe, 1989), p.199. Zhang Xiaofeng believe this is a bit imaginative however,
as the edict could have been issued throughout the empire, for political purposes
(“Yumen Huahai suo chu Handai qileng gu xintan,” p.120).
125

Ji Annuo
shehuishi yiyi
p.493.
126

(Enno Giele), “Handai biansai beiyong shuxie cailiao jiqi
,” Jianbo
2 (2007): esp.

Charles Sanft, “Interacting with Text in Early Imperial China and Beyond,”
Literate Community in Early Imperial China, p.18.
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Though there are exceptions to this, such as with JY 216.9, where a scribe
director (‘lingshi
’) is mentioned from Hanzhong
. See: Zhao Chongliang,
Xingyi shubei, pp.39-40.
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See for example the series JY 185.13; 194.20; 55.20; 133.20; and 203.3, which is
translated in Michael Loewe, Records of Han Administration, vol.2, pp.82-3. We have
also discovered passports, such as JY 29.1 and 29.2, which list off the names of
watchtower commanding officers and their families, who were clearly traveling
with them (Records of Han Administration, vol.1, p.113 for a translation). Though
note that in both cases the families are listed from Zhaowu
, a county in the
local Zhangye
commandery. Loewe uses these lists to argue that some soldiers
may have stayed for longer terms of service than the typical period due for
conscription (Records of Han Administration, vol.1, p.82).
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Michael Loewe gives a succinct summary of previous debates on how to read ‘shu
’ in Records of Han Administration, vol.2, pp.66-7. See also Zhao Chongliang’s
sections on family life and military/civilian interactions, which incorporates more
modern takes on the issue: Xingyi shubei, pp.329-33 and 360-3. In addition to the
various ‘shu ’ formula, note also JY 188.16+220.5, where it explicitly states that
the wives and children of officers and soldiers from more distant locales are to be
‘zaiguan
’ (“present at the office”), which is a very similar phrase.
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Chang Chun-shu for instance writes that “civilian colonists not only settled in the
large cities but resided in the garrison settlements of all levels, from the
headquarters of a commandant area to that of a commander area. There is even
some indication of li (ward) organization in the pu (or hou).” See The Rise of the
Chinese Empire, vol.2, p.114. The commander area for Chang would be a
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watchtower. He moreover surveys wooden strips where the term ‘shu ’ is
associated with a garrison office in Juyan, and finds that they mostly refer to offices
of the commandant or subcommandant (The Rise of the Chinese Empire, vol.2, p.99).
As an example, consider JY 194.17, where it writes at the top that “Commanding
Officer Jing Bao of Watchtower Two is not present at office
.” It
thus appears that the “office ” for Jing Bao should be “Watchtower Two
.”
The artifacts include pieces of tiny clothing for a doll (
), hemp woven
shoes for a child (
), painted hemp woven shoes for a woman (
), a curling stone ( ら) and ball (
) the excavators believe were toys. See
Xingyi shubei, p.33; as well as the Majuanwan report “Dunhuang Majuanwan Handai
fengsui yizhi fajue baogao
” in the DHHJ volume, esp.
pp.55-6, 63. Images are included in the report as p.106 (#5) and color pl.2 (#7);
p.107 (#7.2) and DHHJ pl.194; p.107 (#7.3) and DHHJ pl.194; p.126 (#28.3) and
DHHJ pl.204 (#2); and on DHHJ pl.204 (#3) respectively. These artifact provide
direct evidence for the presence of women and children in a military installation
along the limes. Majuanwan however was the Yumen company た
headquarters (Wu Rengxiang, Hexi Han sai diaocha yu yanjiu, p.64), and thus a
higher order installation than the Yumen Huahai watchtower (which at most was a
platoon headquarters). A further survey of toys and female clothing unearthed along
the Han limes however might help advance our understanding about where soldiers’
families resided on the frontier.
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It is unfortunate that a more detailed report is unavailable for the Yumen Huahai
watchtower, as I am interested to see how extensive the room feature may have
been off to the east of the tower. Of course, it is also possible that most of the site
has been lost to erosion over time, and that Yumen Huahai was in fact a much larger
installation than it now seems.
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Bi cites for instance JYX EPT 51.121, a label for a register, that reads: “Stations of
Border Officials in the Fourth Year of the Shenjue Reign Era (58 BCE) for Jiaqu
Company Headquarters, Juyan
の
.” The “stations of
border officials
” would thus be any installation under the purview of the
company headquarters, whether military or civilian. See Bi Yingqun
, “Juyan
Han jian zhong de ‘qiushe’ yu ‘shu’
‘
’ ‘ ’,” Shilin
1 (1988): 235.
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Michael Loewe, Records of Han Administration, vol.2, pp.82-3.

For the former, consult: JY 57.1; 59.39; and 62.55. There are also records of
family members coming to visit soldiers briefly, as is the case with JY 229.1+229.2.
For the latter, see: JYX EPT 68.208; JY 82.2; and 133.15. These strips are discussed in
Zhao Chongliang, Xingyi shubei, pp.329-30, 332; Bi Yingqun, “Juyan Han jian zhong
de ‘qiushe’ yu ‘shu’,” p.25; and Wang Hai
, “Hexi Han jian suo jian ‘bi’ ji
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xiangguan wenti
9.

‘

’

,” Jianbo yanjiu

(2008): 146-

Wang Hai, “Hexi Han jian suo jian ‘bi’ ji xiangguan wenti,” pp.149-50. Chang
Chun-shu appears to offer a similar hypothesis, and mentions additional strips, like
JY 217.16, recording how certain figures absconded to ‘tianshe
’ (“farm houses”)
for a night (see: The Rise of the Chinese Empire, vol.2, p.96). Chang imagines that
these would have been faming soldiers however, though they perhaps were sent to
cultivate land further afield and housed in the watchtowers.
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Here I am following the transcriptions provided in: Liang Jing
, Chutu Cang
Jie pian yanjiu
(Postdoc thesis, Wuhan University, 2014), pp.35-6. It
has since been published under the same name (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2015). I
have however chosen to retain ‘ ’, as opposed to the direct transcription of ‘ ’. See
n.159 below.
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Dunhuang Han jian, vol.1, photographs on pl.133, hand drawings on pl.209.

Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.22-5, 29; Hu
Pingsheng, “Wenzi jiaoshi,” pp.94-5; Li Junming and He Shuangquan, Sanjian jiandu
heji, pp.10-1; Oba Osamu, Daiei Toshokan zō Tonkō Kankan, p.147; Dunhuang Han
jian, vol.2, p.274; Wu Rengxiang
, Li Yongliang
, and Ma Jianhua
,
Dunhuang Han jian shiwen
(Lanzhou: Gansu renmin chubanshe,
1991), p.152; Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” pp.333-4; He Shuangquan
, “Gan
Qing diqu sanjian jishi
,” in Shuang Yu Lantang wenji た
(Taipei: Lantai chubanshe, 2000), p.318; Zhongguo jiandu jicheng, “
,”
vol.4, p.33-4; Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.2; He Shuangquan, “Cang Jie pian
canjian jishi,” p.71; Bai Junpeng, “Dunhuang Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu,” p.526; Liang
Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.35-6.
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For character positions, I first give the DHHJ label, then an inclusive count for
where the position falls in the transcriptions provided, starting from the beginning
of the strip. Thus DHHJ 1459.12 refers to the twelfth character written on the DHHJ
1459 strip.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.23. Yang thinks that
while both ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ make sense in this line, ‘ ’ is the preferred reading in the
sense of “to be clear
.” Phonetic reconstructions are again the Late Han (LHan)
forms taken from Axel Schuessler, Minimal Old Chinese and Later Han Chinese: A
Companion to Grammata Serica Recensa (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press,
2009). In the Peking University manuscript, we see the you /xiao cross rhyme.
142

Hu Pingsheng, "Wenzi jiaoshi,” p.94; “Xin ziliao,” p.334. Hu believes that ‘ ’ is the
more appropriate reading. The San Cang
[Three Cang] is cited in the Yiqiejing
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yinyi
as glossing ‘ ’ as ‘ ’, while it is also used in the sense of ‘ ’ in
early texts like the Lüshi chunqiu
. I would add that the phrase ‘
’ is
itself also found in Shiji, vol.1, ch.10 (“
”), p.418, and among other
works. Both Yang and Hu point to : as an aural-based variant, though I would
argue that we should not ignore the graphic resemblance of these two characters
also.
For a useful discussion of how we might better understand scribal mistakes
through an appreciation of cognitive models for writing, please see: Crispin
Williams, “Scribal Variation and the Meaning of the Houma and Wenxian Covenant
Texts’ Imprecation Ma Yi Fei Shi,” [hereafter “Scribal Variation”] Early China 37
(2014): 135-8, with a potential example of priming on p.142; and Adam Smith,
“Writing at Anyang: the Role of the Divination Record in the Emergence of Chinese
Literacy” (PhD diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 2008), pp.86-126. Both Hu
Pingsheng and Liang Jing offer similar accounts for this particular case. See: Hu
Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.334; Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.36.
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Dunhuang Han jian, vol.2, p.274; Wu Rengxiang, Dunhuang Han jian shiwen,
p.152.
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Another example I will not elaborate upon here is ‘ ’ on DHHJ 1459.4, 1460.4,
and 1461.4, in comparison to ‘ ’ on DHHJ 1459.20, 1460.21, and 1461.21, both of
which are missing a vertical stroke in the top component. Though it does seem that
for ‘ ’, the bottommost part of the ‘ ’ component is given as a horizontal line ‘ ’
over a ‘ ’, but for ‘ ’ these two are connected and look closer to ‘ ’, making these
forms not completely identical.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.29.
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Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.3.
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Dunhuang Han jian, vol.2, p.274.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.334.

One would also expect that, if the intent was in fact to write two characters, then
‘ ’ would have been written towards the middle of the strip instead. It is possible
that, after DHHJ 1460 and 1461 were initially written, the student (or teacher)
returned to these strips and added in a small ‘ ’ to complete the text. This would
beg the question of why DHHJ 1459 did not receive a similar treatment, both in this
character position and for its other missing characters (‘ ’ and ‘ ’, see below).
Among the Tsinghua strips, there is evidence that missing content was sometimes
later added in between other writing, including a few instances where the
characters were added off to the left or right side of the strip. This is not a rule
however, and often characters are placed in the middle or written across the entire
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width of the strip. See: Jia Lianxiang
, Zhanguo zhushu xingzhi ji xiangguan
wenti yanjiu – yi Qinghua daxue cang Zhanguo zhujian wei zhongxin
——
(Shanghai: Zhongxi shuju, 2015),
pp.173-9, and for instance his discussion of the character ‘ ’ on Mingxun
strip
#9.
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As I will discuss shortly, all three of these strips were done by the same hand.

At both DHHJ 1460.26 and 1461.26, the ‘ ’ is written completely underneath the
rest of the character on the right side, falling below even the left component, making
for a rather lopsided balance to the character as a whole. The hand responsible for
these strips is clearly inexperienced, leading to uneven character sizes and often the
misalignment of components within a single character. Consider for instance how
disproportionate the left and right halves of ‘ ’ are at 1459.6, as one example. It
might not be a coincidence however that ‘ ’ is placed below the other components
of ‘ ’ in the “corrected” versions of DHHJ 1460.26 and 1461.26. A student who
initially learned ‘ ’ as it appears on DHHJ 1459 might have, upon writing DHHJ
1460 and 1461, copied this same mistaken form out of habit at that time, only to
immediately check against his model and realize that one further final component
was still needed.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.23-4.

K.E. Brashier, Public Memory in Early China, p.44, and esp. p.388, n.199. Brashier
however cites the Zhongguo jiandu jicheng transcription for this emendation, but
this argument does not appear there.
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Hu Pingsheng, "Wenzi jiaoshi,” p.95. Hu cites the Shijing
ode Chang Wu
for the line ‘
’, however the phrase ‘
’ itself appears in a number of other
early texts. See for instance: Wang Xianjian
, ed., Xunzi jijie
, in Zhuzi
jicheng, vol.2, ch.19 (“
”), p.325.
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One might level this complaint at the JYX EPT 50.1 witness for instance, which to
the contrary must have been composed by a fairly deft hand.
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Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.2.

Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.2. Liang Jing also specifically mentions this as a
mistaken form, see: Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.36. Note however that ‘ ’ is
written in the same manner in the Wuwei
Yili
manuscript (Yanli
,
manuscript A, strip #418), so there is some precedent for this. See: Gansusheng
bowuguan
[Gansu Provincial Museum] and Zhongguo kexueyuan
kaogu yanjiusuo
[Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Institute of Archaeology], Wuwei Han jian
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2005),
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hand drawings, pl.13. I wonder however if this extra horizontal stroke could also be
a mistaken attempt to reproduce the small seal form for the ‘ ’ component, as given
in Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.78.
In more mature clerical forms, the ‘ ’ component in ‘ ’ is abbreviated. Some
scholars therefore believe that the student here was attempting – but failing – to
copy an earlier form, influenced perhaps by seal script. See below for more on this
point. In the ‘ ’ at DHHJ 1459.26, the final stroke curves down and to the right, but
with the examples at DHHJ 1460.28 and 1461.28 it curves down and slightly to the
left. This is further evidence that the student modified his writing between DHHJ
1459, on the one hand, and DHHJ 1460 and 1461, on the other.
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That the writing on DHHJ 1459 completes with slightly more space remaining
than on 1460 is due to the fact that the text on the verso is missing two additional
characters (the ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ mentioned before).
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It is possible that the errors and ambiguities mentioned here stem directly from
the model textbook off of which the student was working. That is to say, not only
might the student have struggled to read the model (due perhaps to archaic forms,
as Hu Pingsheng argues, see: “Xin ziliao,” p.334), but it is also possible the writing on
the model itself already carried these errors. Even if the student is copying from a
flawed model textbook however, they are rather mechanically reproducing the same
mistakes, which shows that they are only able to mimic the writing as it appears in
the model. In other words, they do not yet possess a level of literacy which would
allow them to adjust their writing appropriately. I do find it curious, however, that
the same idiosyncrasies are uniformly replicated on all three strips. Although not in
itself problematic, consider how ‘ ’ is always written in the same fashion as a left
component to a character, both on the same strip and across all the strips. A small
vertical stroke connects the two horizontal lines above ‘ ’, with two additional
unconnected horizontal lines above them. This might suggest that while the student
was still novice, he recognized the shared identity of this component in different
characters, and repeated it in the same fashion throughout his practice. He does
however consistently give an alternative construction for ‘ ’ in the character ‘ ’
though, where the vertical stroke connecting the horizontal lines does not appear,
for four parallel horizontal strokes above ‘ ’. Although stroke number and order is
not always clear on these strips, I have not noticed any major variance in how
brushstrokes for individual characters are handled across the three examples, which
would likewise suggest that the student’s work was not completely haphazard.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.24.

This of course overlooks the two missing characters on DHHJ 1459, and how the
varying character sizes forced a different number of characters per each recto.
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For methodological considerations in the identification of scribal hands, see
Crispin Williams, “Scribal Variation,” pp.107-10. He lists criteria established by Li
Songru
in her MA and PhD work, which is now published as: Zhanguo jianbo
ziji yanjiu: yi Shangbo jian wei zhongxin
(Shanghai: Shanghai guju chubanshe, 2015). Matthias Richter has also extensively
addressed this issue, see “Towards a Profile of Graphic Variation: On the
Distribution of Graphic Variants within the Mawangdui Laozi Manuscripts,”
Asiatische Studien / Etudes Asiatiques LIX.1 (2005): 169-207; “Tentative Criteria for
Discerning Individual Hands in the Guodian Manuscripts,” in Rethinking
Confucianism: Selected Papers from the Third International Conference on Excavated
Chinese Manuscripts, Mount Holyoke College, April 2004, Xing Wen ed., International
Research on Bamboo and Silk Documents: Newsletter 5.2 (San Antonio: Trinity
University, 2006), pp.132-47; The Embodied Text: Establishing Textual Identity in
Early Chinese Manuscripts (Leiden: Brill, 2013), esp. pp.33-48. Richter will also be
contributing to the forthcoming Reading Early Chinese Manuscripts: Texts, Contexts,
Methods, with a section focused specifically on “Scribal Hands.”
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On disambiguating different levels of transcription, see: Crispin Williams, “A
Methodological Procedure for the Analysis of the Wenxian Covenant Texts,”
Asiatische Studien / Etudes Asiatiques LIX.1 (2005): 61-114.
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It is possible that the teacher or student may have found the character ‘ ’
difficult to remember, and thus could not produce this final phrase. It was unfamiliar
enough that the Yupian た feels compelled to quote a Cang Jie pian gloss for it (as
“to move out ahead from behind
”). See: Wang Guowei
, “Chongji
Cang Jie pian
,” in Wang Guowei quanji
, edited by Xie
Weiyang
and Fang Xinliang
(Hangzhou: Zhejiang jiaoyu chubanshe,
2009), ch.2, p.622. Yet the fact that ‘
’ (lit. “to surpass the crowd of others”)
parallels ‘
’ (lit. “to surpass one’s rank”) would have made it easier to memorize.
Rhyming was also useful as a mnemonic device, which is why I would expect the
teacher or student to have concluded with the tenth line, as this completes the
rhyme scheme, forming a block of text that would have been memorized together.
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It seems aesthetically unfortunate that the line ‘
’ would have then been
split between the recto and verso of our hypothetical Yumen Huahai model textbook
also, especially since there was a final rhyme with line eight (with ‘
’) only two
characters beforehand (offering a more natural break in the text). While the Peking
University Cang Jie pian proves that the formatting of these manuscripts could be
highly regulated, it is possible that the scribe in this instance did not plan the
spacing of his characters to accommodate such concerns. If the text continued onto
the verso of the model textbook, I am also uncertain why the student did not choose
to flip over the model’s strip and continue his practice with the new content to
complete the line. This might again suggest that the student could not read, and
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perhaps did not know to do so. It appears that for this session he only focused on
the model’s recto.
The text on the recto for JYX EPT 50.1 actually does continue through the tenth
line (‘
’, the rhyming position following ‘
’), for a total of forty characters.
Based on its formatting, we might then suspect that JYX EPT 50.1 is a model
textbook itself. The strip is made from bamboo, which is rarer among the
manuscript fragments in northwest China. See: Zhang Defang and Hao Shusheng,
“Sitanyin dierci Zhongya tanxian suo huo Dunhuang Han jian weikan bufen ji qi
xiangguan wenti,” esp. p.82. This could suggest that it was transported into the
region from elsewhere. If so, we cannot tell if the written manuscript was
transported in this fashion, or if it was just the bamboo textual carrier. Wang Zijin
points out that some of the bamboo strips found in the northwest carry texts
concerned with local administration (suggesting they were written locally), and he
does not exclude the possibility that bamboo could have grown in the region. See:
Wang Zijin
, Qin Han shiqi shengtai huanjing yanjiu
(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 2007), pp.242-50. Zhang Defang et al. and Wang
Zijin are also introduced in: Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,”
pp.443-4, and n.30-1. Xing does not consider JYX EPT 50.1 to be a model textbook, as
it is rather hastily written, and the content seems to devolve towards the end of the
verso. It is interesting that we have another instance of Cang Jie pian on a strip made
from bamboo in DHHJ 1836, though it is likely in the village teachers’ format. See
ch.5, n.239, for more on this.
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Martin Kern emphasizes though that not all “scribal errors” are necessarily
“copyists’ errors,” and we cannot mechanically equate the two. See: Martin Kern,
“Methodological Reflections on the Analysis of Textual Variants and the Modes of
Manuscript Production in Early China,” [hereafter “Methodological Reflections”]
Journal of East Asian Archaeology 4 (2002): 170-1. The similar formatting of these
three strips, particularly since they all end abruptly on ‘
’, provides the
“circumstantial evidence” that Kern requests to assert a copyist’s error.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” 22. No other
information is provided in this initial report about the physical dimensions or
materiality of the strips. He Shuangquan claims in “Cang Jie pian canjian jishi” (p.71)
that these strips are all made from a type of tamarisk (
, Tamarix ramosissima,
aka salt cedar), are 23 cm long and 1.2 cm wide, and undamaged. Xu Haijun, in
“Yumen Han jian jiazhi chutan,” offers slightly more precise dimensions, of 22.2-22.3
cm in length and 1.1-1.4 cm in width.
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Compare for instance how similar these two characters appear on DHHJ
1460.19+20 and 1461.19+20.
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The bronze mirror inscription quoting the first two lines of the Cang Jie pian’s
opening chapter (see sec.2.2.14) is also not included in my count or comparison.
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Note that in the Yingguo volume, the transcription for the photograph YT 3564 is
given as YT 3565.
In regard to archaeological context, the Shuiquanzi manuscript was not collected
from a surface survey, but rather was excavated from a tomb, and therefore offers a
sole exception. For the importance of localizing one’s corpus, see for instance
Edward Shaughnessy’s recent critique of Martin Kern’s comparison of Shijing
quotations from Warring States manuscripts against the received edition: Edward L.
Shaughnessy, “Unearthed Documents and the Question of the Oral versus Written
Nature of the Classic of Poetry,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 75.2 (2015): 336-7.
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On the analysis of character variation in early Chinese manuscripts, see for
example: Yumiko F. Blanford, “A Textual Approach to ‘Zhanguo Zonghengjia shu’:
Methods of Determining the Proximate Original Word Among Variants,” Early China
16 (1991): 187-207; Susan Cherniack, “Book Culture and Textual Transmission in
Sung China,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 54.1 (1994): 5-125; William G. Boltz,
The Origin and Early Development of the Chinese Writing System (New Haven:
American Oriental Society, 1994), pp.156-67; “Textual Criticism More Sinico,” Early
China 20 (1995): 393-405; “The Study of Early Chinese Manuscripts: Methodological
Preliminaries,” in Sarah Allan and Crispin Williams ed., The Guodian Laozi:
Proceedings of the International Conference, Dartmouth College, May 1998 (Berkeley:
Society for the Study of Early China, Institute of East Asian Studies, University of
California, Berkeley, 2000), esp. 41-50; “Character Variation in Early Chinese
Manuscripts” Manuscript Culture 5 (2012-13): 76-83; Martin Kern, “Methodological
Reflections”; “Early Chinese Poetics in the Light of Recently Excavated Manuscripts,”
in Olga Lomová ed., Recarving the Dragon: Understanding Chinese Poetics (Prague:
Karolinum, 2003), esp. pp.40-7; “The Odes in Excavated Manuscripts,” in Martin
Kern ed., Text and Ritual in Early China (Seattle: University of Washington Press,
2005), pp.149-93; Matthias Richter, “Towards a Profile of Graphic Variation: On the
Distribution of Graphic Variants within the Mawangdui Laozi Manuscripts”; Crispin
Williams, “Interpreting the Wenxian Covenant Texts: Methodological Procedure and
Selected Analysis,” (PhD diss., University of London, School of Oriental and African
Studies, 2005), esp pp.20-36, 91-143; “A Methodological Procedure for the Analysis
of the Wenxian Covenant Texts”; Imre Galambos, Orthography of Early Chinese
Writing: Evidence from Newly Excavated Manuscripts (Budapest: Department of East
Asian Studies, Eötvös Loránd University, 2006), esp. pp.105-26; as well as the
review by William Boltz in “Orthographic Variation in Early Chinese Manuscripts,”
Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientianim Hungaricae 62.1 (2009), 89-113; Imre
Galambos, “Graphic Variation in Early Chinese Writing,” in China Across the
Centuries: Papers from a lecture series in Budapest, ed. by Gábor Kósa (Budapest:
Department of East Asian Studies, Eötvös Loránd University, 2017), pp.33-60;
Christopher Nugent, Manifest in Words, Written on Paper: Producing and Circulating
Poetry in Tang Dynasty China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2010),
pp.49-65; Edward L. Shaughnessy, “Varieties of Textual Variants: Evidence from the
Tsinghua Bamboo-Strip *Ming xun Manuscript,” Early China 39 (2016): 111-44. I
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will not present here my own classification of different variant types. Out of
convenience, I will refer to Martin Kern’s categories on occasion, as found in his
“Methodological Reflections,” pp.155-6.
See for instance: DHHJ 1975, JY 125.38, 260.18, 283.8, and JYX EPT 50.134. JYX
EJT 37.1098 is an example of Cang Jie pian text being written on the verso of a strip,
where the recto records administrative text in another hand. This shows how
discarded strips might have been reutilized by students as “scrap paper.”
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We must also be doubly cautious about assuming structural coherency for a text
in instances where a student may be practicing with a primer, as these manuscripts
were potentially not intended for presentation, and the writing could be of a more
casual nature, jumping about according to the whims of the student. I thank Ondřej
Škrabal for emphasizing this danger to me in his comments on an earlier draft.
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Character positions in the following discussion will refer back to this table, the
first number representing the line in which the variants are found, the second
number then providing the individual character position, based on an overall count.
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See also JYX EJT 6.111A, where ‘ ’ is written before ‘
’ and JY 85.21, where
‘ ’ is repeated at the end of ‘
’. JYX EJT 37.1098 (verso) has ‘ ’
repeated twice, amidst an otherwise coherent longer string of text from the Cang Jie
pian. Note that the Jianshui Jin guan (Volume Four) editors’ transcribe the first
character as ‘ru ’, however the character is cut off (vol.1, p.177; vol.2, p.177). I
believe that this actually the bottom strokes of ‘shi ’, as would be expected
according to our other witnesses. JYX EJT 31.172 also has ‘ ’ repeated, but it is too
short a fragment to identify definitively as belonging to the Cang Jie pian. JYX EPT
56.27 offers a potentially more complicated example of text transposition.
According to the transcription in Juyan xin jian: Jiaqu houguan (vol.2, p.134), the
structure of JYX EPT 56.27 deteriorates on its verso after ‘
’. The characters ‘
’ are written immediately afterwards, followed by a ‘ ’ in a smaller size, and ‘
’ in smaller characters further down towards the bottom. The photographs for
JYX EPT 56.27 are too faint however to confirm the Juyan xin jian editors’
transcriptions.
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Martin Kern’s type [g] variants, and to a lesser extent type [e] as well.

This fragment is fairly wide, and the recto carries what was at least two lines of
text. What I transcribe as ‘ ’ is found at the very top left of this piece. The damage
does not appear to impact its brushstrokes, but it is difficult to tell without viewing
the piece in person. The line ‘
’ runs in a slight slant to the left (from top to
bottom), though even taking this into account the ‘ ’ is not quite aligned with the
rest of the characters. The infrared photographs of the recto also show traces of ink
between ‘ ’ and ‘ ’, which are otherwise evenly spaced with ‘ ’ and ‘ ’
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beforehand. On the verso, the line ‘
’ again slants to the left (from top to
bottom), more dramatically so than on the recto. At least two other ‘ ’ appear,
between the ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ of the line proper, which are also spaced in accordance
with ‘
’ and parallel to ‘
’ on the recto. The additional ‘ ’ are slightly
smaller in size, though appear to be by the same hand. There is also a part of
another quite large character written off the top left of the verso. Thus while we can
make out lines of the Cang Jie pian on this strip, the presence of such “static” in the
writing undermines its structural coherency.
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Martin Kern’s type [d] variants.

Among the Xuanquan strips, there is at least one clear instance of ‘ ’ at 1.1,
which would give us the variant pair : , but I have not included this in my count
as the strip is still unpublished. It is often difficult to determine what counts as a
character-level variant, versus a component-level or stylistic variant, particularly
when dealing with witnesses such as those at Yumen Huahai, which may have been
produced by a novice student still largely illiterate. I address more ambiguous cases
below.
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Martin Kern’s type [b] and type [c] variants, respectively.

Martin Kern’s type [b] variant. In both of these cases, the semantic classifier ‘ ’
is either omitted or added, leaving a pair that shares the same phonetic classifier
(belonging to the same xiesheng series). Kern’s definition of type [b] variants does
not make explicit the fact that – by nature of belonging to the same xiesheng series –
the pair is also graphically similar. Both aural and visual parallels may then be
drawn between the two characters. For type [c] variants, which Kern defines as
those that conventionally stand for words semantically related and (near-)
homophonous, it is possible for the variant pair to share a semantic classifier, as was
the case with : both being from ‘ ’, though this is not always the case.
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Remember also that the transcription of ‘ ’ was adopted for the Yumen Huahai
strips in part to allow for a closer phonetic relationship with ‘ ’ or ‘ ’. If ‘ ’
(puəmC [tan rhyme group]) was the intended character instead, then we must
either rely on a visual tie to ‘ ’ (again through the ‘ ’ component), or look for
semantic overlap to explain its presence.
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JYX EPT 50.1 is exceptional both because it was made out of bamboo, and due to
its unusual formatting. See n.169 above. We must also appreciate however that it is
our longest witness, bearing all twelve lines under consideration, allowing for more
opportunities to find variants between it and other pieces.
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As with JY 260.18 addressed above, on both the recto and the verso there seem
to be lines from the Cang Jie pian, but additional scribbling clutters the manuscripts.
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The ‘

’ in question is found on the recto, in a parallel row with ‘ ’ from the line ‘
’. The character ‘ ’ may be found immediately underneath ‘ ’, preserving
the character spacing established by the ‘
’ line in the column before it, and
with the other opening chapter lines on the verso. Curiously however, there is no ‘ ’
before ‘ ’, although there is ample space on the strip in the area where we would
except it to appear. The words { } “to exhaust” and { } “day” do not have semantic
overlap, nor have I found the phrase ‘
’ in other texts, as “through the night,”
which would make sense in the context of this line. There are two other potential
variants at this character position. The vertical stroke in JYX EPT 50.1 runs through
the entirety of the character, allowing for confusion with ‘ ’ (ɣuɛC [xi rhyme
group]). In the Yumen Huahai strips, the characters found at 6.21 for ‘ ’ are nearly
identical to how ‘ ’ is written at 1.4 (and both are missing the vertical stroke in the
upper component), see n.146 above. This has led the Zhongguo jiandu jicheng
editors to adopt ‘ ’ (śɑ [yu rhyme group]) here [at 6.21] for DHHJ 1460 and
1461 (see vol.4, p.34). This variant set of : : : is graphically similar, yet
phonetically and semantically disparate.
The infrared photographs for JY 185.20 reveal what may be an additional
horizontal line towards the top of the ‘ ’ component that is unfortunately obscured
in the regular photographs. Note that the Shuowen lists ‘ ’ as a “strange character
” for ‘ ’, though there seems to be two distinct vertical strokes in the JY 185.20
example. See: Shuowen jiezi zhu, p.396.
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In this case, graphic stability is in a sense a higher order than phonetic stability.
That is to say, from the perspective of a modern scholar researching an early
logographic script, graphic stability inevitably begets phonetic stability to our
knowledge, but phonetic stability does not necessitate graphic stability. (Words
with different pronunciations may be represented by the same character, but our
access to those pronunciations is limited or impossible in this context; two lines
written in exactly the same manner could have been read aloud completely
differently, but we do not have access to that information from our later purview).
Thus it is informative that in practicing this primer (or preparing a textbook for
practice), the students (or teachers) responsible for these witnesses ended up
producing manuscripts that are visually similar-looking in the orthography.
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Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“
”), p.1721; Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1312-3. For a
recent study on the Qin script reform, challenging its perceived efficacy, see: Imre
Galambos, “The Myth of the Qin Unification of Writing in Han Sources,” Acta
Orientalia / Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 57.2 (2004): 181-203; and his book
Orthography of Early Chinese Writing. Galambos argues that the Qin unification of
the script is mythologized in the Han when “inconstancy” became a moral issue. In
reality, script reform progressed over a long period of time, beginning before and
lasting long after the First Emperor’s reign. He even shows that standard script
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forms, according to the Shuowen small seal entries, are not always adopted on
excavated Qin edict plates issued to ensure uniform measures at that time. The Cang
Jie pian witnesses we now have, while dating to the Western Han, offer another
avenue to explore the supposed Qin standardization and how later Han figures came
to interpret (and project their own concerns upon) this historical moment. For more
on the “orthographic turn” that occurred in the Eastern Han, and in which the
Shuowen jiezi participated, see: Vincent Leung, “Bad Writing: Cursive Calligraphy
and the Ethics of Orthography in the Eastern Han,” in Behaving Badly in Early and
Medieval China, N. Harry Rothschild and Leslie Wallace, eds. (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’i Press, 2017), forthcoming.
By calligraphic style, I am referring to script types such as “Zhou forms
/
large seal,” “Qin seal / small seal,” “ancient forms
,” “clerical
” (including
“ancient clerical
” or “mature clerical
”) and so forth. For a general
introduction in English to the evolution of these calligraphic styles, see: Qiu Xigui,
Chinese Writing, esp. pp.68-138.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.23. Yang also allows
that the model textbook might have been in a clerical script influenced by seal
forms, the so-called “ancient clerical
or
.” More on this shortly.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.339.

Yang Huifu also allowed for this possibility, and Hu Pingsheng and Lin Jinzhong
also lend their support. See: Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai
jiandu,” p.23; Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.339; and Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.3.
Lin Jinzhong adds that ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, and ‘ ’ in the Yumen Huahai strips all
reflect (attempts at) early forms.
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Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.15.

Zhang Defang et al. (“Sitanyin dierci Zhongya tanxian suo huo Dunhuang Han jian
weikan bufen ji qi xiangguan wenti,” p.82) raise JYX EPT 50.1 as one example of
Cang Jie pian in clerical, while Xing Yitian (“Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu
wenti,” p.448) also specifically mentions DHHJ 844 as exemplifying standard Han
clerical writing. Although not among the opening chapter witnesses, Xing also
highlights JY 9.1, as a gu prism written in mature clerical which he believes was
itself a Cang Jie pian model textbook. See p.446.
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The Hanshu does explicitly state that the village elders edited the text and first
combined the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue into the Cang Jie pian. But as Xing Yitian
opines, seal script still had utility for the soldiers and functionaries in the northwest
military complex (the seals securing letters continued to be composed in this
calligraphic style), and therefore was at times practiced. See “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu,
bati he shishu wenti,” pp. 456-62, 467.
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Xing Yitian allows that there could have been small seal model textbooks, but
perhaps students unable to mimic this calligraphic style decided to copy them out in
the more common clerical forms with which they were familiar instead. See “Handai
Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” p.448. Xing also compiles examples of seal script
forms being practiced in ink on strips and shavings. For the media of silk sheets or
bamboo and wood strips however, ancient clerical dominates Qin and early Han
excavated manuscripts. Moreover, if the students were indeed novices and
unfamiliar with writing, as seems to be the case at the Yumen Huahai site for
example, this sort of “translation” between calligraphic styles would have been
difficult for them, if not impossible. In the wake of the wave of newly discovered
paleographic sources from the 1970s, Wu Baitao
argued that the focus of the
Qin standardization of the script would have been on unifying clerical forms, as this
was the more popularly written (and useful) calligraphic style of that time. See:
“Cong chutu Qin Han boshu kan Qin Han zaoqi lishu
,” Wenwu
2 (1978): 50-1. Wu still holds to the traditional interpretation
however that the Cang Jie pian was meant to standardize small seal forms. For a
similar understanding, see also Ning He’s section on “Cang jie pian ziti
”
(pp.31-3) in “Cang Jie pian yanjiu.”
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See also Lin Suqing
, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu
,” Hanxue yanjiu
5.1 (1987): 66. This observation runs counter to the claim given in: Zhang
Xiaodong
, “Ershi shiji chutu jiandu Cang Jie pian shuti zhi yanjiu
,” Zhongguo shufa
12.212 (2010): 58. Character
books may have eventually come to be employed in the study of calligraphic styles
as such later on (such as the association of the Jijiu pian with cursive), but I do not
believe this was the case with the Cang Jie pian in the Western Han.
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Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” p.448.

See the survey conducted by Lin Jinzhong in “Shufa kaocha,” pp.6-10. On p.3, Lin
also notes the contrast between the archaic calligraphic style of the three opening
chapter strips at Yumen Huahai and the more mature clerical (bafen) that had
already developed by Emperor Wu’s reign, to argue for their early dating.
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Zhu Fenghan
, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian gaishu
,”
Wenwu
6 (2011): 57. Since this collection was not scientifically excavated
however, unfortunately we cannot be certain that all of these manuscripts derive
from the same archaeological context. This is one example of how looting has
robbed scholars of valuable data.
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Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” esp. pp.431-2, 435-6,
466. Xing reminds us how in the Hanshu it records that the common teachers forgot
how to read the Cang Jie pian. It was thus constantly being updated and replaced by
new editions, to include the more useful vocabulary and the more popular
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calligraphic styles. As writing evolved, the more outdated primers were neglected,
which is why chapters of the Shi Zhou pian were already missing by the Eastern Han.
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Katsuya Ōnishi, “Qin Han Chudi lishu ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” pp.449-50.

That is to say, adopting the conclusion of Lin (“Shufa kaocha,” p.3) and others, by
allowing that calligraphic style does betray age in this case.
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Please refer to sec.2.2.5 for the identification of these strips. Hu Pingsheng
believes that there was likely more than just a single chapter dedicated to listing off
proper names in the Cang Jie pian. The gu-prism from Majuanwan (DHHJ 639) could
alone represent what would be nearly one complete chapter, while these strips from
Yumen Huahai offer at least the beginning of yet another chapter. Hu also notes that
certain shavings with what could be names in the Cang Jie pian also bear a
punctuation mark that seems to denote the beginning of a new chapter (see for
instance YT 2471, 3528, 3435, and 3065). If we take the Jijiu pian as a guide, the
proper names list in the Cang Jie pian could amount to close to a fifth of the work’s
content, meaning it would be over ten chapters long (following the village teachers’
edition). See Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo jiandu
zhong de Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu
,” in Yingguo, p.67.
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I again follow the transcriptions in Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, p.36,
though I adopt ‘ ’ [at DHHJ 1462.18] for a more direct transcription. Hu Pingsheng
is undoubtedly right however that it should be read as either ‘ ’ or ‘ ’ (“Xin ziliao,”
p.335), both of which were surnames in the Han.
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Hu Pingsheng also identifies DHHJ 1484 and 1485 as potentially related to the
Cang Jie pian, but the pieces are too fragmentary to consider here. See his “Xin
ziliao,” p.335.
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The top of the strip is damaged. Some writing remains above ‘ ’, but the
character cannot be transcribed.
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For DHHJ 1462 and 1463, there are a few shavings from the British Library
collection which might be matches. See for instance: YT 1792, 2771, 3665, 2409,
1841, 2569, 2565, 2867, and 3718. From Houfang, DHHJ 1222 could also be the
beginning of the proper name chapter. Bai Junpeng believes that DHHJ 2152 relates
to its first line as well, but this is a tenuous connection (the original transcription for
this strip was ‘
’, Bai changes the ‘ ’ to ‘ ’.). See: Bai Junpeng, “Dunhuang
Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu,” p.155. See also his compilation of potential overlaps in
the British Library shavings on pp.250-1, where additional shavings are mentioned
that carry only one character (I have not included these in my counts). As for DHHJ
1451, Hu Pingsheng identifies one parallel strip in DHHJ 1260. See his “Xin ziliao,”
pp.335-6.
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There are however potentially two cases of unambiguous aural-based variants
that I will note here for the sake of completeness. For the first instance, consider YT
2565 and 2867, which are transcribed in the Yingguo volume as ‘ (?)
’ and ‘
B
’ respectively. Liang Jing points out that ‘ ’ (tsian [yuan rhyme group]) might
fall in the same character position as 1462.17, and is in the same rhyme group as ‘ ’
(dzianC [yuan rhyme group]). Unfortunately, both of these shavings are
fragmentary, and only consist of two legible characters (the ‘ ’ is damaged on YT
2565, Liang Jing leaves it without transcription). Moreover, each shaving matches
only one other character on the Yumen Huahai strips, besides the potential variant
pair of : . This of course simplifies the debate over how to transcribe ‘ ’ at
DHHJ 1462.15 and 1463.15, in relation to ‘ ’ on YT 2565. Regardless, we must
exercise caution when identifying these fragmentary shavings as source material. I
mention them here however because of the weight that Liang Jing gives them in her
study (Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.97-8); if in the future additional data becomes
available confirming ‘ ’ in this character position, then it would stand as evidence
for an unambiguous aural variant in the transmission of the Cang Jie pian. For the
second instance, DHHJ 1260 writes what looks to be ‘ ’ (koŋ [dong rhyme
group]) where there is ‘ ’ (as ‘ ’?) at DHHJ 1451.10. In the Shuowen, ‘ ’ is from
the phonetic ‘ ’ (abbreviated), which Duan Yucai た states had the same
ancient pronunciation as ‘ ’ (koŋC [dong rhyme group]), though he cautions that
the meaning and pronunciation of ‘ ’ itself was different. See Shuowen jiezi zhu,
vol.1, p.494. Bai Junpeng however asserts their close phonetic relationship in
“Dunhuang Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu,” p.525. Hu Pingsheng meanwhile argues it is
in the dong rhyme group instead in “Xin ziliao,” p.341. Regardless, both of these
cases have issues with them, but already in these fragmentary strips we see two
possible examples of unambiguous aural-based variants, where none were found in
the opening chapter witnesses. I wonder if pronunciation played a more crucial role
in how students memorized names in the Cang Jie pian. While other Cang Jie pian
content may have been semantically secured through narrative sentences or pairing
together synonyms and antonyms, neither strategy is readily available for listing out
proper names. That is to say, the content here might have dictated the relative ease
for memorizing certain information (aural versus visual versus semantic).
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Liang Jing, Chutu Cang Jie pian yanjiu, pp.36, 96-8. Note however that
disagreements over how to transcribe certain characters impact how scholars
reconstruct the rhyming, which then factors in to debates over whether or not these
strips are Cang Jie pian text. For instance, in Yang Huifu’s initial report, DHHJ
1462.17 is given as ‘ ’, while DHHJ 1463.16 is recorded as ‘ ’. Yang argues that ‘ ’
(ṣoB, etc [hou rhyme group]) could rhyme with ‘ ’ (ṭiɑ [yu rhyme group]) and
‘ ’ (the phonetic component being ‘ ’ and in the hou rhyme group), which
would establish a pattern where, after the initial five-character preface of ‘
’, there is a rhyme every four-character line (“Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.22). Yet
later scholars have since taken the right component in both characters at DHHJ
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1462.17 and 1463.16 as ‘ ’ (DHHJ, vol.2, p.275), and transcribe them as either ‘ ’
(tsianB or dzan [yuan rhyme group]) or ‘ ’ (dzianC [yuan rhyme group]). A
similar complication is found with DHHJ 1462.9 and 1463.9, where Liang Jing has
updated the transcription of the final character in the first line following the opening
to ‘ ’ (mɨɛŋ [geng
rhyme group]), based on parallel text in the British Library
shavings. See also Hu Pingsheng’s discussion (“Xin ziliao,” p.341), where he believes
the rhyming on these pieces is even more complicated.
See Yingguo, p.8 for the transcription, which is tentatively given because the
writing is only partial on the strip. The photograph of the shaving was not included
in the formal Yingguo volume, but may be found online on the International
Dunhuang Project website (idp.bl.uk).
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Is it possible that the student confused the prominent ‘ ’ component in ‘ ’, with
the ‘ ’ right component in the following character, and quit upon realizing his
mistake? If so, this would be a minor “eye skip” as well. This explanation seems
unlikely to me however. In order for this to occur, the student would have had to
have looked at ‘ ’, then begun writing his character with the ‘ ’ component at the
bottom; we would expect however for the student to begin by writing the ‘ ’
component at the top instead. This could just be a sign of the student’s illiteracy. Yet
even so, the ‘ ’ in ‘ ’ should be large and written across the width of the strip,
while the student preparing DHHJ 1463 chose to write ‘ ’ smaller and off to the left
of the strip.
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If DHHJ 1462 is the entirety of the text being practiced, then the total character
count is twenty-three. This is significantly shorter than the thirty character ideal
length for one side to the hypothetical model textbook format which the opening
chapter strips from Yumen Huahai were probably based off of. Luo Zhenyu once
hypothesized however that another format for Cang Jie pian model textbooks
involved gu prisms bearing twenty characters per side. This has since been
corroborated with the discovery of JY 9.1 (see sec 2.2.2). The first side of JY 9.1 also
actually carries twenty-two characters, with the initial two characters being the title
‘
’. If DHHJ 1462 is also based on a similar gu prism, this might help account for
the slightly different character count. Yet as I will discuss shortly, shared mistakes in
the orthography of ‘ ’ between these two strips and the three opening chapter
strips might suggest that come from the same model textbook, which should then
have been formatted the same and on the same type of textual carrier. Regardless,
we cannot know for certain if DHHJ 1462 represents the entirety of the text being
practiced – it is possible that the student continued writing on another strip – and
thus we are left only to speculate on if he copied from a model textbook, and if so
what its formatting might have been.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,” p.438.
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To speculate a bit further on the topic of the Jijiu pian echoing the Cang Jie pian, I
would remind the reader that the Jijiu pian also has an opening chapter very similar
to the Cang Jie pian. See especially their final lines, where both conclude with the
phrase “you will inevitably have what you wish/desire
/ .” The Jijiu pian
then shifts in its next section to listing out proper names, with an authorial
command to recite the text as its transition. With the Yumen Huahai strips, we have
the opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian, found in the same archaeological context as
strips that transition to list proper names through a similar authorial command. Did
the Cang Jie pian, like the Jijiu pian, then also follow the opening chapter with
chapter(s) on proper names? As Hu Pingsheng mentions (“Xin ziliao,” p.347), JYX
EPS4.T1.5 records a line: “Studying urgently to become a scribe begins from names
.” This is neither Cang Jie pian nor Jijiu pian content, but it does
reflect themes addressed by both of their openings, and moreover highlights the
importance of beginning by learning proper names. There are however two
problems to the theory that the Cang Jie pian – like the Jijiu pian – shifted
immediately into proper names after its opening chapter. The major complication to
this theory is the fact that JYX EPT50.1, our nearly complete opening chapter to the
Cang Jie pian, has a line or two of text following ‘ ’ that does not match the ‘
’ text found on the Yumen Huahai strips DHHJ 1462 and 1463, or seem to relate
to proper names in general. This could be an edition-level variation however, with
other versions of the Cang Jie pian continuing on to ‘
’. The writing at the
very end of JYX EPT50.1’s verso also seems to devolve into gibberish, which is why
Xing Yitian does not consider it a model textbook itself (see n.169 above). The final
lines here are thus somewhat compromised. Only three other shavings have been
identified as possible overlaps at this point in the text on JYX EPT50.1, namely YT
2880, 3380, and 3587. YT 2880 is too fragmentary to serve as evidence, but YT 3380
and 3587 do follow ‘ ’ with two partial characters. In neither case does it appear to
have ‘ ’ or ‘ ’. Another more minor complication is that ending the opening
chapter after only twelve lines would make for a total character count of forty-eight,
which does not match the sixty character per chapter count given for the village
teacher’s edition. We should not feel strictly beholden to this formatting however.
My suspicion is also that the opening chapter was later added to the Cang Jie pian
(that is, after this material was initially edited together by the so-called village
teachers, which is why it does not appear in the Fuyang or Peking University
editions). If the title of the text did derive from the line ‘
’, then it might
have only been known as the Cang Jie pian after this point; we only know of the
text’s title from Eastern Han sources. Finally, on parallels between the Cang Jie pian
and Jijiu pian in overall organization, see also ch.1, n.110 for a discussion on
whether the ‘
’ line may have fallen at the very end of the Cang Jie pian,
similar to how the Jijiu pian closes with ‘
’.
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François Bottéro, “Les ‘Manuels de Caractères’ à L’époque des Han Occidentaux,”
p.114, n.44.
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The second instance falls at the end of the proper name chapters of the Jijiu pian,
where the text writes: “With the surnames and given names concluded, please talk
about things.
.” Jijiu pian, sec.2 (“
”), p.578.
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DHHJ 1972 is a three-sided gu prism, with each side bearing twenty-one
characters. An additional two characters “
” are also written as a title on the first
side, set apart from the rest of the text in a triangular nook. There is a hole drilled in
that nook, potentially for tying the prism with a string to either other strips or to a
piece of clothing for transportation. Xing Yitian also includes it in his study as a
model textbook, see “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” pp.445-6. Note
however that Tomiya Itaru believes this prism, as well as DHHJ 1448 found at
Yumen Huahai, are both “display manuscripts,” as opposed to actual teaching aids.
See Tomiya Itaru, Wenshu xingzheng de Han diguo, p.86.
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If in the future we were to discover scraps of practice writing (for either the Jijiu
pian or for this portion of the Cang Jie pian) where such commands are skipped over
in the writing, then I would argue that this offers strong evidence of a student
listening and transcribing to a teacher reciting the text. I have not found any
evidence of this thus far however.
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That is to say, while titles and punctuation would be permissible, if not expected,
on the model textbooks themselves, if a student was listening and transcribing down
the text, then this sort of paratext would have probably been abandoned on their
“scrap paper.” If the student was copying off of a written model however, then it
seems more likely they would mechanically replicate this material, out of ignorance
or simply because it would be immediately present in a way that it is not in oral
instruction.
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He Shuangquan, “Cang Jie pian canjian jishi,” p.72; Hu Pingsheng, “Xin ziliao,”
p.342.
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Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.3.

There may have been a long interval of time between when these sets of strips
were actually written, allowing for more deviation in how the writing appears, even
if it was by the same hand. Ideally, we would have more text to compare, with
numerous repeated characters and components.
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Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.4.

Hu Pingsheng, “Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo jiandu zhong de
Cang Jie pian canpian yanjiu,” pp.67-8.
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Xing does however provide supplementary evidence for Hu’s theory, by citing the
Heguanzi
chapter Jindie
, where it records: “Cang Jie created the law,
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writing from jiazi (the first pair in the sexagenary cycle)
の .” See
Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” p.462 and n.37; in n.38 he
also cites: Zhang Zhenglang
, “Liushu gu yi
,” Zhongyang yanjiuyuan
lishi yuyan yanjiu suo jikan
10 (1948): 14-5. Huang
Huaixin
, ed., Heguanzi jiaozhu
, in Xinbian zhuzi jicheng xubian
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2014), vol.1, ch.7 (“
”), p.124.
Xing wrote to Hu Pingsheng with this critique, and reports that Hu has since
acknowledged that the sexagenary cycle was likely not in the Cang Jie pian. See
“Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” p.465, n.40.
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Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” pp.462-5, p.465 for these
citations; Hanshu, vol.7, ch.24a (“
”), p.1122; Xiao Zixian
(Liang
author), Nan Qi shu
, in Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974 [1972]), vol.35, ch.54 (“
”), p.928.
Bai Junpeng also doubts that the ganzhi chart was included in the Cang Jie pian:
“Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suohuo weikan Han wen jiandu de chubu
zhengli yu yanjiu
,”
Zhongguo wenzi
, new series 39 (2013): 216.
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Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.4.

Tomiya Itaru is the only dissenting voice, arguing that this prism was instead a
“display manuscript.” See Wenshu xingzheng de Han diguo, p.85. His main argument
seems to be that a personal letter would not have been utilized as teaching material,
nor would a textbook include the sorts of mistakes that are evident on the prism
(more on this below). It is clear however that students were copying not only from
formal primers, but also drawing on the administrative documents at their disposal.
JYX EPT 50.134 offers an excellent example of a student transitioning without break
from copying down the name of a watchtower into the opening line of the Cang Jie
pian. And while I would not rule out that the loaning and mistakes we see on this
prism could have been included in the original documents (Tomiya suggests they
were not), he does not seem to address the possibility that this was a student’s
“scrap paper” (where such mistakes may certainly be expected), and not a model
textbook itself – despite originally mentioning that some scholars do hold this view.
Bai Junpeng moreover points to the presence of shavings at the site to argue that the
prism was being repetitively rewritten; though to play devil’s advocate, one might
expect a “display manuscript” on this medium to be corrected and refined before
installed for viewing. See Bai Junpeng, “Dunhuang Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu,” p.606.
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The shavings are undeniably detritus that would not have been purposefully
transported to here from another site. They thus provide direct proof that the act of
scraping off this gu prism occurred at Yumen Huahai, and not elsewhere. Yang Huifu
also identifies DHHJ 1465 as potentially a shaving from this prism, though the
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content does not seem to match. Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai
jiandu,” p.26.
Enno Giele also highlights the whittlings and the visible cut at the end of DHHJ
1448 in “Private Letter Manuscripts from Early Imperial China,” pp.445, 447 n.86.
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That is to say, the duplication mark was not just seen as an expedient shorthand,
but was itself a meaningful part of the student’s practice. If the student working on
this prism was not mechanically copying from an original document as a model (one
that incorporated these marks already), then they had to have been advanced
enough to employ this writing convention appropriately and consistently.
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Hu Pingsheng argues, in part based on rhyming, that the lines following ‘
’ may actually be from a different text instead. See Hu Pingsheng, “Wenzi
jiaoshi,” pp.94-5. There is also a discrepancy between how Hu Pingsheng transcribes
‘ ’ on the prism (“Wenzi jiaoshi,” p.92), and how the DHHJ volume takes the
corresponding character on DHHJ 1502 (with the left component from ‘ ’ instead).
We do not have a picture of DHHJ 1502 to investigate this further. The character on
DHHJ 1448 is unusual however, with the left component consisting of four
horizontal lines, which has probably led to different interpretations by the modern
transcribers.
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Bai also makes this complaint, see “Dunhuang Han jian zhengli yu yanjiu,”
pp.606-7.
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The letter is addressed from Shi to Old Xi
. Presumably the original letter
would have been sent to a different location. The student then either copied from
the original before it was sent, or is looking at a draft that was prepared and
retained at the site.
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Lin argues that Feng Shi, as an illiterate peasant soldier, would not have been the
one to actually compose the letter. Lin therefore believes that he was substituting in
his name on another letter for practice. See Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.6. I do
not believe it is necessary however to posit Shi was switching in his own name on
someone else’s letter. Even if Feng Shi was unable to initially compose the letter in
full on his own, he may have commissioned a professional scribe to draft it on his
behalf, or asked a literate commanding officer to do so for him.
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Jiayuguanshi wenwu baoguansuo, “Yumen Huahai jiandu,” p.17. Take for
instance the left component of DHHJ 1448d.17, which consists of four horizontal
lines with a single vertical line through them, under a ‘ ’. Hu Pingsheng transcribes
it as ‘ ’. See Hu Pingsheng, “Wenzi jiaoshi,” p.93. One contentious loan is ‘ ’ (for
‘ ’) at DHHJ 1448a.27. Yang Huifu believes that it is loaning for ‘ ’ (“the heir”),
making the line “carefully watch over the royal heir
”, which then also
means that the edict was addressing a minister in addition to the heir himself
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(“Yumen Huahai jiandu,” pp.17-8). Hu Pingsheng however prefers to read it as ‘ ’,
eliminating this necessity, while also allowing him to emphasize Gaozu’s
(Liu
Bang
) concern with sacrifices. (“Wenzi jiaoshi,” p.92; “Xie zai mugu shang de Xi
Han yizhao,” p.31).
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He Shuangquan, “Cang Jie pian canjian jishi,” p.72.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Wenzi jiaoshi,” p.92.
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Hu Pingsheng, “Xie zai mugu shang de Xi Han yizhao,” p.30.

As mentioned before, the ‘ ’ component of ‘
the vertical connecting stroke.
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’ at DHHJ 1459.29+ does not have

The ‘ ’ left component of ‘ ’ at DHHJ 1448g.7 also lacks the vertical connecting
stroke, though it is not simplified like with ‘ ’. Lin Jinzhong offers a thorough
survey of not only the ancient forms on the prism, but also how we see
simplification as well, specifically mentioning ‘ ’. See his “Shufa kaocha,” p.5. Most
scholars assume that the same person copied the testamentary edict and the
personal letter on DHHJ 1448. Enno Giele however claims that the testamentary
edict was in a different hand than the personal letter. See his “Private Letter
Manuscripts from Early Imperial China,” in A History of Chinese Letters and
Epistolary Culture, p.445. There are indeed some differences between these two
parts of the prism, most notoriously perhaps with how ‘ ’ is written at DHHJ
1448b.13 versus DHHJ 1448f.23 (which albeit faint, appears to be different from ‘ ’
at DHHJ 1459.6+). The transcription of ‘ ’ for the character at DHHJ 1448b.13 is
tentative and in doubt however. My impression is that the same hand was in fact
responsible for writing both parts of this edict. The simplification of ‘ ’ in ‘ ’
appears in both sections of the prism, and is an idiosyncrasy that I believe strongly
supports this. At the same time, this also suggests that the student was familiar
enough with writing to produce ‘ ’ in the same way across two different texts. This
reveals that he perhaps less beholden to the models he was working off of, and thus
more advanced than the student copying from the Cang Jie pian.
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Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” pp.4-5.
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Lin Jinzhong, “Shufa kaocha,” p.6.

I have already mentioned here JYX EPT 50.1, the strip bearing the nearly
complete opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian. DHHJ 1836 is another interesting
example, with content from another portion of the text.
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7.

Ji Annuo, “Handai biansai beiyong shuxie cailiao jiqi shehuishi yiyi,” esp. pp.476-
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Even with JYX EPT 50.134, where Cang Jie pian text is mixed seamlessly with
other material (the name of a watchtower), the writing on this side of the strip
seems to be done in the same hand, the entire side dedicated to study. Although
some text remains on the opposite side, in what is probably a different hand, it is
difficult to tell if this is also practice writing.
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Wang Haicheng, Writing and the Ancient State, p.284. Soldiers were also asked to
chant out the names of items and places they encountered in their work, providing
some precedence for this sort of study in the Han military frontier. See: Xing Yitian,
“Handai biansai lizu de junzhong jiaoyu,” pp.275-6; K.E. Brashier, Public Memory in
Early China, pp.387-8.
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It is also the very beginning of the text. Assuming that a student would start by
learning the opening chapter, then this was the first content they would have
mastered. Although many students might not have made it all the way through the
text, all students would have worked at least on this part. On this, see also Fukuda
Tetsuyuki, Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, p.151-2.
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Eventually I hope to conduct a more thorough survey of the Cang Jie pian
material found in northwest China, to evaluate if there is variance in calligraphic
style evident when looking towards other content from the text, especially parts
that may be more difficult to memorize. The British Library shavings offer perhaps
our best corpus for this sort of research. The theory then would be that more
difficult content was generally copied from model textbooks, as opposed to
memorized and recited, and that these textbooks would be more likely to preserve
archaic calligraphy styles, as they were preserved, transmitted, and circulated, as
opposed to being composed locally and contemporaneously via memory. For a study
of the calligraphy on the British Library shavings, and in particular their
relationship to the writing on Han seals, see Katsuya Ōnishi, “Qin Han Chudi lishu ji
guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” pp.445-50. Xing Yitian also surveys the “seal-influenced”
writing on the British Library shavings, in “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu
wenti,” pp.456-9.
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Here I am referring to the consistency we find, for instance, in how the student
represents the ‘ ’ component throughout these strips, and in the fact that we do
not find dramatic variance in stroke number or order for individual characters
across the repetition, though on this point the data is not always clear.
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My assumption is that if the same student was responsible for both sets of the
strips, both his skill level and the fact that he already is copying from a model
textbook implies that he is continuing in the same mode of study. If this is a separate
student, the mistaken orthography for ‘ ’ in particular points to idiosyncrasies
shared in the source of both the Cang Jie pian opening chapter and proper names
content.
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The only potential candidates again would have been : or : , though the
former could have been mediated through ‘ ’, while the latter was among
scribbling and thus the character positioning was uncertain. See however n.212
above, as aural-based information may have played a larger role in how students
grappled with the proper names chapters.
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As one may point to rhyming as an aid for memorization and oral recitation, in
non-narrative portions of the Cang Jie pian, words are often grouped together by
shared semantic components, making for streaks of graphically similar characters.
This ties together meaning with visual cues. For an example of such as grouping, see
the ten characters for varying shades of “black” on PKU 49.
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Charles Sanft, “Interacting with Text in Early Imperial China and Beyond,” pp.911.
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Evelyn Sakakida Rawski, Education and Popular Literacy in Ch’ing China (Ann
Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1979), pp.44-52.
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That is to say, there may be a functional divide between the opening chapter of
the Cang Jie pianversus the content found throughout the Peking University
manuscript, for instance.
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The only possible example I have found with matching text in a different order is
YT 3628, which may be transcribed ‘
’, though a number of the
characters are partial or only tentatively reconstructed. On PKU 9 we have the line ‘
’. Yet the ‘
’ is not found in the Peking University manuscript, though
it could be part of additional “commentary” like found on the Shuiquanzi witness.
The character before ‘ ’ on YT 3628 does not appear to be either ‘ ’ or ‘ ’ as well,
so it is hard to tell if YT is actually Cang Jie pian content after all.
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Xing Yitian, “Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” pp.439-62.

It continues on to say that he was originally registered without scribe status, and
thus the administrator here seeks out direction for how to resolve the contradiction.
This strip is mentioned by Xing Yitian (“Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,”
p.437), Katsuya Ōnishi (“Qin Han Chudi lishu ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” p.438),
and others.
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More examples could be raised, such as JY 35.16+137.13 or JYX EPT 51.4. Most
are negative listings (‘bushi
’), yet even so, this implies that attaining a scribe
status was possible for such commanding officers, if not expected. Katsuya Ōnishi
also raises one case, where a fragmentary strip seems to record ‘buwenshi
’
(“Qin Han Chudi lishu ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” p.442, n.6. See JY 481.13.
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In the conversation above, I noted a few – very tenuous – possible signs of
correction. They include: how ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ are missing on DHHJ 1459 but found in
DHHJ 1460 and 1461; the modification to the bottom component of ‘ ’ on these
two strips also; the writing on DHHJ 1463 stops abruptly after skipping a character;
and the shaving DHHJ 1502 might have been cut away after erroneously adding in
an extra character. To what degree these may reflect the active participation of a
teacher, I am uncertain.
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Either these superiors had committed the text to memory over the course of
their schooling, or they retained physical copies of the text. At Yumen Huahai, we
know that the soldiers copied from a model textbook, but this could have been
composed locally and contemporaneously for their benefit. My impression however
is that this was an older model textbook that had been preserved. I do not have a
ready answer then for why, however, such a model textbook of a primer would have
been brought to the actual site (an active military installation). For the moment, I
would only note that commanding officers and other superiors tend to be drawn
from local populations, meaning it was potentially easier for them to gather
personal effects, upon request.
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Zhangjiashan Shilü #1. Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State,
and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.2, pp.1092-3. Once again, I would also refer
the reader to their thorough discussion of scribal training according to these and
similar statutes, on vol.2, pp.1084-91; as well as Yates chapter, “Soldiers, Scribes,
and Women,” in Writing and Literacy in Early China, esp. pp.345-60. The
requirement to enter school at age seventeen is also repeated in the Shuowen
version of the statute (Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1313).
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Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian zhengli xiaozu
[Shuihudi Qin
Tomb Bamboo Strips Editing Group], ed., Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1990), see strip #191; photograph p.30; transcription
p.63. See also English translations by: A.F.P. Hulsewé, Remnants of Ch’in Law: An
Annotated Translation of the Ch’in Legal and Administrative Rules of the 3rd Century
B.C. Discovered in Yün-meng Prefecture, Hu-pei Province, in 1975 (Leiden: Brill,
1985), pp.87-8.
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Zhangjiashan Shilü #8. Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State,
and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.2, pp.1098-9.
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See Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian, strips #8.2 and 10.2, photograph p.3, transcriptions
p.6. In a forthcoming article, Armin Selbitschka discusses the formation of scribal
social identity. He also raises the case of Xi from Shuihudi, and notices how these
ages match what is found in the Zhangjiashan Shilü. (Beginning study at age
seventeen is also listed in the Shuowen statute). See: Armin Selbitschka, “‘I write
therefore I am’: Scribes, Literacy, and Identity in Early China,” Harvard Journal of
Asiatic Studies 78.1 (2017). I thank Selbitschka for graciously sharing a draft of his
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article with me. The parallel between Xi’s career and the Zhangjiashan Shilü has
been noticed by other scholars as well, including Li Xueqin. Recall however that by
Xu Shen’s time, the tests ordained by these statutes were no longer being tested. As
Li Xueqin emphasizes, the Shuowen version of the statute also ignores the
requirement that only the “sons of scribes” be trained. See Li Xueqin, “Shi shuo
Zhangjiashan jian Shilü,” p.70. At some point over the course of the Western Han, the
formal institution for scribal training was changed. The loss of chapters to the Shi
Zhou pian (or whatever body of material in the “scribal treatises” they represented),
and the reworking of the Cang Jie pian recorded in the Hanshu and Shuowen might
hint at this process in motion. Yet as Lin Jinzhong argues, these records also prove
that the Cang Jie pian remained a central focus of “primary education” training up to
the Eastern Han (“Shufa kaocha,” p.15).
As Wang Haicheng muses: “The importance of schools and school texts extends
far beyond the education of scribal professionals, however, for all the literate were
taught from the same texts by the same methods, in the process encountering the
same ideas and ways of thinking. In other words, when we study scribal education,
we study the education of the elite” (Writing and the Ancient State p.306). For
reservations on taking scribes to have a lofty social status, see: Sun Wenbo
,
see: “Qin xian de liecao yu zhuguan – cong Hongfan wuxing zhuan yize yiwen shuoqi
——
－ ,” Jianbo
11 (2015): p.9,
n.10. Robin Yates also considers scribes to be among the “lower orders,” considering
their position in the Han ranking system (“Soldiers, Scribes, and Women,” pp.33941). See n.283 below however.
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In some sense, this recalls the discipleship relationship seen often in other
contexts in early China. On this, see: Oliver Weingarten, “What Did Disciples Do?:
Dizi
in Early Chinese Texts,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 75.1 (2015): 2975.
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Shiji, vol.1, ch.6 (“
”), p.22; vol.4, ch.87 (“
”),
p.2546. Remember also that Li Si was one of the purported authors of the Cang Jie
pian in the Qin, and also responsible for efforts to standardize writings at that time.
He offers this maxim in his proposal on which books to ban. Note however that Li Si
does specify beforehand that this is “if one wishes to study the laws and ordinances
.” A similar argument is made in the Hanfeizi
, which states:
“Thus in the state of a prescient ruler, there are no writings on scrolls of bamboo
strips, but one takes the law as their study; there are no sayings of the former kings,
but one takes officials as their teachers…
か
か
.” Wang Xianshen
ed., Hanfeizi jijie
, in Zhuzi jicheng,
vol.5, ch.19 (“
”), p.347. Scholars discussing scribal education have also
brought up Li Si’s maxim, see: Xing Yitian, “Handai biansai lizu de junzhong jiaoyu,”
p.277; Robin D.S. Yates, “Soldiers, Scribes, and Women,” p.358; and Armin
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Selbitschka, “‘I write therefore I am’: Scribes, Literacy, and Identity in Early China,”
forthcoming.
As one example, see Momiyama Akira, “Xiaoyi, gu, shishu,” pp.95-6, under the
section: “Why study the Cang Jie pian?
?”
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See for instance JY 13.7, 37.57, 49.9, 57.6, 89.24, 179.4, 192.25, 225.30, 306.19,
562.2. Michael Loewe offers a translation of a few of them in Records of Han
Administration, vol.2, pp.178-9. Not all of the figures on the strips listed above are
commanding officers. A platoon scribe, a sergeant major (‘shili
’), and a writing
assistant (‘shuzuo
’) are also described in similar terms, as well as a “common
clerk”(‘shushi
’). The line here is reminiscent of the a sentence in the Cang Jie
pian’s opening chapter, after it urges students to work towards becoming a scribe,
where it writes that they will “tally records and govern
.”
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If such formal testing was being conducted in the military complex on the
frontier during the mid- to late Western Han, then these soldiers would not have
qualified, as they were not sons of scribes, nor did they train in the specialist
schools, where the study mentors could then recommend them for testing to the
Director of Grand Scribes
. See Zhangjiashan Shilü #1 for this regulation. It is
possible that these statutes were already being ignored, as the Shuowen later claims
is the situation a century or more later, and that this sort of formal testing was
already out of fashion here. Xing Yitian likewise wonders if candidates in frontier
regions were held to different standards during testing in comparison with those
from more central locales (“Handai Cang Jie, Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” p.437).
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Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early
Imperial China, vol.2, pp.1085-91. See also Zhangjiashan Shilü #6 (vol.2, pp.1096-7),
where the statute states: “When there are not enough scribes or diviners, then
assign an assistant
.” Barbieri-Low and Yates argue that an empire
the size of the Han could not have possibly trained enough scribes if it had to rely
only on a system of hereditary selection. Katsuya Ōnishi also points to this line in
the Zhangjiashan statute (“Qin Han Chudi lishu ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,” p.453).
On the possibility of attaining scribe status through other means, Katsuya cites
(n.3): Takamura Takeyuki
, Kandai no chihō kanri to chiiki shakai
(Tōkyō: Kyūko Shoin, 2008). See esp. ch.3, “
,” pp.88-111.
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Hanshu, vol.10, ch.21 (“
”), p.2367. Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin
D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.1, pp.127-8 and vol.2,
p.1086.
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A few theories have been presented in the conversation above for how archaic
scripts might have still been functional for these soldiers. Katsuya Ōnishi for
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instance argues that the “pseudo seal” script of the British Library shavings would
have been found on actual seals (“Qin Han Chudi lishu ji guanyu ‘shishu’ de kaocha,”
pp.445-50), and Xing Yitian likewise points out that calligraphic styles beyond the
vernacular clerical appear on weapons, banners, and other media (“Handai Cang Jie,
Jijiu, bati he shishu wenti,” p.433).
Xing Yitian, “Cong jiandu kan Handai de xingzeng wenshu fanben – ‘shi’,” pp.295311. Xing acknowledges that
was the first to identify this phenomenon. One
immediate clue Xing notes that the strips he raises are “model forms” is the fact that
they often replace names with “jia, yi, bing… の
…” or “so-and-so ,” numbers
with “such-and-such
,” and places with “east, west, south, north
.” See
for instance JY 38.2.
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Xing Yitian, “Handai biansai lizu de jinzhong jiaoyu,” pp.175-6. I have excised the
text following ‘yue ’ on JYX EPT 52.33.
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On the role of writing in generating state authority, see especially: Mark Edward
Lewis, Writing and Authority in Early China (Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1999); and Wang Haicheng, Writing and the Ancient State. Recall also the
conversation before on how mastery of the ‘shishu
’ was often applauded in the
Han histories, with Momiyama Akira arguing that this sort of literacy was a
cultivated mark of royal erudition (“Xiaoyi, gu, shishu,” p.96.). Scholars however
have recently challenged the prestige writing held in pre- or early imperial China,
particularly in “high cultural” discourse. Thus Armin Selbitschka notes that scribes
were often ridiculed despite their mastery of writing, because “solely the production
of philosophical works carried prestige” (“‘I write therefore I am’: Scribes, Literacy,
and Identity in Early China,” forthcoming). Martin Kern has likewise questioned the
role writing played in the production and transmission of such philosophical works
and other “texts with a history,” as he believes they were primarily recited in ritual
performances (“Methodological Reflections”; “The Odes in Excavated Manuscripts”).
Michael Nylan emphasizes a late Western Han threshold for when classicists truly
embraced the written word (Yang Xiong and the Pleasures of Reading and Classical
Learning in China, esp. pp.32-61; “Calligraphy, the Sacred Text and Test of Culture,”
in Character & Context in Chinese Calligraphy, ed. Cary Y. Liu, Dora C.Y. Ching, and
Judith G. Smith (Princeton: Art Museum, Princeton University, 1999), pp.16-77;
“Manuscript Culture in Late Western Han, and the Implications for Authors and
Authority,” Journal of Chinese Literature and Culture 1.1-2 (2014): 155-85). Yet, as
Selbitschka’s article demonstrates, scribes still based their identity largely on
literacy as a shared value and skill. That this came to also be the case with Han
intellectuals, see: Christopher Leigh Connery, The Empire of the Text: Writing and
Authority in Early Imperial China (London: Rowman and Littlefield, 1998). In short,
there is a dynamic of class awareness at play in the question of writing’s prestige in
early China. Adopting the perspective of a peasant soldier, who would have been
from a lower social class than the scribes, Charles Sanft emphasizes the prestige of
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writing as well, arguing that “for the conscripts, who had been registered by
bureaucrats in their home areas, sent by bureaucrats to the border, and who served
within a bureaucratic military, the importance of text for their lives would be
beyond doubt” (“Interacting with Text in Early Imperial China and Beyond,” Literate
Community in Early Imperial China, pp.15-6).
Charles Sanft, “Interacting with Text in Early Imperial China and Beyond,”
Literate Community in Early Imperial China, pp.19-20.
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Stein, Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.402. The reason for his suggestion is mainly that
the actual wall to the north is not fortified with watchtowers, and the Yumen Huahai
line of watchtowers juts off at an odd angle. He believes this was likely because the
conditions were too harsh to the north for habitation, so the Yumen Huahai
watchtower would have been built running towards a more habitable area.
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DHHJ 1448. See also the translation by Enno Giele (“Private Letter Manuscripts
from Early Imperial China,” p.445). Aurel Stein reports that similar letters
complaining about life on the frontier were found along this same line of
watchtowers, see for instance DHHJ 2393. For this, and the game piece, see:
Innermost Asia, vol.1, p.400.
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Charles Sanft, “Interacting with Text in Early Imperial China and Beyond,”
Literate Community in Early Imperial China, p.19.
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As further proof that expertise in the Cang Jie pian was passed down through
family lines, remember how Zhang Chang
was praised in both the Hanshu
Yiwenzhi and Shuowen postface as having mastered the archaic language of the Cang
Jie pian. He then passed down his knowledge to his grandson, Du Lin
, who
authored commentaries on the text. On this see also Fukuda Tetsuyuki, Setsubun
izen shogakusho no kenkyo, pp.325-6. There may have been other contexts beyond
the military complex where knowledge gained via formal state controlled education
diffused outward to a broader population. The Hanshu Yiwenzhi for instance refers
to “village teachers
” compiling together a new edition of the Cang Jie pian
in the early Han, and complains at how because “the Cang Jie is mostly archaic
characters, [these] ordinary teachers forgot their readings
.”
Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“
”), p.1721. As Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S.
Yates discuss in their study of the Zhangjiashan Shilü statutes, scribes formally
educated were fined if they did not immediately take up a position, and many served
periodic tours of service. This suggests that some scribes did not show up to their
proper appointments, or even if they did they would have still had time for other
occupations. Thus “it is presumed that when they were not serving the state, these
diviners and invocators could sell their skills in the marketplace or officiate at
private funerals.” (Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.2, pp.1088-9).
Opportunities were thus available for scribes formally trained in the Cang Jie pian to
interact with other segments of society beyond just the military complex, however
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further research (and additional data) is required to determine the details of these
interactions. I thank Benjamin Gallant for his comments on this and similar topics.
Xing Yitian, “Handai biansai lizu de junzhong jiaoyu,” p.278; Charles Sanft,
“Contexts and Sources,” Literate Community in Early Imperial China, p.9.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Vocabulary of the Cang Jie pian
5.1 Introduction
Textual production occurs at multiple levels. Through a case study of the
Yumen Huahai watchtower in the Han northwest military frontier, the last chapter
explored the immediate material and technical production of Cang Jie pian
manuscript fragments for a specific, localized context. We determined that peasant
soldiers were copying the opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian at Yumen Huahai to
learn how to write. Additional lines of evidence, from statements made in the Cang
Jie pian’s opening, to the type of textual carriers with which it was associated, and
more indirect allusions in government issued scribal statutes, further
complemented this finding to demonstrate that the Cang Jie pian was indeed a
primer used for educational purposes in the Han. In the present chapter, I pursue
another level of textual production: the intellectual. Intellectual production concerns
the selection of content for a text. In its composition (and continual re-composition),
what ideas were being expressed in the Cang Jie pian, what objectives were
furthered, and how do they reflect the functions which – and audience to whom –
the text was designed to serve?
An investigation into the intellectual production of a text entails its close
reading. For the Cang Jie pian, close reading amounts to a survey of the vocabulary
adopted, and the logic behind its presentation in particular word pairings, lines, and
rhyming units. My basic assumption is that only vocabulary deemed useful for the
Cang Jie pian’s expected audience would have been chosen, and thus we may work
backwards through the vocabulary to extrapolate who was using this text and for
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what purposes, particularly during earlier stages in the Cang Jie pian’s composition.
François Bottéro adopts a similar approach in her article, “Les 'Manuels De
Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux.” Although Bottéro utilized the Fuyang
witness in her study, due to the fragmentary nature of our manuscript sources at
that time, she was forced to rely mainly on the Jijiu pian

as a surrogate for

the Cang Jie pian.1 Today, we are fortunate to have the Peking University Cang Jie
pian manuscript available for a similar investigation. This manuscript is the longest
Cang Jie pian witness currently extant, containing over 1300 characters (or nearly
two-fifths of the content in the village teachers’ edition).2 It is also remarkably wellpreserved, with extremely legible writing, providing scholars with unprecedented
access to this previously lost text. For these reasons, I will focus here on Peking
University Cang Jie pian, surveying its vocabulary in order to discuss the intellectual
dimensions behind the text’s production.

5.2 The Vocabulary in the Peking University Cang Jie pian
Not only is the Peking University Cang Jie pian the longest manuscript
witness we currently possess for this text, but it also includes a complete chapter.
This is the “Zhuan Xu

” chapter, which is written across PKU 46-52 and bears its

own title. The “Zhuan Xu” chapter offers an ideal starting point for us to appreciate
the range of vocabulary included in the text, the logic behind its selection, and how
the Cang Jie pian was organized overall. I will first translate this chapter, and then
provide more detailed annotations to elaborate upon its nuances. The transcriptions
I adopt are interpretative, following the suggestions in Beijing daxue cang Xi Han
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zhushu (yi)
Zhu Fenghan’s

( ). My translation and annotations are based on
comments, found in this volume as well.3 While trying to

remain faithful to the literal presentation of the text, creative liberties are at times
taken in the translation, especially when lines suggest a narrative or offer more
tangential relationships between word pairs. Since the publication of the Peking
University Cang Jie pian in 2015, a number of other scholars have also offered
opinions on this chapter, which I will address when pertinent. Below I make
frequent reference to Yang Zhenhong

and Jia Liying’s

article, “Beida

cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu
,” in particular.4

5.2.1 Translation of the “Zhuan Xu” Chapter
Zhuan Xu

[46]

[47]

For Zhuan Xu (our lord of yore) and Zhu Rong (the
spirit of the south),
(the star) Zhaoyao (twinkles), emitting light.
Bulging (heads), enormous (as an elephant), vast (like
wooded foothills), grand;
Array the ranks, with meat leftover (from sacrifices
made to send off the army), joyous music (will play
upon) the triumphant completion (of the campaign);
(The counties and districts of) Yan, Deng, Xi, and Li;
Yuan, E, Hao, and Rang (in old Chu territory);
Take inventory and clear away (the offerings) in
supplication of the God of the Stove;
(Waters) surge forth and advance, offer (wheat) and
present (deer hide);
(The Zhou enfeoffed) Chen, Cai, Song, and Wei;
Wu, Han, Xu, and Zhuang (are ancient clans);
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[48]

[49]

[50]

[51]

[52]

Establish (the state) and pacify (the realm forcibly),
gore with a horn and butt with your head;
Armies and soldiers, (glorified) as beautiful and
laudable;
Trade and exchange (goods), buy and sell (them for a
profit);
Market, traffic, conduct business, appraise;
To vacillate (like fish gills), toss and turn, radiate, pass
through;
To wander and flutter about, to circle round and round;
Black (with hints of yellow), black (as a mole on one’s
face), (a deep) black, black (as a mulberry fruit);
Black (with patterning), black (with hints of turquois),
black (as the core of rotting fruit), black (with hints of
red);
Black (with more yellow), black (with more turquois),
red (as fire), red (like one blushing);
White (of worn bluish silks), red, white, yellow;
Mounds (of the dead buried along the road), abandoned
(corpses), emaciated, thin;
Infant sons and newborns in a drought die young;
To fear, to dread, to recall (in longing), to return;
Hasten to, run to, night terrors, rabid (with illness);
Tumors, boils, sores, and swellings;
Gnaw, gnash, to suffer a cut, to suffer a wound;
To beat (with a stick), to strike, bruises, welts;
To sever, to dislocate, eyeballs (with hazy vision),
blindness;
Seize and restrain (criminals), bind and tie (them up);
Sentence and interrogate (the crooks) thoroughly;
Plastromancy, milfoil augury, prophesize, divine;
A hex rests with (such and such spirit), altar, yard (for
practicing religious rites);
Banditry (in a gang), thieving (murderously), robbing,
killing;
Arrest, prosecute, question, and torture (them to
ascertain the truth).
One hundred and thirty-six (characters).

5.2.2 Annotations to the “Zhuan Xu” Chapter
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There is no reason to suspect that this chapter is missing text, or that the
arrangement given in the Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu (yi) volume (running
from PKU 46-52) is incorrect. Yet owing to the nature of the Cang Jie pian, it is often
difficult to confirm strip order via textual content alone. The strict formatting of the
Peking University manuscript moreover dictates that each strip ends on a complete
four-character line. This seemingly permits the easy substitution of strips between
different parts of the text (either in the same chapter or from elsewhere), or the
erroneous inclusion of additional material in a chapter where none was intended for
this manuscript.
There are however a number of features in the Peking University manuscript
which secure the content and strip order for the “Zhuan Xu” chapter. The final strip
(PKU 52) includes a character count of 136, which accords with the number of
characters written for the base text on PKU 46-52, in thirty-four lines at four
characters per line. The verso marks on PKU 46-52 are largely in alignment, despite
slight variance in their relative heights and the angles to the incisions.5 The “Zhuan
Xu” chapter is moreover based on the yang

rhyme group, so if a strip were to be

inserted into this part of the text from elsewhere by mistake, it must also fit the
appropriate rhyme pattern.6 Parallel text seen in other Cang Jie pian manuscript
evidence secures strip junctures in PKU 46-52 as well. Take for example how FY
C025 and SQZ1_P:1.2 bear consecutive text that matches content found at the end of
PKU 50 and beginning of PKU 51. There are in fact only two strip junctures in the
“Zhuan Xu” chapter of the Peking University manuscript that are not anchored by
parallel text in our other finds: the transition between PKU 46-47, and between PKU
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51-52. We may be confident about paring PKU 46 with PKU 47, as the chapter title
runs across the top of these two strips.7 The only uncertainty left is with the
inclusion of PKU 52 at the end of the “Zhuan Xu” chapter. The verso mark and
character count it bears coincides with what is then the completed chapter, and as
we will see the content on PKU 52 is also related to what is found on PKU 51,
offering supplemental proof.8
The “Zhuan Xu” chapter of the Peking University witness therefore is largely
secure in its content and strip order, allowing us to examine what one complete
chapter of the Cang Jie pian looked like for this edition of the text. It begins by
naming two legendary figures, the ancient emperor Zhuan Xu
chapter derives its title, and Zhu Rong

, from which the

, a fire god associated with the south.9

Other cultural heroes are mentioned in the Peking University Cang Jie pian also,
including the sage emperors Yao
revered founders of the Xia
disreputable counterparts, Jie

and Shun

and Shang
and Zhou

, as well as Yu

and Tang

, the

dynasties respectively.10 Their
, the censured last rulers of the Xia and

Shang, are also found in the text.11 As Wang Haicheng has explored, written “king
lists” were commonly employed by early states – including China – to foster political
allegiances and formulate an elite identity.12 In this respect, the Cang Jie pian
likewise begins to familiarize a student with the “founding fathers” of the tradition
to which the Han were successors.
At the same time however, although the Cang Jie pian includes these
important cultural heroes and villains, the organization of the text does not lend
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itself to teaching history lessons, contrasting for instance with what we see in the
later Sanzijing
PKU 65 (in a yang
/zhi

primer.13 Yao, Shun, Yu, and Tang are mentioned in a line on
rhyme chapter), but Jie and Zhou are listed on PKU 1 (in a zhi

cross rhyme chapter), a different part of the text.14 Neither sets are found

in the present chapter as well, which features Zhuan Xu and Zhu Rong (though this
chapter too is based on a yang rhyme, as is PKU 65). In other words, the Cang Jie
pian disassociates these figures, not only from one another, but also therefore from
their mythical or historical relationships. This is not what we would expect if the
primer aspired to narrate origin stories.
In some cases it is ambiguous as to whether or not proper names were
intended. Take for example the line on PKU 5: ‘
the text.15 On the one hand, Jing

, Huan

, Zhao

’, from another chapter in
, and Mu

are all common

royal names. Zhao and Mu were early Western Zhou kings, and perhaps through
reference to them the phrase ‘zhaomu

’ came to designate sequential

generations of one’s ancestry. In the state of Qin, there was both a Duke Jing
and a Duke Huan

, who governed successively. It is thus possible to read this

line as first mentioning Duke Jing and Duke Huan of Qin, then invoking (the
relationship between) King Zhao and King Mu. Yet as Zhu Fenghan points out, Duke
Jing was actually the son of Duke Huan, governing after him, which makes the order
of the proper names here inappropriate (ideally it should be ‘
On the other hand, it is also possible that ‘jing
is defined in the Shuowen jiezi

’ means “sunlight

, or taken as ‘ying
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’ instead).16
,” as it

’, a “shadow cast by the

sun.”17 The Shuowen glosses ‘huan
in other contexts ‘biao

’ as a “pillar at a lodging station

,” but

’ refers to the gnomon of a sundial, that is, the post which

casts a shadow for measuring the time of day.18 If we interpret ‘huan

’ as a post

akin to a gnomon, then there is semantic overlap between it and ‘jing

’ as “sunlight”

or “shadow cast by the sun.” Similarly, ‘zhao

’ is defined in the Shuowen as “bright

,” and is at times read as “sunlight” as well, reinforcing associations with the
sun, sunlight, and shadows.19 The word ‘mu

’ however is more difficult to fit into

this theme. It is found in the Shuowen as “a stalk of millet heavy with grain
which loosely parallels ‘huan

,”

’ in that this is “post-like,” though it does not suggest

a gnomon.20 Thus we have “sunlight : gnomon :: sunlight : a stalk of millet.” Another
possibility, which Zhu presents, is that a gnomon casting a shadow is being used as
an analogy for the generational relationship of ‘zhaomu

’, as described before.

In either case, it is unclear if proper names were intended for ‘

’.

An analogous ambiguity afflicts the next line of the “Zhuan Xu” chapter,
where it writes: ‘
the star, Zhaoyao

’.21 The first two characters, ‘shao yao

’, could refer to

, which was a part of or an extension off of the Big Dipper.

Although this star’s name is often written with the ‘ ’ hand component in other
early texts, in the Cang Jie pian it is found with the ‘

’ wood component instead.

This variant is confirmed by YT 3509, which parallels this line and also employs the
‘

’ component.22 The name for the star Zhaoyao is written as ‘

Chinese manuscript sources however, such as on the Rishu
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’ in other early
daybook

(I)

among the Shuihudi
the Baihu tongyi

Qin strips.23 Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying point out that
, citing an earlier “commentary

represents the image (‘xiang

,” claims Zhaoyao

’) of Zhuan Xu, associating this celestial body with

the mythical emperor heading the present Cang Jie pian chapter.24 The Shuowen
defines ‘fen

’ as “to take wing

,” which through an extension of meaning, can

also be read as “to issue forth.”25 As such, one interpretation for this line then is as a
declarative sentence: “(The star) Zhaoyao emits its bright light.”26 Note however
that Yang and Jia prefer to read ‘fenguang

’ as symbolic of Zhu Rong instead,

who is said to illuminate the world with bright light in the Guoyu

Zhengyu

.27
Another reading for ‘shao yao
Shuowen, the word ‘shao

’ is possible however. According to the

’ means “the appearance of a tree swaying

similar definition is given for the word ‘yao

’, namely “a tree moving

.”28 A
.”29

They are therefore close synonyms, both referring to the rocking motion of trees
blown by the wind. The Shuowen moreover lists them together in this order. Zhu
Fenghan cites lines from the Shiji
‘zhaoyao

and Hanshu

to show that the phrase

’ (that is, with the ‘ ’ hand component) is at times employed as a verb

in a similar fashion.30 Reading ‘shao yao
also complements well the ‘fen

’ according to the Shuowen definitions

’ that immediately follows, since it is also a verb of

motion – flapping wings to take flight. Yet ‘guang
in its verbal sense means “to shine.”
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’ complicates this pattern, which

Jan Vihan emphasizes that the Cang Jie pian never explicitly defines or
glosses terms. The meaning of any given word within the text is fundamentally
relational.31 Contrasting the Cang Jie pian to character books like the Erya

, he

observes that a “category heading is not named and then members subsumed under
it; rather, as words are placed next to each other, the permeable contours of a
category emerge.”32 In short, meaning is not stated outright, but constructed
through context. The flexibility built into the text thus allows the reader to draw
their own associations between individual words and the larger groupings or
narratives in which they participate.33 This is not to say however that the Cang Jie
pian is devoid of signposts for the reader along the way. Fukuda Tetsuyuki
argues that listing sentences gather words under a single thematic category into
eight-character units that are invariably encased within the rhymes; thus rhyme
words not only punctuate the text, but also serve as semantic summaries for their
individual units.34 As part of this exegetical strategy, the Cang Jie pian also embraces
the polysemy of words, and often seems to encourage ambiguity in readings.35 If this
is the case, it would be misguided to demand a definitive treatment of ‘shao yao
in this line of the Cang Jie pian. Every connotation should be considered, and may be
incorporated into a reader’s experience of the text. Invoking Zhaoyao emitting its
light may symbolize the majesty of Zhuan Xu and Zhu Rong, while at the same time a
reader might also recall ‘shao

’ and ‘yao

’ as close synonyms for shaking like

trees blown in the wind. Perhaps the image of a star twinkling and dancing in the
sky reinforces both these usages.
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’

The third line of the “Zhuan Xu” chapter, ‘

’, appears to list adjectives

denoting sizes that are “large, big, or grand.”36 The Shuowen defines ‘qiao

’ as “a

large head

quoting

,” which coincides with the gloss given in the Yupian

the Cang Jie: “a head that is large
enormity of an elephant
simply “grand

.”38 Similarly, ‘hui

’ is glossed in the Shuowen as
again confirms this reading

gloss of “it also means grand

’ (liok [wu

rhyme group]) is a loan for ‘lu

rhyme group]), which in turn may be read as ‘lu

group]). The Shuowen states that one definition for ‘lu
mountain(‘s foothills)
yizheng

.”39 The

’ however is problematic should we wish to keep to this theme.

Zhu Fenghan argues that ‘lu
[wu

’, the Shuowen gives “the

,” and the Yiqiejing yinyi

by citing the Cang Jie jiegu
presence of ‘lu

.”37 For ‘yu

,” and Gui Fu

’ (lok [wu

’ (lok

rhyme

’ is “forests among a
explains in his Shuowen jiezi

that this is “the vastness of a forest

.”40 This is a

tenuous connection, but if this loaning proves reliable, then I would again note that
it is stable across our other manuscript witnesses. YT 3098, 3447, and 3554 also
write ‘

’, without any other contradictory manuscript evidence for this character

position.41
According to Zhu, in the next line ‘xun
’, while ‘duo

’ is taken as ‘sui

’ (as ‘xun

’) is borrowed for ‘xun

’, giving both characters a reading of “to

accompany, follow.” The Yiqiejing yinyi helps support this reading when it quotes
the San Cang

as saying that “‘xun

’ in the ancient script was written as ‘xun
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’, they are the same.
as ‘kai

.”42 Zhu then argues that ‘kai

’, which the Shuowen defines in part as ‘deng

ripen”; this is paired with ‘xiang

’ should be read

’, meaning “to ascend, to

’, since it is also taken as “to raise, to complete” in

certain contexts.43 Zhu does not speculate however as to whether all four words
may be joined under a common theme.
In their analysis of this chapter, Yang Zhenghong and Jia Liying believe that
this line depicts military ceremonies.44 The Shuowen defines ‘xun

’ as:

“Instructions to array the army in ranks… the Commander’s Art [of War] (writes):
‘make sacrifices then xun (instruct the army to array in ranks).’
.”45 Yang and Jia also cite the Zhouli

…

, where it states that “for military

campaigns and hunts, kill the sacrificial animals and array the ranks to the left and
right

.”46 For ‘duo

’, the Shuowen gives “shreds of meat

,” referring to the leftovers of a sacrifice, which corresponds in part with ‘xun
as a military ceremony where sacrifices are made.47 Similarly, the Shuowen also
defines ‘kai

’ as “music played when troops return and are marshaled

.”48 Yang and Jia show that this type of music was reserved for victorious
campaigns, with the Zhouli for instance claiming that: “If the troops have success,
then (the minister of war) on the left carries pitch-pipes, (the minister of war) on
the right grasps a halberd, and they begin (the ceremony with) joyous music (kaiyue
), presenting offering to the altars
With ‘xiang

.”49

’, Yang and Jia point to the Yi Zhoushu

text Shifa

, where

there is the line: “one who opens up new frontiers and is virtuous is called xiang;
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’

one who dons armor and wins merit is called xiang
That ‘xiang

.”50

’ also has a connotation of “to complete” likewise suggests this pairing

denotes a successful military campaign. Altogether then, Yang and Jia argue that this
line of the Cang Jie pian describes various military ceremonies, from the sacrifices
offered when troops are initially arrayed before a campaign, to their triumphant
return.51
The next two lines of the “Zhuan Xu” chapter, running from the end of PKU 46
to the beginning of PKU 47, present a list of eight place names: Yan
Li

, Yuan

,E

, Hao

, and Rang

localities were either counties (xian
in Nanyang

, Deng

.52 With only one exception, all of these
) or districts (xiang

) established by the Qin

commandery (in modern day Henan). The exception is Yan

which belonged to Nan

, Xi

,

commandery (in modern day Hubei) during the Qin,

though it was not overly distant from the others.53 Yang and Jia note that Zhuan Xu
and Zhu Rong were regarded as the progenitors of the Chu in sources like the Shiji
chapter Chu shijia

, and therefore believe that these eight place names are

mentioned in this chapter because they were Chu

territory.54 At the same time,

learning these names would familiarize the reader with the administrative
geography of a central region that was not very distant from the Qin (then Western
Han) capital.55 If the counties and districts listed were meant to be contemporary
territorial administrative units for the Cang Jie pian’s assumed audience, as opposed
to historical entities (see below), then they may serve as temporal markers for the
composition of the text. Wang Mang

later changed the name of Yuan to
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,

Nanyang

County, and Rang to Nongrang

the fact that Yan was changed to Yicheng
Emperor Hui’s

County, but more interesting is
County in 192 BCE (the third year of

reign). This provides us with a terminus ante quem for the “Zhuan

Xu” chapter of the Cang Jie pian.56
Shortly after these two lines, another list of eight names appear. PKU 47
concludes with the following: Chen
and Zhuang

, Cai

, Song

, Wei

, Wu

, Han

, Xu

,

.57 In the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian witness, “commentary” is

preserved for these two sets of terms. For Chen, Cai, Song and Wei, SQZ2_P:27
explains that they “in the past had kings

.” These were all ancient states,

established in the Western Zhou, mostly in what is now Henan. As for Wu, Han, Xu,
and Zhuang, SQZ2_P:42 urges that they are “surnames not to be forgotten

.”

Wu, Han, and Xu are lineage names established upon the enfeoffment of a family,
with the first two states in modern day Jiangsu, the third in Henan. Zhuang was a
common royal posthumous title, used by the Chu among others, and likely adopted
as a lineage name by descendants of a ruler previously granted this title. Yang and
Jia once again point out that these states and lineages were all located in what was
once Chu territory, the first set falling in “West Chu
belonging in “East Chu

” and the latter set

.”58 I would emphasize here that these are historical

entities, many of whom were defeated by Chu in the Warring States period. That is
to say, unlike the counties and districts listed before, which mapped out a
contemporary administrative geography, the Cang Jie pian here is imparting
historical knowledge.
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Although we may expect that place names such as ‘
‘

’ and

’ would have been listed together in the text, curiously they are

separated by seemingly unrelated content: ‘
defines ‘yue

’.59 The Shuowen

’ as “to prepare (offerings) and count them, within a ‘men’ doorway
,” giving ‘yue

correspond with ‘yue

’ the meaning of “to add up or examine.”60 In order to

’, Zhu Fenghan then argues that ‘che

which the Shuowen defines as “to penetrate

’ was read as ‘che

’,

,” and may also denote “to be clear

or understand.”61 The next pair of terms however appears to head in another
direction. ‘Zao

’ is a “cooking stove

” in the Shuowen, but also represents

the God of the Stove, who is equated with Zhu Rong in works like the Fengsu tongyi
.62 At the same time, ‘bi
of an offering given on a stove

’, is glossed in the Shuowen in part as “the name
,” providing a strong connection to ‘zao

’.63

Yang Zhenghong and Jia Liying attempt to connect these two pairs of terms by
arguing that ‘yue

’ refers to taking an inventory of offerings before conducting a

religious rite, while ‘che

’ is used in the sense of ‘che

’, which is to clear away the

remnants of an offering once completed.64 Frustrating this interpretation is the fact
that multiple British Library shavings do not write ‘che

’, but instead write ‘tong

’, supporting Zhu Fenghan’s gloss and presenting a rare synonym variant among
our manuscript witnesses.65 Of course, it is also possible that this replacement stems
from a misunderstanding of the usage for ‘che

’ in a later edition of the Cang Jie

pian, on which the British Library shavings were based.
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As for ‘
surging
word ‘deng

’, the Shuowen defines ‘teng
,” while ‘xian

’ as “water overflowing and

’ is glossed as “to advance forward

.”66 The

’ is given in the Shuowen as “to climb aboard a chariot

.”67 Zhu

cites a line from the Liji
present the wheat

Yueling

that states “the farmers thereupon

,” which Zheng Xuan

glosses as “to advance, to offer

,” matching the theme of the previous vocabulary pair which are verbs for “to
raise up, to move forward.”68 For the last term, the Shuowen states that ‘qing
means “to send congratulations to another person

’

,” and argues that “in

the Ji (Engagement) Ceremony, deer hide is used as a gift, thus (this character is)
from an abbreviation of ‘lu

’ for deer.

.”69 If we take ‘qing

’ then as “to offer up a gift,” this correlates well with the use of ‘deng

’ in the Liji

citation as “to present wheat.”70 In order to read these two pairs together, and
further connect them to ‘

’ for an eight-character unit, Yang Zhenghong and

Jia Liying believe that the first line depicts prayers for rains and an abundant
harvest, while the second line states that the waters gushed forth, allowing for the
presentation of bountiful wheat.71
Beginning on PKU 48, the “Zhuan Xu” chapter shifts to a section that glorifies
military conquest and expansion: ‘
‘jian

’.72 According to the Shuowen,

’ is “to set up the court’s pitch-pipes (i.e. laws)

,” though it is

commonly taken as “to erect, stand up, or found,” as for instance in the Zhouli
line “the king established the state

” mentioned by Zhu Fenghan.73 The
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editors of the Fuyang Cang Jie pian also argue that ‘jian
group]) could be a loan for ‘jian
‘wu

’ (gɨɑnc [yuan

’ (kɨɑnc [yuan

rhyme

rhyme group]), “strong.”74 For

’, the Shuowen paraphrases King Zhuang of Chu’s analysis of the character:

“(After) establishing merit (through fighting), put away weapons, thus ‘wu
made from ‘zhi

’ (to put away) and ‘ge

’ (spears)

’ is

.”75 ‘Wu

’, as “warfare,” is “to set right or to stabilize” chaos in the realm through military
means, which Zhu emphasizes in his annotations. The Shuowen also glosses ‘di
and ‘chu

’

’ with one another, as both are “to gore with a horn or butt with a head,”

and acts of violence.76 ‘Jun

’, as “a division of soldiers,” is combined with ‘yi

’,

“conscript soldiers,” since they have close semantic ties. The final pair of terms
however, ‘

’, stand apart from the rest, as they do not have any direct

associations with the military or warfare. ‘Jia

’ is given in the Shuowen as

“beautiful

”; as Zhu notes, we find them

,” and ‘zang

’ is given as “good

opposite one another in the Shijing
good, make it beautiful

ode Yi

with these meanings: “Make it

.”77 A short narrative seems to be implied here.

Warfare is initiated (perhaps in the founding of a state), acts of violence occur, then
the soldiers are glorified.78
In other contexts, ‘zang
the Shuowen gloss for ‘zang

’ was also read as ‘zang

’, Duan Yucai

’ “plundered loot.” Under

explains that “it is also the word

for ‘to accept a bribe and keep for oneself’, which in ancient times used ‘zang’
.”79 One example of ‘zang

’ as “looted goods” may be found in the
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Qianfulun

chapter Shushe

, where there is the line: “Seasoned thieves

grasp loot and pass by (but no one stops them)…

...”80 Duan also

，

argues that “all things deemed excellent must be concealed inside
,” and thus ‘cang

’ became the word for “to hide away (good things)

,” but

only towards the end of the Han.81 Numerous examples of interchanging between
‘cang

’ and ‘zang

’ are documented in the received corpus, but in newly

excavated manuscripts dating to the early Han or prior periods ‘zang

’ is

commonly found as the verb “to store away,” supporting Duan’s observation.82 As
one example, take the directive given in the Zhangjiashan

Han legal statutes

concerning warfare on the frontier: “Military officials in frontier counties and
marches may concoct poisons and make poison arrows. Carefully stockpile them.
When pursuing outside Manyi barbarians and they are borrowed, once the affair is
over, immediately take them in and stockpile them (again).

=

.”83 The Qin period Weili zhi dao
text, which in certain parts is strikingly similar to the Cang Jie pian, likewise lists ‘
’, reading “to shelter (as bi
The polysemy of ‘zang

), to hide away, to seal shut, to stamp close.”84

’, I believe, serves as a bridge into the next section of

text, which largely concerns business and trade. While loot is illicitly obtained goods
(taken by force), trading is the fair exchange goods (taken by agreement). Soldiers
may stockpile weapons, but merchants accumulate precious items and wealth. In
fact, the editors of the Yingguo volume on the British Library shavings read ‘zang
on YT 2469 – a Cang Jie pian fragment with parallel text – as ‘cang
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’

’, likely because

this piece includes some of the content in the following section on trade, and cuts off
the content before ‘jia

’.85

The “Zhuan Xu” chapter of the Cang Jie pain therefore continues: ‘
’.86 Following the Shuowen definitions for many of these terms connects them
directly to the theme of trade, and many are glossed with one another in this work.
‘Mao

’ is “the exchange of valuables

”; ‘mai

“those who buy cheap and sell high
and sellers go

”; ‘jia

”; ‘shi

’ is “to trade

’ is “to trade

’ is

’ is “the place where buyers
,” and ‘shang

the value in a thing from its outward appearance

’ is “to know

.”87 Zhu Fenghan

moreover notes that the Yiqiejing yinyi quotes the San Cang
with ‘yi

”; ‘fan

as glossing ‘mao

’. In another part of that text, the San Cang is also said to define ‘mao

“to exchange, to trade goods
to one another in the Jijiu pian

.”88 ‘Mai

’ and ‘fan

’

’ as

’ are listed next

, and also appear consecutively in the Shuowen,

though in reverse order.89 In short, there are close ties between most of these words
and the theme of trade.90 The only term which requires some further explication is
‘lü

’, though it too is often found in the phrase ‘shanglü

’, meaning “traveling

traders.” As an example, Zhu offers a line from the Lüshi chunqiu
Zhongqiu

, “attract traveling traders

that “Lu are traders who travel
‘shang

,” on which Gao You
.”91 Although ‘lü

section
comments

’ is not paired with

’ in the Cang Jie pian, this association perhaps justified its inclusion in this

eight-character unit.
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Spanning across PKU 48 and PKU 49 is the series of terms related to
movement: ‘

’.92 The first line is challenging to decipher. Zhu

claims that ‘sai

’ may be read as ‘sai

gills. Since the Shuowen defines ‘zhan

’, indicating the opening and closing of fish
’ as “to turn

,” the Cang Jie pian is

potentially comparing the back and forth motion of gills to that of tossing and
turning about.93 The Guxun huizuan
‘sai

states that ‘sai

’ is an alteration of

’ (they are both graphically similar and share the same phonetic), but I have

not been able to find additional support for Zhu’s interpretation.94 ‘Ben
[wen

rhyme group]) may be a loan for ‘fen

’ (punc [wen

’ (pɘn

rhyme group]),

which can mean “to issue forth,” as discussed before.95 Zhu cites the Xunzi
chapter Yaowen

, where it states “devotion and sincerity flourish within, radiate

outwards, and take shape among (the entire realm bordered by) the four seas
,” demonstrating that ‘ben
outwards.”96 This pairs nicely with ‘da

’ may be taken as “to radiate

’, meaning “to pass through” or as the

Shuowen defines it: “to travel unimpeded (lit. and not encounter one another)
.”97 Wang Ning
(pɘn [wen

however prefers to take ‘ben

’ as a loan for ‘ben

’

rhyme group]), “to run away,” which is attested in early sources and

equally suitable in this context.98
As for the following line, the Shuowen explains ‘ao
wander about

,” using ‘you

“the fluttering of a banner

’ to gloss ‘ao

’. ‘You

’ as “to go out and
’ in turn is depicted as

.”99 The phrase ‘youao
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’ (and its inversion

‘aoyou

’) appears in early texts, and Zhu raises as one example a depiction from

the Zhanguoce

Hance san

central states

of “wizened wandering gentlemen from the
.”100 Zhu likewise shows that the phrase ‘zhouzhang

’ meant “to circle about” in the Chuci

line “she wanders and circles about

.”101 He further argues that ‘ao
phonetically close to ‘ao

’ (ŋou [you

’ (ŋɑu [xiao

rhyme group]) was

rhyme group]), bringing together both

vocabulary pairs in this same Chuci quote.102 Taken as a whole then, this eightcharacter unit thus appears to fall under a common theme of movement.
Once again however, the Cang Jie pian appears to play with the polysemy of
certain terms in order to associate them with the theme of trade from the eightcharacter unit immediately beforehand. As Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying also
discuss, the Shuowen definition for ‘sai
Under the definition for ‘yu

’ is “the bone inside a horn

.”103

’, the beauty of “jade” is described in part as having

“its patterning visible on the outside, allowing one to know what is inside
” (supposedly the virtue of righteousness

).104 Thus ‘sai

’, as the bone

core of a horn, is used here to denote beautiful patterning of an object visible
through an outer layer. Similarly, the Shuowen glosses ‘ben
.”105 Yang and Jia therefore maintain that the line ‘

’ as “ornamentation
’ is a poetic portrayal

of beautiful goods changings hands at market.106 In their explanation for ‘youao
’, Yang and Jia also cite the Hanshu

treatise Shihuozhi
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, where traders

are said to “wander thousands of kilometers

.”107 Although this is a

tenuous link, in early China merchants were often described as especially itinerant.
Returning to the phrase ‘zhouzhang

’, recall that among the first strips to

be identified as Cang Jie pian content was DHHJ 1836, from the Stein Collection (see
sec.2.2.1). In his early translation of this piece, Édouard Chavannes attempts to
connect the line ‘
You

’ to the Jijiu pian

, by taking ‘you

and transcribing the next character as ‘jiao

argues that ‘zhang

’ as the name Shi

’, “to teach.” Chavannes then

’ was a color scheme during the Zhou period (hence ‘zhou

’).108 His reading derives from the Zhouli

chapter Kaogongji

, where

different color schemes are discussed, including the line: “as for red with white, call
this zhang

.”109 ‘Zhang

’ is found in other early sources as “a

decorative pattern” including in the Shangshu

chapter Gaoyaomo

:

“Heaven gives its mandate to the virtuous, (and thus) there are the five vestments
and five adornments

.”110 Although Chavannes’ interpretation

is no longer tenable, he does draw our attention to an alternative reading for ‘zhang
’, which not only buttresses the connotations established by ‘sai

’ and ‘ben

’

(as beautifully decorated goods), but also helps transition to the next theme of the
“Zhuan Xu” chapter: color words.
Two full eight-character units are dedicated in the “Zhuan Xu” chapter to
listing out color words: ‘

’ and ‘

’.111 There is an

obvious graphic correspondence between the characters in the first unit, as all of
them share the ‘

’ semantic component, and this actually extends partially into the
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second unit. Similar graphic clusters are seen in other chapters of the Cang Jie pian
as well, such as: ‘

’ on PKU 2-3 and 36; ‘

20-21; ‘ ’ on PKU 24 and 64; ‘
PKU 56; ‘

’ on PKU 57; and ‘

’ on PKU 11; ‘

’ on PKU 20; ‘

’ on PKU

’ on PKU 34, 54, and 63; ‘ ’ on PKU 53-54; ‘

’ on

’ on PKU 59. Previous scholars, beginning with the

Qing recompilations, have speculated about the role that the Cang Jie pian may have
played in inspiring the “radical header
with Lin Suqing

” system of the Shuowen jiezi; yet I agree

that the Cang Jie pian was composed primarily according to

semantic categories, without prioritizing written character components per se.112
Even if the clustering of graphic components ultimately was an unintended
consequence of semantic relationships in the Cang Jie pian, this may have still
suggested to later authors like Xu Shen

how to exploit visible resemblances in

character forms. As Lin and many others have observed, all of these characters are
found in the Shuowen, and placed under his ‘

’ radical header.

The following definitions are given in the Shuowen for each color word listed
in these two eight-character units: ‘Qian
”; ‘yan
shade

’ is “a black (spot) on (one’s face)
”; ‘dan

blue-green

yellow

”; ‘yan

”; ‘you

’ is “a deep black
”; ‘yue

’ is “a black shade with hints of

’ is “the black shade of a rotting fruit seed

’ is “a black shade with red
”; ‘yan

”;113 ‘an

’ is “the black shade of a mulberry fruit

is “a black shade with patterning

”; ‘yang

’ is “a black shade with light yellow

”; ‘jin

’ is “a black shade with

’ is “a black shade with blue-green
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”; ‘he

’ is “how

’

the red of a fire appears
”; ‘tiao
‘chi

”; ‘nan

’ is “the red of one’s face when blushing

’ is “the white tint of worn bluish-black silks

’ is “the color of the south

”; and ‘huang

”; ‘bai

’ is “the color of earth

”;114

’ is “the color of the west
.”115 Note that among the Cang Jie

pian quotes gathered in the Qing and early Republican recompilations, we find ‘yan
dan

’ glossed together as “a deep darkness that is unclear

.”116

The first eight-character unit exclusively focuses on shades of black, offering
the reader a nuanced vocabulary for its different types and intensities. This spills
over into the next eight-character unit with the first vocabulary pair, which also
serves as a transition between the two. Yet the Cang Jie pian does not delve into the
other colors with the same thoroughness. ‘Chi

’, ‘bai

’, and ‘huang

’ anchor the

unit, and are the basic names for “red,” “white,” and “yellow” respectively. Two
other red hues are specified, along with one white tint; no other color word for
yellow is provided. ‘Qing

’, as “blue-green,” is ignored as a base color here.117

Curiously, it appears elsewhere in the Peking University Cang Jie pian paired with
‘bei

’ (on PKU 2). Zhu argues that the logic behind this pairing draws upon their

five-phase cosmology associations (‘qing
Stranger still is the fact that ‘hei

’ being “the color of the east”).118

’, the basic name for “black,” is also left out from

this section, despite the elaboration given for all these more nuanced shades. It is
found on PKU 5, paired with ‘yuan

’ (ʔuen [yuan

rhyme group]), “a worm, or

wormlike movement,” which Zhu believes should be read as ‘xuan
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’ (huen(C)

[yuan

rhyme group]), “a dark colored horse.”119 There are no other protracted

lists of color words similar to this in the Peking University Cang Jie pian manuscript.
Why would the text pay such close attention to black here, but only briefly
mention red, white, and yellow, and largely disregard blue-green?120 Yang Zhenhong
and Jia Liying contend that we may turn to early cosmological theories for a
solution.121 Zhuan Xu was associated with the north, and thus his color was black, so
the first unit focuses extensively on shades of black. Zhu Rong was associated with
the south, and thus represented by red, so the next pair shifts to hues of red. If, in
the final line, ‘tiao

’ stands in for “blue-green” (instead of being a white tint), then

it completes the “four colors
Fengshanshu

.” On this, Yang and Jia cite the Shiji treatise

for support:

(Gaozu) asked: “In the past, during the Qin, which Lords (were
supplicated) in temples to the Lord on High?” They replied: “The four
Lords. There were temples to the White Lord, the Blue-Green Lord,
the Yellow Lord, and the Red Lord.” Gaozu said: “I have heard that
there are five Lords in Heaven, yet they had four (temples), why is
this?”… He thereupon established a temple to the Black Lord, and
named it the Northern Sanctuary.
…

，

122

Taking this dialogue at face value, there was a Qin period tradition that tied four
celestial Lords to four colors – white, blue-green, yellow, and red – and potentially
also to directions (should Gaozu’s choice to call the Black Lord’s temple the
Northern Sancutary not be accidental).123 Yang and Jia’s interpretation for this last
line rests on treating ‘tiao
like ‘qing

’ or ‘cang

’ as “blue-green” (substituting for more common words

’), which seems dubious to me. That said, I do think the
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emphasis on black at least has cosmological underpinnings. The Qin identified with
black as a dynastic color, which could further explain the prominence given to it in
the Cang Jie pian, should the text have largely taken form at that time.124
After listing out color words, the “Zhuan Xu” chapter takes a morbid turn on
PKU 50: ‘

’.125 For ‘jin

’, the Shuowen writes that it is “a dead

person along the road, covered up by others

.”126 Note that the

Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian includes a commentary for this line on SQZ1_P:1.6, “small
mounds alongside the road

,” which supports this reading. Travelers who

starve to death are thus said to ‘jin
abandon

’. Paired with ‘jin

’ is ‘qi

” in the Shuowen.127 Zhu Fenghan notes that ‘qi

’, which is “to
’, by extension,

means leaving a corpse exposed to the elements, as it is defined for instance in the
Shiming

: “Not being buried is called qi, referring to being abandoned (qi) in the

wilds

.”128 The next two terms, ‘qu

’ and ‘shou

’, are

adjectives that describe a person who is emaciated. The Shuowen defines ‘qu
“lacking flesh

,” and glosses ‘shou

’ as “thin

’ as

,” using the word it is

paired with in the Cang Jie pian.129
In regard to the next line, ‘ru
and it again glosses ‘er

’ is “a newborn infant

” in the Shuowen,

’ with its Cang Jie pian counterpart in “a young son

.”130 At first glance, this pair does not connect back to the previous theme of death
and starvation. The line concludes however with ‘han shang
listed in the Shuowen as “(when it) does not rain
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’.131 ‘Han

’ is

,” as in a drought, the cause

of starvation.132 ‘Shang

’ is explained in the Shuowen as: “Not reaching adulthood.

When a person dies between the ages nineteen and sixteen, this is advanced shang;
when they die between fifteen and twelve, this is middle shang; when they die
between the ages of eleven and eight, this is minor shang.
.”133 In isolation, listing “son and
infant” seems out of place, but when joined together with “drought and early death,”
the four characters together convey an untimely death.134 Thus the Shuiquanzi
commentary writes: “a father and mother grieve

.”135

An anxiety about untimely death spills over into the next section of the
“Zhuan Xu” chapter, which begins with ‘kong ju

’, words that are glossed with

one another in the Shuowen and both mean “to fear, to be afraid.”136 ‘Huai
yearn for
Yet ‘huai

’, as “to

” in the Shuowen, appears to continue with emotions of grieving.137
’ is paired with ‘gui

’ “to return,” complicating this interpretation. Zhu

Fenghan points out that Li Shan’s
Cang Jie pian definition for ‘huai

commentary to the Wenxuan
’ as “to hold close

quotes the

,” which is to bring

towards oneself and embrace.138 He also cites glosses such as those in the Shiming,
where ‘huai

’ is defined with ‘gui

’, “to return,” to prove the close relationship

between these two words.139 Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying moreover notice that the
phrase ‘huaigui
yearn to return?

’ appears in the Shijing as part of a repeated line: “Do I not
?”140 The next two terms, ‘qu zou

’, likewise denote

motion.141 They are another example of words glossed with one another in the
Shuowen, and mean “to run towards.”142 With the final pairing, ‘bing kuang
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’, we

find not only associations with the previous vocabulary, but also an introduction of
the next section’s theme: ailments and wounds.143 ‘Bing
Shuowen as “night terrors
with ‘kong ju

’.144 ‘Kuang

’ is defined in the

,” playing off of the fear and anxiety expressed
’ in the Shuowen is “a rabid dog

are cases where it is interchanged with ‘wang

,” and there

’, meaning “to go towards.”145 Thus

the focus of this section seems to transition across these vocabulary pairs, from
feelings of dread, to movement towards oneself, then movement away, and finally to
ailments resonating with both.146 It moreover utilizes the polysemy of ‘huai

’ to

serve as a crucial hinge as well.147
From the end of PKU 50 through most of PKU 51 are two eight-character
units that concern physical ailments or injuries: ‘
’.148 Although the Shuowen lists ‘ci
Fenghan notes that in Hui Lin’s

’ and ‘

’ as simply “an illness

later Yiqiejing yiyi

,” Zhu
it is specified to

be “a tumor, a dark hairy growth on the skin is called a ci

.”149

‘Ci

:

’ is found in this sense in the Huainanzi

chapter Fanlunxun

“Therefore if there is a tumor on one’s eye, (but) it does not harm their vision, do
not cauterize it

.”150 Taking ‘ci

corresponds well to ‘bi
.”151 For ‘tu

’ as a tumor

’, which the Shuowen defines as “a boil on one’s head

’, the Shuowen gives “a bald spot

type of sore, as found in the Huainanzi chapter Qisulun

,” but this too refers to a
: “If his mother were

to treat her own son’s scalp boils and blood flowed past his ears, those who saw
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would consider it the utmost of love

，

.”152 The Shuowen describes ‘lou

’ as “a swelling on the throat

,”

matching the previous terms.153 This line thus entails various types of tumors and
boils, particularly those found on the head and neck. The Shuiquanzi commentary
on SQZ1_P:1.2 bolsters our interpretation, as it reads: “wash out head injuries
( ).”154
Following this list of tumors and boils are the terms ‘yi he
both glossed in the Shuowen as “to bite

’, which are

,” and thus mean “to gnaw and

gnash.”155 The emphasis remains on the head region. Zhu cites the Shiji chapter Tian
Dan liezhuan where it states that the Qin “ground down the tombs of those who
rebelled

,” demonstrating that the phrase ‘yihe

’ could imply

inflicting harm upon someone or something.156 The text thereby moves seamlessly
into ‘yi

’, which is defined in the Shuowen as “to wound

happens to be the term ‘yi

.”157 ‘Shang

’ also

’ is paired with in the Cang Jie pian.

This again agrees with the first pair of words in the following line, ‘ou fa
The Shuowen defines ‘ou

’ as “to beat something (with a stick)

’ is likewise glossed as “to strike at
wei

’. ‘Zhi

while ‘wei

,” and ‘fa

.”158 The results of such beatings are ‘zhi

’ appears in the Shuowen as “an injury from being beaten

’ is defined as “welts

,”

,” drawing on both itself and the term it is

paired with in the Cang Jie pian.159 As Zhu points out, ‘zhi wei
Jijiu pian, where Yan Shigu

’.

’ is included in the

explains that “when a person is beaten and their
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skin swells up is called zhi; wounds from being beaten are called wei
.” Zhu documents that the Cang Jie pian is quoted in Hui Lin’s Yiqiejing
yinyi defining ‘wei

’ as “wound(ed)

,” further supporting the above

interpretation.160
The final line of this section is ‘
hole

’. The Shuowen defines ‘jue

” (potentially referring to the anus), while for ‘die

unaligned

’ as “a

’ it has “bones

” (and therefore sticking out).161 Zhu emphasizes that these words

have opposite meanings, the first being a cavity, the second a protrusion. Both
however still relate to the human anatomy.162 Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying
interpret ‘jue

’ as the hole of wound, and note that it may also be read as ‘jue

meaning “to sever.” Likewise, they read ‘die
joints. This unites the pair ‘jue die

’,

’ as to break or dislocate bones and

’ more closely with the vocabulary listed in

the lines immediately beforehand. To support their reading, Yang and Jia cite newly
unearthed manuscript sources, including the following from the Zhangjiashan Han
statutes: “For one who did not use these objects (weapons or tools), yet blinded
another, broke limbs, teeth, or fingers, dislocated (die) joints, or severed (jue) a nose
or an ear: shave him

.”163

，

The final pair of terms, ‘jing mang
defines ‘mang
blind.164 ‘Jing

’ as “eyes without pupils

’, refer to being blind. The Shuowen
,” which would render one

’ is slightly more problematic. It is not in the Shuowen, but Zhu

Fenghan cites the later Yupian dictionary where it is given as “the eyeball
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.”165

‘Jing

’ is found in Han sources, at times as “vision,” such as for instance in the

Huangdi neijing

Lingshujing

: “The bright vapors of its essence rise

and go to the eyes, and become vision; the other vapors go to the ears, and become
hearing

，

manuscript, ‘jing

，

’ is written from ‘

.”166 In the Peking University

’ (with ‘ ’ abbreviated) over the ‘ ’

component. Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying suggest that it might instead be ‘meng

’,

which the Shuowen does include and defines as “eyes that are not clear-sighted
.”167 The Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian has parallel text at this point, where this
character seems to be written in the same exact fashion as the Peking University
witness; the Fuyang witness is unfortunately too fragmentary for analysis. In either
case, the Shuiquanzi commentary on SQZ1_P:1.2 accentuates the subject of
“blindness” found in this line, by mentioning “the Music Bureau master(s)

.”

Musicians were often said to be blind (allowing for their keen sense of hearing),
including Shi Kuang

, to whom this commentary may refer.168

PKU 51 concludes with vocabulary concerning the capture and investigation
of criminals: ‘

’.169 As demonstrated by the quote above from the

Zhangjiashan statutes, injuring others was considered a punishable offense, which
may be the logic behind this thematic shift in the Cang Jie pian’s “Zhuan Xu” chapter.
The Shuowen defines ‘zhi
up

’ as “to seize a criminal

,” while ‘qiu

,” depicting a person being detained (i.e. incarcerated).170 ‘Shu

’ is “to tie
’ and ‘fu

’

are another example of a pair of terms in the Cang Jie pian that are glossed with one
another in the Shuowen, both meaning “to bind, to tie up.”171 These are all verbs for
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restraining something or someone, to keep them from moving, as with the arrest of
criminals. In legal contexts, ‘lun
sentence,” while ‘xun

’ (“to deliberate

’ (“to question

” in the Shuowen) means “to

” in the Shuowen) means “to

interrogate.”172 This specialist usage is found among the newly excavated legal texts,
in phrases like “

X

” (“sentence them according to the X statutes”) or “

B

A” (“cross-examine person A with the results of the interrogation of person B”).173
Zhu Fenghan likewise reminds us of Zhang Tang’s

amusing trial of a rat for

stealing meat, recorded in the Shiji Kuli liezhuan
zhuan

and Hanshu Zhang Tang

, where it was “interrogated, tried, sentenced, and reported (to the

higher authorities)

.”174 The final pair of terms here, ‘ji xiang

appears to urge thoroughness in conducting such a trial. ‘Xiang
Shuowen as “to deliberate meticulously
‘lun

’,

’ is given in the

,” akin to the definition provided for

’ mentioned before, though emphasis placed on the care taken.175 This is also

why, in Zhu’s opinion, ‘ji

’ is paired with ‘xiang

’. ‘Ji

’ also has the sense of

completing something thoroughly, which is why Du Yu
exhaust,” in his commentary to the Chunqiu

glosses it as ‘jin

(Duke Huan

“The sun was eclipsed, it was total (i.e. a total eclipse)

’, “to

year 3) record:
.”176

The last strip to the Peking University “Zhuan Xu” chapter, PKU 52, begins
with an eight-character unit related to divination and spirit worship: ‘
’. According to the Shuowen, ‘bu
”; ‘shi

’ is “to scorch and crack a turtle (plastron)

’ are “the milfoil rods used for Yi divinations
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”; ‘zhao

’ is

“to scorch a turtle (plastron) and split it
omens

”; and ‘zhan

’ is “to read the

.”177 These are references to divination via crack turtle plastrons

and casting milfoil rods. ‘Sui

’ in the Shuowen is described as “a spiritual calamity

,” which is a sort of hex or haunting.178 It appears that ‘zai
in the Shuowen as “to be present

’, which is listed

,” is used here as a preposition, but this does

not necessarily mean that we should read this line as a declarative sentence.179 Zhu
notes that the phrase “
Rishu

X” (“the hex rests with X”) is repeated in the Shuiquanzi

daybook. It might therefore be a sort of technical phrase used by

diviners.180 That said, both of the next two terms may also be interpreted as
religious sites. ‘She

’ is defined in the Shuowen as “the lord of the soil

,” but

commonly stands for the altar where the God of the Soil is worshiped.181 As for
‘chang

’, the Shuowen gives “the path (area) for making offerings to the spirits
,” and Zhu moreover cites Yan Shigu’s

Jiaosizhi

commentary to the Hanshu

which explains: “Piling up soil makes an altar, leveling the earth

makes a clearing (for offerings)

.”182

The final eight-character unit for this chapter returns to vocabulary about
criminal violence and legal procedure, helping to affiliate PKU 52 with the themes
found on PKU 51. The “Zhuan Xu” chapter thus concludes: ‘
The Shuowen treats ‘kou

’ as “to terrorize

as “to seize goods for oneself

”; ‘zei

”; and ‘sha

’.183

’ as “to defeat

’ as “to slay

”; ‘dao

.”184 Zhu cites a

number of early sources to explore the nuances of these words, including for
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’

instance Kong Yingda’s

subcommentary to the Shangshu, where he explains:

“To attack and plunder in a gang is called kou (looting), to kill others is called zei
(assault), this describes attacking and killing someone to for valuables
.”185 The first three terms are also often used as nouns
(looters, assailants, and thieves), including in the excavated legal strips. In the
Zhangjiashan statutes, ‘kou

’ is part of the title ‘sikou

’ or “robber-guard” (lit.

“to watch over looters”), a class of convict, while the phrase ‘daozei

’ is

frequently used as a general reference to all “robbers and assailants.”186
Once again, after listing criminal acts of violence, the Cang Jie pian catalogs
the proper judicial response. The Shuowen defines ‘bu

’ as “to take, to capture

,” referring to making an arrest.187 The somewhat cryptic gloss provided in the
Shuowen for ‘yu

’ is “[to check what is on] firm ground

” (that is, “to ascertain

the facts of the matter”), and likely signifies a legal case, which is how it is used in
the newly unearthed legal texts.188 There is also semantic overlap with ‘bu

’, as ‘yu

’ is a prison as well (i.e. where one is detained). Thus the Shiming states: “It also
refers to a prison, where one is put in a secure cage... It also refers to being jailed.
The first character (of jailed) stands for ‘to oversee’, the second for ‘to bar from’.
Oversee the register of convicts and bar them from (leaving).
…
gives “to interrogate

.”189 As for ‘wen

’, the Shuowen

,” which appeared earlier in the Cang Jie pian “Zhuan Xu”

chapter in a similar context (PKU 51).190 ‘Wen

’ was also used as a technical legal

term, referring to the investigation of a defendant’s basic details and other facts
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about their case, as part of pretrial procedure.191 Finally, Hu Pingsheng argues that
‘liang

’ should be read as ‘liang

’ (both are liɑŋC [yang

rhyme group]), which

was another legal term, referring to caning a subject during interrogation.192 The
use of ‘liang

’ for ‘liang

’ is indeed seen in the Shuihudi Qin and Zhangjiashan

Han legal texts.193

5.2.3 The Vocabulary and Organization of the Cang Jie pian
To summarize the discussion above, the “Zhuan Xu” chapter of the Cang Jie
pian contains vocabulary concerning the following progression of themes: cultural
heroes and celestial deities -> large sizes -> military ceremonies -> counties and
districts (in what was Chu territory) -> ritual offerings -> verbs for advancing and
lifting upwards -> ancient states and clans -> warfare -> trade -> verbs of vacillation
and circling -> colors (black) -> colors (mixed) -> untimely death -> fear -> verbs of
motion to and from -> physical ailments and injuries -> capturing criminals and
legal procedures (I) -> divination and prayer -> criminal violence -> capturing
criminals and legal procedures (II). Unlike the Cang Jie pian’s opening chapter
translated before (sec.4.2), the “Zhuan Xu” chapter does not provide an explicit
overarching narrative. Yet since meaning is constructed relationally, the text does
entice readers to imagine semantic ties between paired terms and the larger units in
which they are embedded.194 This is encouraged, moreover, through the polysemy
of individual terms, whose multiplicity of meanings help hinge between the themes
of neighboring units. In short, because of the ambiguity built into the Cang Jie pian’s
organizational logic and the flexibility of its vocabulary, readers are invited to
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construct their own narratives through the text. This is precisely what Yang
Zhenhong and Jia Liying attempt to do when relating vocabulary in this chapter back
to either Zhuan Xu or Zhu Rong, who are featured prominently in the initial line.195
In regard to the formal organization of the “Zhuan Xu” chapter, lines
occasionally suggest a “declarative

” mode, such as ‘

rendered “Zhaoyao emits forth its light”) or even ‘

’ (it could be
’ (perhaps “a hex is on

the altars”).196 But the predominant sentence type is in the “listing

” mode,

under which I also group Fukuda Tetsuyuki’s further specification of a “linking
” mode.197 Word pairs tend to belong to the same parts of speech, though there
are places where this is not the case or ambiguous (for instance with ‘

’ again, if

this is not a declarative sentence). Five (maybe six) lines also bear proper names, a
decent proportion of the chapter (over 15%). Loaning is present in the Cang Jie pian,
such as with ‘lu

’ for ‘lu

’/‘lu

’ or ‘ben

’ for ether ‘fen

’ or ‘ben

’. In both

cases it appears that the loaning is stable across our manuscript witnesses, and thus
was purposefully incorporated into the education of students learning from the
Cang Jie pian. Rhyming continues every other line, which divides the text into eightcharacter units. These themes that are introduced generally map over onto these
eight-character units. Although this should allow for the easy transposition of units
to other parts of the text, this phenomenon is not present in our Cang Jie pian
manuscript sources. This reveals that not only was the vocabulary standardized, but
also its presentation and order was regular as well.198
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A number of the themes found in the “Zhuan Xu” chapter are developed in
other parts of the Peking University Cang Jie pian manuscript. For instance, various
illnesses, ailments, and their medical treatments appear throughout the text. Take
for example ‘
pain, cough, hack” ) and ‘

’ (“childhood epilepsy, abasia, abscess, blister, fever,
’ (“poison, medicine, doctor, specialist,

press down, massage, pierce open a vein, cauterize a wound”) on PKU 2-3, which is
one of the longer such series elsewhere in the Cang Jie pian.199 More legal
terminology for crimes and their punishments is also found in lines like ‘
(“execute, punish, fine, penalize”) on PKU 10 and ‘

’

’ (“jail, confiscate

property, transgress laws, commit regicide”) on PKU 11.200 Yet the Peking
University Cang Jie pian includes many other themes beyond those present in the
“Zhuan Xu” chapter. There are, for instance, long lists of plants and animals. One
example is ‘

’ (“leopard or fox-like mammal, otter, bamboo rat,

dog-like mammal, rat-like mammal, shrew, weasel, fox”) on PKU 28 and ‘
’ (“crocodile dragon, dragon, poisonous snake, serpent, lizard, alligator, turtle,
fish”) on PKU 29.201 Numerous terms related to meteorology, astronomy, and
metaphysics are raised in the “Clouds and Rain
including concepts like ‘qi

’ (“vapors”), ‘yin yang

and even a partial list of the celestial lodges, ‘

” chapter (PKU 59-62),
’ (“dark and bright aspects”),
’ (“celestial lodges, Tail,

Swine, Pasture, Chariot Baseboard, Neck”), all written on PKU 60.202 An important
category found in the Fuyang Cang Jie pian, but not extant in the Peking University
manuscript, is that of grammatical particles, recorded on FY CO21: ‘…
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，

’ (“this, thusly states, you – my lord?, only then, in relation to”).203 There is
however one topic conspicuously absent in our Cang Jie pian manuscript sources:
morality. On PKU 27 there is an eight-character unit on “ritual protocol and
deference

” in host-guest interactions, and Zhou and Jie are related to

“confusion and disarray

,” but there is little other overt moralization, and a

dearth of the typical Confucian terminology.204

5.3 The Intellectual Production of the Cang Jie pian
François Bottéro, in her study of the Cang Jie pian’s content and audience,
marvels at the breadth and sophistication of the vocabulary included in this text.205
In her opinion, the complexity of these words betray an expert audience beyond that
of children just learning to write. To support this theory, Bottéro notes (following
Hu Puan

) that commentators to the Han histories document the specialized

use of the Yuanli and Boxue volumes. Liu Fengshi

(11th-12th cen. CE) for

instance writes: “‘Yuanshu’ formal reports (are called such) because Zhao Gao
composed the Yuanli and taught clerical script. Because judicial functionaries at that
time used this (script), therefore by custom they called it ‘yuanshu’ (Yuanli writing).
.”206 Sima Biao
(3rd cen. CE) purportedly also claims that the Boxue

catered to the

Grand Astrologers, who were in charge of astronomical calculations.207 Bottéro
believes that in the Qin the Cang Jie pian was a propaganda piece disseminated
widely to standardize the script, but by the Han period it came to be adopted for
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scribal training proper.208 In updating the Cang Jie pian to satisfy this objective, the
later Jijiu pian required useful vocabulary for civil servants, as opposed to compiling
together a politically driven literary standard. In comparing the Fuyang Cang Jie
pian to the Jijiu pian, she notices that indeed many of the more technical terms in the
Cang Jie pian were later excised by the Jijiu pian, including the shades of black from
the “Zhuan Xu” chapter.209
The Peking University “Zhuan Xu” chapter confirms Bottéro’s observations
about the nature of the Cang Jie pian’s vocabulary. The chapter is undeniably
impressive in the breadth of topics it covers (from mythical deities to ancient clan
names, from head boils to color words), and incorporates sophisticated language
(“bulging like an oversized head,” “black as rotting fruit,” “circling round and
round”) that is technical at times (“to cane for information”).210 Much of the
vocabulary the “Zhuan Xu” introduces would have been useful to scribes in their
administration of the state. This includes the names of the counties and districts in
Nanyang or Nan commanderies (before they were updated), and those for the
ancient states which then survived as common surnames into the Han, as well as the
jargon for military ceremonies, economic transactions, criminal conduct, and its
prosecution. As the Zhangjiashan Shilü

demonstrates (sec.4.2), scribes were

trained alongside diviners and invocators. It is unsurprising, therefore, that a unit of
the “Zhuan Xu” chapter was devoted to prognostication also. As a chapter based on
the yang

rhyme group, the “Zhuan Xu” may have belonged to the Boxue, one of the

more technically-oriented volumes in Bottéro’s interpretation.211 The cosmological
associations Yang Zhenghong and Jia Liying read into the text, together with a
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potential allusion to the star Zhaoyao, would have been of interest to astrologers,
though in my opinion the vocabulary here is more aligned with the judiciary
(potentially the Yuanli).212 Elsewhere in the Peking University manuscript however
we do find further elaboration on celestial and atmospheric phenomena, expanding
upon what Bottéro saw in the Fuyang witness.
At the same time, the Peking University Cang Jie pian “Zhuan Xu” chapter
does not only contain language geared towards state administration or specific
professional fields. An obvious example is the various shades of black on PKU 49.
They are so nuanced that Wang Haicheng is “left to wonder whether all eleven of the
color terms that share the radical ‘black’ were actually used in contemporary texts
to denote eleven kinds of black or were mere scribal inventions that had life only in
the lexical tradition.”213 These terms are indeed rare in early sources, and
interestingly when they do appear it is often as part of a name, not as a color, such as
with Luan Yan

(in the Chunqiu) and Beigong You

(in the Mengzi

).214 Zhu Fenghan argues that the Peking University Cang Jie pian pulls many of its
pairings and phrases from Pre-Qin sources. As a few examples, he notes that
‘piaofeng

’ on PKU 16, ‘tiao qiang

’ on PKU 41, ‘pin ju

‘jianjia

’ on PKU 24, and ‘zhanwei

‘guihua

’ on PKU 33 is seen in the Shennü fu

BCE); and ‘zheng wu chuiyu

’ on PKU 32,

’ on PKU 20 appear early in the Shijing;
by Song Yu

(3rd cen.

’ on PKU 33 resonates with lines in the Chuci

and elsewhere.215 In the “Zhuan Xu” chapter we encounter additional examples,
such as the phrases ‘zhouzhang

’ and ‘andan
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’, found in the Chuci.216 The

long lists of exotic animals and plant names are reminiscent of Han fu

rhapsody

poems; coincidentally, many of the authors of Cang Jie pian continuations or
exegesis are famous for their poetic works, including Sima Xiangru
Gu

, and of course Yang Xiong

, Ban

.217

For these reasons, Zhu argues that the Cang Jie pian “not only taught students
how to read and write, at the same time it guided students in how to seek out the
sources of terms, and read literary works.”218 In short, a student trained with the
Cang Jie pian would not have been “disoriented in the archaic language of the
classical tradition,” as Martin Kern imagines most low-level clerks felt, assuming
their literacy reached only the functional requirements of mundane record
keeping.219 If the Cang Jie pian was incorporated into their training however – such
as is depicted in the Zhangjiashan Shilü – as I believe was the case, then we might
reconsider the sophistication of scribal literacy in the early Han, and likely for the
Qin and earlier periods as well. Support for this may be found in the other
Zhangjiashan legal texts as well. In their investigation of the Zouyan shu

from

Zhangjiashan, Anthony Barbieri-Low and Robin Yate argue that this text not only
served a practical function (cataloging past court cases for reference), but was also
manipulated by the judiciary scribes for their own personal entertainment, as an
example of early “court case literature

.” The Zouyan shu mixes “dry legal

transcript[s]” with “an exciting narrative, full of suspense and folly,” the insertion of
ironic personal names apt for the plot, and the vilification of superiors (such as
magistrates

) to glorify heroic judiciary scribes.220 Barbieri-Low and Yates
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wonder if the Zhangjiashan legal texts, like the Zouyan shu, were produced in a
scriptorium as practice texts.221 It appears that government scribes were trained not
only in professional jargon, but mastered a much broader literary discourse as well.
To explain this diversity of material in the Cang Jie pian, and how it was
transformed over time, François Bottéro implies that the Qin early on utilized the
text primarily as a political tool, while later the Han came to embrace it fully as a
pedagogical tool.222 Although such a shift in emphasis may have taken place, I am
hesitant to draw an overly sharp division between these uses. Politicizing the merits
of unification through establishing a standard script requires teaching that target
script, particularly to the scribes working immediately with writing; state regulated
training of scribes inevitably molds them to think about government – and their
participation in it – under a certain light. There is however a palpable tension
present in the text, with which Bottéro rightfully wrestles. The Cang Jie pian aspires
to be both practical and encyclopedic in the same stride.223
The roots to this tension in the Cang Jie pian run deep. Over the course of the
Eastern Zhou period, states were forced to face the logistical challenges of managing
expanding populations, navigating complex political relationships, and surviving
near continual warfare. It thus became necessary to train scribal administrators on
an unprecedented scale.224 This coincided however with what William G. Boltz
describes as a natural trend towards the phoneticization and desemanticization of
the Chinese script.225 As the rest of the world fell into chaos, so too did writing seem
to lose its proper bearings, with each smaller textual community adopting their own
(and at times conflicting) idiosyncrasies. Language itself was following suit,
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stimulating calls for linguistic order; thus when Zi Lu

asks Confucius what his

first course of action would be in governing a state, Confucius replies that one must
“rectify names

.”226 Due to an ethical world-view that prioritized order

(linguistic or otherwise), set against a backdrop of mounting disorder, Boltz argues
that the “first impulse (felt towards the desemanticization of script) was decidedly
not one of embracing the efficient simplification” it wrought, “rather it must have
been one of uneasiness and deep dissatisfaction with the threatened collapse of the
natural order that was expected to obtain between words and characters.”227 To
combat this collapse, an all-encompassing literary standard needed to be imposed,
one which categorized every name and governed even (if not especially) “eloquent
speech

.”228 In short, by the Warring States period, two complementary

impulses were born: to enable a larger scribal class to effectively administer
government; and to systematically order all of the written lexicon.
These dual projects would have been intertwined within the corpus of
“scribal volumes

” that began to circulate at that time. Supposedly the earliest

member of these volumes was the Shi Zhou pian
Zhangjiashan Shilü statutes as the “Fifteen Volumes

, known in the Western Han
” – due either to its

prestige or to the fact that it encompassed the entire corpus. Although the Shi Zhou
pian was traditionally said to have been composed as a primer for aristocratic youth
during the reign of King Xuan of the Western Zhou

, recent scholarship has

questioned if it might in fact be an Eastern Zhou work. Certain zhouwen

forms

match paleographic evidence for the Qin script from the Springs and Autumns to
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Warring States periods, while mystery shrouds the figure of Shi Zhou, if the title Shi
Zhou pian is referring to an historical figure at all.229 It was from this body of
material that the Cang Jie pian was ultimately compiled, inheriting the tensions of
the corpus.230 The Cang Jie pian is after all mentioned in Han sources as one of the
“scribal volumes” (‘shi

’ or ‘shipian

’), often right alongside the Shi Zhou pian.

Both the Hanshu and Shuowen explicitly state that the Cang Jie pian “takes from the
Shi Zhou

,” altering or abbreviating its character forms at times. Of the 223

entries that Wang Guowei

lists for the Shi Zhou pian (as found in the

Shuowen), at least fifty also appear among our Cang Jie pian manuscript sources.231
Indeed, the tension between imposing an universal written standard and
streamlining primary education for literacy acquisition continued to linger within
the Cang Jie pian textual system well into the Han, with each divergent trend only
later untangling from one another as new editions in the system were fashioned. On
the one hand, reorganizations such as the Jijiu pian eventually led to primers like the
Qianziwen. On the other hand, the desire for encyclopedic documentation of the
written lexicon manifested itself in the Cang Jie pian continuations and
commentaries, such as those authored by Yang Xiong. This in turn led to works like
Xu Shen’s etymological dictionary, the Shuowen jiezi.
In summary, the Cang Jie pian was the product of a drive to stabilize writing,
through the compilation of a complete written lexicon that records each character’s
correct forms. As later scholars will admire, “it has nearly all the complete
vocabulary found within the Six Classics and myriad texts
(Ban Gu, Hanshu), “its vocabulary is complete
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” (Wang Chong

”
,

Lunheng

).232 Yet at the same time, the Cang Jie pian was also the focus of

government sponsored scribal training, empowering new generations of scribes to
effectively manage the state bureaucracy. But in the breadth and sophistication of its
vocabulary, alongside its use of rhyming, loaning, and relational definitions, the
Cang Jie pian taught these scribes more than just the functional literacy necessary to
produce “mundane records.”233 They were in fact well on their way to surmounting
the formidable barriers to “high cultural literacy” discussed by Michael Nylan.234
These scribes shared in the education of the elite – this is why admission to their
schools was still restricted, and the curriculum guarded. This is also why it is
unsurprising that the Cang Jie pian was found alongside the Shijing, Zhouyi
other literary masterpieces in the aristocratic tomb of Xiahou Zao

and

, the

Marquis of Ruyin, at Fuyang Shuanggudui (sec.2.2.4).
What then should we make of our soldiers at Yumen Huahai and elsewhere
along the Han northwest military frontier, who were also using the Cang Jie pian to
learn to write? These conscripts were peasant farmers, whose social status
precluded them from entering a government run scribal school or sit for the scribal
exams, and they certainly did not benefit from the aristocratic background of a
figure like Xiahou Zao. The language of the Cang Jie pian was well beyond their
practical needs. If they wished to acquire literacy solely to ease their duties in
guarding the frontier, or improve upon their career prospects, they would have
copied actual administrative documents discarded at the site, practiced from the
“model forms

” that circulated, or continued to memorize the lists of items for

signaling fires (for which we do have evidence in all three cases).235 Moreover, as
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François Bottéro comments, the complexity of the Cang Jie pian suggests that it
would have been ineffective as a textbook for children just beginning to learn to
write, and thus should be treated as a manual for more advanced stages of literacy
acquisition.236 The Cang Jie pian then was equally inappropriate for the soldiers at
Yumen Huahai, who were also just starting to learn how to write. Wang Haicheng
appears to agree, as he places the Cang Jie pian in the second stage of his curriculum
for literacy acquisition in early China; Wang believes most students first began with
the repetitive copying of single characters or short (even nonsensical) passages, and
next moved on to lexical lists.237 This assessment concurs with the curriculum
presented in the Zhangjiashan Shilü, where scribal students first learnt to write at
home, and only upon turning seventeen enrolled in a school where they mastered
longer lists of characters (from the Shi Zhou pian and Cang Jie pian, according to my
understanding).238
One observation about this apparent contradiction between content and
context which may have some merit is the fact that the Cang Jie pian opening
chapter differs significantly from other portions of the text, such as the “Zhuan Xu”
chapter. The opening chapter is shorter, employs simpler vocabulary, and is in a
convenient narrative that inevitably was easier to memorize. Such a section could
serve for Wang’s first stage of literacy acquisition, offering a catchy and quick
passage suitable for repetitive copying. It is perhaps not a coincidence that it is only
here the Cang Jie pian refers to an audience of “young children

,” as this opening

alone might have been composed with them in mind. I have also discussed the
possibility that this opening was a preface later appended to the rest of the Cang Jie
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pian, allowing for the possibility that its content was fundamentally separate from
the remainder of the text.239 Neither the Fuyang nor the Peking University witnesses,
our earlier exemplars and longest manuscripts, contain any content from the
opening chapter. Indeed, we have no direct links between the Cang Jie pian opening
chapter and the rest of the text (anchored by the “Han united all under heaven
” line). The opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian is also the most prevalent
content found among the northwest military installations, suggesting it was the
most popular material for the soldiers learning to write. Considering all these points,
it is reasonable to wonder just how representative the Peking University Cang Jie
pian witness is for understanding the breadth of vocabulary which these soldiers
were introduced to and practicing. Might they have only concerned themselves with
the opening chapter?
Among the Cang Jie pian finds in the Han northwest frontier, the opening
chapter is indeed most prevalent, but content from other chapters exists as well.
The British Library shavings in particular contain text found across different
chapters in the Peking University manuscript, including the “Zhuan Xu” chapter
discussed above.240 Zhou Fei

has shown that on certain pieces among the

British Library shavings the end of a chapter is written connecting back to the
beginning of that same chapter, suggesting the repetitive copying of a single
chapter’s content (assuming a village teachers’ edition of sixty characters total).241
YT 2674 might offer evidence for the same phenomenon occurring with the “Zhuan
Xu” chapter. On this strip, ‘zhuan

’ is clearly written, with a mark just above it that

I believe is punctuation signaling the beginning of a chapter, as found on YT 3382
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for instance. The fifteenth sentence of the Peking University “Zhuan Xu” chapter is
‘

’, which is where sixty characters would conclude for the village teachers’

edition if it too begins with ‘zhuan xu

’. Parts of two characters are preserved

above the punctuation on YT 2674. The bottom component of the first character is
from ‘

’, as we would expect if it were ‘ben

character however is from ‘

’. The left component of the second

’, which does not match ‘da

’. Wang Ning

though has raised YT 2846 to show that this cache consistently writes a variant in
this character position. It too is from ‘ ’, and Wang believes that it is likely ‘tuo

’,

“to escape from,” with which I am in full agreement. Despite the fragmentary nature
of YT 2674, it is thus possible that this again shows a student repetitively copying
out content from the “Zhuan Xu” chapter of the Cang Jie pian, and moreover places
this material in the northwest military complex.242
While the peasant soldiers learning to write at Yumen Huahai and elsewhere
focused primarily on the Cang Jie pian opening chapter, they were also introduced to
content from other parts of the text as well, including the “Zhuan Xu” chapter. This
may have occurred at a later stage in their training, appreciating the complexity of
the material. The availability of model textbooks, or the whims of their teachers’
memory, could have also determined what content these soldiers had access to at
any given moment. The Cang Jie pian was a scribal volume that trained new
generations of scribes on a surprisingly nuanced and encyclopedic lexicon. This in
and of itself is significant, in that is demonstrates how scribes participated in an elite
literary education, despite their otherwise low political station. What the Yumen
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Huahai case study further suggests however is that, in certain contexts like the
military complex, a much broader segment of the Han population had access to
literacy acquisition than we might otherwise suspect, and not just that of a
functional skillset necessary only for mundane record keeping. A process of “trickle
down” literacy thus appears to have taken place at sites like Yumen Huahai, where
professionally trained superiors informally passed along the foundations of their
own elite education, even to peasant soldiers.243 The Cang Jie pian thus served as a
bridge between elite scribal education and the more informal study witnessed on
the frontier, and thereby played a crucial role in the spread of literacy during the
Western Han.
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NOTES to CHAPTER FIVE:
François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux,"
in Éducation et Instruction en Chine, ed. Christine Nguyen Tri and Catherine
Despeux (Paris and Louvain: Peeters, 2003-2004), pp.99-120.
1

Of course, the Peking University Cang Jie pian is not the village teachers’ edition,
and thus we do not know how much content is missing from this manuscript, or
how long the edition it represents would have been. On this, see ch.2, n.205. I
mention this percentage only to give the reader a rough idea for the relative length
of the Peking University Cang Jie pian manuscript.
2

Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo
[Peking
University Excavated Manuscript Research Center], ed., Beijing daxue cang Xi Han
zhushu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2015), vol.1,
pp.113-120. Zhu does an excellent job compiling primary sources to support his
readings, and most of the citations raised below follow his observations. I have
prioritized Shuowen jiezi
definitions in the conversation below, and do not
always elaborate on a word’s meaning if it is not problematic.
3

Yang Zhenhong
and Jia Liying
, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian
Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu
,” Jianbo yanjiu
Chun xia juan
(2016): 222-50. Note that Yang will be publishing a brief
supplement for their readings in a forthing issue of Jianbo
.
4

The incision on PKU 49 appears to be at a steeper angle than that on PKU 50. The
verso mark on PKU 47 also begins just above where the line on PKU 46 concludes. In
general however, there is no significant issue with the alignment to this set of verso
marks. The issue of verso mark misalignment is addressed in detail in Chapter 3.
5

The formatting of the Peking University Cang Jie pian also produces two textual
patterns per strip, one which ends on a rhymed line, and another that ends on an
off-rhyme line. Thus if a strip from another chapter were to be inserted into the
“Zhuan Xu” chapter by mistake, it not only has to have yang rhymes, but it must fit
the appropriate textual pattern (either ending on a rhyme or on an off-rhyme line)
for the spot where it is placed. In other words, in order to fill any given “missing
strip” in the Peking University manuscript, only half of the remaining strips in the
manuscript could possibly fit the right textual pattern, and of them only those with
yang rhymes are then eligible.
6

The character ‘ ’ is written at the top of PKU 46, the character ‘ ’ is written at the
top of PKU 47, and the beginning of the base text on PKU 46 is ‘
’. This confirms
that these two strips were meant to be read together in this order.
7
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Of course, if PKU 52 actually belongs to a different chapter, it is theoretically
possible that further content was appended to the end of the “Zhuan Xu” chapter
following PKU 51, perhaps even multiple strips. This would give the chapter a larger
total character count, which presumably would have been documented on whatever
then was the final strip. I do not however believe this was the case, especially when
also considering other factors, such as the verso marks.
8

9

Parallel text may be found on: YT 1827; and 2674.

Seen on PKU 65, with parallel text on: SQZ2_P:45; YT 1852; 2780; and 3251. YT
2490 may offer a parallel as well, and moreover bears text before ‘ ’, which could
be useful for textual reconstruction. The link is tenuous however, with only ‘ ’ and
potentially the upper portion of ‘ ’ providing an overlap.
10

11

Seen on PKU 1, with parallel text on: FY C009; YT 1814; and 3301.

Wang Haicheng, Writing and the Ancient State: Early China in Comparative
Perspective (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), pp.19-52, 301-4.
12

For a convenient collection of various editions of the Sanzijing, see: Shi Xiaofeng
ed., Sanzijing guben jicheng
(Shenyang: Liaohai chubanshe,
2008).
13

The Jijiu pian
also pairs Yao with Shun, and Yu with Tang, but like the Cang
Jie pian downplays their status as cultural figures, by including them as part of
(combined) given names as part of its proper names section: ‘
’. Shi
You
(Han author), Yan Shigu
(Tang commentator), Wang Yinglin
(Song subcommentator), Jijiu pian
, in Xue jin tao yuan
, ed. Zhang
Haipeng
(Qing editor) (Yangzhou: Jiangsu guangling guji keyinshe, 1990),
vol.8, sec.1 (“
”), p.563.
14

15

With parallel text on: FY C005; YT 2035; 3477; and 3518.

16

None of the parallel text switches this order either.

Xu Shen
(Han author), Duan Yucai
(Qing commentator), Xu Weixian
, Shuowen jiezi zhu
(Nanjing: Fenghuang chubanshe, 2007), vol.1,
p.534.
17

18

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.452.

19

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.532.

20

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.562.
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21

With parallel text on: YT 1827; 3509; and 3554

The ‘ ’ in ‘ ’ is clear, although the right side of this character is only partially
preserved. The left component of ‘ ’ is unclear in the photographs, but the editors
of the Yingguo volume transcribe it with a ‘ ’ as well. Wang Tao
, Hu Pingsheng
and Wu Fangsi
, eds., Yingguo guojia tushuguan cang Sitanyin suo huo
weikan Han wen jiandu
(Shanghai:
Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 2007), p.45.
22

Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian zhengli xiaozu
[Shuihudi Qin
Strips Editing Group], Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian
(Beijing: Wenwu,
1990), strip #47 (recto, top register), photographs p.92; transcriptions p.187.
23

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi
yu jiedu,” p.225. Ban Gu
(Han author), Baihu tongyi
, in Yingyin
Wenyuange Siku quanshu
(Taipei: Taiwan shangwu
yinshuguan, 1983), vol.850, ch.2 (“
”), under “
,” p.44.
24

25

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.256.

Hu Pingsheng
draws our attention to the Tang astrological treatise
Kaiyuan zhanjing
, where the same line may be found, referring to the star
Zhaoyao emitting light. See: Hu Pingsheng
, “Du Cang zhaji shi
,”
st
Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, January 1 , 2016
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2722), accessed August 21st, 2017.
26

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi
yu jiedu,” p.225. Dong Zengling
(Qing editor), Guoyu zhengyi
(Chengdu: Bashu shushe, 1985), vol.2, ch.16 (“
”), “
,” pp.1045-7.
27

28

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.440.

29

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.440.

As one example, Zhu points to Sima Xiangru’s
Daren fu
in the
Hanshu, where Zhang Yi
comments that it means “to jump and hop about
.”
See: Ban Gu
(Han author), Yan Shigu
(Tang commentator), Hanshu
, in Ershisi shi jiaodian ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975
[1962]), vol.10, ch.57b (“
”), p.2593, n.10. The Daren fu is also
quoted in Sima Xiangru’s Shiji
biography, with variants to the line, but ‘zhaoyao
’ remains. The term is found in a description of the Great Man ascending and
flying through the sky, among celestial bodies. This might not be accidental, playing
off of the polysemy of the term. More on this shortly.
30
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Jan Vihan, “Language, Likeness, and the Han Phenomenon of Convergence” (PhD
diss., Harvard University, 2012), pp.128-38. This refers to the base text of the Cang
Jie pian. Many quotations of the Cang Jie pian or San Cang in our received corpus are
glosses, but likely derive from later exegesis.
31

Jan Vihan, “Language, Likeness, and the Han Phenomenon of Convergence,” p.131.
Vihan does distinguish between the function of “linking
” and “listing
”
sentence types (in his terminology: “connecting” and “sorted”), drawing on Fukuda
Tetsuyuki’s
classification. The former links together words (mostly verbs
and adjectives) in pairs, allowing their meanings to unfold with one another, while
the latter juxtaposes words (mostly nouns), contrasting them as members of a
larger set. “Fukuda observes that, typically, nouns are sorted while verbs and
adverbs are linked. Whether the reader perceives a semantic net or a narrative flow
is a matter of perspective. Terms in their verbal sense flow into each other, in their
nominal sense they contrast” (p.134). I am more hesitant to draw a sharp distinction
between these two sentence types however. Regardless, both construct meaning in
a relational fashion. See also n.33 below.
32

Fukuda Tetsuyuki offers specific examples for how the various sentence types in
Cang Jie pian encourage these associations. See especially: Setsubun izen shogakusho
no kenkyo
(Tokyo: Sobunsha, 2004), pp.76-88; Zhongguo
chutu guwenxian yu Zhanguo wenzi zhi yanjiu
,
trans. by Sato Masayuki
, and Wang Xiuwen
(Taibei: Wanjuanlou
tushu gufen youxian gongsi, 2005), pp.49-60.
33

That is to say, the longer lists of nouns with matching meanings are often in two
sentences, and the rhyme never falls inbetween them. See: Fukuda Tetsuyuki,
Setsubun izen shogakusho no kenkyo, p.72; François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De
Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," p.109. The encasing of “themes” in
eight-character units may also occur for other sentence types as well (see n.51
below).
34

Indeed, there are times when the Cang Jie pian specifically utilizes the polysemy of
a word in order to ease transitions between sets of terms. Take for example PKU 4.
A list of geological features concerning mountains and valleys concludes with the
pair ‘qiu ling
’. In light of the previous terms, ‘ling ’ is best taken as a large
mound. It also comes to refer to a tumulus however as an extension of this meaning.
This alternative rendering resonates with the next pair of terms, ‘gu jiu
’, which
concern antiquity and the past. Yet once again, while ‘jiu ’ tallies well with ‘gu ’
when taken as “the past,” it may also stand for ‘jiu ’, which has the sense of
“enduring, long lasting.” (Note that ‘jiu ’ itself appears on PKU 3, standing for ‘jiu
’, “to cauterize”). Immediately after ‘jiu ’ in the Cang Jie pian is ‘chang ’, which
may mean “long lasting” as well. See the conversation below concerning ‘zang ’ for
a potential example in the present chapter.
35
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36

With parallel text on: YT 3098; 3447; 3509; and 3554.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.732; Wang Guowei
, “Chongji Cang Jie pian
,” in Wang Guowei quanji
, edited by Xie Weiyang
and Fang
Xinliang
(Hangzhou: Zhejiang jiaoyu chubanshe, 2009), ch.2, p.569. The left
component for this character is written slightly differently on YT 1827, 3509 and
3554, and most likely on YT 3447 as well (despite the fact that it only is partially
preserved). Basically, a single horizontal stroke is missing, while the middle two
vertical strokes of ‘ ’ seem to be merged in the British Library shavings (akin to ‘
’). Hu Pingsheng et al. transcribe it as ‘ ’ in the Yingguo volume, but there is a
close graphic affinity to ‘ ’, which is the more appropriate transcription. The
Peking University Cang Jie pian confirms that this is the case.
37

38

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.802.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.879; Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.2, p.582.
Although the British Library shavings with parallel text here are transcribed as ‘ ’,
due to their fragmentary nature, we cannot tell if they also included a left
component of ‘ ’.
39

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.477. Note that the Shuowen also includes an ancientscript form for ‘lu ’ which is from the ‘ ’ component as opposed to being from ‘ ’.
Xu Shen
(Han author), Gui Fu
(Qing commentator), Shuowen jiezi yizheng
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1987), vol.1, ch.17 (“
”), p.526. Gui
attributes this definition to Ying Shao
for ‘lu ’ loaning as ‘lu ’.
40

See also ch.2, n.214. Other scholars prefer to read ‘lu ’ as “to record.” Wang Ning
for instance argues that ‘hui ’ (khuə [zhi rhyme group]) is a phonetic loan
for ‘ji ’ (kɨəb [zhi rhyme group]), read as ‘ji ’, also “to record,” with the pair
being an inversion of ‘
’. He believes that ‘qiao ’ (kɑu [xiao rhyme group],
based on the ‘ ’ phonetic) was pronounced the same as ‘gao ’ (kɑu [xiao
rhyme group]), while there is documentation of ‘yu ’ interchanging with ‘yu ’ (in
commentaries to the Zuozhuan
and Mengzi
). This gives ‘gaoyu
’, as in
“to praise highly.” Regardless, our manuscript evidence remains stable in the
loaning taking place. See: Wang Ning
, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian du zha (xia)
( ),” Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin,
th
March 7 , 2016 (http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2747), accessed
August 21st, 2017.
41

This citation is not collected in Wang Guowei’s “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” but is
identified by Wang Ning in his “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian du zha (xia)
( ).”
42
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Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.366. Duan Yucai points out that certain editions of the
Shuowen have ‘
’, which is why Zhu is justified to only turn to the ‘
’,
however Duan believes the first ‘ ’ is extraneous, and thus gives the full definition
as “desire rising up
.”
43

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi
yu jiedu,” pp.227-8.
44

45

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.137.

Zheng Xuan
(Han commentator), Jia Gongyan
(Tang commentator),
Zhao Boxiong
and Wang Wenjin
ed., Zhouli zhushu
, in
Shisanjing (1999), vol.4, pt.2, ch.30 (“
”), p.795.
46

47

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, pp.306-7.

48

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.366.

49

Zhouli zhushu, vol.4, pt.2, ch.29 (“

50

Kong Chao
(Jin commentator), Yi Zhoushu
, in Han Wei congshu
, ed. Cheng Rong
(Ming) (Changchun: Jilin daxue chubanshe, 1992), ch.6 (“
”), “
,” p.282.

”), p.782.

Yang and Jia seem to take all of these words as nouns, but it is unclear to me if this
is appropriate, particularly for ‘xun ’ and ‘xiang ’. In Fukuda Tetsuyuki’s study of
Cang Jie pian sentence types according to the Fuyang witness, he argues that “listing”
tends to involve nouns, grouped together by thematic categories, in eight character
units (two lines), with the rhyme falling on the final word of that unit (Setsubun izen
shogakusho no kenkyo, p.72; Zhongguo chutu guwenxian yu Zhanguo wenzi zhi yanjiu,
p.43). The opening chapter, “Cang Jie created writing, and taught it to later
generations
…,” shows that these eight-character units may also
map over onto “declarative” sentence types. “Linking” sentences seem to be more
flexible, though they are predominantly verbs or adjectives. That said, exceptions
are evident for all of these rules, so we should consider them more as guidelines.
The inclusion of ‘gu jiu
’ after ‘qiu ling
’, to complete the second line listing
mountains and valleys (on PKU 4) may serve as an apt example. See n.34 above.
Setting aside the question of grammatical parts of speech for this line, the
observation that the Cang Jie pian prefers “eight-character units” suggests that ‘
’ may relate back to ‘
’. As adjectives for “large, big, or grand,” the
former line could describe the scale of these ceremonies. Or if Wang Ning’s reading
of “to praise highly and record” is adopted, then this may be panegyrizing victorious
military campaigns.
51
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In addition to analyzing the character’s form, Zhu Fenghan clarifies that E here is
actually Western E
. It came to be designated as such later because there was
another E found in Jiangxia
commandery (modern day Hubei) during the
Western Han. Note that there were other localities named E in the ancient period as
well, including a city in Jin during the Springs and Autumns period.
52

Yan was also the name of an ancient state defeated by Zheng in the Springs
and Autumns period, which then became Yanling
(in modern day Henan). That
said, I believe the first locality in Nan commandery (Hubei) is more appropriate in
this context. As Zhu Fenghan notes, Yan and Deng are paired together in a line from
the Shiji
chapter Qin benji
: “Grandee of the Sixteenth Order Ba Qi
attacked Chu, and took Yan and Deng, granting amnesty to the criminals and
relocating them.
.” Sima Qian
(Han
author), Sima Zhen
(Tang commentator), Zhang Shoujie
(Tang
commentator), Pei Yin
(Song commentator), Shiji
, in Ershisi shi jiaodian
ben
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975 [1959]), vol.1, ch.5 (“
”), p.213. This Yan, paired with Deng, refers to the Chu city that became
Yan County in Nanyang during the Qin. It is around 100 kilometers away from the
general region of the other localities.
53

Shiji, vol.3, ch.39 (“
”), p.1689. Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida
cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” pp.223 and 228-30. Yang and
Jia also argue that the military campaign alluded to in the previous line might
directly relate to these locations, though who was conquering the region is not
specified.
54

Wang Ning also argues that these place names are phonetically related to other
words which were parallel in meaning. For example, ‘yan ’ (ʔɨan [yuan rhyme
group], based on the ‘ ) is close to ‘an ’ (ʔɑn [yuan rhyme group]), while ‘deng
’ (təŋc [zheng rhyme group]) may stand for ‘ding ’ (deŋc [geng rhyme
group]). ‘An ’ “to pacify” and ‘ding ’ “to settle” have similar meanings, and would
be an appropriate vocabulary pair. See: Wang Ning, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian du
zha (xia).” While I do not think this was the primary relationships being constructed
in the Cang Jie pian, it is possible that these types of word associations, and their
extended connotations, would have crossed the minds of a reader, particularly when
the terms were read aloud or heard via recitation.
55

The Cang Jie pian preserves Rang as ‘ ’, which Duan Yucai
argues was an
ancient form for ‘ ’, leading Zhu Fenghan to assert that this change occurred at
some point in the Western Han. We may therefore also use this as a temporal
marker for this edition of the text.
56

57

With parallel text on: FY C082; SQZ2_P:27; SQZ2_P:42; YT 2546; and 3445.
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Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi
yu jiedu,” pp.232-4.
58

59

With parallel text on: YT 2333; 3465; and 3617.

60

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1026.

61

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.218.

The religious use of ‘zao ’ and its connection to Zhu Rong is mentioned by Zhu
Fenghan in his original annotations, citing a line from the Huainanzi
chapter
Shize xun
, and Duan Yucai, who mentions commentary on the Shiji chapter
Xiaowu benji
. Gao You
(Han commentator), Huainanzi
, in
Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.7, ch.5 (“
”), p.73;
Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.601; Shiji, vol.1, ch.12 (“
”), p.454, n.1.
This is expanded upon by Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, who cite the Fengsu tongyi,
which states: “One of Zhuan Xu’s descendants was named Li, this was Zhu Rong, in
sacrificial offerings he is the Stove God.
.” See:
Ying Shao
(Han author), Wang Liqi
, ed., Fengsu tongyi jiaozhu
, in Xinbian zhuzi jicheng xubian
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
2010), vol.2, ch.8 (“
”), under “
,” pp.360, and 361, n.2; “Beida cang Han jian
Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.231.
62

As Zhu notes, the first definition given in the Shuowen is “to halt travel
,”
which refers to clearing other travelers from the route taken by the ruler when he is
on tour. Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, pp.117-8. Taken in this sense, there seems to be
some correlation with ‘che ’, which can also mean “to clear away .”
63

Yang Zhenghong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu
jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.231.
64

See YT 2333, 3050, 3465, and 3617. Wang Ning also comments on the use of ‘tong
’ in the British Library shavings, see: “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian du zha (xia).”
Wang mentions YT 3050 and I believe is the first to identify it alongside the other
parallel text.
65

66

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.953; and vol.1, p.712.

67

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.120.

Zheng Xuan
(Han commentator), Kong Yingda
(Tang
subcommentator), Gong Kangyun
and Wang Wenjin
eds., Liji zhengyi
, in Shisanjing zhushu (1999), vol.6, pt.1 (“ ”), scroll 15, ch.6 (“
”),
p.494.
68
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69

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.880-1.

Zhu Fenghan also comments that ‘qing ’ is often loaned for ‘qing
high minister,” one who has a lofty station in the government.
70

’, meaning “a

In addition to the association of Zhu Rong with the God of Stove mentioned
before, they also point out that Zhuan Xu was at times supplicated for rain. Yang
Zhenghong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu
jiedu,” p.234.
71

72

With parallel text on: FY C082; C119?; YT 2469; 2496; 2567; 2875; and 3445.

Shouwen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.138. Duan Yucai argues that the Shuowen definition is
an archaic usage. Zhouli zhushu, vol.4, pt.1, ch.1 (“
”), p.1.
73

Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu
“Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian
They note that in the Guangyun
74

[Fuyang Han Strips Editing Group],
,” Wenwu
2 (1983): 31, n.50.
we also find ‘wu ’ glossed in part as ‘jian ’.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1098. Yang Zhenghong and Jia Liying also cite the full
Shuowen definition, see: “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu
jiedu,” p.232.
75

76

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.92; and vol.1, p.329.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.364; and vol.1, p.212; Mao Heng
(Han
commentator), Zheng Xuan
(Han commentator), Kong Yingda
(Tang
subcommentator), Gong Kangyun
et al. eds., Mao Shi zhengyi
, in
Shisanjing zhushu
(
), ed. Li Xueqin
(Beijing: Beijing daxue
chubanshe, 1999), vol.3, pt.3, scroll 18 (sec.1), Daya
, under “
,” Yi , p.1171.
77

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying generally agree with this interpretation, though
neither they nor Zhu offer an explicit reading for ‘
’ in the context of the other
terms. Yang and Jia do however try to associate these lines with Zhuan Xu, by
claiming that he oversaw the winter months, which is when wars were fought. See:
“Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.235.
78

79

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.212.

Wang Fu
(Han author), Qianfulun
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.8, ch.16 (“
”), p.74.
80

81

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.212.
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For examples of the interchange between these two words in our received texts,
see: Gao Heng
and Dong Zhian
, eds., Guzi tongjia huidian
(Ji’nan: Qi Lu shushe, 1989), p.309.
82

The transcription and translation is cited with only slight modification from:
Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early
Imperial China: A Study with Critical Edition and Translation of the Legal Texts from
Zhangjiashan Tomb no.247 (Leiden: Brill, 2015), vol. 2, pp.396-7 (#14, for
Zhangjiashan Han mu zhujian 2001, strip #19).
83

Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian, photographs p.82; transcriptions p.170, for strip 24
(register three).
84

Wang Tao et al., Yingguo guojia tushuguan, p.21. Hu Pingsheng follows this in his
chapter. The transcriptions for YT 2567 and 2875 however retain ‘zang ’ alone.
85

86

With parallel text on: YT 2160; 2469; 2566; 2567; 2875; and 3078?

‘Fan ’ is likely intended as a verb, “to buy cheap and sell high,” matching ‘mai ’,
“to buy,” in its part of speech. It also appears that the Shuowen inadvertently
duplicates ‘jia ’ in its definition, making for “jia is to trade
.” Zhu Fenghan
mentions this, and cites the Shuowen definitions for ‘mao ’, ‘fan ’, ‘jia ’, and
(indirectly through Duan Yucai’s annotations) ‘shi ’. Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.496
(for ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, and ‘ ’); vol.1, p.403; and vol.1, p.157.
87

88

Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.2, p.546.

89

Jijiu pian, sec.2 (“

”), p.581; Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.496.

Once again, Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying attempt to connect this theme with Zhu
Rong, and find this line in the Lüshi chunqiu
: “Zhu Rong invented trading
.” See Lü Buwei
(Warring States author), Gao You
(Han
commentator), Lüshi chunqiu
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong:
Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.6, ch.17 (“
,
”), sec. “
,” p.206;
“Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” pp.236 and 238.
90

Lüshi chunqiu, ch.8 (“
Huainanzi and Liji.
91

,

”), p.76. The same line is found in the

With parallel text on FY C032; and DHHJ 1836. Wang Ning discusses YT 2846,
which appears to have a variant for ‘da ’. Although the character is partial, the left
component is from ‘ ’ (Wang guesses it was ‘tuo ’). See: “Beida Han jian Cang Jie
pian du zha (xia)”; n.98 below. The character in this position on FY C032 is clearly
from ‘ ’ however.
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93

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.699.

Zong Fubang
huizuan
94

, Chen Shinao
, and Xiao Haibo
, eds., Guxun
(Beijing: Shangwu yinshuguan, 2003), pp.2097-8.

95

Gao Heng et al., Guzi tongjia huidian, p.146.

96

Wang Xianjian
”), p.360.

97

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.130.

, ed., Xunzi jijie

, in Zhuzi jicheng, vol.2, ch.20 (“

Wang Ning, “Beida Han jian Cang Jie pian du zha (xia).” ‘Da ’ also has the
meaning of “to reach, to arrive at,” which is motion towards a point. ‘Ben ’ thus
complements it well, as it is motion away from a point. These two terms are
therefore also placed in an opposing relationship. For the interchanged between
‘ben ’ and ‘ben ’, see the examples listed in: Gao Heng et al., Guzi tongjia huidian,
p.146. Hu Pingsheng
and Han Ziqiang
support this reading also:
“Cang Jie pian de chubu yanjiu
,” Wenwu
2 (1983): 39. Note
that Wang also believes the character with the ‘ ’ left component on YT 2846
where ‘da ’ (dɑt [yue rhyme group]) is found was likely ‘tuo ’ (thuɑt [yueji
rhyme group], which can also mean “to escape from,” matching ‘ben ’. The
character is only partial however, so this remains speculation, but I would point out
that YT 2674 offers supplementary proof for ‘ ’ on this character among the British
Library shavings (see below for a discussion on this). Moreover, Wang notes that in
the Fuyang witness, the editors give ‘lin ’ on FY C032 where ‘da ’ appears in the
Peking University manuscript. See: Fuyang Han jian zhenglizu, “Fuyang Han jian
Cang Jie pian,” pp. 26 for the transcription, 34 for the hand drawing. Wang points out
that the Shuowen defines ‘lin ’ as “travel that is difficult
,” which is the
opposite meaning of ‘da ’ or ‘tuo ’. Shouwen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.130. Yet again, the
strip is only fragmentary. I believe the transcription initially provided by the Fuyang
Han Strips Editing Group is likely mistaken, and there is a good chance this
character was in fact ‘da ’, not ‘lin ’. Li Yian
agrees, see: “Ju Beida Han
jian jiaodu Fuyang Han jian Cang Jie pian
,” Fudan
th
daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, November 11 , 2015
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2651), accessed August 21st, 2017.
98

Zhu gives the Shuowen gloss for ‘ao
vol.1, p.482; and vol.1, pp.545-6.
99

100

Wu Shidao

’ in his annotations. See: Shuowen jiezi zhu,

ed., Zhanguoce jiaozhu
, in Congshu jicheng chubian
(weichu bufen
), (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991), vol.224,
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pt.4 (“
Shiji as well.

”), ch.8 (“

”), p.382. The same line is found in the

Wang Yi
(Han commentator), Hong Xingzu
(Song commentator), Bai
Huawen
et al. (editor), Chuci buzhu
, in the Zhongguo gudian
wenxue jiben congshu
series (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1983), ch.2 (“
,
”), sec.“
,” p.58.
101

102

For a brief discussion on this line, see also ch.2, n.18.

103

Zhu Fenghan also mentions this definition. Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, pp.327-8.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.15; Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian
Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.236.
104

105

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.493.

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi
yu jiedu,” p.237.
106

Hanshu, vol.7, ch.24a (“
”), p.1132; Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying,
“Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.237.
107

Édouard Chavannes, Les Documents Chinois Découverts par Aurel Stein dans les
Sables du Turkestan Oriental (Oxford: Imprimerie de l’Université, 1913), p.10. See
also ch.2, nn.10-1.
108

109

Zhouli zhushu, vol.4, pt.2, ch.40 (“

”), p.1115.

Kong Anguo
(Han commentator), Kong Yingda
(Tang
commentator), Liao Mingchun
, Chen Ming
, Lü Shaogang
ed.,
Shangshu zhengyi
, in Shisanjing zhushu
(
), ed. Li Xueqin
(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1999), vol.2, ch.4 (“
”), sec.“
,” p.108. Note that some editions have ‘ ’ instead.
110

With parallel text on: FY C033; C034; SQZ2_P:41; SQZ2_P:41; and DHHJ 1836. I
use “color” here colloquially, as black and white are not technically colors. Below I
will describe them as “shades” and “tints” respectively. For a translation of some of
these terms into French, see: François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à
L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," pp.110-1.
111

Lin Suqing
, “Cang Jie pian yanjiu
,” Hanxue yanjiu
5.1
(1987): 71-2. For the Cang Jie pian recompilations, and early notions about the text’s
relationship to the Shuowen jiezi, see also sec.1.2.3. This is not to belittle the value of
character forms in the Cang Jie pian. As I have argued previously, there is significant
112
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graphic stability across our Cang Jie pian manuscript witnesses, and in the case of
the Yumen Huahai strips, it appears that a student was using this text specifically to
learn how to write. Yet strategies for character construction were not the
underlying intellectual organization for the Cang Jie pian. As a text, it was composed
according to semantic categories, utilizing relational meanings.
Zhu Fenghan cites Zheng Xuan’s
commentary to the Liji chapter Daxue
where ‘yan ’ is glossed as “a shut away appearance
.” Liji zhengyi, vol.6, pt.3
(“ ”), scroll 60, ch.42 (“
”), p.1593. Another translation then could be “the
darkness inside (a room shut closed).” Duan Yucai also mentions Zheng Xuan’s gloss
as an extension of this word’s meaning, see Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.852. Shen Tao
however argues in his Shuowen gubenkao
that this entry is an
abbreviation of the longer gloss still found in the Yiqiejing yinyi, which claims ‘yan ’
is “a black spot on one’s face
.” Shen Tao
, Shuowen gubenkao
, in Xuxiu Siku quanshu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe,
1995-1999), vol.222, p.404. Further complicating this translation is the fact that
‘shen ’ is found instead of ‘zhong ’ in certain editions of Shuowen.
113

I am uncertain of how to handle the Shuowen definition here. Zhu Fenghan
explains that ‘tiao ’ may be taken as ‘tiao ’, a small white fish.
114

Zhu Fenghan does not include the Shuowen definitions for these last three terms
in his annotations. Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.853 (for ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’); vol.1, p.852 (for
‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’, ‘ ’); vol.1, p.854 (for ‘ ’, ‘ ’); vol.1, p.855; vol.2, pp.859-60; vol.2,
p.859; vol.2, p.858-9; vol.1, p.635; and vol.2, p.1212.
115

This quote is also raised by Zhu Fenghan. In Wang Guowei’s “Chongji Cang Jie
pian” however the pair is given as ‘
’ instead, and Wang mentions that the first
character is at times left out as well (ch.1, p.334).
116

See below however, as Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying believe that ‘tiao ’ stands
for “blue-green” and is matched with ‘chi ’ “red”, ‘bai ’ “white”, and ‘huang ’
“yellow” to represent the “four colors
” for the four directions (typically ‘
’). See: “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.240. Note
that these are slightly different cosmological relationships than those given in the
Shuowen (an Eastern Han text). There ‘qing ’ is the color of the east, ‘bai ’ is the
color of the west, ‘chi ’ is the color of the south, and ‘huang ’ is the color of earth
(the implied center). Interestingly no color is listed for the north in the Shuowen,
what is typically ‘hei ’ in other contexts.
117

There is parallel text for this pairing in the British Library shavings, on YT 1817,
1882, 3580, and 3696, where ‘bei ’ is instead written as ‘bei ’ (“the back, back
side, the north hall”).
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Parallel text appears on FY C005, but damage to the strip prevents a ready
comparison.
119

Of course, in mentioning these various shades of black, and to a lessor degree the
reds and whites, the Cang Jie pian incorporates colors that blend together a
spectrum of hues, including blue-green.
120

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi
yu jiedu,” p.240.
121

122

Shiji, vol.2, ch.28 (“

”), p.1378.

The same treatise earlier claims that the White Lord was supplicated in the
Western Sanctuary, giving a precedent for these relationships. Shiji, vol.2, ch.28 (“
”), p.1358.
123

Upon being told how previous emperors and dynasties harnessed the power of
the phases earth, wood, metal, and fire, “the Qin thereupon changed the name of
(Yellow) River to ‘Virtuous Waters’, they took the tenth month of winter as the
beginning of the year, and adorned themselves in black
…” and so forth. See: Shiji, vol.2, ch.28 (“
”), p.1366.
124

125

With parallel text on: FY C034; and SQZ1_P:1.6.

126

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.290.

127

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.282.

Liu Xi
(Han author), Bi Yuan
(Qing commentator), Wang Xianqian
(supplemented), Zhu Minche
and Sun Yuwen
eds., Shiming
shuzheng bu
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2008), ch.7 (“
”), sec.“
,” p.302.
128

Zhu Fenghan cites the first definition. Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.304; and vol.1,
p.615.
129

130

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1289; and vol.1, p.709.

Zhu Fenghan also notes that the Cang Jie pian is quoted in the Yupian
as
specifying that “girls are called ying, boys are called er
.” Wang
Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.1, p.431.
Hu Pingsheng at first believed that the pair should be ‘han yang
’, especially
since Ying Shao’s
commentary to the Hanshu chapter Wang Mang zhuan
glosses ‘yang ’ as ‘han ’. Both then mean “to desiccate, dry up,” as Hu believes
131
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this pair should be read in isolation from ‘er ru
’. Part of the confusion stems
from how this character is written in our manuscript sources. The Peking University
witness for instance has the right component as ‘ ’. Yet Hu agrees now agrees with
Zhu Fenghan and others that this should be ‘shang ’, having been convinced by the
commentary that appears in the Shuiquanzi version (which I will introduced
shortly). See: Hu Pingsheng
, “Du Cang zhaji san
,” Fudan daxue
rd
chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, December 23 , 2015
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2693), accessed August 21st, 2017.
Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.536. Some scholars have suggested that ‘han ’ is a
copyist’s mistake for ‘zao ’, meaning “early.” This would then describe children
dying at an early age. See: Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin
dushuhui
[Fudan University Center for
Research on Chinese Excavated Classics and Paleography Reading Group]. “Du
Shuiquanzi jian Cang Jie pian zhaji
.” Fudan daxue chutu
wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, November 11th, 2009
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/973), accessed August 21st, 2017. Yet
both the Fuyang and Shuiquanzi parallels also have ‘han ’, leading me to believe
this was not accidental.
132

133

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.288.

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying argue that these lines together are a warning about
how famines and untimely death will befall those who do not heed the monthly
ordinances mandating how to act appropriately in midsummer (
) and latewinter (
), as recorded in the Liji Yueling
. See: “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie
pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.242. In that text, Zhuan Xu was associated with the
winter; Zhu Rong was associated with the summer.
134

As an aside about the Shuiquanzi commentaries, note that the Jijiu pian seems to
adopt a similar strategy at points in its text as well. For instance, one of its lines
reads: ‘
’ or “Divine and ask about the spiritual calamity, parents are
afraid” (Jijiu pian, sec.4 (“
”), p.620). Like the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie pian,
the Jijiu pian has a sort of base text ‘
’ that is commented upon with ‘
’.
Note how this thought (parent’s fearing for the health of their – implied – child)
resonates with the Shuiquanzi commentary on this strip. As we will also see, later in
the “Zhuan Xu” chapter there is vocabulary concerning divination, where ‘bu ’ and
‘sui ’ appear, and concerning legal procedure, where ‘wen ’ shows up.
Unfortunately, there is no Shuiquanzi parallel text for this later section of the “Zhuan
Xu” chapter with which we may compare. In short, I believe the Shuiquanzi Cang Jie
pian was transitional between earlier editions of the Cang Jie pian and the later Jijiu
pian, influencing both the organization, sentence structure, and ideas that appear in
the latter.
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The character ‘ju ’ actually appears here, but it is read as ‘ju
zhu, vol.2, p.899; and vol.2, p.883.
136

137

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.882.

138

Wang Guowei, “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.2, p.582.

139

Shiming shuzheng bu

, ch.3 (“

”), sec.“

’. Shuowen jiezi

,” p.85.

For instance: Mao Shi zhengyi, vol.3, pt.2, scroll 9 (sec.2), Xiaoya
, under “
,” Simu
, p.560; Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang
Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.242. With ‘jin ’ (“a dead person
along the road…”) and ‘qi ’ (“being abandoned in the wilds…”), the previous
section also hints at tragedy striking away from home. This is perhaps also why
after ‘kong ju
’ we find ‘huai gui
’, as a desire to return to one’s home, which
is how Yang and Jia take the pairing.
140

With parallel text on DHHJ 2098. JY 59.38 may also be a parallel, but with
variants if so. Zhu Fenghan moreover cites cases where both ‘qu ’ and ‘zou ’
have been glossed as ‘gui ’. In the Xunzi
Yibing
chapter, land from Han
is “returned to Zhao
”; while in the Lüshi chunqiu Shenji
chapter, water
is said to “return to the ocean
.” Xunzi jijie, ch.10 (“
”), p.192;
Lüshi chunqiu, ch.9 (“
,
”), sec. “
,” p.90.
141

142

They are also listed next to one another, on Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.111.

143

With parallel text on: SQZ2_T:38; DHHJ 2098; and again potentially JY 59.38.

144

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.608.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.831. Instances of interchanging between the two are
given in: Gao Heng et al., Guzi tongjia huidian, p.275.
145

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying again attempt to connect these lines with
transgression of the monthly ordinances, as recorded in the Liji. Here defying the
late-summer (
) and early-winter (
) proscriptions will lead to forced
relocations (when one longs for home) and insanity. See: “Beida cang Han jian Cang
Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” pp.242-3.
146

Such a series fits nicely into Fukuda Tetsuyuki’s understanding of “linking” type
sentences. Vocabulary terms, often verbs and adjectives, are paired together based
on shared meaning (either because they are similar or opposing). Such pairs are
placed next to other pairs, and a broader semantic context (or even a “story” of
sorts) may then unfold, relying on the reader to draw connections and bring in
further connotations.
147
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With parallel text on: FY C025; C105; SQZ2_P:9; SQZ2_P:4; and DHHJ 2098. For a
translation of FY C025 into French, see: François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De
Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux,” pp.106-7.
148

Zhu Fenghan gives the Erya
gloss for ‘ci ’ instead of the Shuowen
definition, though they are the same. Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.609.
149

Huainanzi, ch.13 (“
”), p.225. This translation is adapted, with a slight
change of emphasis, from: Liu An, King of Huainan (Han author), John S. Major,
Sarah A. Queen, Andrew Seth Meyer, Harold D. Roth, Michael Puett, and Judson
Murray (translation and commentary), The Huainanzi: A Guide to the Theory and
Practice of Government in Early Han China (New York: Columbia University Press,
2010), p.511.
150

151

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.610.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, pp.712-3; Huainanzi, ch.11 (“
”), p.181.
Translation for the Huainanzi is taken without change from: John S. Major, et al., The
Huainanzi, p.419.
152

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.611. The Jinkui yaolue
includes the
proscription: “Eating dog and rat remnants will make a person develop a throat boil
.” Zhang Ji
(Han author), Zhang Zhicong
(Qing
commentator), Jinkui yaolue
, in Xuxiu Siku quanshu
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995-1999), vol.983, p.357.
153

The Fudan Reading Group transcribes the last character in the Shuiquanzi
commentary as ‘qi ’, while Hu Pingsheng gives ‘xiu ’, but neither provide a
reading. See: Fudan daxue dushuhu, “Du Shuiquanzi jian Cang Jie pian zhaji”; Hu
Pingsheng
, “Du Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie pian
,” Fudan daxue chutu wenxian yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, January 21st,
2010 (http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/1064), accessed August 21st,
2017. I wonder if ‘xiu ’ stands for ‘di ’ here, “to wash.” For examples where ‘xiu
’ and ‘di ’ are interchanged in early sources, see: Gao Heng et al., Guzi tongjia
huidian, p.740. Note however that the character on the Shuiquanzi manuscript lacks
the ‘ ’ from the ‘ ’ component.
154

155

Both are found on Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.142.

156

Shiji, vol.4, ch.94 (“

157

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.614.

”), p.2644, and 2655, n.3.

Zhu Fenghan gives the Shuowen listing for ‘ou
p.213; and vol.1, p.669.
158
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’. See: Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1,

159

They are listed next to one another, on Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.614.

Wang Guowei gives ‘
’ (“to beat and wound”) and ‘ ’ (“to cut”) as further
glosses in his “Chongji Cang Jie pian,” ch.1, p.418; Jijiu pian, sec.4 (“
”),
p.267.
160

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.302; and vol.1, p.305. Duan Yucai states that the Cang
Jie pian has ‘
’ for ‘
’, though I have not found this in Wang Guowei’s “Chongji
Cang Jie pian.”
161

The Song period rhyme dictionary Jiyun
moreover appears to associate ‘die
’ with the anus as well, when it states that it is “(the tailbone?) joined to the
buttocks
.” Ding Du
(Song author), Jiyun
, in Yingyin Wenyuange
Siku quanshu
(Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1983)
vol.236, p.740. This is however a much later source.
162

Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi
yu jiedu,” p.244. The translation is taken (with the addition of the parenthetical and
the removal of brackets) from: Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law,
State, and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.2, p.401. The transcription here is also
taken from their study (p.400), though I have only listed the interpretative readings
for most characters. Instead of ‘jue ’, Barbieri-Low and Yates adopt Peng Hao’s
の transcription and reading of “ ( ).” See p.401, n.40. The transcription of ‘jue ’
is given for strip #27 by the editors of the Zhangjiashan collection in their updated
2006 transcriptions, see: Zhangjiashan ersiqihao Han mu zhujian zhengli xiaozu
[Zhangjiashan Han Tomb 247 Bamboo Strips
Editing Team], Zhangjiashan Han mu zhujian [ersiqihao mu] (shiwen xiuding ben)
[
](
) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2006),
163

p.12.
164

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.241. 12

Gu Yewang
Pengnian
Siku quanshu
vol.224, p.44
165

(Liang author), Sun Qiang
(Tang commentator), Chen
(Song reviser), Chongxiu Yupian
, in Yingyin Wenyuange
(Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1983),

Huangdi neijing lingshu
, in Congshu jicheng chubian
(weichu bufen
), (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991), vol.69, pt.1 (“
”), ch.4 (“
”), p.35. The character ‘jing ’ is also found in
the Mawangdui Wuxing
manuscript (where it is read as ‘jing ), providing us a
more secure Han dating: Guojia wenwuju guwenxian yanjiushi
166
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[State Administration of Cultural Heritage Ancient Text Research Center], ed.,
Mawangdui Han mu boshu (yi)
( ) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe,
1980), Wuxing
, columns #177-80, photographs pl.9; transcriptions p.17.
Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.258; Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying, “Beida cang Han
jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” pp.244-5. As Yang and Jia point out, this
is how Zhang Cunliang
and Ju Hong
treat the parallel text on the
Shuiquanzi witness, see: “Cang Jie pian yanjiu de xin jinzhan
,”
Chutu wenxian yanjiu
14 (2015): 243.
167

For Shi Kuang’s blindness, see the Xinxu
chapter Zashi yi
, where
Duke Ping of Jin
jests to Shi Kuang: “You, sir, were born without pupils, how
harsh! You are left in the dark
.” Shi Kuang responds by
lecturing Duke Ping on five ways a ruler may lack vision in governing his state. “As
for your subject being left in the dark, this is but a minor dimness (in comparison)
.” Liu Xiang
(Han author), Xinxu
, in Zhuzi jicheng bubian
(Chengdu: Sichuan renmin chubanshe, 1997), vol.1, ch.1 (“
”),
p.752. Note that Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying once more argue that the ailments
and injuries suffered in these lines depict the consequences of transgressing the
monthly ordinances for midsummer (
) and early- and midwinter (
,
),
as recorded in the Liji. See: “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu
jiedu,” p.245.
168

169

With parallel text on: FY C105; and SQZ2_P:4.

170

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.866; and vol.1, p.490.

171

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.486; and vol.2, p.1126.

Shuowen jiezi zh, vol.1, p.164; and vol.1, pp.164-5. ‘Yi ’ also appears to have a
technical legal meaning, as a form of “court deliberation.” See for instance Anthony J.
Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China,
vol.1, pp.72-3. ‘Wen ’ appears later in the “Zhuan Xu” chapter, and is glossed in the
Shuowen as ‘xun ’. Shuowen jiezi zh, vol.1, p.100. See PKU 52. It too was part of the
judicial process. Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China, vol.1, p.160.
172

These phrases are introduced and translated by Anthony Barbieri-Low and
Robin Yates in their study of the Zhangjiashan Han strips. See: Law, State, and
Society in Early Imperial China, vol.1, pp.164 and 158 respectively. I adopt their
translations, with slight alteration. For examples of strips bearing these phrases,
see: Zhangjiashan Han mu zhujian (2001), strip #19 and #217.
173

See for instance: Shiji, vol.5, ch.122 (“
”), p.3137. In describing
the judicial process of criminal cases in the early Han, Anthony Barbieri-Low and
174
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Robin Yates also raise Zhang Tang’s trial. Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial
China, vol.2, esp. pp.522 n.46, 524 n.50, and 642 n.51.
Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.164. There are moreover instances where ‘xiang
was also interchanged with ‘xun ’ in early sources, see: Gao Heng et al., Guzi
tongjia huidian, p.83.
175

’

Zuo Qiuming
(Springs and Autumns author), Du Yu
(Jin
commentator), Kong Yingda
(Tang subcommentator), Pu Weizhong
et al. eds., Chunqiu Zuozhuan zhengyi
, in Shisanjing zhushu
(
), ed. Li Xueqin
(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1999), vol.1,
ch.6 (“
”), Duke Huan 3, p.157. In order to affiliate this vocabulary with Zhu
Rong, Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying turn to a quote in the Guanzi
chapter
Wuxing
, which reads: “Zhu Rong presided over the south, and thus was made
Minister of Education (by Huangdi)
,” the Minister of
Education being responsible for edifying the masses (in part via punishment). Dai
Wang
, Guanzi jiaozheng
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong:
Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.5, ch.14 (“
”), sec.“
,” p.242
176

See: “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.245.
Zhu Fenghan provides the Shuowen definitions for the last two terms. See
Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.226; vol.1, p.340; and vol.1, p.227 (for both ‘ ’ and ‘
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Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.13.
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Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, pp.1193-4.

’).

Zhang Cunliang
and Wu Hong
, “Shuiquanzi Han jian chushi
,” Wenwu
10 (2009): 91. It is also found in our received sources, for
instance in the Yanzi chunqiu
chapter Jing Gong yu ci Ling Shan He Bo yi
dao yu Yanzi jian
: “Heaven has not sent rain in ages,
and the people have long looked emaciated. I ordered a diviner to prognosticate,
and they said the hex rests with Lofty Mountains and Broad Rivers
.” Zhang Chunyi
, Yanzi chunqiu jiaozhu
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.4, ch.1
(“
”), sec.“
,” p.21.
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Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, pp.12-3.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1204; Hanshu, vol.7, ch.25a (“
”), p.1190,
n.5. Duan Yucai points out that in the Guangyun
, the ‘ye ’ particle in this
definition is replaced with ‘chu ’, “area,” which is why I place it in parenthesis in
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my translation. Zhu also gives Wei Zhao’s
commentary to the Guoyu as another
explanation of ‘chang ’ as land that has been cleared. Guoyu zhengyi, vol.2, ch.18
(“
”), “
,” p.1145.
With parallel text on FY: C041. A translation of FY C041 into French may be
found at: François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han
Occidentaux," p.112.
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Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.223; vol.2, p.1095; vol.1, p.725; and vol.1, p.215.

185

Shangshu zhengyi

, vol.2, ch.19 (“

”), sec.“

,” p.538.

Translations for these phrases is taken from Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin
D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China. Yang Zhenhong and Jia
Liying also point out that ‘dao sha
’ appears in the Zhangjiasha statutes,
meaning “to kill someone while conducting a robbery.” See: “Beida cang Han jian
Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.248.
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Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.2, p.1059.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.834. ‘Yu ’ is also descriptive of the entire judiciary in
titles like ‘yushi
’, which Barbieri-Low and Yates translate as “judiciary scribes.”
To understand the Shuowen definition, Zhu Fenghan notes that Gui Fu
in his
Shuowen jiezi yizheng
amends the text based off of citation of the Han
apocrypha Chunqiu yuanmingbao
, where ‘yu ’ is glossed as “to check
what is on firm ground
.” Shuowen jiezi yizheng, vol.2, ch.30 (“
”), p.860.
The Shiming seems to offer a similar interpretation, when it first defines ‘yu ’ as:
“The facts, to check and straighten out when a person (is being) true or false
.” Shiming shuzheng bu
, ch.5 (“
”), sec.“
,”
p.183.
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Shiming shuzheng bu
Shuowen moreover glosses ‘ling
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, ch.5 (“
”), sec.“
,” p.183. The
’ “jail” with ‘yu ’. Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.490.

Shuowen jiezi zhu, vol.1, p.100.

Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early
Imperial China, vol.1, pp.160-1.
191

Hu Pingsheng
, “Du Cang zhaji si
,” Fudan daxue chutu wenxian
th
yu guwenzi yanjiu zhongxin, December 30 , 2015
(http://www.gwz.fudan.edu.cn/Web/Show/2704), accessed August 21st, 2017.
Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying agree, see: “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan
Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.249. See also the conversation by Anthony Barbieri-Low and
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Robin Yates on Qin and Han use of torture to extract confessions, in Law, State, and
Society in Early Imperial China, vol.1, pp.159-60; and on this loan in vol.2, p.1318,
n.30.
Shuihudi Qin mu zhujian, Fengzhen shi
, Zhiyu
, strip #1; Zhangjiashan
Han mu zhujian (2001), strip #120. Yang Zhenhong and Jia Liying highlight the
Shuihudi find (“Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian Zhuan Xu jiaoshi yu jiedu,” p.249).
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This is a point emphasized by Jan Vihan and Fukuda Tetsuyuki, see nn.32-5
above.
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I often find Yang and Jia’s readings to be convincing. Similarly, as I have urged
before, in order to best appreciate the Cang Jie pian, we need to keep in mind all the
various connotations of these terms – a task made significantly more difficult due to
our displacement from its context (temporally, geographically, and – most
importantly – culturally). Yet there is also a danger in this approach, as we may
force readings onto the text in order to fit narratives we would like to see. Yang and
Jia are perhaps guilty of this when they argue that the vocabulary on untimely
deaths, droughts, boils, and other injuries pertains specifically to the transgression
of monthly ordinances for the winter and summer months, which also happen to be
the seasons with which Zhuan Xu and Zhu Rong are associated in the Liji Yueling.
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Though doubts may be raised in both cases, and in particular I have chosen to
translate the latter differently above.
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At the most basic level, “listing” and “linking” both involve combining together
two-character pairings of terms. The only difference, in Fukuda’s opinion, is that the
former tends to involve nouns and carries a theme across eight-character units,
while the latter tends to involve verbs or adjectives, and seems to transition themes
between pairs.
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This once again suggests to me that the Cang Jie pian was primarily concerned
with written literacy, as opposed to oral performance. If this text took shape
through oral traditions, isolating themes within short rhyming units, alongside the
ambiguity of its content (mostly in listing and not declarative sentences), would
inevitably lead to the transposition of sections of the text.
198

I am following Zhu Fenghan’s annotations for these lines, and read ‘su ’ as ‘sou
’, and ‘jiu ’ as ‘jiu ’. For a translation of parallel text on FY C007 into French,
see: François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han
Occidentaux," p.106.
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Again, this is following Zhu Fenghan’s annotations. ‘Shi
‘shi ’.
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’ is treated as a loan for

With parallel text on: FY C013; C015; C057?; and DHHJ 2129. A number of these
animals cannot be specified further or related to modern equivalents. I am following
Zhu Fenghan’s annotations here. ‘Chong ’ is read in its more specific sense as ‘fu
’, while ‘yuan ’ is treated as a loan for ‘yuan ’. For a translation of FY C015-13
into French, see: François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han
Occidentaux," pp.107-8.
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The lodges ‘shen ’ “Triad” and ‘dou ’ “Dipper” appear on PKU 55, though in a
different context pertaining to units of measurement. Note that Zhu Fenghan
mistakenly states that they are found at the end of the “Zhuan Xu” chapter (Beijing
daxue cang Xi Han zhushu [yi], p.128), when in fact this strip was not included in that
chapter. Names for the lodges come from: Lillian Lan-ying Tseng, Picturing Heaven
in Early China (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2011), “Table 5.1.
Cardinal Emblems and Lunar Lodges,” p.309.
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‘Yun ’ is likely paired with ‘zhu ’, but I am uncertain on how to handle ‘zhu
in this context. Note that while, relatively speaking, these characters are all fairly
clear on the photograph for FY C025 in the Zhongguo jiandu jicheng
publication, the split on the strip runs through ‘zhu ’, and the width is also
morphed, so it is possibly a different character.
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’

The opening chapter of the Cang Jie pian contains ‘zhong
’ (see JYX EPT 50.1).
None of our witnesses however mention ‘ren ’, ‘yi ’, or ‘sheng ’ thus far. In the
Shuiquanzi strips, ‘de ’ appears on SQZ2_P:13, and is likely base text. ‘Dao ’ is
also present on that manuscript in multiple locations (SQZ1_P:1.6 and SQZ2_P:6),
but most likely among commentary and not base text. François Bottéro notes that it
was probably not coincidental that the Cang Jie pian happened to be rewritten (into
the Fanjiang, Jijiu pian, etc.) over the course of the Western Han, when Confucian
classicism increasingly took hold of court culture. See her: "Les 'Manuels De
Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux," p.119. The Jijiu pian for instance
makes sure to incorporate the classics in its curriculum for officials: “A subject
learns to recite the text of the Odes, the Classic of Filial Piety, the Analects, the Springs
and Autumns, the Revered Documents and the laws and statutes
.” Jijiu pian, sec.4 (“
”), p.622. The lack of overt Confucian
moralization might have played a role in the Cang Jie pian’s later neglect and
eventual loss. On the relationship between the increasing importance of the
Confucian classics and shifts in textual production, see: Michael J. Puett, “The
Temptations of Sagehood, or: The Rise and Decline of Sagely Writing in Early China,”
in Books in Numbers: Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Harvard-Yenching Library:
Conference Papers (Cambridge: Harvard-Yenching Library, Harvard University,
2007), esp. pp.33-4. Note however Michael Nylan’s argument that figures like Yang
Xiong were drawn to works like the Cang Jie pian that contained old words or
“strange characters,” as they might preserve a pristine state of language which could
then be used to correct readings of the classics. See her: Yang Xiong and the
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Pleasures of Reading and Classical Learning in China (New Haven: American Oriental
Society, 2011), esp. ch.4. As documented above, there is vocabulary shared between
the Cang Jie pian and classics like the Shijing, which may have been used by Yang
Xiong and others as criteria “found outside the texts of the Classics themselves” by
which to correct the canon (p.125). Yet Yang Xiong is also disparages the erudition
of common officials and scribes for their unenlightened use of writing, which
complicates the matter should they have also been trained in the Cang Jie pian, as I
believe. See also n.243 below.
François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux,"
p.110.
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Wang Xianqian
, Hanshu buzhu
chubanshe, 2008), vol.2, ch.59 (“
206

(Shanghai: Shanghai guji
”), p.553.

Hu Puan’s citation reads: “Sima Biao stated the Grand Astrologers were in charge
of (tracking) the sky, the seasons, the stars, and the calendar. Note: when the Qin
burned the books, some scholars took officials as their teachers. That which the
Boxue records is vocabulary used for (tracking) the sky, the seasons, the stars, and
the calendar…
…” The citation continues but I will abbreviate here. Hu Pu’an
, Zhongguo wenzixue shi
, in Minguo congshu
(disan
bian
), vol.47 (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 1991), p.27, n.3. François Bottéro
seems to conflate Hu Puan’s citations for the Yuanli and Boxue (found on p.27, n.2
and n.3 respectively), and wonders if he is drawing from Liu Zhao’s
commentary to Sima Biao’s Junguozhi
, which was incorporated into the Hou
Hanshu
. The Yuanli quote given before actually comes from the must later
Liu Fengshi; and I have not yet been able to locate any line about the Boxue being
used by the Grand Astrologers in the Hou Hanshu commentaries or elsewhere.
Moreover, in Hu Puan’s citation for Liu Fengshi’s comment on the Yuanli, he writes:
“Liu Fengshi stated that Zhao Gao composed the Yuanli and judiciary functionaries
used it
.” If the statement by Liu Fengshi that I cite
above was what Hu intended, he has clearly taken some liberties and simply
summarizes Liu’s comment. This, and the fact that the Sima Biao quote includes ‘an
’ to mark an editorial insertion, make me extremely hesitant to use this as an
historical statement. This is a shame because, as Bottéro points out, there are some
intriguing correlations between this understanding and our manuscript evidence.
For instance, the astronomical vocabulary in the Cang Jie pian tends to fall in yang
rhyming chapters, such as the chapter “Clouds and Rain.” Although Hu Pingsheng
has since stepped back from his original hypothesis, he and Han Ziqiang
once argued that yang rhymes in the Cang Jie pian would have fallen in the Boxue
(see ch.2, nn.89-90). That said, the judicial vocabulary is found throughout the text,
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including in the “Zhuan Xu” chapter (a yang chapter), not just in yu
chapters, which is what Hu and Han assigned to the Yuanli.

rhyming

François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux,"
pp.117-8. As Liye board #8-461 demonstrates, the Qin also promulgated directives
changing official nomenclature. Hunansheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo
[Hunan Provincial Institute of Archaeology], Liye Qin jian (yi)
( )
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2012), photographs pp.68-9; transcriptions pp.32-3.
When Bottéro discusses the Cang Jie pian in the Qin, it is unclear to me if she is
referring solely to Li Si’s Cang Jie, or includes the Yuanli and Boxue as well. She
seems to treat the Yuanli and Boxue in the Qin as continuations of Li Si’s Cang Jie, but
of a different nature themselves. These volumes were then more technical in their
language and directed towards specific professions (the judiciary functionaries and
astrologers, respectively), as opposed to being disseminated primarily in order to
bolster Qin’s political standing to anyone who engaged in writing. She suggests, for
instance, that the Yuanli included more complex vocabulary because Zhao Gao could
not replicate what was already in Li Si’s Cang Jie (p.108). This implies that Li Si’s
Cang Jie already selected the most basic terms, and moreover that the Yuanli was
composed in response to this work. Imre Galambos offers a similar assessment,
finding evidence in the text titles. Cang Jie a reference to Cang Jie as the originator of
writing (and thus appropriate for an elementary audience); Yuanli means “to lead
on to ” and “to pass through ” (as a successive step in difficulty); and Boxue
means “wide ” “learning ” (for expert level vocabulary). See: Imre Galambos,
Orthography of Early Chinese Writing: Evidence from Newly Excavated Manuscripts
(Budapest: Department of East Asian Studies, Eötvös Loránd University, 2006)
pp.51-2, n.74. Even if we take the Hanshu and Shuowen accounts at face value, no
such time dimension is raised for the production of the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue
however; they are all mentioned in the same breath. Bottéro also argues that the
decision by the Han village teachers to combine the Cang Jie with the Yuanli and
Boxue (as specialist professional manuals), reveals their educational bent, especially
since this created a text of 3300 characters, which was a more appropriate length
than any of the three volumes alone (p.119). We have no way of knowing how long a
supposed Qin version of the Cang Jie pian (that is, of any of the Cang Jie, Yuanli, or
Boxue) would have been. There is however compelling evidence between our early
and later Han manuscript sources showing that the village teachers did not add
much in terms of content, but simply edited the formatting of previous editions. We
must await Qin manuscript evidence to confirm or deny if this holds true back to an
earlier period as well. My own suspicion is that there was a larger corpus of scribal
training material, under an umbrella name of the “Fifteen Volumes” (later known as
the Shi Zhou pian), circulating in the Qin. The Cang Jie pian that we see by the
beginning of the Han was compiled from this material, and it is possible this
occurred even earlier in the Qin. Its identity as the Cang Jie pian however (along
with that of its various sections: Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue) could have been a much
later development.
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François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux,"
pp.112, 116. At the same time, the Jijiu pian also neglects some of the more basic
vocabulary items found in the Cang Jie pian (such as ‘tianxia
’ “all under heaven”
or ‘er ，’ “but”). She therefore argues that the Jijiu pian was not solely a
simplification of the Cang Jie pian, but aspired to collate essential terminology for
important fields of knowledge, useful to civil servants in its day and age (p.117). The
Jijiu pian claims to do so in a more streamlined fashion, and indeed does pull
together terms from disparate parts of the Cang Jie pian and place them under more
concise thematic groups (p.115). It is possible the Jijiu pian did not prioritize simple
vocabulary because it assumed the reader had already acquired some literacy and
thus was familiar with the basics. That said, it does include terms like ‘di ’ “earth”
and ‘shang ’ “above,” and some necessarily particles like ‘ze ’ “then” or ‘yu ’
“with,” yet these are often found in the proper names section or incorporated into
the declarative sentences.
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We may also consider which words from this chapter were selected or ignored
by the Jijiu pian. Zhuan Xu and Zhao Yao (both as ‘
’ and the rarer ‘
’) do not
survive in the Jijiu pian, and only ‘zhu ’ from Zhu Rong is retained as a surname in
the proper name section. In fact, from the first strip of the “Zhuan Xu” chapter (PKU
46), only three characters also appear in the Jijiu pian: ‘zhu ’, ‘guang ’, and ‘deng
’. Of the entire chapter, the following characters are adopted in the Jijiu pian: ,
, , , (as ), , , , , , , , , , , , , (as ), , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , . Note how the characters that were used as
loans, and many of the more ambiguous or problematic terms, have been expunged
from the Jijiu pian.
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This is if we follow Hu Pingsheng
and Han Ziqiang’s
earlier theory
about the division of the Cang Jie, Yuanli, and Boxue into three main rhyme groups.
Hu is less optimistic now that this simple division occurred, but it still deserves our
consideration. See ch.2, nn.89-90.
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Though if this were the case, and we follow Hu and Han’s theory again, the rhyme
should be built around yu , not yang . The affiliation of the Yuanli with the
judiciary and the Boxue with astrologers rests on a Song commentary to the Hanshu
and another quote I have not (as of yet) located, making it dubious at best.
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Wang Haicheng, Writing and the Ancient State, p.284.

Chunqiu Zuozhuan zhengyi, vol.2, ch.28 (“
”), Duke Cheng 16, p.772;
Meng Ke
(Warring States author), Jiao Xun
(Qing commentator), Mengzi
zhengyi
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978),
vol.1, ch.3 (“
,
”), p.111.
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See Zhu Fenghan’s analysis in “Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi
,” in Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu (yi), pp.178-9. Again
the transcriptions here are interpretative, so as not to clutter the text. ‘Chui ’ for
instance is actually written as ‘chui ’. Please see the individual annotations given
by Zhu in Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu (yi).
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Chuci buzhu, ch.2 (“
,

,
”), sec.“

”), sec.“
,” p.311.

,” p.58; and ch.16 (“

See for instance Michaely Nylan’s discussion of the influence of the fu genre on
Yang Xiong’s writing style. She discusses how fu rhapsodies entail “exhaustive
catalogues of rare animals, plants, flowers, and gems,” as well as their use of “long
alliteration, rhyming, and reduplicative passages” (Yang Xiong and the Pleasures of
Reading and Classical Learning in China, p.65). Nylan here also emphasizes Yang
Xiong’s love of polysemy (p.66), which I believe the Cang Jie pian likewise carefully
employs. Note that the excerpt from Yang Xiong’s “Barricade Hunt” fu
cited
by Nylan (p.65) includes the phrase ‘di chu
’, which is found in the “Zhuan Xu”
chapter of the Cang Jie pian just introduced (with ‘di ’).
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“
.” Zhu Fenghan,
“Beida cang Han jian Cang Jie pian de xin qishi,” Beijing daxue cang Xi Han zhushu
(yi), p.179.
218

Martin Kern, “Offices of Writing and Reading in the Rituals of Zhou,” in Statecraft
and Classical Learning: The Rituals of Zhou in East Asian History, ed. Benjamin A.
Elman and Martin Kern (Leiden: Brill, 2010), p.67.
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Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early
Imperial China, vol.1, pp.100, 102-4, 104-5 respectively.
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Anthony J. Barbieri-Low and Robin D.S. Yates, Law, State, and Society in Early
Imperial China, vol.1, p.107.
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See n.208 above.

This is the same tension that frustrates interpretations of ‘xiaoxue
field. Is it “primary education,” or is it “philology?”
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’ itself as a

As Michael Puett documents, the Warring States period witnessed the increasing
growth and importance of a lower aristocracy – a shi class – who aided rulers in
the administration of the state, through their ability to read, write, and engage in
argumentation (“Temptations of Sagehood,” pp.26-9, and p.44, n.16). He argues that
in fact one consequence of this new social dynamic was that writing came to be
associated with sagehood. The unemployed minister (a now common plight for
these shi), frustrated by an inability to gain political relevance in a lost age (the sage
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is no longer necessarily the ruler), turned to writing down their truths instead:
“Since they could no longer be rulers, the sages, in this degenerate age, had no
choice but to have their ideas committed to writing in order to provide guides for
the rest of us” (p.27). Puett moreover believes that the idea that only a sage could
create such written tomes was encouraged by the physical difficulties inherent in
fashion bamboo-strip manuscripts (“Temptations of Sagehood,” p.27). See also his
chapter “Text and Commentary: the Early Tradition,” where sagely “creation” is
complemented in the early tradition by processes of accretion and sagely
“interpretation” or “commentary”: Michael J. Puett, “Text and Commentary: the
Early Tradition,” in The Oxford Handbook of Classical Chinese Literature (1000 BCE900 CE), ed. by Wiebke Denecke, Wai-yee Li, and Xiaofei Tian (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2017), pp.114, 116-8, 121-2.
William G. Boltz, The Origin and Early Development of the Chinese Writing System
(New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1994), p.176.
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Liu Baonan
, Lunyu zhengyi
, in Zhuzi jicheng
(Hongkong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978), vol.1, ch.16 (“
”), sec.“
,”
p.280. See also William G. Boltz, The Origin and Early Development of the Chinese
Writing System, pp.173-7. The reality of linguistic diversity would have been thrust
upon the Warring States world, as increasingly far-flung peoples came into more
frequent contact with one another.
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William G. Boltz, The Origin and Early Development of the Chinese Writing System,
p.176. There may have been other reasons why the state desired to stifle the
simplification of writing as well. Writing was a powerful technology, traditionally
monopolized by a small aristocratic ruling class. While acknowledging the necessity
of training others (from outside this social class) to administer increasingly bloated
bureaucracies, they must have felt anxiety over losing control of this technology.
That is to say, a delicate balance needed to be struck between opening access to
writing and simultaneously controlling that access through the state. This is why
even into the Han the statutes for scribal training regulate who may enroll in the
state schools, guarding the curriculum for the benefit of the hereditary elite.
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The Cang Jie pian is in many respects a linguistic equivalent for the Qin and early
Han syncreticism displayed in works like the Lüshi chunqiu or Huainanzi, which
claimed to gather together all knowledge, or the Shiji, which was a universal history,
each involving “claims of absolute comprehensiveness – to incorporate all
knowledge and supersede all previous sagely writings” (Michael Puett,
“Temptations of Sagehood,” p.30); see also “Text and Commentry,” p.116.
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See ch.1, n.27.

The Qin Weili zhi dao
texts inevitably were related to this corpus as
well. Like the Cang Jie pian, they at times involve four-character lines of paired
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vocabulary terms. In fact there are even lines where the pairings match what is seen
in the Cang Jie pian, such as ‘
’ (on PKU 10 and WLZD 5.3). Daniel S. Sou however
has questioned just to what extent the Weili zhi dao genre was utilized by the Qin
state as a formal textbook to indoctrinate its officials. See: Daniel S. Sou, “Shaping
Qin Local Officials: Exploiring the System of Values and Responsibilities Presented
in the Excavated Qin Tomb Bamboo Strips,” Monumenta Seria 61 (2013): 3-5.
Another recently excavated piece relevant to the Qin standardization of the script is
the Liye board #8-461, which records changes to official language, such as with
certain titles, forms of address towards the emperor and his activities, and so forth.
See n.208 above. There is moreover a Warring States primer in the Shanghai
Museum collection, titled by the editors Chuzi xi
, which promises further
insights into literacy acquisition during this early period, but nothing has been
formally published on this work yet.
Wang Guowei
, “Shi Zhou pian shuzheng
,” in Wang Guowei
quanji
, ed. Xie Weiyang
and Fang Xinliang
(Hangzhou:
Zhejiang jiaoyu chubanshe, 2009), vol.5, 1-46. None of the characters on the Cang Jie
pian manuscripts are in the zhouwen forms discussed by the Shuowen, except
possibly ‘qi ’ and in rare cases where Xu Shen explains that the zhouwen matched
the small seal, as with ‘ren ’. Character construction generally follows the
orthography established by the small seal forms, and is in ancient clerical or later
scripts. A few of Wang’s entries are more dubious, such as ‘yi ’, which he includes
because the Shuowen listing for ‘yao ’ states “the Scribal Volumes take yao as yi
.” I have included every entry Wang discusses regardless. The fifty
matches are:
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and
.Other matches are possible, but problematic in some way. For instance, ‘jiang ’,
‘shang ’, and ‘jia ’ appear on the Shuiquanzi manuscript, and likely are base text,
but we only know this from transcriptions, as no photographs have been published
yet for the pieces on which they are found. Other characters, like ‘ji ’ or ‘qiang ’,
are used in Shuiquanzi commentary, so I have not listed them. A few potential
matches are found on strips whose identity as Cang Jie pian material is uncertain,
such as ‘qin ’ on DHHJ 639, ‘chou ’ on DHHJ 1850, ‘ma ’ on JY 31.6/31.9, or ‘ci
’ on JY 307.3. The poor physical preservation of certain strips, or unclear
photography, also precludes a number of possible matches, particularly from the
Fuyang manuscript. ‘Lu ’ on FY C108 is one example. The Cang Jie pian
recompilations will also need to be considered. This is only a preliminary survey of
overlaps between the Shi Zhou pian and the Cang Jie pian, and in the future I hope to
conduct further research on the topic.
Hanshu, vol.8, ch.30 (“
”), p.1721; Wang Chong
Lunheng
, in Zhuzi jicheng, vol.7, ch.38 (“
”), p.134.
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(Han author),
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Martin Kern, “Offices of Writing and Reading in the Rituals of Zhou,” p.77.

Michael Nylan, Yang Xiong and the Pleasures of Reading and Classical Learning in
China, p.50; “Manuscript Culture in Late Western Han, and the Implications for
Authors and Authority,” Journal of Chinese Literature and Culture 1.1-2 (2014): 164.
This is of course not to say that mastery of the Cang Jie pian would make one into a
Yang Xiong. But through its vocabulary, loaning, word associations, and so forth, the
Cang Jie pian prepared students to delve into more advanced works and have the
pieces in place to try their own hand at composition.
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See ch.4, nn.281-2.

François Bottéro, "Les 'Manuels De Caractères' à L'époque Des Han Occidentaux,"
p.118, though she qualifies her statement on p.120.
236

Wang Haicheng, Writing and the Ancient State, pp.275-86. Wang does warn
however that logographic scripts like Chinese, due to their expansive sign
repertories, necessarily combined word recognition alongside character
composition at an earlier stage of training than either alphabetic or syllabic scripts,
which means longer lists of basic signs were introduced quicker to Chinese students
(p.279). That said, his treatment of primers still concurs with Bottéro’s hypothesis
about the Cang Jie pian (pp.280-6). As for Wang’s basic curriculum, he argues that it
begins first with the repetition of single characters or short texts (to learn brush
strokes); it next shifts to primers and lexical lists (where character composition and
word recognition take place simultaneously); then to short maxims (to practice
word usage in sentences); and finally concludes with literary works (to learn
complex text composition). As examples for each stage, Wang presents the later
Shang-da-fu
exercises as representative of short texts copied repetitively by
students first mastering brushstrokes; in addition to the Cang Jie pian, he includes
the Erya
as a potentially early lexical list in the second category; the Guodian
Yucong
manuscripts are examples of a Warring States maxim collection; and he
argues that the Shijing
was a key educational piece for the final stage of
training.
237

238

See sec.4.2 and sec.4.4.

239

See ch.4, nn.2 and 60.

The parallels between the British Library shavings and the Peking University
witness do however cluster around isolated sections of the text. See ch.4, n.18.
240

Zhou Fei
wenxian
241

, “Chutu Cang Jie pian banben tantao
8 (2016): 198-9.
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,” Chutu

This also further confirms that the village teachers’ edition of the Cang Jie pian,
when compared to the Peking University or Fuyang editions, largely only changed
the format of the text, but remained faithful to the content. Note that this might also
explain why DHHJ 1836 also begins with a punctuation mark, as the editors of
Dunhuang Han jian record in their transcriptions. (It is hard to discern from the
photograph). DHHJ 1836 is a bamboo strip – rare among the northwest caches – that
bears twenty characters: ‘
’. This
corresponds perfectly with the sixteenth strip of the Peking University “Zhuan Xu”
chapter, which are characters #61-80. If the village teachers’ edition had one
chapter that happened to begin on ‘
’ as well, as YT 2674 implies, then the
next chapter of the village teachers’ edition would begin with ‘
’. If there is
punctuation before ‘you ’, this could again signal a chapter beginning. Inspection
of the strip itself is necessary however to confirm that there is punctuation here (as
opposed to being a hole, or a non-entity). At the very least, it is suggestive that the
same twenty character (in the same format – punctuation aside) are found on this
bamboo strip as what we see on the Peking University witness.
242

Michael Puett explains how by the end of the Western Han, with the canonization
of the Confucian classics, there was an intellectual backlash against the court culture
of the Qin and early Han where “emperors and authors alike celebrated their
sagehood, their superiority over previous sages, and their ability to create more
grandiose works (either territorial or textual) than their predecessors”
(“Temptations of Sagehood,” p.34; see also “Text and Commentary,” pp.116-8).
Confucius was confirmed as the orthodox sage, and as a result, arguments for
“sagely writing” outside of the canon lost their efficacy. This moreover coincided
with the invention of paper in the Eastern Han. “As the circulation of writings
became relatively easier and the creation of new writings itself came to be seen as a
more and more common activity among the literate elite, the notion of sagehood as
a basis for textual authority continued to lose its cultural resonance” (p.42). This
intellectual shift was inevitably influenced by the diffusion of literacy beyond the
purview of just the cultural or political elite, through mechanisms such as the one I
have explored in these last two chapters. If in the Warring States the shi class
identified with shi roles, in the Western Han there seems to be a growing
alienation between “intellectual” and “administrative” identities as well. When Yang
Xiong quips that it is better to learn the Cang Jie pian than to simply forget it (ch.1,
n.63), or when Wang Chong complains about how officials failed to recognize ‘yi 、’
in the Cang Jie pian (ch.1, n.66), they not only signal the waning popularity of this
text, but also in part critique the education of scribes and officials (their peers) who
were expected to have trained with it.
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APPENDIX ONE: Pieces Identified as Potential Cang Jie pian Text
In the following table, I will list by section # information about each cache
introduced in Chapter 2. I include the name of each cache; the ID acronym used in
this study; total number of pieces IDed; and then an enumeration of each individual
label on a separate line, with supplementary notes if needed.
Photographs for each ID acronym may be found in:
DHHJ = Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo
, ed. Dunhuang
Han jian
. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991.
JY = Academia Sinica Institute of History and Philology Digital Archive of the Han
Wooden Slips
, online
database url:
http://ndweb.iis.sinica.edu.tw/woodslip_public/System/Main.htm
JYX EPT = Gansusheng Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiusuo
, ed. Juyan
xin jian: Jiaqu Houguan
:
. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1994.
JYX EJT, EJC, EJD = Gansu jiandu baohu yanjiu zhongxin
, ed.
Jianshui Jin guan Han jian
. 5 vols. to date. Shanghai: Zhongxi
shuju, 2011-6.
FY = Zhongguo jiandu jicheng bianji weiyuanhui
ed.
Zhongguo jiandu jicheng. Lanzhou: Dunhuang wenyi chubanshe, 2001+.
Found in “
,” vol.14.
N = Cho Narei
. Seiiki shutsudo monjo no kisoteki kenkyu
. Tokyo: Kyuko Shoin, 2006, p.57.
EJN = Wei Jian
, ed. Ejina Han jian
. Guilin: Guangxi shifan daxue
chubanshe, 2005.
SQZ1 = Zhang Cunliang
and Wu Hong
. “Shuiquanzi Han jian chushi
.” Wenwu
10 (2009): inside front cover, pl.1-2.
SQZ2 = Zhang Cunliang
. “Shuiquanzi Han jian qiyanben Cang Jie Pian li’ce
.” Chutu wenxian yanjiu
9 (2010):
plates 8-11.
YT = International Dunhuang Project
, online database url:
http://idp.bl.uk/
PKU = Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo
[Peking
University Excavated Manuscript Research Center], ed. Beijing daxue cang Xi
Han zhushu [yi]
[ ]. Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe,
2015.
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(2.2.1) Stein Collection (Part I); DHHJ; 8 pieces:
DHHJ 1800; 1836; 1850; 1975; 2007; 2098; 2129; 2152.
(2.2.2) Juyan (First Discovery); JY; 20 pieces:
JY 9.1; 9.2; 31.6/31.9; 59.38; 63.19; 63.26; 85.21; 97.8; 125.38; 167.4; 176.33;
183.11; 185.20; 228.2; 233.47; 260.9; 260.18; 282.1; 283.8; 307.3.
(2.2.3) Juyan (Second Discovery); JYX; 15 pieces:
JYX EJC 634; EJD 385; EPF 19.7; 22.731; 22.741; 22.728; EPT 6.111; 24.485; 31.172;
37.1098; 50.1; 50.134; 56.27; 56.40; 56.181.
(2.2.4) Fuyang; FY; 131 pieces:
FY C001-132, though see ch.2, n.78 for missing data.
(2.2.5) Yumen Huahai; DHHJ; 8 pieces:
DHHJ 1451; 1459; 1460; 1461; 1462; 1463; 1484; 1485.
(2.2.6) Majuanwan; DHHJ; 7 pieces:
DHHJ 249; 562; 639; 661; 744; 844; 845.
(2.2.7) Houfang & Yanchiwan; DHHJ, 2 pieces:
DHHJ 1222; 1260.
(2.2.8) Xuanquan; 6 or 7+ pieces:
Unpublished.
(2.2.9) Niya; N; 1 piece:
N14:1.
(2.2.10) Ejina Banner; EJN; 1 piece:
EJN 123/4.
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(2.2.11) Stein Collection (Part II); YT; 434 pieces:
YT 1789; 1791; 1792; 1793; 1804; 1809; 1812; 1814; 1815; 1817; 1818; 1820;
1821; 1823; 1824; 1827; 1828; 1833; 1834; 1835; 1840; 1841; 1843; 1844; 1845;
1846; 1847; 1848; 1850; 1851; 1852; 1855; 1859; 1860; 1861; 1863; 1864; 1867;
1868; 1872; 1873; 1875; 1877; 1879; 1880; 1881; 1882; 1885; 1888; 1894; 1895;
1896; 1897; 1898; 1899; 1900; 1902; 1903; 1905; 1906; 1907; 1908; 1909; 1910;
1913; 1914; 1916; 1919; 1921; 1923; 1924; 1935; 1936; 1938; 1947; 1950; 1963;
1965; 1992; 1994; 2004; 2007; 2017; 2024; 2025; 2029; 2035; 2044; 2048; 2050;
2055; 2064; 2065; 2074; 2084; 2094; 2110; 2113; 2121; 2129; 2130; 2133; 2135;
2139; 2154; 2160; 2173; 2182; 2195; 2207; 2211; 2225; 2231; 2235; 2242; 2250;
2255; 2263; 2275; 2290; 2298; 2303; 2306; 2312; 2317; 2322; 2325; 2326; 2330;
2333; 2341; 2347; 2349; 2359; 2372; 2381; 2387; 2396; 2400; 2409; 2430; 2442;
2446; 2449; 2460; 2464; 2465; 2467; 2469; 2470; 2471; 2472; 2473; 2475; 2485;
2490; 2496; 2501; 2505; 2506; 2522; 2524; 2532; 2537; 2543; 2546; 2561; 2562;
2565; 2566; 2567; 2569; 2583; 2591; 2595; 2607; 2619; 2626; 2632; 2633; 2634;
2636; 2670; 2672; 2674; 2675; 2683; 2699; 2700; 2703; 2721; 2729; 2739; 2740;
2750; 2762; 2765; 2767; 2771; 2780; 2795; 2802; 2818; 2833; 2836; 2843; 2846;
2849; 2855; 2867; 2873; 2874; 2875; 2876; 2877; 2879; 2880; 2882; 2883; 2884;
2890; 2893; 2894; 2895; 2897; 2907; 2908; 2909; 2910; 2912; 2914; 2916; 2921;
2925; 2938; 2942; 2959; 2972; 2973; 2982; 2983; 2985; 2996; 2999; 3003; 3007;
3010; 3012; 3016; 3018; 3021; 3022; 3024; 3025; 3028; 3029; 3032; 3035; 3036;
3039; 3040; 3041; 3043; 3046; 3050; 3052; 3059; 3063; 3064; 3065; 3067; 3070;
3073; 3078; 3081; 3087; 3092; 3098; 3114; 3118; 3122; 3124; 3126; 3129; 3136;
3138; 3139; 3140; 3142; 3143; 3154; 3159; 3170; 3171; 3173; 3174; 3175; 3176;
3177; 3178; 3212; 3213; 3216; 3218; 3219; 3225; 3228; 3244; 3248; 3251; 3254;
3256; 3265; 3268; 3270; 3271; 3289; 3290; 3299; 3300; 3301; 3311; 3312; 3318;
3333; 3340; 3355; 3359; 3367; 3368; 3371; 3375; 3378; 3380; 3382; 3393; 3399;
3407; 3412; 3413; 3416; 3422; 3428; 3429; 3430; 3435; 3438; 3441; 3445; 3446;
3447; 3451; 3461; 3465; 3474; 3477; 3480; 3492; 3497; 3498; 3500; 3501; 3502;
3503; 3506; 3509; 3516; 3517; 3518; 3519; 3523; 3527; 3528; 3532; 3535; 3538;
3539; 3540; 3543; 3549; 3550; 3551; 3554; 3558; 3559; 3561; 3562; 3564; 3568;
3572; 3574; 3580; 3582; 3583; 3587; 3590; 3603; 3604; 3606; 3607; 3610; 3611;
3617; 3622; 3626; 3628; 3629; 3630; 3633; 3645; 3650; 3657; 3658; 3659; 3661;
3664; 3665; 3666; 3667; 3670; 3674; 3675; 3676; 3681; 3683; 3696; 3701; 3702;
3704; 3706; 3708; 3712; 3718; 3722.
(2.2.12) Shuiquanzi; SQZ; 137* pieces estimated:
SQZ1_P:1.1-10; SQZ2_P:1-3; 8; 11-20; 22-25; 27-30; 31+40; 32-39; 41-45; additional
strip transcriptions (sans photographs) are available, see ch.2, nn.177-9.
(2.2.13) Peking University; PKU; 79 pieces:
PKU 1-79
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APPENDIX TWO: Analysis of Character Variants in the Cang Jie pian Opening
Chapter
The following table documents each piece available for my analysis of character
variation in the Cang Jie pian’s opening chapter. The analysis is limited to the first
twelve lines of the text, making for forty-eight character positions in total. Data are
labeled first with a line number, then with an overall character position number.
(For example, 2.7 is therefore the second line, seventh overall character position).
Pictures are provided for witnesses accepted for consideration at each character
position, though I would also encourage the reader to consult the original
photographs to view each piece as a whole.

1.1:
Nineteen pieces with this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; 1975; JY 85.21; 185.20; JYX EPT
50.1; 50.134; 56.40; EJT 6.111; EJC 634; and EJN 123/4. Excluded pieces = JY 63.19;
97.8; 183.11; 228.2; 229.12; and JYX EJT 24.485. Note that on JY 85.21 the character
seems to appear again at the end of the line, following ‘ ’, which offers a curious
(though most likely accidental) correlation with JYX EJT 24.485. I have added an
image for the mirror inscription for reference, as it includes the variant ‘ ’.
DHHJ
844

JYX
EPT 50.134

DHHJ
1459

JYX
EPT 56.40

DHHJ
1460

JYX
EJT 6.111

DHHJ
1461

DHHJ
1975

JYX
EJC 634
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EJN
123/4

JY
85.21

JY
185.20

“Cang Jie Created
Writing” mirror
inscription

JYX
EPT 50.1

1.2:
Seventeen pieces with this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; 1975; JY 85.21; 185.20; JYX EPT
50.1; 50.134; 56.40; EJT 6.111; EJC 634; and EJN 123/4. Excluded pieces = JY 63.19;
97.8; 183.11; and JYX EJT 24.485.
DHHJ
844

JYX
EPT 50.134

DHHJ
1459

JYX
EPT 56.40

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EJT 6.111

DHHJ
1975

JYX
EJC 634

JY
85.21

JY
185.20

JYX
EPT 50.1

EJN
123/4

1.3:
Fifteen pieces with this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; 1975; JY 85.21; 185.20; JYX EPT
50.1; 50.134; 56.40; EJT 6.111; EJC 634; and EJN 123/4. Excluded pieces = JY 283.8
and JYX EJT 24.485. YT 2501 is a fragmentary shaving with , then another
character following with the component , but as its textual identity is uncertain I
have therefore not included it in my count.
DHHJ
844

DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

DHHJ
1975
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JY
85.21

JY
185.20

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EPT 50.134

JYX
EPT 56.40

JYX
EJT 6.111

JYX
EJC 634

EJN
123/4

1.4:
Thirteen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 185.20; JYX EPT 50.1;
50.134; 56.40; EJC 634; EJN 123/4; and SQZ2_P:31/40. Excluded pieces = JY 85.21;
283.8. If YT 2501 is in fact from this line of the Cang Jie pian, it would also have a
partial character in this position.
DHHJ
844

JYX
EJC 634

DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
185.20

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EPT 50.134

JYX
EPT 56.40

EJN
123/4

2.5:
Fourteen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 85.21; 185.20; JYX EPT
50.1; 56.40; EJC 634; EJN 123/4; and SQZ2_P:31/40. Excluded pieces = JY 283.8; JYX
EPT 56.27; and YT 1919.
DHHJ
844

DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
85.21
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JY
185.20

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EPT 56.40

JYX
EJC 634

EJN
123/4

SQZ
2_P:31/40

2.6:
Seventeen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 85.21; 185.20; JYX EPT
50.1; 56.40; EJC 634; EJN 123/4; SQZ2_P:31/40; and YT 1919. Excluded pieces = JYX
EPT 56.27; EJT 6.111; YT 2017; 2740; and 3041. YT 3371 may carry this character
as well, but its textual identity is too uncertain.
DHHJ
844

JYX
EJC 634

DHHJ
1459

EJN
123/4

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

SQZ
2_P:31/40

JY
85.21

JY
185.20

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EPT 56.40

YT
1919

2.7:
Fourteen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 185.20; JYX EPT 50.1;
56.40; EJN 123/4; and SQZ2_P:31/40. Excluded pieces = JYX EPT 56.27; YT 1919;
2017; 2740; and 3041. If YT 3371 is in fact from this line of the Cang Jie pian, it
would also have a partial character in this position. Further consideration is needed
for JY 260.18, which I include here for reference.
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DHHJ
844

EJN
123/4

DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

SQZ
2_P:31/40

DHHJ
1461

JY
185.20

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EPT 56.40

JY
260.18

2.8:
Eighteen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 167.4; 185.20; 260.18; JYX
EPT 50.1; 56.40; EJN 123/4; and SQZ2_P:31/40. Excluded pieces = JY 176.33; JYX
EPT 56.27; YT 1873; 1919; 2306; 2893 and 3041. I have added an image for the
“Cang Jie Created Writing” mirror inscription for reference, as it includes the variant
‘ ’ (a synonym swapped in to rhyme with unrelated text).
DHHJ
844

JYX
EPT 50.1

DHHJ
1459

JYX
EPT 56.40

DHHJ
1460

EJN
123/4

DHHJ
1461

JY
167.4

SQZ
2_P:31/40
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JY
185.20

“Cang Jie Created
Writing” mirror
inscription

JY
260.18

3.9:
Twenty-two pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; 167.4; 260.18; JYX
EPT 50.1; EJD 385; EJN 123/4; and YT 3124. Excluded pieces = JY 176.33; 185.20;
228.2; JYX EPT 56.27; 56.40; SQZ2_P:39; YT 1873; 1919; 2306; 2893 and 3041.
There are multiple instances of ‘ ’ on JY 260.18, the two clear examples are
pictured here.
DHHJ
844

JYX
EPT 50.1

DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

JYX
EJD 385

DHHJ
1461

EJN
123/4

JY
125.38

JY
167.4

JY
260.18 a

JY
260.18 b

YT
3124

3.10:
Twenty-one pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; 167.4; 260.18; JYX
EPT 50.1; EJD 385; EJN 123/4; SQZ2_P:39; YT 1873; and 3124. Excluded pieces = JY
176.33; 185.20; JYX EPT 56.27; 56.40; SQZ2_P:31/40; YT 2306; 2893 and 3041. JY
125.38 includes multiple instances of ‘ ’, here I only include one representative
example.
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DHHJ
844

JYX
EPT 50.1

DHHJ
1459

JYX
EJD 385

DHHJ
1460

EJN
123/4

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

SQZ
2_P:39

JY
167.4

YT
1873

JY
260.18

YT
3124

Line 3.11:
Fifteen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; 167.4; 233.47; JYX EPT
50.1; EJN 123/4; SQZ2_P:39; and YT 1873. Excluded pieces = JYX EPT 56.27; 56.40;
YT 3124 and 3126. JY 125.38 includes multiple instances of ‘ ’, here I only include
one representative example.
DHHJ
844

JYX
EPT 50.1

DHHJ
1459

JYX
EJD 385

DHHJ
1460

EJN
123/4

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

SQZ
2_P:39
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JY
167.4

YT
1873

JY
233.47

Line 3.12:
Seventeen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; 167.4; JYX EPT
50.1; EJN 123/4; and SQZ2_P:39. Excluded pieces = JY 63.26; 233.47; JYX EPT 56.27;
56.40; EJD 385; YT 1873; 2762; and 3126. JY 125.38 includes multiple instances of ‘
’, here I only include one representative example.
DHHJ
844

EJN
123/4

DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

JY
167.4

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:39

Line 4.13:
Fifteen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 167.4; JYX EPT 50.1; YT 2762;
and 3126. Excluded pieces = JY 63.26; 125.38; 233.47; JYX EPT 56.27; EPF 22.741;
SQZ2_P:43; and YT 3212.
DHHJ
844

YT
2762

DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
167.4

YT
3126

448

JYX
EPT 50.1

Line 4.14:
Fourteen pieces relevant to this character position have been published to
date. Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 844; 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; 167.4; JYX EPT
50.1; and YT 3126. Excluded pieces = JY 63.26; JYX EPF 22.741; SQZ2_P:43; YT 2762;
3212; and 3143.
DHHJ
844

DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

JY
167.4

JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
3126

Line 4.15:
Ten pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 167.4; JYX EPT 50.1; and YT 3126.
Excluded pieces = JYX EPT 56.27; SQZ2_P:43; YT 3212; and 3143.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
167.4

JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
3126

Line 4.16:
Seven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 167.4; JYX EPT 50.1; and SQZ2_P:43.
Excluded pieces = JYX EPT 56.27.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
167.4

449

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:43

Line 5.17:
Eight pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; and SQZ2_P:43. Excluded
pieces = JYX EPT 56.27; EPF 19.7; and YT 3367.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:43

Line 5.18:
Ten pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; and SQZ2_P:43. Excluded
pieces = JY 125.38; JYX EPT 56.27; EPF 19.7; YT 3564; and 3367. JY 125.38 is not
counted because the ‘ ’ does not fall in the coherent columns of Cang Jie pian lines.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:43

Line 5.19:
Eight pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; and SQZ2_P:43. Excluded
pieces = JYX EPT 56.27; YT 3564; and 3367.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

450

SQZ
2_P:43

Line 5.20:
Seven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ 2_P:43; and YT 3177.
Excluded pieces = JYX EPT 56.27; and YT 3564.
DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:43

YT
3177

Line 6.21:
Eight pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:8; and
YT 3177. Excluded pieces = YT 2467.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:8

YT
3177

Line 6.22:
Ten pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:8; and
YT 3177. Excluded pieces = YT 2467; 3025; and 3175.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38
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JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:8

YT
3177

Line 6.23:
Ten pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:8; YT
3175; and 3177. Excluded pieces = YT 2467; and 3025. JY 125.38 includes ‘ ’
written multiple times outside the coherent lines of Cang Jie pian, however the final
‘ ’ in the bottom left corner of the recto is aligned properly. Regardless, it does not
represent a significant variant compared to other examples.
DHHJ
1459

SQZ
2_P:8

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

YT
3175

JY
125.38

JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
3177

Line 6.24:
Eleven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:8; YT
2467; 3175; and 3177. Excluded pieces = YT 2883; and 3025.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

452

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:8

YT
2467

YT
3175

YT
3177

Line 7.25:
Nine pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; JYX EPT 50.1; YT 2467; and 3175.
Excluded pieces = JY 260.18; SQZ2_T:13; YT 2883; and 3025. The ‘ ’ on JY 260.18
does not fall in a column of Cang Jie pian text, so I am uncertain of its identity.
DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
2467

YT
3175

JY
260.18

Line 7.26:
Ten pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; JYX EPT 50.1; YT 2467; and
3175. Excluded pieces = JY 260.18; SQZ2_T:13; and YT 2883. The is a character
underneath ‘ ’ on JY 260.18, but it is unclear.
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DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
3175

YT
3175

Line 7.27:
Nine pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; JYX EPT 50.1; and YT 3701.
Excluded pieces = SQZ2_T:13; YT 2883 and 3029.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
3701

Line 7.28:
Nine pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JY 125.38; JYX EPT 50.1; EJT 37.1098;
YT 3029; and 3701. Excluded pieces = SQZ2_T:13.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JY
125.38

454

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

YT
3029

YT
3701

Line 8.29:
Eleven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; EJT 37.1098; YT 3029;
and 3701. Excluded pieces = JY 260.18; SQZ2_T:13, YT 2802; and 3018. The ‘ ’ on
JY 260.18 is listed under the ‘ ’ character position.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

YT
3029

YT
3701

Line 8.30:
Eleven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; EJT 37.1098; and YT
3029. Excluded pieces = SQZ2_T:13, YT 1935; 2802; 3018; and 3659.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

YT
3029

Line 8.31:
Nine pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; and EJT 37.1098.
Excluded pieces = SQZ2_T:13, YT 3018; 3587; and 3659.
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DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

Line 8.32:
Six pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; and JYX EPT 50.1. Excluded pieces =
JYX EJT 37.1098; and SQZ2_T:13.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

Line 9.33:
Seven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; and EJT 37.1098.
Excluded pieces = JYX EJT 31.172; and SQZ2_T:13.
DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

Line 9.34:
Seven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 1459; 1460; 1461; JYX EPT 50.1; EJT 37.1098. Excluded
pieces = JYX EJT 31.172; and SQZ2_T:13.
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DHHJ
1459

DHHJ
1460

DHHJ
1461

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

Line 9.35:
At present there are only three pieces relevant to this character position to
my knowledge, JYX EPT 50.1, EJT 37.1098 and SQZ2_T:13. The Shuiquanzi fragment
is currently only available as a transcription. JYX EJT 37.1098 is also unfortunately
partially obscured.
JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

Line 9.36:
Six pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JYX EPT 50.1; EJT 37.1098; and YT 3704. Excluded pieces =
SQZ2_T:13; YT 2464; and 2633.
JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

YT
3704

Line 10.37:
Six pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 249; JYX EPT 50.1; EJT 37.1098; and YT 3704. Excluded
pieces = YT 2464; and 2633.
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DHHJ
249

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

YT
3704

Line 10.38:
Six pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 249; JYX EPT 50.1; EJT 37.1098 and YT 3704. Excluded
pieces = YT 2464; and 2633.
DHHJ
249

JYX
EPT 50.1

JYX
EJT 37.1098

YT
3704

Line 10.39:
Five pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = DHHJ 249; JYX EPT 50.1; and YT 3704. Excluded pieces = YT
2464; and 2633.
DHHJ
249

JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
3704

Line 10.40:
Four pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JYX EPT 50.1; and YT 3704. Excluded pieces = YT 1873; and
3650. Further consideration is needed for JY 260.18, which I include here for
reference.
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JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
3704

JY
260.18

Line 11.41:
Seven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JY 260.18; JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:2; and YT 1835. Excluded
pieces = YT 1873; 1879; and 3650.
JY
260.18

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:2

YT
1835

Line 11.42:
Nine pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JY 260.18; JYX EPT 50.1; and YT 1835. Excluded pieces = JYX
EPT 56.27; SQZ2_P:32; YT 1873; 1879; 2372; and 3650.
JY
260.18

JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
1835

Line 11.43:
Ten pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JY 260.18; JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:32; and YT 1835. Excluded
pieces = YT 1873; 1879; 2372; 3092; 3126; and 3380.
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JY
260.18

JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:32

YT
1835

Line 11.44:
Nine pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:32; YT 1835; 3092; and 3143. Excluded
pieces = YT 2372; 3016; 3126; and 3380.
JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:32

YT
1835

YT
3092

YT
3143

Line 12.45:
Eight pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:32; YT 3016; 3092; and 3143. Excluded
pieces = YT 1835; 3126; and 3380.
JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:32

YT
3016

YT
3092

YT
3143

Line 12.46:
Six pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:32; YT 3016; 3092; and 3143. Excluded
pieces = YT 3380.
JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:32

YT
3016

YT
3092

460

YT
3143

Line 12.47:
Seven pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JYX EPT 50.1; SQZ2_P:32; YT 3016; and 3380. Excluded pieces =
YT 3092; 3143; and 3674.
JYX
EPT 50.1

SQZ
2_P:32

YT
3016

YT
3380

Line 12.48:
Five pieces relevant to this character position have been published to date.
Confirmed pieces = JYX EPT 50.1; and YT 3380. Excluded pieces = YT 2880; 3016;
and 3674.
JYX
EPT 50.1

YT
3380
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